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help ethnic minorities increase their capacity to protect their 
rights. Encourage such organizations to develop training pro-
grams to promote sustainable development among ethnic mi-
norities, programs to protect ethnic minority languages and 
cultures, and programs that research rights abuses in the 
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. Encourage broader 
human rights and rule-of-law programs that operate in China 
to develop programs to address issues affecting ethnic minori-
ties in China. 
Æ Call on the Chinese government to release people detained 
or imprisoned for advocating for the rights of ethnic minority 
citizens, including Mongol rights advocate Hada (serving a 15- 
year sentence after pursuing activities to promote Mongols’ 
rights and democracy) and other prisoners mentioned in this 
report and in the Commission’s Political Prisoner Database. 
Æ Support organizations that can monitor the Chinese govern-
ment’s compliance with stated commitments to protect ethnic 
minorities’ rights, including as articulated in the government’s 
2009–2010 National Human Rights Action Plan and in inter-
national law that the Chinese government is bound to uphold. 
Provide support for organizations that can provide assistance 
in implementing programs in a manner that draws on partici-
pation from communities involved and ensures the protection 
of their rights. 

POPULATION PLANNING 

Findings 

• Chinese authorities continued to implement population plan-
ning policies that interfere with and control the reproductive 
lives of women, employing various methods including fines, 
cancellation of state benefits and permits, forced sterilization, 
forced abortion, arbitrary detention, and other abuses. 
• Human rights abuses by officials charged with implementing 
population planning policies continue despite provisions in Chi-
nese law that prohibit such abuses. China’s 2002 Population 
and Family Planning Law (PFPL) states in Article 4 that offi-
cials ‘‘shall perform their administrative duties strictly in ac-
cordance with the law, and enforce the law in a civil manner, 
and they may not infringe upon the legitimate rights and in-
terests of citizens.’’ The PFPL also states in Article 39 that 
‘‘any functionary of a State organ who commits one of the fol-
lowing acts in the work of family planning, if the act con-
stitutes a crime, shall be investigated for criminal liability in 
accordance with the law; if it does not constitute a crime, he 
shall be given an administrative sanction with law; his unlaw-
ful gains, if any, shall be confiscated: (1) infringing on a citi-
zen’s personal rights, property rights, or other legitimate rights 
and interests; (2) abusing his power, neglecting his duty, or en-
gaging in malpractices for personal gain . . . .’’ 
• The Commission observed in 2010 a greater number of re-
ports confirming its 2009 finding that some local governments 
are specifically targeting migrant workers for forced abortions. 
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• The Commission noted that increased public awareness of 
the demographic and social consequences of the Chinese gov-
ernment’s population planning policy in the 2010 reporting 
year led to public debate among Chinese experts and govern-
ment officials regarding the need for policy reform. However, 
top Communist Party and government leaders continue to pub-
licly defend the policy and rule out reform in the near term. 
• The Chinese government’s population planning policies con-
tinue to exacerbate the country’s highly skewed sex ratio. Re-
ports in the last year, however, emphasized how population 
planning policies exacerbate other demographic challenges as 
well, including a rapidly aging population and a decline in 
working age population. 

Recommendations 

Members of the U.S. Congress and Administration officials are 
encouraged to: 

Æ Urge the Chinese government to vigorously enforce provi-
sions under Chinese law that provide for punishments of offi-
cials and other individuals who violate the rights of citizens 
when implementing population planning policies. Urge the 
Chinese government to establish penalties, including specific 
criminal and financial penalties, for officials and individuals 
found to commit abuses such as coercive abortion and coercive 
sterilization, which continue in China despite provisions under 
existing laws and regulations intended to prohibit them. 
Æ Urge Chinese officials to cease coercive methods of enforcing 
birth control quotas. Urge the Chinese government to dis-
mantle coercive population controls and provide greater repro-
ductive freedom and privacy for women. 
Æ Call on Chinese officials to permit greater public discussion 
and debate concerning population planning policies and to 
demonstrate greater responsiveness to public concerns. Support 
the development of programs and international cooperation on 
legal aid and training programs that help citizens pursue com-
pensation under China’s newly amended State Compensation 
Law, and other remedies against the state for injury suffered 
as a result of official abuse related to China’s population plan-
ning policies. 

FREEDOM OF RESIDENCE AND MOVEMENT 

Findings 

• The Chinese government’s household registration (hukou) 
system, first implemented in the 1950s, continues to limit the 
right of Chinese citizens formally to establish their permanent 
place of residence. Implementation and enforcement of some 
hukou measures resulted in discrimination against rural hukou 
holders who migrate to urban areas. Most frequently, hukou is 
used to deny social benefits such as education and subsidized 
healthcare to migrant workers in cities. The discriminatory ef-
fects are especially prominent in the area of education. 
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POPULATION PLANNING 

Introduction 

During the Commission’s 2010 reporting year, central and local 
authorities continued to interfere with and control the reproductive 
lives of Chinese women through an all-encompassing system of 
population planning regulations. Population planning policies limit 
most women in urban areas to bearing one child, while permitting 
slightly more than half of Chinese women—located in many rural 
areas—to bear a second child if their first child is female.1 The 
Commission notes the emergence of a growing debate in the Chi-
nese media about possible reform of these policies, but has not yet 
seen government action to introduce national reform measures.2 

Local officials continue to monitor the reproductive cycles of Chi-
nese women in order to prevent unauthorized births.3 The Chinese 
government requires married couples to obtain a birth permit be-
fore they can lawfully bear a child and forces them to employ con-
traceptive methods at other times.4 Although Chinese law prohibits 
officials from infringing upon the rights and interests of citizens 
while promoting compliance with population planning policies,5 re-
ports from recent years indicate that abuses continue. Violators of 
the policy are routinely punished with fines, and in some cases, 
subjected to forced sterilization, forced abortion, arbitrary deten-
tion, and torture.6 In some cases surgical sterilization may be re-
quired of Chinese women following the birth of their second child.7 
Mandatory abortion, which is often referred to as ‘‘remedial meas-
ures’’ (bujiu cuoshi) in government reports, is endorsed explicitly as 
an official policy instrument in the regulations of 18 of China’s 31 
provincial-level jurisdictions.8 In 2010, the Commission found that 
local officials continued to coerce women with unauthorized preg-
nancies to undergo abortions in both urban and rural areas across 
China’s major regions.9 

China’s population planning policies in both their nature and 
implementation violate international human rights standards. 
Although implementation tends to vary across localities, the gov-
ernment’s population planning law and regulations contravene 
international human rights standards by limiting the number of 
children that women may bear and by coercing compliance with 
population targets through heavy fines.10 For example, China’s 
Population and Family Planning Law is not consistent with the 
standards set by the 1995 Beijing Declaration and the 1994 Pro-
gramme of Action of the Cairo International Conference on Popu-
lation and Development.11 Controls imposed on Chinese women 
and their families and additional abuses engendered by the system, 
from forced abortion to discriminatory policies against ‘‘out-of-plan’’ 
children, also violate standards in the Convention on the Elimi-
nation of All Forms of Discrimination against Women,12 the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child,13 and the International Cov-
enant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights.14 China is a state 
party to these treaties and is bound to uphold their terms. 
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Coercive Abortion and Fines 

China’s 2002 Population and Family Planning Law (PFPL) states 
in Article 4 that officials ‘‘shall perform their administrative duties 
strictly in accordance with the law, and enforce the law in a civil 
manner, and they may not infringe upon the legitimate rights and 
interests of citizens.’’ 15 The PFPL also states in Article 39 that 
‘‘any functionary of a State organ who commits one of the following 
acts in the work of family planning, if the act constitutes a crime, 
shall be investigated for criminal liability in accordance with the 
law; if it does not constitute a crime, he shall be given an adminis-
trative sanction with law; his unlawful gains, if any, shall be con-
fiscated: (1) infringing on a citizen’s personal rights, property 
rights, or other legitimate rights and interests; (2) abusing his 
power, neglecting his duty, or engaging in malpractices for personal 
gain . . . .’’ 16 Despite these provisions, abuses continue. The Com-
mission has reported on a number of cases of violence against 
women in connection with officials’ enforcement of population plan-
ning policies.17 During this reporting year, the use of violence to 
coerce compliance with the PFPL was illustrated by family plan-
ning officials in Changfeng county, Anhui province. According to 
Chinese Human Rights Defenders (CHRD), on July 15, 2010, 
Changfeng family planning officials kidnapped 23-year-old Li 
Hongmei and her three-week-old daughter and took them to a local 
hospital where they reportedly held Li’s baby hostage until she 
signed her consent to undergo sterilization. According to CHRD, Li 
remained hospitalized for at least a month after the procedure due 
to illness.18 

In 2010, authorities across a wide range of Chinese localities 
launched population planning enforcement campaigns—often 
dubbed ‘‘spring family planning service activities’’ (chunji jisheng 
fuwu xingdong) 19—that employed coercive measures to terminate 
‘‘out-of-plan’’ pregnancies. In February, the Jiangxi provincial gov-
ernment reported that one such campaign had commenced in Anyi 
county where officials vowed to engage in a ‘‘100-day battle’’ in 
which they would ‘‘insist without wavering on the principle of IUD 
[intrauterine device] insertion after the first child, surgical steri-
lization after the second child, and abortion of out-of-plan preg-
nancies.’’ 20 In March 2010, a local official in Ezhou city, Hubei 
province, instructed cadres preparing for a spring campaign to ‘‘im-
mediately adopt remedial measures against those with out-of-plan 
pregnancies, follow procedures to terminate the pregnancy . . . and 
forcefully ensure implementation in order to reduce the birth 
rate.’’ 21 Regulations published in 2009 in Zhanjiang city in 
Guangdong province spell out penalties for violators of the policy 
and explicitly call for officials to ‘‘force’’ (qiangxing) abortion of 
‘‘extra births’’: 

Strictly prohibit out-of-plan second births or multiple 
births; those who have out-of-plan pregnancies must adopt 
abortion measures, force those who exceed birth limits to 
have an abortion. Out-of-plan children will not be allowed 
to enjoy benefits for villagers; for a period of 15 years, par-
ents of out-of-plan children will not be allowed to enjoy 
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benefits for villagers, gain employment at a village-run en-
terprise, or be granted documents.22 

In 2010, the Commission analyzed government reports from nine 
provinces that used the phrase ‘‘by all means necessary’’ (qian fang 
bai ji) to signify intensified enforcement measures and less re-
straint on officials who oversee coerced abortions.23 Between Janu-
ary and March 2010, city and county governments in at least four 
provinces (Henan, Hubei, Guangdong, and Jiangsu) and at least 
one provincial-level government (Jiangxi) vowed to ‘‘by all means 
necessary, stabilize the low birth level.’’ 24 In March, Panjin munic-
ipal authorities in Liaoning province expressed their resolve to 
crack down on population planning violations ‘‘in order to stabilize 
a low birth rate . . . continuously strengthen measures . . . [and] 
by all means necessary, drive population and family planning work 
into the ‘fast lane.’ ’’ 25 In addition to mandating abortion of preg-
nancies that exceed fertility limits, all pregnancies that occur with-
out an official permit, including first pregnancies, are regarded by 
the government as ‘‘out-of-plan’’ and subject to ‘‘remedial meas-
ures.’’ In Jiangxi province, a Xingzi county official highlighted this 
point in responding to an anonymous citizen’s online inquiry in 
March 2010. Noting that there are 10 circumstances in which a 
couple may apply for a permit to have a second child in Jiangxi, 
the official told the citizen that ‘‘even if you conform to some of the 
stipulated conditions, you must first obtain a ‘repeat birth permit,’ 
then you may remove the IUD and become pregnant; otherwise, it 
would be considered an out-of-plan pregnancy.’’ 26 For women who 
give birth to an out-of-plan child before authorities discover the 
pregnancy, the government imposes penalties known as ‘‘social 
compensation fees’’ (shehui fuyang fei). For certain couples, these 
fines pose a dilemma between undergoing an unwanted abortion 
and incurring potentially overwhelming financial costs.27 In some 
cases, authorities not only levy fines against violators, but also 
punish them through job dismissal and other penalties.28 Some 
children may go without household registration (hukou) in China 
because they are born out of plan and their parents do not pay the 
necessary fines.29 Lack of a valid hukou raises barriers to access 
to social benefits typically linked to the hukou, including subsidized 
healthcare and public education.30 [For additional discussion of 
China’s hukou system, see Section II—Freedom of Residence and 
Movement.] 

The U.S. State Department, reporting on China’s ‘‘high female 
suicide rate’’ in its 2009 Human Rights Report noted that ‘‘(m)any 
observers believed that violence against women and girls, discrimi-
nation in education and employment, the traditional preference for 
male children, birth-limitation policies, and other societal factors 
contributed to the high female suicide rate. Women in rural areas, 
where the suicide rate for women was three to four times higher 
than for men, were especially vulnerable.’’ 31 

Targeting Migrant Workers 

The Commission observed during its 2010 reporting year a great-
er number of reports confirming its 2009 finding that some local 
governments are specifically targeting migrant workers for forced 
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abortions.32 [For more information on discrimination against mi-
grant workers, see Section II—Freedom of Residence and Move-
ment.] In April 2010, the National Population and Family Planning 
Commission released an ‘‘implementation plan’’ for enforcing popu-
lation planning regulations for migrant workers within a 10-prov-
ince region called the Bohai Rim.33 This plan calls for governments 
where migrant workers reside to ‘‘persuade and educate’’ those 
with out-of-plan pregnancies to ‘‘promptly adopt remedial meas-
ures.’’ If a migrant worker refuses, local authorities are instructed 
to coordinate with the migrant’s home government (place of house-
hold registration) to ‘‘launch unified enforcement work.’’ 34 
Strengthening family planning enforcement through coordination 
between governments where migrants work and where their house-
holds are registered, as described in the Bohai plan, was also the 
chief goal behind a cooperation agreement that 10 district and 
county-level governments in Shanghai and Fuzhou municipalities 
signed in March 2010.35 In the migrant-rich factory city of 
Kunshan on the outskirts of Shanghai, the government launched a 
‘‘special rectification operation’’ for the ‘‘floating population’’ in De-
cember 2009 that set ‘‘raising the implementation rate of remedial 
measures for out-of-plan pregnancies’’ as one of its primary objec-
tives.36 Anhui provincial family planning measures for migrant 
workers require officials to ‘‘mobilize pregnant migrant workers 
without a birth permit to adopt remedial measures.’’ 37 Those who 
initially refuse are fined repeatedly until they terminate the preg-
nancy, or if they fail to abort within a designated period of time, 
officials are required to ‘‘order them to adopt remedial measures on 
the spot.’’ 38 

Coercive Sterilization 

When women reach the state-imposed limit on number of births, 
local authorities often mandate surgical sterilization to prevent 
‘‘out-of-plan’’ pregnancies. In February 2010, the Qiaojia county 
government in Yunnan province issued a directive that urged offi-
cials to ‘‘by all means necessary, raise the rate of surgical steriliza-
tion after the second birth and IUD insertion after the first 
birth.’’ 39 The directive also warns that the government will ‘‘stop 
salary payments without exception’’ for government workers who 
fail to adopt contraception measures within a specified time pe-
riod.40 In March 2010, the Qianxi county government in Guizhou 
province issued a similar directive authorizing ‘‘special rectification 
activities’’ to sterilize women with two children.41 Qianxi officials 
face a penalty of 1,000 yuan (US$147) for each woman with two 
children that they fail to sterilize, and conversely, they are prom-
ised a reward of the same amount for each tubal ligation that they 
see through to completion.42 

In some areas, coerced sterilization is accomplished through pu-
nitive action taken against the family members of targeted women, 
which can include extended periods of detention. In April 2010, the 
Puning city government in Guangdong province launched a ‘‘special 
operation to sterilize women with two children’’ in which officials 
were authorized to ‘‘adopt measures that exceed conventional prac-
tices.’’ 43 The impetus for the operation came from Guangdong pro-
vincial authorities who identified Puning as a problematic area 
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that ‘‘lagged behind’’ other localities in meeting population plan-
ning goals.44 Puning authorities indicated that the operation’s ini-
tial sweep, conducted from April 7 to April 26, resulted in 5,601 
surgical sterilizations.45 The government reportedly set 9,559 tubal 
ligations as its target to achieve before the end of April.46 As of 
April 12, Puning authorities had detained 1,377 people—many of 
whom were elderly relatives of unsterilized women—in extralegal 
‘‘study classes’’ in order to force women who had left Puning for 
work purposes to return and undergo sterilization.47 In addition to 
detentions, Puning authorities employed a series of other ‘‘meas-
ures that exceed conventional practice’’ such as nullification of 
household registration (hukou) for unsterilized women, refusal to 
grant household registration to their children, and punitive actions 
taken against their relatives such as cancellation of state benefits 
and permits.48 As of April 12, 63 officials who failed to adopt these 
measures were reportedly subjected to disciplinary action, includ-
ing one township Communist Party secretary who was sus-
pended.49 Puning is not exceptional in its use of coercive ‘‘measures 
that exceed conventional practices,’’ as the Commission analyzed 
official government reports containing the same phrase in prov-
inces such as Jiangxi, Jiangsu, Anhui, Gansu, and the Guangxi 
Zhuang Autonomous Region.50 

Prospects for Policy Reform 

Growing awareness of the demographic and social consequences 
of China’s population planning policy is giving rise to public discus-
sion of the need for policy reform. In 2010, Chinese experts and of-
ficials engaged in a relatively open exchange in the state-run media 
about how to address demographic trends that are expected to det-
rimentally impact China’s future development.51 The Beijing News 
reported in January that the municipal government would soon 
allow all couples to have two children, but within hours, the Bei-
jing Population and Family Planning Commission denied the 
earlier report.52 The central government reportedly commissioned 
feasibility studies in 2009 to assess the possible effects of a change 
in policy.53 Top Party and government leaders, however, continue 
to publicly defend the policy and rule out reform in the near-term.54 

Demographic Consequences 

Chinese society is aging at a rapid pace and is expected to under-
go a challenging demographic transformation in the next two dec-
ades. In 2008, China had 169 million citizens over the age of 60, 
constituting 13 percent of the total population and surpassing the 
UN’s threshold for classification as an ‘‘aging society.’’ 55 By 2030, 
some Western demographers estimate that the number of elderly 
Chinese could soar to as high as 350 million and account for 25 
percent of the population.56 An economist with the Asian Develop-
ment Bank projects that one in five urban Chinese will be over 65 
years of age by 2025.57 

China’s total fertility rate has dropped from 6.1 births per 
woman in 1949 to an estimated 1.5 births per woman in 2010.58 
Premier Wen Jiabao and Vice Premier Li Keqiang called on sepa-
rate occasions in 2010 for officials to maintain China’s low birth 
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rate for the foreseeable future.59 Cai Fang, the Director of the In-
stitute of Population and Labor Economics at the Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences (CASS), characterizes this decline in the work-
ing-age population as the ‘‘greatest threat to China’s economic pros-
perity’’ and predicts labor shortages in China as soon as 2013.60 

An imbalanced sex ratio remains one of China’s major demo-
graphic challenges and recent data indicate that it is worsening. In 
response to government-imposed birth limits and in keeping with 
a traditional cultural bias for sons, Chinese parents often engage 
in sex-selective abortion, especially rural couples whose first child 
is a girl.61 In January 2010, CASS published a comprehensive 
study that placed the male-to-female sex ratio for the infant-to- 
four-year-old age group in China at 123.26 males for every 100 fe-
males.62 Some provinces have ratios exceeding 130.63 This is far 
above the global norm of roughly 103 to 105 males for every 100 
females and represents growth of nearly two and a half points from 
the 2000 census ratio.64 CASS estimates that, by 2020, the number 
of Chinese males of marriageable age will exceed the number of 
Chinese females of marriageable age by 30 to 40 million.65 [For ad-
ditional discussion of China’s imbalanced sex ratio, see Section II— 
Status of Women.] 

Case Update: Chen Guangcheng—Human Rights Defender 

Authorities in Linyi city, Shandong province, released rights defender 
Chen Guangcheng from prison on September 9, 2010, after he completed 
a four-year, three-month sentence for exposing widespread abuses by 
local officials responsible for implementing China’s one-child policy.66 
During the period of his imprisonment, authorities reportedly denied 
Chen Guangcheng, who is blind, adequate medical treatment despite his 
reported deteriorating health.67 Authorities also repeatedly denied re-
quests filed by both Chen and his wife, Yuan Weijing, on his behalf for 
his medical parole.68 

According to several media and non-governmental organization re-
ports, Chen returned home under police escort on the morning of Sep-
tember 9, 2010, to heightened police surveillance, including a number of 
plainclothes and uniformed guards around Chen’s home and at the en-
trance to his village,69 disconnection of the family’s telephone and cell 
phone service,70 and newly installed 24-hour closed-circuit surveillance 
cameras by which security agents monitor his and his family’s activi-
ties.71 
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Case Update: Chen Guangcheng—Human Rights Defender— 
Continued 

In 1996, Mr. Chen began defending the rights of disabled peasants 
and providing legal advice as a self-trained legal advocate focusing on 
antidiscrimination.72 Over the next decade, his legal advocacy was rec-
ognized in China and internationally.73 In 2005, Mr. Chen’s rights 
defense work drew international news media attention to population 
planning abuses in Linyi city, Shandong province.74 Local authorities 
placed Chen under house arrest in September 2005 and formally ar-
rested him on June 21, 2006.75 On the eve of his August 18, 2006, trial, 
three of his defense lawyers were taken into custody.76 The Yinan Coun-
ty People’s Court first tried and sentenced Chen on August 24, 2006, to 
four years and three months in prison for ‘‘intentional destruction of 
property’’ and ‘‘organizing a group of people to disturb traffic order.’’ 77 
Li Jinsong, lead counsel on Chen’s criminal defense team, filed an ap-
peal in September 2006 arguing that at trial, the court had illegally de-
prived Chen of the right to be represented by criminal defense lawyers 
of his own choosing.78 On October 31, 2006, the Linyi Intermediate Peo-
ple’s Court vacated the original trial court judgment and remanded the 
case for a retrial.79 The retrial took place on November 27, 2006,80 and 
on December 1, 2006, the Yinan court handed down the same judgment 
as before,81 which the appeals court affirmed on January 12, 2007.82 
Chen’s retrial prompted repeated criticism for its criminal procedure vio-
lations.83 In June 2007, Chen reportedly informed his wife and brother 
that he had been beaten by fellow inmates.84 

In August 2007, Chen received the Ramon Magsaysay Award for ‘‘his 
irrepressible passion for justice in leading ordinary Chinese citizens to 
assert their legitimate rights under the law.’’ 85 His wife, Yuan Weijing, 
attempted to travel to the Philippines to accept the award on behalf of 
Chen, but Chinese authorities intercepted her before leaving the country 
and reportedly forcibly returned her to her village.86 At other times dur-
ing Chen’s imprisonment, authorities also repeatedly subjected Yuan 
and their two children to harassment, home confinement, surveillance, 
and other abuses,87 including reportedly preventing the children from 
enrolling in school.88 The Commission will continue to monitor and re-
port on the conditions surrounding Chen Guangcheng and his family in 
the coming year. 
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Introduction 

In the Commission's 2009 reporting year, central and local au- 
thorities continued to interfere with and control the reproductive 
lives of Chinese women through an all-encompassing system of 
family planning regulations in which the government is directly in- 
volved in the reproductive decisions of its citizens. Population plan- 
nia policies limit most women in urban areas to bearing one child, 
wh' 3 e permitting slightly more than half of women in rural areas 
to bear a second child if their first child is female.1 In the paat 
year, the Commission notes that several Chinese municipalities are 
allowing younger couples in which both s ouses had from one-child ! households to have more than one child. Despite progress in this 
regard, local officials and state-run work units continue to interfere 
in the reproductive lives of Chinese women by monitoring their re- 
productive cycles in order to prevent unauthorized births.3 The 
Chinese government requires married cou les to obtain a birth per- 
mit before they can 1awf;ully bear a chi1 L$ and forces them to use 
contrace tion a t  other t i r n e ~ . ~  Violators of the policy are routinely 
punisheB with fines, and in  some eases. subjected to forced steri- 
lization, forcad abortion, arbitrary detention, and torture.6 

China's population planning policies in both their nature and im- 
plementation violate international human rights standards. Al- 
thou h implementation tends to vary across localities, the govern- 
men 9 s opulation planning law and regulations contravene inter- 
na t ion2  human rights standards by limiting the number of chil- 
dren that women may bear and by coercing corn fiance with p p u -  
lation tar eta throu h heavy fines.6 For examp e, the PRC opu- d 7 P 
lation an Family P Rnning Law is not consistent with the stand- 
ards set by the 1995 Beijing Declaration and the 1994 Pmgramme 
of Action of the Cairo International Conference on Population and 
De~elopment .~ Controls imposed on Chinese women and their fami- 
lies and additional abuses en endered by the system, from forced 
abortion to discriminatory po k 'cies against "out-of-plan" children, 
also violate standards in the Convention oc the Elirr.i?.atio=l of ,U 
Fonm of Discrimination Against Women,B the Convention on the 
Rights of the Child,Q and the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights.10 In December 2008, the UN Com- 
mittee against Torture expreeaed concern with Chinese authorities' 
"lack of investigation into the alleged use of coercive and violent 
measures to implement the population policy" and ursed the gov- 
ernment to bring its population planning policies into 'full corn Li- 
ance" with the relevant provisions of the Convention against &r- 
ture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Pun- 
ishment.11 As a stab party to all of these treaties, China is bound 
to uphold their terms. 

Fines for Violators and Rewards for Informants 

Local governments have in some cases stepped up efforts to im- 
pose penalties and fines against couples who grve birth to an unau- 
thorized child. Officials refer to these fines as "social compensation 
fees" (shehui fuyang fei),  which for certain couples pose a dilemma 
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between undergoing an unwanted abortion and incurrin poten- 
tially overwhelming financial costs. In February 2009, the 8 anzhou 
municipal government in Jiangxi province established a "collection 
mana ement program" for social compensation fees that requires 
offici d s to mantain a file for each person who violates family plan- 
ning regulations and stipulataa that violators who refuse to pay the 
fines should be added to a credit '%lacklisY' in China's banking sys- 
tam.12 The Ganzhou rogram also authorizes officials to apply "co- 
ercive measures" sue\ as judicial detention and property seizure 
against those who refuse to ay the hes.13 In the same month, the 
Anxi county government in g ujian province issued a circular order- 
ing officials ta seek court authorization to carry out "coercive meas- 

fail to pay fines.14 In its 2009 
work plan, the ulation and Family Plannin 

on local officials to "expan 8 
strictly enforce the investiga- 

stress the strengthening 
planning policies]." 1s 

luthoritiea in some l d t i e s  are Levyin social com ensation 
fees a t  hi her levels according to the violato 3 s income a n l  in some 
cases, adgtional fines are imposed on women who reeist official ef- 
forts to "implement remedial mearrures" such a~ abortion. In 
Chon qing municipality's Tongliang county, for example, officials 
launc I ed a multi-month project in July 2008 that would impoae 
fines of between 5,000 yuan (US$731) and 10,000 yuan (US$1,464) 
on women who resist government efforts to compel them to have 
an abortion. This fine is levied in addition to the ordinary social 
corn ensation fee of 2,000 yuan (US$293) to 5,000 yuan 
(use73 1) In November 2008, the Shanxi Provincial People's Can- 
gress Standing Committee passed an amendment to the provincial 
family planning re atians that imposes stricter standards for so- 
cial compensatzon !@ ees. For couples who have a second child in v-io- 
lation of these regulations, the government will assesa a social com- 
pensation fee equal to 20 percent of a couple's combined income 
once per year for seven years, which must total no leas than 7,000 
yuan (US$l,OPS). If a cou 1s hss s third c U C ,  tha fina risee to 40 
:erc.~lt ~ l f  t5c.L- I ^ ~ L . ~ G G ~  iiieome aaaeaseri for a M-year period, 
which must total no less than 30,000 yuan (US$4,392)." Tn March 
2009, Xinhua reported that authorities in Fuzhou city, Fujian prov- 
ince, fined two rivate entrepreneurs from the Cangshan district 
200,000 yuan ('d!9$29,275) and 300,000 yuan (US$43,912) each for 
"illegal births." Two other entrepreneurs fi-om nearby districts paid 
100,000 yuan (US$14,637) each in penalties for violating popu- 
lation laming policies. l8 

Loc 8 governments also offer monetary incentives to citizen in- 
formants who re ort violations of population planning regulations. 
In March 2009, t \ e Beijing Times reported that the Beijing Munic- 
ipal Population and Family Planning Commission had begun offer- 
ing rewards of an unspecified amount to informants who report 
"out-of-plan" pregnancies and extramarital pregnancies.lS In April 
2009, the Chun'an County Bureau of Population and Family Plan- 
ning in Zhejiang province introduced a system for providing inform- 
ants with cash rewards of 1,000 yuan (US$146) per violation re- 
ported. The circular also states that authorities will "strictly pro- 
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tect the secrecy" of the informant's identity.20 In July 2009, 
Yang~in county authorities in Shandong province released meas- 
ures for roviding citizen informants with awards ran ng from 300 
yuan (U 8 $44) to 3,000 an (US$439) depending on t e severity of 
the reported violation. 2i? 

f 
Implementation: Abortion and Sterilization 

The use of coercive measures in the enforcement of population 
planning policies remains commonplace despite rovisions for the 

unishment of official abuse outlined in the PR 8 Population and 
Family Planning L ~ W . ~ P  The same law requires that local family 
planning bureaus conduct regular pregnancy tests on married 
women and administer unspecified "follow-u " services.23 The pop- 
ulation planning regulations of a t  least 18 o ? China's 31 provincial- 
level jurisdictions pennit officials to take steps to ensure that birth 
quotas are not exceeded; in practice, these steps can include forced 
abortion and forced s t e r i l i ~ a t i o n . ~ ~  In some cases, local officials co- 
erce abortions in the third t r ime~ter .~6  "Termination of pregnancy" 
is explicitly required if a pre ancy does not conform w i t h  provin- 
cial population planning re$ ations in Anhui, Hebei, Heilongjiang, 
Hubei, Hunan, Jilin, Liaonm and Ningxia provinces. In 10 other 
rovinces--Fujian, Guizhou, 8 uangdong, Gmu,  Jiangxi, Qinghai, 

gichuan, Shanri, Shaanxi, and Yunnan-population planning om- 
cials are authorized to take "remedial measures" to deal with "out- 
of- Ian" p r e g n a n c i e ~ . ~ ~  In the past year, the Commission analyzed 
o d cia1 reports from local governments in over a third of Ch.ma'8 
provincial-level jurisdictions and found that the term "remedial 
measures" (bujiu cuoshi) is used synonymously with compulsory 
abortion.27 

In  the past year, authorities in various localitiee forced women 
to undergo abortions, and in some cases, reportedly beat violatore 
of population lenning re ations. In February 2009, a woman in P Gumgdon$a ghenzhen p i a l  Economic Zone told local media 
that offici s subjected her to a forced abortion six days rior to her 

L-- l.1 
P P due date because she was regnant with her second chi d (her first 

was 3 dnnghtcr) baf~ra t k  a a ~ d a l l ' y  mandated period between 
u ; ~ r ~ ~  i~ud p a ~ ~ e d . Z %  Ten famiiy pl_Rnning workers took her to a 
clinic where she was injected in the abdomen with medication to 
induce a n  abortion. They reportedly kicked her in the stomach to 
expedite the abortion.29 In April 2009, several male family plan- 
ning workers in Sihong county, Jiangsu province, reportedly took 
a woman from her home and beat her repeatedly because she 
missed the deadline for a mandatory pregnancy exam and intra- 
uterine device (IUD) inspection.30 Authorities in Guangdong's cap- 
ital forced three young surrogate mothers to undergo abortions 
when they were discovered hiding there in April. Authorities phys- 
ically forced the women's thumbprints onto a consent form, accord- 
ing to one woman's account.31 In June 2009, family planning offi- 
cials in Guan county, Shandon province, forced 35-year-old Feng a Junhua to have an abortion in er ninth month of pregnancy. The 
injection to induce abortion reportedly caused massive hem- 

g and m e d  the mother.32 
In ate 2008, officials in at  least three provinces (Jiangsu, O r r h a a n  

Guizhou, and M u i )  and one provincial-level administrative area 
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(Chongqing), unveiled plans and circulars launching family plan- 
ning cam aigna that mandate abortions of "out-of-plan" preg- 
nancies. e)hongqing's Tongliang county government introduced a 
multi-month mject in late summer 2008 with an "overall objec- 
tive" to "go Rrther in reducing unwanted and out-of-plan preg- 
nancies and to implement first term and mid-to-lab term abortion 
remedial measures."33 In November, officials in Qin shanquan 
township, Xuzhou municipality, Jiangsu 

tProvince9 
f d a r e d  a 

"month of concentrated corrective activitiesn or family plRnnin 
ficials, the Yoem" of which was "the implementation of . . . &$: 
term and mid- to late-brm abortion and other remedial meas- 
ures." 34 The circular stressed that officials must "avoid just going 
through the motionsn and should instead "resolutely im lement 
abortion and other remedial measures, strictly standar 6: 'ze the 
birth policy, adopt remedial measures for each and ev23y out-of- 

lan pregnancy, and reliably prevent out-of-plan births. Also in 
Rovember, the family planning "leading groupn of Guizhou's 
Qiandongnan Miao and Dong Autonomous Prefecture pressed local 
officials to "take forceful measures" and "resolutely adopt remedial 
measures for out-of-plan pregnancies." 36 It recommended 
"strengthening" pregnancy exams in order to "remedy" out-of- lan 
pregnancies a t  an early stage and thereby reduce 'late-term a %, r- 
tiom and control measures."37 In December, authorities in  
Changfeng county, Anhui province, circulated a directive that  or- 
dered comprehensive inspections in which "no villa e misees any 
group, no oup misses any household, no househo d misses any B f 
person, an no person misses any item." During these inspections, 
officials must "resolutely cany out remedial measures to the sti u- 
lated standard" for householde with a son or more than one chil8.38 

In 2009, authorities in some areas of Yunnan and Fujian prov- 
inces also employed abortion as an official policy instrument. In  
Yunnan's Yanjin caun , Niuzhai township officials developed a T 2009 implementation p an that outlined abortion targets for spe- 
cific grou a: "strictly prohibit the birth of multiple children; for 
women w R o have multiple out-of-plan children and become preg- 
n a t  ag&, the a b ~ ~ o x i  ~ata  muat reach iOO percenr;; for women 
viiiid i l a ~ a  hYo out-of-pian ciddren and become pre ant again, the 
abortion rate must exceed 90 percent; for women w 8" o have one out- 
of-plan child and become regnant again, the abortion rate must 8 exceed 85 per~ent . "3~ In ecember 2008, Luxi city authorities in 
Yunnan decided that villa e-level Communist Party secretaries 
must "stand in the front o f t  h e line and set an example in breaking 
through difficult problems such as . . . abortions of out-of-plan 
pregnancies."@ In February 2009, officials in hxi county, Fujian 
province, initiated a five-week campaign of "concentrated service 
activities" that designated the "implementation of abortion reme- 
dial measures" among its five "primary tasks." The circular author- 
izing the campaign instructs officials to "adopt effective and com- 
prehensive punitive measures and ensure that remedial measures 
against out-of-plan pregnancies are taken rompdy and reliably." 41 

In May 2009, officials in Xianyou county, b ujian, detained 55-year- 
old Wu Xinjie in order to pressure her daughter, who was nine 
months pregnant with a second child and had fled the area, to have 
an abortion." During the same period, Xianyou family planning 
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authorities told a reporter that they forced a 20-year-old unmarried 
woman who was seven months pregnant to undergo an abortion.43 
In June 2009, the Wuyishan coun government in Fujian pub- 
lished village family planning re 9 ations that stipulate the fol- 
lowing: "In emergency situations when pregnancies violate family 
planning policies, report the matter to the villafe committee and 
promptly carry out remedial measures (abortion).' 

gome local governments specifically target migrant workers for 
forced abortions. In April 2009, authorities in Jinyun county, 
Zhejiang province, drafted an implementation plan for a month- 
long family plannin campaign in which villages would "battle with 
themselves" by con d ucting door-to-door inspections to obtain "clues" 
about out-of-plan pregnancies and determine the "true where- 
abouts* of migrant workers who have left the villages. The plan 
urges county-level officials to "assist the township law enforcement 
group with the implementation of remedial measures such as abor- 
tion and the collection of social compensation fees."4= When mi- 
g r a n t ~  with out-of-plan pregnancies are discovered, officials should 
"prom tly report to higher authorities and resolutely im lement re- 
medi 2 measures; the implementation rate for remedi 8 measures 
must reach 100 per~ent."4~ In Kunming, the capital of Yunnan 
province, family planning provisions impose financial penalties de- 
signed to coerce migrant workers with unauthorized pregnancies to 
undergo an abortion.47 The rovisione re uire enhrprises that em- 
ploy migrant8 and officials R om the resi 3 ential committees where 
they live to re ort out-of-plangregnancies to the family pl-g 
authorities an c f  to attempt to persuade" the mi ant to "take re- 
medial meaeures." Local authorities then send e migrant a for- 
ma1 written "notification" that she must "take remedial measures." 
If the migrant worker fails to have an abortion after receiving the 
notification, authorities can deduct a fine directly from her wagea 
on a provisional basia48 After 15 days of the penalty period elapse, 
the government can impose an additional fine, calculated at 3 per- 
cent of the total deduction from her wages for each day that passes 
that she does not "take remedial measures to terminate the preg- 
nancy." 49 
l&,d x - ~ ~ - - ~  u u r r u ~ ~ ~ ~ d  . coillifiutf La mandate surgical sterilization and 

the use of contraception as a means to enforce birth quotas. In No- 
vember 2008, a township in Jiawang district, Xuzhou munici ality, 
Jiangsu province, released a circular urging officials to "t& the 
rectification of bidden dangers as your vehicle and ruthlessly seize 
the implementation of intrauterine device (IUD) implantation 
measures."60 In March 2009, township-level authorities in Fujian 
province's Sha county issued family planning recommendations 
that call on officials to "strictly act on the demand to carry out 
tubal ligation within one month" for women who give birth to a sec- 
ond or third child, and set the im lementation target for this group 8 at 100 percent.61 Officials must so ensure that IUDs are inserted 
in women within three months of the birth of a first ~hi ld .~2 Offi- 
cials from Guidong county, Hunan province, reported in June 2009 
the completion of examinations conducted on 819 women, resulting 
in nine tubal ligations and 17 IUD implantations." A newspaper 
in Yunnan province reported in February 2009 that officials there 
ambushed a woman named Zhang Kemi in the street and forced 
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her to an operating room where she unwillingly underwent surgical 
s terilization.54 

Incentives for Citizens and Officials 

Some local governments offer monetary incentives and other ben- 
efits to couples who voluntarily undergo sterilization or abortion 
procedures. In October 2008, the Panyu District Population and 
Family Planning Commission in Guangzhou city, Guangdong prov- 
ince, announced that women who undergo tubal ligation are eligi- 
ble to receive a monthly reward of 25 yuan (US$4) starting from 
the month of the surgery until they turn 55 years old.B6 In a No- 
vember 2008 circular issued by the Inner Mongolia Autonomous 
Region Population and Family Planning Commission, authorities 
increased the one-time reward for women with two daughters who 
undergo tubal ligation from 500 yuan (US$73) to 1,500 yuan 
(US$220). Women who Live in rural area8 and have two children 
of either sex can also receive a 1,000 yuan (US$146) reward for 
choosing surgical sterilization.66 In March 2009, authorities in 
Guangdong province's Shenzhen Special Economic Zone issued a 
circular announcing that married women who become pregnant 
without authorization are eligible for "subsidies" if they volunteer 
for an abortion. The circular specifies a reward of 500 yuan 
(US$73) for voluntary abortions performed within the first 14 
weeks of pregnancy and 700 yuan (U3$102) for those performed 
after the first 14 
Many provinces link job promotion with an official's ability to 

meet or exceed population planning targets, thus providing a pow- 
erful structural incentive for officials to employ coercive measures 
in order to meet population goals.6e In January 2009, Wuyishan 
county in Fujian province published a "family laming reaponsi- 
bility manual" for township and village offici 9 s that detailed a 
point system for performance evaluations on family planning 
issues. For example, officials receive 15 points for completing all of 
the tubal ligation targets for the year and 10 pints for m e e h g  
intrauterine device ter,asts.60 F i ~ s  r;s*kh =a acldzd for each mid- 
to late-term abortion that an official oversee8 and two pointa for 
each first-trimester abortion. Conversely, two to five points are de- 
ducted from an official's evaluation for each child born out of plan, 
depending on the number of children already present in  the house- 
hold. Officials who score 90 points or  higher on their evaluations 
are rewarded with a bonus of 2,000 yuan (US$293).60 Dasi town- 
ship authorities, in Yunnan province's Fengqing county, issued a 
circular in April 2009 that notified local officials that a percentage 
point would be deducted from their annual performance evalua- 
tions each time they fail to "promptly implement" contraception 
measures for all married women who give birth or have an abor- 
tion.61 Officials receive seven points if contraceptive measures suf- 
ficiently control the total number of "remedial proceduresJ' to less 
than 21 "first-trimester abortions" and less than 12 "mid- to late- 
term abortions." 62 
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Abuse of Advocates 
Chen Guangcheng, a legal advocate and rights defender from 

Linyi city, Shandong province, on whom the Commission reported 
in 2007 and 2008, was sentenced to more than four years in prison 
in 2006 for exposing widespread abuses by local family lannin of- 
ficids.63 In 2007 and 2008, prison authorities prevente 1 Chen /i om 
communicating with his family, refused his medical parole request, 
and accused him of having "illicit relations with a foreign coun- 

ril 2009, Albert Ho of the Hong Kong-based China 
ts Lawyers Concern Group reported that Chen's 
in prison "continues to worsen," and warned that 

"[ChenJs] life may be in danger.JJg6 Authorities have placed Chen's 
wife, Yuan Weijing, under varying de ees of home confinement 
and surveillance since 2005. In Marc f 2009, investigative jour- 
nalist Wang Keqin and three companions were "beaten out of 
muan Weijing'sl village" when they attsm ted to bring food and 
toys to Yuan and her two young children.66 k en Wan tele honed 
Yuan to illform her that he could not visit, she respon!ed: "hlhese 

eople have been around our home for more than a year. . . . 
h e r e  are always 11 people around our home, 24 hours a day. . , . 
When we go shopping or work in the fields, someone is watching 
us. At  night, they even s a p  outside the window to eavesdrop on 
us."67 In April 2009, Yuan tried to visit her grieving sister after 
her brother-in-law's death in a car accident, but nine men forcibly 
escorted her home where she was "punched and kicked by the men 
while being dragged back to her h o u ~ e . " ~  Authorities have report- 
edly prevented Chen and Yuan's children from enmlling in 
scho01.6~ 

D e m g r a p  hic Crisis 

China's skewed sex ratio presenta a demographic challenge that 
will continue to worsen over the next 20 years, according to an 
April 2009 study in the British Medical Journal (BMJl.70 The study 
estimates that in  2005, there were 32 million more males than fe- 
males under the a e of 20, and 1.1 mdEon no= boys w r a  hii~ 
t h s  gi.:r!a.71 ~ c r s i c k d = ~  thn iaq;ii:t of ~ C X i h i l j l ' d  popuialian pianning 
policies, the study notas that "the f a d  that  the problem of excess 
males in China seems to outstrip that of all other countries is per- 
haps no surprise." 72 Central government data from 2007 estimates 
a greater imbalance in the sex ratio: 37 million more males than 
females.73 In 2000, the most recent year for which national census 
data is available, the male-to-female sex ratio for the infant-to-four- 
year-old age group was reportedly 120.8 males for every 100 fe- 
males. This is far above the global norm of roughly 105 males for 
every 100 fe~nales.7~ At least five provinces-zliangsu, Guangdon Y ' Hainan, Anhui, and Henan-reported ratios over 130 in 2005. 5 
Some political scientists argue that large numbers of "surplus 
males" could create social conditions that the Chinese government 
may choose to address by expanding military enlistment.76 In re- 
sponse to government-im osed birth limits and in keeping with a P traditional cultural bias or sons, Chinese couples often engage in 
sex-selective abortion, especially rural couples whose first child is 
a gir1.77 The April 2009 BMJ study found a steady increase in the 
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sex ratio in China since ultrasound technology-through which 
pregnant couples can determine the sex of the fetus--became avail- 
able in the 1980s.78 The study attributes what it calls an "immi- 
nent generation of excess males" largely to the practice of sex-selec- 
tive abortion, rather than under-registration of girls or infan- 
ticide.79 In 2006, the National People's Congress Standing Corn- 
mittee considered, but  did not pass, a proposed amendment to the 
PRC Criminal Law that would have criminalized sex-selective abor- 
tion.80 Provincial governments in at least five provinces (Guizhou, 
Hubei, Shandong, Shanxi, and Jiangsu) have passed similar meas- 
ureg;81 however, the central government haa taken no action at the 
national level. 

I 

Population Planning in Jiujian~: A Case Study 

Throughout June and July 2009, population planning authorities in 
Jiujiang, a prefectural-level municipality in Jiangxi province, published 
policy statemenb, policy objectives, and statistical reports which, taken 
together, illuminate the breadth and depth of population planning meae- 
ures in a local setting. Several themes emerged in these reports, includ- 
ing: 

Concern for "remedyin# unplanned births and inaufiient compli- 
came rates. A June 17 report issued by the Jiujiang county govern- 
ment emphasized the implementation of "remedial measures" to 
"resolutely put an end to unplanned b i r h  and comprehensively 
raise birth policy compliance rates." OfEiciala and cadres were urged 
to place special emphasl on abortions aa a part of these meaeurea. 
The report said that "Fimt-trimester abortiom or mid- to late-tam 
abortions must be performed on all individuals with unplanned 
pregnancies within the dotted time period to emure the birth pol- 
icy compliance rate reaches the etandard."81 

Statistics demonstrating the scale of  populatwn planning meus- 
ures in local communities. Government submitted detailed atatia- 
tics regarding local implementation of population planning meas- 
ures to officiale at higher levsl ju.-hcEct;,c~a. Tkasa raw& typically 

i-fn- -GI- ,-,, .,,.,a,luu oii $a UOUG OC iinee coilecteci and the num- 
ber of abortions, tubal ligations, pregnancy exams, and intrauterine 
device (IUD) implants conducted in the firet half of 2009. Yining, 
Huanggang, Quanfeng, and Sidu townships published etatistical re- 
ports on the Xiushui County Population and Family Planning Com- 
mittee (PFPC) Web On July 3, the Xiushui County PFPC re- 
ported that 13,731 instances of the "four proceduresn were "imple- 
mented" in the first half of 2009, including 6,766 tubal Ligations, 
5,950 TOD implants, and 1,015 abortions.w These developments are 
characterized as a "rapid surge of family planning services" result- 
ing from the creation of an "overwhelming atmosphere" of "strength- 
ened leadership . . . concentrated energy and strengthened meaa- 

I ~ e s . ~ * a 6  
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Population Planning in Jiujiang: A Caee Study--Continued 

A propaganda drive aimed at both residents and officials. July 
was declared the "All-County Implementation of First-Trimester 
Abortion and Mid- to Lab-Term Abortion Remedial Services Month" 
at a meeting held for Jiujiang county population planning officials 
on July 7. Officials were told to "ruthlessly master the implementa- 
tion of remedial measures, the control of unplanned births, and the 
improvement of the birth policy compliance rate." Reports issued 
by Yining, Huanggang, Quanfeng, and Sidu townshipa described the 
use of propaganda vehicles, murals, banners, and slogana, and the 
distribution of l ede t a  and audidvideo tapes to raise awareness 
about population planning In Huanggang township, the 
propaganda campaign focused on the "two inspections and four pro- 
cedures* (lkngjiun sishu), which refer to IUD inspections, preg- 
nancy examinations (the two inspections), IUD implants, first-tri- 
mester abortions, mid- to late-term abortions, and sterilization (the 
four proceduree).a8 

Rewards and punishments for officials in charge of implementing 
population policy. On June 14, Jiujiang county reported that subor- 
dinah villages and townships would be ranked according to their 
performance in meetin'g population planning goals, and the leaders 
of the three lowest ranking areas would be required to give a "situa- 
tional accounting" at  the next county meeting and to sign a written 
pledge.a@ In Quanfeng township, two cadres were &miseed from 
their positions for "incomprttance," but three villages under the 
township received 2,000 yuan (US$293) bonus- for their population 
planning performance.40 In Sidu townehip, two poorly performing 
villages came under "focused management" and were threatened 
with a 5,000 yuan (US87321 fine if their "rectification and improve- 
ment" WEE uasucceeeful. The villages that ranked first and second 
were given a 2,000 yuan (US$293) and 1,000 yuan (US$146) re- 
ward, respedively.@l 

Rewards and punishments ta ensure citizen complicmnce. Oaciale 
in Huanggang t o n h i p  were told to remind women of the "pref- 
~rg=52! pdicias" thay w ~ d d  anjoy &r undergoing tubai ligation.*d 
& W ~ G  aii jurisciictions, however, also discussed the collection of 
"social compensation feea" to punish individuals who violated popu- 
lation planning  regulation^.^^ A July 3 report indicates that Xiushui 
county in Jiujiang municipality collected over 10 million yuan 
(US$1.46 million) of social compensation fees in the first half of 
2009.94 The Huanggang township report described fine8 for women 
who failed to undergo tuba1 ligation, IUD implantation, or an IUD 
inspection/pregnancy examination when required by the policy to do 
so. The report also stated that the fine would accumulate with each 
missed deadline until the individual underwent the required proce- 
dure. 96 
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Population Planning in Jiujiang. A Caae Study-Con t inued  

A hierarchical accountability system. According to several reporb, 
cadres and officials are held responsible for their subordinates' per- 
formance, with the lowest level officials personally responsible for 
the population planning policy compliance of residents in their 
neighborhoods or villages.96 In Yining township, Communbt Party 
members were also held accountable for the compliance of their rel- 
atives, and residents were encouraged to enforce policy with their 
partners under the slogan, "iour partner is a responsibility, and 
that responsibility must be fulfilled." 97 

Speciul emphasis on requiring mothers in "two-daughter howe- 
holds" to undergo surgical sterilization. Local officials consider 
households that already have two daughters a high-risk group for 
population planning policy violations.B8 Reporta on population plan- 
ning measures from Jiujiang municipality jurisdictions included the 
number of tubal Ligations conducted on women in "houeeholda with 
two daughtersn or "households with daughters and no sons" as a 
distinct subset of the total number of surgical sterilizations. Xiushui 
county reported that out of 6,766 total tubal ligations, 296 were of 
women in two-daughter households.- Sidu township reporb that of- 
ficial~ "pooled their strength to ruthlessly master the implementa- 
tion of tubal ligation measures," and required that every village 
"complete their management of the amount of tubal ligations [and 
speci6callyl tubal ligations in two-daughter households." 100 
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Executive summary 
 

The goal of this review is to assess to what extent the Department of State Profile of Asylum 

Claims and Country Conditions on China, published in May 2007 (hereinafter referred to as the 

2007 Report), provides up-to-date, accurate and reliable information on issues raised by Chinese 

asylum applicants. Evaluation of the 2007 Report was performed on the grounds of the 

methodology and sources used to compile it. Its assessment entailed the following points: 

 

1. whether suitable research methods were used to gather and analyze information relevant to 

the family planning policy and other claims raised by asylum applicants; 

2. whether the sources used by the 2007 Report provide information which is reliable, balanced 

and open to independent verification; 

3. whether the 2007 Report is based on a reasonable amount of source documents, and 

information  therein contained  has been  used appropriately; 

4.  whether the 2007 Report contains errors, and trying to correct them whenever possible.  

 

The 2007 Report was found seriously deficient in respect to each one of the above points. It is not 

clear what research methodology was used to obtain and evaluate information. Sources from which 

its assertions originate are seldom referred to. Several sections seem to be based on speculation and 

hearsay. Others heavily draw from third-hand sources, or have been carried over from previous 

Department of State country reports. The lack of transparency in the methods used to research the 

2007 Report puts to question the reliability of information therein contained. The existence of 

omissions undermines its credibility and usefulness.  

 

The review is divided in four parts. Part I describes the principles and methodology used to evaluate 

the 2007 Report. Part II contains a summary of observations on its purpose, structure and 

methodology. Part III assesses information on claims bases on population policies contained in 

Section IV of the 2007 Report. Part IV examines the information for adjudicators contained in 

Section V of the Report. The entire document contains an apparent bias in favour of pro-democracy, 

Tibetan and Uighur dissidents (2007 Report, at Section II), and downplays the claims of those who 

resist Chinese Communist Party policies in less visible but more pervasive ways. Aside from this 

consideration, Section II of the 2007 Report displays the same methodological flaws evident 

elsewhere, and it outdated. In 2008 and 2009, riots have erupted in the province of Tibet and 

Xinjiang. in the wake of the Olympic Games and the sixtieth anniversary of the foundation of the 
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3 
 

PRC, control over dissident groups and information flows has been tightened. None of these 

changed circumstances are reflected in the 2007 Report. In spite of these shortcomings, Section II 

still provides a somewhat accurate and reliable account of the fate a dissident may meet, should he 

become the subject of a deportation order. Sections IV and V of the 2007 Report on the contrary 

provide very little usable information.  

 

This review draws on publicly available Chinese, U.S. and other Western sources, all of which are 

identified in footnotes, and available upon request. It does not purport to provide conclusive 

answers to specific human rights issues, or to address the claims raised by individual asylum 

seekers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  
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Part I 
Assessment methodology  

 
 
Evaluation of the 2007 Report was performed according to the UNHCR principles of sources 

assessment,1 and addresses the following points: 

 

1. The  independent and impartial nature of the 2007 Report.  

This step involved assessing who produced the information; the nature of the Department of 

State’s mandate; its philosophy with regards asylum requests; the institutional context in 

which the Department is embedded; the reason why the 2007 Report was authored; the 

groups to which it is targeted; the scope of reporting; and finally the expertise of its authors. 

 

2. The reliability and accuracy of information contained therein.  

Reliability of information depends on the research methodology used to compile the 2007 

Report, and on the independent and impartial nature of the sources on which the 2007 

Report is based. The range of public sources used to compile the 2007 Report was identified 

by means of a textual analysis, performed using a plagiarism detection tool.2 The analysis 

proved how the 2007 Report relies heavily on two previous versions published in 2004 and 

1998 respectively.  

 

Following this analysis, the strategies and methods used to gather information were verified. 

Each of the 2007 Report’s paragraphs was analyzed to understand what sources were used to 

compile it, how the sources were collected and where, and how broad their range was; 

whether they were first, secondary or tertiary sources. The sources used to compile the 2007 

Report were whenever possible collected and analyzed. Their analysis aimed at assessing 
                                                 
1“Who produced the information and for what purposes (taking into account considerations as the mandate and the 
philosophy of the information producer);  
Whether the information producer is independent and impartial;  
Whether the information producer has established knowledge; 
Whether the information produced is couched in a suitable tone (objective rather than subjective perspective, no 
overstatements, etc.) 
Whether a scientific methodology has been applied and whether the process has been transparent, or whether the source 
is overtly judgmental.  
Finally, information sources should be regularly re-evaluated as changing circumstances can affect the accuracy and 
reliability of information.” UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Country of Origin Information: Towards Enhanced 
International Cooperation, February 2004, at par. 26,  available at 
[http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/403b2522a.html], last accessed on 1 October 2009. 
2 The majority of plagiarism detection softwares, as Turn-it-in and Urkund, are targeted to the academic market. Their 
availability is limited, as their use requires an institutional subscription. To allow the reproducibility of the tests  and 
analysis performed in this assessment, the free software Viper 1.2 was used.   
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their impartiality and credibility; whether the 2007 Report had quoted correctly from them; 

whether relevant information provided in the sources, was omitted, distorted, mistranslated 

or misrepresented.  

 

Three different kinds of sources were used: those corroborating the ones used in the Report, 

those containing claims to the contrary, and those that provided information not contained in 

the Report. Additionally, in February 2011 this assessment was amended to include records 

obtained by Mr. Theodore Cox Esq. through a FOIA request. All of the sources used to 

verify had to satisfy each one of the five following criteria:  

 

(i) Classification. Only primary and secondary sources were used. Tertiary sources were 

deliberately excluded. As they digest, compile or summarize primary and secondary 

sources, third-hand sources were considered not suitable to confirm, correct or 

integrate information contained n the 2007 Report.  

(ii) Accessibility. Only sources in English or in Chinese language were used.  

(iii) Publicity. Sources had to be public and open to independent verification. To allow 

for their verification, electronic sources were used as much as possible.  

(iv) Balanced. While no truly unbiased sources can be said to exist, the utmost care was 

placed in choosing sources as balanced and as neutral as possible. Information by the 

following groups was not used: pro- or anti- abortion lobbies, civil society 

organizations and interest groups; civil society organizations which in scholarly 

circles are believed to exaggerate the extent of China’s human rights violations, 

which deny or else understate the extent of such violations. 

(v) Timeliness. With the exception of legal sources which were effective as to October 

20, 2009, sources produced before 2000 were excluded. This choice was taken as the 

2007 Report relies heavily on information contained in its 2004 version, research for 

which must have taken place between 1998 and 2003.  

 

The sources used include information produced by: U.S. governmental bodies, the United 

Nations, the European Union, PRC central and local government agencies, mainland 

Chinese media, international media, NGOs, scholarly literature and expert opinions. 

 

3. The  2007 Report’s timeliness. This step of the assessment was performed by collecting 

recent information which is absent from the 2007 Report. The 2007 Report was also 
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compared to its previous 2004 and 1998 version, as the textual analysis proved its heavy 

reliance on these documents, which no longer provide up-do-date information. 

 

It is to be noticed how none of the sources used to verify information on the family planning policy 

can be considered conclusive. Some information about abortions and sterilizations is still 

considered a state secret.3 While national and provincial legislation on family planning is easily 

available, detailed and comprehensive statistical data, and information on the actual measures used 

to enforce the family planning program are not public.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
3 The latest provisions about the scope of state secret in family planning came into force in 2009. Their substantive 
content is described in paragraphs 23 and 24.  
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Part II 
General observations 

 

1. The 2007 Report has been produced by the State Department Bureau of Democracy, Human 

Rights and Labour. The Bureau of Democracy is an agency of the Executive Branch of the 

United States Government, subordinated to the Office of the Under Secretary for 

Democracy and Global Affairs within the State Department. Its mandate is promoting 

freedom and democracy, and protecting human rights. The Bureau of Democracy draws its 

funding from the State Department budget. The 2007 Report is therefore not an independent 

source.  

 

2. The 2007 Report is targeted to the U.S. immigration service and immigration courts. It is 

used by country officers at overseas COI service research4 and overseas diplomats. The 

Report is however not binding on the immigration service or the courts,5 and is just one 

among the many references consulted by COI researchers and diplomats. Competent human 

rights activists, NGOs and academic researchers would not normally use this or other 

country reports as a source of information or advice because of two reasons.  

 

First, activists and researchers are actively involved in work on the field, regardless of 

whether this information is gathered through survey or interview methods, or by using other 

primary sources. Much of the information contained in the 2007 Report would be of very 

limited usefulness to them, because of its overly generic, out-of-date nature, and the 

methodological flaws described in the next paragraphs.  

 

Second, foreign policy agencies are responsive to their governments’ policy priorities. Their 

interest lies in providing information to asylum decision-makers, but also in avoiding to 

damage relations with world powers6 as the PRC. Human rights policy is linked to several 

other policy priorities, as global security, trade, energy policy, migration policy etc. 

                                                 
4 COI stands for country of origin information. This acronym refers to information used in procedures that assess 
individuals’ claims to the status of refugee, or other forms of international protection. Country of origin information 
should help immigration officers and immigration courts answer questions about the humanitarian situation in refugee 
and asylum seekers’ country of origin.  
5 Gramatikov v. INS, 128 F.3d 619, 620 (7th Cir. 1997), Gailius v. INS 147 F.3d 34, 46 (1st Cir. 1998). 
6 David Sloss, “Hard-Nosed Idealism and U.S. Human Rights Policy”, Saint Louis University Law Journal, n. 46, 2002, 
at 431. 
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Clashing policy priorities can result in soft-pedaling human rights concerns.7 The risks 

inherent to all country reports are a positive bias towards cooperation partners on global 

issues,8 the selective use of source materials and the provision of inaccurate or misleading 

information. 9  Therefore, parties interested in obtaining first-hand, unbiased information 

about the humanitarian situation in China would not normally consult this kind of 

publication. 

 

3. The 2007 Report is a sixty-one pages document, which comprises thirty-nine pages of text 

and  twenty-one pages of appendixes. It addresses the claims raised by Chinese asylum 

applicants, and provides information on eighteen themes with a varying level of accuracy 

and detail.  

 

4. The bulk of the 2007 Report is devoted to the four themes most commonly encountered by 

asylum decision-makers: the family planning policy (49.18 per cent); religious freedom 

(12.29 per cent); nationality (9.83 per cent); political opinion (8.19 per cent). The treatment 

of these themes goes into some detail. The 2007 Report covers implementation of the family 

planning policy in Fujian province, little-known religious movements as the Zhonggong, 

and the situation of ethnic Koreans. Particular incidents are mentioned. The information 

provided however does not go beyond the level of detail that would be reasonably expected 

by a U.S. undergraduate in China Studies.   

 

5. The remaining 20.51 per cent of the report (13 pages) addresses fourteen different claims. 

These range from discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation to the military service. 

Each one of them is treated in a cursory way. They are discussed in less than a page, 

                                                 
7 L. Kathleen Roberts, “The United States and the World: Changing Approaches to Human Rights Diplomacy under the 
Bush Administration”, Berkeley Journal of International Law, n. 21, 2003, p. 631. Mark Landler, “Clinton Paints China 
Policy With a Green Hue”, The New York Times, 21 February 2009, 
[http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/22/world/asia/22diplo.htmlhttp://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/22/world/asia/22diplo.
html], last accessed on 10 October 2009. 
8 “the good news is that U.S.-China are increasingly partner, cooperative on bilateral, regional, global issues at a 
strategic level – economic, finance, security, nonproliferation, climate change, work on terrorists, and on issues North 
Korea, Iran, Indonesia, and others. So we see increasing the partnership, cooperation between two countries, and we are 
glad to see that the new administration continue that path that the two countries have had in the past years” Carnegie 
International Nonproliferation Conference. U.S.-China Strategic Stability.  6 April 2009. Transcript by Federal News 
Service, Washingtong, D.C., p. 8, available at [www.carnegieendowment.org/files/npc_us_china3.pdf], last accessed on 
29 September 2009. 
9  Immigration Advisory Service, “Home Office country information dangerously inaccurate and misleading”, 3 
September 2003, [http://www.ein.org.uk/resources/full.shtml?x=162600], last accessed on 2 October 2009. 
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sometimes only in a few lines of text. 10 Information provided about each one of these 

themes consists of very broad and general statements. These limitations of the 2007 Report 

are however acknowledged in paragraph I, at page 3. 

 

6. The absence of some themes is notable. The Report contains no explicit mention of the 

death penalty; the transplant of prisoners’ organs;11 enforced disappearance of protesters and 

criminal suspects and protesters; torture. The failure to mention some of these concerns 

could be explained with the 2007 Report publication cycle. The 2007 Report is published 

more or less triennally,12 so information contained therein does not reflect the rapid pace of 

change in China. For instance in 2007 information and discussions about enforced 

disappearances was mostly confined to scholarly circles, activists and NGOs, and not yet 

available to the policy community.13 The lack of information about the death penalty, organ 

transplant and torture cannot be justified by the publication cycle, as these are long-standing 

concerns about human rights in China. No explanation is given about the reason why this 

information has been omitted. The 2007 Report places an overwhelming focus on claims 

based on the grounds of race, religion, political opinion and political activism, and belittles 

claims based on the fear of subjection to torture or other cruel, inhuman and degrading 

treatment or punishment on different grounds. No justification for such a selective attention 

to human rights issues is provided.  

 

7. It is difficult to assess whether those who wrote the 2007 Report have established 

knowledge about China, or the specific issues raised by Chinese asylum applicants. Users of 

the 2007 Report have no means to know who its authors are, as the Report never mentions 

their names. 

 

                                                 
10 This is a significant difference between the Department of State Report and country reports produced by the U.K. 
Home Office, the Australian Government Department of Immigration and Citizenship, and the Immigration and 
Refugee Board of Canada. The Home Office COI report on China is open to independent review and assessment. The 
Country of  Origin reports compiled by these bodies are updated more frequently, and contain information which is far 
more extensive and accurate.  
11 The transplant of organs from executed prisoners has been acknowledged by mainland Chinese media. A search 
performed on the China Daily, an English newspaper catered to a foreign audience, yields 32 articles on this topic. See 
[http://search.chinadaily.com.cn/all_en.jsp?searchText=organ+transplant+executed&Submit=Search&searchword=orga
n+transplant+executions]. Last accessed 9 October 2009. 
12 Earlier versions of the Report were released in 2004 and 1998. 
13 The issue was raised to public attention in March 2009, when the New York Times featured a report about black jails 
in China, see Andrew Jacobs, “Seeking Justice, Chinese Land in Secret Jails”, The New York Times, 8 March 2009, 
available at [http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/09/world/asia/09jails.html?_r=3&hp], last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
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8. Information contained in the 2007 Report is sometimes presented in a contradictory tone. 

The 2007 Report notices how forced abortion and sterilization continue to occur due to 

variation in implementation of the family planning policy (at 3), and that the family 

planning policy retains coercive elements both in law and practice (at 22). Then, it cites a 

Chinese source claiming that no cases of forced abortion or sterilization took place in Fujian 

province in the last 10 years (at 26). Contradictory statements are apparent in the 2007 

Report’s section on the family planning policy, while they are absent in the five remaining 

sections.  

 

9. The 2007 Report is a collation of the Department of State China Country Report on Human 

Rights Practices, the International Religious Freedom Report (China), and the Trafficking in 

Persons Report. Information on issues relevant to asylum claims was not obtained first-hand, 

through qualitative methods as survey research, interviews, field investigation and direct 

observation, but compiled using these second-hand sources. The entire document is 

furthermore very similar in content and wording to the 2004 Profile on Country Conditions 

and Asylum Claims, and shows similarities to the 1998 Profile as well. A textual analysis of 

the 2007 Report proved that it is an edited and partially updated version of the 1998 and 

2004 Profiles. This conclusion is corroborated by correspondence between authors of the 

2007 Report.14 Fifty-five per cent of the 2007 Report is a verbatim replica of information 

contained in the 2004 Report. The overlap percentage between the 2007 and 1998 Report is 

lower (36 per cent), but still present. Some sections have been edited, with no substantial 

changes to the information they provide. It is reasonable to assume that no prior assessment 

of the objectivity and reliability of the documents which were collated took place, as entire 

blocks of text were carried over to the 2007 Report almost unaltered. Performing such an 

assessment would have been inherently difficult, as none of the Department of State reports 

contain references to source materials.  

 

10.  The lack of reference to source material is a notable feature of the 2007 Report too. Its 

authors write that the 2007 Report  is based on “publicly available information deemed 

credible” (at 3), besides the collation of secondary sources. But its users have no means to 

know what specific sources of information were consulted, and in which ways was their 

credibility assessed.  Sources have not been disclosed. They are not open to third-party 

scrutiny, review and verification. According to the UNHCR, assessing the reliability of 

                                                 
14 Email message from Neil E. Silver to Elizabeth R. Amory and Jeffrey R. Buczacki, 1 May 2007.  
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collated information is the key to avoid that research be “fundamentally flawed”.15 What it 

is sure is that only six primary sources were used.  

 

11. Five pieces of documental evidence seem to have been collected first-hand by Department 

of State researchers: the PRC Population and Family Planning Law (at 40), the Population 

and Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province (at 49), Guangdong, Jiangxi and 

Sichuan provinces (at 28-29). The sixth one, a letter from the Fujian Population and Family 

Planning Commission (at 61), was obtained by the Consulate General in Guangzhou. This is 

the only verifiable information. This documental evidence does not yield an accurate picture 

of the family planning policy. It is either incomplete, outdated  or unreliable. 

 

12. A well-known feature of PRC legislation is the existence of overly broad, vague and generic 

provisions. This body of legislation can often be difficult to understand and apply, therefore 

it is continuously integrated and interpreted by a plethora of administrative and departmental 

regulations and rules. The issue of family planning cuts across several different jurisdictions, 

therefore relevant legislation has been issued by the Chinese Communist Party,16 fifteen 

administrative agencies,17 and judicial organs.18 Administrative and departmental rules may 

conflict with the Population and Family Planning law or even the PRC Constitution, yet the 

lack of a system of constitutional review means that this legislation continues to be in force, 

and can be applied discretionally by different government agencies regardless of legislative 

conflicts. Altogether, central government agencies have issued at least one hundred and 

three legal documents on family planning.19 Regulatory production by local governments is 

higher.20  The 2007 Report has used just one central document, and four local regulations. 

Neglect of existing sources could be explained by the existence of time constraints. Yet 

official interpretations found in regulatory materials shape the ways in which Chinese 

officials understand the law and apply it to individual cases. They  have an actual impact on 

                                                 
15 Supra at footnote1.  
16 The Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and the Central Organization Department.   
17 The State Council, the National Population and Family Planning Commission, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry 
of Health, the Ministry of Public Security, the  State Commission for Development and Reform, the Ministry of 
Education, the Ministry of Civil Affairs, the Ministry of Personnel, the Ministry of Labour and Social Security, the 
Ministry of Land Resources, the Ministry of Construction, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of Justice, the 
China Family Planning Association. 
18 The Supreme People’s Court and the Supreme People’s Procuracy.  
19 This is the number of documents available on the ChinaLawInfo database [www.chinalawinfo.com]. This database 
contains some limitations in the range and kind of documents it hosts, so the actual number of administrative and 
departmental rules, regulations and other normative documents issued by central organs is bigger.  
20 It reached the figure of 170 sources as of October 2009. The same considerations outlined in footnote 15 apply to 
legislative and regulatory production by local level organs.  
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the treatment of  Chinese residents, returnees and deportees. The 2007 Report should have 

addressed this crucial point.  Failure to do so undermines its accuracy. 

 

13. Two of the five legal documents used in the 2007 Report have been repealed and replaced 

by new provisions in 2009. Guandgong and Jiangxi are among the provinces from which 

migration flows – and asylum claims too – originate, but information the 2007 Report 

provides about them is no longer valid.  

 

14. Information contained in the letter of the Fujian Population and Family Planning 

Commission cannot be taken at face value. Even though an increasing degree of openness 

can be observed in the PRC, matters of abortion and sterilization are still considered as state 

secrets. If, as the letter claims, abortions and sterilizations are voluntary, why  then are 

figures for abortions and sterilizations not open to public scrutiny? Unless information on 

abortion and sterilization will be declassified, the provision of objective and truthful to 

foreign officials can constitute the crime of  divulging state secrets, which is punishable with 

penalties ranging from five years imprisonment to a life sentence.21 State officials’ duty to 

keep state secrets and the existence of stiff criminal penalties for those who violate it 

preclude the release of any credible information by central and local family planning organs 

and their officials.  

 

15. Apart from round-tripping of information, and the analysis of  document which have been 

repealed or are unreliable, it is difficult to know what research methodology was used. The 

2007 Report’s authors admit to have used “anedoctal and empirical”22 evidence. Much 

information is attributed to unnamed sources: “some groups”,23 “observers”,24 “some asylum 

applicants”.25 Statement by asylum applicants should not be used to compile a document 

which asylum decision-makers will latter use to assess the claims of asylum applicants. 

Such a choice of sources goes against common sense. Besides, the statements of these 

                                                 
21 Article 111 of the PRC Criminal Law states that “Whoever steals, secretly gathers, purchases, or illegally provides 
state secrets or intelligence for an organization, institution, or personnel outside the country is to be sentenced from not 
less than five years to not more than 10 years of fixed-term imprisonment; when circumstances are particularly serious, 
he is to be sentenced to not less than 10 years of fixed- term imprisonment, or life sentence; and when circumstances are 
relatively minor, he is to be sentenced to not more than five years of fixed-term imprisonment, criminal detention, 
control, or deprivation of political rights.” Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China (Zhonghua Renmin 
Gongheguo Xingfa), issued on 1 March 1997, and effective from 1 October 1997.  
22 Report at 28, referring to the implementation of family planning. 
23 Report at 5 referring to freedom from religious persecution. 
24 Report at 9 referring to mosques in Xinjiang province. 
25 Report at 19, referring to the Tian’anmen movement.  
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groups, observers and asylum applicants are never quoted. Their identity is unknown. It is 

not clear whether they have any direct or reliable knowledge of the matters they talk about, 

and on what their statements are based. Do their statements reflect past circumstances, or 

current situations? Are they representative of what takes place in the entire country? If so, 

how could they obtain accurate information about events that affect the lives of each one of 

the 1.3 billion residents of China? The reliability of information obtained through unnamed 

sources and unknown methods is suspicious, particularly when information concerns issues 

as abortions or sterilizations, or topics which are objectively difficult to research. 

Uncorroborated statements about very private matters as condom use in extramarital 

relationships, married couples’ sexual lives and gynaecological examinations (at 25) are 

very difficult to take seriously. 

 

16.  It can be hypothesized that information was gathered through some form of verbal or 

written communication with officials, observers stationed in the People’s Republic of China 

and asylum applicants. What is it not known is if this interaction followed an interview 

format, or rather the 2007 Report relies on casual conversations and hearsay. What is it not 

known is if in choosing the persons to talk to any sampling method was adopted, and which 

one. A statement made by ten different persons may be accurate, but it reflects just their 

experience and knowledge, rather than being representative of what takes place in a Chinese 

province or even in the entire country.  Diplomats and other embassy officials possess 

extensive knowledge about the cities they are stationed in, but their status and commitments 

make them unable to work on the ground as scholars, activists and NGOs personnel do.  

 

17. Information obtained through official channels displays a stronger bias than information 

collected on the ground, through fieldwork or other methods. Aside from the issue of state 

secrecy, governments with a record of human rights violations may admit to some abuses, to 

avoid criticism about other and more pervasive problems. Alternatively, they may minimize 

abuses, attributing them to just a few bad apples, or altogether deny that any abuses occur. 

Governments and perpetrators’ interest in hiding abuses makes it extremely difficult for 

Western officials to obtain direct and first-hand knowledge about them. 

 

18. If interview or survey methods were not used, then it can be speculated that information 

originates either from continuous on the ground monitoring, missions,  visits, or from open 

source intelligence methods.  These methods rest upon interaction with PRC officials and 
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government agencies, visits to “model” institutions and facilities built up to be displayed to 

foreign observers, and the use of public sources. Generally speaking model facilities do not 

reflect the actual status of prison or medical facilities in the rest of the country. Human 

rights information provided by PRC officials, government agencies and the media displays a 

positive bias. State secrets legislation, foreign and domestic policy interests can make local 

sources unable or unwilling to disclose  human rights violations, and other problems.  It is to 

be remembered that the PRC government acknowledged the size of its AIDS epidemics only 

relatively recently, and that reports about the SARS epidemics were initially suppressed. 

These cover-ups took place in spite of increasing media openness and the internet diffusion.  

 

19. Another possibility is that the 2007 Report relies on secondary sources as scholarly literature, 

expert opinions, NGO reports and the media. As detailed in paragraph 120, there is one 

instance in which one of these sources can be easily identified, as the relevant sentence was 

lifted from an old reference book and used to write the 2007 Report. What is not possible to 

know is whether this source was actually consulted by the  2007 Report’s authors, whether it  

was used by those who wrote the 2004 Report, or by those who wrote the secondary sources 

used to compile the 2007 Report.  

 

20. The 2007 Report is not only based sources on which are inherently problematic. It is also 

highly selective in its choice of sources. It systematically omits documentation which 

qualifies or disproves some of its claims its statements, even though  this documentation is 

public. Moreover, the way in which sources have been used displays errors and biases. 

Sometimes documental evidence has been cited mistakenly, or crucial information has been 

omitted. Factual mistakes have been pointed out in Part II, and corrected whenever possible. 

Some of these mistakes regard population figures in cities, others concern substantive 

provisions in the PRC criminal law. Others regard information about the re-education 

through labor system and other forms of arbitrary detention, and the family planning policy. 

The 2007 Report claims to use unpublished regulations, while in fact all of these so-called 

confidential documents could be found on Chinese government web pages created well 

before the 2007 Report’s publication.  

 

21. The 2007 Report is outdated. Some sections were carried over from the 1998 to the 2004 

Report, and from there to the 2007 Report.  Some information reflects circumstances 

existing  eleven years ago,  while other pieces of factual information refer to  five years ago. 
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The translations included in Appendix A and B should have underwent a further round of 

editing or proofreading, as sometimes two different English words are used to translate the 

same Chinese term, thus obscuring how certain violations of the family planning policy can 

be punished by arbitrary detention.  
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Part III 
Observations on Section IV of the 2007 Report 

 

22. This section deals with family planning. It is nine pages in length, and divided in four 

paragraphs. Paragraph A describes national level legislation on family planning. Paragraph 

B provides an overview of legislation in Fujian province. Paragraph C contains information 

on three Chinese provinces and Paragraph D refers to the cases of Chinese children born in 

the United States. Most of the information contained therein has been pasted from the 1998 

and 2004 version of the Report, with some minor editing. 

 

23. It is necessary to point out how some information about the family planning policy is 

covered by state secrecy. Existing provisions on state secrecy severely limit the availability 

of evidence about abortion and sterilization. These issues are couched in political 

controversy and extremely difficult to research.  

 

24. There is no univocal consensus on whether forced abortions and sterilizations are still used 

to implement the family planning policy. Widely different opinions exist. All of them rest 

on the available evidence, which is neither conclusive nor comprehensive. If forced 

abortions and sterilizations are practiced, then their existence cannot be publicly 

acknowledged by the PRC, because both matters fall under the scope of state secret. On the 

other hand, provisions about state secrets make it nearly impossible to independently 

confirm that forced abortion and sterilization still take place. In July 2009, local 

governments transmitted a circular on the Regulations on the Scope of State Secrets in 

Population and Family Planning Work.26 The Regulations provides the following broad 

definition of  what information is classified as secret (jimi): 

 

1. Information that, if released, could  undermine the stability of the basic state policy of 

population and family planning, social stability and ethnic unity. 

2. Information that, if released, could undermine the development of population and family 

planning. 

 

                                                 
26 (Renkou he jihua shengyu gongzuo guojia mimi fanweide guiding),  reproduced in Guangyuan Population and Family 
Planning Commission Circular issuing the Implementation Plan on Inspecting the Protection of State Secrets 
(Guangyuanshi Renkou he Jihua Shengyu Weiyuanhui guanyu yinfa “Baomi jiancha gongzuo shishi fang’ande 
tongzhi”), issued on 10 July 2009, available at [http://www.gysrkhjsw.gov.cn/yjcx/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=1350], 
last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
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Neither the Regulations nor available official commentaries define what pieces of information fall 

within these categories. As if these blanket provisions were not enough, the Regulations lists eight 

specific items which are covered by state secret. The following are of particular relevance to 

assertions made by the 2007 Report:   

 

1. Family planning policies, implementation plans and other strategic decisions which could 

have a strong influence on population and family planning work at the central level and in 

provinces.27 

2. Statistical figures by family planning organs at the central level, in provinces, “central 

economic cities” (jihua danlieshi), 28  prefecture and cities 29  about deaths caused by 

“contraceptive operations” (jieyu shoushu), of a kind and nature which is not specified.  

3. Statistical figures by family planning organs at the central level, in provinces, “central 

economic cities” (jihua danlieshi), 30  prefecture and cities 31  about complications and 

sequelae, deaths resulting from problems in population and family planning work. 

 

25. Controversy relates to the U.S. administration’s shifting policies towards forced abortion 

and sterilization in China, and to the PRC position on this matter. No Western country can 

compare to the United States of America, as far as criticism of China’s human rights record 

is concerned. But for a rather long period of time, U.S. courts ruled that forcing women to 

undergo tubal ligation or to abort their pregnancies did not constitute a form of persecution 

based on resistance to the party-state intrusion in their reproductive lives.32 Only in 1996 it 

                                                 
27 1, List of State Secrets in Population and Family Planning Work (Renkou he jihua shengyu gongzuo guojia mimi 
mulu), supra, footnote 26. 
28 3, List of State Secrets in Population and Family Planning Work (Renkou he jihua shengyu gongzuo guojia mimi 
mulu), supra, footnote 26. 
29 6, supra, footnote 26. 
30 4, supra, footnote 26. 
31 7, supra, footnote 26. 
32 See Matter of Chang, 20 I&N Dec. 38 (BIA 1989). See also Matter of G-, 20 I&N Dec. 764 (BIA 1993). Craig 
Trebilkok, an attorney who represented 108 detainees who were held in the New York County Prison for more than two 
years, in his 1995 testimony before Congress articulated this point very clearly: “The Department of Justice has been 
deciding these case as a matter of semantics. The Bush administration and the Reagan administration, of course, 
recognized that infliction of forced abortion and forced sterilization on women is a systematic form of violence against 
women. They recognized that in China, an act of defiance, such as these ladies have demonstrated by trying to save 
their children is not only considered a family planning choice, it is considered an act of political defiance against a 
totalitarian commimist (sic!) regime. So the Bush and Reagan administrations recognized that, indeed, this was a 
political expression, their resistance in China. The Clinton administration has redefined that. They say, oh, this is simply 
a matter of private family planning; and, therefore, this is not grounds for asylum because it is not political or religious 
grounds, which are two of the five grounds for asylum. So they have simply changed the definition so that they can 
deport these people.” “Coercive Population Control in China” Hearing Before the Subcommittee on International 
Operations and Human Rights of the Committee on International Relations, House of Representatives, One Hundred 
Fourth Congress, First Session, May 17, June 22 and 28, and July 19, 1995 at 64-65, available at 
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was admitted that opposing the party-state’s attempts at eugenics and social engineering was 

in fact a form of political opposition, and the definition of who is a refugee was amended.33 

The central government of the PRC has officially denied that it supports forced abortion.34   

 

26.  The sensitivity of this topic also stems from the fact that forced sterilization was considered 

a crime against humanity at the Nuremberg Medical Trial.35 Therefore, if forced sterilization 

and forced abortion take place in China, it is  very likely that existence of these practices 

will be denied. The need to keep China’s image unsoiled is among the factors that may 

contribute to such a denial. Immediately after the Tian’anmen movement, the Family 

Planning Commission ruled that the problem of excess births: 

 

“is sensitive. Some individuals even request political asylum on claims that they will be 

“punished” if they return to China. Some Americans who have got something up their 

sleeves use this fact to attack us on their media, causing a bad influence.”36 

 

Accordingly, in the rare instances when the PRC media have admitted that forced 

sterilization took place, they have placed the blame on a few bad apples.  

 

27. Besides provisions on state secrecy and the political sensitivity of this topic, restriction on 

freedom of information limit the availability of data on forced abortion and forced 

sterilization. Rosie Roberts, a scholar at the University of Queensland, illustrates how some 

                                                                                                                                                                  
[http://www.archive.org/stream/coercivepopulati00unit/coercivepopulati00unit_djvu.txt], last accessed on 10 October 
2009. 
33 Section 101(a)(42) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(42) (Supp. II 1996) has added the following to the definition of 
refugee: “person who has been forced to abort a pregnancy or to undergo involuntary sterilization, or who has been 
persecuted for failure or refusal to undergo such a procedure or for other resistance to a coercive population control 
program, shall be deemed to have been persecuted on account of political opinion, and a person who has a well founded 
fear that he or she will be forced to undergo such a procedure or subject to persecution for such failure, refusal, or 
resistance shall be deemed to have a well founded fear of persecution on account of political opinion.” 
34 “All forms of forced abortion are resolutely opposed”, Information Office of the State Council, Family Planning in 
China, Beijing: 1995, at Section VIII.Family Planning and Protection of Human Rights, available at 
[http://www.china.org.cn/e-white/7/7-VIII.htm], last accessed on 29 September 2009. 
35 The Trial took place from December 1946 to August 1947. Index to Document Book (6). Sterilization Experiments. 
NMT 01. Medical Case – USA v. Karl Brandt et al., English Transcript at 507, (16 December 1946). See the Green 
Series: Trials of war criminals before the Nuernberg Military Tribunals. Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
1949-1953, 15 vols. For a reproduction of some of the letters and memoranda documenting sterilization see volume I, 
pp. 717 and following. Documents used in Case 1, Case 2 and Case 4 of the Nuremberg Medical Trial are available also 
on the website of the Harvard Law School Library 
[http://nuremberg.law.harvard.edu/php/docs_swi.php?DI=1&text=nur_13tr]. For an historical overview of the 
Nuremberg Medical Trial see Paul Julian Weindling, Nazi Medicine and the Nuremberg Trials: From Medical War 
Crimes to Informed Consent. New York: Palgrave, 2004. 
36 Preamble, State Family Planning Commission circular on the problem of excess births by overseas students (Guojia 
Jishua Shengyu Weiyuanhui guanyu chuguo liuue renyuan jihuawai shengyu wentide tongzhi), issued on 18 November 
1989 and effective from the same date.  
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researchers had to disguise their own research in the attempt to document resistance to the 

family planning policy. She describes the further difficulties of this sub-field of research as 

follows: 

 

“The political sensitivity of abortion makes sociological investigation of these issues difficult 

unless it is done under Chinese government control. Such studies, however, are susceptible 

to the problem of producing highly controlled and not necessarily accurate results and 

conclusions. Even when surveys are not directly government controlled, there still remains a 

problem that interviewees, particularly medical professionals are well aware of what they 

are officially supposed to say, and this could influence their responses.”37 Carmel Shalev, a 

public interest lawyer, has observed that restrictions on freedom of association and of the 

press are such that most information on violations of human rights is anedoctal at best.38  

 

28. The 2007 Report does not provide this background information. Seemingly ignoring the 

existence of these policies and controversies, it argues that neither abortion nor sterilization 

are practiced coercively, i.e. that physical constraint, violence, punishment or the threat 

thereof by state agents seldom play a role in decisions to terminate pregnancies, to undergo 

tubal ligation or vasectomy.  

29. The 2007 Report’s first point of contention is that most Chinese citizens decide to terminate 

their pregnancy or to undergo sterilization either because they are fearful of economic 

sanctions, or because they give in to social pressure. According to the 2007 Report, this 

combination of factors  “…often leave(s) expectant mothers feeling that they have little 

choice but to undergo abortion” (at 22).   

30. Its second point of contention is that local officials may adopt physical coercion to meet 

birth-planning quotas, but coercion takes place occasionally.  

31. Finally, the Report holds that physical coercion takes place in rural areas of Shandong 

province more often than elsewhere (at 22).  

32. The 2007 Report acknowledges that the birth planning policy retains “harshly coercive 

elements” both in the laws on which it is based, and in practice. But immediately after this 

                                                 
37 Rosie Roberts, “Abortion as Personal Experience in Chinese Women’s Fiction: the ‘Alienated Maternal Body’ in Lu 
Xing’er’s “The Sun is Not Out Today””,  New Zealand Journal of Asian Studies, vol. 7, n. 1, June 2005, at 64.  
38 Carmel Shalev, “China to CEDAW: An Update on Population Policy”, The Human Rights Quarterly, vol. 23, n. 1, 
February 2001, at 119. 
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claim has been made, it states that local enforcement varies “significantly” (Report at 22), 

therefore forced abortions and sterilizations are an exceptional occurrence rather than the 

norm. However, on page three of the Report one can read that:  “forced abortions and 

sterilizations continue to occur due to uneven implementation at the local level and ongoing 

pressure to keep birthrates low.” 

 

33. Such contradictory statements result from the use of  three different kinds of empirical 

evidence:   

 

1. national and provincial legislation on family planning. 

2. Statements by unnamed U.S. diplomats in China. 

3. Press reports originating from mainland China 

 

34. By the 2007 Report’s admission, legislation itself doesn’t prove much about implementation. 

Local governments may comply with the prohibition of forced abortion and sterilization, or 

they may not. By just looking at legislation, we will never know what happens on the 

ground. The use of different sources is necessary.  

 

35. Statements by U.S. diplomats are a tertiary source. The Report states that U.S. diplomats 

have heard reports that illegal means are occasionally used. Reports heard by U.S. diplomats 

may be reliable, or they may downplay the extent to which illegal means are used. It is not 

known which source or province these reports originate from, and how many reports U.S. 

diplomats heard. If U.S. officials heard a large sample of report from sources which 

provided accurate information about each province, then this piece of information can be 

accepted as good. If they heard one  or a few reports, then these are insufficient to prove the 

occasional nature of abuses. If reports originated from U.S. or other Western officials then 

they are no more than hearsay. If U.S. officials used Department of State publications to 

determine that forced abortions and sterilization take place occasionally, then information 

was just round-tripped. This source is not suitable to prove the 2007 Report’s claims.  

 

36. Mainland Chinese press reports document single episodes. A large sample of reports 

published by a wide range of  PRC press, television and electronic media over a number of 

years can indeed yield some information about implementation. No such methodology was 
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adopted to select the press sources used in the 2007 Report. The bulk of information 

provided on pages 22 to 24 has been cut and pasted from the 2004 Report. Updates on 

implementation were drawn from four press reports. A fifth press report mentioned on page 

26 cannot be considered an update, because this part of the text was carried over from the 

2004 to the 2007 Report. The press reports refer to incidents occurred in the provinces of 

Sichuan, Anhui and Gansu. They provide no clue as to what happened in other provinces. 

They never mention Shandong province, but on page 22 the  2007 Report states that 

physical coercion takes place mostly in rural Shandong province. How is it possible to know 

what happened in Shandong, if the four sources used to update the 2007 Report refer to 

different provinces?  To make methodological flaws even worse, the 2007 Report 

immediately contradicts its own claims. On page 22, in the section on minority and transient 

population, the 2007 Report quotes a tertiary source as stating that family planning 

legislation is enforced more strictly in Anhui province.  This piece of information is in 

contradiction with both the four reports summarized on page 24, and the statement about 

Shandong province on page 22.  

 

37. The 2007  Report also tries to pass mere conjectures as statements of fact. On page 22, it is 

written that expectant mothers feel they have little choice but to undergo abortion. It would 

be interesting to know how the 2007 Report authors can be so sure of what Chinese women 

feel, given that the source of this information is not mentioned. Apparently neither them or 

the Department of State carried out a large-scale survey of Chinese women feelings toward 

abortion and sterilization. Besides, this hypothesis is contradicted on the following page (at 

23), where it is  stated that termination of pregnancies, sometimes euphemistically referred 

to as a “remedial measure” is an obligation grounded  in provincial legislation, rather than a 

voluntary choice.  

 

38. Finally, the 2007 Report ignores a range of sources which prove or either state that abortions 

and sterilization result from state coercion. They are listed below together with relevant 

quotations. Their listing does not purport to be conclusive as to how the family planning 

policy is implemented. It aim is illustrating some of the materials that could have been 

included in the 2007 Report or in a brief update, thereby yielding a more neutral overview of 

the range of available information.  
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39. U.S. Government sources 

 

In May 2002, Secretary of State Colin Powell decided to send an investigation team to 

China, to survey implementation of family planning programs, which were indirectly funded 

by the United States through its contribution to United Nationsl Population Fund (UNFPA). 

The investigation was necessary as the Kemp-Kasten amendment precluded funding of 

organizations or programs involving coercive abortion or involuntary sterilization.39 After 

the team’s visit to China, the Secretary of State concluded that funds made available by the 

Foreign Operations, Export Financing and Related Appropriation Act could not be provided 

to the UNFPA. As stated by Ambassador Sichan Siv, the Unites States Representative to the 

U.N. Economic and Social Council: “Based on the Team’s findings, a review of Chinese 

laws, U.S. human rights reports, and other information, the Secretary concluded that the 

UNFPA China program supported and participated in the management of a program of 

coercive abortion in violation of Kemp-Kasten.” 40 This important fact is never mentioned in 

the 2007 Report. 

 

The Congressional-Executive Commission on China, in its 2006 annual report stated that  

the practice of forced abortion and sterilization still takes place:  

 

“The Chinese government strictly controls the reproductive lives of Chinese women. Since 

the early 1980s, the government's population planning policy has limited most women in 

urban areas to bearing one child, while permitting many women in rural China to bear a 

second child if their first child is female. Officials have coerced compliance with the policy 

through a system marked by pervasive propaganda, mandatory monitoring of women's 

reproductive cycles, mandatory contraception, mandatory birth permits, coercive fines for 

failure to comply, and, in some cases, forced sterilization and abortion.”41 

 

 

                                                 
39 Letter of Paul W. Kelly to Senator Barbara Boxer, August 5, 2002. See also Cable of the Secretary of State to the 
United States Mission at the United Nations, December 2, 2002. 
40 Cable of the United States Mission at the United Nations, October 2, 2002, par. 8. 
41 Congressional-Executive Commission on China. 2006 Annual Report, V. Monitoring Compliance with Human 
Rights V(h). Population Planning, available at  
[http://www.cecc.gov/pages/annualRpt/annualRpt06/PopulationPlanning.php#popplanb], last accessed on 10 October 
2009.  
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40. United Nations bodies 

 

In its 1999 Concluding Observations, the Committee on the implementation of the 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), 

illustrated the status of China’s compliance with its international obligations as follows: 

“299. The Committee recognizes that population growth is a genuine and severe problem 

and that considerable progress has been made in providing family planning services, but 

expresses concern about various aspects of the implementation of China's population policy, 

including the following:  

(a) The Committee notes with concern that only 14 per cent of men use contraceptives, thus 

making contraception and family planning overwhelmingly a woman's responsibility. In the 

light of the fact that vasectomy is far less intrusive and costly than tubal ligation, targeting 

mainly women for sterilization may amount to discrimination;  

(b) Notwithstanding the Government's clear rejection of coercive measures, there are 

consistent reports of abuse and violence by local family planning officials. These include 

forced sterilizations and abortions, arbitrary detention and house demolitions, particularly 

in rural areas and among ethnic minorities. (…).”42 

The same concerns were expressed seven years later, in 2006:  

 

“31. While noting that legal measures prohibiting sex-selective abortions and female 

infanticide and other measures are in place, such as the nationwide campaign, “Operation 

Caring for Girls”, launched in 2006 and a system of incentives, the Committee remains 

concerned at the persistence of illegal practices of sex-selective abortion, female infanticide 

and the non-registration and abandonment of female children, and about forced abortions. 

The Committee is concerned about the impact of the adverse sex ratio, which may contribute 

to the increase in trafficking in women and girls.”43 

 

Similar findings were made by the Committee on the implementation of the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. In its 2005 Concluding Observations on 

China, it is possible to read that: 
                                                 
42 China, CEDAW, A/54/38/Rev.1 (1999) at par. 299. 
43 China, CEDAW, C/CHN/CO/6 (2006) at par. 31. 
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“The Committee is deeply concerned about reports of forced abortions and forced 

sterilizations imposed on women, including those belonging to ethnic minority groups, by 

local officials in the context of the one-child policy, and about the high maternal mortality 

rate as a result of unsafe abortions.44 

(…) 

The Committee urges the State party to undertake effective measures to ensure that 

abortions are carried out voluntarily and under adequate medical and sanitary conditions 

and to ensure that the existing legislation governing the one-child policy does not violate the 

rights enshrined in article 10 of the Covenant.”45 

 

41. European Union bodies 

 

A very similar position has been adopted by the Council of Europe,46 and the Parliament of 

the United Kingdom.47  

 

42. PRC government bodies 

 

The China Population and Family Planning Commission tried to stop forced abortions and 

sterilizations in the mid-1990s and early 2000s.48 It is not known how successful these 

attempts have been. However, available documents issued by some of its local chapters 

illustrate that attempts to grasp the actual extent of forced abortion and sterilization were 

still going on in 2008. The following is an excerpt from a questionnaire distributed in 2008 

by the Shaanxi Province Population and Family Planning Commission: 

 

                                                 
44 China, ICESCR, E/2006/22 (2005) 25 at par. 165.  
45 China, ICESCR, E/2006/22 (2005) 25 at par. 194. 
46  2003 Ordinary Session (Fourth part), Report, Twenty-eighth sitting. Tuesday, 30 September 2003 (provisional 
version), available at [http://assembly.coe.int/Main.asp?link=/Documents/Records/2003/E/0309301000E.htm], last 
accessed on 10 October 2009.  
47  Early Day Motion 161, 8 November 2007 , available at 
[http://edmi.parliament.uk/EDMi/EDMDetails.aspx?EDMID=34257&SESSION=891], last accessed on 10 October 
2009.  
48 Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, “China: Information on the Population and Family Planning Law, its 
administration and implementation (2002-2003)”, CHN41713.E, 17 September 2003, available at [http://www2.irb-
cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=416367], last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
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“1. To the [best of] your knowledge,  did the government perform any of the following 

actions in its implementation of the birth planning policy during the last three years?” 

(multiple choice) 

(If the answer is yes, write “1” in the relevant field, otherwise write “0”) 

1. Use threats and other strong, violent methods 

2. Collect arbitrary fees, levy arbitrary fines, apportion arbitrary costs 

3. Damage or seize the masses’ property, limit the masses’ personal freedom 

4. Perform forced IUD insertion after the first birth and forced sterilization after the second 

birth 

5. Make ugly episodes and mass incidents happen 

6. Approve second births in a non-public and non-transparent way 

7. Force [temporary] residents to return to their permanent place of residence for family 

planning/to undergo reproductive health examination 

8. Other (Specify_____________)”49 

 

In the same year, a very similar questionnaire was distributed by Chongqing Municipality 

Population and Family Planning Commission: 

  

“CO1. According to your knowledge,  did the local government perform any of the following 

actions in its implementation of the birth planning policy during the last three years?” 

(multiple choice, if the answer is yes, write “1” in the relevant field, otherwise write “0”) 

1. Issue forcible orders, use threats and other strong, violent methods 

2. Collect arbitrary fees and levy arbitrary fines 

3. Damage or seize the masses’ property, limit the masses’ personal freedom 

4. Perform forced IUD insertion after the first birth and forced sterilization after the second 

birth 

5. Make ugly episodes and mass incidents happen 

6. Approve second births in a non-public and non-transparent way 

7. Force [temporary] residents to return to their permanent place of residence for family 

planning/to undergo reproductive health examination 

8. Refuse to register above quotas children 

9. Other (Please specify_____________)”50 
                                                 
49 Questionnaire Form for Women of Childbearing Age (Yuling funü diaocha wenjuan), in Shaanxi province mid-term 
evaluation forms of the “Eleventh Five-Years Plan”’s population development plan and development plan  (city and 
county level)  (Shaanxisheng “shiyiwu” renkou fazhan he shiye fazhan guihua zhongqi pinggubiao (shi, xian)) at 22-23.  
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An inspection to assess the actual extent of the problem was ordered also by the Hebei 

province Population and Family Planning Commission.51 

 

It is not known how many people received these questionnaire forms, if these people were 

local officials or ordinary citizens, how high the response rate was, and if questionnaires 

were valid.  However in 2009 local authorities were issuing documents calling for forced 

sterilization. Earlier this year, a campaign to implement the family planning policy took 

place in Jiangxi province. The following is an excerpt from a document jointly issued by the 

Longhua village party committee and people’s government: 

 

“3. Concentrate forces and increase strength 

During the Spring Family Planning High-Tide, the two levels of township and villages must 

fulfill the “three concentrations” – of personnel, forces and time, and adopt energic 

measures and effective methods to  strengthen work. They must perform a one-time 

concentrated assault action (tuji xingdong) at appropriate times, and organize night-time 

actions according to the work needs, to adopt coercive measures (qiangzhi cuoshi) towards 

some objects [of the family planning policies].”52 

 

Local organs also set out quotas for IUD insertion and sterilization. From 27 March until 30 

April 2009, family planning officials were assigned the tasks to insert a total of 143 IUDs 

and perform 255 sterilizations. Failure to meet these quotas would result in various 

consequences: 

 

“Sterilizations, IUD insertions and abortions are the key, sterilization of ”two-daughters 

households” is the difficult point, it is necessary to overcome difficulties, grasp the most 

important point so that sterilization of “two daughters households” is concluded by April 10. 

Sterilizations must end by April 20. If these tasks are not fulfilled during this time, village 

                                                                                                                                                                  
50 Chongqing Municipality Population and Family Planning Commission, Department for Development and Planning, 
Technical Handbook for the Midterm Evaluation of the “Eleventh Five-Years Plan”’s development and population plan 
(Chongqingshi “shiwu” renkou fazhan he jihua shengyu shiye fazhan guihua zhongqi pinggu jishu souce), Chongqing, 
25 July 2008 at 113.  
51 Art. 2 par. 3, Circular of the Hebei Population and Family Planning Commission General Office about conducting an 
inspection on the administrative law enforcement of population and family planning, (Hebeisheng Renkou he 
Jishengwei Bangongshi guanyu kaizhan renkou he jihua shengyu xingzheng zhifa duchade tongzhi), issued on 17 
November 2008.  
52 Article 3,  Implementation Plan of the 2009 Spring Population and Family Planning Services High Tide (guanyu 
kaizhan 2009nian chunjie renkou he jihua shengyu fuwu gaochaode shishi fang’an), issued on  26 March 2009. 
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secretaries and cadres shall be suspended from service, and not receive their salary during 

the entire period, also they will have to still perform the family planning work, until all tasks 

have been fulfilled”.53 

 

A circular issued by Yichun city (Jiangxi province)  adopts a very similar wording: 

 

“2. Targets who until today have not undergone tubal ligation, and been the object of 

several rounds of unsuccessful ideological work shall undergo forced tubal ligation.”54 

 

Forced sterilization was also ordered in Tianbao village (Shandong province) three years 

ago: 

 

“2. Targets who until today have not had an IUD inserted in spite of repeated ideological 

work will be fined 200 yuan, and undergo forced IUD insertion. 

3. Targets who until today have not undergone tubal ligation after repeated and 

unsuccessful ideological work will be fined 600 yuan, and undergo forced sterilization.”55 

 

43. NGOs 

 

Western NGOs have been very vocal in trying to document forced abortion and sterilization, 

and condemning these practices, but are never referred to in the 2007 Report.  

 

According to Amnesty International 2009 Country Report on China, attempts to oppose the 

practice of forced abortion resulted in harsh prison sentences: 

 

“Chen Guangcheng, blind activist and legal adviser, continued to suffer ill-treatment in 

prison. He is serving a prison sentence of four years and three months after he tried to hold 

local officials in Shandong accountable for conducting forced abortions and sterilizations in 

order to enforce birth quotas.”56 

                                                 
53 Article 4, supra.  
54 Art. 2, par. 2 Circular about conducting the Autumn Population and Family Planning Service concentrated movement 
(Guanyu zai quanzhen kaizhan qiuji renkou he jihua shengyu jizhong fuwu huodongde tongzhi).  
55  Circular about carrying out the Movement “2006 Spring Population and Family Planning Service Month” in Tianbao 
village (Guanyu Tianbaoxiang 2006nian kaizhan chunji jihua shengyu fuwuyue huodong tongzhi), issued on 1 March 
2006.  
56 Amnesty International, Amnesty International Report 2009. State of the World’s Human Rights, China, available 
online at [http://thereport.amnesty.org/en/regions/asia-pacific/china]. Last accessed 22 September 2009. 
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Cheng Guangcheng’s activities became known to the Western public in 2006, one year 

before the 2007 Report was published. This case, which is well-known among NGO 

personnel and China specialist, is no mentioned in the 2007 Report.  

 

In a recent briefing to the Committee Against Torture, Amnesty also pointed out how forced 

abortions and sterilizations are intentional, cause an intense suffering, and are based on 

discrimination.57 

 

A study conducted by the NGO Human Rights in China concluded that: 

 

“Those who proceed with unauthorized pregnancies, especially after they have already had 

one or the permissible number of births, must have their pregnancies terminated. After 

having an out-of-plan birth, one spouse must be sterilized. (…) Reports show that when 

excessive force has been used in enforcing population control policies, government officials, 

persons acting in an official capacity (such as local militias or police), or people hired by 

officials have been the ones who took away and detained women for abortion, sterilization 

or IUD insertion; beat up those who resisted; confiscated property and demolished houses. 

In some areas, terrorizing women and their families into submission has become a routine 

job for population control officials”.58 

 

The practice of forced abortion has been criticized also by other NGOs as ChinaAid,59 and 

by anti-abortion lobbies. 60  Mainland China human rights government-organized 

nongovernmental organizations (GONGOs) – as the China Society for Human Rights 

Studies61 – have not produced material on this matter. 

 

                                                 
57 Amnesty International, “People’s Republic of China: Briefing for the Committee Against Torture in Advance of 
Their Consideration of China’s Fourth Periodic Report, 3-21 November 2008”, available online at 
[http://thereport.amnesty.org/en/regions/asia-pacific/china]. Last accessed on 29 September 2009.  
58 Human Rights in China, “Unfair Burdens: Impact of the Population Control Policies on the Human rights of Women 
and Girls”, available online at [http://www.hrichina.org/public/contents/article?revision%5fid=4162&item%5fid=4161]. 
Last accessed on 22 September 2009. See also Sisi Liu, “Where have all the young girls gone?”, China Rights Forum, n. 
4, 2004, available at [http://hrichina.org/public/PDFs/YoungGirls4-2004.pdf. at 4], last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
59  Reggie Garcia Littlejohn, “”One-Child Policy and Forced Abortion in China”, available at  
[http://www.chinaaid.org/qry/page.taf?id=135&_function=detail&sbtblct_uid1=135], last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
60  Society for the Protection of Unborn Children, “Memorandum”, available at 
[http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200304/cmselect/cmfaff/389/389we14.htm], last accessed on 10 October 
2009. 
61 This NGO’s website can be visited at [http://www.humanrights.cn/cn/index.htm] 
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44. Chinese citizens’ petition letters 

 

Chinese citizens who have not emigrated, either legally or illegally, to the U.S. believe that 

forced sterilization and forced abortions take place indeed. In October 2008, a resident of 

Anhui wrote to the provincial Population and Family Planning Commission, asking why his 

wife had to undergo forced sterilization. This letter and the Commission’s reply were posted 

on the Commission’s website. They are translated below: 

“I am a resident of Lucheng in Chengguan township, who married in 1992 and had a first 

son in 1995. I divorced in 2006, and my wife obtained my son’s custody. I remarried in 2007. 

My wife’s residence is in Wanshan county, and has obtained permission to have a second 

child there. In May this year she gave birth to a boy. Wanshan township and the village 

committee requested her to undergo sterilization, and told that sterilizaton was forced. Since 

I work in Guangzhou, my spouse and the child are alone at home. Township and village 

[cadres] came several times, asking that I come back to cooperate in the sterilization, but I 

cannot go back due to work, it has been a headache. I don’t understand, I have already paid 

a caution, guaranteting that I won’t have another child, and agreed to adopt other 

contraceptive measures – why do they want to perform forced sterilization? According to my 

understanding, Chengguang township does not need to perform forced sterilization in 

circumstances such as mine, why are there two different policies in the same place? Does 

forced sterilization have a legal basis or not? Thank you! 

Dear Mr. Yan,  

According to our understanding, your wife has already undergone sterilization. We thank 

you for supporting the birth planning work.”62 

Even though the 2007 Report includes information from provincial population and family 

planning organs, this material, which is easily available on the internet, has been ignored.   

45. Western and Chinese news media 

A recent report by the news agency Reuters sheds light on how forced abortion has been 

practiced in Canton as late as February 2009. With reference to the case of women who 
                                                 
62 “Why one must perform forced sterilization” (Weihe yiding yao qiangzhi zuo jueyu shoushu), Zhongguo Lujiang,  22 
October 2008, available at [http://www.ahlj.gov.cn/mutual/showmail.asp?id=1008370], last accessed on 1 October 2009. 
See Appendix 6. 
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rented their wombs to other women who could not have children, reporter James Pomfret 

found out that:  

“In the southern Chinese city of Guangzhou, three young surrogate first-time mothers were 

discovered by authorities hiding in a communal flat. Soon afterwards, district family 

planning and security officers broke into the flat, bundled them into a van and drove them to 

a district hospital where they were manhandled into a maternity ward, the mothers 

recounted to Reuters. “I was crying ‘I don’t want to do this’,” said a young woman called 

Xiao Hong, who was pregnant with four-month-old twins. “But they still dragged me in and 

injected my belly with a needle.”63 

 

Very similar press reports were available also in 2007 and before. The Los Angeles Times 

recounted how the rounding up of rural women to perform forced sterilization sparked a 

riot. 64  Reports about forced abortions and sterilizations could be found also on the 

Washingtong Post.65 In 2005, German media catering to a Chinese audience carried similar 

reports.66  The same is true of British, French,67 and Hong Kong media as and also of 

mainland Chinese media. Among others, they reported how forced abortion was performed 

on a female offender so she could be put to death, and published a picture of her abortion 

certificate proving how abortion took place forcibly.68 

 

46. Scholarly literature  

The consensus among some scholars of population and family planning in China holds that 

forced abortions and sterilizations largely belong to China’s past, and are no longer used as a 

mean to implement the family planning policy. These findings are shared by studies by 

                                                 
63  James Pomfret, “Forced abortions shake up China’s wombs-for-rent industry”, Reuters, available online at 
[http://uk.reuters.com/article/idUKTRE53T04D20090430?pageNumber=1&virtualBrandChannel=0]. Last accessed on 
22 September 2009.  
64  Jonathan Watts, “Chinese villagers riot over ‘one-child’ policy”, The Guardian, 21 May 2007, available at 
[http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/may/21/china.jonathanwatts], last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
65 Philip P. Pan, “Detained Chinese Activist Put Under House Arrest”, The Washington Post, 10 September 2005, 
available at [http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/09/09/AR2005090901998.html], last 
accessed on 17 October 2009. 
66“China: the most sophisticated internet filters and forced sterilization” (Zhongguo: zuigaoji hulianwang guolu he 
qiangzhi jueyu) available at [http://www.dw-world.com/dw/article/0,,1719823,00.html], last accessed on 10 October 
2009.   
67  “China to stick with one-child policy”, Agence France Presse, 9 March 2008, available at 
[http://afp.google.com/article/ALeqM5jM-xJphn_Izf43LQMb7ZPxe1J5vg], last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
68  “Forced abortion puts criminal code on trial”, The China Daily, 27 September 2009, available at 
[http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2004-09/27/content_378051.htm], last accessed on 10 October 2009.  
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Susan Greenhalgh and Edwin Winkler, 69  and a 2004 article by Dali Yang and Huang 

Yanzhong,70 This consensus has been challenged by an equally recent body of research. 

Zhang Weiguo believes that monetary incentives and the threat of fines are insufficient to 

induce compliance with the family planning policy: “The system of incentives and 

disincentives was ineffective in the pre-reform period, and remains ineffective today; rural 

couples simply have never accepted state-imposed limits on their childbearing in return for 

economic incentives.”71 Demographer Thomas Scharping has found out how administrative 

pressure is still pivotal in ensuring compliance with the family planning policy.72 

A 2003 book by Yang Zhong found out that physical coercion is used to perform abortions 

and sterilizations: “To make sure the local birth rate remains below targeted levels – and 

their careers remain out of jeopardy – Chinese county and township/town officials often take 

extreme measures such as heavy fines, forced sterilization, forced abortion and even 

confiscation of furniture and destruction of houses to deter from unpermitted pregnancies 

and punish couples who have “illegal” babies”.73 

According to Stephen W. Mosher, forced abortions continue: “Officials conduct nighttime 

raids on couples suspected of having unauthorized children, and they keep detailed records 

on the sexual activity of every woman in their jurisdiction – so much for privacy. And to 

make the coercive regime complete, the “family planning centers” have prison cells – 

complete with bars – to detain those who resist forced abortion or sterilization.”74 

In 2008, Nie Jingbao published a book based on interviews with doctors who perform forced 

sterilizations.75 

                                                 
69 Susan Greenhalgh and Edwin A. Winkler, Perspective Series: Chinese State Birth Planning in the 1990s and Beyond, 
Immigration and Naturalization Service (Washington, DC), Sept. 2001, available online at 
[http://www.ins.usdoj.gov/graphics/services/asylum/ric/documentation/pschn01001.pdf], last accessed on 10 October 
2009.  Of the same authors see also Governing China’s Population: from Leninist to neoliberal biopolitics, Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2005.  
70 Dali Yang and Huang Yanzhong, “Population Control and State Coercion in China”, Holding China Together. 
Diversity and National Integration in the post-Deng Era. Barry J. Naughton and Dali L. Yang (eds.) Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004, pp. 193-225. 
71 Zhang Weiguo, Chinese Economic Reforms and Fertility Behaviour. A Study of a North China Village,  China 
Library, 2002, at 194.  
72 Thomas Scharping, Birth Control in China 1949-2000: Population Policy and Demographic Development, London, 
New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2003. 
73 Yang Zhong, Local Goverrnment and Politics in China. Challenges from Below. Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 2003, at 135.  
74 Steven W. Mosher, Population Control. Real Costs, Illusory Benefits, New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 
2008, at 75-76. 
75 Nie Jingbao, Behind the Silence: Chinese Voices on Abortion. Oxford: Rowman and Littlefield 2005.  
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Paragraph A.1 

 

47. This paragraph describes national legislation on family planning. It is immediately apparent 

how information contained therein is outdated. Apart from a brief reference to the situation 

of the Uighur minority, it repeats information found in the 2004 and 1998 Reports.  

 

48. The existence of the  Measures on the Administration of Family Planning for the Floating 

Population, 76  and important legal document, is not mentioned. This administrative 

regulation was repealed on 1 October  2009  by the State Council Rules on Family Planning 

for the Floating Population, 77 which has made the birth planning policy stricter. Article 12 

of the Rules poses increased obligations to non-permanent residents: “women of 

reproductive age must willingly use family planning contraceptive and birth control 

measures and accept the family planning administration of the place of permanent residence 

as well as of the place of temporary residence.” 

 

49.  In light of these changed circumstances, the content of this paragraph cannot provide 

guidance as to how the family planning law will be implemented on the transient population.  

 

 

 

Paragraph A.2 

 

50. This paragraph contains information on marriage age and single parenting. It states that 

“there are no provisions in the National Law on Population and Birth Planning to detain or 

jail cohabiting couples for having an unauthorized child.”  (at 25) On page 22, the 2007 

Report also quotes the U.S. Embassy in Beijing, according to which “violations of the birth 

planning policy are civil offenses and result in civil penalties. They are not considered 

criminal offences”.  However on the same page, the Report states that actions as detaining 

family members require “court approval”.  

 
                                                 
76 (Liudong renkou jihua shengyu guanli banfa), issued on 29 September 1998 and effective from 1 January 1999, 
repealed on 1 October 2009. 
77(Liudong renkou jihua shengyu guanli banfa), issued on 29 April 2009 and effective from 1 October 2009, available at  
[http://www.gov.cn/zwgk/2009-05/20/content_1320203.htm], last accessed on 10 October 2009. 
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51. Provisions allowing the administrative detention of those who violate certain aspects of the 

family planning law are found in administrative regulations. Those who protest against the 

consequences of sterilization can be subjected to arbitrary detention under re-education 

through labor, or detained on public security charges. As proved by the case of a Jiangxi 

resident, 78  in practice vague statutory provision on re-education through labour are invoked 

to detain any of the following subjects: 

“Those who refuse to work for a long time even though they have a job, who disturb labour 

discipline, who cause disturbances without reason, disrupt the order of production, the 

order of work, of study or scientific research, the order of normal live, obstruct public 

service and do not listen to persuasion and [orders to] cease.”79 

 

52. Moreover, opposition to the family planning policy which amounts to obstruction of public 

service can be punished with no more than ten days detention and a fine up to 500 yuan: 

 

“Article 50. Any of the following acts is punished with a police warning or a fine below 200 

yuan. If the circumstances are serious, it is punished with no more than five and no less than 

ten days detention, and a concurrent fine of no more than 500 yuan: 

(2) obstructing state personnel from carrying out their lawful duties;”80 

 

53. Those who oppose the family planning policy using violence of threats commit the crime  of 

obstructing public service.  Under art. 277 of the Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of 

China, they can be punished with a maximum penalty of three years imprisonment: 

 

“Article 277. Whoever uses violence or threat to obstruct state personnel from discharging 

their duties is to be sentenced to not more than three years of fixed-term imprisonment, 

criminal detention, or control; or a sentence of a fine.” 81 

 

                                                 
78 Administrative review decision of the Pingxiang City People’s Government (Pingxianshi Renmin Zhengfu xingzheng 
fuyi  juedingshu), 20 January 2007. See Appendix 7. 
79 Art. 10, par. 5 State Council Experimental Measure on Re-education through Labour (Guowuyuan laodong jiaoyang 
shixing banfa), issued on 21 January 2082 and effective from the same date.   
80  Art. 50, Law of the People’s Republic of China on Administrative Penalties (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo 
xingzheng chufafa), issued on 17 March 1996 and effective from  1 October 1996. 
81 Circular of the Supreme People’s Court and Supreme People’s Procuracy on severely punishing according to the law 
crimes of disrupting family planning, (Zuigao Renmin Fayuan, Zuigao Renmin Jianchayuan guanyu yifa yancheng 
pohuai jihua shengyu fanzui huodong), issued on 12 November 1993 and effective from the same date.  
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54. A 1997 judicial interpretation which is still into force mentions that deprivation of personal 

freedom can be used on those who oppose the family planning policy.82 

 

 

Paragraph A.3 

 

55. Paragraph A.3 contains an overview of birth planning methods. Information about abortion 

statistics is outdated. It is stated that four years ago seven million abortions were performed, 

and that the peak year for abortion was 1983, when fourteen million abortions took place. In 

2009 a pro-government newspaper disclosed that  thirteen million abortions are performed 

in China every year.83 

 

56. Those born out of quota can face job discrimination even in economically developed areas, 

which is something the Report denies. Anita Chan, a specialist on labor rights, writes: 

 

“(…) the young migrant was informed by a friend that if he went to Shenzhen he would find 

a job. But he was advised that before he left he had to apply for a number of documents. 

These included a “border region pass” (at 120 yuan, taking six months), a personal identity 

card (another 80 yuan, taking one month), an unmarried status certificate (60 yuan, valid 

one year), and a certificate to prove that he was not born out of quota (45 yuan, valid for 

one year)”.84 

 

 

Paragraph A.4  

 

57. This paragraph provides an overview of documents related to abortion and birth planning. 

The 2007 Report cites unnamed US Embassy officials, who stated that they are “unaware of 

any so-called “abortion certificates” (p. 22).  

                                                 
82 Reply of the Supreme People’s Court about whether people’s courts can accept appeals filed by those who do not 
accept garnishments, limitation of personal freedom or other coercive measures adopted by family planning 
departments (Zuigao Renmin Fayuan guanyu bufu jihua shengyu guanli bumen caiqude kouya caiwu, xianzhi rensheng 
ziyou deng qiangzhi cuoshi er tiqide susong renmin fayuan yingfou li weitide pifu), issued on 4 April 1997 and effective 
from the same date.  
83 Shan Juan and Qian Yanfeng, “Abortion statistics cause for concern”, China Daily, 30 July 2008, available at 
[http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2009-07/30/content_8489656.htm], last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
84 Anita Chan, “A “race to the Bottom.” Globalisation and China’s labour standards”, China Perspectives, n. 46, March-
April 2003, at 46.  
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58. This statement is contradicted on lines 4 and 5, where it is said that after an abortion has 

taken place, hospitals issue a document which certifies that abortion was performed.  

 

59. The Profile neglects to mention the existence of sterilization certificates (jiezhanzheng). 

Sterilization certificates are routinely mentioned by local level legislation. Citing a joint 

decision by the Party Committee and the government of Guangdong Province, the 

Dongguan City Measures on the Administration of Rewards for Family Planning requires 

couples who have one child to include a sterilization certificate to their application for a 

reward:   

 

“Those eligible to apply for family planning rewards must file their application to the village 

(community) where they are registered. he application must include their identity card, 

household registration booklet, marriage certificate, sterilization certificate, birth certificate 

of their child, “one child certificate”[…]”.85  

 

60. Local legislation sometimes mention a “certificate of contraceptive measures” (jieyu cuoshi 

zhengming). But, this is an euphemism for a sterilization certificate, as local organs in 

Guangdong explain:  

 

“each married couple must provide their marriage certificate, and the documents relevant to 

their different circumstances: (2) with the exception of couples who have given birth to twins, 

those who have given birth to two children must provide the relevant policy documents 

related to births issued by the family planning commission at above the municipal level at 

the time of giving birth, and also provide a “form to request the birth of a second child”, 

“birth certificate of a second child” and the “certificate of contraceptive measures adopted 

by one of the spouses (see footnote two)”” 

(…) 

Footnote two: this is a sterilization certificate issued by our bureau”86 

 

                                                 
85 Article 4, Dongguan City Measures on the Administration of Rewards for Family Planning (Dongguanshi jihua 
shengyu jieyujiang guanli banfa), issued on 14 February 2009 and effective from 1 April 2009.  
86 Article 3, footnote two, Shenzhen Office of Personnel, Shenzhen City Government Office for Family Planning 
Circular on Conscientiously Implementing the Family Planning Policy in the Hiring of Talents (Shenzhengshi Renshiju, 
Shenzhenshi Renmin Zhengfu Jihua Shengyu bangongshi guanyu zai rencai yinjin guozhengzhong renzhen zhising jihua 
shengyu zhengcede tongzhi), issued on 1 April 1999 and effective from the same date, as amended on 24 March 2008.   
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61. The sterilization certificate is listed among the documents requested from workers wishing 

to be transferred to foreign invested enterprises.87 This certificate is needed also to enjoy 

other basic rights, as primary education. In May 2009, a resident of Fujian province wrote in 

an information request to the local people’s government: 

 

“My wife was sterilized in Shenzhen, and the sterilization certificate has been taken away by 

family planning cadres in our village, saying that it needs to be given to the county (level 

government). I don’t know if such a policy really exists. Now I have to enrol my child at 

primary school, and they absolutely want our sterilization certificate, otherwise they will not 

accept my child in school. I would like to ask if we can get our sterilization certificate 

back.”88 

 

62. Chinese sources mention how PRC citizens, in the attempt to avoid abortions, try to obtain 

sterilization certificates illegally. 89   The sale of fake sterilization certificates shifts the 

burden of abortion quotas to those who are unable or unwilling to buy counterfeit abortion 

certificates. 

 

63. The 2007 Report assumes that the mere issuing of an abortion certificate proves that 

abortion took place voluntary. This assumption is not based on any publicly available 

evidence. On the contrary, a pro-government newspaper catering to a foreign audience 

                                                 
87 Article 3, paragraph 2, subparagraph 5, section 9, Reply Letter of Shenzhen Labour Office on  the jurisdiction of 
service centres established by our office at foreign invested enterprises and other matters (Shenzhenshi laodongju 
bangongshi guanyu baosong woju zai waishang touzi qiye fuwu zhongxin yewu shouli fangwei deng wentide han) issued 
on 31 October 1995 and effective from the same date. Violations of the family planning policy also preclude urban 
permanent registration Art. 5 par. 5 Shanghai Municipality Experimental Measures on Holders of Temporary Resident 
Certificates Requesting Permanent Household Registration in Shanghai (Shanghaishi chiyou “Shanghaishi juzhuzheng” 
renyuan shenban shi changzhu hukou shixing banfa), issued on 12 February 2009 and effective from the same date. Full 
text in Chinese available at 
[http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/shanghai/node2314/node2319/node12344/userobject26ai17537.html], last accessed on 28 
September 2009, last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
88 “Is it possible to get back a sterilization certificate?” (Nengbuneng nahui jiezhazheng?), Information Request no. 
09051300014, dated 13 May 2009, General Office of Fujian Province People’s Government (Fujiansheng Renmin 
Zhengfu Bangongting), available at [http://12345.fuzhou.gov.cn/detail.jsp?callid=09051300014]. Last accessed on 22 
September 2009.  
89“Sterilization certificates sold by some village cadres in Ling county” (Lingxian gebie cun ganbu jingmai jiezhazheng), 
Dagongbao, 9 September 2009, available at   [http://sx.takungpao.com/2009/9_85988.htm], last accessed on 11 October 
2009; “Accepted trousers, cigarettes and other goods to issue fake sterilization certificates to seven people – deputy 
head of the family planning station gets five years sentence” (Shoushou kuzi, xiangyan dengwu wei 7 ren zuo jia jiezha 
shoushu – jisheng fuzhangzhang lingxing 5 nian), Guizhou Population Network, 27 December 2004, available at 
[http://www.gzrenkou.gov.cn/readinfo.asp?info_id=524], last accessed on 11 October 2009. 
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recently released the picture of a certificate carrying the annotation that abortion was 

performed coercively, at the request of a public security official.90 

 

Paragraph B 

 

64. This paragraph holds that no forced abortions and no forced sterilizations take place in 

Fujian. This claim rests upon information provided by the Fujian Province Birth Planning 

Committee (FPBPC) and findings from a consular mission. Information originating from 

Zhang Weiqing, chair of the national Population and Family Planning Commission was 

omitted, even though it was available to the Department of State at the time the 2007 Report 

was compiled. According to Zhang Weiqing, “commando tactics, illegal “study sessions”, 

detentions (…) illegal monetary deposits (…) unlawful custody, or assaults on the people” 

took place as late as September 28, 2005.91 Besides, there are four different reasons why 

information originating from these sources cannot be taken at face value. 

 

65. First, at the time when the 2007 Report was written, of information regarding the birth 

planning policy was classified as a state secret. In 2007 the scope of state secrets in family 

planning work included statistics on family planning, figures for abortions and sterilizations, 

regardless of whether they are forced or not, figures for deaths resulting from abortions.92 

This information was classified as secret also in 1989.93    

 

66. Second, birth planning officials have the obligation to sign a pledge of abstention from 

divulging information classified as a state secret. To reinforce pre-existing duties, this 

obligation was reiterated in the summer of 2009. It concerns officials who are active, as well 

as those who have retired.94 

 

                                                 
90 Supra, at footnote 67. 
91 Telegram from the Embassy of the United States in Beijing to the Unites Stated Department of State, October 11, 
2005. 
92 Regulations on the scope of state secret in population and family planning work (Renmkou he jihua shengyu gongzuo 
guojia mimi fanweide guiding), summary available at [http://www.sqjsw.gov.cn/flfg_news.asp?newsid=388], last 
accessed on 11 October 2009.  
93 Rules on the concrete scope of state secret and the grades of state secrecy in family planning work (Jihua shengyu 
gongzuozhong guoji mimi jiqi miji juti fanweide guiding), issued on 28 July 2989 and effective from the same date.   
94 Circular of the Chinese Communist Party Central Organization Department, the State Secrets Bureau, the Ministry of 
Human Resources and Social Security, the State Personnel Bureau on organizing and carrying out the work of signing 
the pledge of secrecy (Zhonggong Zhongyang Zuzhibu, Guojia Baomiju, Renli Ziyuan he Shehui Baozianbu, Guojia 
Gongwuyuanju guanyu zuxhi kaizhan baomi chengnuoshu qianding gongzuode tongzhi), issued on 14 March 2009 and 
effective from the same date.  
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67. Third, the Fujian Party Committee and the Fujian People’s Government instructed lower-

level organs to publicize abuses only at the end of May 2007, when the 2007 Report had 

already been published.95 In light of these instructions, it is hardly surprising that no cases of 

forced abortions or sterilization could be documented or verified, other than those 

mentioned by Gao Xiaoduan’s 1998 testimony: rising these points was prohibited. Lack of 

compliance with these and similar instructions could result in demotions, or even in criminal 

charges. 

 

68. Fourth, in 2005 the FPBPC issued a regulation that restricts citizens’ right to protest.96 If 

such a right is limited, then very little information on the violation of the birth planning 

policies reaches the FPBPC or other provincial organs. According to the above quoted 1989 

and 1995 regulations, protests caused by implementation of the birth planning policy were 

furthermore classified as a state secret.  

 

69. These constraints affect the credibility of the findings by any consular visit to Fujian, 

regardless of U.S. consular officials’ good faith. If local officials, who are those responsible 

for fulfilling abortion quotas, are bound by secrecy they will not disclose information that 

has been classified as secret. It is also likely that visits to Fujian are scheduled to take place 

when activities covered by state secret do not take place. The 2007 Report states how 

abortions are performed at night. Existence of this practice has been  corroborated by 

independent scholarly findings, and by statements released by birth planning officers.  

 

“Although one  member of each villagers’ committee (usually a woman) is responsible for 

implementing the state’s population control policies, it is often township officials who 

enforce the policy. They will do such things as arrive unannounced in the village in the 

middle of the night and give a woman a (forced) abortion themselves or drag her to the local 

clinic or hospital to have it done”.97  

                                                 
95  Fujian  Chinese Communist Party Committee, Fujian People’s government opinion on implementing the Decision of 
the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and the State Council on the overall strengthening of 
population and family planning work and solving the population problem (Zhonggong Fujian shengwei, Fujiansheng 
Renmin Zhengfu guanyu chuanche luoshi Zhonggong Zhongyang, Guowuyuan guanyu quanmina jiaqian renkou he 
jihua shengyu gongzuo tongchou jiejue renkou wentide jueding), issued on 22 May 2007 and effective from the same 
date.  
96 Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Commission circular about the scope of petition letters accepted by 
the Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Commission (Fujiansheng Renkou he Jihua Shengyu Weiyuanhui 
guanyi yinfa Fujiansheng Renkou he Jihua Shengyu Weiyuanhui xingfang shixiang shouli fanwei), issued on 15 August 
2005 and effective from 1 September 2005.  
97 Suzanne Ogden, Inklings of Democracy in China, Harvard: Harvard University Asia Cente, 2002, at 211 – 212.  
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During a speech addressed to party officials in Shishi, Fujian province, an official named 

Gong Xian Qin recounted how his fellow villagers attempted to stab him after: 

“One night, 23 women who had already two daughters were catched one after another, and 

forced sterilizations were performed on them.”98 

 

Normally visits by foreign authorities do not take place at night, so U.S. officials couldn’t 

have witnessed abortions or sterilizations, because they were not there when abortions and 

sterilizations were being performed.  

 

70. FPCPC’s claims that no forced abortions and sterilizations take place in Fujian are 

contradicted by two documents issued by the Changle population and family planning 

leading group in 2008 and 2009. On Christmas Eve of 2008, the leading group ruled that 

work groups and village cadres had to take advantage of migrants return for the Chinese 

New Year festivities, so that sterilizations and abortions could be performe don those who 

had until then been able to avoid them.99 Also, the leading group mandated that: 

 

“the number of sterilizations of those who have two daughters must be over 80 per cent of  
 

the target set for the first half of the year. The implementation rate of abortions must be over 

80 per cent of the target set for the first half of the year, and the implementation rate of 

abortions through induced labor must be over 75 per cent of the target set for the first half 

of the year.”100 

 

Five months later, in May 2009, Changle launched a so-called “hundred days drive” to 

reduce the number of excess pregnancies and births.101 Directives issued to family planning 

cadres mentions explicitly that: 

“induced abortions must be resolutely performed on all those who had excess pregnancies, 

in order to reduce illegal births to a minimum.”102 
                                                 
98 Gong Xianqin, “Dedicating oneself and adding luster to the Party flag” (Fengxian ziji, wei dangqi zenghui), text of 
the speech available online on the website of Shishi party committee 
[http://dangjian.shishi.gov.cn/_asp/ewebeditor/UploadFile/20054418400747.DOC], last accessed on 11 October 2009. 
99 Par. 1, 3 Changle Population and Family Planning Leading Group circular on conducting a major clean-up family 
planning clean-up work city-wide (Changleshi renkou he jihua shengyu lingdao xiaozu guanyu zai quanshi kaizhan 
jisheng da qingli gongzuode tongzhi), issued on 24 December 2008. 
100Par. 2, supra. 
101 See Changle Population and Family Planning Leading Group circular on diligently implementing population and 
family planning work in the months of May, June and July (Changleshi renkou he jihua shengyu lingdao xiaozu 
guanyu 
renzhen kaizhan 5, 6, 7 yuefen renkou jisheng gongzuode tongzhi), issued on 7 May 2009. 
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Searches for those who tried to hide above-quota pregnancies were mandated,103 and family 
planning cadres were to be escorted by the police.104 
 

71. Chinese citizens who reside in the PRC – hence they have no interest in misrepresenting the 

issue in order to obtain protected status or political asylum – have sent petition letters to 

birth planning organs, claiming that abortions and sterilizations are performed forcibly. 

While the FPBPC wrote to the U.S. Consulate that no forced abortion take place, it posted 

on its website two letters which prove the contrary:  

 

“Giving birth to a second child. Wu Wenbo. 13489802818.105   309833219@qq.com 

Both me and my wife are rural residents. We already have a son. I am a only son, and 

according to the family planning regulations I can have a second child. I was born in 

another province, but my wife is from Fujian. So I moved my residence to Fujian. I asked the 

village family planning cadres, and they told me they don’t know whether I can have a 

second child or not, ask the township government.  

My questions: 1. If they behave this way, couldn’t they violate my right to a second child? 2. 

How do I apply for permission to have a second child? What documents are needed? 3. If a 

woman gives birth to a second child, is she forcibly sterilized or does she only have the IUD 

inserted? (forced sterilization is inhumane, and in Quanzhou106 sterilization is forced). I 

definitely will not have a third child, it is only that I have decided that one child is not 

enough, and two is the right number. The feeling of growing up alone is pitiful, I have 

already experienced it, and I do not want to harm the next generation.”107 

 

72. These publicly available documents also mention some of the possible ways in which 

coercion takes place: 

 

“(…) On 13 May this year, I had my second baby. This was lawful. Our local Family 

Planning Office continuously urged me to undergo a gynecological examination. On 12 

                                                                                                                                                                  
102 Par. 3, 3, supra. 
103 Par. 5, supra. 
104 Par. 7, supra 
105 This is Mr. Wu’s mobile phone number.  
106 A city in Fujian province. 
107 “Reply to Wu Wenbo query about having a second child” (Wu Wenbo zixun “sheng ertai” de dafu), reply of the 
Fujian Population and Family Planning Commission, dated 24 July 2008, available at 
[http://www.fjjsw.gov.cn:8080/html/7/383/11180_2008731311.html], last accessed on 2 October 2009. See Appendix 8. 
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June, when my baby was just one month old, together with it and my husband I went to the 

Family Planning Office to undergo the examination. As soon as we got there, a family 

planning official wanted me to be sterilized. My baby was one month, I had just given birth, 

so my body was still weak, and I had mastitis. We asked that surgery be performed some 

time later, but he disagreed and said: you must undergo surgery today, and you must do it 

even if you don’t want to, if you disagree go file a petition. Then we agreed, but we wanted 

to receive surgery at the Xiamen Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine. The family 

planning official agreed. He drove us to the traditional Chinese medicine, but halfway along 

the road he made a U-turn and brought us another hospital called Minhai Hospital. Now I 

disagreed. They once more said you have to agree even if you disagree, and if you don’t, go 

file a petition. In the end they forced me to undergo sterilization surgery. We did not violate 

regulations on family planning, why? (…).”108 

  

73. According to an U.S.-based dissident: 

 

“In early 2001, my elder sister became once more pregnant. On 2 December 2001, she gave 

birth to a baby girl in Changle hospital. On that very same day, medical doctors forcibly 

sterilized my elder sister, while she was unconscious.”109 

 

 

Paragraph C 

 

74. Paragraph C describes birth planning legislation in Guangdong, Jiangxi and Sichuan 

provinces.  

 

75. Guangdong province 

Information about legislation in Guangdong province is longer valid, as new and stricter 

provincial regulations went into force on January 1, 2009. The new regulations qualify 

incompliance with the family planning policy as a minor offence (weifa xingwei).110  

                                                 
108 “Why did the family planning office force me to be sterilized 29 days after I gave birth?” (Chanhou cai 29 tian 
weihe jishengban ao qiangpo wo zuo jiezha shoushu ne?), Information Request no. C2008002504, dated 11 August 
2008, Xiamen Municipal Government (Xiamenshi Renmin Zhengfu), available at 
[http://www.mail.xm.gov.cn:8080/govXf/answerDetail.jsp?oid=2504]. Last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
109 “Lin Chongyan: The bitter fruits of family planning” (Lin Chongyan: jihua shengyude eguo),  available online at 
[http://www.hqcdp.org/pinglun/pinglun13/linzhongyan01.HTM], last accessed on 22 September 2009. 
110Art. 4, Guangdong Province Rules on population and family planning work (Guangdongsheng renkou yu jihua 
shengyu tiaoli), issued on 28 November 2008 and effective from 1 January 2009.   
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The 2009 Regulations, which are modeled after the Family Planning Law, apply also to the 

following subjects: returned overseas Chinese (guiqiao), relatives of Chinese nationals 

living abroad (qiaojuan), residents of Guangdong who have children abroad, residents of 

Guangdong who are married to a resident of Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan or to a foreign 

citizen.111 Migrant workers who do not comply with the family planning policy are to be 

dismissed by their private employer. In case they are self employed according to the contract 

system (chengbao), the contractor must rescind their agreement. Their  contract of location 

is to be rescinded too.112 The  2007 Report fails to mention that earlier legislation punished 

the forgery, counterfeiting or theft of family planning documents with arbitrary detention 

under re-education through labor. 113  

 

76. Jiangxi Province 

 

Information on legislation in Jiangxi province is no longer valid, as provincial regulations 

were amended in 2009.  According to the amended regulations, couples must apply for 

permission before they can have a first child.114 The following subject can have a maximum 

of two children: 

- returned overseas Chinese 

- relatives of Chinese nationals living abroad 

- Hong Kong, Macao or Taiwan citizens who have moved their residence to Jiangxi 

province 

- Those who have a child who is a legal permanent resident of a foreign state, Hong Kong, 

Macao or Taiwan.  

– Couples of legal permanent residents of a foreign state who already have one child, if one 

of the spouses has resides in China for less than six years115 

 

77. Sichuan province 

 

                                                 
111 Art. 23, supra.   
112 Art. 43, supra.  
113 Art. 17, Guangdong Province measures on the administration of population and family planning (Guangdongsheng 
renkou he jihua shengyu guanli banfa), issued on 1 August 1993 and effective from the same date.   
114 Art. 8, Jiangxi province rules on population and family planning (Jiangshixheng renkou yu jihua shengyu tiaoli), 
issued on 27 March 2009 and effective from 1 May 2009.  
115 Art. 9, pars. 7 and 8, supra.   
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In its description of Sichuan legislation, this paragraph omits to mention the following 

provision: 

“The national family planning policy applies to the births of legal permanent residents of 

Sichuan province who are citizens of Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, returned overseas 

Chinese, couples in which one spouse is a citizen of Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan or a 

foreign state, or a returned overseas Chinese.”116 

 

78. More importantly, a report about the occurrence of forced abortions in Sichuan, sent to the 

Department of State by the U.S. Consulate in Chengdu was ignored.117  

 

Paragraph D 
 

79. This paragraph addresses the question of whether Chinese parents who have children outside 

of China can undergo abortion or sterilization once they return to China.  

 

80. The key to answering this question is whether a children born outside of China is counted 

against the number of children allowed under the family planning law. The 2007 Report 

relies on the answer contained in a letter by the FPBPC. The letter states that if a child is 

registered as a permanent resident of China, then it is counted. If the child is not registered, 

it is not counted:  

 

“A U.S.-born child by a resident of Mainland China shall not be considered a permanent 

resident of Mainland china if permanent residency is not established when the child returns 

to the Mainland.” (at 61) 

 

81. However, in 2003 the FBPC ruled that the children a woman from Changle had in the U.S. 

were Chinese citizens, and counted them in disregard of Chinese legislation: 

 

“According to relevant provisions in the PRC Nationality Law, any person born abroad 

whose parents are both Chinese nationals or one of whose parents is a Chinese national and 

have not settled abroad, shall have foreign nationality.  

                                                 
116 Art 17, Sichuan province rules on population and family planning work, (Sichuansheng renkou he jihua shengyu 
tiaoli), issued on 1 October 2002 and effective from the same date, as amended on 24 September 2004.  
 
117 Telegram from the Consulate of the United States in Chengdu to the United States Department of State, March 30, 
2005.  
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In principle it is not allowed to recognize this, and the child will be considered a Chinese 

citizen.  

 

The children that the Zheng ** couple had when they were in the United States are Chinese 

citizens.”118 

 

82. Information the FPBPC gave to the to U.S. consular authorities does not reflect practices 

enacted by the FPBPC. It does not reflect the content of relevant legislation. Practices as the 

ones described above violate the content of an exchange of notes that followed the signing 

of the U.S. – China bilateral consular Convention of September 17, 1980. According to the 

exchange of notes, Chinese children born in the United States had to be regarded as U.S. 

citizens if they entered China on a U.S. passport.119 Registration of a child born outside of 

mainland China is mandatory. All Chinese nationals must be registered,120 and children 

must be entered into the household registration booklet of their parents, legal guardians or 

neighbors no longer than thirty days after their birth.121  

 

83. The National Population and Family Planning Commission has issued two replies on this 

matter in 2007122 and in 2003.123  According to the 2003 Reply, Chinese citizens who travel 

abroad and have children in violation of the family planning policy will be dealt with 

according to rules and regulation of the mother’s latest place of residence. If the mother’s 

                                                 
118  Reply of the Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Policy to Fuzhou  family planning commission’s 
request of instruction about Changle Construction Office’s question on the child born  from Ms. ** in the United States  
(Fujiansheng Jihua Shengyu Weiyuanhui guanyu dui Fuzhoushi Jishengwei qingshi Changleshi Jiansheju guan ** funü 
zai Meiguo shengyu yihai wentide pifu), issued on 8 May 2003 and effective from the same date, available at 
[http://www.fjjsw.gov.cn:8080/html/7/436/10716_20087171058.html], last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
119 Email message from Edward A. Betancourt to Neil E. Silver and Katherine E. Farrel, 30 March 2007. 
120 Art. 1, PRC Rules on household registration (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo hukou dengji tiaoli), issued on 9 
January 1958 and effective from the same date. 
121 Art. 7, supra. 
122This is a binding document entitled Reply of the National Population and Family Planning Commission to the Fujian 
Province Family Planning Commission’s request to clarify some policies about the births of Chinese overseas (Renkou 
Jishengwei dui Zhejiangsheng renkou jishengwei guanyu yaoqiu mingque ruogan sheqiao shengyu zhengce qingshide 
fuhan) , issued on 21 November 2007 and effective from the same date. Hereinafter referred to as the 2007 Reply.  
123 Reply of the National Population and Family Planning Commission General Office to Dalian city population and 
family planning commission about the problem of demarcating Chinese students abroad and “overseas Chinese” and 
related questions (Guojia Renkou he Jihua Shengyu Weiyuanhui Bangongting guanyu dui Dalianshi jishengwei guanyu 
chuguo liuxue renyuan, huaqiao shenfen jieding ji xianguan wentide qingshi de pifu), issued on 31 March 2003 and 
effective from the same date.  
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household registration was cancelled when she left China, then children are counted in the 

birth-planning quotas of the mother’s former place of residence in China.124  

84. Children born outside of China must be registered as permanent resident of China before 

their parents return to China. A children born above-quota must be registered too, and its 

parents must pay the social compensation fee.  

 

85. The only exception is for foreign citizens.125 If it is found out that the child is a foreign 

national, the child is not registered in its parent’s household, and not counted against the 

number of children allowed under the family planning policy.  

 

86. When does a child count as non-Chinese national to Chinese authorities? 

According to the Nationality Law of the PRC: “Any person born abroad whose parents are 

both Chinese nationals or one of whose parents is a Chinese national shall have Chinese 

nationality. But a person whose parents are both Chinese nationals and have both settled 

abroad, or one of whose parents is a Chinese national and has settled abroad, and who has 

acquired foreign nationality at birth shall not have Chinese nationality.” 

 

87. It follows that a child born abroad is considered a Chinese citizens if at least one of its 

parents has not “settled abroad”. “Settled abroad” is used to translate the Chinese word 

“dingju”. The State Council has issued an interpretation on how “settled abroad” (dingju) 

should be interpreted. A Chinese citizen is  considered to have “settled abroad” only if: 

 

‐ He/she is a legal permanent resident of a foreign country.126 

‐ has legally lived in a foreign country for more than five consecutive years, and still lives 

abroad.127 

 

LPRs enjoy a preferential policy which is denied to the rest of PRC citizens:   

 

                                                 
124 Art. 3, supra. 
125 Art. 4, supra. 
126 Art. 1, Trial explanation of the term “settle abroad” used in assessing the status of overseas Chinese (Guanyu dui 
huaqiao dingyizhong “dingju”de jieshi shixing), issued on 8 November 2005 and effective from the same date.  
127Art. 2, supra.  
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‐ LPRs who have two children are not allowed to have any more children once they return to 

China. Legal permanent residents who are pregnant when they cross the Chinese border are 

allowed to complete their pregnancy.  

‐ LPRs who have one child abroad can apply for permission to have a second child six years 

after they have returned to China. 

‐ LPRs who have two or more children are allowed one more child only if they do not bring 

their children back with them.128  

‐  

88. Legal permanent residents are not considered to have “settled abroad” (dingju) if after 

obtaining the status of LPR they do not live abroad. In this case they are considered 

residents of China, and more favorable conditions do not apply to them.129 

Apart from illegal migrants, the following are not considered to have “settled abroad” 

(dingju), and do not enjoy any preferential policy: 

 

‐ Those who have obtained a residence permit for a period of more than three years, but are 

not legal permanent residents of a foreign country.130 

‐ “Chinese overseas students” (liuxue renyuan), either self-funded or state-sponsored, during 

their period of studies.131 

‐ Those who travel abroad on official business, included those who perform menial jobs, 

during their entire period of employment.132  

 

89. The children of a Chinese resident who is married to a Chinese citizen who has settled 

abroad are counted against the number of children allowed under family planning.133 In 

                                                 
128 Art.  3, par. 1 Reply of the State Population and Family Planning Commission’s Legal Department about a petition 
letter regarding the policies towards Chinese abroad  (Guojia jishengwei zhengce faguisi guanyu chuguo renyuan 
shengyu zhengce wentide xingfang dafu), issued on 27 January 2003 and effective from the same date. A possibility 
would be giving up one’s children for adoption to friends or relatives. But adopted children are counted as the adopter’s 
own children 
129 Art. 1, Reply of the State Population and Family Planning Commission to Fujian Province Population and Family 
Planning Commission request for instructions about clarifying some policies which apply to births by overseas Chinese 
(Renkou jishengwei dui Zhejiangsheng Renkou Jishengwei guanyu yaoqiu mingque ruogan sheqiao shengyu zhengce 
qingshide fuhan) issued on 21 November 2007 and effective from the same date.  
130 Art.  3, par. 2, Reply of the State Population and Family Planning Commission’s Legal Department about a petition 
letter regarding the policies towards Chinese abroad (Guojia jishengwei zhengce faguisi guanyu chuguo renyuan 
shengyu zhengce wentide xingfang dafu), issued on 27 January 2003 and effective from the same date. 
131 Art. 3, par. 1, supra. 
132  Art. 3, par. 2, supra. 
133 Art. 3, supra. 
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2001, the Ministry of Public Security introduced a simplified procedure to register children 

born abroad, once the parents return to China.  

90. Besides the letter from the FPBPC, another piece of evidence used to disprove that forced 

abortions take place consists of a tertiary source. This source are unnamed U.S. Embassy 

officials who in 2005 heard from Chinese officials of an unpublished 2002 national-level 

Regulation on Issues Concerning Births by Students when Overseas.  

 

91. This Regulation was been posted on the website of the FPBPC in April 2002.134 The 2007 

Report states that FPBPC officials told U.S. Embassy officials what this regulation was 

about, but then quotes directly the Regulation omitting some important words: “Where 

Chinese returning to China have other offspring living permanently overseas”, should have 

been “Where Chinese overseas students returning to China”.135 

 

92. The scope of application of this regulation is limited to overseas students narrowly defined, 

and it does not include other Chinese citizens that emigrate. By omitting the words 

“overseas students” the 2007 Report misrepresents the substantive content of the 2002 

Regulation.  

 

93. The 2002 Regulation is very similar to a  Regulation on Issues Concerning Births by 

Students when Overseas issued in 1989 by the State Family Planning Commission and by 

the State Education Commission.136 The Regulation was published in 2000 on the website of 

the Fujian province Population and Family Planning Commission. The 1989 Regulation 

makes it clear that adoption  of a more favorable policy towards students is a move needed 

to protect the government’s international reputation.137 It is to be noticed how the Regulation 

does not exempt self-funded students from sterilization.  

 

 

 

 
                                                 
134  It is available at [http://www.fjjsw.gov.cn:8080/html/7/420/10632_200878727.html], link last accessed on 11 
October 2009.  
135 Art. 3, State Family Planning Commission Circular issuing the Regulations about the problem of births by overseas 
students (Guojia Jishengwei guanyu yinfa chuguo liuxue renyuan shengyu wentide guidingde tongzhi) , issued on 24 
April 2002 and effective from the same date.  
136 Supra, footnote 36. 
137 Supra. 
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Part IV 
Observations on Section V of the 2007 Report 

 
 

Paragraph A 
 

94. This paragraph contains information on the treatment of Chinese returnees, yet it fails to 

state the important points outlined below. According to the PRC Criminal Law, illegal 

emigration constitutes an offence punishable with a maximum penalty of one year 

imprisonment: 

 

“Whoever violates the laws and regulations controlling secret crossing of the national 

boundary (border), and when the circumstances are serious, shall be sentenced to not more 

than one year of fixed-term imprisonment and criminal detention or control.”138 

 

Deprivation of freedom can take place either as a result of violating the Criminal Law, or 

article 14 of the Law of the People's Republic of China on the Exit and Entry of Citizens.139 

A wide range of sources consulted by the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada all 

agree that deportees and returnees are placed in administrative detention.140 The UK Home 

Office has proved how a detention centre for deportees and returnees exists in Fuzhou.141 

 

95. This paragraph states that “U.S. officials in China have not confirmed any cases of abuse of 

persons returned to China from the United States for illegal entry” (at 31), but it does not 

specify how many returnees and deportees U.S. Embassy officials have been in touch with, 

to which province they were deported, and when.  If U.S. Embassy officials talked to twenty 

returnees, it is possible that none of them suffered abuses. At the same time, it is possible 

that each one of the hundreds of returnees U.S. Embassy officials never talked to was 

subjected to arbitrary detention, or other abuses.  

 

                                                 
138 Art. 322,  Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xingfa), issued on 1 
March 1997, and effective from 1 October 1997. 
139 (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo churujing guanlifa), issued on 22 November 1985 and effective from 1 February 
1986. 
140 Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, “Extended Response to Information Request China:  Treatment of 
illegal emigrants repatriated to Fujian province; legal provisions for sanctions; actual practice”, 22 September 1999, 
CHN32869.EX, available at [http://www2.irb-cisr.gc.ca/en/research/ndp/ref/index_e.htm?docid=2&cid=0], last 
accessed on 24 September 2009.  
141 UK Border Agency, Country of Origin Information Service, Country of Origin Information Report. China, 6 April 
2009, at 152-153. 
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96. This paragraph is moreover a verbatim copy of paragraph 165 of the 2004 Report: “The 

Chinese Government accepts the repatriation of citizens who have entered other countries 

or territories illegally. In the past several years, hundreds of Chinese illegal immigrants 

have been returned from the United States, and U.S. Embassy officials have been in contact 

with scores of them. In most cases, returnees are detained long enough for relatives to 

arrange their travel home. Fines are rare. U.S. Officials in China have not confirmed any 

cases of abuse of persons returned to China from the United States for illegal entry. Persons 

identified as organizers or enforcers or illegal migrant trafficking are liable to face criminal 

prosecution in China.” (at 48) 

 

97. Admittedly, information provided by returnees dates to the “past several years”. (at 31) It is 

very likely that these “past several” years in fact comprise the years between 1999 and 2004.  

The 1998 Profile contained no mention of talks between U.S. Embassy Officials and 

returnees: “The Chinese Government accepts the repatriation of citizens who have entered 

other countries or territories illegally. For decades the Government has accepted the return 

of Chinese illegal immigrants found in Hong Kong, and in recent years it has accepted 

returnees from the United States and Central America. Returnees are generally fined 

anywhere between $600 to $6,000. Many are also subjected to lengthy administrative 

detention or reeducation through labor camps. Those who are identified as organizers or 

enforcers of illegal migrant trafficking are liable to face criminal prosecution.”  

 

98. The sample of returnees to which U.S. officials talked is hence limited in number and not 

representative of their treatment. Information contained in the 2007 Profile has been copied 

from the 2004 one. So, it dates back to at least 2003-2004, and it does not take into account 

changed circumstances, as for instance a generalized tightening of security prior to the 2008 

Olympic Games.  

 

99. This paragraph ignores the launch of periodic crack-downs on illegal migrants, as this one: 

“In 2000, as part of the ‘Strike hard’ campaign against illegal emigration, the Fujian 

provincial government decreed that illegal emigrants who are caught in or outside China 

and sent back would receive jail terms of two to five years and be fined RMB 5,000.”142 

 

                                                 
142 James K. Chin, “Gold from the Lands Afar: New Fujianese Emigration Revisited”  Globalizing Chinese Migration: 
Trends in Europe and Asia,  Pal Nyiri and Igor Saveliev (eds.), Adershot: Ashgate, at 243. 
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100. Finally, while the 2007 Report admits that the enforcement or laws and policies is 

subjected to tremendous regional variations, it offers no clue about if these variations regard 

also the arbitrary detention of returnees, and how. 

 

Paragraph B 

 
101. This paragraph provides information on fabricated and fraudulent documentation. It 

contains the arguments that Chinese documents are subject to “widespread fabrication and 

fraud” (p. 31), and that these practices affect particularly documentation from Fujian 

province. 

 

102. There is no question that every kind of fake document can be easily obtained in 

China, that documents can be obtained illegally or altered. Reports about forgery in China in 

general143 and in Fujian and Guangdong provinces in particular are plentiful.144 Forgery 

regards most identity cards, passports and household registration certificates. Information on 

how to assess the genuineness of documents as identity cards and passports is easy to find 

too.145  Forging documents produced by administrative organs, as directives, letters and so 

                                                 
143 Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, “China: Reports of corrupt officials issuing fraudulent Resident Identity 
Cards to unsuspecting rural residents and selling the authentic ones to "snakeheads" on the black market (2004 - 2007)”, 
14 June 2007,  CHN102486.E available at [http://www2.irb-
cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/index_e.htm?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=451315], last accessed on 23 September 2009.  
“China: The manufacture, procurement, distribution and use of fraudulent documents, including passports, hukou, 
resident identity cards and summonses; the situation in Guangdong and Fujian particularly (2001-2005)”, 8 September 
2005,  CHN100510.E , available at [http://www2.irb-
cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/index_e.htm?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=449523], last accessed on 23 Septmember 2009.  
144 Tania Branigan, “Babies in China seized then sold for overseas adoption”, The Guardian, 3 July 2009, available at 
[http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/jul/03/china-babies-adopt-family-planning], last accessed on 23 September 
2009, detailing how babies whose parents could not pay the fine for excess births were seized by family planning 
officers, who forged documents stating that the babies were orphans. On the same topic see also Austrian Centre for 
Country of Origin and Asylum Research and Documentation “China: 10th European Country of Origin Information 
Seminar, Budapest, 1 – 2 December 2005: Final Report on China ”, 17 March 2006, p. 25, available at 
[http://www.ecoi.net/file_upload/bp269_COI-SE-Budapest200512-China-Report-Final.pdf], last accessed on 23 
September 2009.  
145 See indications contained in Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, “China: The format, appearance and 
manufacture of Chinese resident identity cards; procedure for replacing a lost or stolen identity card; the new law on 
citizen's identification cards (this Response replaces CHN28290.E of 8 January 1998), 20 April 2004,  CHN42321.E, 
available at [http://www2.irb-cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/index_e.htm?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=416323], last 
accessed on 23 September 2009. Other information which may be useful in examining Chinese identity card is provided 
by the following Responses to Information Requests, “China: National Resident Identity Cards; background 
information; description; issuance procedures”, 24 February 2005,  CHN43360.E , available at [http://www2.irb-
cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/index_e.htm?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=416246], last accessed on 23 September 2009; 
“China: Update to CHN33958.E of 24 February 2000 on the number of digits or letters in the number on a Chinese 
identity card; the significance of these digits; whether an identification number remains consistent throughout the 
cardholder's lifetime”, 12 July 2004, CHN42691.E, available at [http://www2.irb-
cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/index_e.htm?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=416308], last accessed on 23 September 2009.  
Information on passports issued in Fujian province is provided by China: Whether passports are issued in Fujian with 
the photograph of the passport holder printed directly onto the identification page of the passport; if so, when these 
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on would on the other hand be more difficult. Redaction of these documents follows rigid 

style and format guidelines. Watermark or letter head paper is used. There are no known 

instances of the forgery of such documents.146 

 

103. The 2007 Report suggests that forgery is more common in Fujian than elsewhere. 

The message between the lines is that while documents originating from any Chinese 

province may be fake, documents produced by Fujian applicants are surely forged.  This 

conclusion is based on a statement by one unnamed PRC official, and on the verification of 

68 documents by the U.S. Consulate General in Guangzhou over a period of roughly twelve 

months.  

 

104. The statement by the PRC official about the unreliability of documents is based on 

his direct experience. It reflects practices followed by the official, and presumably other 

notaries he knows, in an unnamed part of the Province.  It actually refers to a very low 

percentage of all notarizations that take place in Fujian Province. It does not proves that all 

refugees from Changle hold forged documents. The validity of this statement cannot be 

generalized to all of the 1.107 townships of Fujian, and it does not extend to the nearly half 

million documents notarized in Fujian every year.147 

 

105. Compared to such a massive figure, the fact that the Guangzhou consulate found 38 

fraudulent documents proves that forgery and fraud might occur. But:  

 

106. It does not prove that forgery takes place in Fujian, because the Profile does not 

mention from where the 38 fraudulent documents originated.  

 

107. It does not prove that all Fujian residents forge their documents. Even assuming that 

all of the 38 documents were produced by applicants from Fujian, a “sample” of 38 

documents would not allow to draw any statistical inference as to the extent to which 

forgery takes place in Fujian. No sampling methodology was employed in obtaining the 

                                                                                                                                                                  
passports were first issued”, 12 July 2004, CHN42638.E , available at [http://www2.irb-
cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/index_e.htm?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=416307], last accessed on 23 September 2009.  
146 See below, at par. 109. 
147 The exact figure is of 460.609, and refers to 2007. Fujian Office of Justice (Fujiansheng Sifating), “Statistical table 
of notarizations from 1 – 12 2007” (2007nian 1-12 yuan quansheng gongzheng yewu qingkuang tongjibiao), available 
at [http://www.fjsf.gov.cn/gip/interfacepublic/archive_content_look.jsf?id=13184&menuId=145], last accessed on 23 
September 2009.  
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documents. The documents are therefore not representative of the entire population of 

documents issued in Fujian – which reaches the figure of 460.000.  

 

108. It does not prove that forgery takes place in Fujian more or more often than in other 

provinces, because no comparison was performed with the situation of forgery in other 

provinces.  

 

109. Credible information about forgery in Fujian and Guangdong province is still 

unavailable: after consulting a total of 36 sources, in 2009 the Immigration and Refugee 

Board of Canada concluded that, while fraud does indeed take place in China, “Information 

on the manufacture, procurement, distribution and use of fraudulent passports, hukou, 

resident identity cards and summonses in Guangdong and Fujian, in particular, could not 

be found”,148 even though information about forged degree certificates was available. 

 
Paragraph C 

 

110. Paragraph C contains information about household registration documents.  

 

111. “The household registration document is key to an individual and his family’s well-

being (…) such as food assistance”. (p. 32) This piece of information is outdated. Food 

rationing ended in 1993.149  

 

112. “The U.S. Consulate general in Guangzhou reports that although the household 

registry is an important source of otherwise undocumented information (i.e., ethnic status 

and rural/urban designation), fraud precludes consular officers from relying on the 

registration as a primary source of documentation in adjudicating visa cases” (p. 32). This 

information is mistaken. Information as ethnic status and rural or urban designation is in fact 

provided by the identity card too. According to article 3 of the Law of the People’s Republic 

of China on Resident Identity Card: 

                                                 
148  Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, “China: The manufacture, procurement, distribution and use of 
fraudulent documents, including passports, hukou, resident identity cards and summonses in Guangdong and Fujian in 
particular (2005 - May 2009), 24 June 2009, CHN103134.E, available online at [http://www2.irb-
cisr.gc.ca/en/research/rir/index_e.htm?action=record.viewrec&gotorec=452430]. Last accessed on 23 September 2009.  
149 Fred Gale and Kuo Huang, “Demand for Food Quantità and Qualità in China”,  United States Department of 
Agriculture, Economic Research Report number 32, 2007. Available online at 
[http://www.ers.usda.gov/Publications/ERR32/]. Last accessed on 23 September 2009.  
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“The name, sex, nationality (minzu), date of birth, permanent domicile (changzhu hukou), 

number the identity card, photograph of the citizen himself (herself), the card’s valid term 

and the issuing organ shall be registered on the identity card of that citizen.”150 

 

113. “The authorities try to use the identification card system to control migration in the 

direction of a more market-oriented economy. The need for a supplemental work force in 

the areas of fastest economic growth has led to tolerance of a large itinerant population that 

does not comply with formal requirements to obtain permission to change residences” (p. 32. 

These sentences in fact refer to the household registration booklet (hukou), not to the 

identity card.  Identity cards exist not to control population movements, but in order to: 

“certify the identity of the citizens who reside within the People’s Republic of China, to 

guarantee their legal rights and interests, facilitate their carrying-out of social activities and 

to safeguard the social order”.151 

 
Paragraph D 

 
 

114. Paragraph D is problematic in two different ways. Firstly, it is outdated, and fails to 

mention such crucial changes as the entry into force of the Passport Law, and the ensuing 

simplification of procedures to obtain a passport. Secondly, it fails to mention how in some 

cases the PRC government refuses to issue travel documents to Chinese citizens detained on 

immigration violation, or else invalidates or refuses to renew their passports while they are 

abroad. Both of these are well-known facts among scholars and practitioners of Chinese 

law.152 

  
Paragraph E 

 
 

115. Paragraph E claims that a disproportionate number of asylum seekers come from 

Fujian province.  

 

                                                 
150  Law of the People’s Republic of China on Resident Identity Card (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Jumin 
Shenfenzhengfa), issued on 28 June 2003 and effective from 1 October 2004.  
151 Artiche 1, supra. 
152 Donald Clarke, “Yang Jianli and China’s Passport Law”, Chinese Law Prof Blog, entry dated 28 August 2007, 
available at  [http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/china_law_prof_blog/2007/08/yang-jianli-and.htm], last accessed on 11 
October 2009.  
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116. There is no question that Fujian province is one of the provinces from which 

migration flows originate.153 However, publicly available evidence does not support the 

claim that the number of asylum application originating from Fujian is “disproportionate”.  

 

117.  In 2008, the United States received 5.459 asylum applications from China. While 

this figure154  and other information about migration flows155 are publicly available, detailed 

statistics about the internal origin of Chinese asylum applicants are not. In the absence of 

this piece of information, how is it possible to state that the number of asylum application 

from Fujian is “disproportionate”? 

 

118. Also, in the absence of any survey about how asylum applicants perceive life in the 

United States, how is it possible to state that their expectation about the social and economic 

environment in America are not realistic?  

 

119. Unverifiable claims apart, this section contains one significant omission about the 

geographical origins of migration flows, and factual mistakes about the population, 

unregistered residents and administrative divisions of Fuzhou city, Changle city and 

Lianjiang county.  

 

120. Besides Fujian, migration flows originate also from the following provinces: 

Zhejiang, Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang. In Fujian, substantial migration flows originate 

not just from Fuzhou, Changle, and Lianjiang, but also from Fuqing city and Minhou county. 

156 

                                                 
153  Frank N. Pieke. Pal, Nyiri, Mette Thunoe, Antonella Ceccagno, Transnational Chinese: Fujianese migrants in 
Europe. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004.  Flemming Christiansen, Chinatown, Europe. An exploration of 
overseas Chinese identity in the 1990s. London: Routledge, 2003. Frank N. Pieke and Hein Mallee eds. Internal and 
International Migration. Chinese Perspectives. London: Curzon, 1999. Zai Liang, “Rules of the Game and Game of the 
Rules: The Politics of Recent Chinese Immigration to New York City,”, in Migration, transnationalization, and race in a 
changing New York, Héctor R. Cordero-Guzman, Robert C. Smith, Ramon Grosfoguel eds. Philadelphia: Temple 
Univesity Press, 2001, at 131 – 145.  
154 Daniel C. Martin and Michale Hoefer, Annual Flow Report 2009. Refugees and Asylees: 2008.  Homeland Security, 
Office of Immigration Statistics, Policy Directorate, 2009. Available at 
[http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/statistics/publications/ois_rfa_fr_2008.pdf]. Last accessed on 25 September 2009.  
155 As statistics on arrivals by region and country of nationality, by relationship to principal applicant, gender, age, 
marital status etc. See Yearbook of Immigration Statistics: 2008, available online at 
[http://www.dhs.gov/files/statistics/publications/YrBk08RA.shtm], last accessed on 30 September 2009.  
156James K. Chin, “Patterns, Trends and Government Policies: Understanding Irregular Migration from China” in 
Understanding irregular migrations from China,  Ernest Aryeetey and Natalia Dinello eds. Cheltenham, Edward Elgar 
Publishing, 2007, at 186-209. 
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121. The Report states that Fuzhou, the capital of Fujian province, had “1.5 million 

registered inhabitants and an estimated “floating” population of 250,000” (p. 33). This 

information, which source the Profile does not reference to, can be found on page 33 of The 

Encyclopedia of the Chinese overseas: 

 

“Like other cities in southern and coastal China today, Fuzhou, with 1.5 million registered 

inhabitants and a ‘floating population’ of about 250,000.” 157 

 

The Encyclopedia was published eleven years ago, in 1998, and some of the  information it 

contains is outdated. According to the Fuzhou government, in 2007 Fuzhou had 6.170.000 

permanent residents.158 According to the 2000 Fifth National Census, unregistered residents 

– better known as the ‘floating population’ were 1,432,944 people.159  

  

122. According to the Fifth National Census the official figure for permanent residents of 

Changle reached 689,815.160 Besides, the administrative divisions of Changle city are not, as 

the Report mentions, “towns”, but “townships”. The two are different administrative 

divisions, yet the Report’s authors ignore this basic distinction. Townships (xiang) are the 

basic political divisions of China, and they are normally smaller than a town (zhen) 

 

“Of the 19 towns in Lianjiang County…” 

The administrative jurisdiction of Lianjiang County comprises 22 townships,161 not 19.  

 

Paragraph F 

 

123. No comments 

                                                 
157 Pan Lynn (ed.), The Encyclopedia of the Chinese Overseas. Singapore: The Chinese Heritage Centre, 1998.  
158 Fuzhou People’s Government, “Administrative division and population” (Xingzheng quhua yu renkou) available at 
[http://www.fuzhou.gov.cn/html/20070614/639830.html],  last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
159  Wei Xiaoli and Zhu Yu, “The special distribution of the floating population in Fuzhou, and its formation” 
(Fuzhoushi liudong renkou kongjian fenbu ji xingcheng jizhi), Fujian Shifan Daxue Xuebao (Journal of Fujian Normal 
University), no. 6, 2007, at 155. 
160  Fujian Provincial Bureau of Statistics “Household and population figures, gender ration in Fujian province” 
(Fujiansheng fendiqu hushu, renkoushu he xingbiebi),  available at [http://www.stats-
fj.gov.cn/pczl/rkpc/rkpcsj/0200312170018.htm], last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
161  People’s Government of Lianjiang County, Fujian Province, “An overview of Lianjiang County” (Lianjiang 
xianqing jianjie),  available online at [http://www.fjlj.gov.cn/lianjiang/zjlj_gk_zt.asp], last accessed on 23 September 
2009.  
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Paragraph G 

 

124. This paragraph on internal flight alternatives tries to prove that rural residents and the 

itinerant population suffer no discrimination based on their geographical origins,  holding  

that: 

 

“in Shanghai and elsewhere in East China, distinctions with regard to access to social 

services between local legal residents and economic migrants from other areas are 

eliminated” (at 35) 

 

125. As it is explained here, this picture is contradicted by the PRC media, United States 

government agencies, United Nations bodies, recent scholarship and NGOs. 

 

126. In February 2009 the China Daily, a state-controlled newspaper catering to a foreign 

audience, instead reported that in even in major urban centres as Shanghai discrimination is 

still widespread. Reform of the household registration system has been designed to keep out 

unskilled workers from urban centres: 

 

127. “The Shanghai rules are designed mostly to attract talented professionals. 

Applicants must meet a minimum of five requirements - holding a local residency permit for 

seven years, participating in the city's social security program for seven years, paying taxes, 

having a mid-level professional title, and violating neither the family planning nor other 

laws. 

Since the residency permit system in Shanghai started only in June 2002, few people meet 

the above five requirements. Many have questioned such stringent rules as a mission 

impossible for those who now work and live in the city”.162 

 

The issuing of new rules163 on household registration has not had any substantial impact on 

reducing discrimination. As the China Daily goes on to comment: 

                                                 
162 “Hukou reform significant”, The China Daily, 25 February 2009, available online at 
[http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2009npc/2009-02/25/content_7516170.htm], last accessed on 28 September 2009.   
163  Shanghai Municipality Experimental Measures on Holders of Temporary Resident Certificates Requesting 
Permanent Household Registration in Shanghai (Shanghaishi chiyou “Shanghaishi juzhuzheng” renyuan shenban shi 
changzhu hukou shixing banfa), issued on 12 February 2009 and effective from the same date. Available at 
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“But the new rules are not without flaws. It has excluded many people who have lived in the 

city for many years, working low-level jobs, such as nannies, waitresses and construction 

workers. They also pay taxes, abide by laws and want to make Shanghai their permanent 

home. But their chance of getting a local hukou seems to be slim (…). The existing hukou 

system, which impedes free human movement and discriminates people as rural and urban, 

is not based on a fair and just model.” 

 

128. These considerations are echoed from the Congressional Executive Commission on 

China’s 2008 annual report: 

“recent reforms only allow migrants to change hukou if they meet criteria that generally 

favor senior Communist Party officials, as well as the wealthy and educated. Those without 

a stable job, a stable place of residence, or family connections to urban hukou holders still 

face obstacles to obtaining city hukou.”164 

 

and also by recent scholarship on the household registration system,165 according to which 

immigration quotas, particularly in cities as Beijing, are fulfilled by party officials and their 

cohorts.166  

 

129. The 2007 Reports’s claim that “some cities, such as Beijing, are beginning to provide 

free social services for such persons” (p. 35) is contradicted by the following case: 

 

“In January 2008, a high school girl in Beijing attempted suicide after learning that she was 

unable to register for the college entrance examination without a Beijing hukou, prompting 

public outcry over the slow pace of hukou reform.”167 

 

130. These allegedly “eased residency restrictions” witnessed some reversals in occasion 

of the 2008 Olympics.168 In August 2009, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial 

                                                                                                                                                                  
[http://www.shanghai.gov.cn/shanghai/node2314/node2319/node12344/userobject26ai17537.html], last accessed on 28 
September 2009.  
164 Congressional-Executive Commission on China. 2008 Annual Report, available at  
[http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi?dbname=110_cong_house_committee_prints&docid=f:44748.wais], 
last accessed on 10 October 2009, at 103. 
165 Wang Feiling, Organizing Through Division and Exclusion. China’s Hukou System. Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2005. see in particular the discussion in Chapter 4.  
166 Supra, at 92. 
167 Supra, footnote 38, at par. 104. 
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Discrimination observed that in spite of reforms, de facto discrimination against internal 

migrants persists.169 According to a report submitted in June 2009 by the NGO Human 

Rights in China to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, recent 

reforms of the household registration system have not ended discrimination in the areas of 

education, employment, healthcare, housing and political participation.170  

 

Internal flight alternatives may be made more difficult because the Ministry of Public 

Security, the administration in charge of managing household registration system, 

established an electronic database to manage citizens’ files: 

 

“To manage the massive files of the hukou system, the MPS started to establish an electronic 

hukou database in 1996 and got special funding for national computerization of the hukou 

system in 1992. By 2002, almost all police stations had computerized their hukou 

management. Some 1,180 cities and counties joined regional computer networks for file-

sharing of the hukou records of a total of 1.07 billion people (about 83 percent of the total 

population)”171 

 

Paragraph H 

 

131. No comments 

 

Paragraph I 

 

132. No comments 

 

Paragraph J 

 

133. Noticeable mistakes and inaccuracies involve the following points. 

                                                                                                                                                                  
168 Supra, footnote 38.   
169 CERD/C/CHN/CO/10-13, 28 August 2009, parts. 14, 15 at pp. 4-5, available online at  
[http://www.bayefsky.com/pdf/china_t4_cerd_75_adv.pdf], last accessed on 29 September 2009. 
170  Human Rights in China, “Implementation of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial 
Discrimination in the People’s Republic of China. A Parallel NGO Report by Human Rights in China”, June 2009, par. 
38, at 18, available at [http://www.hrichina.org/public/PDFs/Reports/2009-CERD_Report.pdf], last accessed on 29 
September 2009. 
171  Wang Feeling, “Brewing Tensions while Maintaining Stabilities: The Dual Role of the Hukou System in 
Contemporary China”, in Discontented miracle: growth, conflict, and institutional adaptations in China, Dali Yang ed.,  
London and Hackensack: World Scientific, 2007, at 55-56. 
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134. Loss of party membership. Loss of party membership is a party discipline 

punishment which applies only to party members. It is not a mandated result of a prison 

sentence, but it takes places before a party member can be prosecuted. 

 

135. Supplementary punishments as deprivation of political rights 172  are mistakenly 

defined as  “categories” (at 36). So is probation. The PRC criminal law does not contain any 

punishment named “activities restricted” (at 36), even though the activities of those who are 

placed on probation undergo a definite restriction. 

 

136. The rest of claims referring to former prisoners are, as it is usual in the 2007 Report, 

unsubstantiated.  

 

137. Class labels, as the label of bad element, where removed in 1982.  

 

Paragraph K 

 

138. No comments  

 

Paragraph L 

 

139. No comments. 

 

Paragraph M 

 

140. Four lines of information about the military are provided in this paragraph. 

Information about the following points has been omitted: 

 

1. Basic facts about the size and structure of the People’s Liberation Army 

2. The treatment of deserters 

                                                 
172 Art 34, Section VII, Criminal Law of the People’s Republic of China (Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Xingfa), issued 
on 1 March 1997, and effective from 1 October 1997. 
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3. Information about if and how it is possible to postpone military service or to obtain an 

exemption therefrom 

4. Information about conscientious objection 

 

Paragraph N 

 

141. This paragraph purports that connections to Taiwan would not normally be a 

problem today. However, dissident Yang Jianli has been tried on allegations of providing 

intelligence for Taiwan. Yang, who earned his PhD at Harvard, had connections to a Taiwan 

academic foundation. Scholarly exchanges with Taiwan were however used as a pretext to 

imprison him.173 

 

Paragraph O 

 

142. Information on the political situation in Hong Kong omits the notorious issue of 

article 23 of  the Hong Kong Basic Law:  

“The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region shall prohibit by law any act designed to 

undermine national unity or subvert the Central People’s Government”. This article 

provided the Constitutional basis to propose an anti-subversion law. 174  After repeated 

protests and pressure from the international community, the proposed bill was withdrawn.  

 

Paragraph P 

 

143. The Basic Law of Macao contains provisions modelled after those of article 23 of the 

Hong Kong Basic Law.175 In March 2009, a National Security Law modelled after the strict 

provisions of  mainland Chinese legislation came into effect,176 thereby reducing the extent 

to political freedoms enjoyed by Macao residents. These important facts have been omitted.  

 
 
                                                 
173  “Taiwan Spy Sentenced to 5-year Imprisonment”, Xinhua, 13 May 2004, available at 
[http://www.china.org.cn/english/2004/May/95434.htm], last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
174 National Security (Legislative Provisions) Ordinance, available at 
[http://www.basiclaw23.gov.hk/english/download/CSA-markup-e3.pdf], last accessed on 11 October 2009. 
175 Art. 23, Basic Law of the Macao Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, adopted on 31 
March 19993,  effective from 20 December 1999, available at 
[http://bo.io.gov.mo/bo/i/1999/leibasica/index_uk.asp#c1], last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
176  “National Security Law promulgated in Macao”, 2  March 2009, available at 
[http://en.ce.cn/National/Politics/200903/02/t20090302_18366998.shtml], last accessed on 11 October 2009.  
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Centre of Advanced Studies on Contemporary China (CASCC) 
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Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies 
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Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies, Lund - "Anticmption law in China: why is it 
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November 2004 Travel grant. The Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in 
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the Far East 
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~lt'licial I~~~rassmenl ,  :u~cl,  rcpurceclly, Cl~inese police generally ndupr :I "don't ask. L ~ O I I ' ~  

tcll" ;~cliluclc lo wasds Iii~~nosexicals. 

(V. CLAIMS I3ASEI) ON POPULATION POLICIES 

Cliina's birth planning policies retain harshly coercive elements in law and practice. A 
high percentage of311 Chinese asylu~n applicants cite Cl~ina's coercive l~irth planning 
poiicy as a reason for their request. Publisked law and regulations restrict the rights of 
Samilies to clloose the lli~mber of children they [nay have and the period of time between 
births. The penalties for violaling the law are strict. leaving some women believing they 
have no choice but to abort pregnancies. In cnses of families that already have two 
chjldren, one parent is often pressured to undergo sterilization. Beyond this pressure, 
while central government policy prohibits the use of physical coercion to compel persons 
to submit to abortion or sterilization, there have been continuing reports of physical 
coercion to meet birth targets in some areas, notably and recently, in rural Shandong 
Province. 

National law purportedly standardizes the implementation of the birth limitation policy, 
but local enforcement and importarlt aspects of local regulatiotls vary significantly from 
place to place. The law grants married couples the right to have one birth and allows 
eligible couples to apply for permission to have a seco~ld child if they meet conditions 
stipulated in local and provincial regulations. The law requires couples who have an 
unapproved child to pay a "social compensation fee," which sometimes reaches I 0  times 
a person's annual disposable income; there are also some beneiits for couples who adhere 
to the birth limitation policy. Social compensation fees are set and assessed at the local 
level. The Law requires birth planning ofiicials to obtain court approval before taking 
"forcible" action, such as detaining family members or confiscating and destroying 
property of families who refuse to pay social compensation fees, but this requirement is 
not always followed in practice. 

Because penalties can be theoretically levied against a spouse's work imit or against Local 
afficials f ~ r  allowing out-of-plan births, rnnny illdividuals and o~ganizalious art: affected, 
providing multiple sources of pressure on couples. The scope and intensity of the 
pressure often leave expectant mothers feeling that they have little choice but to undergo 
abortion. According to the 1i.S. Embassy in Beijing, violations of the birth planning 
policy are civil offenses and result in civil penalties. Tlley are not considered criminal 
offenses. Nevertheless, unpaid "social compensation fees" have so~netirnes resulted in 
contiscation or destruction of private propeny. There are reports that village officials 
have espelled wornen and their families from their homes and then destroyed the houses. 
The "social compensation fees" m d  ocher penalries oFten leR women with little practical 
choice but to undergo abortion or sterilization. 

The one-child policy is rnore strictly appiizd in the cities, ~vhere o111y couples 111rzci11g 
certain conditions (such as both parents being only children) are pern~irtzd to have a 
second child. In  rnost rural areas (including totvns ofuntler 300.000 persons), which 
included approximately 60 perctnr of' China's popularion, the policy is more relaxed: 
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gct~e~.ally allotving cui~plcs to have a second child it'the lirst was a $1 or had a disability. 
(Aina's 55 c h i c  minorilies ol'tcn vre ullovved to have Inore children, though they are 
tncourr~ged to have fewer. 

'ntc iniplcmcntation of'birth planninq policy in villngcs, [he situation relevant to most 
asylun~ applicaiits, is the responsibility of local otficials, but not normally public security 
vt'kificcrs. 'Thc personalities, interests. and pcrsonal connections of these local ollicials 
often intluence their enforcement of national, provincial, and local laws. rrgulations, and 
policies, including birth planning policies, resulting in uneven enforcement, sometimes 
more strict and sometimes more permissive. 

24. National L;rw on Yopuli~tion and Birth Planning 

In September 2002, the lirst National Population and Birth Planning Law came into 
effect. Intended to standardize national birth limitation policies, the law grants married 
coup!es permission under most circumstances to have a single child and allows eligible 
couples to have a second child if they meet conditions pursuant to local and provincial 
regulations. The law requires couples to employ birth control measures and stipulates that 
couples that have an unapproved child must pay a "premium to a fund set up for bringing 
up children in  society." This premium is often referred to as a social maintenance or 
compensation fee. 

The law delegates to the provinces and autono~nous regions the responsibility for drafting 
implementing regulations, including establishing a scale for assessment of social 
compensation fees. All provincial-level governments have done so. Stare Council 
Decree 357 provides ge~leral guidance to local authorities, and also permits birth planning 
of'ftcials to ask a court to take forcible action against fanilies that refuse to pay social 
compensation fees. 

Rewards for couples that adhere to the policy include monthly stipends and preferential 
medical, fond, 2nd educational bcne tits. Both social and zconotnic pressures arc 
common. During unauthorized pregnancies, women are visited by birth planning workers 
\vho remind them of their potential liability to pay the social compensation fees, Seven 
provinces - 1-\11hui, Hebei, Heilongjiang, Hubei, Hunan, lilin, and Ningxia - require 
"termination" of pregnancies that violate provincial birth planning regulations. Another 
I0  provinces - F~ljian, Guizhou, Guangdong, Gansu. Jiangxi. Qinghai, Sichuan, Shanxi, 
Shaanxi, and Yunnan - require unspecified "remedial measures" to deal with out-of-plan 
pregnancies. In at least two provinces (Fujian and Hunan), couples who have coclclitions 
[hat would cause serious genetic illnesses in their offspring may not have children. 
Additional disciplinary measures against those who violate the limited-child policy by 
having an unapproved child or helping another to do so nlay include loss of  government- 
subsidized health benzfits, job loss or demotion, loss of promotion opportunity for one or 
more years, expulsion tiom the Communist Party (.mel-nbership in which is an unofficial 
r-.quircme!~t tbr certain jobs), and other xlministrative p~~nishments.  Under rhesz 
circumstances. governnlrnt employees are pal-ticularly vuinerable to loss ofernployrnc.nc 
ivhen [lies have a child o ~ ~ r s i d e  of locally esrnblisheci regulations. In ,omt areas, violarors 
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ol'birth planning regulations were held xnd abused in "populotian schools," which wcre 
nc~~hing mote than unofficial prisons. Chincsc ol'ficials havt: said that governmcnt- 
subsiclizctl educ~ttiou be~~ekits are no longer denied to out-ot-plan chilclren, but i t  is 
i~nclcar it'tliat is the case. 

Ccntrnl govcrnl~lcnt policy prohibits the use of physical coercion lo compel persons to 
!:ilbmit to sterijizalion or abortion. Ijowevcr. U.S. cliplomats in China have I~enrd reports 
that local otticials occasionally employ illegal means, such a forcibly performing 
abortions or sterilizations, ~n order to de~nonstrate their resolve to meet birth planning 
txrgcts and keep their jobs. Reports of physical coerciol~ continue to be heard. For 
example, the Chinese press reported the March 21,2005 death of an unmarried 19-year- 
old woman dclring a forced late-term czbortio~~ in Pi County, Sichuan Province. So far, no 
oSficials are known to have been held accouutable for the death. In June 2004, officials in 
Jieshou City, ,4nhui Province. forced a woman to be sterilized, and state media reported 
that the wolnan was injured when she jumped out of a window in the operating room in 
an attempt to avoid the procedure. [n the same city, another woman committed suicide 
when her relatives were detained in "population schools." According to state-media 
reports, the local officials responsible for the detentions were fired or sanctioned 
administratively. Earlier in 2004, media reports noted that a drug offender in Gansu 
Province was forced to have an abortion before her trial on charges punishable by the 
death sentence. 

China's birth plan~ling law is most strictly enforced on Han Chinese in urban areas, 
where the one-child policy is the norm. The constant scrutiny of neighbors makes i t  
ilificult to conceal a pregnancy, and small apartments encourage small families. Couples 
se ldo~n receive permission to have more than one child. aithough the government 
maintains that members of urban couples who rhemseives were only children may now 
receive permission to have two children. Residents of rural areas enjoy more tlaxibility 
de jure and de tjcto in having a second child. 

Government policy is more relaxed andor  sporadic:~lly applied to China's substantial 
ethnic minority and transient economic migrant (estimated at 150 million persons) 
populations. C.hina's economic migrants (the "tloating population") work for long 
periods without permanent ho~isehold registration documents allowing them to live 
legally in their current, usually urban, locations. U.S. officials in China have heard 
several recent reports of attempts to enforce birth planning laws more strictly in Anhui 
Province, a major source of migrant labor. Minority ethnic groups are subject to less 
stringent population controls and are generally allowed at least two children. In  re~note 
r ~ ~ r a l  areas, [here arz no effective liluits. However, there are reports of enforcement of the 
one-child rule on the Uighur minority in Xinjiang Province. There have also been reports 
that the government has engaged in coerced abortion and forced sterilization u f  the 
1-ii~t-lur minority. (See Section C . 2 .  - U i ~ h u r s  above). Ethnic nlinority persons who are 
~ o v e m m e n t  \~jorkcrs or CCP inembers are coming ilrlder increasing pressure to adhere [o 
tile birth liillirs imposed on Han Ctliriese. 
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In ordcr to  ticlay childbearing, the law sets the ~ninimum marriage age for women at 70 
ycars and for Inen at 22 years, and coi~plrs are encouraged by birth planning authorities lo  
clclay chilclbearing. 'The National Marriage Law, amended in October 7,003, 110 longer 
mandates premarital ii~edical examinations. Pcrsons wlio marry before the legal aye 
generally are not allowed to register their marriage or to obtain a notarized certiticate of' - 
marriage. This may result in loss o f  social benetits, such as access to a larger apai-tn~ent, 
subsidized healthcare, or better educational opportunities for their child. 

'I'here a-e no provisions in the National Law on Population and Birth Planning to detain 
or jail cohabiting couples for having an unauthorized child. However, couples that are not 
underage but cohabit and have an unauthorized child are liable for "social compensation 
f'ces." I t  is illegal in almost all provinces for a single woman to have a child, and social 
compensation fees have been levied on unwed mothers. 

-4.3. Birth Planning Methods 

Chinese law requires couples to practice birth control, and an increasing number ot' birth 
planning clinics give patients a range of options and promote "informed choice" of birth 
control methods. Married women may be required to be examined from one to four times 
a year to show they are not pregnant. 'This practice is not universal and some women are 
never tested. 'Typically, pregnancy checks are required only after the birth of the tirst 
child. Checking is most common for migrant workers and others that the authorities 
suspect might try to violate family planning regulations. Unmarried women are generally 
not checked, but there was a press report of a complaint by a Putian County, Fujian 
resident that unmarried women over the age of 18 were required to be tested. Pregnancy 
checks are not mentioned in the national birth planning law, but are required by some 
provinces. For example, Anhui's regulations state that "organizations engaged in birth 
planning technical services must implement pregnancy checks and t'ollow-up visits tbr 
~-nanird women." Fuji2n has no such provision. 

Whether in the cities or in rural areas. abortion and sterilization are important methods. 
;;llong with IUDs, used in pursuit of China's one-child policy, with abortions performed 
more frequently in urban areas than in rural areas. The Ministry of Health reported that 
in 2005 there were 7.1 million abortions, 6.5 million IUD insertions, 1.4 million tuba1 
ligations, and just under 200,000 vasectomies. Comparable figures for 1983, the peak 
year for many of these procedures. were 14.3 million abortions, 17.7 million IUD 
insertions, 16.4 million tuba1 ligations, and 4.4 million vasectomies. Birth control pills 
and condolns are used as well, but  more often in urban areas than in rural areas. Condom 
~ise?  especially outside of' marriage, is growing because of their promotion for HIVIAZDS 
prevention. 

The govrm~nent  (whether or not i t  has actual or snmplins data) does not publicize data on 
forced rtbot~ions or  forczd sterilizations, chough the press occasionally repol-ts abuses. 
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. . 

Inclividuals can sue officials who have cxcecclecl [heir i~uthority in implecl~euting t.:tn~ily 
pl:ulning law. bur ~ h c r c  arc no known succcss~ul suits on thcse grounds. In 2003. 'otficials 
in one province LVIIO tried to force a woman to be sterilized were repriinnncied after she 
co~nplaincct to n~uional family planning ot'iicials and insisted on her riglit uncler the law 10 
choose her method oP birth control. S l ~ e  suhseqi~eiltly chose an IUD. 

.:\.4. tlbortion and Birth I'liinning Documents 

-rlie U.S. Embassy and Consulates Cjeneral are unaware of any so-called "abortion 
zcrtiticutes," which sometimes are presented as evidence of tbrced abortion as p a t  of 
zsylum applications. According to Embassy officials, the only document that might 
resemble and be confiised with such a ccrtiticate is a document issued by hospirals upon 3 
patient's request after a voluntary abortion. Patients use this certificate to request two 
weeks of  sick leave after an abortion has been performed, a right provided by the law. 
I t  is possible that the holder of'a document indicating a requested volul~tary abortion may, 
in fact, have only submitted to an abortion as a result of pressure. Local authorities, 
usually at the township or neighborhood committee levels, isst~e birth permits; birth 
planning certificates (obtained at marriage and entitling couples to use birth planning 
services, including birth control); and "one-child certificates" to couples promising to 
have only one child. 

B. Fujian Province 

According to the Fujian Provincial Birth Planning Committee (FPBPC), there have been 
no cases of forced abortion or  sterilization in Fujian in the last 1U years. I t  is irnpossiblc 
to contirm this claim, and, in 2006, reportedly, there were forced sterilizations in Fujian. 
Hundreds of asylum applicants tiom Fujian claim that forced abortions and sterilizations 
continue to the present day. The FPBPC acknowledges that during the 1980s and early 
1990s there were isolated cases of forced abortion and sterilization. Since that time, the 
FPBPC asserts that it has insisted that all men and women who undergo surgical 
procedures provide informed, written consent before surgery. Local physicians in contact 
w i t h  the U.S. (Lonsulate General in tiuangzhou report that they have riot seen signs of 
Forced abortions or sterilizations among their patients from Fujian and Guangdong 
Provinces since the 1980s. However, Gao Xiaoduan, a lblmer birth planning ofkicer in 
Yonghe Town. Jinjiang blunicipality, Fi~jian Province, told a subcommittee of the U.S. 
House of Representatives in June 1998 that the birth planning office where she worked 
LVZ performing involuntary abortions and sterilizations as late as 1998. Gao stated that 
.'plnm~ed birth supervision teams" ofien carried out nighttime raids on the holnes of 
suspected violators of birth planning policy and dismantled their houses. Female violators 
;~pprehended during thcse nigl~ttime raids would have sterilization or abortion procedures 
pertbtmed on them against their will. More recently, a hospital director in Changle, 
Fujian, stated rhat the hospital woirld take "~neasures" (unspecified) to induce some 
parirnts to iindergo abortions in the name of corrtpliance with the birrh planning law. 
Consirlate General officials tiisiring Fujian have found that coercion chrough p~iblic and 
otller pressure has been used, but they did not tind any cases of physical Forct. employed 
in connection cbich abortion or .;teriiizatian. 111 interviews \vith visa applicants ti'om 
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I ' u i i~u~ ,  rcprcscnling a wide cross-scctian ofsociety. Consulalc: C;cnersl ul liccrs I1:lve 
[i)uncl thtlt many violators of the onc-chiiil policy paid tines but found no cviclcnce of 
ti~rccd :tbortion or property confiscation. 

/4ccordiiig to the 17PBP(I. cacli inrurird couple is allowed to have one child without n 
birth pennit. Article 15 of the F~ljian provin~iai regitlations str1tt.s thllt a tirst birth permit 
is rcquircd, but thc U.S. Consulate General in Guangzhou reports that, since September 
1'002, lirst birlh pcrn~its have in pr:~c~ice been replaced by fa~uily plr111ning service carcls, 
which itre issued to c o ~ ~ p l e s  upon marriage and give them :tccess to contraception and 
rcprocluctive healtli services, including prenatal setviccs for the tirst child. While service 
cards are technically required before a couple is allowed to get pregnant, the Consulate 
General has beard of cases where rural govemnents are willing to issue these cards 
retroactively after a tirst birth with marriage. Also according to the FPBPC, the 
provincial goverrunent only imposes economic penalties on families that do not comply 
with the birth planning law; it does not impose criminal penalties or physically coercive 
methods to ensure compliance. However, birth planning law violators sometimes lose 
their jobs or positions, especially if they are Co~nmunist  Party members. Couples with 
un~luthorized children are not allowed to work fur the provincial government. 

There is wide variation in the amount of social compensation fees, and the severity of 
hardship they impose, for out-of-plan births. According to the FPBPC, social 
cotnpensation fees are based on net per capita income levels for rural households and 
disposable per capita income for urban households (the "baseline"). The exact figure is 
based on county-level statistics, so  the baselille varies throitghout the province. For 
hoilseholds with incomes significantly greater than the relevant income baselines, the 
local birth planning commission can increase the social compensation fees. Social 
compmsation fees range from the baseline or less for an unmarried couple that has a 
child to greater than six times the baseline for couples with four children or more and are 
determined by the local birth planning committee in the city or county where the couple 
resides. In 2003, urban disposable per capita income in Changle City and Lianjiang 
Co~mty was approximately 10,050 renminbi (about $1210) and rural net income per 
i:apita was ;ipproximately 4,401 cenminbi (abet-it $530). In 2004, C:hnngle city 2nd 
Lialijiang county urban disposable per capita income was 11, 436 renrninbi (about $1380) 
and rural net income per capita was 4,8 15 renminbi (about 5580). 

According to the FPBPC, couples unable to pay the f ie  immediately may be allowed to 
pay in installments. Local birth planning committees have the power to sue families that 
refuse to pay the requisite fees. but they cannot garnish wages. The FPBPC asserts that 
parents cannot be sterilized if they are unable or refuse to pay the fee. Some asylum 
applicants tiom Fujian have stated that, starting in mid-3,004, couples who had had an 
cinauthorized pregnancy, even one that ended in abortion, were required to post security 
deposits as hiyh as 20,000 renminbi (about $2,500) to guarantee that they would abide by 
birth planning limitations. These applicants claim that [hey were threatened with arrest if 
[hey did not post the deposits. While U.S. officials in China cannot couilrrn that the 
practice of posting deposits is currently taking place, a norice on the Quanzhou, Fujian 
(.vebsite bbannin~ the practict: suggcsrs deposits may have been collected in past years. The 
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C:?ii;unzllou sitc slrrlcs: ".Ill likmily p l~~nning  sccusity deposits ~ h ~ l t  were collected elver 

historical ycars 11111~1 be rclurncci. Ncw typcs ol'security iieposils ase strictly forbidden." 

'I'hc inodia have rcporled some cases in which a person was p~lnished becaust: his or her 
rclulivcs cither violated birth pl~inning restrictions 01. had nor paid fecs t'or violating bin11 
pl:~~ining regulations, although these cases have not been independently verified. Chinese 
birth planning officials acltnit the possibility of"overzenloi~s" officials exceeding tlleir 
:~uthority. but they assert that such behavior is neither the norm nor sanctioned by the 
government. 

C. Other Provinccu 

C;u~unuclong Province 

Guangdong no longer requires c o ~ ~ p l e s  to obtain a permit before l~nviny their first child. 
tiowever, newly wed couples must attend a birth plannirlg education course within the 
first three ~nontils of their marriage. Afterwards, they submit a form stating that they have 
completed the course to their local birth planning co~nn~i t tee  and receive a birth service 
card. 

U.S. Consulate General officers are aware of one case in which a wolnan pregnant with 
an u~~authorized second child lost her job at a tocal market due to pressure from a local 
birth planning committee. After the child was born. ot'ficials would not register her child 
in the family's residency booklet (see Section V.C. - Household Registration and 
Identity Cards) until she paid a Fee, even though there are no provisions in the provincial 
birth planning regulations that permit local authorities to withhold registration until social 
compensation Fees are paid it1 iull. 

Anecdotal snd empirical evidence suggests that self-employed individuals and rural 
residents can evade birth limitation regulations and authorities with relative ease. Job 
loss threats mean less to self-employed persons than they do to state enterprise 
zmpioyees. lvIany self-employed individuals use economic me:ms to skirt restrictizns, 
using methods including bribing authorities before bii-th and paying fees after the birth. 
Urban residents can sometimes evade constraints simply by moving to the countryside or 
staying with relatives in other areas until the child is born, then returning home and 
paying a fee. 

Jiatlcxi Province 

According to a Xinhua News Agency report i l l  February 3004, new provincial regulations 
j t a t ~  that couples without an official marriage certificate who produce offspring tvill be 
tined 1.05 rimes [he baseline income for their locality. Lf one or both of the members of  
cl~e couple is younger than the lawtiil marriage 391, the tine rises to 1.75 times rhz 
baseline. Couples who give birth in violation o f t h e  "one child policy" will face Ilnzs o f  
up  to 3 .5  rimes th t  avGrage annual local per capira income. The average annual income of  
Jiang.ui3s urban residents in 7003 ivas r o ~ q h l y  6,900 ren~ninbi (abuut SY30); for lural 
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Sichuan birth pl;~nning regi~ltltiolls prom~~lgntecl in implementation of the 2002 National 
Law on Population and Birth Planning abolished the requirement that couples obtain 
permission t o  have rhcir tirst child. The regulations provide exetnptions t i ~ r  residents 
frotn Taiwan, f.long Kong, ~lnd Macao, as we1 l ns returned overseas Cl~inese. Ethnic 
:lutonornous prefectures are empowered to promulgate their own regulations, sclbject to 
approval by the provincial People's Congress. Couples are permitted to have a second 
child if: 

Their first child is handicapped and unable to work. 
One parent is a disabled veteran. 
Both parents are only children themselves. 
The mother is an only child and the father is a rural resident. 
The mother or the father is a single child of a military casualty. 
T l ~ e  mother is a single child from an under-populated rural area. 
They are a rural one-child family in a remote or mountainous region. 
A family has several brothers, but only one has reproductive capacity. 

C o ~ ~ p l e s  who have a second child in co-ntravention of the regulations are required to pay 
6-5 times their disposable income in social compensation fees. The regulations stipulate 
different methods for calculating the income of rural and urban residents. Unwed couples 
who have a child are required to pay a social compensation fee of 3-4 times their alulual 
disposable income. Couples who meet the criteria for a second birth, but who fail to 
obtain permission before having the child, must pay a social compensation fee equivalent 
to their disposable annual income. Couples who have a second child in contravention of 
the birth-spacing regulations would be required to pay a social compensation fee o f  two 
times their annunl disposable income. Persons who did not meet the requirements for a 
s e c o ~ d  or third birth, but who nevertheless had a second ar third cllilil, \could have io pay 
ciocible the social compensation fee for each additional birth. 

0. Births in the United States 

Couples sometimes seek asylum based on a claimed fear that an "unauthorized" child 
born in the United States cvould - if the child returned to China - prompt their city, 
university, or other work unir to tire one or both spouses from jobs or impose heavy 
economic penalties for violating the one-child policy. Some asylum seekers also claim 
t i le  existence of an official Chinese government policy mandating sterilization of oue 
partner if'a couple has given birth to two children, at least one of whom was born abroad. 
i f  the child or childrcn return to Chino. U.S. oficials in China are not aware ot'thi: 
alleged official policy, at the national or provincial levels, rnandaring the sterilization ot' - 
one panner of couples that have given birth to two children: at least one ofwhom Lvas 
born abroad. 
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P4~1~ior\al 1)opul;ltioti and Family Plnnni~i< Cornlnissioii ol'ticinls iold [J.S. I"ri~h:~ssy 
c, i'/icials in  Jilly 2005 that, in :rccordance with an u n p ~ ~ l ~ l i s l ~ c d  3002 nntion:~l-level 
"f:egulation on I:rsues Conccrni~~y Births by Stuclents when Overseas, "110 ncrion will be 
~ a k c n  against stuclents (who give birth while uverseas') where both parents have resided 
[.,vcrsens for at least one year and have two cllilclren when tlic'y return to Cllina." Also 
~tnclor this rcgulution. reportedly, "where C'hit~ese returning to China have othcr offspring 
living pernlaliently overseas, those offspring will not be counted for birth planning 
rcgulalion P L I T ~ O S ~ S . "  IdlnSorlunately, when rcgulatior~s are i~npublislied, i t  is harrl li)r 
~ i~cmbers  01' thc p~iblic to know 311d protect their rights, especially if o t'ficials claim laws 
or regulations are otherwise. Shanghai bIunicipality has published its own parclllel 
rcgulntion, which refers specifically to the unpublished national regulation, and states that 
(he Shanghai regulation confofonns to the national regulation's provisions. 

A s  to Fujian t'rovince, in response to an inquiry by the U.S. Consulate Cieneral in 
('iuangzhou, LIle Population and Family Plan~ling Commission o f  F ~ ~ j i a n  Province stated 
in an October 2006 Letter that children born abroad, if not registered as permanent 
residents of China (i.e., not entered into the parcnts' household registration), are not 
considered as permanent residents of China, and therefore are not counted against the 
number of children allowed under China's family planning law. The October 6 letter has 
been translated and is attached as Appendix C. 

Complications could arise if a Chinese national returns with a US.-born child who is 
traveling on a Chinese passport, as may be the case when parents llope to obtain free public 
education, medical care, and social services for the child in China. China does not recognize 
dun1 citizenship, and children without a Chinese household registration (i.e., who enter and 
live in China as American citizens rather than as Chinese permanent residents) are not 
eligible for free public education and other social benefits available to Chinese permanent 
residents. These benetits are available, but at a higher cost than the parents of permanent 
resident children pay. However, our understanding is that the parents aC U.S.-born children 
who choose to register their children as Chinese permanent residents in order to gain free or 
'*Chinese-cost" educational and other social benetits would not be able to exclude these 
children from the number of children allowed under Chinese family planning policy, and 
this coiild triyser sanctions and ec:onomic penalties under the relevant layvvs and regulations. 
In any  case, the parents wo~lld be expected to conform to the restrictions in Chinese law and 
regulations on future offspring. American citizen children traveling on American passports 
are not eligible for free Chinese public educatiou; inany attend private schools where parents 
pay tuition. 

In an exchange of notes which accompanies the U.S.-China Bilateral Consular Convention 
signed in 1980, both governments agreed that nationals of the sending state who enter the 
receiving stare on travel docu~nerlts issued by the sending state "will . . . be considered 
nationals o f  the sending state" for purposes of consular access and protection while in the 
receiving state. Thus. a person born in the United Stares ru Chinese parencs who enters 
China on a U.S. passporr (with 3 Chinese visa) will be regarded ns a 6.3.  citizell for  
ptirposes of'oousular protection. 
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(,.\~lopiccl at Lltc 25'" Sessio~l of [he Standing Comtniltee o t' the 
Ninlh National People's Congress on December 29,3001) 

CO N'TENI'S 
CHAPTER I General Provisions 
CHAPTER 11 Generation and [mplementation of the Population Development Plan 
C'rIAIJTER 111 Birth Regulation 
CHAPTER IV Awards and Social Security 
(:I-IAPTER V 'Tcchnical Services for Family Planning 
CHAPTER VI L,egnl Liability 
CHAPTER VII Supplementary Provisions 

E. Chapter l General Provisions 

Article I This Law of the People's Republic of China on Population and Family 
Planning has been drawn up on the basis of the Constitution and with a view to 
coordinating the developlnent of population with the develop~nent of the economy, 
society, resources and environment, promoting family planning, upholding the lawful 
rights and interests of citizens, and bringing happiness into the family, and prospe~ity and 
social progress to the nation. 

Article 2 China is a country with a large population and the practice of 
h i l y  planning is the state's basic national policy. 

The state shall adopt comprehensive measures to control the size of the population 
and improve its quality. 

The state shall rely on publicity and education, scientific and technological progress, 
comprehensive services, and the establishment or i~nprovemei~t of award and social 
security systems to implement population and family planning work. 

AI-tide 3 Population and family planning work should be implemented in 
conjunction with an  increase in education and employment opportunities for women, 
improvement of women's Itealth, and raising the status of women. 
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,\rticlc -4 In promoting the work of t'alnlly planlung, I'cople's ClovcrnrncnLs :uncl their 
cmpioyces at all levels shall ridminister the worlc in strict colnplinnce with the law and 
carry out cnforcemrnt with civility, 'The lawful rights and i~lterests of cirizens nxiy not be 
v~olated. 

CVorkcrs and administrative Jepal.trneuts responsible for family planning shall cnjoy tllc 
~~rutcct ion of law whiIe engaged in otticiul duties ilndcr the law. 

i\rticie 5 The Slate Council shall lend popitlation and family planning work h r  the 
entire nation. 

Local People's Governments at all levels shall lead pop~llation and family planning work 
l i ~ r  their respective lrdlninistrative regions. 

.-Irticle 6 The administrative department responsible t'or family planning under the 
State Council shall be in charge of the family planning and related popillation work t'or 
rhe entire nation. 

Administrative departments responsible for family planning in People's Governments at 
or above the county level shall be in charge of family planning and related population 
work for their respective administrative regions. 

Other related departments of People's Governments at or above the county level shall be 
in charge of relevant population and family planning work within the purview of each. 

Article 7 Trade unions, the Communist Youth League, Women's Federations, 
Family Planning Associations and other social organizations, enterprises, institutions and 
citizens shall assist the People's Government in promoting population and family 
planning work. 

.-irticle 8 The State shall award organizations aild individuals who have made 
sigoiticant accom?lishments in population and family plamiug ivork. 

Chapter I1 Generation and Implementation of the Population Development Plan 

Article 9 The State Council shall draw up the Population Development Plan and 
incorporate i t  in the Plan for National Economic and Social Development. 

Local People's Governments at or above the county level shall draw up the Population 
Development Plan for their respective administrative regions on rhe basis of the National 
Population Development Plan and the Population Development Plan of the next higher 
level of the People's Government, in light of actual local conditions, and incorporate said 
plan in the Plan for National Econo~nic and Social Devzlopment. 
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.\rticle LO (111 the basis u f  the I'op~~lation Development Plan, Pcuple's i;overnmrllts 
:I' the county level or above shall draw up a ~ 'o~u la t ion  :lnd Family E't':Inning 
Implementation Plan nitd organize its implementation. 

,\clmi~~istrative dcpastnlents in charge of Family planning in People's Governments nt r l~e 
t;ounty lcvcl or :ibave sltall be responsible for carrying out the daily work of the 
['upitlation r~nd Family Planning 1mplcment.dtion Plan. 

People's Governments at the township, nationalities township and town levels, and urban 
neighborhood committees, shall be in charge of population and family planniitg work in 
the areas uncler thcir respective jurisdictions, and shall carry out the Population and 
Family Planning implementation Plan. 

Article 11 The Population and Family Planning [mplernentation Plan shall set the 
size of the population, reinforce maternal and infant care and improve the quality of the 
population. 

Article 12 Village committees and resident committees shall do effectively 
i~nplement family planning in accordance with law. 

Government agencies, military units, social organizations, enterprises and institutions 
shall effectively implement family pla~lning work in their own units. 

Article 13 Departments of family plaming, education, science and technology, 
culture, health, civil affairs, news and publishing, broadcast and television shall organize 
publicity and education on the topic of population and family planning. 

The mass media sltall have the obligation of publicizing population and family planning 
for the public good. 

IJsing methods appropriate to the characteristics ofthose to be educated, and in a planned 
way, schools sha!l educate students or! physical health, puberty and scxilal health. 

Article 14 Family plannirlg work among the tloating population shall be carried out 
jointly by the People's Gover~lments in the areas where these populations have their 
household registrations and the areas where they currently reside, with the latter t'dcing 
primary responsibility. 

i c e  1 In step with nationai economic and social development, the Stare shall 
gradually increase the overall level of Funding for population and Family planning, 
People's Governments nt all leveis shall insure necessary funding for population and 
family planniiig work. 

People's Governments at all levels shall provide priority support t.0 poor and national 
l-uinoricy rtreas in population and family planning svork. 
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I'hc Stntc encourages social or.ganiz;ltions, c~itc~.prises, institi~tions and iliclivicl~ixls lo 
111nl;c tlonations to the cause of (x~pulation and t'nmily planning wurk. 

>lo ul~it  or individual nsay intercept, cut or misappropriate lilnds earmarked for 
~~opu lu t i on  and family planning work. 

r t i e  6 'The stale encourages scientific research and exchange and cooperation 
ivith other coitntries in the field of population and family planning. 

Chapter 111 Birth Regulation 

Article 17 Citizcns have the right to bear children as well as the obligation to practice 
t':unily planning according to law. Husband and wife bear common responsibility in 
implementing farnily planning. 

Xrticle 18 The State shall stabilize the current birth policy. I t  encourages citizens to 
defer marriages and defer births and advocates one child for each couple. Where eligible 
under laws and regulations, a couple may request arrangements to have a second child. 
Detailed regulations shall be drawn up by the People's Congresses or their standing 
committees of the province, autonomous prefectures, and centrally-administered city 
concerned. 

National minorities shall also be subject to family planning. Detailed regulations shall be 
drawn up by the People's Congresses or their standing committees of the province, 
,~~~tonornous  prefectures and centraliy-administered cities. 

Article 19 'The primary means of family planning shall be contraception. 

The state shall create the conditions for and provide information to citizens so that they 
can select safe, effective and appropriate contraceptive measures. When contraceptive 
and biirh control prclzzdurzs are pzrfot.aicd, the safely of the recipient shall be insured. 

Article 20 Couples of childbearing age shall conscientiously practice family planning 
and birth control measures and accept guidance in technical services for family planning. 

Unintended pregnancies shall be prevented and the number reduced. 

14rticle 21 Couples of childbearing age who practice family ptanning shall enjoy free 
family plarlning technical services funded as a basic state project. 

Funding necessary for. the above provision of family planning technical services shall be 
includzd i n  the budget in accordance with relevant srate regulations or insured by social 
Insurance. 
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!\rticle 12 ~~isc r i~n ina t ion  :,gainst or abuse ut'worncn who give birth to Ccmale 
i~l l 'n~~ts  or arc sterile are proh~bircd. Discrimination. abuse 2nd abandorunent ut' I'emale 
~nt':lilts are prol~ibited. 

Chaptcr IV r\~vartis and  Social Security 

, \rticic 23 'The state shall give coi[plcs who practice thn~ily planning awards 
~~ccording LO regulntions. 

Article 24 The state shall establish or improve such social security systems as basic 
insurance for old age, basic medical insurance, birth insurance and social welfare benetits 
and promote family planning. 

'The state encourages insurance companies to set up insurance plans belleticin1 to family 
planning. 

Where conditions pennit, different forms of providing for old age can be implemented in 
[lie rural areas based on state guidance and the voiuntary participation of peasants. 

Article 25 Citizens who practice late marriage and late childbirth shall be awarded 
with extended leaves for marriage and childbirth or other benefits. 

Article 26 During pregnancy, birth and lactation, women shall enjoy special labor 
protection and receive aid and cornpensatio~~ according to state regulations. 

Citizens who iindesgo family planning procedures shall enjoy leave according to  state 
regulations. Local People's Governments shall give awards to such citizens. 

Article 27 Couples who voluntarily commit to having only one child in their 
lifetimes shall be issued a "Certificate of Honor c i s  Parents of an Only Child" by the 
State. 

Couples who reccive such a "Certificate of Honor as Parents of an OnIy Child" shall 
enjoy single-child parent awards in conformity with regulations of the relevant state, 
provincial, autoliomous prefecture or centl-ally-administered municipality. 

Where laws, regulations and rules provide that award measures for couples who commit 
to having one child only in their lifetimes shall be implemented by their work units, the 
work U I I ~  ts shall do so. 

Where a single child is accidentally injured or clies. 2nd the parents commit not to have 
more children or adopt a child, the local People's Government shall render nzczssary 
-1sSlStance. 

,4rt ic le  28 Local People's Gover-nrnents at all levels shall give support  and favorable 
trrntrnznr to rural families practicing ~ m i l y  planning by proviciing ti~nils. tzct~nology and 
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training to :\id tllcir linancial clcvclopment. l'riorily ~~ssisL~uicz given to poor t'nrnilics 
ivl~icl~ pruclicc 1';117iily platlning s l~ i l l  t ~ k ~  t l~c  ~ J ~ T I I  ~ ! ' l i ) i i n~ ,  allowing families to pay 
t.lcbts tl~rougl~ wor.k, and inclusion in various projects for the poor, as well as public 
:lssistance. 

.\rticlc 29 l'cople's Congresses and the standing coinn~ittees thereof. or People's 
(3ovcrnments in provinces, autonontous prefectures, centrally-administered 
n~unicipnlities and lslrger citics may, bused on this Law and ~.elevnnt laws and 
acl~ninistrnrive regulations and in light of actual local conditions, draw up plans for 
concrete implementation of the award measures provided in this Chapter. 

Ch:rptcr V Technical Services for Family Planning 

,\rticie 30 The state shall establish systems for pre-marital, pregnancy and post-natal 
health care in order to prevent or reduce birth deformities and improve the health of new- 
barn infants. 

Article 31 People's Governments at all levels shall adopt measures to insure family 
planning technical services for citizens and improve citizens' reprodi~ctive health. 

Article 32 Local People's Governments at all levels shall rationally allocate and 
comprehensively utilize health resources. They shall establish or improve a family 
planning technical sewices network comprising fa~nily planning technical service 
agencies and medical and health care organizations providing family planning technical 
services, improve technical service facilities and conditions, and raise the technical level 
of such services. 

,\rticle 33 Family planning technical service agencies and medical and health care 
organizations providing family planning technical services shall, within their respective 
purview, carry out propaganda and educational work among people of childbearing age 
to impart basic knowledge regarding population and family planning, examine ~narried 
wornen of childbearing age for pregnancy and provide fo1lol.v-up services, and provide 
counseling, guidance and technical services in regard to family planning and reproductive 
health. 

Article 34 Family plaru~ing technical service workers shall guide citizens practicing 
family planning in selecting safe. effective and proper coiltraceptive measures. 

Couples who have already have a child are recommended to adopt long-term 
contraceptive measures. 

The state encourages research, application and dissemination of new technologies, 
pharmaceuticals and devices f o r  family planning. 
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' i r t ic lc  35 ~ d c n l i f ~ i n ~  l l ~ e  gcodcr o f 1  l t u s  using ulirnsui~nd o r  oihvr ivcilnology 
\vticn not tr~cdically inclicalcd is striclly prohibited. Selcctivc gender-bascd al-tilicial 
termination ot'pregnk~ncy when nut incclically iilciicatzll is strictly prohibited. 

,\rticle 36 Wliere one of the following circun~stances exist i i ~  violation of this Law, 
nclnlinistrative departments rcsponsiblz tbr family planning and health care shall, within 
their purview, order the situation to be rectified, issue a warning, or conkiscate illegal 
p ins .  Whcre the illegal gain amounts lo RhitB 10,000 and more, the tine sl~all be no less 
than double nor more tlian six times the a~noilnt of the illegal gain. Where there is no 
illcgal gain or the illegal gain is under RhIB 10,000, the tine shall be of not less than 
RklB 10,000 nor more than RMB 30,000. Wliere the circumstances are grave, practicing 
licenses shall be revoked by the original issuing agencies. Where the circumstances 
constitute a crime, criminal liability shall be determined in accordance with law: 

( I )  Unlawful provision of family planning procedures to third parties; 
( 2 )  The use of' ultrasonic or other technology to identify fetal sex or selective sex-based 
termination of pregnancy tbr third parties if not tnedically indicated; 
(3) Falsification of birth control procedures. fraudulent medical evaluations or issue of 
fraudulent family planning certificates. 

,.\rticle 37 The illegal gains of those who forge, alter or buy and sell family planning 
certificates shall be confiscated by administrative departments responsible for family 
planning. For illegal gains of over WlB 5,000, a fine of not less than double nor more 
than 10 times the atnount of the illegal gain shall be imposed. For cases with no illegal 
gains or in which illegal gains amount to less than RMB 5,000, a fine of not less than 
RMB 5,000 nor less than RMB 20,000 shall be imposed. Where the circumstances 
constitute a crime, criminal liability shall be determined according to law. 

Family planning certificates acquired by improper means shall be cancelled by family 
plalining ~~clrrliuistrative clcpartlner~is. LPTnere tine issui~lg ilgency is in error, the executive 
clirectly in charge and other people with direct responsibility shall be assigned 
aciministntive sanctions according to law. 

Article 38 Fainily planning service workers who violate regulations or cause delays 
in taking emergency action and providing ~nedical attention resulting in serious 
consequences shall assume corresponding liability in accordance with relevant laws 2nd 
adcnit~isttative regulations. 

Article 39 I f  governn~ent workers doing family planning work commit one of the 
following actions, if the circumstances constitute a crime, criminal liability shall be 
determined according to law; if the circumstances do not constitute a crime, 
aJministrative punishment shall be meted ocrt; if there is illcgal gain, the illegal gain shall 
be confiscated: 
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r 1 )  Violalion of'lhe citizen's right o f  person. property and other l:~w[ul rights and 
inlcrests; 
( 2 )  Abuse o t' power, clrreliction of duty, and lnalfeasnnce; 
(,j) Solicitation 01- acceptance of bribes; 
(4)  Interception, cutting, misappropriation or graft of t':lnlily planning fi'ilnds or social 
support; and 
( 5 j  False reports, cover-ups, hbrication, alteration or refusal to report popi~lation and 
Ismil y planning data. 

tlrticle 40 'Those who violate this Law and fail to discharge their obligation of' 
assisting family planning management shall be ordered by the local People's Government 
co~~cerned to rectify their cond~lct and a criticism of their mistake circulated. 
:ldministrative sancrions sliall be given to the executive directly in charge of the work 
:~nd to other directly responsible personnel. 

Article 41 Citizens who fail to comply with Article LS of this Law and give birth to a 
child shall pay a social maintenance fee according to law. 

Those who fail to pay the full amount of the social maintenance fee within the specified 
period shall pay nn additional late penalty beginning on the date payment is overdue in 
accordance with relevant state regulations. Tne administrative department responsible for 
family planning which made the decision shall apply to the People's Court for mandatory 
enforcement in accordance with law in cases where violators fail to make payment after 
the late penalty is imposed. 

Iirticle 32 If government workers are required to pay social support in compliance 
with Article 41 of this Law, such workers shall additionally be assigned administrative 
sanctions; other people shall be disciplined by the work units or organizations to which 
they belong. 

Article 43 Those who refuse or obstruct the administrative departments responsible 
for faruily planning and their workers in performing their public duties accoi*ding Lo iaw 
shall be given criticism and education by the family planning administrative departments 
concerned and their actions stopped. Where these atitions constitute violation of security 
management, they shall be given punishment in security management in accordance with 
law. Where their actions constitute a crime, crirnirlal liability sliall be determined. 

Article 44 Citizens, legal persons or ocher organizations who feel that the 
administrative departments responsible for family planning have infringed upon their 
Inwful rights and interests in the course of implementing family planning management 
may request administrative review or submit an adminisirarive complaint in accordance 
with law. 

Chapter V I I  Supplementary Provisions 
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\ r t i  45 'l'lic Slate ~ o i i ~ l c i l  sh;~lI draw 110 ~ ~ g l ~ l i . ~ ( i t ) ( \ ~  li)r h e  cuncrete ~nanaye[ncnt 
01' t'r~mily planning work r\mong transicut pupulations as ~vell as corlcrete rnnn~lgerncnt 
~.cgul:~tiol~s for I'nlnily planning rechnical services and measures for  r l ~ e  imposition and 
manugcrner1t o Ssocial support. 

,\rticle 46 'Sl~c dctailcd implel.ncntalion plan for this LLLV ~1117~)ng the Cl~inese 
I'enplc's Liberation ~4rrny  shall be drawn up by the Central Military Co~nmission on the 
basis ofthis Law. 

~lr t i c l e  47 This Law goes into effect on September 1,2002. 
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i'a:;sccl on April 20. 1'188 by  the Zrlcl :icssiou c~t'tllc St:~nding, (_'vm~nilrec of  
I 111: 7th f'eoplc's C"ongrc.ss v f  E'uj iw t'rovi ncc. 

1-irsl : \ntc~~!c~l in :tccurcliuncc with the [Jccisii~n cJn licvising chc Family P l ~ ~ n l ~ i n ~  
I<c.gulaciu~is of 12rljian l'rovir~ce passed June 7 5 ,  109 I by tllc 2217~1 S(;'SS~O~I 01'11:~ stancling 
Co~i~cniltce of the 7th People's ~.'onyscss uY 12i!iian Pi.ovincc. 

!~nrended for the sccond timc in accordance 141th ~ h c  Uecisicm on l<cvisions of Lc)c:tl 
Cocles pitisccl on October 25 ,  1997 by the 35th s e s s i o ~ ~  ot'ihe Stmding Corninittec o f  the 
XLII Pcoplc's Cungrcss of  Fujinn. 

;\s fiirelier tmlrndcd in accurcta~lce with the Decisicln olt Ltetising (he Fiumily I'lrul~~ing 
l<egulatio~u of F i ~ j  ian f'sovi~~ce [passed] on November 1 8, 2000 by the 2217d session of' 
clle Standing Commnittcc of thc 9th Peoplc's Coi~gress of Fujian Provincc. 

P,eviscd on Si111; 26.3002 by the 33rd sessioa of the Srimding Cun~niittee of tht: 9th 
t'cople's Congress ol''Fu,jinn Province. 

I'rt-lclamation oP"Population and Family Planning Iiegulations of  F~!jian Provir~ce" 

'I'he "Pupul:uiocl and Fatnily Pl:unning i ~ c ~ ~ ~ l a t i o n s  of Fujim Province" were amended on 
Ju ly  76,  2002 by the 33''' tneeting oi'the Standing Comrr~iaer ofthe 9'" Pcaplz's 
C:ongrcss ut'Fi!i.ian Province. 'l'hc amended "Population and F a i ~ i l y  Plat~ning 
Ilcgulations of  Fqjian S'l.ovince" are hcrcby l,roclairned, and shall be il l  cftkct as of 
Septentber 1,2002. 

Standing Coulmiitcc of People's Congrcss of Fi!jiun ['rovince July 301 2002 

C:llapter I Gcneriil Provisions 

.\rticle I In order to c o ~ ~ a - o l  population six?. rnisc 1l7c quality ol.'the popr~lation, :~ncl 
:.~llow a balanced popiilation groc~th in l i~ lc  with the ecc~~iornic and social clevelc~pn~t'r~t. 
baszd cjn the " Popul:~cio~~ and Family f'lanning Law of t l~e  People's Republic o f  China'' 
~ 1 1 1 ~ 1  other rclatxl laws and regulations. and in  corrzspouilenct: with the accual sicuntioo in 
this province, rhc ii~llawing regulations have been est:~blished. 

..\I-ticle -5 F,'a~n i I  y planning ad\focclcies inLrst focus 011 pro~norion :tilct cducucio~~. 
io~~~i .ncc .p~ ioc~  acid re~ i t l~u .  pr;~clice. I t  111iisl he litllizd Lo l~clpins L I I ~  Inajses in achict.inc 
c c o ~ ~ c ~ n ~ i c  cltvelop~ncn~. ~\<c:tltlt Ih~.iri!gi~ b~~r i l  \.vork. 2nd csrahli:ihins LI ci\. ilizitil. 
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:\rticlc 5 'I:'u\,vnsl.lip (town) t'copla's C;C)VCL'L?II IC~ILS 2nd oti'iccs of ncighbo~:hood 
ai'klirs shall be rcsponsihle Sor population and fatnil?: planning \.vurk lor thcir nrccl of 
,juc.i:;cliction. :uitl shall tl~orouglily imp1cmcn.t popi~lation :~ncl kln~ily pl~uinuig projects. 

Vi1l:lgcrs ailcl rcsident con~~.ni~tees  nlitsc implcnicn~ family planr~ing work ~vc11 in 
:iccorJance with law. 

;\~-ticle 6 Loca1 l'coplc's Governme~~ts a t  all lth\/cls  nits st incorporate population and 
fiuntily planning work illto tlleir progmllis for citizens' ecotlomic ancl social development. 
allocalt: funding l i ~ r  population and fanlily pl:lnning work in thcir anili~al budyels. and, 
hascd on the ;~ctunl sin~ation o f  tliair economic and social developcnenr, gradually raise 
llir overall ;11noi11lt o f  ti~l~clillg provided for populrttion and tinlily planning uork, to 
casurc ai~tcclua~c. t i d i n g  I'c~r population and kunily planning work. 

.:\rticle 7 I.J'nions, Communist Yuurh Leagues. Wumcn's FecIeracions, I'iunily 
Planning ,4ssociatinns artcl oche~  civic groups. cntc~prise organizations and cirizcns in 
,gcncr:~I m.ust assist the J'cople's Government in KII-thering popuiatiun i ~ ~ l d  Funily 
planning work. 

( Ihi~ptcr 2 T<cgul:ition of Birth Control 

..\rticle 8 ,A "late n~:i~-ri:ige" rrteans whcn Ihc rlinrriagr: licc~ise is :lpplied Ibr the male 
is 13 years old o r  i)Irlt'r and thc f'cniale is 23 y::lrs (1I1_1 o r  i!!c!cr. 

.A c o i ~ p l ~  is c~)~?siilercd to llilve "latc chilcibenl.ing" i f  tl~cy nlcet one ot'thc tblln\ving 
criteria: 

(I ) ''rllc ci~i~plc  conceives nlicr- a late rnarriagr.: 

(21 Tl?e wik  gives birth for the tirsc tirnc nt age 24 vr olilcr. 

(3') .l'he tlusband is -3O !cars of age o r  ulclcr ~vhen clle child is tlorn. 
, - 

:\rricle 9 I he couplc \.;l~o airendy has one child but ean~c~rtns to L)IX of'ihe 
Ibllowins CI-ircrii? Ilia]: havc ;ui adilitiol~ill child after aplsroval: 

( I ) t:$vch I.liwbancl :~nd \\>ilk :ire rhe only chiltl ol' rh2il- parelus. 

1.21 Ki1ht.r  he hustrnrtd or ~ i lc  ~ v i i  i s  i h u  o~lly cliilcl c . t i ; ~  Inurcyr: 

t ? I l 'he couple ilas Ieg~Ily ~idvl~ied a chiid i l ~ ~ i :  LL, i ~ i  krri lit? bu t  C ~ I ~ I I  C ~ , I I C C I C ~ S ;  

( 4 )  I'hc C O U \ I I ~ S  tirst ihi ld is handicapped 2nd \.vill !li)r 1w able rcl ivos!< I I O L . I ~ I L I / ~ ~ .  but ~hc' 
L L I L I ~ I ~  is il(;~er~ie~I tneiiicail~ lir LO Iii11:t :~no~llcl child; 
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( 0 )  IIoth 11usb:liid rind wilk have ~.clu~.ncd trt)m [llc i-i.c1112 K ~ I I ~  Spccial :\iiruinisi~;iii\.c: 
I<cgio~t. ~ I I C  bli~ctlil SPCCI:L[ !\dniiiiist~.:~ti\,c I tc~iun or the l'ili\vor~ are:\ tto i.csj& i n  tllc: 
I'RC'. : I ~ I C ~  11;1vc= I - C S ~ C I C ~  in  1 . 1 1 ~  I'll(:,' Ii~r icss rl~an :iis yc:trs. 

I::or rcnlan.icd cu~iplcs. i f  r.uic l ~ i r ~ ~ ~ c r  11:~s IIO cllilt.lrcn. :iricl cine p:u.tricr t~: .~s  a cllilcl bcl.i.)rc 
L I E  SL'C()IIC~ 111~rria':c; o r  0 1 1 ~  p:\l't~~c'r I I ~ L S  r~ r l l i l~~icd  LLJ ' ICI '  the ~ lc :~( l~  cjfl~is or 11~1. I.irst 
Lil~oi~sc, aud hcforc tlii. > ; ~ C O I I C I  ~narriagc, ~ h u  Lbvo spiluscs Ila~t: :L total ~ V L L V O  chilcircn 
Ixtwccn rhcm, thc: couple [nay I\;~vt: 211 :idditinnal chilil aticr appl.t)val. 

;\t.ticlc 10 IPllo~h htitibund and ~vi l 'c .  livc i n  :t rural arcu ancl trlrcady [lave otlc: cliilcl. 
t?ii~: c ~ l ~ f o r ~ n  LO olie ol'tllc t.i.)llowing crilcri~i. thc cotcplc may have an i~cfdilii~tlal cliilct 
r~kicr approval: 

( I ) Either husbtuid 01- wife is a n  only child; 

( 2 )  None ol'(11c h~1~17it11d'~ hro!hcrs h~is :L child. nor. can they have I ~ I O I ~ C  cli~lcl~.cn: 

( 3 )  'l11c wilk h:ci no brothcrs and has only one sis~cr, :utd Ilcr hush~~ud has rnovcd in to 
live wit11 the wit'c"~ fanlily and is suppol.til~:! his par~l~t~-i t l - l i l \~:  

(4) Hoth husband and wit2 rcsidc in :ln :1rra w ~ t i ~  a popnlaeion density of less than 50 
lacrsolis per square kilometer. the per c~lpita acreage t~lled is 3 nlu or grc;\tt=r, or the 1)er 
capita area of nto~tntain forest land is  30 mu or tnorz: 

(j) The collple has only one dau~l~ter .  

[f'both husbancl and wife art: fishe14mzn. or i f  tht: l ~ u s b a n d  and wife IILLVL' engaged in 
~tnderground nliiling work for a contini~ous period oF five years or more and are still 
\\orking uiiclcrground i n  the mining industry. and the couplc Ilas ortly one daughter. the 
case will be hai~dled as per clause (5) oftllc pr-rviuus :irticle. 

.trticle 1 I L f  both liusbimd and \\it;: have rcr~~rncd front perrna~rerlt resirlcncy 
overseas to reside in the PRC, but confr)t.m to 011e 01 che following cr~rzria, the coitple: 
iuay have an ucldition:ll child ittier approval: 

( I ) The \.vil't: IILLC! uli.esdy col?cei~ed upon er,t;.:ii~g thz I'fK fi)r i'2sid~;lil~y. 

( 2 )  Doth husband 2nd ~vife have heen residing in the PRC.' ti)r less than six )cars. and the 
couple I~us only one child; 

i,;j -l'l~e couple's cl1ilclrt.n 1111 live overseas and n o  cl~ildren live in [lte fjRC ~ v i t l t  ~ l ~ r  
cu~lple. 

(lvcrseas Cllinese sponscs residing i l l  F11,ji:ln l'rcti,ince sllalt be si~bjzct to clause ( 3 )  01.' 
L I I ~  foresuing 

L f  the husband or ~vii.'e is a city resiclent or a villtlger i n  l;~!jial~ Pro\:incc. and thr orher 
spouse is a rcsiclent of ~ht: Hung ILong Special .i\ilminis~rativt. Re~io11 or C ~ I Z  iL[ncau 
Spccial ..\\clrlii~?istrnriw Kcgion. the rcytilatio~~s i n  this nrticlc: shall also i~pply. f-/ol+~.:c~,t.l., 
ii the ll~~sb:lncl and \vifc l~avc ;L child cogctiler after thc marriage. :~nd the SpoLI:iC '.vI~o i s  ;I 
r.t.l;idell(. ol '~he [-loizg Kung Slxcidl .-\il~ninisrr:itivc. [ { C ~ I I . I [ I  u r  tl~e L ~ ~ : I C L L ~ I  Slaeciai 
. \il~ni~lisc~-ati\~c Resii~rl hc~d child re^^ \~c(;?r? il \ ; \ t  ~n;iri-ii~gc'. i.11~~ C ~ O S ~ :  cl~ilciren :ire 11ot 
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! 1 ' )  t30(11 husband ar1.d ~vil'c livc in it11 ngricultural vill:\gc; 

(,7) 130th Iiusb:~nd ancl ~vil.'c have livecl or wol.krd in a u~ inor i~y  village for Iive );.cars (11. 

It.~nycr, 

I t ' : ~  coilple colll'on1-i~ LO o11e uf 1 1 1 ~  f o l l ~ ~ ~ v i r i ~  ccircriit. L ~ I C Y  n iay  have a n  aclcliric~~~al ct\ild 
at'tc'r ;~F)PI.ov~I:  

I 1)  0r)th I~usband ancl LVIL are 11le only child; 

( 2 )  ['he couple Ifits two cl~ilclrcn. but one is hanclicappzd. 2nd mill [lot L x  ahlc t o  \vo~.k 
rlornlally. aixl the couple is cleemed medically tit to have another cilild: 

(3)  For reinarrirci couples, bet.brr the remarriage, both spouses had u total ol.'two 
chitctren betweeti tllem. 

It' either husband or wife is o f  the Hat1 nationality. :\nd the other spouse is an cthl~ic 
rllinority ('c..uccpt Zliitang), ilnd tliz I-[an spouse has I I I O V L * ~  Lo live pernlancntly in a 
~iiinority arca and rcsidcs i n  a ~lliliority v i l la~e.  [he children born to tllc couple are 
fiicwed ~ninol-itirs ti11- rhe purposes of I-elated regulations and the two foregoing 
clac~ses apply. 

Article 13 flrtcr approval is gsnccd for a ccli~ple to have an additional chllct. the birth 
must occur at lcast four years after the prcvio~w child's birth. and LIIZ tvifc 111ust be at 
ic3st 25 YU:VS trt'age. However, i~ndcr any af tlte following s~t~~at ior ls .  the rcscrlcrlcln on 
the four year sap shall no\ apply: 

( , , I )  'The coupic fi~lfills the rcquire~nents in hrricle 9. clause I item I : ; ) .  (31. c l a ~ ~ s c  2:  

( 2 )  'Chc coup.le tilltills the rcquircrnents in AI-ticlc I l .  clause I item ( I )  or ( ' 3 ) ;  

(j) 'l'lle C ' C I L L ~ ~ C  t i l l  tills the recluirc~ne~its in Articli: 12, clause 7 i1e1-s c'3 );(,4) the wit'< is 
ngc .? 0 or above: 

I..r.~r CIIC p~~rpost 's  01' tlie,sc I . C ~ L L ~ ; L C ~ ~ ~ I I S ,  ~.ec.ognirion of a child's I~anclicappecl status alt.Lsr be 
cloue through u milnicipal or higher Icvel medical testing urganiza-ciou: recognition c)l '  
inlkrtility or inability -to h~lve chililren tnust l ~ e  du~lz  rhrut~gh a medical cerrificate ti0111 a 
~ u u n t y  ur 11ighr.r Ievc.1 mt.i\ical organization or ~ncdical care organi~:~tion. 

: 2 )  !':iivirrg I?irrh beti irc the C I I J  ot'thc -;ripi~laterl i~irzrv~\I bct\.veen h i ~ ~ i ~ s :  
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I l l c ~ ~ ~ l  :t<Ioptioris ;i[td t?wtcr caring o f  c l~i \~l rc~- i  or : I ~ ~ : I I I ~ ~ C ~ I I S I I L + I ~ L  ot'ci~iIdr*cr~ :; l~: t l l  ( 7 ~  

.. il:wccl a:; :ictir~ns in viol:ilion ol.'cltcse rc.c.ulafior1s. Incliv.iciuals cv111.) h:~vc :~bancltznocl LI 

, : l ~ i l c l  :;I1:iII I I O I  1.1~ :cpprcjvccl to Iuvc ;In additional child. 

. k r t i c l c  I5 . \  icr.~itic:tlc lo <i\;c birth must hc ;.clulv obl:nil~cd for ctiilcll~irth :IS rL*q~~il.cLi 
hy llic ~.c~ula l ivn.  Spccilic proctci~trcs lbr obluinin~j a cc r t i~ca te  tu givc hirih :;hall hi: set 
hy ~llr ~~r.ovirici;tl I';ln~i i y p l u l n  ing nd~ninistrative clcpnrtmcnrs. 

I - I  I I.ocal I'cuplc's C;ovc~nrncnts at L L I I  Icvels must consiclcr \ocal cor~clitions in 
~:r;rnblisIiilig a systcm thr family pl~~rlnins tcchnic:~l :icrviccs. universalizntio~~ of birth 
co11trc11, cugc~iics ailit pvpulntiou iinprovc~nent and knowledge about tcplncluccive Ileait11 
,.:ciencc. to cncoi[r*age guc~cl p~~cnatal managctnent to cnsurc che sat'cty of ulle pt~ricnr ;uld 
ro prc-\~ant and rcducc birth clef'cck anlong the pc)pulation. 

..\rticle 17 [~amily  plailning technical service orgtlnizrrtiuns and medical nrrci heillrh 
~.l\ni~~ccriancr: orga~~izntious cuid technicians providjng famil-y planning technical scrvicts 
must p i d e  the citizens in undcrstnnding v~~rious types of contr:iceptive technicl,ues. *['his 
l..;ill lltlp people select safe. efftccivl: and appr-oprinte means ofcon~raccption, and  
prevent and rcd~lce the n~uiiber of  unwanted prec,.nm~citrs. Parents who already btwr 
children sllnuld be counseled in sclecring a rnethod oFbirth conlrol effective fur  the loi~g 
I.crnt. 

Ckx~ples wl~o  have co~xiitions v i l~ic l~  would cause serious genetic ill~icsscs in thcir 
offspring mtLy not have children. Either rhe husband or tlie wife must m ~ h ~ n i t  to binh 
control .surgery o r  adopt n ~ncthod of birth cot~trol w i th  long-tcrm el-'li;.cti\~encss. In cases 
~vhert: the \\rife is already p r e t g a ~ t .  che cuuplt:  nus st temlinate the pregnancy in a tinlely 
r11a111er. 

.Zrticlc 18 C:'ouplcs wirh the ability to have children  nits st i~tilizc an cffectivc Incans 
ol.'birrh control in order ta comply wilh t'rimily planning rerluirenir~~ts arid nlrist subniil 
lo checks on their cnntln[:t.ptiocl. S~-.<ci!ic proc6~!t:r?:; t i h ~ ~ f l  bc :ict by  thi: pl.oviiic;iiti 

hunily pliu~ning aclniinis~rative clepartments. and inlplznlerltcd uAer being sub~nittcd lo 
tllc Provincial Pcople's Government fix approval. 

Persons L L I I O  become pregnant i n  violation o f  chese rcguii~tions must lake appropsiale 
corl-cctivc measures in il tilllt'ly fashion.. Villagers' (rcsidcnts'i comrnitrces 3176 IUC;II 
wotl; i~uics are rcsponsi ble for ensu r iny  thl-tt such mrasures are taken in 3 timet y f:i:;llion. 

. \I-ticle I9 Couplcs practiciilg family planning shall enjoy the Snllo\.viug free hasic 
t~tn~i ly  pl:intiing tcchniccll services: 

i 5 j  Pr~c~'CIitrcs for 3b01-tii)n nncl rile tclarcd soutint. incdic:ll tests; 

( 4 )  I'i.osc.ci~tr;.s thr tctbal l igt ion or \!:Lst.c\um,: and ~isrtal rclatzil ui~ii cusii)rnar.y cntclii.:il 

!.CjiS: 
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( 0 )  \+'i~l\ 11ic :~ppro\!:~l oi' Illc [1\~nil\;. l.~l:\~lrli~\; ;lcl~~~i~ii:;rr;ltivi. rll.,!:1li. :;wgery ro rit;i:l.:ic 
*., ~rsc~~o117ic:;. 

In ct1c cz:;c o l * ~ ~ i l l ~ ~ ~ c s ~  klic t.cqi~ircd GOSLS ~ O I .  i l ~ c  ~ii~i)w-Ii:~:cd t51~1iI.v I I I : I ~ I I I ~ I I ~  ~ c c ~ ~ ~ l i c : ~ ~  
: . .G~L.~CCS wil I Iw gi~;~r;\rltc'cd ~ h r o t ~ g h  a spcci:.~l I'i~nil sCt u p  tiGonl Ioc:il pttblic iil~i~nccs: ill 

cities. 1;)r rho::c: :blio p:~rticip:~l.t: i n  1-u~ ic mc:.clic:~l ins~11~~111ce or olhcr rcl;ttcd scrcial 
il~r;umncc plalls. c t ~ ; l s  will 13.;. paid tiutn i n ~ i t ~ l ~ i c c :  I'~tnctri Ixlscil o r r  ri.l;~tccl regi~iarions. 
For i~iilivi~litals ~vi~liotrt I I IC  ;LL~OVC L\ipes ot' ~ I L ? ~ I ' ~ I I C C  cuilcr:lge, (.)r w i l l t ~ ~ i t ~  ;111y ~ I ~ S L L I ' ~ I I ~ C C .  

t(12 t.vol.l; i111it \ \ i l l  pay C O S ~ S  1110s~ individuals iuidualsvl~o have ti i~()rli ttllir. For pcrstjl~s 
\vitlli~ut a wvr.ii i l l l i t ,  IucaI p~tblic ti11;lnccs will p;~y the costs. Spccil'ic proceclurcs will L:c 
set hy clie I'l-ovincial l'unplc's Guvcrr~mcnt. 

..\I-ticlc 20 'l'liosc who tlnvc bccr~ Iiad C U I I I . L ' ~ C C ~ L ~ L . C  S L I L ' , ~ C T ~  wilt be gnnted vacu~io[l 
rime : ~ s  pcr natiol~al ;uld provincial regul~ltions. l t ' t he  sporise wlio has ~ ~ r ~ d c r g o n e  bildth 
conlrol surgcry rcqn.ircs cnw ti*orn thc urher spouse. che carocnkcr slx)~~si. 's work unit 
{nay grant from t,ivc Lo scven days v~rcariun tiine. 

[)itring (rove peric.rds ;u;.;socixtcct will) birth cotitrol surgery, or cluri.ug pcriods ot'sncctical 
LrenLlnerlt ['or conditions srcontlsr): ca l'un~ily planning tccl~niclues. o r  clttrins periods 
;~ssociated with vxscctorny rcversal s~~rgery ,  organiz;~tions ancl companies sl~itll pay 
sulacy to workers as usual., and pl.ornoticr~~s shall not h e  affected. 

.\rticlc 3.1 IFn person is still tlriable to work after treatrncnt for cc>n1plic3ciolls from 
I'runily planniny sul4gcr-y. that persoil's work unit or the ( Q C ; ~ \  People's ~ o \ ~ e r ~ l l n e l l t  shall 
fuircnisl~ care and subsidy as required hy regula~iou. 

I'ersons clisible under these regulaciot~s who iindcrgu birth control surgery ufier giving 
birth may be granted assislance tiom tlieir work urlit hased on actual conditions; fur 
~.illi\(:ers (resiclenrs), the township (town) People's Ciov6rnment u r  o tiice u f  
neighborhood affait'~. or thc villag~rs'  (.~-~"sidc'r~ts') ~ ~ ) n i n l i t ~ ~ t \  rimy afford assis~ance hnsccl 
i)n the actilsl conrlitio~ls. 

..il.ticle 22 $11 levels of local People's (3uveru1nents must give priority to nianaging 
!':!mi!;' p!nglnirtr '2 tecltni::::l c;:::+-:ice i)rganization:; l i l~ i l  i l tecf i~~~l  ; l i d  ti~illLl1 n\ait\rcnauce 
or.g.ani.zarior~s and techniciltns pruvicling F'lrnily plaiminl: technical sc t~~ ices .  use existing 
i~cnlth resources. ilnprove service couilitions. set stanclards for service an3 cnl~nnce the 
~tbility to pl-ovide scrviccs. 

Fa~nily planning tcctulicnl sen ice  org:~nizntiol7s 3 r d  rncdical and Iical th unaintcnar~ce 
olxplizarions :u~d ccchnici;~ns provictirig fanli.ly p la~~i i ins  tectinicnl scrvices milst! b~l:iccl 
on \heir p;uticu.lur duties. provicle basic infi~rmuciu~i, piu~notion ancl zcli~cncion abocd 
~popiiIntion and thnily planning, per.litrnm pregnancy ~r:scs a n 3  tbllu~v up visits us reqi~ircd 
lhy law. and be responsible t'o14 fanlily plar~ning and rclal-oducrivc hc:lltli infornlstion. 
g u i d a ~ ~ c e  anit ccchnical s~lrvices. 

.It*ticle 23 i3c!-sosll1el provicii~ig fanlily pliu~ll ing tccl~~iic;~I SCI~I!~CCS IYII.LSC bc ilul!.: 
~ S S I C L ~  :in~l 1 n 2 y  t;tl;i\ 11p ttlcir posts 1.1n1y ivich thi. :~pl~ropriato ct.~-rilicncion. 
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:\~.ticlc 2.5 ' 1 ' 1 1 ~  v~lrious Ii)c:11 1cvi.l~ oftlie llcollle's I.iovcrr111ien.r tihull iniplc~.ncnl: n 
Lcrln 1.cspo11sibility system for population ilnd I.'runily planning goals. I'hc :iratlis o r  
Ilul~ily pla11nin~ wort; shoulil be included :ls an important item in rev icwin,~ tl~c 
~)crt,c~nanct. ul'local Peopie's Govcrnn~cnts at a11 levels. 

I?cla~ed ~~d~rliniskr:ltive units ofthc loc~rl I'cople's C.iovernrnerit 21 the county leve\  und 
1iil:Iicr shall sct 1.c1nted reyuintions ~vl~ich must hc used far Grnily pla111lj1lg work. F;~tniI): 
~)lanning aclniinis[rativc authorities at all Icvels cut ccspo~isiblc. for oversight i~rsd 
supctvision. 

:\rticlc 36 Jnforrnatio~i, cducution. cultural. health, ,jr~tliciul and fit~nily planning 
:.li~tburicics us well as Trade (Iniolls, Com~nunist Youth L c a g ~ ~ e s ,  U'ornrn's Fcdcrations, 
Isrnily plannins associations :ind other civic grorrps shall further reyulzory ct'forrs and 
cducarion and intbrrnatioi~ services on eugenics and scientific kuoi~lcdgr: relaced to 
population 2nd C'n~nily platining work. 

;.\rticle 27 Village imple~nt-ntation o f  hmily planning shall he autonomous, 
tlcmocraticnlly n~rulugecl and democratically scrpervised. Villagers' cu~nlnittces may set 
village rcgt~lalious Vur f:imily plalming or cnter illto contracts with villagers. md may 
sign farttily plnnni.ng agreements with individuals nl'reproduccive age, setting filth rhe 
rights ancl responsibilities of both parties iu reyard to childheari~ig. implementntio~i of 
cuntr:~ception. pregnancy and conr~.aceplive checlcs. recvurds and incentives. mechanisms 
for contracts and orller items. 

d.lunicipalitics shall establish a management mechai~isrn and sel-vice systertl for 
cn;lnagemeni of areas under their control, unit responsibility, slid t-~sidt'n~~:; ~ ~ J ~ U I I O I I I ~  

with regard to tarnily plunning. Property n1ana.gcn1e11t o~*ya~~izntiotls sl~all work lo  
clci\i!:L;t,e L ~ C  ' > ~ i > i y \ <  I..) f ?~lllily p l a t ~ ~ l i ~ i g .  

Or:,y3nizations. busiucss urlits. and various civic groups, shall i~li~>lctnent a Family 
~~lanning respoltsibilicy system w i t h  legally designated responsible intlividuals. Each t l n i ~  

must be responsible f'uc Family planning work within that unit, itnplementing nleasurus 
coverins k~mily plannins workers, costs and ince~~cives anci ~.ctvc~rds. 

.4rticle 79 CJ~giii~i~atioi~s or  i~l~[ ividu~~ls  who demonstrate outstaucling achieveruents 
in  [ l ~ c '  area u t' papularian and fkn~ily plan.niog shall bc prcsc.rired wi ch an :iward by c1.1~ 
local Icvel Peoplr's i.;overnrnent. Workers .vho :LI-e cvalu:llcd three limes a s  Itsding 
('imily p l snn ing  wvrliers :tL cl~c cocu~t)i Icvel or IiiyI1~1- :il~;~l[ cnjoy p~.efcrentinl tl,catrnent 
C C ~ L I ~ L . ; L \ C L ~ ~  LO t l i ; ~ [  of ii  r11~dt'l worker. 

I-or \vork  subsidies by  io\4j11ships itu\vri) lijr l ' ~ ~ i n i l y  plaruiin~ proti.s:;ion:~l;: and Ikr lor.12- 
tcrin pianni~rg ro i~lcrcase I-etii.t;'ment berletits for  tunily j ~ l ~ ~ n r t i r i g  ~bitrkers nr ~ h c  cnullcy 

(city Jistrict), t I )~~nship  f co\.vn) c.rt+ n ~ i ~ h h t ) r l ~ ~ ) o ~ l  I C L . C I S ,  ~ttlci ?;r)c'citic ~ ~ ~ ! C C C ~ L I L . ~ ' S  \ \ ' \ I t  
b e  :,el by the Pro\!inci~~l ['coplt's ~ . - ;ULL' I , I ILI~~~IC.  
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I'tiblic :;ccu~.irv. titla~1ci2l. stilrislical. I ~ G ~ L I ~ I ~ :  lubor ; ~ n d  social 2u:vanree :ldmir~istr~cive 
q.t~iils 111~lc;i I ' C ~ L I I ; L I ' I Y  C < C ~ ~ ; L I I ~ C  ~ I i L t i l  ~ 0 1 1 ~ ~ l . n i ~ ~  t J t l l 3 t t ~ i ~ t i ~ l 1 1  ;111d Itlmily planlIitl,g w ill1 l:llc 
i'xnily pli~nliiny ~lclniinistrativc ~u~r.[.loricics. 

.\rticit: 30 t:crr rhe cnll~~ncetncnt o t ' k ~ n ~ i l y  planning li)r tlic Iloating pop~tluiior\. 
.;pccilic act ion will l-tc inlplcnlc~ircd i n  accc~rclancc with thc "Family Planning 
?,,ln~ulsrn~cr~t <iuiclclit~cs for the Flo:iting IJolx~lulion" issue by ttie StitLe. aacl ""l:an\ily 
[ ' l;~rlni~ls h;laliagcnlcr~t (.iiliclzlincs l i ~ r  tlic Flontit~g Populution of  Filjian Province.'' 

Ihe use oS i11tr:~suund t cc l~noh l~y  or other tachnicitl mvons tu iivr&)rnm a mrii-mcdicslly- 
i~ccli~ircd Vctnl sex clctcrrninutiun or eo clcccrn~inc: the ut'che fetus priur to rm possible 
:tboc.tion is forhiddcn; Specitic aclious shilll be irnplcrncnrcd in nc~orrlauice with the 
cclatcd natic.)nal and provincial t~cgulations. 

C l ~ ; ~ p t e r  5 lnccntives :111tl IZcw:ird!i 

..\rticlc 3 1 [..ocal t'cople's Oover~inic.~its at the co~u i t?~  nlid highor Ievcls rnus~  raise 
1noni.y in a varicty o f ~ v a y s  to  cutablish n dedicated fund for populittio~l rind f ~ ~ m i l y  
plat~ning ince~~tives.  'Sllis fitnd is lo he i~sed for rcw~u-ds for cirizens iniplc~ixenti~~g fanlily 
planning. Spec i tic prclccciurzs will be set by the Provincial Peoplc's Government. 

Article 32 Coi11~les ~ V I I O  v ~ l i ~ t i t a ~ i l y  hilve o n l y  one child throughout their lifetimes 
11l;iy npply, b c h r e  hit: wife rrc~clies the agt: of40 .  to the township (town) People's 
(3uvernrnrut or street cotnmittee office for a Ccrtiticate ol.'t-Ionor as the pnrents of nn 
on1 y child. Crr-tificntc l~alders will enjoy incell tives and rewards. 

.,\rticlc 33 Couples who obtain the ~ e ~ t i t i c a t e  v f  Honor as Parents ofi)nly C'liildre~i 
w i l l  bc given a onc-lime rc\.vllrd of  not less than RMB 500. 

licwar-d cosrs for \.voi.kers in organizations xnd conip~uiies sllail he borne equally by  the 
~vorlc units of the husband a11d  he wife. In cases where one spousc does not cvork l?)r :In 
c.~t.grulizacion or enterprise work unit. the ~ ~ 1 s t  shall be contributed in tvholz hy [lie ~01.l i  
ittlir or'rhc other parcat. In cases ~cllzrc ncicher spoc~so worits rbr  an ol-(danization or 
c~iter.prisc. wo1.k: irni t, reward monies shall be paid out of tllr ded,icated titnd tbr 
p o p i ~ l a t i o ~ ~  a ~ l d  h m i l y  plimnixig incentives. 

.irticle 34 Cloi~pies eligible tu give birth to an aciditional child who cl~oose not to tlo 
so.  and cvho o b t i t i ~ ~  rile Ccrri.ticute.ot'FIc~nc:~.r as Parel~ts (!l'ilti Only Child, sllall be paid a 
re~vari-1 o i  nu t  less tl~an Rb1B 1 ~i ) ( j  by the cuunty (municipal. :iren) Pcople's 
(;ovcrr~meoc. K c ~ ~ a r d  n~onios shall be pnid out of the dedicarecl fund fior popul~~tion iuld 
/':lr~iiIy p laun in~  i~~cencives. 

..\r.ticle 3 3  Cli~i~plcs in ~~~ricullurcll villascs who obtain ttlc Ce~.lilict~te of 1 - I C ~ I I O I  2s 

I ' :~r~'~its ol.'an (.y)nly Child. or \.vl~o L I S ~  birth control al'tcs h3viilg two ilui1~11ter.s. shall 
..:~l.j~\: kllr fullu\-vins incentives 3 rd  rc\r/arcls: 

i I ) .:\I the Linle oI:tiislril?ucic~n fur colleclive t conon~ic  i~iconie. collcctivc henelits, c.ir 

. l i ~  isiilll ul'1;~11~1. ihe cuupiz sirsll rccci\.r: ;in esLl.a person'.; portivn: 
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( 3 )  I'lic co~rplc \\;ill c l~joy 11rc12rcncc in 1i.aining. cr~~ploy~nurir, illcclic:~i care ; i l ~ c l  J.loi.lt;irlg. 
:,,.I ~vcll as uhilcl care and : i ~ h t > ~ l  admissions lilr tlic'ir c.liild(rc~i). 

I I'r ' I ' l ~ t .  couplc uill bc c:,w-.rl thr ~ t~ l r l c~ .  ptop~uii-is ot'kring :;i~ppul.t, lititcls or rccll~zical 
a:isi:.;tiulcc to the poor: 

(5) Irl arcus ivitli pcn:;iolis or. living s~~bsirlics. [lie couple ivill c~i joy ~ulditional nlonics 
pcl~siorls tsr livi,ng si~bsiclics; 

c,ii) Ot[lc'r preferential policies us stipul:~~c:.d by thc local I'ooplz's C';uvcl-n~nc;.nr. 

. t r t i ~ 1 ~ .  36 Col~ples in  ugricultural villages who I~nvc  two J a ~ t s l ~ t a r s  snd use birth 
cc~rilrol scrbsequentl y n1iL'j enjoy all the rewards and incctitivcs in Arriclt: ? 5 in ~icldition 
io the t'ollowing incentives and rcwards: 

( I )  t\ reward ofnot (css than IbblU 500, with reward monies 1.0 bc paid out ol'thc: 
dcCli~aicd fund Ibr population and family plantling incc~~tives. 

(2) For cotiplcs cligiblc: t'oc local tuini~uutt~ living gLlat-anct.es, prc~crentiul ci i joyl~~ent ot' 
loc;il :~gr ic~~l tun l  village ininirnun~ livir~g gu3rcu1tees. 

.\rticlc 37 For c o ~ ~ p l c s  who have obtained ihc Ccrtiticatc of Honor as pilrcnts o f  only 
~ l ~ i l d r c n  qunlifyi~~g to apply for che bii-ih of  ail :~dditionnl child uiider rhese reguln~ious. 
thc Ccrtiticate of tlono~. and any rcwurd lnorlizs shall be taken bacIc ;IS ut ' thc claw, of 
~pprova l  of the  application to have an addition:li child. 

Couples that elljoy the ir~cencives iuid rcwa~ds listed in these regula.rions L7u.t ~ i v e  birth to 
an additional chilcl in violation of these reguli~rions sIiall forfeit the Certificak uF.Fforior 
;IS parents oP;t~i only chilci; 3 1 1  related incentives will also he rccractcd. 

:\rticlc 38 In cases of latc lnarriages for workers in orynnizations crud cornpanics, 
worliel.s shall Ge grwrcd hoiieytnoon leave of 1 5 cfays; ihr cvuplcs who delay 
uliildbexring 2nd obtain Llle Certificatz at' Honi.w cw Pure~lts uC(3niy Childrcn L11e tvife 
shall be entitled to matelnity leave of hattveen 1-35 to 180 dc~ys, vvhile the ht~sb~uid will 
he cntitlcd CCI patt3riiaI Ic;\i;i' i ) E  7 to 1 (.I rlr~ys. [;)t.u'ir~s honcytnooti, ruc~tcrnity or pnrer~lnl 
Ic:.avc periods salaries will bc paid ;is usual slid proniOtioi~s shnli not bc affecteci. 

Cl~apter  6 I,cg:tl Liability 

.-\rticlc 39 For giving bil-ills i n  violalion (.I/.' these ~+egulations, a social m3ilrtenuuce 
fee shall be paid hy t l ~ c  violator i'n the anlocult ot'oric year's disposable incori~r t'or a 
~ .ounty  (city. district') town-iltvell&r or the avci4ase tier inconle (,fa Ihrtner. bascci on the 
Iigwes fol- [he ye;u prior to the cliscovery ot'thc violation: 

( I , For early births. a line I'rom 00 to 100 percult ofthis [iyitt.~: 

(3) For khe bilth o fone  ;~clditional child, a tine fro111 two lo  ~ I ~ r e c  cimes !his t'lsuri.. For 
1112 birtli oF the second aclclicionul child. a tine l iom Li~iu to six times [his tigurc. For the 
birch oftlie thirxl or sctbsecli~znl: aclilitivnal childlchitdren). a highcr tine will bc [.:vied: 
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t i  40 .Zs a 1.csitlt o P  ally 01" 1 1 1 ~  IIbllowing nc~io~is. lxtscd on clutics, LIIC ti~rnily 
planning :~cJ~i~i~lisrrntivc. or Iical th  aclnlir~ist~ntits auil~aritirs may issl~e Lun order li,~. 
corrcctit,~~, give u w;.krning, or conl'iscnte illegally obt:tir\ccl sailis. For illcgal gains of' 
1:1\4F< 10,000 01. more. ;I line of i\ot lcss that1 idoul-de or  Inore th:m six rilncs rhe illirgnl 
g i n s  will bc iinposetl. For those \vith no illcg~tl gain:;. or in  cases ivllcrc illegal gaiiis 
:~rnount: TO less than iiPI!3 10,000, n tine of riot less than LIMB 10,000 nor more chnn 
RbIB 30.000 shall be in~posecl. in severe cases. the or.ganizution issuing the entiry's 
ccrtiticate rnay revoke it. Such behavior shall coiistiture a crimiilnl act, and crirni~l~ll 
r~c..;ponsibility shc~ll bc dctcrminecl; 

( 1  ) tingilging in False conrmceptive surgcry. illegally inserring or 1.ernoving a 
corirmceptive device t'or 3 third party. i l  ieg~~ll  y perfomling surgcry to reverse a 
v:isccton~y (11. tubitl ligdtion or illcsally terniinating a pregnancy, or providing false 
rncdical tests or diagnostic certificates; 

i7j Issuing hlsu cc.i.titicittes tu give birth. marriage certikic~~tes or celTiiicates to gi\le 
histli for the tloating population, Ccrtiticutcs of Honor 1.~5 kParellts of an Only C:llild, 
ccrri ticates ofcuntraccptive status or other cerriticates relatecl to fdmily pla~ining; 

(3) PerFc>rrning family planning opel-drions. if provider is an  org:~l\ization or individual 
[li:tt has not obtaincd adniinistrntive per.mission t'or same as req~lisrd by law. 

.Article 41 ,-\ny uf the fc~llowing actions cvnstituLcs obtainirlg 1::'1rnily plnnni,ng 
cc~.riti.cates by illicit ~ n c t ~ ~ i s ,  and such family planning rclace.d CCI-titicarcs will be 
cancollecl by the tiinily planning administrative ur*g;ui: it' the unit issuing the 
certification i s  Fiiult. tht: supervisor clircctly responsihie. as well as any othcr wi>r.liers 
ilircctly I-esponsiblc, issl.tc:d an acirninistrnti\!e s:u~ction as provict;.d undcr law: 

( , I  ) !-iicling or concocciri~ fiilsc marriage. birlb or cimr~lccpcivc status; 

. \ r t ic le  42 I-'or.so~~s cliscovered lo.be hiding vr C ~ V ~ I - ~ I I ~  up  \ . ' i ~ l i ~ t i u ~ ~ s  01.' h ~ ~ ~ i l y  
planning shall bc criticized n11d ciluc:ltc'd by C[IC f a ~ ~ i l y  planning :\dministl-ation. which 
shall issue ;LII orc1t.r KJI. citsrectior~; I f  t t ~  violator retitscs to makc currcctiori. caus i~~y 
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!,,'I Vic11;t~iun uI: tllc I1~:uluqcnIcnt rcgulatioiis ol' rllc ccl-rilicalc of'pcrmission to [lave an 
: . tJ~Ii~iu~~ai  ciiil~l: 

..\rticlc 43 'fhase violatiiig these rcg~rlutions by having :i child 01- iu any ot l~tr  :rnSnner 
11l1o are State clnployces will ha issttcct :ill xln~i~list~.arive siinccion as per the rcgularions 
ofthe tvol-l< un.it or the llcst tlighcr Icvcl L) I*~ZII ,  nncl tnaki u rcport to r l~e ccl~iivaleut lcvel 
I1cc)plc-'s Ciovcrnmc~~t I.'rlrn i ly planning ;~dministrative clqmrtrnenr. I f the violator works 
for an cntcrprise or a civic c.lrganizatiat~, 211 appropriit~c pcnally shall be imposed by (lie 
~vot ' I \ :  ilni t or oi.gi~nizarioli. 

.\rticlc 45 Fur additioaal births in violatro~i of  these ~ L ' ~ L L I R ~ I ~ I I S .  or ('Or births oursidc 
\\cdlock, violators sllall clot bc rccruircd or cmploycd :~r; State ~vorkcrs aitcl shall not be 
ihnsun 3s v~llagcr.~' conimittec iue~nbers. With thc i~i~proval of the relevant authority or 
totvnsIii\.l ( town ) lleoplr's Gavernn~cnt, t l~c  villagers' cu~nmittee shnil yenlove said 
~ncmber LIS pruvided by law. 

.!\~.ticle 46 1\11 i~ldiviclual who impedes F ~ m i l y  planning iutrhocities of the t'cople's 
G~>vel-t~incnt and the empluyees Lhel~oot'in the perionnaucc o f  tl~eir rii'fici~cl clutics, v r  
~,vIio insults. slanders or ir.~jures fa~i~i [y  planning workers, medical personnel or others. or 
\\,tie intciitionally destroys property, is i n  violation o f the  "People's Republic of Clii~ia 
i'i~blic Stil'ety hfunagernent and I'enalty Guidelines" and the case shall be t~anclled by the 
pi~blic safety orpnizacion ns set forth in law; such behavior shall co~~stitutc a clilninal 
act, criminal responsibility shall be dctcnnincit. 

:\rticle 47 blunicipal, county, area. or village (township) People's Crovernmer~ts and 
street conimitts:~ who fail to implement a population and faixily planning goals 
~*.-.!;po!lsibiLity s!:sre:rt for tkcir ::re3 r : f j [ r  LI -'*.- I . ~ I c ~ ~ o ~ I ,  ' ar zny v.i~L~gc~~:i' ( ~e:~iiiet~i~' ' )  
cotnnli [tee, orgt~nization. zrltelprise or unit. or an); kind of civic organization which Ikils 
ro ndnlinistcr t l~c rccluirc[??ents of tlicse re2ulario11s~ may not hc ~tcsig11;1ted 211 Annual 
Sl~iritual C:ivilimation k tvanccd  t or rcccivc a n y  otl~er honorary dcsignatioil; i n  
:;evere casas. leaclcrship responsibility 111usl be decerlnilwf and an administrative 
sanc~ion ~lssigneil. 

I n  any one of'thc following siti~ations. rhe Pcc>ple's (.;c~vzrn~ncnt will vrder a con.et.ction 
(~I.'tIic siti~ation :~nd issue a report nlicl criticize \he violator. The supervisor tlirecrly 
~.csponsiblc. :~s well ns any other workers dircctly rcspol~siblc shall be issued an 
:\dministrativz sanction as providccl unclcr law: 

( I j f:clilurc ro provide i:~celitives c.)r ~+i.war-ds to c'itixns practicins ia~nily ~,l; lruni~~~ 
.:~cci)l.ci ing LO ILI\,I~: 
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r t i  - 8  I':oI. SLacc ~ v r ~ r k t r s  cnga9c.d in  family p11.1ririin~ work, auy ~ I ' t h c  Ii;llu\s.ir\~ 
r.vi l l  rcsiil~ i l l  ~ I I L '  ~ S S L ~ ~ I ~ C O  0(.';111 administrs\tive sanclion ag3in:ir clid persr)n i l l  cl~ar!;e :ti.ul 
:illy ot.hcl. persons :'"Irectiy i.c:;p(~nsiblc. b y  1.11~ rzlritecl :~uthoi.ity. 11(c!;;~11y ubrt~incrl gains 
 ill kc ctl111 iscatcd. Such bcliavior sl~all cotisti turl: 3 c~ir~nil~al ; I C ~ ,  :\I.IcI appl'o[)ri;~tc 
~.riminal p~~occdur'cs stial l be dcciclzd. 

(~ 1 j I,ucroacliing i1p0~1 C[IC 170dy. ~>r~per ty  or other Icgnl 1.ig1its o f  citizen: 

( 7 )  .'\I?I.~sc of position. dcrcliceiul~ of duly, pri~cticr: of (.';ivoriti~rr; or ji.,~ud: 

( 3 )  I.lcten~iori. c~nbczzlcnicnt ~i~isupproprial'io~~ or grat'c involving timi\): plansling filnds 
i:lr social I ~ : L ~ I I  tcnance I'ce li~nds: 

(.3) Extortion or clccepcance uf'bribes; 

( 6 )  Rcf~sal to issue family planning certificatc.~ Ibr L non-standard cac~sc; 

(,7) Qrhcr i l lc~al  activity. 

.\rticle 49 l'hose persons ~vho abject to a dccislon rcqilinng a social mnintcnancc i-cc 
or v,i[h adn~inistrntive silnclions lnay apply fur reticw 01- bring nn administrative suit as 
provided by I~iw, I F  the p 3 1 - t ~  fails to apply for t.evicw or tile suit \\ithin legally 
csrablishcd timetiarncs if tlne \*iolator still rehses to cocnply, the unit levying thc sclcial 
~nciintenance fee or i s su i~~g  111t: aclntinistm~ivz s:u~ction shall apply Lo the People's C'tl~~rt 
for cnlbrccment. 

Chapter 7 i\ddi tiorial Principles 

.Article 30 TInc nulnbcr ot'children rckrenccd in these rcsulations includes adopted, 
Lstereci  and abandoned children. except as otlxerwise stipulated by law. 

TIE scope ot';tpl~Lic:~ti~?~i o f  t ' m i l y  ~ ~ l ~ n n i i i g  prx : ic l=  fbs ttgicui~urtli viii3gcs. ~u: refci.l.eCI 
10 within ~hcse regulations, shail be dttrnilinrd by the provincial I:irnily pluming 
acIrninistr:~tivt. tlr~tliority i n  cooperation with rekttecl organizations and submittccl to the 
t'rovincisl Pcople's Government fur aploruval. 

. \r t ic lc  5 1 'rhcse regulations arc i n  cffcct as of Scptcmhcr 1 .  7007,. 
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APPENDIX C 

C:IIJlhN PROVINCE llOI.'ULri'TION AND FilbLILY PLANNING COMkLISSStON 

iiorrespoudcnce from  he Fujian Province Popillation and Family Planning Com~nission 
i n  Reply to Fntnily Planning Questions 

011s- CIS ill the IJ.S. Consulate General (iuangzhou 

The following is a reply to your letter regarding family planni~~g questions: 

I .  'fhe question regarding whether a child born in the IJ.S. o f a  resident from 
 wainl land China shorlld be counted or not: In accordance with the regulation set 
forth by the appropriate department of the nation, a U.S.-born child by n resident 
o f  bIain1and China shall not be considered a permanent resident of Mainland 
China if permanent residency is not established when the child returns to the 
Mainland. Therefore, when enforcing birth policy rules in the Mainland, the child 
is not counted. Pursuant to Article 17 of the "Fujian Province Population and 
Family Planning Regulations," family planning technical service agencies and 
healthcare agencies and their technical staff that provide family planning 
technology services should instruct citizens to choose safe, eEcient and proper 
birth control measures to prevent and decrease unwanted pregnancies, with the 
understanding and knowledge of various birth control measures. 'Therefore, there 
is no forcible insertion of an IUD or sterilization. 

2. The question regarding which department has the authority to levy the Social 
S~lpport Fee: The "Method of Levying the Social Support Fee" of the State 
Council stipulates that the Social Support Fee Levying is to be decided upon in 
writing by the Fanlily Planning Administrative Ofkice of the Country People's 
(iovermnent. The Family Planning Administrative Office County People's 
Guvernment can autho~.~ze tlte Peopie's Government at town level or a sub-distcict 
office to decide in writing the fie to be levied. The uniform k e  receipt entitled 
"Social Administration and Service Fee Receipt" is produced by the Department 
of Finance with the levy unit's official seal on it. 

The Villagers' Committee is an autonomous society composed ofvillagers. It does not 
have the right to make decisions on fanlily planning disposition. A certificate/proof by  
said Committee should be deemed ineffective. 

'The above is our letter in reply 

r Round seal reads: Fujian Provirlce Population and Farniiy Planning Corntnission) 

October 13, 2006 
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China's Current Family Planning Investigation Report (1") 
China Information Center 

3. How was 1 sterilized? 

According to Article 19 of the <<Population and Family Planning Law of the People's 
Republic of Chin@>, the primary means of family planning shall be contraception, The 
State shdl create conditions for and provide information to citizens so that they can select 
safe, effective, and appropriate contraceptive measures. Where contraceptive and birth 
control procedures are performed, the safety of the recipient shall be insured, 

According to Article 3 of the <<Regulation on the Administration of Family Planning 
Technical Services>> signed by Premier Rongji Zhu, family planning technical services 
shall be administered with the principles of state guidance and individual voluntarism. 
Citizens shall enjoy the right to informed choice regarding methods of contraception. The 
State shall safeguard citizens' right to obtain appropriate family planning technical 
services, The State shall provide fiee contmceptive and birth-control technical services to 
couples o f  childbearing age in rural areas, and the expenses incurred shall be borne by the 
local government. The central government shail grant proper subsidies to poor regions in 
the western part of the country. 

Unfortunately, actual implementation has tremendously deviated fiorn the law and 
regulations. If we consider that sterilization movement in the 1980's and the 1990's was 
brutal and heinous. then the Chinese government should amend the inhumane and 
abominable family planning policies because history has now proceeded to the 2 ln 
century. Regrettably, the inhumane and brutal family planning policies have rampaged, 
and innumerable Chinese couples of reproductive age have been tortured both 
emotionally and physically, They were looked down upon, and they have suEered 
tremendously both emotionally and physically. 

A person naqed Zhenxin, who currently lives in Putian, Fujian Province and whose QQ 
number is 624024464. wrote n de%iled s%temerTt nz;;.lcd "Are there m y  iiuman rigilrs for 
tl~ose of us who were forcibly sterilized" regarding how he was forcibly sterilized on 
January 14,2007. 

Although we were eligible to have a second child, we were scared to apply for a birth 
permit because we were afiaid to be sterilized for a few reasons. For one reason, my 
father underwent sterilization surgery 30 years ago. As a result, he suffered many 
complications such as neurosis and he took many medications. For another reason, my 
aunt was almost insane after being sterilized. I have also heard many real stories of 
people who had various complications after being sterilized. I was especially nervous 
after watching the China Central TV Station's 20 Point News <<Facing each other>>. 
The news was about a farmer who was allegedly accused of raping a woman. However, 
the defendant's children testified that their father had no sexual ability, so that it would be 
impossible for him to commit the crime of rape. The representative attorney learned from 
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expert's opinion that a man may lose sexual ability 10 years after a vasectomy .. .. Finally 
the case was corrected.. . . . This is. what it is all about. 

After reading this news, I have to ask myself seriously. There are so many complications 
associated with the long promulgated vasectomy. In addition, so many men were cheated. 
Ten years later when they lost the ability they didn't know it was because of the 
problematic surgery. Is a sterilized man like a castrated man? If male sterilization affects 
sexual ability as in the above-mentioned case, why has this nation continuously promoted 
this surgery? My wife was scared of blood. For these reasons, I didn't not want to have a 
second child even though my f'irst one is almost eight years old. 

In 2002, I learned that new policies came into effect. I read Article 19. It is written that 
the primary means of family plarming shall be contraception. The State shall create 
conditions for and provide information to citizens so that they can select safe, effective, 
and appropriate contraceptive measures. Where contraceptive and birth control 
p~ocedures are performed, the safety of the recipient shall be insured. Article 3 of the 
<<Regulation on the Administration of Family PIanning Technical Services>> states that 
farniiy planning technical services shall be administered with the principles of state 
guidance and individual voluntarism. Citizens s h d  enjoy the right to informed choice 
regarding methods of contraception The State shall safeguard citizens' right to obtain 
appropriate family planning technicai services. After reading these humane regulations 
and law, I assumed that citizens now h l l y  had the freedom to choose contraceptive 
methods, Therefore, we applied for a permit for a second child. The pregnancy took 
around ten months. We were notified by the town's family planning ofticials to undergo 
sterilization one month after our child was born. I was provided a certificate from my 
village proving t h t  my wife had an IUD inserted. We assumed ow birth control method 
was enough and we promised not to have a third child. They were infuriated, and they 
repeatedly sent our sterilization and fine notice. I brought these notices with me to the 
Family Planning Offices and Petition Handling Offices both at the district and city level. 
Nevertheless, they denied my request on the grounds that anyone must be sterilized after 
the birth of a second child. 

There is one thing that impressed me most. I showed the book to one of the family 
planning officials at the district level. He said that similar contents like the one written in 
Article 19 was to be  read by foreigners, bur will not apply to Chinese citizens. I made 
phone calls to the Fujian Family Planning Committee, and I was told that "IUD insertion 
for the first child, and sterilization for the second child." I called the National Family 
Planning Office in Beijing, and I was told to follow the provincial regulations. I was so 
hopeless. I also contacted news reporters, TV stations, newspapers, but all of them 
denied my request because they were not allowed to report our family planning cases. 
Soon, the district court issued me an order to be forcibly sterilized and to pay aYSOO fine 
plus Y50 in court fees. I didn't want to be sterilized. Ln order to find me some good luck, 
I found a c o w  executor. He read Article 19 and Article 3 ,  and he looked like he was on 
my side. I assumed that 1 had found a good leader and that my voice would be heard. He 
told me to put it on hold and to wait for his response in one week. I felt like there was 
some hope. However, my dream was short-lived. He called my cell phone a few days 
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later. Me told me that he checked with the Municipal Family Planning Office and he was 
told that one must be sterilized after the birth of the second child. He was very firm. All 
my efforts were in no avail. Why doesn't the court enforce what the law stipulated? In 
these days when laws are promoted, why doesn't the government show respect and 
follow these laws? 

My darkest day was January 26,2005. This is also the most cruel, tragic, and helpless day 
that, the day that I lost my self-esteem. No words are enough to describe this tragic event. 
Around 6 5 0  in the morning, while I was still lying in the bed, I heard the harsh noises of 
banging on the door. I opened the door, and I saw around ten people led by an old 
executor from the court. I heard rumors saying that these people were temporary workers 
hired by the town's family planning office. The old executor was very mean. I explained 
to him that I should only have to pay they500 fine in accordance with the new 
regulations, so I should not be forcibly sterilized. He didn't wait for me to finish my 
sentence but kicked and punched me instead. My wife and I were handcuffed, and we 
were forced into the court's vehicle. We were brought to the town's security office, not 
the court. After we went to the security office, we saw around ten couples who refused to 
be sterilized just like us, All of them were handcuffed against a table near a window. We 
were not allowed to make phone calls. One hour later, the deputy president at the town 
level came in and said: "One from each couples must be sterilized today, in addition to 
paying aY500 fine and Y 100 processing fee so you will be released. Otherwise, the 
court would order you to be detained for 15 days, and you will have to celebrate the 
Spring Festival in the detention center.' The officials from the court handed us 
"criminals" to the associate dixector of the town and then they were invited for a meal. 
Delighted, they left with many gifts. Here the associate director of the town had the final 
word. Around 12:00 noon the court's vehcle amved again, ready to drive us "criminals" 
to spend the Spring Festival at the detention center. They were like Nazis. We were so 
helpless and had no other choice but to obey their command and to be sterilized at the 
family planning senrice center in the afternoon. They alleged that time had already passed, 
and I was a tough guy because I always argued with them and carried a book (laws and 
regulations) with me. At the beginning they planned to detain my wife, but I had a chance 
to call a friend who had comecrions wifi them. Tllerefore. they agreed to have my wife 
handcuffed against a window, and to have her released after I had the surgery, subject to 
paying a fine of Y600. 

On January 26,2005 around 230  PM, I went to the family planning's service center 
acco~npanied by a good friend. I was in despair. For the first time I understood that "If 
the king orders you to die, then you have to die." The doctor checked me and then 
another one. We were told that although we were not tit for the sterilization, on the whole 
we should be fine. We were provided with a contract listing all complications associated 
with maie sterilization.. . . I had a strong feeling that I really didn't want to be sterilized, 
but my wife would be detained because she was locked there, so how could I not sign my 
name? I couldn't even control my body. Are there any human rights? 

It was my turn. 1 removed my pants, and then I climbed onto the cold operating table. bfy  
body felt cold, buy my heart t i l t  even colder. Usually a sick man was on the operacing 
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table to be cured, but I was there to leave me many complications. I didn't feel like I was 
a human being, but a pig in the slaughterhouse. The operation was very painful. The 
doctor was a butcher and I was a pig. Nabody cared about me even as I yelled. I don't 
remember how long it took. Finally, the surgery came to an end. I was provided with a 
"bloody" certificate. I walked to the town's security office in a lot of pain, and then my 
wife was released. They didn'r care about my health, but only looked at the ~ e r t ~ c a t e .  
Because of all the resentment, I lost sleep for three nights, and I felt pain in the waist and 
wound area on the fourth day. I checked with the surgical doctor but I was told it should 
be fine if I didn't have scrotum swelling. I reported tkis to the family planning's office. 
They told me to provide with them a medical report, but who would write the statement 
for me. 

Two months after I was sterilized, I was still angry, and I decided to fight for justice. I 
tiled a complaint to the District Prosecutor's Office. The prosecutor read Article 19 and 3, 
and then he told me that I was right. He told me to wait. On April 2 1,2005, the 
prosecutor called me and told me that I was not eligible to file a complaint in my case. 
Two years after I had the sterilization surgery, I still feel discomfort around the wound 
area I have waist pain, and I can't fall asleep. I am easily tired and I am depressed too, 
not to mention my sex drive. I am not felling well physically and I am felling even worse 
mentally because I am depressed, but whom may I ask for help? 

Originally published on <<Observe>> Please cite the source if it is quoted. 
Thursday, June 21,2007 
Website: http:Nwww.observechina.net 
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- 3 %  Z K%iWir-Vj&k 
Thursday, June 21,2007 
ItE23iHtlk1 http:llwww.observechina.net 
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Fujian Population and Family Planning Cornminee 
h~p:/luw.fjjsw.gov.cn:8080/htmi/7~~83/ I 154-200872843O.htrnl 

ME1 HA0 JL4 WAN http:// www.iiisw.qov.cn 
07/29/3008 Tuesday Weather Forecast: Fuzhou: Big Shower-Thundersr;orm 24-28C 

FUJIAN POPUL.4TION AND F.4.kIILY PLANNING COMMITTEE 

CERTIFICATION: 

[, Xiao Hong Shen, tluent in both English and Chinese. do hereby certify that I am 
competent to translate the attached.documents in Chinese, and that the foregoing is a true 
and accurate translation in English of the attached documents in Chinese. 

"Questions and Answers" selected from Fujian Population and Family 
Planning Committee Official Website, dated May 6, 2008 through june 30, 
2008 

"How I was Sterilized", from China's Current Family Planning Investigation 
Report, China Information Center, Observe, June 21,2007 
: 1 
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RESPONSES TO INFORMATION REQUES :RlRs) http:I/www.irb-cisr., Jen/research~rir/?action~record,viewrecSrgot. 
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RESPONSES TO INFORMATION REQUESTS 
(RIRs) 

Search I About RlRs I He!p 

CHN102495.E 10 May 2007 
I Research - I 

. - . -A* I H ~ 2 . ~ y ~ j 2 " , 0 ~ l  / . Q @ ~ G B ~ ~ $ I ' ;  
China: Whether forced abohons or sterilizations are still occunng; prevalence 

! _P*u -.- . - .--- and locat~ofl of forced abortions or stenlizat~ons; reports of forced sterilization of 
><>.:l, -+~i 

j - ~ i & : & e :  +:: men (2005 - 2007) 

i ! 

I Research Directorate, Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada, Ottawa 

News media and human rights sources indicate that China's ane-child 
policy has led to human rights abuses in the country, including forced abortions 
and sterilizations (The Washington Post 24 Jan. 2007; NPR 17 Oct. 2006; 
ACCORD 17 Mar. 2006; Al 23 May 2006). According to Amnesty International 
(Al), "Idlespite Laws prohibiting such practices [in China], many women continue 
to be subjected to forced abortions and sterilizdions by local authorities 
attempting to comply with strict family planning policies" (ibid.; US 6 Mar. 2007, 
Sec. 1 .f; ibid. 20 Sept 2006, $1 1). 

The 2006 m u a l  report of the United States (US) Congressional- 
Executive Commission on China (CECC) similiariy notes that Chinese officials 
"continue to use physical coercion, or threat of physical coercion, to enforce 
,compliance" ~ t h  the one-child policy (ibid.). According to the report, means 
employed to enforce t b  policy include "forced abortions, sterilization, and 
irnplac\talion of cor~kaceptive devices" jibid.). The governrneni aiso reportedly 
enforces the pdicy through the use of group benefits and rewards, which affect, 
for example, a village, factory, or work unit so that women violating the one-child 
policy may feel ostracized and pressured into having an abortion (ibid.). 

Under China's family planning law, local officials are tasked with 
conducting pregnancy tests on married women and providing "unspecificied 
'follow-up services"' (US 6 Mar. 2007, Sec. I .f.). In certain provinces, such as 
Hebei and Henan, women who do not submit to periodic pregnancy tests may be 
fined up to 500 yuan [approximately CAD 73 (Canada 23 Apr. 2007)j (US 6 Mar. 
2007, Sec. I .f). 

According to a China expert from Germany, cited in a 17 March 2006 
report on China of the 10th European Country of Origin Information Seminar, the 
penalties for "unauthorized" pregnancies may include fines as well as loss of 
employment, housing, or other property (ACCORD 17 Mar. 2006, lS ) ,  The 
axpert also states that 

[tlhe provinces [oi] Anhui, Hebei, Heilpngjiang, Hubei, Hunan, Jilin, 
and Ningxia require the termination of pregnancy if the pregnancy 
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RESPONSES TO MFORMATION REQUE! (RIRs) 

violates the family-planning law. The regulations of Fujian, Guizhou, 
Guangdong, Gansu, Jiangxi, Qinghai, Sichuan, Shanxi, Shaanxi, 
and Yunnan have other [unspecified] punishments for 
contraventions. It is very common not only to terminate out-of-plan 
pregnancies, but also to sterilize one of the parents. (ibid.; see 
also US 6 Mar. 2007) 

Country Repods on Human Rights Practices for 2006 indicates that in 
2006, forced sterilizations and abortions continued to be reported in rural areas 
of China (US 6 Mar. 2007, S ~ C .  1 .f). In 2005 and 2006, there were reports of 
forced abortions in Hebei and Anhui, and of forced sterilizations of women in 
Chongqing municipality and Fujian province (US 20 Sept. 2006,111; see also 
US 6 Mar. 2007). In July 2006, news sources reported that a pregnant woman 
fell to her death in Hefei city [Anhui province] while trying to escape the forced 
abortion of her twins by local authorities (AP 1 July 2006; South China Morning 
Post 1 July 2006; US 6 Mar. 2007). During the same month, a Reuters article 
reported that a court in China had "lightly punished" two welfare workers and two 
doctors for the forced hysterectomies of two mentally disabled girls (6 July 
2DO6). According to the article, one of the accused was sentenced to a one-year 
suspended jail sentence, while the other three were given six months probatin 
(Reuters 6 July 2006). A lawyer of one of the doctors apparently defended his 
client's actions, stating that "such operations were common in China" (ibid.). The 
location in which the forced sterilizaitons took place was not identified in the 
article (ibid .). 

In 2005, legal activist Chen Guangcheng was detained after trying to 
expose family planning abuses taking place in Linyi City [Shandong province], 
including forced late-term abortions and farced sterilization of at least 7,000 
people (AFP 10 Aug. 2006; US 6 Mar. 2007, Sec. 1.f; see also BBC 20 Sept. 
2005). In August 2006, Chen was sentenced to a jail term d fow years and 
three months for'allegedly damaging property and disrupting traffic, charges his 
supporters have called "fabricated" and "potitically-motivated" (BBC 1 Oec. 
2006; see also US 6 Mar. 2007, Sec. 1 .f). 

A 17 April 2007 article by Christian Aid Association (CAA), a 
non-governmental organization that advocates religious freedom in China (CAA 
IXJ.), ~tiiias 3 a i  a "massive iol'i;dil aburiiurl ua~npaign" is tzaitirly place in Guangxi 
Province [southwest China] (ibid. 17 Apr. 2007). The article indicates that, 
according to eyewitness reports, more than 40 pregnant women were forcefully 
taken to hospital to undergo abortions (ibid.). The article further notes that CAA 
has also received a report that a Christian woman in Laiyang city [Shandong 
province] was "facing increasing pressure" by local planning officials to have an 
abortion (ibid.). 

Information on the forced sterilization of men in China was scarce among 
the sources consulted by the Research Directorate. As previously noted, a 
China expert from Germany, cited in the China report of the 10th European 
Country of Origin Information Seminar, stated that "[ilt is very common not only to 
terminate out-of-plan pregnancies, but also to sterilize one of the parents" 
(ACCORD 17 Mar. 2006, 15). However, according to a 3 August 2006 report by 
the Center for Reproductive Rights, "a nonprofit legal advocacy organization 
dedicated to promoting and defending women's reproductive rights worldwide" 
(Center for Reproductive Rights n.d.), sterilization rates among women in Chlna 
are "significantly' higher than those for males (ibid. 3 Aug. 2006, 7). 

This Response was prepared after researching publicly accessible 
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RESPONSES TO INFORMATION REQUESTS Rs) 

information currently available to the Research Directorate within time 
constraints- This Response is not, and does not purport to be, conclusive as to 
the merit of any particular claim for refugee protection. Please find below the list 
of additional sources consulted in researching this Information Request. 

Agence France-Presse (AFP). 1 0 August 2006. "China Denies Forced 
Late-Term Abortions Common." (Factiva) 

Amnesty International (Al). 23 May 2006. "China." Annual Report 2006. 
~http:/heb.amnesty.org/report2006~~h~summa-eng [Accessed 5 Mar. 20071 

Associated Press (AP). 1 July 2006. "Report: Chinese Woman Fleeing Forced 
Abortion Dies in Hospital Fail." (Factiva) 

Austrian Centre for Country of Origin and Asylum Research and Documentation 
(ACCORD). 17 March 2006. China. 10th European Country of Origin 
Infomation Seminar. 1-2 December 2005, Budapest. (Otfke of the United 
Nations High Commissioner fw Refugees Web site) <http://www.unhcr.org 
lhomelRSDC0114451 d8c64.pdf> [Accessed 23 Apr. 20071 

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). 1 December 2006. "China Activist's 
Verdict Upheid." ~ttp:llnews.bbc.co.uW2lhilasia-pacific/6197460.s~~ 
[Accessed 5 Mar. 20071 

- 2 0  September 2005. "China 'Acts on Forced Abortions'." 
~http://news.bbc.co.~k/2lhi/asia-pacifi~26289O.stm [Accessed 5 Mar. 20071 

Canada. 23 April 2007. Bank of Canada. "Exchange Rates: Daily Currency 
Converter." ~http:llwww.bank-banque-ca~da.calen/rates/converter.html~ 
[Accessed 23 Apr. 20071 

Center for Reproductive Rights. 3 August 2006. "Women's Reproductive Rights 
in China: Shadow Letter." ~http:/l\NHMl.reproductiverights.org 
/pdflsl-China-2006.pdf> [Accessed 24 Apr. 20071 

' 

. N.d. "About Us." <http:/~.reproductiverigMs.orglabout.htm 
[Accessed 24 Apr. 20071 

China Aid Association (CAA). 17 April 2007. "Christian Women Forced to Have 
Abortions in Guangxi and Shandong; Immediate International Intervention 
Urged." <http:IW.chinaaid.orglenglish-site 
/press-release-detail.php?id=1957> (Accessed 23 Apr. 20071 

, N.d. "China Aid Mission Statement." <http:lm.chinaaid.org 
lengiish-site/rnission.php> [Accessed 23 Apr. 20071 

National Public Radio (NPR) [Washington, 0.C.j. 17 October 2006. Louisa Lim. 
"China Struggles to Maintain One-Child Policy." <http:l/w.npr.orgitemplates 
Istorylstory.php?storyld=6282747~ [Accessed 7 Mar. 20071 

Reuters. 6 July 2006. "Light Penalties for Forced Hysterectomies in China." 
(Factiva) 

South China Morning Post [Hong Kong], I July 2006. "blother Falls To Death 
During Ab r t~on  Struggle." (Factlva) 

United States (US). 6 March 2007. Department of State. "China (includes Tibet. 
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RESPONSES TO INFORMATlON REQUES ,RLRs) http://www.irb-cisr.g I/enlr~~carch/rirl?ncti~~n=record.vizwrec&~ot.. 

Hong Kong, and Macau." Countly Reports on Human Rights Pmctices for 
2006. ~http:I/w.state.govlg~drllrlslhrrpt20068771 .htm> [Accessed 7 Mar. 
20071 

. 20 September 2006. Congressional-Executive Commission on China 
(CECC). Annual Reporl2006. ~http~hww.cecc.gov/pages/annualRpt 
lannualRptOGICECCannRpt2006.pdf> [Accessed 23 Apr. 20071 

The Washington Post 24 January 2007. Maureen Fan. "China May Lower Fines 
for Poor Who Violate One-Child-Only Policy." (Factiva) 

Additional Sources Consulted 

Internet sites, Including: Center for Reproductive Rights, China Internet 
Information Center. Dui Hua Foundation, European Country of Origin lnformation 
N e w &  (ecoi.net), Factiva, Freedom House, The Gualdian, Human Rights in 
China (HRIC), Human Rights Watch (HRW), lnformation Center for Human 
Rights and Democracy [Hong Kongb International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC) - Regional Delegation in Beijing, Laogai Research Foundation, United 
Kingdom Home Office, U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants (USCRI). 
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Refugee Review Tribunal 
AUSTIWLW 

RRT RESEARCH RESPONSE 

Research Response Number: CHN34327 
Country: China 
Date: 28 January 2009 

Keywords: China - Village committees - Salaries - Family planning - Women's 
organisations 

This response was prepared by the Research & Information Servicts Section of the 
Refugee Review Tribunal (RRT) after researching publicly accessible information 
currently available to the RRT within time constraints. This response is not, and does 
not purport to be, conclusive aa to the merit of any particular claim to refugee status or 
asylum. This research response may not, under any circumstance, be cited in a decision 
or any other document. Anyone wishing to use tbis information may only cite the 
primary source material contained hercia 

Questions 

I. Please provtde brief information on village c o m m l t t ~  in relatioa to family planning 
activttles and whether committee members are paid and if so how much? 

2. How do women's orgadsations inter-relate with village committees In c o n n ~ o n  with family 
planning? 

RESPONSE 

I. Please provlde brief Infornstlon os -d!zga ~ r ; z ; z m I i i ~  Iu relauon to iamily piarming 
=ct!-,?UUs as2 wiirher cummiaee members are paid and if so how much? 

lnformation for this question has been provided under the subheadings: Village Committees 
and Family Planning and Pavment ot 'VilIa~e Committee Members. 

Village Committees and Family Planning 

Available information indicates that village committees are responsible for the promotion and 
implementation of national family planning policies at the village level. Sources report that a 
female village committee member is often responsible for the family planning functions of 
the village committee (Population and Family Planning Regulation ofFujian Province 
(Promulgated 26 July 2002, Effective 1 September 2002). UNHCR website, Article 5 - 
Attachment 1 ; Organic L a u  ofthe Villagers Committees of The Peoples Republic of China 
(Promulgated & Effective 4 November 1998), Asian Legal lnformation Institute website, 
k i c l e  9 & 22 htto:ll\mm.asinnlii.ore'cei- 
bi~dis~.~~co/~e~is/cenl~aws/o~otvcoturoc607/o~otvcot~roc607.html'?~uerv=title~or~anic~~0301 
;1w0~2Oot?~2Othe9~~~0villa~e~~~~2Oco1nmictee9/n?_0 -Accessed 23 June 2009 - Attachment 2; 
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Bernstein, T.P 2006, 'Village Democracy and Its Limits', The Gennan Journal on 
Contemporary Asia website, pp.33 & 35 
l~tt~:/lwww.asienkunde.deicontent~zeits asien/archiv/pdf/bemsttina99,~df- Accessed 
23 January 2009 - Attachment 3; Benewick, R, Tong, I & Howell, J. 2004, 'Self- 
Governance and Community: A Preliminary Comparison between Villagers' Committees and 
Urban Community Councils', China Information, vol, 18, no. 1 1, pp.- 13 & 17 - Attachment 
4; He, Baoyang. 2003, 'How Democratic are Village Elections in China', National 
Endowment for Democracy website 
htm:/~www.ned.ordf0Nm/fe~10ws/~tesentationheuresentations,ud- Accessed 21 
January 2009 - Attachment 5). 

The 2002 Population and Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province indicate that 
village committees must undertake family planning duties ''within their scope of 
responsibility". The regulations state that village committees should "urge" those who have 
become pregnant in violation of the family planning regulations "to take remedial measures" 
and must also provide compensation to villagers who undergo sterlisations. The relevant 
sections of the legislation are provided below: 

Article 5 Peopla's governments of townships, or towns and urban neighbourhd 
administrativa offices shall be responsible for the work of population and family planning in 
their administrative jurisdictions and shall thoroughly carry out tha implementation plan for 
population and family planning. ViJlagcrs' committees and urban nelgbborhood residents* 
committees shall do a good job of family planning work wlthln their scope of 
responsibility 

Article 18 The couple that arc capable of giving birth to a child should taka one of the long- 
term effective contraceptive measures and accept the examination and inspection of 
pregnancy and childbirth. Specific measurea shall be formulated by the family planning 
administrative department of the province and submitted to the provincial people's 
government for approval and then put into practice. Those who have become pregnant in 
vlolstion of this Regulation should trke remedial meuure in tlme. Villagers' committees 
or the resident's committe~~r or their unlb should urge them to take remedial measure, 
In time. 

Article21 Those who s td  can not normally pferm lahr  seer :ratr;ent of tha cowpiicniion 
o f  stci-ilimtion n ~ - t i c s  :kg 52 $-mi dppiup:iak aiiowance and relief by their units aod the 
local people's government 

Those who meet the requirement to have sterilization operation after giving birth to a child 
under the Regulation shall be given adequate compensation by their units. VUlagers o r  
residentr who have such operation shall be adequate compensntlon by the villagen' or 
residents' committees or township people's government or urban neighborhood oflice. 

Article 27 Population and family planning work in the Nsal area is an important work of 
villagers' self-government. The management shall be open and democratic. Villagers' 
committees and urban neighborhood residents' committees and grass-root units may, under 
the principle of citizens' being voluntary, enter into a family planning contract according to 
the law with citizens of child-bearing age setting out rights and obligations of both parties and 
breach liability (Population and Family Planning Regulation of Fujian Province 
(Promulgated 26 July 2002, Effective 1 September 2002). UNHCR website, Article 5 - 
Attachment I).  
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?he Population and Family Planning Law of the People 's Republic of China, also states that village 
committees have a role ia the implementation of family planning programs. M c l e  12 of the 
2002 Population and Family Planning Law of the People's Republic of China states that 

Villagers' committees and residents' committees shall, in accordance with law, make a 
success of the family planning programs ('Population md Family Planning L a w  ofthe 
People's Republic of China' (Promulgated 29 December 2001, Effective 1 September 2002) 
Chinese Govrmment official web portal (English language version) 
htrD;/lennllsh.eov.cnllPws/?OOS-1011 licontal 75944,hrm - Accessed 2 April 2007 - 
Attachment 6).  

The Organic Law of the Villagers Committees of The Peoples Republic of China 1998 states 
that village committees must publicise "plans for implementing the State poiicy for family 
planning". Tho legislation also states that village committees must include the "appropriate 
number" of female members: 

Article 9 A villagers committee shall be composed of three to seven members, including the 
chairman, the vice-chairman (vice-chairmen) and the members. 

The members of a vWagerr committee shall lnctude an appropriate number of women. 

... Article 22 The villagers committee shall apply the system of open administration of village 
afEhs.  

The villagen commtttee shall accept supervtslon by the villagem through publlclalng the 
foUow-Lng matters without delay, of which the mattem involving financial affairs shall be 
publicized every six months at least: 

(1) matten decided on through discussion by the villagets assembly as provided for in Article 
19 of this Law, and implementation of the decisions; 

(2) plans for implementing the State policy for family planning; 

(3) handing out of relief funds and goods; and 

(4) collechon 3f ckgs fii thz supply of water ma eiectricity, ~ n d  o t h ~ r  m = H z  '3 k;;;:j,~ 
&e hte~,auu of the villagers and that all the villagers are concerned about. 

The villagm committee shall guarantee the truthfulness of what is publicized and subject 
itself to inquiry by the villagers (Organic L m  of the Yilagers Committees of The Peoples 
Republic of China (Promulgated & Effective 4 November 1998). Asian Legal Information 
tnstitute website, Article 9 & 22 htto:Nwww.asianlii.orw& 
hin/disp. w V c d l e P i s / c e e / l n w s / 0 l o t ~ c o t ~ i c ~ 2 0 ~  
~w0/;20ofo/a20th~X2OvilIa~er'9%2O~omminee4bO - Acctssed 23 June 2009 - Attachment 2). 

The US Department of State's (USDOS) Counhy Reports on Human Rights Practices 2007 
reports that in many village committees a seat is reserved for a woman and that the female 
committee member is generally allocated responsibility for family planning. The USDOS 
reports that: 

The government encouraged women to exercise their right to vote in vdlage committee 
elections and to stand for those elections, although only a smaU hction of elected members 
were women. In many locations, a seat on the village committee was reserved for a woman, 
who was usually given responsibility for family planning (US Department of State 2003, 
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Country Reports on Human Rights Practices 2007 - China, 1 1 hiarch, Section 2.d Elections 
and Political Participation - Attachment 7). 

A 2006 journal article by Dr Thomas Bemstein, Professor of Political Science at the East 
Asian Institute, Columbia University, briefly describes the responsibility of village 
committees in implementing government policies including family planning and the 
"administration of family planning quotas". The report also states that a village committee is 
"evaluated by its superiors" regarding the meeting of targets. The article reports that: 

Townships am the lowest level of state power - the village committee L legaUy a mass 
organlzntton responsible for Implementation of numerous t m s b  handed down from 
above, such aa development plaer, tax coUectloe, promotion of education, family 
plannlng, e t c  Its performance in meeting targets is evaluated by its strperiors, with points 
being awardtd for the completion of assignments. 

. . . ViUaga committcts and the village assembly to which they report are empowered to take 
charge of village-level affairs, such as the allocation of village funds, e.g., in-come horn 
collective property, fund-raising for projects such as  schools or road repair, compensation for 
cadres, the distribution of taxes and fees among house-holds, admlnlstrntlaa of family 
plannlng quotaa (Bernsteiu, T.P 2006, 'Village Democracy and Its Limits', The German 
Joumal on Contemporary Asia website, pp.33 & 35 
httw://www.auienkunde.de/coslten~eitschr asimlarchivllxiVbemsteina99.~df - Accessed 
23 January 2009 - Attachment 3). 

A 2004 journal article, which compares village committees with urban community councils, 
reports on the role of these organisations in "ensuring compliance with national and 
provincial laws and regulations" inciuding "family planning targets and payment of fees and 
levies". The report also notes that female members of village committees are largely elected 
to take responsibility for family planning. The following are extracts of the article: 

Both village committtes and residents' committees ara supposed to ba self governance 
organizations at the grassroots level for 'self-management, self education and self-service'. 
They are responsible for mediating disputes, maintaining public order and social stability, 
developing public services and reflecting opinions a .  suggestions to the people's 
government. They should arrist the work of government In all ways, That Includes: 
.t?o~uicemeat and monltorhg functfanr wash 53 ~zz&J:",E"~GGGzG~~ *iib uaiiuuai nnu 
provincial laws and regulations; family planning targetr and payment of  fees and levia; 
and monitoring those who are deprived of political rlghta. Upper levels of governmenf 
namely towns and townships and municipal governments, ara to guide, help and support, but 
not intervene. in the work of the committees. 

... The Organic Law on ViUage Committees made deliberate provisions for women to be 
present 'in a certain proportton' in village cornmitt= while no such provision was made 
with regard to urban residents' committees. A major reason for this discrepancy could be 
the aforementioned over-representation of elderly women in residents' committees. A 
secondary reason could be the relative rase in implementing f d y  planning in the cities 
compared to the villages. After all, it was quite obvious that the purpose of electing 
wamen into village committees was to have them In charge of birth control. Third 
women in the rural areas were seen to be less educated, less knowledgeable about economic 
matters, and therefore less competitive than men in rural elections. Some afirmative action 
was therefore deemed necessary (Benewick R., Tong, I. & Howell, J. 2004, 'Self- 
Governance and Community: .4 Preliminary Comparison between Villagers' Committees and 
Urban Community Councils', Chinalnfonnation, vol, LS, ~0 .11 ,  pp.- 13 & 17 - Attachment 
4). 
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A 2004 report in Xinhua, the oacia l  Chinese news agency, reports on the creation of a 
government document seeking to improve the "openness" and "democratic management of 
village affairs". According to the report village authorities are required to make villagers 
aware of government policies, including how family planning is implemented. The report 
states that: 

China's central authorities have called for nationwide efforts to hthcr promote the 
coordinated development of socialist material civilization, political civilization and cultural 
m d  etbic progress in the countryside. 

Ln a joint document, the General Offices of the Cenml Comminca of the Communist Party of 
China (CPC) and of the State Council called on the nation to understand W y  tha sigxuiicance 
of W e r  promoting openness and improving the democratic management of village affairs. 

. ..Village authorities are required to maintain the policy of telling vilhgcrs how the farmly 
planning policy is carried Out, how relief funds and goods are distributed, how tha land 
designated for residential housing is used, how tho returns h m  the income of village 
collective economy are used and how much villager cadrea are paid for their work ('Party. 
Govemmat Promote Rural Democracy' 2004, Chimorg.cn website. source: Xinhua Navs 
Agency, 12 July ~ttD:/lwww.china.or~~cn/e~~lish/20OJliuV 101 027.11tnl- Accessed 23 January 
2009 - Attachment 8). 

A 10 June 2003 summary of a public presentation by Dr Baoyang He, Senior Research 
Fellow at the East Asian Institute National University of Singapore, reports that when a 
woman is elected to a village committee they are often responsible for family planning: 

Women, however, do not seem to have imprdvcd their status as a result of these elections. 
Women's issues have been absent h m  campaigns in Zhejiang province, and the number of 
women elected to villaga commit-tees has been low and deercasing. Even if a woman is 
elected to a village committee, she is often relegated to a secondary position, usually dealing 
with M y  planning policies (He, Baoyang. 2003, 'How D e m m t i c  are Village Elections in 
China', National Endowment for Democracy websita 
h t t ~ : / l w w w . n e d . o r d f o ~ m i f c ~ ~ o w s / ~ r e s e n ~ -  Accessed 2 1 
January 2009 - Attachment 5).  

Thou& a 1396 r v i t  by ththd Hangzhou Ciry Family P l ~ n n i n ~  Com~2ssics ;;cVicics 
more detailed information regarding the official role of village committees in promoting and 
implementing family planning. According to the report along with family planning 
"education and publicity" village committees can also implement "village rules and public 
contracts" which involve "stipulating rewards and punishments". The report states that: 

The role of the village committee in rural Population control mainly takes the following 
forms: 

I )  Changing the masses' perception of reproduction through day-today publicity and 
education. Although the village committee does not participate directly in government 
administratioti, it is free to guide and educate the villagers in a variety of ways to comply with 
the party's Family planning policy and related laws and regulations on their own initiative. 
Family planning legislation is backed up by coercive force. Within this coercive liamework, 
noncoercive methods such as publicity and education emanating Erorn the village committee 
are relied upon to remforce the masses' population awareness, their per capita consciousness, 
and their self-discipline in marriage and reproduction. Such publicity and education acts a s  
double insurance for the implementation of the Family planning policy and legislarion and 
helps improve cadre-mass relations. 
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2) By encouraging sekf-education among the masses, the village committee guides the public 
to look at the national picture instead of just one's family or village and consider everybody 
instead of just oneself and fosters a climate where people practice family planning on their 
own initiative. It can do so, first of all, by launching bottom- line comparison activities 
vigorously. Fully utilize statistics on tangible things that have to do with people's vital 
interests such a s  the birth me,  the amount of land available per capita, per capita income, 
national consumption, and the number of dependents per family to enhance the masses' sense 
of urgency and sense of responsibility about limiting population growth. Second, the village 
committee should orga- competitive activities including the "three-goad couple in their 
child-bearing age," "five-good family," and "law- abiding household" colnpetitions to 
develop among members of the public a set of moral values that would encourage them to 
subordinate the individual to the whole and to society. The goal is to have the masses educate 
themselves. 

3) Rely on social opinion, mobilize mass supervision, and develop self- management and self- 
service in family planning. The village committee is a self-organization per se. Accordingly, 
it is uniquely placed to carry out its special functions. Village cadres live among the masses 
and tiava the best knowledge of what is happening among the people, good and bad, m jo r  
and minor, For instance, village committee members know whose daughter is getting married 
and which woman is pregnant like the palms of their hands. They have timely and fkll access 
to all sorts of accurate information. For this reason, the village committea is in a position to 
take the pulse on events at all times and uncover problems and respond promptly. By 
establishing such organizations as  family planning associations and family planning central 
households, it can network with the vast number of women in the child-bearing age and turn 
self-management and self-service into reality. 

4) It can gui& and regulate the public's marriage and reproductive behavior by formulating 
and implementing "village rules and public contracts." In family planning work. self- 
education and self- management by the masses to a large extent is effected through the 
enforcement of 'titlaga'rules and public contracts." As behavior standards that every member 
in the village must Live up to, 'tillage rules and public contracts" inevitably involve the 
marriage, reproductive, and contraceptive behavior of all  villagen by laying down guiding 
and binding rules and stipulating rewards and punishments. The 'tillage rules" arc drawn up 
based on the fiunily planning policy and legislation. Those who violate them will be punished 
and those who observe them properly will be c o r r ~ n ~ O 4  xs! :r)\r&SeS Ilia -"iXagii 
crz&trz= hz!?c k 8  =;ca 6,~. --. '1- up - i;lo LLUL~UU ~Iccompiybg with family planning as  a matter 
of law and ensures that their behavior does not depart from the norm. In so doing, it ensures 
the implementation of the family planning policy and hence the achievement of the goal of 
population control (Qingguo, B. 1996 'Declining Role of Village Committees in Population 
Work', Hangzhou City Family Planning Commission, 15 February - Attachment 9). 

Payment of Village Committee Members 

Available information indicates that the payment of village committee members is dependent 
upon the economic resources of the village. Reports state that village committee members in 
less economically developed areas will receive lower salaries and that only committee heads 
may receive a salary. A 2006 article titled Village Democracy and Its Limits also reparts on 
the introduction of government allocated fUn& to "compensate village cadre" (Hy R. 2005, 
'Economic Development and the Impiernentation of Village Elections in Rural China', 
Journal of Contemporary China, vol. 14, no.44, pp.44 1-442 - Attachment 10; Jinhua, W. 
2002 'Village Autonomy: A Quet  Revolution in Rural China', Human Rights, ChLna Society 
for Human Rights Studies website, September, no. 1, 
I~np:/i~i~nv.humaari&ts.cnizdmaqazir1e1200JO200385 1 0 2 4 5 3 . h ~  - Accessed 27 January 
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2009 - Attachment 11; Bernstcin, T.P 2006, 'Village Democracy and Its Limits', The 
German Journal on Contemporary Asia website, pp.37 - 38 
htt~:ll~v.~sienkunde.de/content'zeits asienlarchivl~dfibemfeinaY9~~df - Accessed 
23 January 2009.- Attachment 3). 

A 2005 journal article titled Economic Development and the Implementation of Village 
EIections in Rural China, states that the salary of village committee members is dependent 
upon the collective revenue of the village. The report states that in developed areas 
committee members have higher salaries and all committee members may receive a salary. In 
poorer villages however, salaries are lower and may only be paid to the village committee 
chairman. The following is an extract of the report: 

Collective revenue comes from enterprises owned by villages, rant of collective owned 
workshops, or appropriations from higher authorities. Usually, villsgcs in more developed 
areas have higher collective revenue. C a d m  In rich vlllagea can benefit born high 
coUectlve revenue h the following ways. F h t ,  cadres from developed nrem have bigher 
salaries. For example, the monthly salary for each of the village committee members in 
Hahan Township of Xlamen h 1,000 yuan, wWe in poor mountainous villages of 
Shounlng, only the village committee chairman and the Party branch secretary recehe a 
subsldy of 200 yuan from township government each month. Second, village cadres in 
rich areas have more chances to run their own pmfitabia enterprises. The social networks and 
ties with government developed during their tenn of ofice an: helpful to their own business. 
Third, there are more resources controlled by village committcts in rich areas and village 
cadres ara mom p o w e a .  And finally, it is much easier for village cadres to implement soma 
unpopular policies of higher authorities, such as family planning and levying of agricultural 
tax. For examph, in Hcshan Township of Xiamen, village committees pay agricultural tax for 
every household with collective revenue. Although it is more time-consuming and demanding 
to hold a position on the village committea in rich areas, the above rewards related to high 
collective revenue make the elections in developed areas highly compctitiva (Hu, R 2005, 
'Economic Development and the Implementation of Village Elections in Rural China', 
Journal of Contemporary China. vol. 14, no.44, pp.441-442 - Attachment 10). 

A 2002 magazine atticle on village committees by the China Society for Human Rights 
Studies, reports that the salaries of village committee memberx are extracted from a village 
fund which is dependent upon the 'contributions' of villagers. Acrsrdkg to icwrt ilia 
s a 1 ~ s . l  of c o d t t c i :  izb^liilue~ vhiy d~pe~icling on the econormc position of the village: 

A village committee comprises a few to a dozen members. depending on the size of the 
village's population. Households in the village arc obliged to contribute, on an annual basis, a 
timed amount of money to the village find in exchange for services rendered by the 
committee. Thc contributions vary tmm village to village, and so do the salaries of the 
committee members, which are deducted &om the village funds. The committee head, or 
"village chief, in a prosperous village may earn 10,000 yuan or even more a year. If the 
village happens to be poor, the ''village chief would make no more than 1,000 yuan or even 
less. At any rate, the sum of the contribution for each household and the salaries are fixed 
with the consensus of opinion of the villagers. 

... The incomes of each and every committee member, including his or her salary and, in some 
cases allowances given by local governments, are open to public scrutiny (Jinhua, W. 2002 
'Village Autonomy: A Quiet Revolution in Rural China', Humm Rights, China Society for 
Human Rights Studies website, September, no.1, 
h t t ~ : l ! w w w . h u q l a n r i e h t s . ~ n / ~ U m a ~ ~ ~ e 1 2 0 ~ 0 2 0 0 4  I02453.htrn - .-iccessld 27 lanl1iu-y 
7,009 - Attachment L 1). 
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Dr Thomas Bemstein in his 2006 journal article Village Democraq and Its Limits reports on 
the lack of funding within some villages due to "the abolition of local fees and of major state 
taxes". According to Bernsttin the abolished levies were previously used for village expenses 
including the "compensation for cadres". Bernstein reports that in order to offset losses itom 
tax reforms the central government allacated new funds "with which to compensate cadres 
and maintain basic semices". The report provides the following information: 

As the nual scholar Xu Yong points out, "democracy without funds is an empty shell." 
Except for villages whose VCs receive a share of the profits of collectively owned non- 
agricultural enterprises, funding of village operations has recently bccome an even more 
acute problem than in the past, because of the abolition of local fees and of major state taxes. 
These reforms, eminently heipful to China's farmers, have left a major hole in local budgets 
that threatens the most basic administrative functions. Before the tax and ftc refom, both the 
village and the townships were partially W e d  out of peasant levies that were to pay for 
essential public goods. The portion that accrued to the village, &the collective retention* 
Girl Mu),  paid lor collective investments, welfare expensea and compensation lor cadres. 

. . .Several years ago, the central government began allocating new funds to offset losses 
resulting from tax and fta reform and especially to hnd rural ducation, which had been a 
major source of financia1 burdens. This represents a major initiative. It is recognition, as a 
Chinese scholar put it, that "ln the past, the state took much from the countryside, now, it 
should give more and take less" (zyin qu duo yu xiao; duo ,IN xiao qu), a reference to the long 
era of pro-urban-industrial exploitation of the agricultural sector that began with the First 
Five-Year Plan in 1953. VUlager are now supposed to receive subridlea witb which to 
compensate cadra and maintain basic services (Bernstein, T.P 2006, 'Village Democracy 
and Its Limits', The German Joumal on Contemporary Asia website, pp.37 - 38 
htt~://www.~ienkunda~ddcoatenI/zeitsch asien/archiv/pdE'bemsteina99.~df - Accessed 
23 January 2009 - Attachment 3). 

The Organic Law of the Villagers Committees of The Peoples Republic of China 1998 states 
that villagers committee members "may be provided with appropriate subsidies, where 
necessary". Article 9 of the legislation states that: 

A villagers committee shall ba composed of three to seven members, including the chairman, 
the vice-chainnan(vice-chairmen) and the members. 

Tihe members of a villagers committea s h d  include an appropriate number of women. In a 
village where people from mom than one ethnic group live, they shall include a member or 
members from the ethnic group or p u p s  with a smaller population. 

Members of a villsgen committee shaU not be divorced from production but may be 
provldd witb appropriate subsidles, where necessary (Organic Law of the Villagers 
Committees of The Peoples Republic of China (Promulaated & Effective 4 November 1998). . . 
Asian Legal informatidn Lnstiktc website, ~ r t i c l e  9 & 22 hU~://www.asiaolii.orIlic~:i- 
b i a i d i $ ~ . ~ ~ c n / ~ e e i d c e ~ ~ a w s i 0 l o t v ~ ~ t ~ r o ~ 6 ~ 7 ~ 0 ~ o l v c o l e . h 1 m l : ' a u e ~ i t ~ e ~ o r e a n i ~ % 2 0 ~  
~WO~010otO/o70theU/02OviUaeerj%~U~o~ittee~/D2O - Accessed 23 June 2009 - ~ttaEhment 3). 

2. How do women's organisations inter-relate with village committees in connection 
with family planning? 

No information was found in the sources consulted as to how village committees relate with 
women's organisations in relation to family planning matters. General information has 
however, been provided on the following categories: Women's Oreanisations and Villase 
Cornrnicrezls and Women's Orgnnisatioas and Fnrnilv Planninq 
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Women's Organisations and Village Committees 

The 2008 Anaual Report by the US Congressional Executive Commission on China, provides 
an example of a county women's federation negotiating with a local village committee on 
behalf of a villager. The report states that 

.A Heilongjiang province village leader told a woman who had married someone with a 
Sichuan hukou (household registration) that their son could only have a local village huhu  if 
she signed an agreement to never seek Land in the village. AfLer the woman sought their 
assistance, the county women's federation, along with other local officials, worked with the 
village commitlea to reach a solution. The womea's federation pointed out to village 
members that such action violated tha PRC Law on Land Contracts in Rural Areas and the 
Law on the Protection of Women's Rights and Interests (LPWIU). Finally, the village 
committee and village representatives agreed to give the woman's son local hukou status and 
consideration for land allocation (Congressional-Executive Commission on China 2008, 
h d  Report 2008.3 1 October, p. 1 17 - Attachment 12) 

A 2006 journal article titled Women's Political Pam'cipation in China reports on efforts by 
the national and local Women's Federations in promoting women's participation in village 
committee elections. This involved specialised training of women for committee member 
positions and liaising with village committee heads about ways to increase female 
representation (Howell, J 2006 'Women's Political Participation in China: in whose interests 
elections', Journal of Contemporary China, vol. 15, ao.49 
litm://web.rollins.edu/-rlai~~dchina/womenchielec.~d€- Accessed 27 January 2009 - 
Attachment 1 3). 

A 2000 repact by Human Rights in China suggests that local Women's Federation groups 
may be able to influence village committees through there position on village representative 
assemblies. According to the report village representative assemblies involve "basic level 
organisations" including the local Women's Federation. The report states that "the village 
representative assembly serves essentially as a legislature, making the major decisions 
governing the villager's everyday lives. The village committee is responsible for executing 
those decisions". The report also states that the village representative assemblies have the 
power to "veto decisions made by village committees". The following outline of village 
rcpr5szntativc a~vernbties is provided by Human Rights h Cb&: 

By law, the village assembly, consisting of either all adult members of the village or of one 
representative per family, is the supreme decision-making body at the village level, voting on 
aU major village affairs. But because villages generally range in size from some 1,000 to 
4,000 people, decision-making through such large gatherings is time-consuming and 
unwieldy. 

Thus, &om 1990, village representative assemblies came to be promoted as more realistic 
decision-making bodies for most issues affecting village life. While official reports say that 
representative assemblies are elected by "all the people of a village," the method clearly 
varies considerably from place to place. Outsiders have yet to observe elections of this body, 
but the varying nature of its makeup suggests that members are often chosen by traditional 
means of appointment rather than election. In some villages, representative assemblies seem 
to consist largely of heads or deputy heads of the village small groups (former production 
tams)  andor senior male members of the village, respected for their experience, age and 
wisdom. Ln others, younger, more entrepreneurial types seem to dominate. Most 
representative assemblies also include memben of  the viliage committee and delegates 
from other basic level organizatioas, such as the local Women's Federation, the Youth 
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League, the militia and representanves of the elderly. Representative assemblies have 
more power than village committees, and they often have more moral authority. They 
have the right to decide important vUlage a f f a h  and participate in their management, 
to oversee and vote on major expenditures, and, moat notably, to supemlse -age heads 
and to veto decisions made by village committees. 

Chinese descriptions of these assemblies suggest that the body is ordinarily viewed positively 
by villagers. Its members are presumed to be deeply imbedded in village life and in intimate 
contact with the popular will. Their decisions are presumed to have tha good of the villagcn 
at heart. Thus the village representative assembly serves essentially as  a legislature, mlllring 
tha major decision3 governing tha villagers everyday lives. The village committea is 
responsible for executing those decisions. Oddly, foreign researchers have generally faiItd to 
notice the potential importance of representative assemblies, focusing their research instead 
on the village committea ('Rural g~assroots organizations' 2000, Human Rights in China 
website, 27 July . . 
hm://~.bnch~aa.o~ubUc/contentslasticle'revisio~ id=7452&item id='_45 I - Accessed 
27 January 2009 - Attachment 14). 

Women's Organisations and Family Planning 

Limited recent information was found regarding the family planning functions of women's 
organisations in China. 

On 6 June 2008 China Daily reported on Wang Shufang, the head of a village women's 
federation who was responsible for family planning among other responsibilities. The report 
states that "as head of the village women's federation, Wang is also responsible for 
promoting local environment protection, family planning and preserving folk culture" 
(Xiaorong, C. 2008 'Folk artist aces 'two strong men' wrestling', China Daily, 6 June - 
Attachment 15). 

Research Respause CHH34327, dated 3 November 2005, provides useful information on the 
role of women's organisations in China in the implementation of family planning policies 
(RRT Country Research 2005, Research Response CHiV34327,3 November - Attachment 
16). Several sources t3om this may be of relevance. In particular a 2001 report by Susan 
Greenhalgh (Professor of A n t h ~ l o ~ ~ ,  U~?~=rsiPj  of Caliai-nia) a i d  EJwh A Winckfer 
(Re:ziiich ttsaciaia, Easi Asian insritute, Columbia University) reports on the role of 
Women's Federations in implementing and enforcing family planning within villages. The 
report provides the following information: 

The public has been involved in the birth planning program not only as "targets" of 
intervention, but also as informal and even formal implementcrs of state policy. 

... The key actors have been employees and "activists" under the authority of basic-level 
administration and the mass organirations, in particular the Women's Federndon, whose 
memben have been responsible far carrying out birth planning work at the grass-roots 
level. Ordinary citizens have also been expected to promote the policy by such means as 
attending mass meetings and political study groups focusing on birth planning and monitoring 
their neighbours for possible violation of the rules. At least theoretically, the public has also 
had an indirect influence on the buth policy through the operation of the "mass line" 
(yunzhong faxian). Under the mass line, a fundamental party doctrine, local leaders should 
canvass the views of the masses and then convey them up the admmistrative system to the 
top, where policy is revised in accordance with the masses' nwds (p.77) 
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Particularly at the basic levels, government line administration is supplemented by party 
"mass organizations." In the early years of the PRC, the party established mass organizations 
to promote its goals and policies among specific population groups, such as women, workcrs, 
students, and youth. While the Women's Federation has had the most important role in birth 
planning, vutually all the mass organkdons have been called upon at times to enforce the 
birth policy. In the early 1980s, the party created a new mass organization, the Birth Planning 
Association (BPA), to promote birth planning among the population at large. Of all these 
mass organizations, only the Birth Planning Association belongs to tha birth planning system 

By far and away the most important mass organization invoived In birth planning Is the 
Women's Federation (piton). In the vlllnges, where the great majotity of the population 
still Uvcs, the women in charge of women's affairs, known u %omen's heads," have 
had the duty of enforcing the policy throughout their villages, wbich means Imposing 
birth restrictions on their neighbors and even relntiva Given the unpopularity of the 
policy and the drastic measures sometimes ordered from above, enforcing tho policy has b m  
an onerous and unpleasant task at best. While pass-roots Women's Federation cadres have 
been responsible for the day-bday work of birth planning, during birth planning campaigns 
all the major mass organizations including those for workers, youth, and students have been 
enjoined to contribute ta the effort to mobilize the population to achieve population-control 
targets (Grcenhalgh, S. & Wider ,  E. 200 1, Chinese State Birth Planning in the 1990s und 
Beyond, Resource Information Center, Jmrnigration and Nahuahtion Service (INS). US 
Department of Justice, Perspective Series, September, pp.77-79 -Attachment 17). 

Beyond this, several other additional sources describe the role of women's organisations in 
family planning. The Population and Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province 2002 
note the role of Women's Federations in family planning: 

Mtcle 7 The whole society should actively support population and f e  planning work. 
Such social organizations as Trade Unions, Communist Youth Leagues, Women's 
Federations, and Family Planning Associations, as well as business and public-service 
organizations and citizens, should assist the people's govemmcnts in canying out population 
and family plaTlning work 

... Article 26 Govcmment departments in charge of family planning, propaganda, education, 
science and technology, culture, public health, civil affairs, pnss and publication and radio 
and television, as well as such social o r p h t i o o s  .s Tn& UE~WO, Comun iS i  Youth 
L z z g : ~ ,  Wozczl's Fzdcxadai~, a d  F m i l y  PiaMing Associations, should organize 
publicity-and-education for developing population and family planning, set up ncw 
repmduction culture, guide citizens to establish scientific. civilized and progressive concept 
on marriage and childbirth (Population and Family Planning Regulation of Fujian Province 
(Promulgated 26 July 2002, Effective 1 September 2002). UNHCR website, Article 3 - 
Attachment 1). 

A March 2005 report firom the Flinders University website, cited in Research Response 
CHN34327, notes that the All China Women's Federation (ACWF) "has been one of the 
main vehicles for implementation of the one-child policy" ('China's legal aid is multiplying, 
but it's still best to stay out of court' 2005, Flinden University website, 2 March 
l~tm://www.tlindza.edu.~u~news/news-arti~Ie.ctin?newsid=d7ee7-Ob- I bOe-9489- 
cea37bjc6360 - Accessed 3 1 October 2005 - Attachment 18). 
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urricle.cfm'?newsid=eOd7ee74-eObj- I bOe-9489-eea37b5c6360 - Accessed 3 1 October 
2005. 
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IJ n i t t ~ l  States I>epartn~c.n t of State 

Wtr.slr ir,g/orl, I ) .  C. 20520 

DEC 1 7 2010 

Case No.: 200807436 
Segments ER1 & ER2 

Theodore Cox, Esq. 
Suite 70 1 
401 Broadway 
New York City, New York 100 13 

Dear Mr. Cox: 

I refer to our letter dated September 27,2010, regarding the release of certain 
Department of State material under the Freedom of Information Act (Title 5 
USC Section 552). 

The search of the Central Foreign Policy records of the Department of State 
has been completed and has resulted in the retrieval of 15 additional documents 
responsive to your request. After reviewing these documents, we have 
determined that 1 1 may be released in full, and four may be released with 
excisions. 

An enclosure provides information on Freedom of Information Act exemptions 
and other grounds for withholding material. Where we have made excisions, 
the applicable exemptions are marked on each document. 

In some cases, two or more exemptions may apply to the same document. In 
the case of a document released in part, all non-exempt material that is 
reasonably segregable from the exempt material has been released. 

With respect to material withheld by the Department of State, you have the 
right to appeal our determination within 60 days. A copy of the appeals 
procedures is enclosed. 
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The Freedom of Information Act provides for the recovery of the direct costs 
of searching for and duplicating records requested for non-commercial use. 
However, no fee is charged if the cost of collecting and processing the fee 
exceeds the amount of the fee. Since billable costs in this case do not exceed 
that amount, your request has been processed without charge to you. 

We have now completed the processing of your case. If you have any 
questions, you may write to the Office of Information Programs and Services, 
SA-2, Department of State, Washington, DC 20522-8 100, or telephone us at 
(202) 261 -8484. Please be sure to refer to the case number shown above in all 
correspondence about this case. 

We hope that the Department has been of service to you in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Galovich 
Co-Director, Acting 
Office of Information Programs and Services 

Enclosures: 
As stated. 
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'CLASSIFIED BY I0 DAS R. TERRELL MILLER FOR REASONS 
1 - 5 (B) (D) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

1. (U) THIS IS AN ACTION REQUEST. PLEASE SEE PARAS 10- 
17. 

2. (C) SUMMARY: DEPARTMENT REQUESTS THAT USUN NEW YORK 
AND ADDRESSEE POSTS DEMARCHE, AT AN APPROPRIATE SENIOR 
LEVEL, PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVES AND FOREIGN MINISTRY 
OFFICIALS OF UNDP/UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER COUNTRIES, 
IDENTIFIED BELOW. OUR GOAL IS TO CONVINCE THEM TO NOTIFY 
THE UN POPULATION FUND (UNFPA) SECRETARIAT THAT THEY WISH 
TO DISCUSS UNFPA'S PROPOSED FIFTH COUNTRY PROGRAM (CP) FOR 
CHINA (2003-2005) AT THE JANUARY 20-29 EmCUTIVE BOARD 
MEETING. THIS ACTION IS REQUIRED TO FORESTALL AUTOMATIC 
EXECUTIVE BOARD ACCEPTANCE OF THE CP. THE U.S. GOVERNMENT 
WITHHELD ITS $34 MILLION FY 2002 CONTRIBUTION TO UNFPA 
BECAUSE THE SECRETARY OF STATE DETERMINED, AFTER EXTENSIVE 
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PAGE 03 STATE 262313 2004482 
INVESTIGATION BY THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND AN 

INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATIVE TEAM, THAT UNFPA'S FOURTH CP WAS 
IN VIOLATION OF THE KEMP-KASTEN AMENDMENT, A PROVISION OF 
THE FY 2002 FOREIGN OPERATIONS APPROPRIATIONS ACT, WHICH 
HAS BEEN INCLUDED IN EVERY FOREIGN OPERATIONS ACT SINCE 
1985. THIS PROVISION PROHIBITS FUNDING TO ANY 
ORGANIZATION OR PROGRAM "WHICH SUPPORTS OR PARTICIPATES IN 
THE MANAGEMENT OF A PROGRAM OF COERCIVE ABORTION OR 
INVOLUNTARY STERILIZATION." THE PROPOSED FIFTH CP APPEARS 
TO BE VIRTUALLY IDENTICAL TO THE CURRENT PROGRAM AND 
SHOULD IT BE ADOPTED, THE U. S. WOULD BE LEGALLY UNABLE TO 
PROVIDE FUNDING TO UNFPA. THE U.S. HAS BEEN WORKING WITH 
THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT AND UNFPA TO LIFT THE COERCIVE 
ASPECTS OF CHINA'S FAMILY PLANNING POLICY IN THE COUNTIES 
WHERE UNFPA WOULD IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM. NEGOTIATIONS ARE 
PROCEEDING, BUT WILL NOT LIKELY REACH A SATISFACTORY 
CONCLUSION BY JANUARY 20. WE WOULD NEED TO AVOID AN 
AUTOMATIC APPROVAL OF UNFPA'S FIFTH CP FOR CHINA, WHICH 
WOULD RESULT IN UNFPA OPERATING IN COUNTIES HAVING 
COERCIVE BIRTH LIMITATION LAWS AND POLICIES. THIS WOULD 
PREVENT USG FUNDING TO UNFPA PROGRAMS WORLDWIDE DURING THE 
THREE-YEAR LIFE OF THE CHINA PROGRAM. END SUMMAIZY. 

BACKGROUND 

3. (C) IN THE WAKE OF ALLEGATIONS THAT UNFPA'S CHINA 
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'PROGRAM PARTICIPATED IN COERCIVE ENFORCEMENT OF BIRTH 
LIMITATION RULES, THE SECRETARY SENT A THREE-MEMBER UNCLASSIFIED 
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INDEPENDENT TEAM TO CHINA IN MAY 2002 TO INVESTIGATE THE 
CHARGES. THE TEAM FOUND THAT CHINA'S BIRTH PLANNING 
PROGRAM HAD "COERCIVE ELEMENTS IN LAW AND PRACTICE. " IT 
ALSO FOUND THAT UNFPA SUPPORTED THE COERCIVE BIRTH 
PLANNING LAWS THROUGH ITS P R O G W  INCLUDING BY ITS 
PROVISION OF FONDS AND EQUIPMENT TO THE CHINESE 
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES kESPONSIBLE FOR ENFORCING THE BIRTH 
LIMITATION PROGRAM. THE SECRETARY DETERMINED, ON JULY 21, 
THAT UNFPA'S FOURTH CP THUS CONSTITUTES "SUPPORT OR 
PARTICIPATION IN THE MANAGEMENT OF" CHINA' S COERCIVE 
PROGRAM. SINCE JULY, THE ADMINISTRATION HAS ENGAGED IN 
NUMEROUS TALKS WITH UNFPA AND CHINESE GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 
IN NEW YORK, WASHINGTON, AND BEIJING IN AN EFFORT TO GET 
BOTH PARTIES TO MODIFY THE PROGRAM IN A MANNER CONSISTENT 
WITH KEMP-KASTEN CONSTRAINTS. 

4. (U) IN DISCUSSIONS WITH U.S. OFFICIALS AND IN THE 
PRESENCE OF THE UNFPA COUNTRY REPRESENTATIVE, SENIOR 
OFFICIALS IN CHINA'S STATE FAMILY PLANNING COMMISSION 
(SFPC) CONCEDE THAT ITS BIRTH PLANNING PROGRAM STILL 

CONTAINS COERCIVE PRACTICES TO ENFORCE THE "ONE-CHILD 
POLICY" WHICH LIMITS THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN COUPLES MAY 
HAVE AND REQUIRES COUPLES TO SEEK PERMISSION TO HAVE A 
CHILD. AMONG THE COERCIVE PRACTICES ARE TARGETS AND 
QUOTAS THAT DETERMINE TOTAL NUMBER OF BIRTHS IN ANY GIVEN 
AREA IN A GIVEN TIME SPAN AND THE IMPOSITION OF SEVERE 
" SOCIAL COMPENSATION FEESt' FOR HAVING AN " OUT-OF-PLAN" 
CHILD. THESE "FEES" BECAME PART OF A NEW BIRTH PLANNING 
LAW EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 2002. BOTH MEASURES ARE 
COERCIVE IN NATURE AND COULD LEAD TO INVOLUNTARY 
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ABORTIONS. 

5. (U) THESE POLICIES RAISE HUMAN RIGHTS CONCERNS. THEY 
ALSO GO COUNTER TO THE PRINCIPLES ESPOUSED IN THE PROGRAM 
OF ACTION (POA) OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT ( ICPD) , HELD IN CAIRO IN 1994. 
CHINA JOINED CONSENSUS ON THE POA. 

6. (U) UNFPA, CHARGED WITH ASSISTING NATIONS IN 
IMPUMENTING THE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THE POA, NEGOTIATED AN 
AGREEMENT WITH THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT THAT WOULD ALLOW ITS 
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-FOURTH CP TO BE IMPLEMENTED IN 32 COUNTIES WITHOUT TARGETS 
AND QUOTAS. THIS WAS A POSITIVE STEP. UNFPA HAS EXPRESSED 
ITS CONCERN REGARDING THE SOCIAL COMPENSATION FEES. THE 
FEES, AS WELL AS OTHER PARTS OF THE PROGRAM, INCLUDING ITS 
OPERATIONAL APPROACH, PUT POTENTIAL FUTURE U.S. FUNDING AT 
RISK 

7. (U) THE ADMINISTRATION IS COMMITTED TO PROMOTING 
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH WORLDWIDE. THE U.S. PROVIDED NEARLY 
$450 MILLION IN FY 2002 TO USAID FOR ITS INTERNATIONAL 
MATERNAL HEALTH AND FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMS. IT BELIEVES 
THAT THE WORK UNFPA DOES IN SOME 140 DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
COMPLEMENTS AND STRENGTHENS OURS. 

8. (C) ON NOVEMBER 2, A STATE DEPARTMENT TEAM TRAVELED TO 
BEIJING, AT THE INVITATION OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT, TO 
ENGAGE IN FURTHER DISCUSSIONS. MEETINGS WITH CHINESE 
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS WERE CORDIAL AND FOSTERED A BETTER 
UNDERSTANDING OF EACH SIDE'S LEGAL CONSTRAINTS. THE U.S. 
PROPOSED THAT UNFPA OPERATE IN COUNTIES IN WHICH ALL 
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ASPECTS OF COERCION REGARDING THE DECISION BY COUPLES AS 
TO THEIR FAMILY SIZE WOULD BE ELIMINATED. THE CHINESE 
APPEARED INTERESTED IN CONSIDERING, FOR EXAMPLE, 
ELIMINATING THE NEW "SOCIAL COMPENSATION FEES" IN A FEW 
COUNTIES WHERE UNFPA'S FIFTH CP WOULD BE IMPLEMENTED. WE 
SEEK A PROGRAM IN WHICH UNFPA WOULD OPERATE IN "SAFE 
HAVEN" COUNTRIES. A FIRM RESPONSE TO THE PROPOSAL WAS NOT 

GIVEN DUE TO THE POLITICALLY SENSITIVE NATURE OF SUCH A 
POLICY CHANGE. AS OF DECEMBER 19, THE CHINESE 
INTERLOCUTORS HAD NOT GIVEN A DECISION. 

NEXT STEPS 

9. (C) NEGOTIATIONS WILL CONTINUE, BUT IT IS UNLIKELY 
THAT A SATISFACTORY SOLUTION WILL BE FOUND BEFORE THE 
JANUARY 20-29 EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING. IT IS ESSENTIAL 
THAT THE UNFPA CP FOR CHINA NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY. PER THE 
RULES OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD, IF FIVE EXECUTIVE BOARD 
MEMBERS NOTIFY THE UNDP/UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD " SECRETARIAT 
IN WRITING THAT THEY WISH TO BRING THE CHINA PROGRAM 
BEFORE THE EXECUTIVE BOARD" (EXECUTIVE BOARD DECISION 
D~/2001/11, OF 7(E)), AUTOMATIC ACCEPTANCE WILL BE STAVED 
OFF. THIS BOARD ACTION MIGHT PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR 
EITHER POSTPONING THE CHINA CP IN ITS PRESENT FORM OR 
AMENDING IT. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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'10. (C) DEPARTMeNT SEEKS YOUR ASSISTANCE IN RECRUITING A 
MINIMUM OF FOUR LIKE-MINDED EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS TO 
INTERCEDE WITH THE EXECUTIVE BOARD SECRETARIAT. W E  HAVE 
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IDENTIFIED FIVE COUNTRIES THAT ENTERED RESERVATIONS WHEN 
JOINING CONSENSUS ON THE POA/ ICPD . 

-- DELEGATIONS OF EL SALVADOR, HONDURAS, AND ECUADOR 
ENTERED RESERVATIONS TO SUCH TERMS AS "REPRODUCTIVE 
HEALTH," AND "REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS," EMPHASIZING THAT THEY 
SHOULD NEVER INCLUDE ABORTION AS A SERVICE OR AS A METHOD 
OF REGULATING FERTILITY. 

-- PERU ENTERED A RESERVATION SAYING THAT ABORTION IS A 
PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEM TO BE TACKLED BY EDUCATION AND 
FAMILY PLANNING. 

-- DJIBOUTI'S RESERVATION FOCUSED ON CONFLICT BETWEEN 
PASSAGES IN THE POA AND THE PRINCIPLES OF ISLAM, WHICH 
HOLD THAT ABORTION, EXCEPT TO SAVE THE MOTHER'S LIFE, IS 
NOT PERMITTED. 

11. (C) ALTHOUGH THE PHILIPPINES, SPAIN AND GABON DID NOT 
MAKE RESERVATIONS TO THE POA, WE BELIEVE THAT THESE 
COUNTRIES MIGHT BE WILLING TO HELP REACH A SOLUTION THAT 
WOULD HELP ELIMINATE COERCION IN CHINA AND POSSIBLY 
RESTORE U. S. FUNDING TO UNFPA. 

12. (C) THE UK HAS OFTEN EXPRESSED SERIOUS CONCERN ABOUT 
CHINA'S FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM AS AN ABUSE OF HUMAN 
RIGHTS. ALTHOUGH AN INVESTIGATIVE TEAM FROM THE UK DID 
NOT FIND THAT THE UNFPA PROGRAM WAS INVOLVED IN COERCIVE 
PRACTICES, IT FOUND THAT THERE WERE COERCIVE ELEMENTS IN 
LAW AND POLICY IN THE CHINESE BIRTH LIMITATION LAWS. WE 
UNDERSTAND THAT IN THE WAKE OF THE U.S. TEAM'S 
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INVESTIGATION, FOLLOWED BY THE PUBLICATION OF THE U.S. 
LEGAL ANALYSIS, THE UK MAY HAVE RE-EVALUATED ITS OPINION 
OF UNFPA ACTIVITIES IN CHINA. FOR EXAMPLE, ITS DELEGATION 
TO THE UNDP/UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING IN SEPTEMBER 
2002 STATED THAT THE "SOCIAL COMPENSATION FEES" WERE 
UNACCEPTABLE. 

13. (U) DEPARTMENT HAS PROVIDED GENERAL TALKING POINTS AS 
WELL AS SPECIFIC ONES TO BE USED AS INDICATED. ALL 
GOVERNMENTS INTERLOCUTORS WE APPROACH SHOULD BE ASKED TO 
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'NOTIFY THE UNDP/UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD SECRETARIAT AS SOON UNCLASSIFIED 
AS POSSIBLE THAT THEY WISH TO DISCUSS THE CHINA PROGRAM AT 
THE JANUARY 20, 2003 EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING. 

-- THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WITHHELD ITS FY 2002 PLEDGE OF $34 
MILLION TO THE UN POPULATION FUND (UNFPA) , BECAUSE THE 
SECRETARY OF STATE DETERMINeD ITS PROGRAM IN CHINA 
CONSTITUTED SUPPORT OF OR PARTICIPATION IN THE MANAGEMENT 
OF A PROGRAM OF COERCIVE ABORTION RESULTING FROM CHINA'S 
BIRTH LIMITATION POLICIES AND PRACTICES. 

-- OUR LAW STATES THAT WE CANNOT FUND AN ORGANIZATION OR 
PROGRAM THAT SUPPORTS OR PARTICIPATES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF 
A PROGRAM OF COERCIVE ABORTION OR INVOLUNTARY 
STERILIZATION. 

-- RESOLVING THIS PROBLEM COULD PERMIT THE U.S. TO RESUME 
FUNDING WORTHY UNFPA PROGRAMS IN SOME OF THE NEEDIEST 
COUNTRIES AROUND THE GLOBE. 

-- CHINA'S FAMILY PLANNING POLICIES ARE NEITHER IN 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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ACCORDANCE WITH HUMAN RIGHTS PRINCIPLES NOR WITH THOSE OF 
THE PROGRAM OF ACTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT (ICPD), WHICH INCLUDES THAT 
COUPLES SHOULD BE ABLE TO DECIDE FREELY AND RESPONSIBLY 
THE NUMBER, SPACING AND TIMING OF THEIR CHILDREN (PARA 
7.3). 

-- MANY GOVERNMENTS HAVE PROTESTED THE COERCIVE ELEMENTS 
OF THE CHINESE POLICY, SUCH AS QUOTAS AND TARGETS AND 

SEVERE "SOCIAL COMPENSATION FEES" THAT FORCE ESPECIALLY 
POOR WOMEN TO UNDERGO ABORTIONS. 

-- UNFPA CONTRIBUTED FUNDS AND EQUIPMENT TO THE CHINESE 
GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES RESPONSIBLE FOR ENFORCING THE 
COERCIVE PROGRAM. THIS WAS FOUND TO CONSTITUTE SUPPORT OR 
PARTICIPATION IN THE MANAGEMENT OF A PROGRAM OF COERCIVE 
ABORTION. 

-- THE PRESIDENT IS COMMITTED TO PROMOTING REPRODUCTIVE 
HEALTH, BILATERALLY AND MULTILATERALLY. FOR THE U.S. TO 
BE ABLE TO FUND UNFPA, THE PROGRAM IN CHINA MUST BE 
CONDUCTED IN A COERCION-FREE CLIMATE. 

-- WE HAVE HAD MANY DISCUSSIONS WITH UNFPA AND THE CHINESE 
GOVERNMENT TO RESOLVE THE PROBLEM, BUT PROGRESS, ALTHOUGH 
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'PROMISING, IS SLOW. UNCLASSIFIED 
-- WE ARE CONCERNED THAT THE PROBLEM WILL NOT BE RESOLVED 
BY THE JANUARY 20 UNDP/UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING. 
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-- UNFPA'S FIFTH COUNTRY PROGRAM FOR CHINA (2003-2005) 
WILL BE ON THE AGENDA. THIS PROGRAM IS VIRTUALLY 
UNCHANGED FROM THE FOURTH COUNTRY PROGRAM THAT WAS 
DETERMINED TO RUN AFOUL OF U.S. STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS. 

-- UNLESS FIVE COUNTRIES STEP FORWARD AND NOTIFY THE 
EXECUTIVE BOARD SECRETARIAT IN WRITING THAT THEY WISH TO 
BRING THE CHINA PROGRAM BEFORE THE JANUARY EXECUTIVE 
BOARD, THE FIFTH COUNTRY PROGRAM WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY 
APPROVED. 

-- IN THAT CASE, THE U.S. COULD NOT FUND UNFPA'S WORLDWIDE 
PROGRAM FOR THE THREE-YEAR DURATION OF THE CHINA PROGRAM. 

-- WE ASK YOU TO JOIN U.S. IN NOTIFYING THE EXECUTIVE 
BOARD SECRETARIAT TO PLACE THE CHINA PROGRAM ON THE AGENDA 
FOR THE JANUARY EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING. 

14. (U) FOR SAN SALVADOR, LIMA, TEGUCIGALPA, QUITO AND 
DJIBOUTI : 

-- YOUR DELEGATIONS ENTERED RESERVATIONS TO THE 1994 
PROGRAM OF ACTION (POA) OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT (ICPD) . 

-- THESE RESERVATIONS MADE IT CLEAR THAT ALTHOUGH YOUR 
COUNTRY JOINED CONSENSUS ON THE POA, YOU REJECTED THE 

POSSIBILITY THAT TERMS SUCH AS REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH, FAMILY 
PLANNING OR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS COULD INCLUDE ABORTION TO 
CONTROL FERTILITY OR REGULATE THE POPULATION. 
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-- CHINA'S COERCIVE PRACTICES INCLUDE INVOLUNTARY ABORTION 
TO CONTROL FERTILITY AND REGULATE THE POPULATION. UNFPA'S 
FIFTH COUNTRY PROGEWM, IF NOT CHANGED, WOULD PROVIDE 
SUPPORT TO THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT'S MANAGEMENT OF THAT 
POLICY. 

-- WE SHOULD NOT ALLOW UNFPA'S GOOD REPUTATION TO BE 
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.TAINTED BY SUCH INVOLVEMENT. UbtCLASSIFIED 

15. (U) FOR MADRID, MANILA, AND LIBREVILLE: 

-- WE WOULD VERY MUCH APPRECIATE YOUR ASSISTANCE IN 
FORGING CHANGE IN THE WAY UNFPA'S PROGRAM IN CHINA IS USED 
TO PROMOTE A FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM THAT INCLUDES 
COERCIVE PWXTICES, INCLUDING INVOLUNTARY ABORTION, TO 
REGULATE THE POPULATION. 

-- WE BELIEVE THAT UNFPA IS RESPONSIBLE TO ALL MEMBER 
STATES FOR CONDUCTING ITS PROGRAMS IN A COERCIVE-FREE 
CLIMATE THAT ALLOWS COUPLES TO DECIDE FREELY AND 
RESPONSIBLY THE NUMBER AND SPACING OF THEIR CHILDREN. 

-- THE INTRINSIC COERCIVE NATURE OF THE FAMILY PLANNING 
CLIMATE IN CHINA CANNOT HELP BUT BE DETRIMENTAL TO UNFPA'S 
REPUTATION. 

16. (U) FOR LONDON: 

-- LIKE YOU, WE HAVE ON NUMEROUS OCCASIONS EXPRESSED OUR 
HUMAN RIGHTS CONCERNS REGARDING CHINA' S FAMILY PLANNING 
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PROGRAM. 

-- AND LIKE YOU, WE BELIEVED THAT UNFPA'S PRESENCE HAS HAD 
A POSITIVE, IF SLOW AND INCOMPLETE, EFFECT ON CHINA'S 
FAMILY PLANNING POLICIES. 

-- IN RETROSPECT AND IN VIEW OF OUR CONCERNS, UNFPA 
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS SHOULD HAVE ASSUMED A MORE ENGAGED 
ROLE IN ENSURING THAT RIGOROUS OVERSIGHT WAS IN PLACE. 

-- UNFPA HAS A RESPONSIBILITY TO ALL MEMBER STATES. THE 
CHINA PROGRAM IN ITS PRESENT FORM HRS PROVEN TO BE AN 
OBSTACLE TO ITS ACQUIRING THE LEVEL OF FUNDING NEEDED TO 

RESPOND EFFECTIVELY TO THE DIRE REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS 
IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD, INCLUDING CHINA. 

-- WE WOULD VERY MUCH APPRECIATE YOUR COOPERATION IN 
TRYING TO RECTIFY THIS BY HAVING A CONSTRUCTIVE DISCUSSION 
DURING THE JANUARY UNDP/UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD SESSION THAT 
WOULD FOCUS ON CREATING A COERCION-FREE CLIMATE IN CHINA 
IN WHICH UNFPA COULD IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM. 

-- JOINING US IN NOTIFYING THE UNDp/UNFPA EXECUTIVE BOARD 
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'SECRETARIAT IN WRITING THAT YOU WISH TO DISCUSS THE CHINA 
PROGRAM WOULD GIVE US THAT OPPORTUNITY. 

17. (U) THE U.S. MISSION IS REQUESTED TO USE =LEVANT 
TALKING POINTS WITH ITS COUNTERPARTS IN THE MISSIONS 
MENTIONED IN PARAS 10-12. 
POWELL 
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Mr. Theodore Cox, Esq. 
401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, New York 10013 

Dear Mr. Cox: 

United States Department of State 

Washington, D. C. 20520 

SEP 2 7 · , . ., 

Case No.: 200807436 
Segment: DRLOO 1 

In response to your request dated December 2, 2008, under the Freedom of 
Information Act (Title 5 USC Section 552), we initiated searches of the 
following Department of State record systems: the Central Foreign Policy 
Records and the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor. 

The search of the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor has been 
completed, and has resulted in the retrieval of eleven documents responsive to 
your request. After reviewing these documents, we have determined that one 
may be released in full, four may be released with excisions, and one must be 
withheld in full. All released material is enclosed. 

A decision on the remaining five documents requires interagency coordination: 
all five originated in another government office, which will review the 
documents and respond to you directly. 

An enclosure provides information on Freedom of Information Act exemptions 
and other grounds for withholding material. Where we have made excisions, 
the applicable exemptions are marked on each document. The one document 
withheld in full was withheld under exemption B5. 

In some cases, two or more exemptions may apply to the same document. In 
the case of a document released in part, all non-exempt material that is 
reasonably segregable from the exempt material has been released. 
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With respect to material withheld by the Department of State, you have the 
right to appeal our determination within 60 days. A copy of the appeals 
procedures is enclosed. 

Still in progress is the search of the Central Foreign Policy Records. 
Additional information will be provided as it becomes available. 

If you have any questions, you may write to the Office of Information 
Programs and Services, SA-2, Department of State, Washington, DC 20522-
8100, or telephone us at (202) 261-8484. Please be sure to refer to the case 
number shown above in all correspondence about this case. 

Sincerely, 

/~~ Marg e P. G eld, Director 
Offic o Info . ation Programs and Services 

Enclosures: 
As stated 
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Jeffrey J Buczacki 09/2612004 01:31:25 PM From 08/lnbox: Jeffrey J Buczacki 

Cable Text: 
UNCLI\SSIFIED 
TELEGRAM 

To: SECSTATE WASHDC - ROUTINE 

Action: PRM 

September 15, 2004 

From: AMEMBASSY BEIJING (BEIJING 15379 - ROUTINE) 

TAGS: EAIO, PGOV, PHUM, SENV, SOCI, CH 

Captions: SENSITIVE 

Subject: CHINA REMOVES BIRTH PERMITS IN 25 PROVINCES 

Ref: None 

1. (SBU) Sumraary: !r----------------. 
I I recently confirmed to ESTH Off that between 
.2002 .and .:1003 .. provincial.legielation .in .25 of .China '.s . _ 
31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions was 
amended to do away with the requirement of birth 
permits, the ~ecbanism for enforcing restrictive birth 
targets and quotas. c::=J told the Embassy that it has 
decided to pursue a more proactive public relations 
stance .and highlights 
loosening application of Soc~al Compensation Fees and 
expansion of Quality of Care a's two positive results. 
End Comment. 

Birtb Permits Removed in 25 Provinces 

2. on 

RELEASED IN PART 
Bl, 1.4(D) 

B1 
B1 

B1 

B1 

ESTH 0 B1 
detailed B1 
of the 31 B1 

provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions in 
China. This research revealed, and the SPFPC has 
recently verifiedJ l that 25 provinces did away 
with the require1119n€ for b rth permits·. With the B 1 
exception of Fujian, Henan, Jiangxi, Xinjiang and Yunan . 
Provinces, all other provinces amended their family 
planning legislation between mid-20o2 and mid-2003. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

. CLASSIFIED BY DEPT. OF STATE L. HEDGBETH DAS A/GIS 
3. (SBU) Birth permits were prev~ously required to ' ' ' 
ensure that the number of new births in a given yearREVIEW AUTHORITY: MURRAY D ZINOMAN 
among married couple's of an area would not exceed thCLASSIFICATION: CONFIDENTIAL REASON: 1.4(D) 
nation~ll:r-established detaogra~hic goal~. . They wereDECLASSIFY AFTER: 14 SEP 2020 
the prmc1pal method of enforc~ng restrlct~ve targetbATE/CASE ID· 03 MAR 2010 2008 
and quotas. I !believes that now that the 25 • 07436 
provinces that have done away with birth permits there 131 
is no practical way of enforcing a target or quota 

said that this move may be partially related to Q making such a system essentially obsolete. 

begun! From 1998- B1 
~002 in which the 32.pro)ect counties agreed Eo remove 131 
birtb permits. 

4. (SBU) comment: In addition toJ ! 
I jthese changes Eo legis at1on may 
also have come as a result of increasing pressure at 

·---· --- -- ·-·-· the- provinciarlevel-tomakeilanagemei'it-oCfamny--.. -· 
planning policies less bureaucratic and less 
contentious with the public. The State Population and 
Family Planning Commission (SPFPC) has told us in the 
past that the largest number of complaints to the 
central level about administration of policy were 
focused on family planning workers. Birth permits may 
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also have become duplicative. The lack of birth 
permits does not change the limits on the number of 
children each family is allowed, it simply precludes 
allocating in which year they will have them. With the 
total fertility rate below replacement (the official 
figure is 1.8, and it may well be lower), officials may 
no longer feel the need to adjust for yearly 
fluctuations, while at the same time still limiting 
overall growth. End Comment. 

5. (SBU)\ 

~--~~~------~r---~~~~~ltold ESTH Off. Per 
the SPFPC's request! !will begin to assist China 
with collection and~is of data on ageing and 
infant and maternal mortality. r-----lwill also 
continue work with the SPFPC on~tional standards 
for quality of care, a work in progress. (Note: 
Embassy has requested a copy of these National Quality 
of care .. stan,ards: rnd-has .not.received_them .because, ·-
according to they are not yet in a final form. 
End Note.) 

Scaling Up of Aspects of Quality of Care 

6. {SBU)~ ~clarified for ESTH Off a statistic on 
China's m ve towa d quality of care that she has seen 
misconstrued in our Human Rights Report: After China 
piloted the quality of care a::roach in 11 rilot 
counties in 1995, th~ _reported in 
2003 that aspects of ~ality o care had been adopted 
in over 800 counties. -r--lnoted that the 2003 Human 
Rights'report misstat~s fact by saying that 
targets and ~otas had been removed in over 800 
counties. 1 crested that with the removal of 
birth permit~ in view the correct statement would 
be that there are no onger targets and quotas in 25 
provinces. 

Social Compensation Fee Experimentation 

7. (SBU) Conti~uing hfe~r~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~ 
also-highlighted thattr.~~~~~~~====~-=~~ 
revealed several posit 
including loosening of 
Compensation Fees: 

In the implementation of Social Compensation Fees, 
the spacing requirement has been removed in five 
provinces, and ten others show some relaxation. There 
is also some relaxation in the requirement that 
pregnancies by unmarried people automatically require 
payment of a SCF. 

In pre-2002 provincial regulations, only one 
province mentioned infor.ed choice of contraceptive 
method. In the new regulations, 26 provinces 
explicitly mention informed choice of contraceptive 
method. {Note: They do not mention informed choice as 

.• 

, to whether to have children or to number and spacing . 
.. ··-· --- - .. ·-Endnote. f ---- '-----------------------...---

In the pre-2002 provincial regulations, the emphasis 
was on protecting family planning workers from abuse by 
clients. Measures to discipline family planning 
workers were mainly to prevent misuse of family 
planning funds and only 4 regulations mentioned 
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protection of client rights. In the new regulations, 
25 explicitly mention punishment of family planning 
workers if they infringe on client rights. 

8. (SBU) Comment: The confirmation by I I the 
SPFPC that China has done away with birth perm~ts in 25 
provinces is the most important example to date of how 
•scaling up• of both domestic and internationally
funded pilot programs may change family planning policy 
in China. It is a significant step in ending a system 
of numerical control of the number of births at the 
provincial level. It.does not change limitations for 
individual families, but it means that these families 
are no longer subject to controls related to'the total 
number of births in their towns or counties. The new 
r----lapproach to provide more concrete information on 
~aluation and successes of its country program are 
welcome glimpses into how implementation of family 
planning law on the ground. We will continue to watch 
how these pilots are ramped up in other! I 
counties. End Comment. 

9. . (Ul PRM/POP Director Nan Kennelly cleared this 
cable. 
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Theodore N. Cox, Esq.
Law Office of Theodore N. Cox
401 Broadway, Suite 701
New York, NY 10013
Tel.: (212) 925-1208
Fax : (212) 624-0232
tedcoxecf@gmail.com
 

Chairman
Appeals Review Panel
C/O Appeals Officer
A/ISS/IPS/PP/LC
U.S. Department of State
SA-2, Room 8100
Washington, D.C. 20522-8100

Dated:  March 18, 2011
 

RE: Freedom of Information Act Appeal
Case Control No. 200807436

 
Our File No. 10-190-1

 
Dear FOIA Officer:
 

This Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) Appeal amends a previous appeal, 

case control no. 200807436, regarding the FOIA response received to a request for 

documents used in formulating the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, 

U.S. Dep’t of State, Country Profiles on China (“China Country Profiles”).  This appeal 

serves to narrow and specify the documents requested in the appeal notice dated February 

18, 2011. 

The initial FOIA request regarded any or all documents used in putting together 

the China Country Profiles, including, but not limited to, investigations undertaken and 

records and documents reviewed when analyzing and assessing the implementation of 

family planning policy in China, the sources, including people and documents, used 

when gathering such information, the method through which the investigations were 
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undertaken, who in fact undertook such investigations and research, and how documents 

and records were translated from Chinese to English.

Two responses to this request were received.  These documents did not provide 

information regarding specific findings in the China Country Profiles, which is why 

believe that there are additional records responsive to our initial request made that were 

not located and/or were not sent to us. 

In order to assist in finding these records, this amended appeal specifically cites 

to the findings in specific China Country Profiles for which the initial FOIA response did 

not provide a factual basis for, and that we therefore again request the documentation and 

records that serve as a basis for these findings:

 
2005 China Country Profile:
 
§ American diplomats in China are unaware of “any cases in which returnees from 

the United States were forced to undergo sterilization procedures on their return.”
 
2006 China Country Profile:
 
§ “[s]enior officials stated repeatedly that the Government ‘made it a principle to 

ban coercion at any level’ and the SFPC [State Family Planning Commission] 
has issued circulars nationwide prohibiting birth planning officials from coercing 
women to undergo abortions or sterilization against their will.”

 
§ Physical coercion is specifically condemned.

 
2007 China Country Profile:
 
§ “In 2003, officials in one province who tried to force a woman to be sterilized 

were reprimanded after she complained to national family planning officials and 
insisted on her right under the law to choose her method of birth control.  She 
subsequent chose an IUD.”  

 
§ “The U.S. Embassy and Consulates General are unaware of any so-

called “abortion certificates,”.
 
§ “According to the Fujian Provincial Birth Planning Committee (FPBPC), there 
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have been no cases of forced abortion or sterilization in Fujian Province in the last 
10 years…

 
§   The FPBPC acknowledges that during the 1980s and early 1990s there were 

isolated cases of forced abortion and sterilization.  Since that time, the FPBPC 
asserts that it has insisted that all men and women who undergo surgical 
procedures provide informed, written consent before surgery.  

 
§ Local physicians in contact with the U.S. Consulate General in Guangzhou report 

that they have not seen signs of forced abortions or sterilizations among their 
patients from Fujian and Guangdong Provinces since the 1980s.”  

 
§ “… a hospital director in Changle, Fujian, stated that the hospital would 

take “measures” (unspecified) to induce some patients to undergo abortions in 
the name of compliance with the birth planning law.  Consulate General officials 
visiting Fujian have found that coercion through public and other pressure 
has been used, but they did not find any cases of physical force employed in 
connection with abortion or sterilization.  In interviews with visa applicants from 
Fujian, representing a wide cross-section of society.  Consular General officers 
have found that many violators of the one-child policy paid fines but found no 
evidence of forced abortion or property confiscation.” 

 
§ Enforcement efforts in Fujian Province of family planning policies is “uneven.” 

 
Expedited Processing Request
 

Expedited processing is warranted because the requested information is needed 

urgently.  2 C.F.R §171.12(b).  Requested information directly pertains to published 

decisions by the Board of Immigration Appeals (“BIA”), including but not limited to 

Matter of J-W-S-, 24 I&N Dec. 185 (BIA 2007), in which the BIA denied an asylum 

claim filed by a Chinese asylum applicant who have a genuine fear of persecution by the 

Chinese government, on the ground that there was not evidence of coercive enforcement 

of the family planning policy in China.  The BIA’s decision cited repeatedly to 

Department of State China Country Profiles for the basis of its findings.  Therefore, this 

evidence goes directly to this claim.  Because of this line of administrative decisions, a 

large class of asylum seekers are facing imminent danger of being removed to a country 
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in which they fear persecution.  Therefore, the present FOIA request should be processed 

expeditiously.  In any event, the FOIA request should be processed within 20 days.  8 

C.F.R. §171.12(d).  

Since the FOIA response received failed to provide the records requested, and 

there is strong reason to believe that further records and documentation exist, the FOIA 

request should be remanded.

It is also requested that your office render a decision within 20 business days 

pursuant to 5 U.S.C. §552(a)(6)(A)(ii).  Thank you for your prompt attention to this 

matter. 

 
Sincerely yours,

 
 

Theodore N. Cox
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May 29,2003 

U.S. Department of StaL _ 
Bureau of Consvlar Affairs 

Washington, fX 20520 

Consular Information Sheet 

This information IS current as oftoday. Thu Jan 22 11 51 39 2004 

China 

AmeriCans plannmg to travel to Chtna should read 
the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 

Fact Sheet 

*** *c* * * * * *•* 

GENERAL COUNTRY DESCRIPTION: The People's Republic of Chtna was establiShed on 
October 1 . 1949, with Beijing as its capttal city With well over 1 3 billion citizens. China is the 
world's most populous country and the third largest country 1n the world in terms of terri lory Ch10a is 
undergomg rapid, profound economic and social change and development. Poliocal power remains 
centralized in l.tle Ch1nese Communist Party Modem tourist factlittes are available in ma1or cities, 
but many facilities tn smaller prcNinc1al a ties and rural areas are frequently below international 
standards 

ENTRYIEXIT REQUIREMENTS: A valid passport and vtsa are required to enter China . Americans 
aniving without valid passports an.d the appropriate Chinese visa are not permitted to enter and will 
be subject to a nne and immed1ate deportation at the traveler's expense. Travelers should not rely 
on Chinese host organizabons claiming to be able to arrange a visa upon arrival. 

Visas are required to transit China. Persons trans1hng China on the way to and from Mongolia or 
North Korea or who plan to re-enter from the Hong Kong or Macau Special N!ministrative Regions 
should be sure to obtain 11isas allowing multiple entries. Permits are required to visil Tibet as well as 
many remote areas not nOI'mally open to foreigners. 

For information about landing visa requirements and other entry requirements and restncted areas. 
travelers may consult the Embassy of l.tle People's Republic of China (PRC) at 2300 Connecticut 
Avenue N. W . Washington. D.C. 20008. or telephone (1-202) 328-2500, 2501 or 2502 . For a list of 
seNices and t;aquer.l.\'1 asked "isa questions and answers , travelers can view th~ C.h\!J~~!'< 
Embassy's web sites at http.,lwww.china-embassy.org/, or visa@china-embassy .org . There are 
Chinese Consulates General in Chicago, Houston. Los Angeles. New Yof't(., ana San Francisco 
Americans tra11eling in Asia have been able to obtain v1sas to enter China from the Chinese Vlsa 
office in Hong Kong and the Embassy of the People's Republic of China in Seou\. South Korea. 

Amencans who overstay or otherwise violate the terms of their Chinese visas w1ll be subtecl to fines 
and departure delays and may be subJect to detention. Travelers should note that International 
f1ights departing China are routinely overbooked. making reconfirmation of departure reservations 
and early airpOft check-in essentiaL Passengers must pay a RMB 90 airport user fee (approximately 
$11 US) when departing China on international i11ghts and RMB 50 airport fee (approximately US 
$6 10) for all domestic flights . 

In an effort to prevent international child abductio0 . many go~emments have imtiated new 
procedures a[ entry I exit points. These often include requiring documentary evidence of relationship 
and perm1SS1on for l.tle chtld's travel from the parentls) or legal guardian it they are not present 
Having such documentatiOn on hand. even 11 not required . may facilitate entry/departure 

htt p:// trave !. s t ate gov / ch ina. h:m i l/22/2004 
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DUAL NATIONP 1na does not recogn1ze dual nationality S< '·citizens who are also 
Chinese nationals 1 .no~~ 1 U.S. -born children of Chmese nationals or Legal Permanent Res1dents) 
have expenenced drfftculty entenng and departing China on U S. passports. In same cases such 
dual nationals are requ1red to use Chinese travel documents to depart China. Normally this 'causes 
1nconv~mence but no s1gnificant problems for affected persons. however. 1n child custody disputes. 
the ab1ltty of dual national children to depart from China could be affected Chinese "Travel 
Permits" (Luxingzheng) are usually issued to U.S c1t1zen children of Chinese citizens in lieu of a 
VISa. These doruments are essentially one-4.1/ay permrts that allow entry into China. out do not 
penni! the holder to depan Persons holding Chinese ·rravel Permits" are regarded as Ch1nese 
c1lizens by Chinese authorities In addition to betng subject to all Chmese laws. dual nationals may 
also be subiect to other laws thai rnpose spec1al obhgatrons on Chtnese c1t1zens. In some cases, 
such dual nationals are reqUJred to use Chinese documentation to enter Ch1na. tn which case u s 
consular access and protection will be denied Dual nationals who enter and depart China us1ng a 
U S passport and a vahd PRC v1sa relarn the right of U.S. consular access and protection under the 
U S -PRC Consular Conventron The ability of the U.S Embassy or Consulates General to provide 
normal consular serv1ces would be extremely lim1ted should a dual national enter Chma on a 
Chmese or other non-U S travel document. mduding PRC documents issued to persons from 
Ta1wan. Hong Kong. and Macau. 

It one or both parents of a child are PRC nat1onals who have not permanently settled in another 
countl"f. then China regards the child as a PRC nat1onal and does not recogn,ze any other 
c1trzensh1p the ch1ld may acqurre at birth, 1ndud1ng U S. cit1zensh1p This is true regardless of where 
the child IS bam. Such children are required to enter and depart Chma on PRC travel documents 
Although Chinese consulates have frequently ISSUed visas to such indivtduals in error, they are 
treated solely as PRC nahonals by Chinese authoritJes when in China Speaftc questions on dual 
nationality may be directed to the Office of Overs.eas Cthzens Services. Department of State. Room 
4B 11. Washington, 0 C. 20520 or to the U S. Embassy or one of the U S Consulates General in 
Chma. For additional Information, please see the Bureau of Consular AffaJI"§ home page on the 
lntemet at http://travel.state gov/ for the Dual Nationality llyer 

SAFETY AND SECURITY: Amencans visiting or res1dmg in China are adVISed to take the nonnal 
safety precautions travelers take when in a fore1gn country. SpecifiCally. travelers should rema10 
aware of \heir surroundings and of events that are happening around 111em Travelers should 
respect local police requirements to temporarily avoid traveltn some areas In light of the greatly 
1ncreased numbers of older Americans traveling to Chana, U.S. tour operators should check that 
local guides are familiar with medical facilities and emergency medical evacuation procedures. 

American citizens who rent apartments with gas appliances should be aware that in some areas. 
natural gas is not scented to wam occupants of gas leaks or concentrations In addition. heaters 
may not always be well vented. thereby allowing excess carbon monoxide to build up 1n Jiving 
spaces Due to fatal accidents 1nvolving· American citizens. travelers are advised to ensum all gas 
appliances are properly vented or 1nstall gas and carbon monoxide detectors in the1r residences 
These devtces are not w1dely available in China, and they should be purchased pnor to arrival. 

Chinese security personnel may place foreign government offiaals, JOUrnalists. and business people 
with access to advanced proprietary technology under suNeillance. Hotel rooms and personal 
computing devices for these categories of visitors are sometimes searched. 

Terrorism is rare tn China. although a small number of bombings and incidents of unrest have 
occurred in Beijing and rn other areas inhabited primanly by ethnic minorities Recent bomb1ngs 
have largely been the result of commercial disputes between Chinese There is no 1ndicat1on that 
acts of public violence have been directed agamst fore1gners 

CRIME: .Overall. China is a safe country, With a low but Increasing crime rate. Pickpockets target 
tourists at sightseeing destinations. open-air marl<ets and 1n stores. often w1th the compliCity of low
paid secunty guards V'1olence against fore1gners occurs. but 11 1s rare. The number of violent 
mc1dents against Amencans 1S very low on a wondw1de bas1s (there were eleven reponed v1olent 
attacks on American abzens betv.'een 2000 and 2002). but such 1nadents do occur Robbenes. 
sometimes at gunpoint. have occurred in western Ch1na. and there have been some reports of 
robbenes and assaults along remote mounta1n highways near Ch1na's border w1th Nepal Travelers 
are somettmes asked by locals to exchange money at a preferenttal rate It 1s illegal to exchange 
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doltars for RMB e) Janks, hotels and oHicial exchange office~ .1e large volume of 
counterfeit currency tn Gntna, unoffiaal exchanges usually result 1n travele'::. losing tt1e1r money and 
possibly left to face charges of breaking fore1gn exchange laws. 

Travelers should have sman b1lls (RMB 10. 20 and 50 notes) for travel by taxi. Reports of taxi drivers 
us1ng counterfeit RMB 50 and 100 notes to make change for large bills are increasingly common Be 
sure to get a rece1pt from the taxi driver 

Throughout China. women outside hotels 1n tounst districts frequently use the prospect of 
companionship or sex to lure foreign men to Isolated locations where accomplices are wa1t1ng for 
the purpose of robbery Travelers should not allow themselves to be dnven to bars or an individual's 
home unless they know the person mak1ng the offer Hotel guests should refuse to open their room 
doors to anyone they do not know personally 

American VIsitors to China should carry their passports w1th them out of reach of pickpockets 
Amencans with Chmese res1dence perm1ts (juhuzheng) should carry these documents. and leave 
thetr passports in a secure location except when traveling. All Amencans are encouraged to make 
photocopies of thetr passport b10-data pages and Chtnese vtsas and to keep these Jn a separate. 
secure location. 

The loss or theft of a U.S passport shot.Jid be reported immediately to the police 10 the city where 
the loss occurs as well as to the nearest U.S embassy or consulate general Amencans who gtve 
away or s.ei/ thetr passport in China are liable to arrest and prosecution in both Chtna and in the 
United States. For useful information on safeguarding valuables. protecting personal security, and 
ways to promote a trouble-free joumey while traveling abroad. U S cibzens may refer to the 
Department of State's pamphlet. 'A .§S!f~ TriQ~l?m~P • Thts ts available by mail from the 
Superintendent of Doruments, U.S. Government Printing Office. Washtngton. 0 C 20402 or vta the 
Internet at http./lwww gpoaccess.gov/index.html, or via the Bureau of Consular Affairs home page at 
http/lw\NW travel state. gov/. 

MEDICAL FACILITIES: Western style medical facilities with mtemational staffs are available 10 

Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and a few other large citres. Many other hospitals in major Chinese 
crties have so-called VIP wards (gaogan bingfang) These feature reasonably up-to-date medical 
technology and physicians who are both knowledgeable and slolled. Most VIP wards also provide 
medical services to foreigners and have English-speaking doctors and nurses. Most hospitals rn 
Chma Will not accept medical Insurance from the United States. with the exception of the following 
hospitals. which are on the BlueCross BlueShield's wortdwide networ1<; providers -overseas network 
hospitals' list. Hong Kong Adventist Hosp1tal, Beijing United Famtly Hospital. Beijing Friendship 
Hosp1tal. International Medical Center rn Beiiing, and Peking Union Medical Center. Travelers will be 
asked to post a deposit prior to admission to cover the expected cosr of treatment. Many hospitals tn 
major crties may accept credtl cards for payment Even in the VIP/Foreigner wards of major 
hospitals, however. American patients have frequently encountered difficulty due to cultural and 
regulatoC)' differences. Physicians and hospitals have sometimes refused to supply American 
patients Wtth complete copies of their Chinese hospital medical records. includtng laboratory test 
results. scans. and x-rays. All Americans traveling to China are strongly encouraged to buy foretgn 
medlcal care and medical evacuation insurance prior to amval Travelers who want? li~t of modem 
medical facilities in China can access that 1nformatton at the Embassy's webs1te. 
http:Jiwww.usembassy-dlina.org.cn 

Ambulances do not carry sophisticated med1cal equipment. and ambulance personnel generally 
have little or no medical training. Therefore. intured or seriously ill Americans may be required to 
take taxis or other immediately available vehdes to the nearest maJor hospital rather than watt1ng 
for ambulances to amve. In rural areas. only rud1mentaC)' med,cal faCJhttes are generally avatlable 
Me<f1cal personnelm rural areas are often pcxlny tratned. have ltttle medical equipment or availab1l1ty 
to medications Rural dimes are often reluctant to accept responsibility for treatmg foreigners. even 
tn emergency situations 

Foretgn-operated medical providers catenng to expatnates and vtsltors are ava1lable in China 

·sos International. Ltd . operates modern rred,cal and dental clinics and prov1des medtcal 
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•• evacuation and mt cart seN1ces in several Ch1nese Cities. Fo emergenc1es 
anywhere in mainla1,.., ... 1a, Ameflcans can call the SOS lnternation ... , Lto. 24..flour "Alarm 
Center" in BeiJing at telephone (86-1 0) 6462-9100 or 1n Shanghai at (86-21) 6295-0099 for advice 
and referrals to local facilities. SOS International Alarm Centers can also be contacted 1n Hong Kong 
at telephone (852) 2428-9900 and in the United States at (1-800) 523~586. 

·Beijing United Fam1ly Hospital and Clinics ("BJU") is the first and remains the only foreign-invested 
full service 1ntemat1onal standard 50 bed hospital operating tn Beijing, China BJU was opened in 
1997 by Chindex lntemational. an American company, which in 2002 was awarded the US 
Secretary of State's Award for Corporate Excellence. BJU offers the full range of specialties 
1nduding Fam11y Practice. Internal Medicine, Surgery, ObstetncsJGynecology, Pediatrics. Dentistry 
Psychiatry and PhysiOtherapy, in addit1on to a 24 hour Emergency Room staffed solety by 
Expatnate Staff Specialists. These Physicians are all t:x:Jard qualified (or eqwvalent) in their 
respect1ve fields and mclude specialties such as Anesthesiology. and lntenstve Care Medicine. 
Additionally, staff are ftuent in not only Enghsh. but also a wide range of languages Including French. 
German. Japanese. Spanish. Swedish. Finnish to name a few 

Facilities tndude 3 Operating Theatres. internahonal standard 5 star LORP birthing suites. Neonatal 
ICU. a 4-bed Adult ICU. General Inpatient facilities. and standard support servtces such as Digital 
Radiology, Ambulance services. Pharmacy. Laboratory and a 24 hour on-stte Blood Bank w1th 
emergency blood pre-screened to the Amencan Blood Bank standard. 

Beittng Untted Famtly Hospital and Cltncs 

#2 Jiang Tat Lu, Chaoyang District. BeiJing 100016 
(8610)6433-3960 Fax. (8610)6433-3963 
Emergency Hothne (8610) 6433-2345 
website· www bjunited.com 

Beijing United Family Clinic - Shunyi 

Pinnacle Plaza, Unit fl. 818. nan Zhu Real Estate Development Zone. Shunyi Otstnct. 101312 
(8610) 8046-5432 Fax: (8610) 8046-4383 

·The Australian firm, Global Doctor. ltd • has opened cltnics stafted by English-speaking doctors 
within the VIP wards of government-run hospitals in Chengdu, Nanjing, and Betjing. GlobaiOoctor 
can be reached by telephone from Ch1na aiBS-10-8456-9191 or on the Internet at 
http://www.eglobaldoctor.com/. Additional information on medtcal providers specializ:i~ in treating 
foreigners for general medical. dental and orthodontic problems are avatlable at 
http://www. usembassy-china. org. en/ 

MEDICAL INSURANCE: Amereans are advised not to travel to Chma w1thout bottt health insurance 
and medical evaa..~ation insurance (often included in so-called "traver insurance and provided as 
part of a tour group package). U.S. medical insurance 1S not always val1d outs•de ltte United States 
Medicare/Medicaid programs do not provide coverage for medical serv1ces outside the Umted 
States. Even when insurance does cover servtces rece1ved tn Ch'tna. tt will usually be necessary to 
pay first and then file ror reimbursement with the insurance company upon returmng to the United 
States Supplementalmsurance wtth specific overseas coverage, tncludmg prav1sion for medical 
evacuatiOn, is strongly recommended and can be purchased tn the Untted States pricr to travel. 
Please check with your own insurance company to confirm whether your policy appl1es overseas, 
and if itmcludes a provision for med1cal evacuation. 

Recent med1cal evaruations by air ambulance from Ch1na to nearby areas have cost over US 
$30.000 Two pnvate emergency me<ttcal assistance firms. SOS International. Ltd .. and Medex 
Assistance Corporation. offer medical insurarce pohctes des1gned for travelers Both of these 
companies have staff in China who can assist 1n the event of a medtcal emergency 

SOS International. Ltd. 
Betpng Chn1c address: Building C. BITtC Leasu1g Center 
No 1 Nort:h Road. Xtngfu Sancun. Sanlttun. Chaoyang Otstnct. Bet]mg 10002 7 
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• • 8eij1ng SOS Intel ./ ':llnic, telephone (86-10) 6462-9112, Fax 1 S462·9111 

For medical emergencies, please telephone the SOS International Alarm Center at (86-1 O) 6462· 
9100 from anywhere in Ma1nland Chtna, Frum Hong Kong: call (852) 2428-9900 From the U.S .. 1· 
800-468-5232. These phone lines are answered 24 hours by SOS lntemattonal Alarm Center 
personnel. For mformalion on purchasing health or travel1nsurance from SOS International, please 
telephone (1-800) 523-6586 (8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m Eastern Time, Monday through Friday) 1n the 
U S or VISit http //www 1ntsos com/ on the Internet or e-mail: ~in~ ffi?~§h.ng@!n.terf1E!.ion~lsqs com 

SOS members callmg wtth a medical emergency should first telephone the Alarm Center in BeiJing 
at (86-10)6462-9100 

MEDEX Ass1stance Corporation 
871 Poly Plaz.a 
Beijmg 100027 
Betjing Office Fa:c (86-10) 6595-8509 
Email: medexasst@aol com {Baltimore. Marylar~d) 
US telephone (1-800) 537-2029 or(1-410) 453-6300 (24 hours} 
Emergencies (members only)· (1-800) 527 .{)216 or (1-410) 453~330 
Web site http.//www medexasstst.cornl 

Medex: members calling With a medical emergency should call Medex-Emergency 1n China at 
telephone (86-1 0) 6595-85 1 0 
Heathrow Atr Ambulance 

Heathrow is an atr evacuation service w1th offices ·,n the United States and England Travelers can 
pre-arrange atr evacuation insurance and other emergency travel assistance. Ttus serv1ce also has 
a business plan to assist foretgners who lack travel tnsurance. Heathrow Air Ambulance SeNtce. 
15554 FM. Suite 195 Houston, TX. 77095-2704. Office telephone 1-800-513-5192 Office fax 1-281· 
550-9763 E-mail. b\gtl~n..c;l2\1l.1.@Y.atlQQ,Q.Q!n 

Useful information on medical emergencies abroad, including overseas Insurance programs. ts 
provided in the Department of State's Bureau of Consular Affairs brochure. "Medical Information for 
Americans Travetmg Abroad," available v1a the Bureau of Consular Affairs home page, or autotax 
1-202 647-3000 

OTHER HEALTH INFORMATION: Most roads ana towns"' Ttbet. Qinghat, parts of X.injiang. and 
western Sichuan are Situated at altitudes over 10.000 feet Travelers should seek medical advtce 1n 
advance of travel. allow bme for acclimatization to the h~gh attitude. and remain alert to signs of 
altitude sickness HIV has become a significant concern in China. Travelers should always ask 
doctots and. dentists to use sterilized equ1pmenr and be prepared to pay for new synnge needles 1n 
hospitals or dimes Air pollution 1s a problem throughout uiban China Travelers shoulo consult the1r 
doctor pnor to travel and consider the impact seasonal smog and heavy particulate pollution may 
ha'le on them 

Alcoholics Anonymous can be reached in Be111ng at telephone (86-10) 6437-6305. or vis1t the U.S 
Embassy web page tn advance of travel to China for additional contact numbers There IS an AI· 
Anon chapter in Beij1ng that can be reached at (86-10)6940-3935. Information on vaccinations and 
other health pcecaut1ons may be obtained from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevent1on·s 
hotline for international travelers at 1-877-394-874 7. fax -888-232-3299. or v1a the CDC's Internet 
~.'\!?at hltp./lwww cdc.govl For mformation about outbreaks of infectlous diseases abroad consult 
the Wgrld Hej:ilth Or.gamz..£ti9!!.?.~.~\;!§!1!'! at http !lwww who.1nt1en Further hS!alth Jntorm?llon for 
tra11elers 1s ava1table at htlpJ/www who.int11ht. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY AND ROAD CONDITIONS: 'Mule tn a foreign country. US ot1zens may 
encounter road cond1tions that dtffer Significantly from those tn the Umted States The informatton 
below concern1ng the People's Republ1c of Ch1na is provided for general reference only. and may 
not be totally accurate in a particular location or Circumstance 

Dnving etiquette in China IS develop1ng As 3 result. traffic IS often chaotiC. and nghl-of-way and 
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other courtestes a· 
trequently h1t pede_ 
'Nalking near traffic. 

e e 
1nored Travelers should note that cars ar 'n the wrong lanes 

~~ ~ and b1cychsts on SJdewalks Pedestnans shouja _ .,ays be careful While 

Road/traffic conditions are generally safe if occupants of modem passenger vehtcles wear seatbelts 
Most traffic acctdent inJuries tnvolve pedestrians or cychsts who are involved 1n collistans or who 
encounteruoe)(pected road hazards (e.g., unmarked oren manholes). Foreigners with restdent 
permits can apply for PRC driVer licenses. however. liability 1ssues often make it preferable to 
employ a local driver. Child safety seats are not Wldely available Amencans who wish to ride 
bicycles in China are urged to wear safety helmets meeting U S. standards: 

Safety of Public Transportabon. Good 
Uri:lan Road Conditions/Maintenance: Good 
Rural Road Conditions/Maintenance. Fa1r 
Avatlabtlity of Roadstde Asststance: Fatr tn or near large CJbes. unavailable tn rural areas 

For addtl1011al generaltnformatiOn about road safety, indudingllnks to fcretgn government s1tes. 
please see the Department at State. Bureau of Consular Affatrs home page at 
http //travel state gov/road_safetyhtml 

A VIA nON SAFETY OVERSIGHT: The U S. Federal Avtahon Admtntstratton (FAA) has assessed 
the civtl avralion authority of the government of the People's Repubhc of China as Categol)' 1 . 1n 
compliance with international av1atron safety standards for overstght of Chma's air earner operations 
For further Information, travelers may contact the Department ot TransportatiOn Within the Untted 
States at telephone {1-800) 322-7873. or vtStl the FAA's Internet web Site at 
http://www raa.gov/avr/iasal 

The U.S Department of Defense (000) separately assesses some foreign a1r earners for SUitability 
as oH10al providers of air serv1ces. For informabon regaroing the DOD policy on spectfic carriers. 
travelers may contact the DOD at telephone ( 1-61 B) 229-480 l. 

CUSTOMS REGULATIONS: Chinese customs authorities enforce strict regulations conceming 
temporary tmportation into or export from Chtna of items such as religious matenal and antiqUJI:Jes. 
banned publications or vehicles not conforming to Chinese standards. Information concerning 
regulattons and procedures QO'Jeming items that may be brought 1nto Ch1na is available through the 
Chinese Embassy and Consulates in the United States Students may bnng into China only a ltmtted 
number of tlems that are considered necessa"f for study and daily life. Some U.S citizens residtng 
in Chtna have been required to pay customs duty on certain high-value items when departtng Chtna 
because procedures were not followed when the items were originally brought into China. 

The tmportat:Jon of pets Into Chtna (cats, dogs and some birds) ts generally allowable 1f the animal 
has up to date international shot records and c.: vetzrin<Jrr cartrficate of healtll. Note thai:. animals are 
deport tel by the Chtnese customs rt the shot records are not authenticated and notanz:ed by a state 
notary. Importation of exotic antmals may be considered but must be pre-approved by Chinese 
customs. Additional information on Chmese customs and anlmaltmpon and e)(port regu lat1ons can 
be obtained by calling the Chinese Embassy in Washmgton. 0 C at telephone 1-202-338-6688 

Chinese customs officials encourage the use of an ATA (Adm1ssion femporaireiTemporal)' 
Admission) Camet for the temporary admission of profess1anal equipment, commercial samples, 
and/or goods for exhibitions and fatr purposes ATA Garnet Headquarters, located at the US 
Council for International Business. 1212 Avenue of the Amencas. New York. NY 10036. tssues and 
guarantees the ATA Camet in the United States. For additional 1nformat1on, please telephone (212) 
354-4480, or send e-mail to atacarnet@usc1b org or v1s1t http llwww uscib org/ for details 

CRIMINAL PENAL TIES: VV'ntle in a foreign country. aU S ctltzen 1S subject to that country's laws 
and regulations, which sometimes differ significantly from those in the United States and do not 
afford the protections available to the individual under U.S law. 

Amencans tn Chtna who are not staying at hotels, 1ndud1ng Amencans who are stay1ng wtth fnends 
or re!ali'les. must reg1ster with local police. Amencans who are questioned by pol1ce should 
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• tmmediately notify Embassy or the nearest consulate. Foreig Jtned for questioning 
may not be allowed to cv .. Lact their national authorittes until the questtu.ung ts concluded. 
Foreigners detatned pending tnal have often watted over a year for thetr tnal to begin Americans 
are rarely granted bair Crimtnal punishments, especially pnson terms. are more severe than in the 
United States. Per:;ons violating the law, even unknowmgly. may be expelled. arrested or 
imprisoned. Crimmal penalties for possession. use. or trafftcking of illegal drugs are strict, and 
convtcted offenders can expect severe Jail sentences and fines. Non-Amencan foretgners have been 
executed for drug offenses Several AmeriCAns curren~y Incarcerated tn China have been implicated 
tn financtal fraud schemes invotvtng falsified banktng or business documents. tax evasion schemes 
and assisting alien smuggling, mcludmg selling passports 

In the past. protesters detamed for engaging in pro-Falun Gong activities have been deported 
qutckly from Chana Several of these protester:; alleged they were physically abused during the1r 
detention In additiOn. they alleged that personal property including cloth1ng. cameras and 
computers had not always been returned to them upon lhe1r deportation Chtnese authorities report 
whtle they have deported these foretgners qu1cldy after public demonstrations 1n favor of the Falun 
Gong, future adherents who intentiOnally arrive in Ch1na to protest agatnst Chtnese policy may 
recetve longer terms of detention and possibly face prison sentences 

Several Amencans have been detained and expelled for passing out non-authorized Christian 
literature. Sentences for distnbutlng th1s matenal may range from three to ftve years imprisonment. 11 
convtcted 

CONSULAR 1\CCESS: TheUS -PRC Consular Convention of '9BO pro\ltdes that detained US 
Citizens have the right to contact a U S consular offlcer. that U.S. consular officers shall be notified 
withtn four days whenever an American IS taken tnto custody. and that a consular officer may vtstt 
detained Americans. Note. how8't'er, that U.S consular officers do not aiiNays receive timely 
notification of the detention or arrest of a U.S otizen. U.S. atizens who are detained or arrested 
should request contact with the U.S. Embassy or one of the U.S. Consulates General. A.s explatned 
in the section on "Dual Nationality• found earlier in this document. China does not recognize dual 
nationality Naturalized US. citizens who enterChtna on Chinese passports or PRC-issued Hong 
Kong or Taiwan travel documents can be denied access to U.S. consular officials. The U.S. 
Government strongly recommends that an Americans enter China us1ng only American passports 
containing Chmese 11\sas 

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES: Travel to Tibet -It IS possible to make travel arrangements to T1bet 
from outside of China. Once tn China, tra\lelers wishing to visit Tibet musiJOIO a group, which can be 
arranged b'J almost aoy Chinese \ra>.Jel agency The ttavel agency will arrange for the necessa!'J 
permits and collect any fees The Chinese government requires foreigners (includmg U.S. citizens) 
w1shmg to vistt Tibet to apply in advance for approval from the tourist admmtstration of the Tibetan 
Autonomous Region_ More information is available from the Chinese Embassy or one of the 
Chtnese consulates in the United States, or, while in China. from the U.S Embassy or nearest U S 
consulate general. {Please see the above section on Entry Requirements.) Recently, some 
Americans with long-temn Chinese visas have expenenced difficulty obta1n1ng permits to vis1t Ttbet 

ENGLISH TEACHERS/SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS- Many Amencans have enjoyed \hetr 
teachtng experience tn Chtna. others have encountered signtticant problems Some Amencans have 
come to China under a contract with promtses ot good salary, bonuses and other amenities. only to 
find themselves in tenuous situ allons often lad<mg funds to re\um to the Untied States. The U S 
Embassy cannot act as a legal advisor or negobate bustness or personal grievances on behalf of 
tndividual cittzens. Americans experiencing problems can contact the Embassy's American Citizens 
Services Untt at telephone (86-10) 6532-3431. extension 5648. 5028. 5609 or 5344. or vta e-matl lo 
AmC:it~~iilng@!?\<3\~ goy to report problems w1th school employment contracts 

American teachers considering teaching English tn China should check that thetr contracts speofy 
the maxtmum number of classroom hours pet day and per week. maximum workdays per week. and 
vacat1on penods. Amertcans teachtng tn Chtna. particularly at newly established pnvate secondary 
schools and pnvate English tra1mng centers. have often found their employers unable or unwilling to 
honor contract terms or to asstst 1n obtaintng Chtnese employment-based v1sas and other perm)IS 
required for fore1gners to teach lawfully tn Chtna Prospective teachers should always ask for 
references from other fore,gn teachers who have completed a contract teachtng term and have 
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- .--returned to their h' .. ,try. Prospecttve teachers srould never cr 'lina without f~rst 
receil.nng the prop work v1sa from the Chinese Embassy Pro- . ..;L • teachers should not 
accept a prom1se by a scnool or organ1zaoon to obtatn the correct visa after the1r arrival. Health 
tnsuran~ provided by Chinese employers should be supplemented as described above. (Please 
see the section on Medical Insurance) 

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS: Some areas of China frequented by Amef1cans. notably Yunnan 
Provmce. are prone to earthquakes Coastal areas of Ha1nan. Guangdong. Fujian. and Zhe)iang 
provtnces are subJect to typhoons dunng the summer ra~ny season. General information about 
natural disaster preparedness is available lila the Internet from the U.S Federal Emergency 
~~ement AgmJFEMA) at http:J.i'.liww.fema gov/ Travelers should check weather conditions 
for cities and areas in China pnor to departure Wmter weather and summer typhoons often cause 
the dosure of atrports tn some parts of the country 

DOCUMENT SEIZURES: Chinese authorittes have se~zed documents. literature. artd letters that 
they deem to be pornographic. political irt nature. or 1ntended for religtous proselytism Persons 
seeking to enter Chma with religious materials'" a quantity deemed to be greater than that needed 
for personal use may be detained and tined. Chtnese customs authonttes may seize books. f1lms. 
records. tapes, and compact disks to determme tf they VIolate Chinese prohibitions lndtvlduals 
believed to be engaged 1n retig1ous prosely!lsm or 1n conduct Ch1nese offiaals cons1der 1 mmoral or 
tnappropnate have been detatned and expelled 

PASSPORT CONFISCATION: PRC authorities occasJOOally confiscate passports and levy extt 
bans aga1nst persons involved 1n commercial or other disputes The U.S Embassy or Consulate 
General wrll make inquines w1th local authorities to ensure that the U S. c1tiz:en's rights under the 
U S. , Ch1na Btlateral Consular ConventJoo are honored The individual usually is not taken 1nto 
custody. but IS sometimes confined to a hotel or other faciijty until the dispute 1s resolved. The U.S 
Embassy or Consulate General Will issue another passpoit to any U S. citizen who applies for one 
under these circumstances; however. even with a new U S passport. Chinese authorihes wlil often 
block departure by refusing to provide a visa for exit purposes 

CHILDREN'S ISSUES· For information on tnternational children's issues. please refer ta our Internet 
site at http //10 8.40. 7/caintemet/children's_tssues html or telephone (1-888) 407-4747 

REGISTRATION/EMBASSY AND CONSULATE LOCATlONS: U.S. citizens other than tourists at 
maior hotels are encouraged to register at the U S. Embassy or at one of the U.S Consulates 
General in China. They may also obtain updated information on travel and security within the 
country at the Embassy or Consulates General. It is posSible to register from the United States via 
the Internet through the U S Embassy's home page at http 1./wiiN.I.usembassy-china.org. en/. 

Beijing: The U.S. Embassy in China is located at 2 Xiu Shui Dong Jie. Beijing 100600, telephone. 
(B6-1 0) R532-3431. 6532-3831, and ~tt~r-hcur;· (66-10} 6532-1910. fax (86-1 0) 65324 i 53. The 
U S. Embassy web s1te address IS http IJwww. usembassy-china org.cn/ and the e-matl address is 
AmCitBei1ing@§tate.gov. The Consular Section. including the American Citlz:en Services Unit. IS 

located on the eighth floor of Westgate Mall, 1038 West Nan]tng Road. tel (86-21) 3217-4650 ext 
2102 or 2103., fax. (86-21)62.17-2.071 The Embassy consular district tncludes the following 
provincesJreg1ons of China. Beijing, T'tanjin, Shandong. Shanxi. Inner Mongolia. Ningx1a. Shaanx1, 
Qinghai. Xinjiang, Hebei, Henan. Hubei, Hunan. and J1angX1 

Chengdu: TheUS Consulate General 1n Chengdu 1s lOCated at Number 4. Ungsh1guan Road. 
Section 4, Renmtn Nanlu. Chengdu 610041. telephone (B6-2B) 556-3992. 555-3119. fax (86-28) 
8558-3520 and the e-mail address ·,s AC.~g,en_gQ_u@state ggy: after-hours (86-0) 13708001422 
This consulardistnct includes the followtng provmces/reg1ons of China~ GUtzhou. Sichuan Xizang 
(Tibet). and Yunnan. as well as the mumc1pality of Choogqtng 

Guangzhou: TheUS Consulate Generaltn Guangz:hou IS located at Number 1 South Shamian 
Street. Sham1an Island 200S1. Guangzhou 510133, telephone: (86-20) 8121-8418. after-hours (86· 
) 139..{)229-3169, fax. (86-20) 812 HM28 and the e-ma1l address tS Guanqz:houACS@state qov Th1s 
consular district includes the fo\lowing prov1na:s/reg10ns of Ch1na Guangdong, Guangx1. Ha1nan. 
and Futian 
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Shanghai The U S •ulate General in Shanghai is located at 14 1u· Z.honglu. Shanghai 
2000:S 1 telephone (... ) 643 3-6880, after-hours (86-21) 6433-39:X.., fax • ...-21} 6471-1493. 
6433-4122,6471-1148 and tile e-mail addreSS IS shang~~Y.ahcocom This eonsulardistnct 
tncludes the followmg provinces/regions of China: Shanghai. Anhui. Jiangsu, and Zhetiang 

Shenyang: TheUS Consulate General in Shenyang IS located at No. 52. 14th Wei Road, Hep1ng 
District. Shenyang 110003. telephone. (86-24) 2322-1198. 2322-036 8; after-hours (86-0) 
13704019790. fax (86-24) 2322-2374 and the e-mail address is ShgQY~_agAGS@st.at_egov Th1s 
consular distnct includes the followmg provinces/regtons of Chtna Liaonmg. Hetlonmlang, and Jilin 

Thts replaces the Consular Information Sheet dated Apnl 11. 2002, to add to secttons en titled 
Entry/Exit ReqUirements. Cnme. Medical Facilities and Cnmmal Pena1t1es 

Return to Consular InformatiOn Sheets and Travel Warnmgs Page 
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Nationality Law of the People's Republic of China 

(Adopted at the Thi<d Session of the Fifth National People's Congress, promulgated by Order No.8 of the Chairman of 
the Standing Committee of the NatiOnal People's Congress and effective as of September 10, 1980) 

Artide 1 ThiS law is applicable to the acquiSition, loss and restoration of nationality or the People's Republic of 
China. 

Art ide 2 The People's Republic or China is a unitary mu~lnational state; persons belonging to any of the 
natiOnalities in China shaM have Chinese natiOnaijty. 

Artide 3 The People's Republic of China does not recognize dual nationality for any Chinese natiOnal. 

Article 4 Any person bom in China whose parents are both Chinese nationals or one of whose parents is a 
Chinese national shall have Chinese nationality. 

Artlda 5 Any person born abroad whose parents are both Chinese nationals or one of whose parents is a 
Chinese national shall have Chinese nationality. But a person whose parents are both Chinese nationals and have 
both settled abroad, or one of whose parents is a Chinese national and has settled abroad, and who has acquired 
foreign natiOnality at birth shal not have Chinese natiOnality. 

Artlda 6 Any person born in China whose parents are stateless or of uncertain national~ and have settled in 
China snail have Chinese nationality. 

Artlda 7 Foreign nationals or stateless persons who are wiNing to abide by China's Constitution and laws and 
who meet one of the following conditions may be naturalized upon approval or their applicatiOns: 

( 1) they are near relatives of Chinese nationals; 

(2) they have settled in China; or 

( 3) they have other legitimate reasons. 

Article 8 Any person who applies for naturakzation as a Chinese national sha~ acquire Chinese natiOnality 
upon approval of his application; a person whose application for naturalization as a Chinese national has been 
approved shall not retain foreiQn nationality. 

Artlda 9 Any Chinese national who has settled abroad and who has been naturalized as a foreign national or 
has acquired foreign nationality ot hiS own free wiN shal automatiCally lose Chinese nationality. 

Artido!J 10 Chinese nat1Cn1lls who :-neet on~ of the following conditi<.lns mdy renounce Chinese nationality 
upon approval of their applicatiOns: 

( 1) they are near relatives of foreign nationals; 

(2) they have settled abroad; or 

(3) they have other legitimate reasons. 

Artlda 11 Any person whO applies for renunciation of Chinese nationality shaH lose Chinese nationality upon 
approval of hiS applicaton. 

Artide 12 State functionaries and military personnel on active serviCe shaq not renounce Chinese nationaiJty. 

Artide 13 Foreign nationals who once held Chinese nationality may apply for restoration of Chinese 
natiOnality t they have legitimate reasons; those whose applications for restoration of Chinese nationatity have 
been approved shall not retain foreign nationality. 

Artide 14 Persons who wish to acquire, renounce or restore Chinese natiOnality, with the exception of cases 
prov•ded for in Article 9, shaM go through the formalities of application. Applications of persons under the age of 
13 may be ftled on their behalf by their parents or otl'ler legal representatives. 

Artide 15 Nationality applications at home shall be handled by the public security bureaus of the 
municipalities or counties where the applicants reside; natiOnality applications abroad shai be handled by China's 
diplomatic representative agencies and consular offiCes. 

Artide 16 Applications for naturanzation as Chinese nationals and for renunciation or restoration or Chinese 
nationality are subject to examination and approval by the Ministry of Public Security of the People's Republic or 
Ch•na. The MiniStry of PubliC Security shall<ssue a cert<fkate to any person whose application has been approved. 

Article 17 The nationality status of persons who have acquired or lost Chinese nationality before the 
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promulgation.of this Law shan remain valid. 

Artlde 18 This Law shall come into force as of the date of its promulgation. 

Remarks : Concerning the questions of the implementation of this Law in the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region, the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress has made certain explanations. Please refer 
to the · .~~tons qt 'iome ilWilllli~~.!'lQ...C.llillJllilli:~!ltlb.e..ti<lill.WllJ~~il.Uh::''i.i:Of!Or¢ss •anceroina 
W~ i!UI'ltOID~!l.t<.ill!.l.!:~~tbt! people's RepqOIJc a[ I'I'IOiliO rt1~ HOI'o KO!ll] SpeCial 
,"•lmi,ustriltiVP Reqion' adopted by the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress on 15 May 1996. 
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Reliable Linguistic & Consulting Inc. 
136-31 41 Ave., Suite 7 A ,  Flushing, NY11355 Tel: (718) 461-3787 Fax: (718) 461- 9517 
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+ A Member o f  New York Circle o f  Translators 

(Translation) 

50 Kith and Kin Were Arrested and Forced to Surrender the Pregnant Women 

Violating Birth Control Policy 

It is reported that in Fujian Province, violence is applied to carry out One-Child Birth 

Control Policy. "It was heard that the infant was taken out by means of induced abortion 

and died after several cries" 

News Team reporting from Maintand China 
----- -- 

Reported on t4th of May from Beijing 

The Birth Control Policy (namely One-Child Policy) caused trauma of many families with 

only one child in Sichuan Earthquake. which is still not gong yet. According to the report 

from Fee Asian Radio Station. the Birth Control Policy has not been siightly changed due to 

Sichuan Earthquake. What is more, in Xianyou County of Fujian Province, large-scale of 

Birth Control enforcement maneuver by force has got started since the end of April. It is 

reported that violence was applied to arrest the lying-in pregnant women for abortion 

(namely, induced abortion). For those hiding pregnant women, their family members were 

detained by force in order that the pregnant women were forced to surrender themselves. So 

far, there have been more than 40 family members and relatives being detained as hostages. 

Regarding attentions from outside media, the local birth-control officials responded that 

they would be dismissed from their positions if they failed to fulfill their quota. 
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+ A Member of New York Circle of Translators 

(Translation Continued) 

Wu Xin Jie, a 55 year-old woman from Gaiwei Township of Xianyou County, celebrated 

this year's Mother's Day at the prison of Birth Control Department in this Township. She 

was taken into prison as a hostage for the purpose of forcing her daughter, who got 

pregnant for a second child and would lie in for birth, to come back to the town for induced 

abortion. The report said, Wu Xin Jie's son related that his mother was arrested a week ago 

and is now detained somewhere at the Town Hall. The term and condition the town hall 

birth control department set for her release was Y22,000 for bail. "The Birth Control 

Department did not get hold of my sister, so they got my Mom instead. Now the entire 

family members have not seen her ever since. Only the head of the village is allowed to go 

in there to take a look. He said there more than 50 people in there, some are in their 60s and 

others are in their 70s." 

The report indicated that apart from Gaiwei Township, severe enforcement maneuvers also 

took place in Yuanzhuang Township, Longhua Township and other nearby 10 townships. 

Mi: Li, a t.ssiclen~ of t11c couaiy said, "Tile government deploys such means as arresting 

your relatives and friends and damaging your house in order to force the pregnant women 

to surrender. Even a would-be-born baby will have to be aborted. I heard the infant was 

taken out via induced abortion and died aRer a several cries." Another Mother from Daji 

Township put up posters over the internet, calling for help to her 20 year-old daughter who 

had been pregnant for 7 months. She said her daughter was forced to be taken to the 

hospital for induced abortion at the end of April without success. Then she was taken back 

to the Town Hall and detained together with several young pregnant women along with 

other old people taken as hostages. 
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+ A Member of New York Circle o f  Translators 

(Translation Continued) 

According to the report, birth control officials of Yuanzhuang Township tacitly 

acknowledged this type of enforcement maneuver. They said they are implementing orders 

from officials of higher levels which is "Women pregnant for even 8 and 9 months will 

undergo induced abortion." 

Black Prison 
In the black prison of Birth Control Department of Daji Town Hall of Xianyou County of 

Fujian Province, the forcibly detained pregnant women and family members and relatives 

of the pregnant women are complaining in tears the violent enforcement maneuver of the 

local authority. (Photo from Newtwork) 
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+ A Member of New York Circle of Translators 

We, Reliable Linguistic 1G Consulting, Inc., a professional translation company, hereby 

certify that the preceding document has been translated by an experienced and qualified 

professional translator and that, in our best judgment, the translated text truly reflects the 

content, meaning, and style of the original text and constitutes a correct, true, and 

word-for-word translation of the original document. 

The translator, Mr. Chaoke Liu, has more than 10 years of experience in translation and 

is an associate member of American Translator Association (ATA Membership Number: 

237559) and a member of New York Circle of Translators (Membership Number: 2336). 

This is also to certify that Reliable Linguistic & Consulting Inc. was registered on July 

3,2006 with Division of Corporations, New York State Department of State of New York 

Translator: (Chaoke Liu) 

Date: June 29, 2009 

Reliable Linguistic & 
Consulting Inc. 
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China Sdcki~k With One-Child Policy - New &'Times http://www.nytimes.. ..J2008/03/ 1 I/world/asia/ l l china.html?-r= I h.. 

March t i ,  2008 

China Sticking With One-Child Policy 

BEIJING - China's top population official said the country's one-child-per-couple family planning policy 
would not change for at least another decade. The announcement refutes speculation that officials were 
contemplating adjustments to compensate for mounting demographic pressures. 

The official, Zhang Weiqing, minister of the National Population and Family Planning Commission, said 
China would not make any major changes to the overall family planning policy until roughly a decade from 
now, when an anticipated surge in births is expected to end. 

"The current family planning policy, formed as a result of gradual changes in the past two decades, has 
proved compatible with national conditions," Mr. Zhang said in a front-page interview published Monday in 
China Daily, the country's official English-language newspaper. 

"So it has to be kept unchanged at this time to ensure stable and balanced population growth." 

Mr. Zhang said that 200 million people would enter childbearing age during the next decade and that 
prematurely abandoning the one-child policy could add unwanted volatility to the birthrate. 

"Given such a large population base, there would be major fluctuations in population growth if we 
abandoned the one-child rule now," he said. "It would cause serious problems and add extra pressure on 

social and economic development." 

China, with more than 1.3 billion people, is the world's most populous nation. For nearly three decades, it 
has enforced one of the world's strictest family planning policies. Most urban couples are limited to a single 

child, while farmers are often allowed to have two. Critics say the policy is coercive and has led to numerous 
abuses, including forced abortions, which continue in some areas. 

National family planning otlicials have tried to reduce the abuses, but local officials are still evaluated partly 
on how well they meet population goals. Supporters of the policy say it has kept population growth from 
reaching unsustainable levels. Government officials often say the policy has prevented roughly 400 million 
births, though some independent scholars and scientists cite a figure of around 250 million. 

Today, China has a rapidly aging society that demographers warn could present significant problems. 
.qready, the work force is defying the popular impression that the labar supply is endless. Factories have 
reported shortages of young workers in recent years. At the same time, the one-child policy is considered a 

contributing factor to a gender imbalance that has raised concerns that there may be too few women in the 

future. 

Officials have tinkered with the policy over the years, but have resisted any sweeping changes. Speculation 
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China ~ti~kilis'with One-Child Policy - New .k Times hctp:llwww.nytimes. .n/2008/03/1 Ilworldiasial l I cluna.htmlL?-r; I &.. 

arose in recent weeks that some sort of deeper change might be coming. Last month, Zhao Baige, a vice 
minister in the national family hlanning commission, prompted a spate of news reports when she was 
quoted as saying that China was studying how it could move away from the one-child policy. 

"We want incrementally to have this change," Ms. Zhao said, according to Reuters. "I cannot answer at what 
time or how, but this has become a big issue among decision makers." 

A day later, a strong denial was issued in the state-run Beijing News under the headline, "News of 
abandoning the one-child policy is inconsistent with the facts." 

But the uncertainty quickly deepened. Wu Jianmin, spokesman for the Chinese People's Political 
Consultative Conference, the advisory body to the national legislature, suggested at a news conference that 
changes were being considered. 

'The one-child policy was the only choice we had, given the conditions when we initiated the policy," Mr. 
Wu said. 

"When designing a policy," he noted, "we need to take into consideration the reality. So as things develop, 
there might be some changes to the policy, and relevant departments are considering this." 

Mr. Zhang's comments on Monday in China Daily seemed to put an end to any debate over timing. He told 
the newspaper that quickly abandoning the policy would create many new problems. 

China Daily reported that the population was growing by up to 17 million people a year. 

copvnqht ZMl8   he NEW Y& rimes comomy 
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Researcher s a y s  China Ow-Child Policy Dangt ; Because Study Fin ... http:l!www.lifcsitentws.- -.nildnlprintertiiendlyYh~I1~;1rticIeid=07O~203 

C ..,, ,.. ., '!n;rr Life, Family and Culturs I f ~ l t ~ r r  

Monday April 23, 2007 

Researcher says China One-Child Policy Dangerous Because Study Finds It  Works 

By Gudrun Schultz 

IRVINE, California, April 23, 2007 (LifeSiteNews.com) - The Chinese government's one-child policy has 
effectively reduced the country's birth rate to well below replacement levels, triggering an impending 
demographic crisis, researchers at the University of California, Irvine, have found. 

A team of sociologists from the United States and China collaborated on the study, published in the current 
issue of the journal Population and Development Review, which is the first to use local data on fertility policy 
and population growth collected from 420 Chinese prefectures. 

In what is being called the first systematic examination of the policy and effects of China's population control 
program, the study found that the one-child policy has been 'remarkably effective" in forcing the birth rate down 
close to the government-approved level of 1.47 children per couple, including permitted exemptions across the 
country. 

Lead researcher Wang Feng, a sociologist professor at UC U ~ n e ,  said the actual birth rate of 1.5 children per 
couple shows an "extraordinaryn convergence between policy and reality, "even for China," in an University 
press release. 

"With the birth rate below replacement level, the country faces serious negative consequences in the long run if 
it fails to phase out the policy," Wang warned. He pointed out that the success of the program is causing a 
disproportionate number of males to females, an increasingly senior population, and a shrinking workforce. 

"No country has yet to reverse the trend of below-replacement birth rates, so China's next step regarding its 
one-child policy will be an important one," Wang said. 

Despite some government exemptions, the study found that 63 percent of Chinese couples are prevented from 
P ~ ~ i , - g  mora than or* child. Aa wail, resaarciers Found that the exe~nptions permitted io coupies in certain rural 
areas ot the country are limited to a small proportion of the population and governed by highly complicated 
restrictions. 

"We want to clear up confusion about the one-child policy," said Wang.."Despite what some say, the policy has 
not been 'relaxed' over the years." 

"The system of exemptions resembles the American tax code in its complexity," Wang said. "But this does not 
change the fact that the one-child policy applies without exception to a significant majority of Chinese couples." 

Despite the increasing social problems caused by an enforced low birth-rate, the Chinese government does not 
appear to be considering a change in policy, Wang stated. 

See related LifeSiteNews coverage: 

Slavery, Prostitution Effect of China's One-Child Policy 
http:llwww. lifesite. net/ldn/2004/rnar/04030908. html 

China's One-Child Policy to Cripple Chinese Economy 
http:Ilwww.liiesite. neUld~J20041feb104021806. htrnl 
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Researcher says China One-Child Policy Dan,  us Because Study Fin ... http://w ww.lifesitenetl ~.~o~ldrdprintertiiendly.html?articlcid=0704230: 

China Labels Stanford Researcher "International spy" For Exposing Forced Abortion Policy 
http:llwww .lifesite, net/ldn/2005/aug/050826a. htrnl 

For many more stories on the issue enter t h e  phrase "China one child" into t h e  LifeSiteNews search at 
http:Ilwww . lifesitenews, c o d  

URL: http~/www.lifesitenews,~0mlIdn/20071aprlO7042303.html 

Copyright 0 L i f e S i t e ~ . c o r n  This work is licensed under a Creative C o m m o n s  Attribution-No Oerivati-s License. You m a y  
republish this article or portions of it Athout request prouided the content is not abred and it is ckrarly attributed to 
"LifeSiteNews.com". A n y  wbsite publishing of cot'rpleb Or large POtIIOnS of original ClfeSiteNews arficles MUST additionally IncLde a 
l iw link to w.Li feSi tekw.com. h e  link is not required for excerpts. Republishing of artich o n  LifeSiteNews.com frwn other 
sources as noted is subject to the conditions of those Murces. 
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China's One-Child Policy Stays, Abuses Resurface 

20084442 

China has recently pledged to continue to enforce draconian family 
planning policies which limit most of the country's families to just one 
child, in an attempt to keep its burgeoning population under controt. 
But forced abortions, detentions and other official abuses are still 
being reported. 

chenguangchen 

HONG KONG-China has 
pledged to maintain tough family 
planning policies that limit most 
of t b  country's families to just 
one child, in a bid to keep its 
burgeoning population under 
control. 

Pregnant women wfio fall foul of 
the system and civil rights 
activists am still reporting 

Multfrnedla widespread abuses by officials in many parts of the country, including 

Archive forced abortions, arbitary detentions and torture. 
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planning officiak detained and beat the sister of one pregnant woman 
who had already given birth to one child, U?e family told RFA's 
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Blockaqe 
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email. 

- Cantonese service. 

Social Media 

The woman, wtw lives near Linyi crty, where family planning abuses 
have already been M e l y  documented, is eight months pregnant. She 
went into hiding with her husband to escape the forced abortion she 
says appeared inevitable. When the authorttles couldn't find her, they 
detained her elder sister. 

'After they took her away they were asking her questions about our 
other sister [the pregnant woman]," a younger sister said. 

"When she said sha didn't Itnow, they would baat her up. We heard 
from inside sources that the beatings wre vely severe. We also 
heard that they beat one woman to death a few yean ago, so we are 
all very wn ied  about her.' 

She said the entire family was planning to go into hiding to escape 
further detentions and beatings. 

Abuses re-emerged this year 

The pregnant woman said in an 
interview from her hiding place that 
she was living in constant fea, of am still very frightened. If 
baing caught. they catch me they wiH force 

me to have an abohon. 
"Now we are supposedly safe, but 
I don't feel safe. 1 am still very Pregnant woman from Zhubao. 
frightened. If they catch me they Shandong 
will force me to have an aborbon, I * .-. 

feel very weak because I am 
anemic." she said. 

'I feel w fu l  that my sistet IS suffering because of me. But I don't 
knaw wnar I can do. I don't>&ant to go back and have an aborfion. And 
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I I 

Radio Free Asia 
2025 M Str~et NW, Sul te 
3a 
Washington DC 10036, USA 
202-530-4900 
sammAla 

I can't go back if I don't have an abortion. So I will have to have the 
baby and then go back and pay the fines." 

Repeated calls to the Zhubao township family planning office during 
office hours were connected to wrong numbers. 

Yuan Weijing, wife of jaded civil rights activist Chen Guangcheng, said 
her husband's blistering exposure of abuses by family planning 
officials in Linyi city and nearby Yinan county had brought about some 
changes for a limited time. 

Chen, who was sentenced to four years' imprisonment in August 
2006 for 'damaging property and organizing a mob to distuh traffic," 
blew the whistle on the use of forced aborhons and other abuses. 

His writings ware Mdely distributed on the Internet and read by many 
in China. 

Limited resources 

'It is just the same as it ahvays was here. If you are pregnant W o &  
permission, it doesn't matter how many months gone you are--they 
will keep an eye on the pregnancy and then they wdl amst you and 
drag you off for an abortion,' said Yuan, who is herself under constant 
sweilance at h couple's home in Yinan county. 

'If you run away, they will detain a member of your family and smash 
up your home. Peopk hem are bmbly fearful these days," she toM 
RFA's Mandarin service. 

'I really couldn't tell you the real mason for this. To be honest with 
you, things got a whole lot more relaxed in 2005 after Cheng 
Guangcheng exposed these practices, and petty much nobody was 
getting beaten up at that time. The really nasty practices lingered on in 
some places, however. But thk year it has all started up again." 

Last month, China's National Family Planning Committee Chairman 
Zhang Weqing told parliament that current palicks wouldn't change. 
He pointed to a surging birth rate projected in the next decade, which 
could lead to exponential population growth if controls were relaxed 
now. 

Song Meiya, a senior editor at the official China Women's Daily 
newpaper in Beijing said she backed the decision, bscause she 
belie\/ed !bet most Chinese poople understood the need for f s i l y  
planning controls. 

"The total population should be controlled," she said. "For the time 
being, the problems China is now facing include arable land supply, 
environmental issues, and resources." 

"They are all related to population. I think we should see the thing 
from the point of view of the relationship between population and the 
economy, and that of resources utilization,' Song said. 

" I f  China gives up control now, we don't know where wa might end 
UD." 

Beijing launched the onechild policy in 1979 in a bid to curb 
overpopulation and concomitant poverty and environmental and social 
problems, and the policy has been enforced to varying degrees 
throughout the country since then. 

Original repofling in Cantonese by Grace Kei Lai-see, and in 
Mandarin by Han Qing, Wen Jian, and An Pei. Cantonese service 
director: Shiny Li. Mandarin service director: Jennifer Chou. 
Translaled and wriffen iorthe Web ~n Fnglisn by Luiseffa hludie 
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Print - Breaking Chitla's One-Child Law - Marie Claire littp://www.marieclaire.comdprint-thisiworld-repo~/~iews/lates~chin 

Breaking China's One-Child Law 
When officials discovered a Chinese woman had had a second child, they jailed her 
brother-in-law until she agreed to be sterilized. 

By Abigail Haworth 

During lunchtime one day last April, Wei Laojin, 
35, was cooking spicy pork for her two young 
sons at  home in southern China when she got a 
frantic call from her husband. His brother had 
been arrested, he said. A dozen Chinese officials 
had beaten down the man's door and dragged 
him away. "What has he done wrong?" Wei asked 
in alarm. "Nothing," her husband replied. "He has 
been jailed because he is related to us." 

Wei, a bird-thin woman with bobbed hair, let 
lunch burn on the stove as she heard more. "My 
husband said we had broken the law by having 
two children. The authorities were imprisoning his 
brother until we were punished," she says. "As 
soon as I learned it was about birth control. I 

PELLING began to cry and shake." Family-planning officials 
in the southern county of Puning, in Guangdong 

province, were going to shocking new extremes to catch and punish violators of the country's 
infamous one-child policy: They were seizing family members of women who had given birth illegally 
and were holding them hostage. The aim? To coerce the women into submitting to sterilization. Says 
Wei, "The officials said there was only one way to get my brother-in-law released: I had to undergo 
forced sterilization." 

As Wei panicked in her kitchen, the same scene was playing out in households all over Puning, a 
region of 2.2 million people, about six hours by bus from the provincial capital of Guangzhou. I n  early 
April, the local Family Planning Bureau, which oversees population control, launched what i t  termed an 
"Iron Fist Campaign," targeting 10,000 women who had more than one child. 

According to state-owned media-which proudly reported the news on local channels-a task force of 
more than 600 officials was deployed to storm homes across 28 Puning townships and seize family 
members of women who had broken the law. They took grandparents, siblings, teenagers, even 
infants. The relatives were to be jailed indefinitely until the targeted women showed up at government 
clinics to undergo "remedial surgery," or sterilization. 

The campaign was unprecedented in recent Chinese history. According to He Yafu, one of China's 
leading independent experts on family planning, there had been occasional reports of relatives being 
detained in the past, and forced sterilization has been an abuse associated with the one-child policy 
since it was introduced in 1978, but this was a crackdown on an unusually large and draconian scale. 

Certainly, the campaign came out of the blue for most Puning inhabitants. Family planning in the 
region had grown lax because the local population had been consumed with breakneck economic 
development. Guangdong province is the most successful manufacturing region in mainland China, 
with a per capita income of $5,965-almost twice the national average. A snaking backdrop of lush 
green mountains is rapidly being devoured by urban sprawl, and the air is clogged with construction 
dust. "People in the south are different. They feel that laws in the rest of the country don't apply to 
them," says Chinese economist Dean Peng. " I t  seems that many people here believed they could have 
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a large family without serious repercussions." 

Wei, a seamstress, was well aware she had breached the one-child policy by having two sons, Xiaojie, 
now age 6, and Xiaoming, age 4. ( In deference to China's ingrained preference for sons, the 
government sometimes allows couples to have a second child, but only if the firstborn is a girl.) As 
punishment, the authorities refused to officially register the younger boy, who is mildly disabled, 
thereby denying him access to state health care and education. The family was also ordered to pay a 
fine of 5,000 yuan ($750), amounting to a third of their annual income (the heaviest fines for birth- 
policy violators are up to six times a couple's annual income). Wei knew there would be consequences 
to having two kids, but says, "Children mean happiness to people here. The bigger your family, the 
greater your joy. I t 's  as simple as that." 

The Chinese government disagrees. As the world's most populous country, with 1.4 billion people (one 
in five humans worldwide is mainland Chinese), the state believes limiting the birth rate is vital to 
preserving resources and creating sustainable economic growth. I n  the past, when most people 
worked in state-owned factories and on farms, officials enforced family-planning quotas with brutal 
efficiency. Their methods included giving women forced abortions up to even the ninth month of 
pregnancy, and smothering newborns and dumping them in the trash. Female workers were required 
to prove they were menstruating by showing supervisors a soiled sanitary napkin every month. But as 
the country has gradually abandoned mass state enterprise in favor of private commerce, authorities 
have had to resort to even more inventive methods to keep tabs on women and prevent illegal 
pregnancies. 

Interestingly, headlines in the U.S. this year have said that China is "relaxing" its birth-control laws. 
The reports emerged due to possible pilot programs to allow two children per family in cities such as 
Shanghai and Beijing, where births have fallen too dramatically. But the government denies that 
regulations are being eased nationwide, and the hostage campaign confirms that. 

Wei loves her country-there's a giant map of her homeland in her living room-but thinks family 
comes first. I n  fad, she wanted a third child: " I  desperately wanted to have a daughter so my two 
boys would have a little sister and I 'd have a female ally in the family. We were saving up to try for a 
girl." She was out of time. After her husband's call, Wei left the boys with a neighbor and rushed to the 
grim government lockup where her brother-in-law Hong-Li, 51, was being held. "The guards 
deliberately let me see how bad the conditions were. Hong-Li was in a damp, cramped cell with more 
than 100 other people. There was standirtg room only and no blankets or food," says Wei. " I t  was 
unbearable to see him suffering." The sense of duty toward family in traditional China is precisely why 
the authorities employed the tactic of jailing relatives. " I t  was blackmail," says Wei. " I  knew my 
brother-in-law could lose his job if he stayed in jail, and he has children of his own to feed. I had no 
choice but to comply with the authorities." 

Across Puning county, by mid-April, a total of 1,377 relatives of birth-policy offenders were being 
detained, state media reported. Many of them were elderly-couples' retired parents who had the 
misfortune to be home when officials targeted their houses. Meanwhile, surgeons at government 
clinics were sterilizing hundreds of women daily. A doctor named Zeng told Puning N: "We are 
working nonstop from 8 a.m. through 4 a.m. to complete the mass sterilization program." 

I n  tears, Wei presented herself at her township family-planning clinic-a concrete building that looks 
plain enough, except for a sign bearing the slogan: "Have Fewer Children. Eugenics for a Happy Life, a 
Happy Family, and a Harmonious Society." She told officials she would have the surgery, but asked if 
they would wait because she had her period. (To prevent complications, experts say sterilization 
should not be performed until at least three days after the end of menstruation.) They refused. "They 
wouldn't even let me take a shower," says Wei. "Before I knew it, I was on an operating table in a 
room where three other women were also being sterilized under local anesthetic." 

Today, family life with her husband and two boisterous boys has returned to normal, on the surface. 
Her brother-in-law was freed (he describes his incarceration as "intolerable," but says he doesn't 
blame Wei), and he kept his job. Yet Wei can't move on. She says she feels violated, and is still 
suffering from bouts of crying. "Everyone says it's over, forget about it," she says. "But I have to 
speak out because if I don't, who will know this ever happened? Family-planning officials locked up 
hundreds of people and forcibly sterilized mothers, and nobody is even talking about it anymore." 

She's right. Although Punlng's "Iron Fist 
Campa~gn" was reported on local news, ~t made 
no major headl~nes in the rest of China or 
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TIM PELLING anywhere else. I n  the two-month period from 
mid-April to mid-June, officials claimed they had 
successfully sterilized more than 9,000 women of 

their targeted 10,000, and planned to continue until their goal was reached. He Yafu, the family- 
planning expert, believes the central government has hushed up the matter because the Puning 
Family Planning Bureau's actions were illegal under Chinese law: A 1995 regulation states that 
relatives of birth-policy offenders must not be penalized, detained, or used to pressure couples. 
However, he adds, "The central government uses such rules to pretend it condemns extreme 
measures to enforce the one-child policy, but i t  does nothing to punish local authorities that break 
them. I t  just turns a blind eye." 

Puning officials claimed they took the extreme measures to reduce births in line with national quotas. 
According to the Nanfang Countryside Daily, a local newspaper, regional Communist Party Chief Chen 
Hong-Ping had recently come under fire for falling behind with one-child-policy enforcement, and he 
risked losing a promotion. Chen ordered the campaign to rapidly improve his numbers. "Our mission is 
to substantially change the family-planning situation to meet targets," the newspaper quotes Chen as 
saying. Chen declined to be interviewed by Marie Claire, but the man who carried out his orders, the 
head of Puning's Family Planning Bureau, Liang Hong-Yu, is happy to boast about the crackdown's 
success. "We have made great strides re-educating the public about the negative effect of large 
families and overpopulation," he says. "We are very happy with the campaign's achievements." 

For Huang Ruifeng, 39, a Puning native who runs his own agricultural-supply business, the family- 
planning crackdown has had tragic consequences. Huang is reluctant to be seen with a Western 
journalist in daylight. He agrees to meet late at night in a gaudy sports bar, where the ruckus of fans 
watching Chinese soccer on giant screens drowns out conversations. Wearing a crisp peach shirt, he is 
freshly shaven, but his eyes are red with grief. 

Huang and his wife, Zheng, had three daughters, and Zheng was eight months pregnant with their 
fourth child-a much-wanted boy-when officials smashed the roof of his family home. They arrested 
Huang's elderly father and jailed him, to force Zheng to turn herself in. "We begged them to let her 
give birth to our son first, and promised she would undergo sterilization after, but they refused," says 
Huang. 

Terrified that officials would force her into a late-term abortion if she complied, Zheng went into 
hiding. While Huang minded his three daughters at home, his younger brother took on the task of 
ferrying food and clothing to their father in jail. "Our father quickly grew weak and exhausted," he 
says. "My brother worried himself sick." 

Huang's father had been kept in detention for over a month by the time Zheng safely gave birth to 
their son, and presented herself for sterilization. "Officials finally released my father. But the day after 
he came home, my brother, who'd been caring for him nonstop, suffered heart failure and died," says 
Huang, contorting his face in anguish. Huang believes his 37-year-old brother was killed by the 
anxiety caused by the ordeal. He is angry at what he calls the "futility" of the hostage campaign. But 
sadly, he also blames himself: "I had to choose between letting my father suffer and protecting my 
wife and unborn son. I n  the end, it was my brother who was the biggest victim of my decision." 

Huang's brother was not the only fatality. The pressure on low-ranking family-planning officials to 
round up relatives was so intense, one official reportedly died of a heart attack after working 20-hour 
days for two months. 

Chen Xianye, 28, a young mother with a smiling, moon-shaped face who runs a stationery store in a 
busy market area, says the campaign terrorized the entire community. " I  saw everything from my 
shop," says Chen, who has one daughter. "Family-planning officials camped out on every street corner 
and grabbed anyone who had children with them as they passed by." 

However, at least one woman escaped sterilization, thanks to her mother's determination. Says 
Zhang Xiaoxue, 32, a clothing-store owner with two children, "Officials arrested my 64-year-old 
mother and said they would keep her in jail until I underwent sterilization. But my mother told me she 
would rather die than let the government butcher me like an animal." Zhang says she was tormented 
by her mother's imprisonment, but followed her wishes. "She stayed in prison for three weeks while I 
hid. She got so thin, they feared she might die, so they eventually released her. They could tell she 
wasn't going to give in." 

Now her mother is bedridden due to rheumatism that flared up in jail. Zhang says she is eternally 
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grateful to her for standing up to the "government kidnappers." She adds, "The irony is, I don't want 
to have more children. But her sacrifice showed me that I should be allowed to make that choice on 
my own." 

Abigail Haworth is Marie Claire's senior international editor. 
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By staff reporter Shangguan Jiaoming 11.05.10 19:10

In Hunan, Family Planning Turns
to Plunder
Families in a poor mountainous region have had children seized, and
apparently sold, in the name of China's one-child policy
 

(Shaoyang) – On a long journey in search of his lost child, Yang Libing
carries a single photograph. It's a faded snapshot of his daughter Yang Ling,
who this year turns seven years old.

Family planning agency cadres in the poor mountain town where Yang Libing
lived with his wife Cao Zhimei seized their daughter in 2005 and shipped her
to an orphanage because they didn't pay a 6,000 yuan penalty – so-called
"social support compensation" – for violating China's one-child policy.

The nearly three-decade-old policy limits parents to a single offspring with
certain exceptions. Authorities decided that the family of Yang Ling had
overstepped strict bounds imposed by family planners in their hometown
Gaoping and Longhui County, near the city of Shaoyang in Hunan Province.

(Yang Libing's son holds a photo of a girl that resembles his sister, Yang Ling, who now
lives in the U.S.)

Local officials decided to take a tough – arguably inhumane – stand for
central government population controls by claiming rights to the toddler and,
as the parents have argued since 2009, allowing her to be sold into adoption
abroad.

Not only did the decision to confiscate the little girl serve to punish the
parents, leaving them with mere memories and a worn baby photo, but it
also provided operating cash for the local government.

Indeed, a Caixin investigation found that children in many parts of Hunan
have been sold in recent years and wound up, sometimes with help from
document forgers and complacent authorities, being raised by overseas
families who think they adopted Chinese orphans.
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The official China Center of Adoption says more than 100,000 orphans and
disabled Chinese children were adopted by families abroad until last year.
The largest number now lives in the United States.

In some cases, child-selling revenues as well as social support compensation
fees paid by Hunan parents who break one-child rules have become
important sources of income for local governments in poor parts of the
province.

Money Machine

Family planning agencies received less than 20 percent of the fees paid by
Hunan's violating parents in 2004 and '05, according to the provincial Family
Planning Commission. Most of the money was used to cover general
government expenses, government sources told Caixin.

Highlighting the importance of this
income source – and the power of
local family planning officials – was
Longhui County Director Zhong
Yifan, who addressed the issue at a
public meeting last year.

"Small town (Communist) party
committees and governments have a
deep relationship with family
planning departments," Zhong said,
adding that the committees "dare
not offend" family planners.

"As a result," he said, "the family
planning team holds the party
committee and government
hostage."

At the same time, though, local
government officials appear to be
happy to accept funds from family
planners that help supplement what
have been relatively meager tax

collections in recent years.

In Gaoping, officials told Caixin that the local government's budget was
sorely strained after the central government abolished agricultural taxes in
2006. At times, payrolls went unmet.

Family planning violation fees, though, have boosted fiscal budgets ever
since Gaoping, population 70,000, started penalizing parents in 2001.

Initially, the fee was 3,000 to 4,000 yuan per child. But a few years, local
officials said, the penalty rose to 10,000 yuan and sometimes more. In
addition, for at least the past decade, family planners have been taking
children from parents who failed to pay the fee and selling them to
orphanages.

The child-selling practice apparently received a stamp of official support from
Longhui officials, who went the extra mile to enforce family planning rules.
For example, over the years the county government has dispatched some
230 cadres to Gaoping as well as area villages to monitor population control
activities.

Moreover, seven judges and four court police officers from Longhui were221
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assigned to an administrative judicial system specifically designed to oversee
family planning enforcement, especially fee collections.

Gaoping residents say the judiciary has treated parents arbitrarily. Those
forced to turn over children but who later wanted to reclaim a son or
daughter were ordered to pay a non-specific fee. Fee amounts were set
according to the whims of family planning authorities, they said.

Altogether between 2000 and '05, according to Caixin interviews with local
residents, family planning authorities seized at least 16 children including
little Yang Ling from Gaoping parents who broke the rules and couldn't pay
fines.

Twelve of these children were turned over to the Shaoyang Prefecture
Orphanage in the city of the same name. A source told Caixin most of the 12
were adopted by families outside China.

Not all these children were being raised by biological parents when they
were removed from their homes. Caixin learned that some were being raised
by grandparents, aunts and uncles. Some parents, such as Yang Ling's, were
working as migrants in distant cities when the seizures occurred.

The government's efforts have been credited with bringing Gaoping's
population under control. Lowering the birth rate is also seen as an
important accomplishment for Longhui, which is on a central government list
of China's most impoverished communities. China has been working on
population control since the early 1970s, and the one-child policy took effect
nationwide in 1982.

Across the country, birth control rule enforcement is linked to performance
evaluations and political futures among local government cadres. An
authority in a community that misses a population target may be denied
promotions.

Despite strong incentives for government enforcement, however, some
families in impoverished mountain areas such as Gaoping have found ways
to sidestep rules and follow their traditions, supported by the ideas that sons
offer valuable insurance against old age, and more children bring more
happiness.
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Indeed, many of the town's residents have borne children while working as
migrant laborers far from home. Others have found ways to hide from
authorities by living deep in the forested mountains.

Child Traffic

Yuan Chaorong is a Gaoping farmer who found an abandoned baby girl on a
street in Dongguan, Guangdong Province, in 2004. At the time, he was an
unmarried migrant worker at a furniture factory.

Yuan brought the girl home, named her Yuan Qingli, and told his village
chief back in Hunan that he wanted to adopt her as his daughter. His plan
called for the chief to help him with the adoption paperwork, while he
wanted an aunt to raise the child in her home with 350 yuan a month from
Yuan's factory salary.

All went well until the next year, when Yuan learned that five staffers from
the local family planning agency had broken into his aunt's home and took
the child. To get her back, authorities said, the family would have to pay an
8,000 yuan social support compensation fee.

Yuan was unable to leave his job for four months. When he finally returned
to Gaoping, he learned from family planning officials that the girl had been
sent to the Shaoyang orphanage.

Local residents told Caixin the orphanage would pay a family planning
agency 1,000 yuan per child. Jiang Dewei, orphanage director, declined to
answer questions about payments.

Shaoyang orphanage records have confirmed, however, that 13 babies were
delivered to its doors between 2002 and '05 by the Gaoping Civil
Administration Office and Family Planning Office. One was later reclaimed by
parents, while the rest were officially declared "abandoned" through public
notices, making them available for adoption in China and abroad.

After receiving a child, the orphanage complies with the law by posting a
notice in the Hunan Daily newspaper for 60 days. If no one claims the child
within 60 days, the orphanage records the receiving date as its birthday and
gives him or her a new name, with the family name Shao, suggesting its
hometown is Shaoyang.

Since any unclaimed child can be put up for adoption, the newspaper notice
offers the only hope for a family to learn about and start petitioning for the
return of a son or daughter. But poor families living in the mountains or
working as migrants outside the province may never see these notices.
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The adoption process can be a money-maker for an orphanage as well as
the provincial government.

"Adoptees need to pay an adoption fee," Jiang said, which for a foreign
family is usually US$ 3,000. Payments go through a provincial adoption
center tied to a civil affairs department, which takes a cut. The largest chunk
is then transferred to the orphanage.

Hunan's system has been marred by underground trafficking in the past.
Seeking cash through foreign adoptions, according to provincial media, three
county-level orphanages around Hengyang bought 810 babies through
traffickers and other sources between 2003 and '05. The scheme was
uncovered and, after a clampdown, 10 people were sentenced to up to 15
years in jail in November 2005.

Parents in Gaoping whose children were seized by family planners likewise
argued that they had been victims of injustice. So they formed a group in
hopes of locating and reclaiming their children.

In 2006, some of these parents started planning to travel to Beijing to
petition central government authorities about the perceived wrongs of the
family planning agency. But local government officials quickly thwarted the
appeal effort.

Apparently to cover the tracks, the Communist Party secretary in Shaoyang
ordered an investigation of the Gaoping parents' claims by a group of high-
ranking Longhui officials.

One day after the group tried unsuccessfully to deliver their petition, county
investigators including procurators, family planning officials and the
propaganda department completed a report. It concluded that of the 12
children brought to the Shaoyang orphanage by family planners, 11 had
been illegally adopted by local families and needed the orphanage's
protection.

Shameful Tradition

Before Hunan family planning officials started seizing children, local residents
said, parents who broke childbearing regulations were subjected to other
forms of harsh punishment. 224



Yuan Chaoren, who was punished for becoming father to a second child, told
Caixin that before 1997 the official way to deal with violators involved
smashing a home and arresting the family head. Authorities demolished
Yuan's home, for example.

"Since 2000," he said, "they haven't smashed homes. They abduct children."

Yuan said several circumstances can
lead to a seizure: Birth to an
unmarried couple, or a couple
whose marriage has not been
officially registered; parents who
exceed quotas and parents who
raise an adopted child without
meeting adoption requirements.

A Los Angeles Times story in 2009
brought the topic to the U.S.
Through Americans who wanted to
help the families, photos of possible
children adopted in the United
States who may have been from
Gaoping made its way to the town.

That year, a stranger met Yang
Libing and his wife in a hotel in the
city of Chengde. They were shown
two photos of a little girl, and they
recognized her immediately.

"I was certain at first glance that she
was my daughter," Yang Libing said.

Later, a translator who sent the photo and used the family name Ye told the
parents that the girl "is living a happy life in the United States, and her
adopted parents love her." Ye provided no further information.

Local parents, including Yang, could only guess whether their children were
in the photos.

DNA tests were never conducted, nor did the Gaoping residents receive any
further information about how to contact the families with adopted children.

Searching for Daughter

Yang Ling was born a year before Yang Libing and his wife migrated to
Guangzhou for jobs. The daughter was seized from the home of her
grandparents in Gaoping, who had been raising her while the parents
worked far away.

Later, Yang Libing remembers, family planning cadres tried to stop him from
searching for the girl.

"They promised to give me two licenses" so that the couple could have "two
children with no penalty, as long as I stopped looking for my daughter," he
told Caixin.

He said he rejected their offer and eventually traced the girl to the Shaoyang
orphanage. But by the time he got there, she was gone.

Yang Libing's case file at family planning department includes statements
supposedly signed by Yang Libing and his father. The documents claim the225



little girl was found on a street, and that the family had been willing to
accept all of the government's decisions for her care.

But no one in the family admits making such depositions. Moreover, the
signature of Yang Libing's father in the documents was misspelled.

Another file, supposedly signed by a now-retired local official named Wang
Xianjiao, had similar problems. Wang said she never wrote nor signed such a
document, and that her name was misspelled.

Other local parents have similarly rejected government arguments that they
wrote letters giving up custody rights. They claimed local government
officials forged these files.

Their claims go against a statement by Liu Shude, Gaoping's director of
family planning in five years ago, who said "it's impossible to fake" these
documents.

Yang Libing's wife Cao Zhimei was happy to learn that her daughter
apparently lives in the United States. She told her husband she wanted Yang
Ling to come home, right away.

But later it became clear that the family could not afford to pursue more
than a local search for the daughter. So the mother abandoned Yang Libing,
and moved away.

"She left a note saying that since her daughter was abducted and could not
be brought home, what's the use of living with me," said Yang Libing, as
tears welled up in his eyes. "So as long as I'm alive, I'll continue trying to
bring my daughter home."

 

本文网址: http://english.caing.com/englishNews.jsp?
id=100257756&time=2011-05-10&cl=111&page=all
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The "Eleventh Five-Year" Population and Family Planning Special Regulations of Fujian 
Province, China 
http:llwww.fi~jian.gov.cn/zwgk~~xx/zxgh/200707/t200707 18-15995.htm 

The "Eleventh Five-Year" Population and Familv Planning Special 
Regulations of Fuiian Province 

(,Issued by The Provincial Reform Committee) July 18,2007 15:44:00 
Font Size: Big Medium Small 

(Min [Fujian) Political 2006 Article 55 Implements the following provisions.) 

Introduction 

The "Eleventh Five-Year" period is a very important period for the 
implementation of scientific development strategies, construction of a harmonious 
socialist society and the development of a Strait West Bank economic zone. To be on top 
of population and family planning works is very important to the stability of low birth 
rate, overall planning for solutions to population issues and improvement of the overall 
human development. 

In accordance with the planning requirement of the People's Government of 
Fujian Province (Article 2006B0272JH). the Provincial Family Planning Committee 
mobilized concerned departments to draw up "The Eleventh Five-Year Population and 
Family Planning Special Program of Fujian Province" (thereafter abbreviated as 
"Program"). This "Program" thoroughly implements the spirit of "The Eleventh Five- 
Year Program Summary of National Economic and Social Development of Fujian 
Province". "Summary of the Construction of a Strait West Bank Economic Zone (Trial 
Implementation)" and "Program Summary of the Construction of a Strait West Bank 
Socialist New Rural Area". Lo conjunction with 'The National Eleventh Five-Year 
Pop~~lntion Growth Special Program", the bLPr~gram'' mainly illristrazs thl Govenl~r~c~u's  
strategic planning toward population and family planning development as well as thier 
key points, It clearly defines the guiding ideas and main tasks for the development of 
population and family planning. It is also the action plan for the government to guide and 
move forward population and family planning work. [t is the main evidence for the 
implementation of relevant population and family planning policy as well as the 
arrangement for key investment projects. 

This "Program" was set up in 2005 and is valid from 2006 to 2010. 

First, Population and Family Planning Development Condition During the 'Tenth 
Five-Year " Period. 

( 1) bf ajor Achievements 
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During the ''Tenth Five-Year" period, with the importance that was stressed by 
the provincial party committee and the provincial government, a pattern of sharing total 
responsibility and assigning specific leadership task individually throughout the entire 
province was formed while the party and politics were joining force together. Diligently 
and thoroughly implemented family planning basic national policy. Through science, 
education and human resources; the province has become more prosperous and stronger. 
By means of economy, society, law, administration and propaganda education, a 
comprehensive program was designed to control and solve the population issues. There 
has been remarkable achievements in the population and family planning work when a 
combination of the following factors worked closely together: family planning 
development, economic development, the popularized education, raised health standard, 
the elimination of poverty, the perfect social security, improved woman status and the 
construction of civilized happy families. 

I. Total population increases steadily at a low speed. According to the research 
sample results done by the provincial statistics bureau, the total population was 
35,350,000 people at the end of 2005 in the entire province. Among them, 17,820,000 
were males, accounted for 50.4% of the total population. The female population was 
17,530,000 people, accounted for 49.6% of the total population. The male and female 
gender ratio was 10 1.6. In 2005, the entire province had a birth population of 409,000 
people, and the birth rate was 11.6 %. The death population was 198,000 people, and the 
mortality rate was 5.62 %. There was a net increase of 21 L,000 people in the entire year. 
The natural growth rate was 5.98%. From the period between 2001 to 2005, the average 
population growth rate was 7.2 %a, in which natural growth rate was 5.92 % and the birth 
rate and the mortality rate were 11.5% and 5.58% respectively. The total child-bearing 
rate of women of child-bearing age fell to approximately 1.5. The population birth rate, 
natural growth rate and total child-bearing rate were lower than the national average level. 
The low birth level continued to maintain steady. 

2. Sustainable development capability enhanced. Since the 1970's of the 20th 
century. due to tl~e bupizmerltation of family plannillg policy, the entire province had an 
accumulated decrease of 2,800,000 people in birth. The average GDP per capita 
possessive amount was increased by 4583 Yuan which accounted for 24.6% of the 
average GDP per capita 18646 Yuan in 2005. A saving of 768,000,000,000 Yuan in 
education disbursement was created for the families. A saving of 1,227,000,000 Yuan in 
education disbursement may be saved for the finance department of all levels every year. 
A saving of 320,000,000,000 Yuan can be saved on material, technology and equipment 
For the country. Six Hundred and Eighty-Thousand hectares of farm land can be saved. 
An area of 14.720.000 cubic meters can be saved from having its lumber being cut every 
year. Grain consumption was reduced by 3,000,000 ton, and the domestic bird 
consumption was reduced by 300,000 ron as well as the aquatic product consumption was 
reduced by 170,000 tons. According to the computation of 4450 Yuan average net 
illcome per peasant in ZOO5 throughout the entire province. a reduction of 13.800.000 
people in birth ( of which, peasant population accounts for 10,880.000 people) was the 
equivalent of nearly 1580 Yuan increase in the average income per peasant. 
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3. The urbanization of population has sped up. The population urbanization refers 
to the urban population in proportion to the total population within a nation or a region. 
It is an important symbol to measure the economy level of development and the well-off 
living standard. In 2005, there were 23 cities in the province and the number of organic 
towns growed to 628. The total urban population was 16,720,000 people, accounted for 
47.3% of the total population. Population in rural area was 18,630,000 people, 
accounted for 52.7% of the total population. During the '"Tenth Five-Year" period, the 
urbanization population accumulated rate rose 5.3 percentage points in the entire 
province. For specific regions, Xiarnen and the Fuzhou are the two cities that have the 
highest urbanization rates, which are 80.1% and 54.5% respectively. 

3. The total population that needs old-age care declines slightly and steadily. 
Along with the transformation of population reproduction type, the population age 
structure tends to age constantly. The population ratio of people needs old-age care is 
rising. In 2005, the ratio for people 65 years old and above that needs old-age care was 
11.9% in the entire province, rose 0.1 percentage point compared to the last year. 
Because working-age population grows rapidly while the youth population drops 
proportionally, the total population that needs old-age care declines slowly in recent years. 
In 2005, the population ratio of people needs old-age care was 36.9% in the entire 
province, a drop of 5.3 percentage points compared to 2000. From the present to the year 
of 2020, the total population that needs old-age care will continue to maintain a steady 
decline. This will be a rare opportunity in the history of population development in our 
province - a "the population dividend" time for plentiful of labor resources, relatively low 
ratio for the population that needs old-age care and thus the burden of our society will be 
lessened a little. 

5. An environment that is advantageous to the population a d  the family planning 
work is formed preliminarily. Authorities of all levels should integrate the population 
and the family planning work with the overall planning of the economic and societal 
development. Put it in the most important position for a strategic and sustainable 
development. To be on top cf their jobs, taking the right measurement nnci accompiish 
their goals with the best of their abilities. In 2005, the average per person business cost 
reached 19.69 Yuan in the entire province, an increase of 11.93 Yuan compared to 7.76 
Yuan in 2000. From the province to the village, all five-star family planning managed 
network, service network, propaganda network and the mass public work network have 
been further improved and strengthened. Reward measures have been implemented for 
those only-child and two-daughters households. Assistance programs have been set up 
for certain families that folollow family planning regulations in the rural area. Lnsist the 
integration of helping the poor and family planning. Through interest-paid loans, "happy 
projects" and other forms of assistance. the general public is able to expand their 
production. Through the implementation of a series of projects such as "becoming rich, 
living in contentment, bringing up talents, security and loving family relationship", rhe 
family planning benefit guidance mechanism consummates gradually. 

6. The legal management standard of family planning policy has been raised. The 
cwo regional laws such as "the Fc~jian Province Population And Family Planning 
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Regulations" and "Fujian Province Forbid? Non-hiedical Need Identification of Fetus 
Gender and Selected Abortions Based On Gender Preference Regulations" have been 
revised. Through propaganda, thoroughly implement the relevant population and family 
planning regulations and strengthen the legal administration to raise awareness of cadres 
from the general basic unit. Through the consummation of the population and family 
planning administration law enforcement's article and procedure, establish the family 
planning administration law enforcement qualifications test system, implement pre-job 
training and demand for law enforcement, further standardize law enforcement actions of 
cadres from basic unit. Persist in the administrative law enforcement inspection, the 
surveillance system and promote law enforcement strictly and improvement of the 
civilized law. Through exerting oneself to the solution to difficult key issues such as 
exceptional imbalanced gender ratio of the birth population and social foster payment 
collection, one has effectively raised the family planning legal management standard. 
During the " 10th Five-Year" period, the total numbers of inquiries has dropped 
significantly throughout the entire province. The total numbers of mailed-in or walk-in 
inquiries are reduced from 14,700 and 8,600 respectively in 2000 to 3,700 and 2,500 
respectively in 2005. A decrease of 75.13% and 70.65% respectively. Complaint cases 
on the administrative right infringement have dropped from 385 cases in 2000 to 198 
cases in 2005, a decrease of 48.57%. The degree of satisfaction from the general public 
has improved year by year, and it has reaches 91.5% in 2005. 

(Two) Challenge Faced 

During the first half of the 21st century, under the premise of a steady low birth 
rate. our province successively will welcome the working age population, the total 
population and the old age population as three big peaks. During the stage of 
constructing a comprehensive well-off society, conflicts between population and the 
resources environment have been incisive day after day in our province. The population 
security problem is not one should neglect. The issues of population quantity, quality, 
structure and distribution interweave and affect one another. They will have significant 
impact cn the sustainable dcvelopnent of a ovzrall balmcecl economic society. They will 
have direct impact on the realization of the goal to achieve a comprehensive well-off 
society. 

I .  The total population will continue to grow steadily. As a result ofthe third 
birth peak inertia influence, in 2016, the population of women of child-bearing age will 
still be able to maintain above 10,000,000 people in the entire province. At the same 
time, stipulated by the "Population And Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province", 
an only child may give birth to two children after marriage. If all only-children follow 
this family planning rule, then the child-bearing rate will rise rapidly to 1.8 or even 
hig~er .  In addition. some related investigations demonstrate that. women in rural areas ot  
Fujian Province wish to have 2.07 children averagely, 0.49 more children compared to 
1.58. which is the standard level allowed by the family planning policy. Therefore, 
within the next fifteen years, at least if not longer, the conflict between general public's 
wishes to have children and the family planning policy will continue to exist. The 
massive child-bearing crowd and their intense desire to have children are extremely 
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disadvantageous to the maintenance of n steady low birth rate. At the same time, because 
the administrative method attenuates, the social security systems being imperfect and the 
illlluence of traditional child-bearing concept, it is rather difficult to maintain a steady 
low birth rate. The number of "one-boy excess births" tends to increase year after year 
and the low birth rate is faced with resilience danger. 

2. The scale of transient population expands unceasingly. Speeding up along the 
steps of the reform and open policy as well as the economicai development, our 
province's population flows more and more frequently day after day. The number of 
flowing population has increased swiftly. In 2005, research done on permanent resident 
population shows that the transient population with their household registration in some 
other place (town, street) was 7,390,000 people, an increase of 1,480,000 people 
compared to 2000. This accounted for 20.9% of the total population proportion, a rise of 
3,6 percentage points compared to 2000. Among the household register population, "the 
household separation" accounted for one third. In 2005, non-Fujian resident population 
[people from provinces other than Fujian] increased from 2,150.000 people in 2000 to 
2,800,000 people, a rise of 30.5%. In the entire province, among the newly-added 
population, the non-native population accounted for 52.4% of the total newly-added 
population. The massive population flowing will bring a lot of troubles and issues to the 
family planning work management. In addition, due to lack of collection of management 
fee from the transient population in some places, and because the administrative 
management and responsibility mechanism are not perfect, the city and countryside are 
intersected and the excess birth rate is quite high even in the city and county. 

3. Population structure problem has become more and more distinct every day. 
The aging process speeds up and the scale of the old age population increases day by day. 
This will have a significant influence to the social economy development. The 1964 
Second National Census shows that population above age 65 only accounted for 3.2% of 
the total population in our province. It elevated to 5.1 % during the "Fourth Census" in 
1990 and 6.7%,during the "Fifth Census". In 2005, the population reached as high as 
3,070,000 people, accounted for 8.7% of the total population. It is estimated i h ~ t  in 2G L9 
and 2036, there will be breakthrough of 10% and 20% respectively. It will reach to 27% 
in 2050. By that time, the old age population increases suddenly from the present 
3,070,000 people to 10,360,000 people. At the same time, the children population and 
the population of working age tend to drop. In 2008, the youth population of 0- 14 years 
old are 6,680,000 people and will peak at 8,430,000 approximately in 2017. Hereafter 
there will be a linear drop. It will reduce to 6.280.000 people in 2050. From the period 
between 3005 and 2050, Fujian Province's labor force population of 15-64 year-old will 
tend to rise first and then fall. The labor force population will peak in 2030 when the 
population will be 28,360,000 people. Hereafter it will start to drop. It will fall to 
23,550,000 people by 2050. The proportional drop of children and the labor force 
population and proportional rise of the old age population will bring stem challenge to 
social security, senior citizen's health as well as the sustainable development, 

The birth gender ratio has been relatively high. According to the family planning 
srntisrics. since 1990, our province has a newborn baby gender ratio chat surpasses 110 
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for 13 consecutive years. tt was the highest in 1995 when it reached 127. Since 2000. it 
stays in the range between 110 and 115. The fifth census demonstrated that, the gender 
ratio of the younger population is seriously exceptional. Such ratio is greater than 115 for 
ages 0-9 group, 120 for the 7-year old group, and closed to 122 for the 10-year old group. 
In 2005, research infomation demonstrated that the population gender ratio still reached 
as high as 115.7. Among the 0-19 year old age group, male population was 4,190,000 
people, and the female population 3,650,000 people. A difference of 540,000 people and 
the disparity is too great. By  around 2007, this population group will start entering 
marriage age continuously. The marital extrusion will be incisive day after day and will 
pose a h e a t  to the future population's self balancing and social economy's coordinated 
development. 

The population development difference is obvious between regions. Statistics 
indicates that in 2005, the coastal open up area had a population that accounted for 76.6% 
of the entire province's total population. Among which, three big key cities such as 
Fuzhou, Xiamen, and Quanzhou had a concentrated population that accounted for 46.6% 
of the entire province. The coastal economy developed rapidly due to the concentrated 
population in the coastal area. The average GDP growth rate reached to 21.43% in the 
coastal area from 1990 to 2000, but at the same time, the average GDP growth rate was 
only 12.9% in three prefectures in the mountain area. The total economic output of the 
three prefectures in the mountain area to the total economic output of the entire province 
dropped to 17% from 30% in 1990. 

4. The population quality awaits for further improvement. According to the 
monitoring by the provincial administration of public health department, the birth defect 
rate was 13.4% in 2005 in our province. Every year there are about 5000 babies who are 
born with some forms of birth defect. This not only affects the defected infant's family 
life and production, but also brings loss and burden to the society that cannot be 
estimated Each kind of endemic and infectious diseases threatens the public's health 
seriously. AIDS epidemic situation reaches a critical point that the high-risk group is 
spreading to the gencral public. The scientific and cultural quality [of the pubiic) i s  
generally not high. According to the "Fifth Census", the illiterate and semiliterate rate 
was 7.2% in our province in 2000, a 0.5 percentage point higher than the national average 
6.7%. For every 100,000 people, only 2,967 had secondary education, 644 less than the 
national average, which was 3,6 1 1 ; 10,642 people completed high school, 504 less than 
the national average; 33,544 completed middle school, 417 less than the national average. 
However, there were 37,760 people who only had elementary school education, 2.059 
more than the national average. The population's culture quality is lower than the 
national average so providing education training will be a very arduous task. 

Second, guiding ideologies, basic principles and development targets. 

(One) Guiding ideologies. 

Guided b y  DENG, Xiaoping's theory and thz main idea ot""The Three 
Representations" and commanded by the scientific development view. comprehensively 
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implements the spirit of the eighth Party Representative Conference, closely revolves the 
general construction situation of the Strait West Bank economic zone. According to the 
requirement of constructing a socialist and harmonious society, persists using human 
resources as the foundation, advance an innovation system. and first invest in a full scale 
development in human resources. The stable low birth rate, improved population quality, 
improved population structure, 'guided population distribution, population security 
maintenance, and the promotion of a balanced and sustainable growth between 
population and the economic society's resources environment help create an improved 
population environment for the construction of a Strait West Bank economic zone as well 
as the construction of a comprehensive well-off society. 

(Two) Basic principles. 

I .  Persist in the humanist basis. Focus on a human's full scale development. 
Respect and consider the people as the masters of family planning policy. Defends their 
legal rights and interests. Organically unify family planning work, economic 
development, helping people get rich through hard work, and constructing civilized 
happy families together. Provide high-quality service with advanced technology. 

2. The insistence on lawful management. Further consummate the population and 
family planning laws and regulations system. Persist on handling duties according to 
legal policy and the legal procedure. Improve administrative lawful enforcement and 
inspection. Maintain the citizen's legal rights and interests when implementing family 
planning policy. Strive to raise the standard of legal administration and a civilized law 
enforcement. 

3.  Insistence on an overall coordinated plan. Synthesis utilization of population 
and economic social policy, have an overall plan to find solutions for population quantity, 
quality, structure and distribution issues. Promote a coordinated development among the 
population and.economy, society, resources, and environment. 

4. Insistence on reform innovation. Appropriately handle the relation between the 
government and the market. Set up a comprehensive development theory of preferred 
investment in human resources. Speed up to establish a new mechanism and build a fine 
environment for population and family planning work. 

5. insistence on classified instruction. According to the different development 
phase, different emphasized point and different local situation. population development 
targets and countermeasure measurement of strong operational regions and locations are 
formulated. 

(Three) Development targets. 

During the "Eleventh Five-Year" period, through the zstablishment of policy, 
system. official organization systzm and social service network of'a healthy popitlacion 
and family planning development. our province rnusc complete family planning 
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mechanism of "lawful management, villager's (town folks) self governing, high-quality 
service, policy impetus and synthesis governing". Ensure a steady balanced population 
growth and achieve the goals of an overall improved quality, optimized dynamic 
structure, the freedom to change's one's residence, reasonable scientific distribution. 
harmonious relation between human and nature and the fullest utilization of human 
resources. Details are as follows: 

- During the "Eleventh Five-Year" period, the annual average population birth 
rate does not surpass 14.2%. the natural growth rate does not surpass 8%, and the total 
population (not contain transient population) is under 36,780,000 people in the entire 
province. 

- The family planning satisfaction rate reaches above 90%. 
I 

- Population quality improves distinctly. Strive to prevent rhe occunknce of birth 
defect. Infant mortality drops to 10 %o. Expecting mother's mortality rate drops to 
24/ 100,000. For people who are over 15 years old, the average number of yeirs of 
education will rise to 9 years. 

- The rising tendency of birth population gender ratio will be effectively contained. 

- The population urbanization level achieves 52%. This will effectively alleviate 
the expanding tendency of disparity between cities and regions. The residential 
environment will be improved. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, MAI, Litno. am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

I) The "Eleventh Five-Year" Popirlation and Family Plannitzg Special Reylilations of 
Frtjian Province 

is tme and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

L- d 
h4A3, Litao 
The Law Oflice of Tkuodax N. Cox. Ezq. 
401 Broadwty Suite 701 
New Yo&. NY 10013 
( 2  1 2) 925- 1208 
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[Translation] 
Population and Procreation Planning Committee of Fujian Province 
http://www.~~sw.gov.cn:8080htmV5/383/9626~200856322.htm1 

Answer to Robert Lin's Inquiry: "Family Planning Policy wit11 Respect to People 
Returning to China from Overseas" 

May 6, 2008 Source: <<Beautiful Family>> Website {Text: Big Medium Small) 

Family Planning Policy for People Returning to China from Overseas 
Robert Lin lin1435 1 @ yahoo.com 

How are you! I have a friend [.sic], they are both from Fuzhou. Over ten years ago, they 
illegally emigrated to the U.S. While in America, they gave birth to a boy and a girl, who 
are both U.S. citizens. Now, they want to bring their children back to China to live 
permanently. Because they are illegal immigrants in the U.S., they are still Chinese 
citizens. If they return to China. they will register their two US.- citizen children in a 
household (hlikou). Because they like children very much, they want to gave birth to 
another child. If they do that, will they be in violation of China's family planning policy? 
What sanctions will be applied? E.g. how much fine? Or sterilization in a hospital? 
They are very worried that this situation will happen and are anxious to receive a 
response from you. Thank you sincerely! 

Comrade Robert Lin: 

The answer to your mail received on April 29 is as follows: 

I )  If a person returns to China to live permanently, s/he must obey the local family 
planning laws and regulations. 

2) According the situation that you described, giving birth to two children (a boy and 
a girl) is already a violation of the provisions under the <<Fujian Province 
Population and Family Planning Laws>>. 

3)  According to Chapter 6, Article 39 of the <<Fujian Province Population and 
Family Planning Laws>>, a person who procreates in violation of this section OF 
the law is subject to a social compensation fee in the amount of the annual 
disposable income for a city (city, district) resident or net income for an 
agricultural resident based on the tigures for the year prior to the discovery of the 
violation: 
( I )  For early births, a line from 60 to 100 percent of this figure; 
(1)  For the birth of one additional child. a fine from two to three times chis 
figure. For the birth of the second additional child, a fine from four to six 
times this figure. For the birth of the third or subsequent additional child 
(children), a higher fine will be levied: 
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(3) For the birth of a child outside wedlock, a fine from four to six times 
this figure. For the birth of a second or subsequent child outside of 
wedlock, a higher fine will be levied. 

For persons with an annual income higher than the average disposable 
income for a city resident or the average net income for a fanner, the 
violator's actual annual income may be used as a basis for calculating 
fines when levying the social maintenance fees in the foregoing article. 

4) According to the relevant documents, for couples who have decided not to have 
more children, we must guide them to choose fallopian tubeslvas deferens 
sterilization operations. For the following six kinds of subject, we will permit 
them to choose an appropriate and scientific contraceptive measures according to 
their situation, relevant policy, regulation. But they must receive scientific 
management. These six kinds of subject: the first pregnancy is a pair of twins or 
multiple births; suffering from contraindication related to the family-planning 
operation; the child, born in accordance with the family-planning policy, is 
diagnosed as disable; suffering from infeniiity; couple who remarry and are 
eligible to procreate under the policy (and if it is the wife's first marriage); one of 
the spouses suffer from serious illness which affect his or her ability to take care 
of himherself. 
Beside the above-mentioned categories, there is no exception. and sterilization is 
mandatory. 

<<Beautiful Family>> Website 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I. Andy Wong, am cornpetenc to trans!ate fro9 Chinese ink Eriglkh, ai;d certify that iile 
translation of the above document is true and accurate to the besc of my abilities. 

I I 

Date Andy Wong 
401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York. New York 100 13 
Tel: (21'2)925- 1208 
Fax: ( 2  13624-0232 
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Response to Xuedong Chen's consultation of family planning policy regarding people 
returned from abroad 

06/06/2008, Source: from the website of -Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> 

FamiIy planning policy regarding people returned fiorn abroad (CHEN, Xuedong) 
[Question] : 
Hello. My wife and I are from Fuzhou. We smuggled to the United States a few years ago, 
and we had a boy and a girl, both of whom are U. S. citizens born in the United Stares, If 
we return to China now or if we are deported, what will happen to us? We have no leg& 
status and we are illegal immigrants in the United States. If we return, will we be in 
violation of the Chinese family planning policy? Will we be fined, penalized or sterilized? 
We are afraid that such things might happen to us. We are looking forward to your 
response and we thank you very much. 

CHEN, Xuedong: 
We received your email dated May 28. Our response'is as folIows: 

1. According to the regulations set forth in the <<Nationality Law of the People's 
Republic of China>>, foreign-born children whose parents, either one of whom or 
both of whom are citizen of China and have not gain permanent stam abroad, 
must be treated a citizens of China and their foreign nationalities are discredited. 

2. If you were returned, you were subject to 1oca.I family planning regukacions. If you 
meet the requirements to have a second child; then you don't have to pay social 
compensation fee; otherwise, you will be subject to social compensation fee in 
accordance with applicable laws and regulations. 

3.  According to certain regulations, we highly recommend the couple who decide 
not to give birth to more children to have male / female sterilization as their fust 
choice. The people falling into the following six categories are allowed to adopt 
appr~priate and scientific contraceptive methods in accordance with their own 
conditions and certain policies a d  rcpulztitisns, but thzy should be subject to 
scientific management. The six categories of people are as follows: people whose 
first born children are twins or multiples; people who are not suitable for birth 
c o n ~ o l  operations; people whose legal children are sick or disabled; people who 
are infertile; people who get married for the second time (first marriage for the 
wife) and who are eligible to give birth according to the policy; one of'the couple 
is gravely ill and is unable to take care of himself/ herself. 

Without any exceptions, you must be subject to sterilization. 

<<Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> Website 
06/02/2008 
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Response to Hua Zhang's consultation of family pl-g policy regarding people 
returned from abroad with two foreign-barn children 

06/04/2008 Source: << blei Hua Jia Yuan>> website 

Are people with two foreign-born children in violation of family planning policy? 
Hua Zhang 

Hello. 
I want to know if we are in violation of family planning policy on account of giving birth 
to two foreign-born children. My wife is a legal permanent resident of a foreign country, 
but I am art illegal immigrant with no legal status, a i~d nor am I a student. I entered 
without inspection. Wiil we violate the family planning policy if we return to China with 
two children? Will we be fined or sterilized? Please explain to us in detail. Thank you! 

Hua Zhang: 
Here is the response to your email dated May 25': 

1. According to the regulations set forth in the <<Nationality Law of the People's 
Republic of China>>,'foreign-born children whose parents. either one of whom or 
both of whom are citizen of China and (has) have not gain permanent status 
abroad, must be treated as citizens of China and their foreign nationalities are 
discredited even if they have obtained their foreign nationalities through birth. 

2.  If you were returned, you were subject to local family planning regulations. If you 
meet the requirements to have a second child, then you don't have to pay social 
compensation fee; otherwise, you will be subject to social compensation fee in 
accordance.with applicable laws and regulations. 

According to certain regulations, we highly recommend the couple who decide 
not to give birth to more children to have male / female sterilization as their first 
choicc. The people fdling inia thz following six categories are ai\owed to adopt 
appropriate and scientific contraceptive methods in accordancr: with their own 
conditions and certain policies and regulations, but they should be subject to 
scientific management. The six categories of people are as follows: people whose 
first born children are twins or multiples; people who are not suitable for birth 
control operations; people whose legal children are sick or disabled; people who 
are infertile: people who get married for the second time (first marriage for the 
wife) and are not in violation of family planning policy; one of the couple is 
gravely ill and is unable to cake care of himself/ herself 

Without any exceptions. you must be subject to sterilization. 

<<Mzi Hao Jia Yuan>> Website 
06/02/2008 
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Response to Gang Chen's consultation on how to register illegitimate foreign-born 
children's household 

06/26/2008 Source: <<Mei Huao Jia Yuan>> website 

How to register illegitimate foreign-born children's household 
Gang Chen Fu Qing City 

Hello: 
I have two children. The first one was born abroad in 2005, and the second one was born 
in China in 2006 after I registered my mamage, both of them ate daughters. I don't know 
how to register them into my household. Shall I be fined? Thank you. 

Comrade Gang Chen: ' 

Response to you. mail dated June 1 jLh: 
1. If you want to register your children in your household in our country, you must 

follow the ~ l e  setting forth in << PopuIation and Family Planning Regulation of 
Fu Jian Province>> to pay the social compensation fee. 

2. You had a child before you registered your marriage, so it is a birth prior to 
marriage. If your household type is nonagricultural, you must not have more 
children. after registering your marriage; if your household rype is agricultural and 
you are eligibie to have one rnore.child, you must obtain a birth permit first before 
you give birth to a second child. If you give birtb to a child without permission, 
then you have an early birth. 

4. According to Micle 39, Chapter Six of << Population and Family Planning 
Regulation of Fu Sian Province>>, for giving bkrh in violation of these 
regdations, a social compens'ation fee shall be paid by the violator in the amount 
of one year's disposable income for a county (city, district) town dweller or the 
wp_tragp_ net income of R f m c ~ ,  based on tLie figies f ~ i  the yea pi-ior to the 
discovery of the violation: 

( I )  For early births, a fine from 60 to 100 percent of this figure; 

(2) For the birth of one additional child, a fine from two to three times this figures. 
For the birth of the second additional child, a fine £ram four to six times this 
figure. -For the birth of the third or subsequent additional child (children), a higher 
fine will be levied. 
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3. Consult the family planning office at the county level having jurisdiction over 
your household about the details on social compensation fee. 

4. In order to solve the problem of unregistered births, Article 228 of <<Min Gong 
Zong 228>> stipulates that household police should register a person's household 
if the following documents are provided: either the person's birth cer t i f ica~  or 
one of the parent's marriage certificate, dong with paternal/ maternal documents 
(such as paternal/ maternal certificate, court order or notarized judicial certificate). 
Upon investigation and verification of the police officer in charge of the 
household, and upon approval from the household unit of the police department at 
the county (city, district) level, household police should register a child's 
household into the father's or the mother's household if only the child's birch 
certificate or one of the parents' marriage certificate is provided, 

Paying social compensation fee is not the prerequisite to household registration. 
Irnposiny illegal or other Eine to people who are in violation of family planning 
policy is prohibited. 

<<Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> Website 
06/17/2008 
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Response to Mr. Shi's consultation regarding social compensation fee 
06/3 0/2008 Source<< Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> website 

Social compensation fee Mr. Shi Changle City clkane(lij.veah.nei 

What is social compensation fee? 
I have two children, and my wife has already been sterilized. 

Yesterday I registered my children into my household. Several family planning off~ciais 
came to my home today, demanding that I have to pay 20,000-30,000 Yuan social 
compensation fee; otherwise, they will ask a court to execute the payment. What shail 1 
do? How much social compensation fee shall I pay? 

Mr. Shi: 
Response to your ernail dated June 18': 

1. According to the regulation set forth in Article 3 of <<Social Compensation Fee 
Management>>, citizens who give birth not in accordance with the stipulations in 
Article 18 of family planning regulations shodd pay a social compensation fee 
prescribed by this law. 

2. Sf you are not eligible to have two children, then you have to pay social 
compensation fee for the additional child. 

3.  According to k t i c l e  39, Chapter Six of << Population and Family Planning 
Regulation of Fu Jim Province>>, for giving birth in violation of these 
regulations, a social compensation fee shall be paid by the violator in the amount 
of one year's disposable income for a county (city, district) town dweller or the 
average net income of a farmer, based on the figures for the year prior to the 
discovery of the violation: 

(2) For the birth of one additional child, a fine from two to three times this 
figures. For the birth of the second ~dd i t i cn~ i  child, a fine frcrn four to si:: 
times rhis figure. For the birch of the third or subsequent additional child 
(children), a higher fine will be levied 

CcMei Hao Jia Yuan>> Website 
061 1 9/200 8 
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Response to Min Li's consultation "Is forced IUD insenion legal?" ! 

08/27/2008 Source: <<Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> website 
I 

Is forced ILJD insertion legal? Min Li 
I 

Hello, 
Recently I applied a birth permit for my child in Zhang Zhou. 1 was demanded to have an 
IUD insertion after the birth of this child and to have ultrasound examination three times 
a year. I consent to have ultrasound examination because it will bring no side effect, 
However, I strongly oppose IUD insertion. My colleague's IUD insertion resulted in 
many gynecological diseases. 1 just want to know if it is prescribed by law that 1 must 
have IUD insertion. Shouldn't I have the right to choose my own contraceptive methods? 
I am wondering if you may give me a clear answer. I 

Comrade Min Li: 
Response to you email dated June 16'. 

I .  It has been our country's basic national policy to promote family planning 
because our country is a populous nation. <<Population and Family Planning Law 
of the People's Republic of China>> stares that citizens have reproductive right u 
well as obligation to follow family planning according to the law. Couples of 
reproductive age shall be conscientious in adopting family planning contraceptive 
methods and in accepting the guidance of family planning technical services. 

2. According to <<Population and Family Planning Regulation of Fujian 
Province>>, couple of reproductive age must adopt at least one effective birth 
control measure, and accept contraceptive or birth control examinations. 

3 .  According to related regulations, IUD insertion and birth control implant are fust 
recommended for couples who have already had a child. The people falling into 
the following six categories are allowed to adopt appropriate and scientific 
contraceptive methods in accordance with their own canditions and certain 
policies ~ i l d  regulations, but they should be subject to scientific m z ~ ~ ~ g m e n t .  
The six categories of people are as follows: people whose first born children are 
twins OF multiples; people who are not suitable for birth control operations; people 
whose legal children are sick or disabled; people who are infertile: people who get 
married for the second time (first marriage for the wife) and are eliqble to give 
birth according to the policy; one of the couple is gravely ill and is unable to take 
care of himself/ herself. 

4. In order to carry out our national family planning policy, it is a task'to conduct 
contraceptive and birth control examinations, and to have couples of reproductive 
age to adopt at lease one effective birth control method. Your suppqrt and 
understanding is gearly appreciated. 

<<Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> Website , 

0611 713,008 
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Response lo Xue Feng Chen's consultation "Is forced IUD insertion regulated by law?" 
05/08/2008 Source: <<Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> 

Is forced IUD insertion regulated by law? 
Xue Feng Chen 0594-633 5580 tdv06200,I 63 .cam 

I just had a baby. Family planning officials demanded that I must have IUD insertion. My 
husband and I abide by the Communist Party's family planning policy. Because we don't 
want to have a second child, we have already obtained the one-child certificate. The local 
family planning office required people ta have IUD insertion after the first birth and t o  
have sterilization after the second birth. However, many women I have known had 
complications after the IUD insertions, such as bleeding, cervical erosion, heavy period, 
extended period, and pain in the waist and abdomen area. Therefore, I am scared to  have 
an IUD insertion. 

Now the society is ruled by law. There are so many different types of contramption 
methods available that. we can choose pills, condom, or other contraceptive method. 
Besides, IUD insertion is not 100% effective. Why we must be forced to have an rCJD 
insertion? Is this in violation of a citizen's human right? I want to consult appljcable 
national policy. How may we protect our human rights? They have repeatedly harassed 
me over the phone and visited my home. What shall I do? How may I protect myself in a 
tegal way? May I sue them? 

Ms. Xue Feng Chen: 
Response to you ernail dated May, 4'. 

1. It has been our country's basic national policy to promote family planning 
because our country is a populous nation. <<Population and Family Planning Law 
of the People's Republic of China>> states that citizens have reproductive right as 
well as obligation to follow family planning policy. Couples of reproductive age 
shall, be conscientious in adopting contraceptive methods and in accepting the 
guidance of family plmning techniczi serviczs. 

3. According to <<Population and Family Planning Regularion of Fujian 
Province>>, couple of reproductive age must adopt at least one effective birth 
control measure, and accept contraceptive or birth control examinations. 

3. According to related regulations, IUD insertion and birth control implant are fust 
recommended for couples who have already had a child. The people falling into 
the following six categories are allowed to adopt appropriate and scientific 
contraceptive methods in accordance with their own conditions and certain 
policies and regulations, but they should be subject to scientific management. 
The six categories of people are as follows: people whose first born children are 
twins or multiples; people who are not suitable for birth control operations; peopie 
whose legal children are sick or disabled; people who are infertile; people who get 
mamed for the second time (first marriage for the wife) and are eligible to give 
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birth according ta the policy; one of the couple is b~avely ill and is unable to take 
care of himself1 herself, 

4. In order to carry out. our national family planning policy, it is a task to conduct 
contraceptive and birth control examinations, and to have couples of reproductive 
age to adopt at lease o.ne effective birth control method. Your suppon and 
understanding is greatly appreciated. . 

c<Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> Wcbsite 05/05/2008 
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Response to Ming Li's consultation regarding contraceptive and birth control policy 
05/29/2008 Source : << Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> website 

Policy consulratian hiing Li 

Hello. As parents of two children, we plan to adopt some contraceptive methods. We 
want to know about contraceptive options as well as applicable regulations. 

Comrade Ming Li: 
Response to your email dated May 4': 

1 According to certain regulations, we highly recommend the couple who decide 
not to give birth to more children to have male 1 female sterilization as their first 
choice. The people falling into the following six categories are allowed to adopt 
appropriate and scientific contraceptive methods in accordance with .their own 
conditions and certain policies and regulations, but they should be subject to 
scientific management. The six categories of people are as follows: people whose 
first born children are twins or multiples; people who are not suitable for birth 
controI operations; people whose legal children are sick or disabled; people who 
are infertile; people who get married for the second time (first maniage for the 
wife) and are eligible to give birth according to the policy; one of the couple is 
gravely ill and is unable to take care of himself7 herself. 

1 You already have ttvo children. If you don't meet the exceptions stated above and 
you are otherwise in good health, you must choose sterilization 

<< Mei Hao Jia Yuan>> Website 
0 5/05/2008 
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Response to Bing's consultation regarding the definition of returned overseas Chinese 

Tbe definition of returned overseas Chmese Bing binabin~O8 199h2hotmaii.com 

Hello! May I ask you about the definition of returned overseas Chinese? I would like to 
know if I fit the definition of a returned overseas Chinese. I have a legal s tam abroad, 
but I am still registered in my family's household. Will I be categorized as a returned 
overseas Chinese? I have a foreign born child. Will I be eligible to have another child in 
China? 

Comrade Bing: 

Response to your email dated May 5'. 

I .  According to <<Response Regarding the Status of Overseas Chinese>> (Government 
Regulation Article 001,2001) by the State Department's Overseas Chinese Office, a 
person who h permanent resident status in a foreign country is categorized as an 
overseas Chinese. If he or she decides to live in China, he or she i sa  returned 
overseas Chinese. To be classified as an overseas Chinese or a returned overseas 
Chinese, one must obtain a certificate from an Overseas Chinese Office at the county 
level or above. 

3. If your name is still on the household registration, you are a Chinese citizen, so you 
will be subject to local family planning poiicy and regulations. 

3 .  If you have a specific question, consuit locaI family planning office. 

FU Z ~ O U  095 1-8322 1827 
Xia Men 0592-528 1805 
Quan Zhou 0595-22287 178 
Z h q g  Zhou 0596-2594663 
Shan Ming 0598-822648 1 
Pu Tian 0594-2685979 
Nan Ping 0599-8821721 
Long Yan 0597-2336542 
Ling De 0593-29350 16 

<<iviei I-fao Jia Yuan>> Website 
May 07,2008 
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Fujian Popuiation and Family Planning Committee 
h~ : l lw .~ j sw.gov .cn :8080 /h tmi /7 / ;83 /  1 153-7,00877,843O.htmI 

ME1 H A 0  JL4 YU,4N http:// www.iiisw.yov.cn 
07/29/2008 Tuesday Weather Forecast: Fuzhou: Big Shower-Thundersro 23-23 C 

FUJIAN POPULATlON AND FAMILY PLANNING COMMITTEE 

CERTIFICATION: 

t, Xiao Hong Shen, fluent in both English and Chinese, do hereby certify that I am 
competent to translate the attached documents in Chinese, and that the foregoing is a true 
and accurate translation in English of the qttached documents in Chinese. 

"Questions and Answers" selected from Fujian Population and Family 
Plnnniilg Committee O f f ~ c i i  Website, dated May 6,2008 through June 30, 
2008 

"How I was Sterilized", from China's Current Family Planning [nvestigation 
Report, China Information Center, Observe, June 2 1, 2007 
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Xiao Hong Shen ' " '' 
I .. 

205 Portland St., 3rd Floor .,.; :. 1 1 .;fc c .  ,:. . ,. 

Boston MA, 02 1 14 
6 17-523-4445 
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[Translation] 

Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Committee 
Beautiful Family http://www.fijsw.gov.cn 

Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Committee 
- Realistically guarantees the public to receive government information in an 
open, fair, and just manner. 

[Horizontal Bannw. Website's Homepage 1 Agencies ) Information Express ( News Channel I Hot Topic I L w s  & Regulations I 
Documents &Notices I Pmonnel Information 1 Populaticn Suategy I Story Garden 

Database I Result Rgarts I Gallery of the Population I Discussion 1 Binh 8r Birth Conml 1 Excellent Birth & Rearing ( Health Conidor 
I Online Survey I Download Ann I ttandlig Busineu Online] 

Current Pasition: Homepagc >> Selected Replies 

Reply to Inquiry Regarding: "Whether or Not [a Person] Must Receive 
Sterilization Operation" 

July 23, 2007 Source: Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Committee 
[Text: big medium small} 

Question: I am a child-rearing woman who has been married for 15 years 
and was diagnosed with infertility. I adopted one girl and later gave birth to a child. 
In this situation, is sterilization required? In the past, I made an inquiry to the 
Yongtai County Family Planning Office, they said that sterilization could be 
suspended. However, they recently asked me to be sterilized. Why is it that the 
policy has changed like this? 

Xiao Yu 

Answer: Ms. Xiao Yu. According to the relevant documents, we must guide 
those couples who have decided not to give birth to more children to choose tuba1 
ligation (or vasectomy). Foc the following six categories of subjects, we permit them to 
choose scientific and appropriate contraceptive measures in accordance with the relevant 
policy, laws, and regulations, and in consideration of their own personal situations. 
Nevertheless, they must receive scientific control. These six categories of subjects are: 
the f i s t  pregnancyhirth is a pair of twins or multiple birth; [a person] suffering from 
contraindication which is related to a family-planning operation; a child who was born in 
compliance with the policy and who was diagnosed with disability; [a person] suffering 
from infertility: in a remarriage situation, a couple who procreate in accordance with the 
policy (where it is the wife's first marriage); one of the spouses suffering from a serious 
illi~ess affecting hisher ability to take care of him/herself. 

hccording to the situation that you described, because you were previously 
diagnosed with infertility but later gave birth, you do not belong to any one of the above- 
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mentioned categories. [You] must receive sterilization operation. (Provincial Population 
Sr Family Planning Committee, Political and Legal Department) 

(Print} (Close 1 (Viewed: 143) 

Related News 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, h d y  Wong, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the above document is true and accurate9 the best of my abilities. 

/= , 

I Date Andy Wong 
40 1 Broadway, Suite 70 1 
New York, New York 10013 
Tel: (2 12)925-1208 
Fu: (2 12)624-023 2 
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Quanzhou City Rural Area Information Technology Net - Total Output Value Per Capita 
Exceeds the US $3,000 Hurdle the First Time In Fujian Province 
Quanzhou City Rural Area Information Technology Net 
www.qzsp.g0V.cn 
Wednesday December loLh 
Main Page - Recent Trends and Important News - Production Information 

Production Information 

Total Output Value Per Capita Exceeds the US $3,000 Hurdle the First Time in 
Fuiian Province 

Author: Source: Supply and Marketing Cooperative's Information Net of Quanzhou 
City 

Published Date: February 14, 2008 15:43:46 View: 13 

The Provincial Bureau of Statistics has recently published the 2907 province-wide 
total output value data. According to a preliminary statistics, the province has a total 
output value of RMB 907.56 1,000,000 in 2007, a 15.1 % increase compared to the prior 
year, which is also the biggest increase since 1995. Among which, the fist production 
industry has an increase in value of RMB 104,058,000,000, a 4.3% increase; the second 
production industry has an increase in value of RMB 45 1,073,000,000, an 18,7% 
increase; the third production industry has an increase in value of 352,385,000,000, a 
13.6% increase. The total output value per capita is RMB 25,424, a 14.3% increase. It 
exceeds the U.S. $3,000 hurdle the t-mt time, doubling that of the year 2007. 
Throughout last year. the entire province's economic condition continues to stabilize in a 
fast coordinated pace. The scientific growth also appears to be quick and positive. 
The rural economy grows steadily. Preliminary statistics shows that in 2007, the 
agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and Fishery have a total output value RMB 
174,981,000,000 in the entire province, grew 4.5% compared to the last year. During 
the whole year, the gross cutput for grain reaches 7,020,500 tons, its production increased 
by 0.52 tons. Industrial production is strong and powerful. In 2007, the entire 
province's total social industrial production has a value at RbIB 1,441.323,000,000, grew 
20.6% compared to the prior year. For increase in value among industries above the 
scale, the heavy industry grows 23%. the light industry grows 19.9%. The development 
of three major leading industries is good. The industry has an increase in value of RMB 
122,474,000,000, an increase ol20.596. For above the scale industries, the year tinishes 
with a sale revenue of RMB 1,222,356,000,000 with a net profit of RMB 63,373,000,000, 
an increase of 37.5%. The speed of increase is 21.8 percentage points higher than the 
prior year, the highest increase in many years. The entire society's fixed asset 
investment is at RbtB 432,174,000,000, grew 38.7% compared with last year, speed of 
increase is 0.7 percentage points higher than the prior year. The infrastnicture 
constnlction continues to strengthen. Investment in urban infrastructure project is at 
RbIB 121,313,.000,000 throughout the year, an increase of 3 . 6 % .  Investment in 
manufacturing industry increases rapidly. The investment in manufacturing industry in 
the urban area 1s RlLlB 105.385,000,000, an increase of 58.9%. Investment in three 
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major industries is at RMB 44,837,000,000. an increase of 88 .7%~~ range of increase is 
47.8 percentage points higher than last year. Investment in the manufacttiring industry 
increased to 32.5% from 35.8% in 2006. The consumer market is prosperous and stable. 
The social consumer goods have a total retail sales of RMB 3 18,785,000,000 throughout 
the entire province, grew 17.9% compared with last year. The actual growth is 13% 
taking discount pricing into consideration. Foreign trade grows quickly. Foreign trade 
imports and exports total at 74,458,000,000 US dollars province wide, grew 18.8% 
compared with prior year. Among which, exporcs at 49,943,000,000 US dollars, an 
increase of 21%; and imports at 24,515,000,000 US dollars, an increase of 14.6%. The 
fiscal finance is well under control. The entire province has a flscal gross income of 
RMB 128,427,000,000, grew 26.8% compared to the last year. The province-wide 
expenditure is valued at RMB 90,122,000,000, an increase of 23.7%. By end of 
December, the financial institutions have remaining deposits in foreign currency valued 
at RMB 1,037,229,000,000, grew 12% compared to last year. The living standards have 
been improved gradually. The income of urban and rural residents is raised steadily. 
In 2007, the province-wide urban resident's average disposable income is RMB 15,505 
per person, an actual increase of 10.1%. Rural resident's average net income per person 
is RMB 5,467, an actual increase of 7.3%. The scale of employment expands gradually, 
In 2007, the total population being employed in urban area is 4,600,000 in the entire 
province with 680,000 of them gained employment recently. Ninety-eight thousand 
people remain unemployed and the urban unemployment rate is 3.89%. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, MAI. Litao, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

L) Total Olrtprrt Val~re Per Capita Erceeds the US $3,000 Hurdle the First Time in Firjian 
Province 

is true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

MU. Lira0 
l3c Law Office of Thaodorz: N. Cox, Ezq. 
43 1 Broadway Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 
(2  12) 925- 1208 
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Does the law provide that the family planning IUD insertion and sterilization are 
rnandatocy'? 
http://12345.fuzhou.gov.cn/detaiI.jsp'!callid=08 10220001 8 

Fuzhou Call Center for the Convenience of the People 12345 

[Horizontal Banner: Home Page/ List of Inquiries/ User Guide/ Operational Notices/ 
Participating Departments/ Login Management] 

Your Present Location: Home Page -) List of Inquiries -) Detail Page of Accepted 
Inquiry 

Does the law provide that the family planning IUD insertion and sterilization are 
mandatory? 

Inquiry Number: 08102200018 

Lnquiry Title: Does the Inw provide that the family planning IUD insertion and 
sterilization are mandatory? 

Lnquiry Content: 1 feel that IUD insertion and sterilization should be voluntary 
because IUD insertion and sterilization can be reversed. That's 
why making them mandatory is not effective. So, why a person 
cannot choose what contraceptive measure to use? If [a person 
claims that such procedure1 is inappropriate due to illnesses, [such 
person] must obtain a certificate and cannot tell it to the family 
planning official directly. The fact that a certificate must be 
obtained will let certain people the chance to develop a habit of 
accepting bribe. I hope that the family planriing office of jianging 
will have a window for simplitled processing window like that for 
passport processing. The procedure should be simplified, and the 
law should reflect humanitarian concerns - some people are not 
willing to undergo IUD insertion or sterilization. 

Referral Opinion: Fuzhou City Petition Department 1. Fuqing City Petition 
Department please review and refer by October 23. 3008 15: 13. 
(October 22, 2008 15: 13) 

Fuqing City Petition Department I .  Jiangjing Town, Fitqing City 
please reply by November 5 ,  7008 15:32. (November 22. 7008 
LS:31) 

Fuzhou City 
L5ader's Inscn~ction: 
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Disrrict (City) County 
Leader's [nstruction: 

Reply: Feedback is as follows: 
1) According to the provincial family planning laws Article 18, 

those couples who have procreation ability mwt implement 
a contraceptive measure as provided by the family planning 
laws and receive contraceptive or birth control checkups. 
The provincial family planning law Arricle 33 provides that 
[if a person] does not implement an effective birth control 
measure according to the family p l a ~ i n g  laws, she must 
receive critical education by the village or town 
government. If [such person1 does not correct hisfher 
conduct after such critical education, the family planning 
administrative department of the county or above level will 
impose a fine of less than 500 yuan. 

3 )  lllD insertion and sterilization are long term and most 
effective contraceptive or birth control measures. Pregnant 
women of an agricultural household should first choose to 
use IUD insertion within 3 months after giving birth to the 
first child and should first choose sterilization after giving 
birth to the second child. This will effectively prevent out- 
of-plan pregnancy or birth. If such contraceptive or birth 
control measures are not carried out or not adequately 
carried out, out-of-plan pregnancy or birth will very likely 
result and will bring to the family unnecessary frustration 
and burden. 

3)  It is the responsibility of the family planning office to 
provide free IUD or sterilization information and premium 
service for fzrnily planring targets. At the mornen[ there is 
no other contraceptive or birth control method more 
effective and convenient than IUD or sterilization. [UD 
and sterilization are being universally implemented in 
agricultural villages nationwide. It is hopeful that the 
masses of procreation age will understand and cooperate. 

1) For individual women of procreation age for whom CUD 
insertion or srerilization are inappropriate due to illness, 
IUD insertion or sterilization may be postponed after 
having been certified by qualified physician (e.g. 
(certikicateI signed by an assistant physician-level or above 
from a city hospital, city family planning guidance center, 
city health clinic for women and children, Jiangjing health 
center, or Jiangj ing family p l a m i n ~  service office ). When 
the hcalrh condit~on becomes permissible. [such person) 
~hould irnplemenc a Ions-[em and eff2ccivz binh control or 
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contraceptive measure in a timely manner. (Jiangjing 
Twon, Fuqing City replied on October 27, 2008 09:45) 

Inquirer: Chen 

Dead1 ine: November 5.2008 15:32 

Date of Inquiry: October 22, 2008 08: 13 

Event Location: Jiangjing Town 

Authentication Number: (Only the inquirer may use the 
authentication number to publish comment) 

Satisfaction Level: - Very Satisfactory * Satisfactory . Average . Unsatisfactory 
Poor 

Publish Comment: - 

Publish Comment Here! 
A 

[Button: Submit] 
<< Return 

Fuzhou City People's Government Common Office Fuzhou Digital Office/ Fuzhou City Office for 
Efficiency1 Fuzhou City Petition Department 

Contracted by Digital Fujian Drum Building Model District Development Leadership Cell Group Office 
QCopyright Creative Production & Technical Suppon Contact Phone Number: 12345 

(CP record number: Min ICP record 0503 1836 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

L, Andy Wong, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the above document is true and accurate to the best of m y  abilities. 

I 

Date 
-10 1 Oroadway. Suite 70 I 
New York, New York 10013 
Tei: ( 2  12)93,5- 1308 
Fax: ( 2  12)671-0'232 
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[Translation] 

Is Sterilization Mandatory after the Second Birth 
http:ll 12345 .fuzhou.gov.cn/detail.jsp?callid=07 122400093 

Fuzhou Cali Center for the Convenience of the People 12345 

[Horizontal Banner: Home Page1 List of Inquiries1 User Guide/ Operational Noticest 
Participating Departments1 Login Management] 

Your Present Location: Home Page 3 List of Inquiries 3 Detail Page of Accepted 
Jnquiry 

Is Sterilization Mandatory after the Second Birth 

Inquiry Number: 07 122400093 

Inquiry Title: Is Sterilization Mandatory after the Second B irrh 

Inquiry Content: I'd like to ask: [If a person] is pregnant with a second pregnancy 
by accident. [if she has] paid the social fines and registered for a 
household (hokou) [for the second child], is sterilization mandatory 
under the current policy? 

Referral Opinion: Fuzhou City Petition Department 1. Fuzhou City Family Planning 
Committee please reply before January 1 1,20008 16: 10. 
(December 24,2007 16: 10) 

Fuzhou City 
Leader's Instruction: 

District (City) County 
Leader's Instruction: 

Reply: How are you! According to the family planning policy, [persons] 
who give birth to a second child must be sterilized. Under 
exceptional circumstances, [such persons] may use other 
contraceptive measures. (Fuzhou City Family Planning Committee 
replied on January 9,2008 09:06) 

Inquirer: Chen Feng Huang 

Deadline: January 1 1,2008 16: 10 

Date of Inquiry: December 24,2007 15: 19 
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Event Location: Fi~zhou 

Authentication Number: (Only the inquirer may use the 
aitthencication number to publish comment) 

Satisfaction Level: . Very Satisfactory * Satisfactory . Average . Unsatisfactory 
- Poor 

Pilblish Comment: 
Publish Comment Here! 

[Button: Submit] 
<< Return 

Fuzhou City People's Government Common Oftict Fuzhou Digital Office/ Fuzhou City Office for 
Efficiency1 Fuzhou City Petition Department 

Contracted by Digital Fujian Drum Building Model District Development Leadership Cell Group Oftice 
(Wopyright Creative Production & Technicnl Support Contact Phone Number: 1 2 x 5  

ICP record number: Min ICP record 0503 1836 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Andy Wong, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the above document is true and accurate to the best of my abilities. .-. ' 7  

,,,.- ..:<;:<- ,/7 
. , ,  , g . .  -..-- 7 

/ - 
Andy Wong P 

40 1 ~ r o a d w a ~ ,  Suite 70 1 
New Yock, New York 100 13 
Tel: (2 12)925- 1208 
Fax: (2  12)624-0232 
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[Translation] 

When [a person] has only one child and when [such person] has obtained a "single child" 
certificate, is IUD insertion mandatory??? 
h t t p : / / 1 2 3 4 5 . f u z h o u . g o v . c n / d e t a i l . j s p ? ~ l O O  

Furhou Call Center for the Convenience ofthe People 12345 

[Horizontal Banner: Home Page/ List of Inquiries/ User Guide1 Operational Notices/ 
Participating Departments/ Login Management] 

Your Present Location: Home Page 3 List of Inquiries -9 Detail Page of Accepted 
Inquiry 

When fa  person1 has onlv one child and when [such person1 has obtained a "single 
child" certificate, is IUD insertion mandatory??? 

Inquiry Number: 06090700100 

Inquiry Title: When [a person] has only one child and when [such person] has 
obtained a "single child" certificate, is IUD insertion mandatory'??? 

Inquiry Content: "Inquiry Content: I have given birth to one child only md have 
obtained a "single child" certificate. Now, the residential 
committee has been pushing me to have an IUD insertion. I'd like 
to ask: When [a person] has only one child and when [such person] 
has obtained a "single child" certificate, is IUD insertion 
mandatory??? Is it appropriate????? Because in principle, when I 
have only one child and have obtained a "single child" certificate, 
[q should not be required to do any other birth control operation, 
right? Thank you! ! ! 

"Referral Opinion: Fuzhou City Petition Department 1. Mawei 
Petition Department, please refer before September 8, 2006 0835. 
(September 7,2006 0855). 

"Mawei Petition Department 1. Mawei Petition Department, 
please reply before September 21,2006 10:05. (September 7, 
2006 10:05) 

"City Leader's Lnstruction 

"District Leader's lnstn~ction 

"Reply: Please explain in detail the content of the complaint, for 
example: M e r e  is the residential committee'! This is to facilitate 
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referring [this case] to the relevant department. (Mawei Petition 
Department replied on September 7,2006 10: 11) 

"Inquirer: Ms. Huang Deadline: September 2 1, 2006 10:05 

"Date of Inquiry: September 6,2006 

"Event Location: Mawei District" 

The above is the content of my last inquiry and response. My 
inquiry is: When [a person] has only one child and when [such 
person] has obtained a "single child" certificate. is lUD insertion 
mandatory??? This has nothing to do with which residential 
committee I belong to. Because I just want to know: When [a 
person] has only one child and when [such person] has obtained a 
"single child" certificate, is IUD insertion mandatory??? Please 
answer directly. Thank you!!! (I really don't want to tell which 
residential committee I belong to - I'm afraid that it'll affect me in 
the future.) 

Referral Opinion: Fuzhou City Petition Department 1. Mawei Petition Department, 
please refer before September 11,2006 08:28. (September 8, 2006 
08:28). 

Mawei Petition Department 1. Family Planning Office of Mawei 
District, please reply before September 15, 2006 08:52. 
(September 8,2006 0852). 

Fuzhou City 
Leader's Instruction: 

District (City) County 
Leader's Instruction: 

Reply: According to the provincial family planning provisions: Couples 
who already have a child or children should be guided to choose a 
long-term contraceptive measure (IUD after the first child, 
sterilization after the second or subsequent child(ren)). As to those 
who have been certified by a healthcare department ranked above 
the county- or district-level to be unfit to receive a long-term 
contraceptive measure, then an integrated measure (e.g. 
contraceptive pill, condom etc.) may be used. (bfawei District 
Family Planning Office replied on September 11,2006 16:05) 

Inquirer: MS. Huang 
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. . . . 

Deadline: September 1 5,2006 08:52 

Date of Inquiry: September 7,2006 20:55 

Event Location: 

Authentication Number: (Only the inquirer may use the 
authentication number to publish comment) 

Satisfaction Level: - Very Satisfactory * Satisfactory. Average . Unsatisfactory 
Poor 

Publish Comment: t 

Publish Comment Here! 

[Button: Submit] 
<< Return 

Fuzhou City People's Government Common Office Fuzhou Digital Office/ Fuzhou City Office for 
Efficiency1 Fuzhou City Petition Department 

Contracted by Digital Fujian Drum Building Model District Development Leadership Cell Group Office 
@Copyright Creative Production h Technical Support Contact Phone Number: 12335 

ICP record number: Min ICP record 0503 1836 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Andy Wong, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
[ranslation of the above document is tnle md zccnrctc: to the best of my abilities. 

Date 
401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, New York 10013 
Tel: ( 2  12)925- 1208 
Fax: (2 12)624-0232 
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Post Office Box 54401, San Jose, CA 95154, 310.592.5722 

www.womensrightswithoutfrontiers.org 
 

 
China’s One Child Policy:  New Evidence of Coercion 

 
Forced Abortion, Sterilization, Contraception 

 
And the Practice of “Implication” 

 
Reggie Littlejohn, President 

Women’s Rights Without Frontiers 
September 22, 2011 

House	Committee	on	Foreign	Affairs,		
Subcommittee	on	Africa,	Global	Health,	and	Human	Rights	

	
	

 
 
 
Women’s Rights Without Frontiers has obtained new documentation of coercive family 
planning in China.  These thirteen cases were leaked out of China in an electronic 
document compiled by a source who has requested anonymity, for security reasons.  This 
Chinese Author often pulled documentation off of the Internet.  Predictably, some of the 
links on which these cases were posted have been removed.  At other times the Chinese 
Author personally interviewed victims of coercion, at great risk to his personal safety.  
Biographical information about the Chinese Author can be found at the end of this 
report.  
 
What follows is a translation of these cases, set forth in reverse chronological order.  We 
have presented these cases without commentary.  They speak for themselves.  For an 
analysis of the One-Child Policy, please see the testimony of Reggie Littlejohn, submitted 
simultaneously with this report.   
 
Ms. Littlejohn serves as China Aid Association’s expert on the One Child Policy.  It is 
with great gratitude that Women’s Rights Without Frontiers acknowledges the 
substantial contributions China Aid made to this report.  
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Case Four: Fujian Province: Family Planning Police detain pregnant woman and 
her relatives in family planning jail cells; use of quota system. 
 
When:  April, 2009 
Where: Yuanzhuang, Town Xianyou County, Fujian Province   
Source: blog.163.com.fujian 
http://saybar.sohu.com/177977/IwISTjtcPmXIBAAAA.html 
 
Xianyou is a poor county of Fujian province. Local officials have little means to improve 
the under-developed economy, but they are brutal in terms of Family Planning.  
. . . .  
 
[According to the internet sources cited above]: 
 
1. In Xianyou, women of marriageable and childbearing age (married or not) are required 
to go to the Family Planning committee every three months [for a pregnancy checkup] to 
avoid illegal pregnancies.  
 
2. In Xianyou, pregnant women (or even women wearing loose clothes) are stopped by 
the Family Planning Officials for a pregnancy check in the street.  
 
. . . . 
 
3. Any pregnant woman who does not carry the relevant certificates (marriage certificate 
and birth allowed certificate) shall be taken to the hospital for a forced abortion if she is 
caught by the Family Planning Officials.  
 
4. Any woman who is pregnant out of the range of regulated age, regulated time and 
regulated quota, and who does not take pregnancy checks or abort -- her family members 
shall be “implicated.” Her parents, as well as her parents-in-law shall be captured and 
detained. 
 
5. On the other hand, relatives of [Family Planning] Officials may have as many children 
as they want. 
 
6. The purpose of the implication is to impose fines. Everything is resolved after paying a 
fine of 30,000 . . .  
 
As is described in every annual Family Planning summarization meeting of all levels of 
Family Planning Departments:  “This year xxx cases of intrauterine device, xxx cases of 
[tubal] ligation [sterilization], xxx cases of unwanted pregnancy abortion and xxx cases 
of odinopoeia [late term forced abortion].” 
http://saybar.sohu.com/177977/IwISTjtcPmXIBAAAA.html   
 
Recently a new round of Family Planning Campaign has been initiated. A person who 
has no money to pay the fine shall be detained in the town until the required amount of 
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 12

money is submitted. The cells on the third floor of the Family Planning Office are even 
overstaffed [overcrowded] at busy periods and some captives have to sleep in the 
corridor. Usually about thirty elderly are detained there the entire year. Wealthy people 
can pay the fine and leave; but for the poor who have to stay there, the government does 
not pay for their food. They would starve if their family members or neighbors did not 
send them food. Their farmlands are left uncultivated as well.  If the victim has any 
complaint, the county officials beat him and exclaim: “report me if you remain 
unconvinced.” The officials all shield one another.  
 

 

 
Door of the cells for detention in the Family Planning office of Yuanzhuang town, 
Xianyou county. 
Photos -- When: April , 2009 
Where: Yuanzhuang Town, Xianyou County, Fujian Province 
Source: http://saybar.sohu.com/177977/IwISTjtcPmXIBAAAA.html 
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Bars of the cells for detention in the Family Planning office of Yuanzhuang Town, 
Xianyou County. 

 
Detained relatives of villagers who have given birth to an extra child, or who failed to 
come back to take the pregnancy check.  Twenty or thirty of them sleep on the floor [in 
the Family Planning jail cell] like this. 
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These are parents of the villagers who gave birth to an extra child or failed to return to 
take the pregnancy check [detained in the Family Planning Office jail cell]. 
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They are young mothers with illegal pregnancies who were seized by the Family 
Planning office. They are facing forced induced labor abortions (through ethacridine 
lactate injection).  
Photos:  When:  April 23, 2009 
Where: Yuanzhuang Town Xianyou County Fujian Province 
Source: tu.6.cn 
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Poor rural women are hidden by the officials in this so-called “harmonious flourishing 
age.” No domestic media dares report the events that violate women’s legal interests. 
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House of a villager with an extra child was smashed by the Family Planning office of 
Yuanzhuang Town, Xianyou County, Fujian Province.   
Photos 
When: April, 2009 
Where: Yuanzhuang Town Xianyou County Fujian Province 
Source: iHome99.com 
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Some villagers advised Yangping’s wife and family to take the fall. “Similar things 
happened several years ago but all were overpowered by this Family Planning Official 
[Zhang]. He is exceptionally adept in trickery.  How could common people like us 
challenge him? Even the policemen dare not displease him.”  Others told Yangping: “You 
are also to blame. You should have given him some money in advance.  Then these things 
wouldn’t have happened!” “Why didn’t you ask who could have another child without his 
permission?  He could fine you whenever he wants. He could make any excuse to get 
your money!”    

A long time has passed.  Yangping’s mother has come back home, but there are still 
obvious sequelae [pathology resulting from trauma] with her finger. The finger has 
disabled function. The huge medical fees have made her life more difficult. The local 
policemen cannot find the attacker. Her family has appealed to higher authorities for help, 
but they have not received any reply.  

Victim:  Mother of Yanping Zhang  

 

 

Injured hand of Mrs. Zhang 

 
Case Six: Coercive Population Control in Fujian Province:  Brutal “Implication” 
Family Planning Policy of Dongpu Town, Putian City, Fujian Province 
 
When:  September, 2008 
Where: Dongpu Town, Putian Zhen, Fujian Province  
Source:  iDO.3MT.COM.CN; Interview by the Chinese Author of this report  
http://www.zgqmbbs.com/forum.php?mod=viewthread&tid=94338&highlight=  
 
 
During the Third Plenary Session of the CCP, the Putian government unfolded the “Nine-
Generation-Implication Family Planning Policy.” [Note:  this may also be translated the 
“Whole Clay Implication Policy” which means, if anyone breaks the Family Planning 
Policy, the “whole clay” -- the grandparents, parents, husband and wife, all the in-laws, 
must be punished all together at the same time.] This policy has been used in some areas 
for some time . . .  
 
Since October and November of this year [2008], the Putian government has been taking 
illegal and brutal measures against villagers of Titing by means of Family Planning work. 
They forced every villager to sign the “House Removal Application.” [Note: This 
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Application allows Family Planning Officials to remove or demolish the villager’s home 
for Family Planning violations].  A large number of Family Planning Officials rushed 
into the village every day at seven or nine o’ clock in the evening to seize people. Every 
villager was frightened . . . 
   
Beginning in September of this year [2008], the Government began to implement a 
“Family Planning Anti-Corruption Campaign” on a large scale. In this Campaign, which 
seized people and pulled down houses forcibly, I saw the physical damage with my own 
eyes. I heard the horrors with my own ears. I felt strongly the emotional injuries from the 
tearful complaints of victims. All these things deeply shocked me.  
 
Seizing people was the first step of the “Family Planning Learning Class.”  At mid-night 
or even the day time, four or five Family Planning Officials (the Family Planning 
Officials mentioned in this article not only include the formal Officials of Family 
Planning Office, Family Planning Committee and Family Planning Bureau, but also all 
the Officials of the District and all the hired thugs) entered a villager’s house to seize 
people by means of knocking at the door, prying the lock or smashing the door. They 
may also seize whomever they meet in the street, force them into their car and execute 
unlawful detention, in the so-called “Family Planning Learning Class.” This “Family 
Planning Learning Class” is actually the private prison of the Town Government. 
 
All the relatives of the family member who was in violation of the Family Planning 
Policy were seized regardless of their age or health condition. Most of the people seized 
were elderly or middle-aged women (one woman was seized because her granddaughter 
was in violation of the family planning policy).  To get out, they had to pay a fine of 
6,000 [Yuan, approximately $939]. They were also asked to sign the “Voluntary House 
Removal Application” and agree to have their house removed by the government [Note:  
if they violate the family planning policies]. After that the Government shall dispatch 
Officials to demolish the house. They would remain in detention if they had no money to 
pay the fine or they would not like to sign for the application. They were allowed to go 
out only when they were seriously sick. But they would be detained again after treatment.      
  
I hope all the righteous people could make concerted efforts to fight for the human rights 
of the farmers in Putian! Please give villagers of Titing a place to resort to! 
 
 
Case Seven: The Family Planning Office of Zaoshi Sub-District Office, Leiyang city, 
Hunan Province struck a man in the head, permanently disabling him. 
 
When:  March 7, 2008 
Where: Zaoshi Sub-District Office, Leiyang City, Hunan Province 
Source: Interview by the Chinese Author, posted on  
http://www.tianya.cn/publicforum/content/news/1/93996.shtml 
 
Xin Liu (male, 32 years old, Level Seven Permanently Disabled) [Note: in China there 
are different degrees of disability. Level Seven is very high.] comes from the “eighth 
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Case Eight:  Family Planning Officials of Wutong Town, Yongtai County, Fuzhou 
City, Fujian Province forcibly abort eight and a half month twins. 

     
When:  December 13, 2007 
Where: Wutong Town, Yongtai County, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province  
Source: http://bbs.fzbm.com/simple/?t601651.html This author is a journalist who 
interviewed the victims. 
 
On December 13, 2007, Mrs. Dong (34 years old) from Wutong Town, Yongtai County, 
Fuzhou City was pregnant with unplanned twin babies for almost nine months. She was 
working in Ganzhe Town, Minhou County, Fuzhou Province together with her husband.  
Unfortunately, her pregnancy was discovered by the local Family Planning Office.  At 
about two o’ clock in the afternoon she was taken to the local health center forcibly. 
Without the agreement or signature of Mrs. Dong or her family, she was held by more 
than ten people and injected Ethacridine Lactate at about five o’ clock. The Family 
Planning Officials declared that they would be responsible for any death. The twin babies 
struggled for a long time in their mother’s uterus and died in the end. Until half past nine 
in the evening of December 14, she was still waiting to induce the dead babies. The local 
government blocked the event tightly and forbade anyone from interviewing the victim. 
Until now her health condition is still unknown . . .  
 
 
 
Case Nine: Jining Family Planning Department pulled down a mother’s house and 
forced a pregnant woman to abort during the eighth month of pregnancy. 
 
When:  Winter, 2007 
Where:  Jining City, Rencheng County, Shangdong Province  
Source:  bbs.sina.com.cn 
 
In [winter, 2007] the Family Planning Office of Ershilipu town, Rencheng County, Jining 
city launched a Family Planning law enforcement inspection campaign. The Family 
Planning Office pulled down houses and caught women with illegal pregnancies. 
Moreover, a woman was compelled to abort her eight-month pregnancy. Before the 
operation, the doctor touched the baby in her abdomen and sighed: “The bone is already 
hard, already a human.” . . . There was no opportunity to take photos of the forced 
abortion because of the Officials’ violent interference. Here are photos of the homes 
smashed by Family Planning Officials: 
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Photographs:  Homes Smashed by Family Planning Officials. 
When:  Winter, 2007 
Where: Ershilipu Town, Rencheng Jining City, Shangdong Province   
Source: bbs.sina.com.cn 
  
 
Case Ten: Official Announcement, Forced Abortion Quotas Met. 
 
Where: Ganzhe District, Fujian Province  
When: May 31, 2007 
Source: Article source: link from the official website 
http://www.minhou.gov.cn/zwgk/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=1911 
  
Since April 1 [2007], Ganzhe district has been implementing the emphasis of Family 
Planning work, especially the odinopoeia [induced labor forced abortion]. By May 25, 
the whole district has implemented 52 cases of odinopoeia (including 22 cases of floating 
population odinopoeia) and has accomplished the quota (40 cases of key remedial 
measures) passed down from the county committee and the county government more than 
one month ahead of time.   
 
Original title of the article was “Ganzhe District Accomplished the Tasks of Key 
Remedial Measures in Family Planning Work More Than One Month Ahead of Time.”  
http://www.minhou.gov.cn/zwgk/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=1911 
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. . . . 
 
All the reports of all levels of Family Planning departments include this: This year xxx 
cases of intrauterine device, xxx cases of ligation, xxx cases of unwanted pregnancy 
abortion and xxx cases of odinopoeia, or it’s better to say xxx cases of remedial 
measures. http://www.minhou.gov.cn/zwgk/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=1911 
 
 
Case Eleven: Hunan Family Planning Officials forced relatives of a woman with a 
second child to smash her home. 
 
When:  Spring, 2007 
Where: Shifeng Village, Xinhua County, Hunan Province 
Source: www.moobl.com, and personal interview by the Chinese Author. 
 
Shifeng Village in Hunan Provice is a small village in the famous national scenic site 
“Ziqujie Terrace.”  The village is located in a mountainous region, so local villagers 
mainly live on terraced agriculture. The heavy manual work is difficult for city dwellers 
to imagine. The farmers don’t have any Social Security.  Instead, they have to rely on 
their children to take care of them when they are aged.  In addition, sons are capable of 
taking the burden of the family’s heavy manual work. These two factors bring trouble to 
the local Family Planning work. Like most Chinese villages, the local Family Planning 
Officials force women to take regular pregnancy checks every year. If a woman violates 
this regulation, the Officials pull down her house, take away her cows, rob her valuables 
and imprison her relatives until she is forced to come back. The Officials execute forced 
abortion for any illegal pregnancy. No single court of justice ever accepts any Family 
Planning case stating that women’s legitimate rights and interests have been encroached.  
 
Lixiang Luo (37 years old) gave birth to only one child.  But she experienced a tragedy 
simply because she didn’t take the pregnancy check in the spring of 2007. The local 
Family Planning department went to her family four times and destroyed her only 
wooden-structure house.  This made her homeless.    
     
When last year’s spring Family Planning census was carried out, the Family Planning 
department of Xixi District, Shuiche town, Xinhua County discovered that Lixiang Luo 
did not participate.  In addition, they got a report that she had left the village under the 
suspicion of an illegal pregnancy. Under these circumstances, the Family Planning 
workgroup went to her family four times during May and July of 2007 and compelled her 
relatives to smash her house for the purpose of forcing them to reveal her location.   The 
father of Muyuan Zou [Lixiang Luo’s husband] said he was compelled to smash her 
house three times and his heart was deeply hurt every time. According to local villagers, 
the Family Planning Officials failed to compel her elder sister’s husband to smash her 
house, so they smashed it four times on their own. Every Official was asked to smash a 
wooden wall before leaving. They also seized her 83-year-old father-in-law and detained 
him for one night. They let him go after his family paid a fine of 200 [Yuan, 
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[TRANSLATION] 

Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Bureau Document 

ChangJiSheng[2010]#49 

Notice on How to Execute Family Planning Work among Floating Population 

during the New Year and Spring Festival Holidays 

Various township (neighborhood) family planning offices, 

In order to diligently implement the spirit from "Suggestions on Enhancing the Family Planning 

Work among the Floating Population via 'One Board Game' Strategy" by Fujian Province 

Population and Family Planning Committee, and at the meantime to improve the administration 

and services of the family planning work among the floating population, after some research, it's 

decided that we are going to launch the activities for family planning administration and 

propaganda services among the floating population during the New Year and the Spring Festival 

holiday seasons. The following are the related details associated with these activities: 

I. Major events of the activities 

1) Sponsor a great variety of activities for the family planning propaganda among 

the floating population 

Maximize the opportunity when people of the floating population go back to their 

hometown for the New Year and the Spring Festival holidays. Create a strong 

environment for family planning work. Post eye-catching family planning slogans in 

some outstanding spots in those locations heavily populated with floating populations 

such as: industrial districts, urban districts, bus or train stations, stadiums and plazas 

and etc. Set up family planning propaganda columns and blackboards, put together 

radio broadcast programs and television shows; organize large-scale outdoor family 

planning entertaining events; build a family planning propaganda team to conduct 

door-to-door visitations among the floating population; host a tea seminar on family 

planning with people from the floating population, business owners and rental 
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property owners (renters) in order to inform them their family planning rights and 

responsibilities, offer them "one-stop" quality convenient service via mobile 

management stations, offer them twelve benefits which are the same for the local 

residents, and inform the business owners and rental property owners their 

responsibilities. If conditions allow, host a seminar in which the responsibility 

agreement signing ceremonies will be held. 

2) Offer free family planning technical services to the floating population 

Before and after the New Year and the Spring Festival, it's usually the peak time 

for people of the floating population to go back to their hometowns for the holidays. 

The family planning office should coordinate and arrange personnel to execute 

"double check-ups" and "four surgeries" among the floating population. Provide 

remedies to those problem cases of "double check-ups" and "four surgeries" that are 

either not materialized or delayed among the people who immigrate into or migrate 

out of this area. At the same time, report any changes to the applicable platform; 

Family planning service stations (institution) should arrange shifts to work during the 

holiday seasons in order to provide timely services to those people among the floating 

population who need unscheduled services such as "double check-ups" and "four 

surgeries" at any time. At the same time, document down the check-up results on 

their "Marriage and Birth Certificate". If money allows, the township (neighborhood) 

may offer free souvenirs to those who come to the childbearing women health and 

check-up events. This is to aim at achieving better results in the "double check-ups". 

3) Vigorously set up some pilot programs on standardizing the information on the 

floating population in our city. 

Fuzhou City Family Planning Committee certifies that our city is a pilot role 

model for systemizing information management among the floating population. It's 

required that all the 66 villages in the whole city with more than 500 people of the 

floating population in each such village should be equipped with computers installed 

with appropriate software. Appoint specialized personnel to train computer users and 

reach the goal of one village, one computer and one full-time operator. Ensure that 

these computer operators are well paid and the family planning expenditure for the 

floating population is materialized. 
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4) Take some touring survey on family planning work among the floating population 

Based on the fact that the t1uidity and dynamic changes of the floating population 

during the New Year and the Spring Festival holiday seasons, various townships 

(neighborhoods) should organize more frequent inspections and check-ups based on 

the reality. During the clean-up and data collection, pay more attention to rental 

properties, trading and market places, construction sites, combined spots of rural and 

urban developments, industrialized areas and other public facilities. Firstly, our work 

will focus on the examinations on childbearing women's "marriage and birth 

certificates", verify their marriages, births and the materialization of their birth 

control measures. At the same time, enter data into the provincial information system 

and update and get feedback from the state platform. Send notifications to those 

people who do not have the "marriage and birth certificates", urge them to apply for 

one within a limited time frame. Those who meet all the criteria set forth for local 

residents should be issued the certificates. Secondly, diligently coordinate hospitals 

and epidemic prevention centers of various townships (neighborhoods), have them 

record the following items carefully: original residency, current address and ID card 

numbers. Prevent missing and incorrect registrations and records. Thirdly, have the 

following entities sign family planning responsibility agreements with the village 

(community) to handle the floating population: employers, property rental owners, 

and property management companies. At the same time, follow up on the execution 

of these family planning responsibility agreements. Ask them to routinely record, 

register, and submit the data sheet on family planning conditions of the floating 

population. Fourthly, diligently execute the "double check-ups" among the migrated 

married and childbearing women, adopt various methods such as face-to-face visits, 

ultra sounds, urine testing and others, have them present the authentic "birth control 

condition examination reports", and enter such data into the information system in a 

timely manner and inform the authorities of their original residency. 

II. Recent event arrangements 

1. 12115/2010- 12/31/2010, complete the computer set-up, software installation and 

recruiting of high quality computer operators in the 66 villages citywide with a 

floating population of over 500 people. 
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2. By 1110/2011, complete the training of computer operators; complete the recording 

and registration of all people of the floating population; remove data on those people 

who have already left the locals. Ensure data accuracy. 

3. By the end of Febmary of 2011, complete "double check-ups" and face-to-face visits 

among the migrated population. 

4. By mid-Febmary of 2011, the family planning bureau will arrange item-by-item 

inspections on floating population in various townships (neighborhoods). 

Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Bureau 

12/20/2010 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, herehy certify that the attached translations into the English 

language of the following original documents composed in the Chinese language are true 

and complete: 

'Neihu.pdf' (Chang Le City official internal document) 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the hest of my ahilities. 

, 
/ 

/ 

~long Zhang 
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TIJEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
,lttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Td:(86-59l) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tckphone: ( 212) '115 -120X 
Facsimile: 1212) '!25-51 XX 

April 22, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice on How 
to Execute Family Plannin!? Work among Floating Population during the New Year and 
Spring Festival Holidays, Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Bureau 
Document (December 20, 20 10). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior 
to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 
1287.6. See Matter of"S-Y-G-. 24 I&N Dec. 247, 251 (BIA 2007). I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any fmther 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

fi-~--~·*2~@~~Mm~#~-~tto~~2~~@o~2~ff 

~~~-~~--$~~A,WM~~fi-*o 

Respectfully, 

! 
I 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
rhcodorecox (i]J !!mail.com 
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TllEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
~lttorizey-at-Law 

.J01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Depm1ment of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tc·lephonc: ( 21:2) 925-120H 
Facsimile: ( 212) '>15-51 XH 

April 22, 20 ll 

[respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice on How 
to Execute Family Planning Work amonf? Floating Population during the New Year and 
Spring FestivaL Holidays, Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Bureau 
Document (December 20, 20 10). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior 
to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 
1287.6. See Matterof'S-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247,251 (BIA 2007). I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

1 
/", 

/ J 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox <jjl ~mail. com 
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Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document 

Chang Ji Sheng Ling [2010] #6 

Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

On Assessment, Award and Punishment Methods for 2011 Annual Population and Family 

Planning Work 

Various townships (neighborhoods) population and family planning leadership groups, 

In order to enhance the population and family planning work in 2011, to raise the overall level of 

our city's population and family planning work, based on the "Fujian Province Population and 

Family Planning Responsibility Assessment, Award and Punishment Methods" (trial version) 

and also based on " Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Responsibility Assessment, 

Award and Punishment Methods" (trial version) by Chinese Communist Party Chang Le 

Committee and by Chang Le City People's government, the following are the assessment, award 

and punishment methods for 2011 annual population and family planning work: 

I. Major Contents for Assessment 

Assessment is based on a 100-point scale: adding and subtracting 

1. Policy fulfillment rate of the new born population: 20 points 

2. Materialization rate of the double check-ups: 5 points 

3. IUD installation rate: 5 points 

4. Sterilization rate: 20 points 

5. Sterilization rate in families with two girls: 5 points 

6. Remedial measure materialization rate: 10 points (abortion 3 points, induction 7 

points) 

7. Social child support fee collection rate: 20 points 

8. Statistics accuracy rate: 10 points 

9. Management on floating population: 5 points 

10. Large-amount collection of social child support fees at the amount exceeding 

100,000 Yuan RMB, add 1 point per case; exceeding 150,000-250,000 Yuan 

RMB, add 2 points per case; exceeding 250,000+, add 5 points per case 
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11. Successful crack down of one "two illegals" case, add 5 points 

12. Being issued a yellow sign warning by Fuzhou City or Chang Le City, deduct 8 

points 

13. Frauds on item 10 and 11, add 0 points 

Note: Adding and deducting of points are only valid in the assessment within the 

same quarter. The scores in items 1-9 are the results of rate multiplied by points. 

II. Major Assessment Methods 

1. Progress is assessed every 10 days. On the morning of the 91
h of each month, various 

townships (neighborhoods) should report their previous 10 days progress on family 

planning. 

2. Public announcement is made once a month. Every month, the city population and 

family planning leadership group will assess the progress on major items and will 

rank various townships (neighborhoods) and the results will be publicly announced 

city-wide. 

3. Ranking is made every quarter. Various townships (neighborhoods) will be assessed 

on major items and such assessment results will be ranked comprehensively. 

4. The last bottom three townships (neighborhoods) two times in a row will be issued 

the yellow sign pre-warnings. The last bottom three townships (neighborhoods) three 

times in a row will be issued the yellow sign warnings. 

5. Every quarter, 20% of the townships (neighborhoods) will be sampled and verified on 

their completion of their major items in family planning work (specifics on such 

verification process will be announced in a separate document). The SD exceeding 

10% and above will be issued yellow sign pre-warnings and the SD exceeding 20% 

and above will be issued yellow sign warnings. 

III. A wards and Punishments 

The quarterly ranked top three townships (neighborhoods) will be awarded 10,000 Yuan 

RMB. Those townships (neighborhoods) that are ranked top three two times in a row will 

be awarded 30,000 Yuan RMB. Those townships (neighborhoods) that are ranked top 

three for three times in a row within a year will be awarded 50,000 Yuan RMB. Those 

that are ranked #1 in the annual assessment and ranking will be awarded 100,000 Yuan 

RMB, #2 will be awarded 80,000 Yuan and #3 will be awarded 50,000. Those townships 
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(neighborhoods) that are ranked bottom three two times in a row will be penalized at the 

amount of 30,000 Yuan and those that are ranked bottom three for three times in a row 

will be penalized at the amount of 50,000 Yuan. Those that are ranked bottom #1 in the 

annual assessment and ranking will be penalized at the amount of 100,000 Yuan while 

the bottom #2 will be penalized at the amount of 80,000 Yuan RMB and the bottom #3 

will be penalized at the amount of 50,000 Yuan. Every quarter, such awards and 

punishments will be cashed. Awards will be expensed from the expenditure of family 

planning funding. Such awards can be given out as carders' performance assessment 

awards. 

IV. Responsibilities 

1. Veto rights will be given to township (neighborhood) leaders, family planning 

full-time deputy secretary and family planning directors (family planning service center 

directors) when penalizing those entities that have been issued yellow sign pre-warnings 

or yellow sign warnings by Fujian Province, Fuzhou City and Chang Le City and those 

entities that have been individually administered. 

2. Veto rights will be given to those village neighborhoods (communities) major 

leaders, family planning administrators and township (neighborhood) work teams when 

penalizing those village neighborhoods (communities) that have been issued the yellow 

sign pre-warnings and yellow sign warnings. 

3. The major leaders of those townships (neighborhoods) that are ranked the bottom 

three quarterly should speak out and express their willingness to change for the better 

during the quarterly city-wide population and family planning work analytical meetings. 

4. The major responsible personnel who are in charge of the townships 

(neighborhoods) or villages (communities) which have been issued yellow sign pre

warnings or yellow sign warnings or which are individually administered will be issued 

performance warnings if they don't show improvements during the assistance and 

enhancement periods. 

5. Those entities that commit frauds during the family planning work will be issued 

yellow sign pre-warnings or yellow sign warnings. If the case is severe, such an entity 

will be individually administered. The personnel in charge and the persons implicated 
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will be investigated. Severe offenders will be sanctioned by the party and administrative 

disciplines. 

V. Various townships (neighborhoods) should base on the spirits from this document, 

combine with their local situations and lay out their own townships' (neighborhoods') 

award and punishment methods on assessing the population and family planning 

work for the year 2011. Submit such a document to the city population and family 

planning leadership group office for filing. 

Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

12/15/2010 

Copy to: Director and Deputy Director of Chang Le City Population and Family Planning 

Leadership Group, for filing as well. 

[TRANSLATION] 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translations into the English 

language of the following original documents composed in the Chinese language are true 

and complete: 

'Neibu.pdf' (Chang Le City official internal document) 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

Hong Zhang 
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TI/EODORE N. COX, 1~.-'SQ. 
, \ /forney-at-/.,tt w 

101 Broadway, Suite 701 
,Yl'W York, NY J()()IJ 

lJ.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
lJ.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. I Shamian Street South, 
Cluangzhou 510 133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

1\·kphonc: 1 ~I~' 1 '12:\ 121l~ 

l·.~e :.1111tlc: 1 'I.' I '1'5 .'1 I X~ 

April 22, 20 II 

[respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Chang Le City 
Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document On Assessment, Award 
and Punishment Methods for 2011 Annual Population and Family Planning Work 
(December 15, 20 10). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening 
a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to~ C.F.R 1287.6. See 
:'vlatter olS-Y-G-, 2-+ I&N Dec. 247, 251 (BIA 2007). I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 
.I 

I I 
! 

/ 
fheodore N. Cox, Esq., 
. :1,~1x!orccox (i]' <::m ai l.com 
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1'1/EODORE N. COX, 1!.'.~'0. 
, \1/orney-at-t.aw 

10 I /Jroadway, .)'uite 70 I 
.Yew York, NY 10013 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
( 'onsular Division 
q7 llua Lin Road. Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
C'hina 
Td:( X6-591) ns 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

l'dq>honc: 1 212) <J25-120X 
l·:tc:,tmilc: 1212)'125-)IXX 

April 22. 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Chang Le City 
Population and Familv Planning Leadership Group Document On Assessment, Award 
and Punishment /vletlwdsfor 2011 Annual Population and Family Planning Work 
(December 15, 2010). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening 
a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See 
.Hatter olS-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247, 251 (BIA 2007). [thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

m~~--~-~-~M~~~m~~~-~tta~--~~Ma~-~e 

~~------~~~-.-~~~--*0 

Respectfully, 

I 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
thcodorccox C!.P Qmail.com 
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Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document 

Chang l i  Sheng Ling 120091 #7 

Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document 

,innouncement on Diligently Implementing the Population and Family Planning Work in 
May, June and July 

Various township (neighborhood) population and family planning leadership groups: 

tn the tirst half year of 2009, the population and family planning work in our city has achieved a 

lot under the direct leadership of the provincial and Fuzhou municipal population and family 

planning committees and the municipal committee and municipal government. The overall 

Family planning level has been raised However, the basics at the grass-root level were not 

solidly mastered; the birth statistics were reported with missing cases; long-term birth control 

methods and double-check-ups were very often not materialized; births not allowed by the 

policies and regulations never stopped despite severe bans. fill these issues and problems have 

seriously lowered the overall level of the whole city's population and family planning work. 

~ 1 1  ~ I G  meeting spirits from f;uzhcu City's "4.24" p~pulatioil aid i'amiiy planning report 

meeting, and to ensure that the goals for our city's population and family planning work of 2009 

can be reached, this is to send out the notice as to how to successfully implement the population 

and family planning work for May, June and July as follows: 

(I)  Clarify tasks and materialize details. 

Fuzhou city committee and the municipal government propose that the Focus of the 

family planning work for the next period is to implement rhe "one-hundred-day 

carnpaig", and require various counties (cities) and districts to initiate the climax for 

the family plaming work in May, June and July. The work will focus on major 

cernedial measures. conduct massive double check-ups and materialize long-term 
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birth control methods and social child support fee collections. r~laxirnall~ reduce the 

number of extra illegal births, ensure to reach the major goals set for this year's 

family planning work. May, June and July are the critical period to reach the major 

goals for this year. Family planning work is very tough, therefore various township 

(neighborhood) party committees and governments must be highly aware of its 

importance and should diligently execute the plan set by the city committee and 

municipal government, firmly utilize the party leadership and concentrate on the 

responsibility for family planning work. Focus on induction in an attempt to 

maximally reduce the number of illegal extra births. Use the in-home visits by the 

party and governmental leaders and also the village/neighborhood carden as the 

breakthrough. Supervise the actualization of double check-ups, IUD installation, 

sterilization and social child support fee collections. All these are to ensure that 

various tasks set by Fuzhou City will be fulfilled comprehensively. 

(11) Intensify responsibilities and specify materialization 

1. Make sure to set aside at least two days per week to dedicate to the family 

planning work. The party leaders from various townships (neighborhoods) should 

take the lead to work with local village family planning workers to implement the 

family planning work in various villages (communities) together with the carders 

frob both committees in these villages (communities). 

2 .  Resolve the issues u to tvhzt to dc =d how to do it duiiilg tile two days per week 

to execute the family planning work. Avoid going through tbnnality, instead, 

focus on propaganda and home visits to those families with one boy, Families with 

two girls, families with marriage appropriate young couple, families with delayed 

four surgeries, families without paying the social child support fees and also 

Families that haven't been to the double check-ups. Via home visits, rhe current 

planning family policies can be populated and the mind-set of the mass on 

marriage and birchs can be changed. At the same time, such home visits can also 

enhancr: double check-ups, promote birth control measures and materialize social 

child support collections, and also mobilize the marriage-age young people to 
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give births according to the policies. All these are in an attempt to formulate the 

favorable atmosphere for family planning work. 

3. Focus on working methodology; avoid the formality of in-home visits in various 

villages. All townships (neighborhoods) must base on the local reality and 

delegate and break down the tasks. The district party leaders will take the lead in 

home visits and propaganda in the areas where population is relative dense. 

4. Leaders from various townships (neighborh~ods) should supervise, take rhe lead 

2nd inspect the materialization of the family planning work responsibilities. 

Listen to the weekly report on responsibility materialization from the party and 

governmental leaders and also on the weekly efficiency report. At the same time 

put together the work focus and corrective measures for the following week. 

(III) Diligently clem up and thoroughly implement 

1. Diligently raise the materialization rate of double check-ups. Various township 

(neighborhood) party leaders and work team stationed in various villages should 

specify their responsibilities in materializing the double check-ups. Organize 

home visits to those targets that have missed the first round and the second round 

of the double check-ups. Try your best to mobilize such targets to show up in their 

double check-ups. During the second round of the concentrated double check-ups 

in the villages, all party and governmental leaders in various townships 

(neighborhoods) and ths fzni!y p l ~ ~ r i n g  t c m  woikers sia~ioned in various 

villages must go into the villages in person, supervise the village (neighborhood) 

leaders From the two committee to conduct persuasion and mobilize villagers 

from home to home in an attempt to raise the double check-up rate of that day. 

2 .  Focus on the work for delayed long-term birth control measures. The party 

leaders from various townships (neighborhoods) and family plannin, team 

workers stationed in various villages must diligently materialize responsibilities 

for the delayed long-term birth control measures. Organize the family planning 

team workers to conduct home visits to mobilize those targets that have delayed 

their long-term birth control measures. Make sure that their long-term birth 
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control measures are materialized with the focus un cleaning up  the delayed 

sterilization. Speed up the sterilization process. 

5. Intensify the major remedial measures. 'She focus for &lay, June and July is to 

materialize the major remedial measures. All illegal extra pregnancies should be  

inducted or terminated in order to maximally reduce the illegal extra births and to 

raise the population policy qualification rate. 

(1V) Intensify collections and punish extra illegal births 

Various townships (neighborhoods) must pay attention to the collection of social 

child support fees, organize efficient teams to knock at the doors for collections, 

mobilize the targets with illegal extra births to pay the social child support fees. 

Firmly collect the social child support fees at the ceiling amount from those targets 

with "extra birth after having one boy" and those targets with "illegal births out of 

wed log". Pay special attention to collections at the ceiling amount from those "social 

elites and the rich" with illegal extra births. Every township (neighborhood) should 

have a breakthrough ro collect more than 100,000 Yuan RhlB from one case. 

Proactively work and coordinate with the court system md have the court intervene 

with the collection process as early as possible in an attempt to raise the collection 

rate of the social child support fees. Firmly prohibit frauds in social child support fee 

collections. Prevent the payments for the social child support fees via the village 

(coil~lnuniry) budgets. Vartous v~l!n,gcs (corr.mur,ities) mtisr conduct sell'-invesrignrion 

in order to verify if there are any czses of social child support fees that were paid by 

using the village (community) budgets. Report the self-investigation results by the 

morning of 5/2 1 in the name of township government (neighborhood office) by 

writing to the city population and family planning leadership group office and at the 

same time to the city's discipline inspection commission. 

( V )  Follow up on prepancies and knock down on "two-illegal" 

Various townships (neighborhoods) must enhance the follow-ups on pregnancy cases. 

Discover and report at lease one or two "two-illegal" cases with leads each month. 

List those niral families with one dau@ter as the key targets for pregnancy follow- 
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tips. Each of such tnrgccs will be delegated to one of the members of the work team 

stationed at the village or to one of the village carders for Follow-ups. [t' pregnancies 

disappear for no reason. such pregnancies should be listed as the major "two-illegal" 

targets to knock down and tind out the reasons for their disappearances in order to 

achieve a breakthrough in the "two-illegal" cases. This year each township 

(neighborhood) must at least break through one such "two-illegal" case. The 

following 7 townships with the gender ratio of L30 for the second child in 2004-2008 

should break through two "two-illegal" cases: Gu Huai, Shou Zhan, Wen Wu Sha, Yu 

Tian, jiang Tim, Luo Nian, and Wen Ling. The city will organize a citywide special 

inspection on family planning equipment markets. 

(VI)  Focus on services and manage comprehensively 

Townships (neighborhoods) with larger volume of floating population should 

immediately establish "one-stop" service window and proactively assist related 

departments to resolve the issues in location selection, stafFig, fund investment, 

service and management, etc in order to open up "one-stop" service and management 

windows. Attempt to set up ''one-stop service and management windows" this year 

for floating population in 5-8 townships (neighborhoods). 

(VII) lntensify cooperation and provide better services 

Tne ma@r cask for the family planning work in Mzy, Junc a d  July is io take i1.w 

remedial measures for those illegal extra births. The time line is tight, the tasks are 

heavy and the magnitude is great. This requires close cooperation and comprehensive 

coordination among the health department, public security department, the court 

system and the family planning department. The city population and family planning 

leadership group requires that: the public security department should provide timely 

and proactive protections and escorts For the family planning work, strictly punish 

according to the laws those cases that prevent the grass root carders from executing 

the family planning work and those cases that strike or revenge on the grass root 

carders. The court system should provide early intervention to child support fee 

collections and jet up cases in a cirnzly manner and use lscv enlorcement for forced 
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collections according to the laws from those targets who rcti~se to pay the social child 

suppon fees. Maximize the ed~lcacion effects on forced collections. The health 

department should provide supports to various townships (neighborhoods), villages 

(communities) in 1UD installation, sterilization 2nd abortion, Hospitals that already 

provide family planning surgeries should set up a "green passage" and simplify 

procedures to ensure that birth control surgeries, especially the induction surgeries, 

are conducted smoothly. 

(VTII) Intensify supervision and account for responsibility 

In order to ensure that all the tasks for the "one-hundred-day campaign" set forth by 

the Fuzhou City can be comprehensively fulfilled, it's decided that the family 

planning work progress in May, June and July will be evaluated individually. The city 

population and family planning leadership group office will publish, every 10 days, 

every township's (neighborhood's) progress on double check-ups, four surgeries and 

collections of social child support fees. Such progress will be ranked once a month. 

The top three townships (neighborhoods) with the best progress in the city wilI be 

rewarded by citywide public announcement, while the bottom three townships 

(neighborhoods) with the worst performance in the city will be criticized by citywide 

public announcement. By the end of July, the "one-hundred-day campaign" progress 

will b e  assessed comprehensively and the double check-up rate should reach 97% and 

above. Tl~ose townships (neighborhoods) thzt c ~ m p i ~ h ~ i i ~ i ~ ~ l y  reicll l i le goais for 

four surgeries and social child support fee collections will be rewarded by citywide 

announcement. Those townships (neighborhoods) will be issued warnings if their 

double check-up rates are below 95%. their IUD installation rates are below 98%. 

their sterilization rates are below 95%, their induction rates are below 90% and their 

social child support fee collection rates are below 90%. Implement "one-to-one help 

and support", rectification within certain timeframe, and the major carders wili need 

to declare their stands via public speech during the city family planning meetings. In 

citywide announcements, criticize those leaders and staffs from the city family 

plmling bureau who are related K O  such townships (neighborhoods). 

Comprehensively clean up related departments which do not suppon and coordinate 
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hunily planning work. 'Those units 2nd individuals with serious problems will be 

investigated and disciplined. 

Attachment: Guiding index on Four Surgeries and Social Child Support Fees in May 

- .July of 2009 

Chang Le City Population and Family Planning leadership Group 

3'/7/2009 

Copied to: City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Director and 

Deputy Director, for filing. 
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Guiding Index on Four Surgeries and Social Child Support Fees 

in May - July of 2009 

5/5/2009 

[TRANSLATION] 

Township 

Neighborhood 

Total 

Wu Hang 

HangCheng 

Ying Qian 

Shou Zhan 

Yu Tian 

Luo Nian 

Jiang Tian 

Song Xia 

Gu Huai 

WenWuSha 

He Shang 

Zhang Gang 

Hu Nan 

Jin Feng 

Wen Ling 

itlei Hua 

Tan Tou 

Hou Yu 

Long-term Birth Control Major 

Remedial 

 measure 

330 

Measure 

Total 

2583 

Social Child 

Support Fee 

(10,000 Yuan 

mw 
2242.89 

92 

104 

136 

92 

164 

32 

2 14 

151 

179 

111 

237 

18 1 

162 

309 

164 

3 3 

204 

8 

IUD 

1774 

Note 

71.50 

33.02 

92.29 

90.80 

184.60 

2 1.03 

124.11 

298.69 

130.24 

71.28 

198.52 

258.60 

115.80 

342.4 1 

81.75 

21.40 

106.84 

0.00 

Sterilization 

809 

1 

I 
I 

56 

73 

98 

70 

97 

24 

145 

86 

114 

85 

173 

140 

99 

192 

116 

24 

144 

8 

6 

3 1 

3 8 

22 

67 

3 

10 

10 

12 

13 

18 

3 

69 

65 

65 

3-6 

74 

4 1 

63 

117 

38 

9 

60 

32 

13 

3 0 

15 

32 
.- 

3 0 

15 

43 

17 

4 

3 2 

1 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

1. Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English language 
of tile original document 

Chmg Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document 
composed in the Chinese language, is tme and complete. 

I certify that 1 am competent to translate [his document, and that the tcmslation is true 

and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
l1ttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY I 0013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-59l) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Atiairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: <212) '>25-1208 
f'acsirnilc: ( 212) '>15-51X8 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Announcement 
on Diligently Implementing the Population and Family Planning Work in May, June and 
July, Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document (May 
7, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter 
before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, 
supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions 
or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

a~~$®~~*~~m~~mm~#~•~tt. ~w~~~m.~~~ff 
w~m~~~*-w~m~. ~M~~ft~~. 

Respectfully, 

/ 

Theo£,~~--;:~sq., 
theoclorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1lttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

T dcphone: ( 212) '>25-1208 
1-'acsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticatingthe attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Announcement 
on Diligently Implementing the Population and Family Planning Work in May, June and 
July, Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document (May 
7, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter 
before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6~ Matter ofS-Y-G-, 
supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions 
or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfwly, 
I. 

1/ 

I/~'---
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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[Translation 1 
[Handwriting illegible] 

Changle City Population and Family Planning 
··---------·-·-·······-··----·-·------·--· .. --·----·-·Leadership Group D6eument-------·-·--·------··-·-··---·-.. --..... _ ... · 

Chang Family Planning Leadership [2008] No. 24 

Notice Regarding the Conducting of Major Citywide Family Planning 
Clean-Up Work 

To All Family Planning Leadership Groups in Towns, Village (Street): 

In order to seriously implement the spirit of the meeting regarding the Provincial 
and Fuzhou City population and family planning. work,. [leadership groups] should tightly 
grasp the advantageous· opportunity when a. large number of departed workers return 
home for the New Year's Day·and the Spring. Festival. [Leadership groups should] fully 
focus on the different items of family planning work during this year's Winter and next 
year's Spring and should, after analysis and with determination. carry out major cleaning 
work in terms of conducting citywide "double check.,.up" and "four surgeries" during the 
New Year's Day and Spring Festival. [Leadership groups should] block any.overbirth 
loopholes at the checkpoints and to compact the foWldation of family planningwork in 
order to ensure: the family planning targets for year 2009 can be actualized. The related 
notice is as follows: 

I. Requirements for the Work 

1. AU towns and.villages (streets) must solidify powers to conduct a thorough 
investigation of the situation regarding the floating population. The key is to obtain 
accurate inforniation about the marital and procreation status of all depu..-ted '..Vorkcrs ·.vho 
are returning home. Work concerning registration, publication of brochures, and 
educational propaganda must be done welL 

2. During the process of entering a village or a residence for investigation, the 
propaganda work about the execution of "double check-up and double remedy" and "four 
surgeries" must be done well. The mass should be mobilized to cooperate and support 
family planning work so that the success rate for the first round of "double check-up" 
will be increased, and the materialization of the "four surgeries" and the collection of 
social compensation fees will be promoted. 

3. For those targets who, during year 2008, failed to meet the "double check-up" 
requirement or delayed the implementation of the "four surgeries," all town, village 
(street) offices should distribute the mission to the work groups stationed in villages or 
district cadres so that they can grab the opporrunity during the "two holidays" period and 
use all practical measures to ensure that the target is met. [Leadership groups) should 
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implement strict, detail, and operational system of work review for reward and 
punishment This is to ensure the cleaning measures are actually carried out and to obtain 
an obvious result. 

------senous y con uct e rrst round o "double check-up" work. Town village (street) work 
groups stationed in the villages should deeply penetrate the village (residence) to 
supervise, direct, and assist the cadres of the two committees of the village (residence) to 
enter into people's residence to mobilize the "double check-up" targets to participate in 
"double check-up" and to increase the "double check-up" compliance rate. 

5. During the New Year's Day and Spring Festival, the city family planning 
department should consolidate power to supervise and direct all towns and villages 
(streets) in the work of the major clean-up. Each town and village (street) should inspect 
at least 1 to 3 villages (residences) to ensure the statistics of the clean-up work are true 
and reliable and to ensure that the clean-up measures have been implemented and 
complied with. With regard to the clean-up work progress and the first round of "double 
check-up" compliance rate for all villages and towns (streets), statistics should be taken 
everyday, a bulletin should be published every week, and comments and ratings should 
be conducted every fifteen days. Focused supervision should be conducted for the towns 
and villages (streets) that do not pay attention to or have shown slow progress for the 
clean-up work. In such situation, a supervision status bulletin should be distributed 
across the city or an on-site clean-up work meeting should be convened in the town or 
village (street). This is done to intensely promote [the clean-up program]. 

II. Task and Mission 

The tirneframe for the major clean-up is from December 20,2008 to _february 10, 
2009. The primary mission: One is to focus on mopping up the remaining work for the 
third round of double check-up. Before the end of December, the double check-up 
compliance rate should be over 98%. For the target group of those who failed to comply 
for more tha.• two rounds of double check-up, the compliance rate should be over 90%. 
The compliance rate for the first round of double check-up for 2009 should be over 90%. 
Two is to increase the force of implementing birth control measures so that the 
implementation rate for birth control measures should be over 80% of the target assigned 
for the first half of the year. The number of sterilization completed for persons with two 
daughters must be over 80% of the target assigned for the frrst half of the year. Abortion 
implementation rate must be over 80% of the target assigned for the first half of the year. 
Induced labor abortion implementation rate must be over 75% of the target assigned for 
the first half of the year. Three is to increase the force in collecting social compensation 
fee so that over 80% of the target assigned for the first half of the year. Four is to 
conduct intra-city clean-up activities aiming at people who are living (renting) or hiding 
within the towns and villages. All towns, townships (streets) and villages (residences) 
must organize a specialized force to investigate, register, and inventory by going through 
each village (residence) and each home. [They] must mobilize the targets to comply with 
double check-up, or to implement birth control measures. or to collect social 
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compensation fees. The towns, townships (streets), and villages (communities) in which 
targets enter and leave must actively cooperate in order to implement double check-up, 
implement birth control measures, collect social compensation fees and similar works. 
This is to ensure that the major clean-up activities will attain obvious results. 

III. Responsibilities and Accountabilities 

[Leadership groups] should focus on the work of executing "double check-up and 
double remedy'' and "four surgeries" in a truthful and pragmatic spirit. Fraud is strictly 
prohibited. Whenever it is discovered that there has been false reporting, omission, or 
concealment, the relevant unit or relevant staff will be strictly held responsible. 

1. During the major clean-up period, if the first round of double check-up 
compliance rate ~s below 90%, four surgeries materialization rate is below 75%, 
sterilization completion rate for people with two daughters is below 75%, or social 
compensation fee collection is below 75% of the target amount and there is no large 
amount of collection of a breakthrough nature, then [the leadership groups] should 
circulate a citywide bulletin criticizing the town or township (street). If the first roWld of 
double check-up compliance rate is below 85%, four surgeries materialization rate is 
below 70%, sterilization completion rate for people with two daughters is below 70%, or 
social compensation fee collection is below 70% of the target amount and there is no 
large amount of collection of a breakthrough nature, then [the leadership groups] should 
issue a yellow card against the town or township (street) as a warning. 

2. Fraud is strictly prohibited. In the process of implementing "double check-up," 
"four surgeries," when it is discovered that there are less than three instances (including 
three instances) of fraud. [the leadership groups] will issue a citywide bulletin to criticize 
the town or township (street). If it is discovered that there are four or more instances of 
fraud. [the leadership groups] will issue a yellow card against the town or township 
(street) as a warning. When a town or township (street) receives a yellow card warning 
during the major clean-up work, the respective primary leader must give a [se!f-] 
criticism speech at the cit'rwidc: fanlily plaruling convention. (The primary leaderj also 
will be criticized in the citywide bulletin by the family planning secretary and family 
planning office director. The person directly responsible for the fraud will be dealt with 
under the party's disciplinary rules. 

3. The family planning board must organize a specialized investigation group to 
enter into villages and residences to confirm the actual execution of "double check-up" 
and "four surgeries." Staff of the investigation group must be serious and responsible, 
and must review discipline strictly. Loosening the rules or fraud are strictly prohibited. 
Whoever is in violation of the disciplinary rules of review, when confirmed, [s/he] will be 
issued a performance warning. If the matter is serious, [s/he] will be deemed as 
incompetent for the performance review for the current year or will be treated according 
to other organizational rules. 
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IV. Group Leadership 

All towns and townships (streets) must deeply understand that focusing on the 
execution of the first round of "double check-up," "four surgeries" and the collection of 
social compensation fees is an important item for accomplishing the family planning 
work dunng the New Year's Day and Spring Festival period. This is the foundation of 
ensuring that the targets for the whole year will be met. This item of work should be 
prioritized in the agenda. [The leadership groups] should conduct studies, and should 
plan and promote as a special topic. The work groups stationed in the villages and the 
staff members of family planning offices and service stations in all the towns and 
townships (streets) must enter the villages and residences to assist and supervise the 
villages (residences) to focus on executing [the work]. [The leadership groups] must 
mobilize the cadres of the two committees of the villages (residences), the family 
planning administration staff, and center household chiefs (group leader) to investigate 
the real situation and to urge targets of "double check-up" and "four surgeries" to comply. 
[The leadership groups] should focus on the work during the "two holidays" period and 
to lay a finn foundation for reaching the family planning targets for the whole year. 

Changle City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 
December 24, 2008 

CC: Group leader and deputy group leader of the city family planning leadership group, 
and file. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Andy Wong, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the translation of the 
above Notice Regarding the Conducting of Major Citywide Family Planning Clean-Up Work is true 
and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

~z---z__---y· 
~And; Wong 

.Wl Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, New York I 0013 
Tel: (212)925-1208 
Fax: (212)624-0232 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1lttorney-at-Law 

..J01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: <212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-51 H8 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice 
Regarding the Conducting of Major Citywide Family Planning Clean-Up Work, Changle 
City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document (December 24, 2008). 
The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the 
Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

a~~$•~~*~~M~~m~~#~A~tt.ww~~~M.~~~ff 
w~•~~~*-w~~~. ~~~~ft~~. 

Respectfully, 

t
. 

I~· 
Theodore . Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ • 
. \ttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY L00/3 

VTA FACSIMILE:020-8121-900 I 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. I Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

1\·kphone: ( 212) 'J25-120X 
1-:.c,imde: ( 212) '!25 51 SH 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice 
Regarding the Conducting of' Major Citywide Family Planning Clean-Up Work, Changle 
City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Document (December 24, 2008). 
The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the 
Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of'S-Y-G-, supra. I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully . 

.. 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
thcodorccox@ 2:mail.com 
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[TRANSLATION] 

Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhan Township Committee 

Chang Le Shou Zhan Party [2008] #62 

Shou Zhan Township Announcement on Efficiently Implementing Family Planning Work 

During the New Year and Spring Festival of 2009 

Various party (general) brunch offices, village committees: 

In order to ensure that the 2009 goals for our township's population and family planning work 

are achieved comprehensively, it's critical to smooth out the family planning work during the 

New Year and Spring Festival periods. During the New Year and Spring Festival, a lot of people 

among the t1oating population return back to their hometown in huge volume. This is a good 

moment to implement the family planning work. Therefore, this is to announce the following 

plans as to how to efficiently execute the family planning work during these 'two holidays' 

periods. 

1. Intensify the study and raise the awareness. Start a new heat wave to popularize the 

spirits fro~ the party's Seventeenth National Congress of the Communist Party of China. 

i.liH.l th~ Third Session of the Seventeenth Cemral Committee of the Party, as well as the 

"'The Decisions by State Council Of the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee To 

Comprehensively Coordinate Population and Family Planning Work and To Solve the 

Population Problems ('the Decisions' thereafter). Use the spirits from the Chinese 

Communist Party Central Committee to raise our awareness and unify our thoughts and 

knowledge. Fully utilize various kinds of propaganda means and locations to massively 

populate the party's spirits from the Seventeenth National Congress of the Communist 

Party of China, and significant meanings, nucleus contents and important policies from 

'the Decisions'. Make them known to every household. Further raise the mass' awareness 

of the severity of population problems. formulate public opinion environment that will be 

favorable to comprehensively enhance the population and family planning work and to 
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unify the solution to solve the population problems. Wbile studying and implementing 

the spirits from the central committee, enthusiastically coordinate the township leaders, 

party members, family planning center leaders (association group leaders) and 

association key members to study, populate and implement the spirits from the 

provincial, and Fuzhou municipal population and family planning conferences. Delegate 

the tasks in order to reach the goals for 2009 population and family planning work. 

2. Intensify leadership in order to fulfill the tasks. Enhance the leadership for family 

planning work during the "two holidays" periods. Improve the efficiencies for family 

planning work. Coordinate with the work teams stationed in villages to organize and 

monitor the village leaders to go into the households in order to publicize 'the Decisions' 

from the central committee, the spirits from the provincial and municipal family planning 

working conferences, as well as the current family planning policies. Motivate child 

rearing age women to voluntarily participate the double check-ups, mobilize those who 

delay the four surgeries to materialize the birth control measures. Urge those targets with 

unauthorized extra births to voluntarily pay the social child support fees. The township 

leaders should visit, door to door, those people who return to their hometown from out of 

town in an attempt to publicize the policies, and at the same time tind out detailed 

information and materialize the measures. The following are the focuses of our work: l) 

Clean up the third round of double check-ups, reaching the double check-up rate of 98% 

by the end of December, reaching the rate of 90% for those targets who didn't materialize 

the check-ups two times in a row. Get prepared for the first round of doubt\! check-ups 

for 2009. By the end of March of 2009, the double check-up rate should get to 98% and 

above; 2) Conduct family planning comprehensive clean-ups. By the end of December, 

the materialization rate should reach 50% and above (including the unfinished number 

since Oct. 1), 65% and above by the end of January of 2009 and 85% and above by the 

end of February, fmish all the tasks given by Fuzhou City by the end of March: 3) Focus 

on abortions/inductions and sterilizations on those targets with two daughters. By the end 

of January, reach the materialization rate of 60% and above, perform the tasks of 26 

abortions and 10 sterilizations on those with two daughters by the end of March: 4) 

fntensify the collections on social child support fees. By the end of March, collect 

-+00.000 Yuan R~'IB and above from those who delayed the payment since 2006 
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according to the book; 5) Conduct comprehensive clean-ups on those who live or rent 

across townships in order to avoid family planning quoca. Organize special force to 

conduct clean-ups, registrations and filings from door to door. Mobilize those targets to 

materialize the double check-ups, birth control measures, or social child support fees 

collections. All these are to ensure obvious results from the massive clean-up activities. 

3. Intensify collections and breakthrough on cases with big ammmt collections. Further 

intensify the collections on social child support fees and maximize the educational effects 

via legal punishment. During the "two holidays" periods when large volume of people 

from the t1oating population return back to their hometowns, make good use of this 

opportunity to go into the homes for collections of social child support fees. Increase the 

collections of social child support fees from those targets with 'one extra boy'. Strictly 

follow the ceiling amounts for collections. Prosecute those who refuse to pay their social 

child support fees via the court and collect the fees from them by force. Ensure the social 

child support fees collection rate of 80% and above from those with unauthorized extra 

births within the current year while 70% and above from those in the previous year. Our 

township needs to breakthrough in collecting 100,000 Yuan RMB from one case. 

4. Enhance services and show sympathy to those families with hardship. During the "two 

holidays" periods, both the township and the villages will conduct family planning 

activities by visiting homes and sending greetings to those families with sterilizations 

after having two girls, one-child families, those families with family planning hardship 

over the ye.ars, tho~e targets getting supports via awards. those t:1rgets with corrtribution 

awards and the family planning workers on the grass root as well. Host all kinds of 

family planning spring festival tea parties, seminars, socializing parties and condolatory 

events in an attempt to publicize 'the Decisions' from the central committee and the 

current family planning policies. Coordinate with township and village leaders to go door 

to door for visits and greetings. Launch the "family planning solicitude actions" 

enthusiastically. Massively publicize various family planning awards and bonus policies 

proposed by the mtmicipal committee and the municipal government. Combine the first 

round of double check-ups wi[h fn-:e check-ups for childbearing women on their genital 

tract infections. Carefully implement various reward policies for family planning. 
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5. Enhance management and materialize services to the t1oating population. During the 

"two holidays" periods, all villages should enhance their family planning management for 

the t1oating population and provide propaganda services to them. Update the fluidity of 

the floating population in a timely manner. Launch the tour check-up services to the 

t1oating population. Focus on the following three key elements: 1) The family planning 

offices work closely with the public security stations, mutually share information, and 

make sure the information is accurate, registration is complete and errors are minimized; 

2) Update the fluidity of the t1oating population in a timely manner, especially during the 

2009 New Year and Spring Festival periods. The returning time and the number of 

people to return will keep changing. All villages must have the information on hand and 

update the records timely; 3) Maximize the New Year and Spring Festival periods when 

people return to their hometowns by hosting various kinds of seminars, tea parties and 

organizing the leaders to visit homes in order to publicize the family planning laws and 

regulations. Get information on the family planning conditions from people who work 

out of town. Motivate such people to participate in the double check-ups, materilialize 

birth control measures and collect social child support fees. 

6. Delegate responsibilities and strictly implement accountability. Strictly follow the spirits 

from "Several Decisions on Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Chang Le City 

Population and Family Planning Work in 2009" and "Several Decisions On 

Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Shou Zhan Township Population and Family 

Planning Work in 2009". Implement the responsibility accountability system. The 

township will announce the work progress from various villages on a weekly basis and 

rank the progress publicly on a monthly basis. By the end of March of 2009, those 

villages will be publicly criticized township-wide if the first round of double check-up 

rate is lower than the rate regulated by the township, if the four surgeries fulfillment rate 

in the first half of the year is lower than 90%, if the social child support fee collection in 

the first half of the year is lower than 90% and at the same time have not broken through 

the high amount collection record. Those villages will be issued the family planning 

warning with yellow sign if the tint round of double check-up rate is lower than the rate 

regulated by the township, if the four surgeries fulfillment rare in the tirst half of the year 

is lower than 85%, if the social child support fee collection in the first half of the year is 
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lower than 85% and at the same time have not broken through the high amount collection 

record. Various villages should realistically set up effective action plans and regulations 

to assess the work, to reward and punish accordingly. Strictly ensure that all family 

planning tasks are completed smoothly and timely. fntensify the responsibility 

accountability mechanism and strictly inhibit frauds in double check-ups and four 

surgeries. Once such frauds are discovered, the family planning "one ticket veto" method 

will be used to pursue the persons who are directly responsible according to the spirits 

from "Several Decisions on Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Chang Le City 

Population And Family Planning Work in 2009" and "Several Decisions on 

Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Shou Zhan Township Population and Family 

Planning Work in 2009". Organize the monitoring groups to get into various villages to 

give guidance, offer supports and monitor the family planning work during the New Year 

and Spring Festival periods. Ensure the completion of various work tasks. 

Chinese Corrununist Party Shou Zhan Committee 

Shou Zhan Township People's Government 

12/3112008 

CC: township leadership members and filing. 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

(.Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

language of the original document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: 

• Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

• Shou Zhao Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection 

• New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

Hong Zhang 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
J1ttorney-at-Law 

.J01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: ( 212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Shou Zhan 
Township Announcement on Efficiently Implementing Family Planning Work During the 
New Year and Spring Festival of2009, Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou 
Zhan Township Committee (December 31, 2008). The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

ftm~~-~~*~~M~~mm~#~·~tt.WW~~~M.~~~ff 
w~a~~~m-w~m~. ~~~~aft~. 

Respectfully, 
;( 

IV'~,~ 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
A.ttorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephone: (212)925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Shou Zhan 
Township Announcement on Efficiently Implementing Family Planning Work During the 
New Year and Spring Festival of2009, Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou 
Zhan Township Committee (December 31, 2008). The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collections 

According to article #39 from "Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Stipulations", 

the implicated persons who violate these stipulations and give illegal births. will be collected the 

social child support fees based on the prior year's county (city, district) urban residents· annual 

average take-home income or farmers' average pure income and based on the following 

specifics: 

1. For having births before the allowed schedules, collect at the floor limit of the city's 

collection standards. 

2. For multiple births, collect at the ceiling limit of the city's collection standards in the year 

in which the implicated persons' violation behaviors are discovered (mainly by the time 

when the four surgeries are materialized). 

e.g. Certain implicated person had one extra birth in 2001, but was not discovered and 

sterilized until 2006. The social child support fee will be collected according to the city's 

ceiling limit of 2006. 

3. For those unauthorized births in 2009, if the implicated person materializes the four 

surgeries and proactively pays for the collection in the same year, the collection will be 

based on the t1oor limit of the city's collection standards of 2009. 

4. For those unauthorized births in 2009, if the implicated person materializes the four 

surgeries in the same year, but pays for the collection in 2010, the collection will be 

based on the ceiling limit of the city's collection standards of 2009. 

e.g. Certain implicated person has one extra birth in 2009, and is sterilized in 2009, but 

pays for the collection in 2010, the collection will be based on the ceiling limit of the 

city's collection standards of 2009. 

5. For those unauthorized births in 2009, but the implicated person refuses to admit the 

violations and refuses to materialize the four surgeries, the collection amount will be 
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based on the ceiling limit of the collection standards in the year in which s/he admits (i.e. 

the year in which the four surgeries are materialized). 

e.g. Certain implicated person has one extra birth in 2009, the four surgeries are 

materialized in 2010. The collection is based on the ceiling limit of the collection 

standards in 2010. 

Shou Zhan Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

12/26/2008 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the EngJish 

language of the original document listed below composed in the Chinese language~ is 

true and complete: 

• Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

• Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection 

• New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

Hong Zhang 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

.JOJ Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: (212) 925-1:208 
racsimile: ( 212) 925-51 H8 

March 25,2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Shou Zhan 
Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection, Shou Zhan Township 
Population and Family Planning Leadership Group (December 26, 2008). The present 
request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of 
Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

~~~$-~~*~~M~~mm~#~-~tt.WW~~~M.~~~ff 
w~u~~~m-w~m~. ~~~~ftft*· 

Respectfully, 

i/~ 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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TlfEODORE LV. COX, ESQ. 
1 \1/orney-at-Law 

--10 I Broadway, Suite 70 I 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA F ACS IM ILE:020-8l2l-900 l 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. I Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou510l33 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: ( 212) 1125 120X 
l:ac:;inlilc: I 212) '125-51 XX 

March 25, 20 ll 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Shmt Zhan 
Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection, Shou Zhan Township 
Population and Family Planning Leadership Group (December 26, 2008). The present 
request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of 
Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter r~lS-Y-G-. supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
rheodorccox ([i12mai l.com 
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New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

l. Late marriage and late childbearing: have fewer but quality children; superior education; 

equality between men and women; equally good when having a boy or a girl; girls can also 

pass on the family generations; husbands also bear the responsibility for family planning. 

2. Legal ages for marriage: 22 for males and 20 for females. Late marriage refers to getting 

married at the ages three years later than the legal age, i.e. 25 for males and 23 for females. 

3. In rural areas, after having a girl as their first child, the couple can have a second child after 

four years, with the condition that the female is 25 years old and above. After having two 

children, one party of the couple is to be sterilized whether the second child is a boy or a girl. 

4. Bear child only after getting the marriage certificate and also must apply for the birth service 

permit from the township neighborhood family planning office. 

5. In rural areas a couple over the age of 60 with only one daughter or two daughters are 

eligible to receive award assistance in the amount of 600 Yuan RMB and above per person 

per year. (Chang Le City offers 1.200 Yuan RMB per person per year starting from this 

year). 

6. Social child support fees will be collected for unauthorized extra births according to the laws. 

7. People from the floating population working out of town should bring along with them the 

"marriage and childbearing certificate for floating population", must keep contact with local 

family planning offices in the town where they are currently residing, and receive 

management and services from the local family planning offices. 

8. The wedding vacations for those personnel from government offices and enterprises can be 

extended to 15 days if both parties of the couple are of late marriage and the maternity leave 

for the mother can be between 135 to 180 days. Paternity leave is from 7 to 10 days. During 

such leaves, they still get paid and such leaves won't affect their promotion and raises. 

9. It's prohibited to reduce the collection amounts of social child support fees from those 

families with hardship. However, these families that have difficulty paying the social child 

support fees in one lump sum may ask in writing for multiple installments from the family 

planning offices of the county people's government within the first 30 days after the decision 

notice is received. They also need to submit related materials to prove. 
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tO. With one extra birth, the implicated person will be collected the social child support fees two 

to three times of the prior year's county (city) urban residents' average take-home income or 

farmers' average income when the violation is discovered. The penalty for births ahead of the 

allowed schedule will be collected in the amount of 60% or one time of the average income. 

ll. Those who have additional one child or illegally adopted a child after they have become the 

one-child families, or they have been sterilized will no longer be eligible for preferential 

treatments. They not only need to return all the preferential treatments they originally got, but 

also need to pay the social child support fees for the extra child. 

12. Rewards those who bear children legally: get free services on family planning basic technical 

items and free treatment for any sequela after the surgeries. Those who install IUDs after 

having one child will be issued the one-child parent's honor certificates; those who are 

sterilized after having two girls are given the award of 500 Yuan RMB and above; those who 

are allowed to have children according to the policies and stipulations, but choose not to will 

be awarded 1,000 Yuan RMB and above; the family planning assistance system will be 

implemented to partially aid the families in rural areas and etc. 

13. Married and childbearing women should voluntarily go to 1-4 times of IUD and pregnancy 

check-ups and visits annually according to the local regulations. 

14. Legally prohibited behaviors: illegal adoptions, illegal gender diagnosis of the fetus and 

illegal termination of pregnancies. 

Shou ZhanTownship Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

12/0/1008 

[TRANSLATION] 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

language of the original document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: 

• Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

• Shou Zhao Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection 

• New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

Hong Zhang 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1lttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: ( 212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is New Types of 
Marriage, Childbearing and Policies, Shou Zhan Township Population and Family 
Planning Leadership Group (December 1, 2008). The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

~m~$-~~*~~M~~mffl~#~-~tto ~W~~~Mo~~~ff 
WMM~m~*-W~mA. ~M~~ft~~. 

Respectfully, 

! 
Theolore~ 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
11ttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212)925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is New Types of 
Marriage, Childbearing and Policies, Shou Zhan Township Population and Family 
Planning Leadership Group (December 1, 2008). The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfu111 

/L 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
thcodorecox@ gmail.com 
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I, Flora Sapio, Ph.D., being first duly sworn, do depose and say as follows: 

1. My name is, Flora Sapio, Ph.D., and I am a scholar of Chinese law. As my research focusses 

on 'legal lawlessness', I am well acquainted wich Chinese political and legal documents. 

Part of the documents I use for my research are not meant to be available to the general 

public, or to foreign scholars. Some of the documental sources I use may be duplicated 

through photocopying, scanning or high resolution pictures. While I do document abuses 

occurring in connection to arbitrary detention andlor enforced disappearance, I am aware of 

the fact that certain individuals can have a vested interest in misrepresenting reality. 

Therefore, the first operation I normally perform on any documental source is assessing 

whether it is genuine or not. In the past ten years, I have had to discard documents 

purporting to originate from propaganda departments and party discipline commissions, 

pictures portraing alleged torture wounds, accounts by so-called dissidents and other sources 

of information that had been forged. 

2. On August 25,2010, Mr. Theodore Cox Esq.asked me to examine the following four pieces 

of documents on family planning: 

(a) Changle City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group Notice Regarding the 

Conducting of Major Citywide Family Planning Clean-Up Work (Document A). 

(b) Chinese Communist Party Chang LC City Shou Zhan Township Co~luilitlee 

Announcement on Efficiently Implementing Family Planning Work During the New Year 

and Spring Festival of 2009 (Document B). 

(c) Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collections (Document C) 

(d) New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies (Document D). 

3. I analyzed a copy of each document, printed on A4 paper, to the best of my knowledge and 

ability. 

4. In this affidavit I will make some necessary observations about the documents, and then 

proceed to illustrate the reasons why I believe each one of them to be authentic. My analysis 
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focussed not only their language and style. More importantly, I analyzed each document's 

inner coherence, and details about their format a forger could easily have overlooked. 

5. Document A and Document B belong to a category of documents for which precise 

guidelines exist. Document A appears to have been issued by an organ of the state. In this 

case, relevant rules about format and style are contained in the Procedures for Handling 

Official Documents in the Administrative Departments of the Government Issued by the 

State Council (Procedures). ' Document B appears to have been authored by the party 

committee of Shouzhan Township. The document was issued in name of the local 

government so a set of different rules applies. Document B should follow the style and 

format requirements set by the Chinese Communist Party Regulations on Handling 

Organizations' ~ o c u m e n t s . ~  Besides, both Document A and Document B should conform to 

guidelines set by the document Format of Documents by National Administrative Organs.j 

6. State organs have the power to issue thirteen different kinds of documents: telegrams, orders, 

decisions, announcements, publications, notices, circulars, motions, reports, requests for 

instructions, replies, opinions, letters, minutes of meeting.4 It should be considered that 

documents not explicitly listed by the Procedures are routinely used too. These documents 

can summarize provisions set by national level laws, or by sources at the lower level. Else 

they can contain policy pronouncements, or even be a source of provisions regarded as 

binding by local administrative or  law enforcement organs even though they may conflict 

with provisions set by national or provincial level laws.' Documents C and D belong to this 

category of documents. In their case, the usual rules about style and format are by definition 

not applicable. Therefore, these documents exist in the most divcrse formats. 

7. Document A is a notice (tongzhi). A notice is a binding document addressed to subordinate 

organs.This typology of document can be used to approve documents produced by 

' Annex A. 1 consulted the document in its Chinese version, but I am attaching a translation found on the ChinaLawlnfo 
database. 

' Zhonggzro Gongchandangjigrran g o n p e n  chztli tiaoli, issued on 3 May 1996 and effective from the same date. Annex 
B. 

Glrojia xingzheng jigrran gongwen geshi. Annex C. 

.I Art. 2,  9, Procedures for Handling Official Documents in the Administrative Departments of the Government lssued 
by the State Council. 

' Peter Come, "Creation and Application of Law in the PRC", The American Journal of Comparative Law, vol. 50, n. 2 ,  
3002, pp. 369-443. Annex D. 
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subordinate organs; forward documents issued by higher-level organs; pose certain requests 

or disseminate information; announce personnel appointments or removals. 

The notice is addressed to "All Family Planning Leadership Groups in Towns, Village 

(Streets)". These are extremely small organs responsible for day to day policy 

implementation, and subordinated to the Changle Family Planning Leadership Group. The 

goal of Document A was informing grassroots level organs about an upcoming sterilization 

campaign, and instructing them on how to conduct the campaign. The use of this specific 

kind of document to organize an enforcement campaign is a routine operation. I can find no 

contradiction between the typology of document used to order the launch of the campaign, 

the organs it is addressed to, and its content. 

8. The order of paragraphs in Document A follows the sequence normally used in official 

documents. The introductory paragraph refers to a previous meeting of the Provincial and 

Fuzhou City population and family planning leadership groups. Any genuine document 

issued to launch a campaign must make reference to such a meeting, given that campaigns at 

the local levels are launched only after this strategy has been discussed at the provincial and 

sub-provincial levels. The first paragraph sets campaign requirements - describing a 

operarions known only to policy makers, or to scholars who have investigated campaigns. 

The second and third paragraph respectively set out the loose time-frame of the campaign 

and various penalties for citizens and implementers. The fourth paragraph contains the usual 

reference to matters concerning leadership. 

9. Document A must have been authored by a person with a first-hand knowledge of how a 

sterilization campaign is organized and ordered to grassroots level organs. The document is 

dense with such rarefied terms as "double check-up", "four surgeries" and "double 

remedies". These abbreviations and technical phrases would not normally be understood by 

outsiders, and by those not familiar with the family planning policy. Document A is also 

written in a perfect bureaucratic style. I am confident that most of the local residents, 

particularly those with a low educational level, would find its stile convoluted and not easy 

to understand. Also, this style is not easy to imitate or reproduce. The person who has 

drafted Document A must have necessarily been a cadre working at the Changle family 

planning leadership group. 

10. Document B is a notice (tongzhi), too. The translator, ZHANG Hong, however rendered the 

term tongzhi with the word Announcement. Party organs can use this kind of documents to 
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issue regulations and laws internal to the party; appoint and remove personnel; transmit 

documents and directives from higher level party organs, and so on.6 The circular in 

question is addressed to "each party (general) branch office, and to village committees" 

placed under the authority of the Shouzhan Township Party Committee, and sets guidelines 

on family planning work for the year 2009. As in the case of Document A, there is no inner 

contradiction between the kind of document, its recipients and its purpose. 

1 1. The structure of Document B, too, is highly credible. Differently from Document A, 

Document B is not divided in paragraphs, but in numbered sections. Each one of these 

begins with political buzzwords ("Intensify the study and raise the awareness", "intensify 

leadership in order to fblfill the tasks", etc.). This style is typical of party documents, as 

opposed to state documents. Also, Document B sets enforcement targets regarding the 

number of abortions and sterilizations to be enforced and the amount of fines to be collected. 

This kind of information can be more easily found in party rather than in state documents. 

Admitting that mandatory targets exist for abortion, sterilization and fine collection, and that 

these targets must be reached regardless of citizen's will would be unpopular and 

counterproductive. Using party documents to determine enforcement quota provides the 

advantage of confidentiality. Then of course state documents, as for instance Document A, 

will make vague reference to standards, quotas and target amounts, making it look to 

ordinary observers as if policy content was entirely determined by the state, and certain 

measures and policy targets were non-mandatory. 

12. Thc author of Docun~cnt B can bc 110 one else than a party cadre. I reached this co~lclusion 

on the basis of the stylistic figures and metaphorical formulations of this document. While 

party documents can normally be somewhat more explicit than state documents, their 

authors use a certain measure of caution too. For instance, the arbitrary arrest of of 

Communist Party officials is normally referred to as 'summoning' them, the internment of 

addicts who have completed a term of rehabilitation is spoken of as something that needs to 

be requested 'voluntarily'. The author of Document B employs very similar metaphors, 

using such terms and expressions as 'comprehensive clean-up', motivating women to 

voluntarily comply with policy requirements, breaking through on cases and so on. 

Art. 2 (S), Chinese Communist Party Regulations on Handling Organizations' Documents. 
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Throughout Document B, terms and abbreviations specific to the policy area of family 

planning have been used. 

13. Besides their content, all formal elements of Document A and Document B's format testify 

to their authenticity. The following paragraphs examine the most important formal elements 

one by one. 

14. Serial number. 

Any genuine official document should bear a serial number consistent with the required 

format, with the document issue date, and of course with the issuing organ. The serial 

number is normally composed by (a) three Chinese characters (four in certain instances) 

indicating the issuing body and in some cases the kind of document; (b) a four-digits 

number between square brackets indicating the year; (c) and a number followed by the 

character "hao (q)", meaning number. 

The serial number of Document A indicates that the document was issued by Changle 

Family Planning Leading Group in 2008, as the twenty-fourth document of the year. Square 

brackets have been used. The use of round brackets would have been highly suspicious. As 

Changle is a small urban centre (by Chinese standards), its family planning group should 

produce just a few documents every year. As the document contains instructions about a 

campaign to be launched in the early 2009, it can be assumed that the document was issued 

either in November or in December 2008. In fact, the issue date is December 24. The 

campaign time-frame was between December 20, 2008 and February 10, 2009. It is not 

uncommon for a campaign to be announced on an extremely short notice or even with a 

slight delay. Delays and their limited time-frame are among the factors leading to the use of 

violence and coercion. 

The abbreviation in Document B's serial number is consistent with the abbreviations used in 

documents issued by the Shouzhang Party Committee. The serial number indicates that the 

Document B was the sixty-second document of the year. This information is credible. 

Shouzhan is a township with a population figure of more or less 25,000 people.' Ruling such 

' National Bureau of Statistics, Population figures for rural villages, township and streets in Fujian Province, (Glrojic~ 
Torrgjij~r, Fujiarrsheng .uinng, zhen, jiedan i.enkolr), 
http::~wiv\v.srats.t.ov.cn~tisi ndsi~renkouaucl~a 200Oiisdnoiht1nl!Ji.i.litrn , last accessed on August 3 1 ,  3010. Annex E. 
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a small town requires less work than ruling a bigger urban centre so it is unsurprising that its 

party committee issued less than a hundred documents during an entire year. 

15. Paper size. 

Starting from January 1, 2001, all documents must be printed on A4 paper (210 x 297 rnm). 

Document A and Document B appear to have been printed on a sheet of paper of the 

required size. Documents printed on smaller sheets of paper - the so-called 16 kai format 

(184 x 260 rnm) - and bearing a date posterior to 2001 would be suspicious. 

16. Requirements about heading and interlinear spaces 

Two interlinear spaces should separate the document heading from the serial number. There 

should be a distance of 4 millimeters between the serial number and the line below it. The 

line furthermore sould be of the same width as the main body of text. Document A and 

Document £3 meet each one of these conditions. 

17. Margins. 

The upper margin should measure 37 millimeters, with 1 millimeter tolerance. The distance 

between the heading and the upper margin of the page should measure 25 millimeters. The 

characters of the main heading should be of a size smaller or equal to 22 x 15 millimeters. 

The left margin should measure 28 millimeters. 1 millimeter tolerance is allowed. Every 

single page of both Document A and Document B meet these criteria. 

18. Main body of text. 

The required measurements of the main body of text are 156 x 225 millimeters (page 

number not included). The first line in the first paragraph should be indented by one or two 

spaces - understood as the space occupied by a Chinese character. The font to use is 

"Fangsongtizi", size three. Pages other than the first and last page should in any case contain 

22 lines of text, headings of paragraphs not included. Each line of text should contain 28 

characters. In some occasions one or two characters less could be found, but this 

discrepancy can be attributed to the space occupied by the "Chinese comma" which is 
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slightly bigger than the comma ( , ) used in the Latin alphabet. Both documents meet all of 

these requirements. 

19. Official seal. 

Generally speaking, officials documents should bear the seal of the issuing organ. In actual 

practice this rule does not apply to minutes of meetings and so-called 'documents of general 

application' (pufauing gongwen) with an header providing precise information about their 

issuing body.8 A notice (tongzhi) counts as 'document of general application'. Given that 

both Document A and Document B are notices, and possess precise headers, the absence of 

a seal is meaningless. 

20. Filing information. 

The last line on the last page of an official document normally contains indications on the 

persons and units who should receive copies of the document. Given that Document A and 

Document B have been issued by grassroots level units, they should not be filed to the 

provincial level. Filing information on Document A and Document B are coherent, as they 

specify that a copy of the document should be filed to the leader and deputy leader of 

Changle City Family Planning Leadership Group (Document A), and to party and state 

leaders of Shouzhan township. 

2 1. Classificatio~~ level. 

Indications about the classification level of a document are mandatory only for documents 

classified as confidental, secret or top secret. Nowadays internal (neibzr) documents do not 

bear the indications "for internal use", "internal document, please preserve" or similar ones. 

Documents A and Document B can be considered internal document, as their filing 

information indicates they are to be used by party and state officials. 

"ang Suhua, "Tan gongwen keyi bu jia kaizhang jiguan yinzhande jizhong qingkuang" (On the circumstances when 
documents are not to be stamped with an organizations' ofticial seal), Dang'an Guanli (Archives Management), no. 3, 
2007, pp. 56 - 58, at 56. Annex F. 
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22. Documents C and D do not fall within the kinds of documents listed by the Procedures or by 

relevant party norms. They cannot be evaluated with reference to the criteria used in 

paragraphs 14-2 1, because "standards" (Document C) and "policies" (Document D) are not 

supposed to conform to any guidelines. I would say that Document C and Document D are 

internal memoranda used by administrative law enforcement officials. It is also possible that 

one or both these documents were posted outside the offices of family planning leadership 

groups, or handed out to local residents during so-called 'visits' by law enforcers - an 

euphemism for acts of intimidation. Their overall tone is extremely terse. They are written in 

a simple style, using plain sentences. Differently from Documents A and B, their content is 

far easier to remember. The unnamed references made to those who had illegal births 

indicate that the author of Document C knew well reproductive information about local 

residents. The information provided by Documents A and B, and coherent with the content 

of Document B, which was issued by Shouzhan township, besided national legislation, 

province level legislation, and legislation on birth control measures to enforce on the 

floating population. 

23. As I could not find any kind of inconsistency or contradiction within each document and 

between them, I conclude that Document A, Document B, Document C and Document D are 

authentic. 

Flora Sapio 

Turin, 1 September 2010 
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[Translation] 
[Handwriting illegible] 

Changle City Population and Family Planning 

Chang Family Planning Leadership [2008] No. 24 

Notice Regarding the Conducting of Major Citywide Family Planning 
Clean-Up Work 

To AU Family Planning Leadership Groups in Towns, Village ( S e t ) :  

In order to seriously implement the spirit of the meeting regarding the Provincial 
and Fuzhou City population and family planning work, [leadexship groups] should tightly 
grasp the advantagtous opportunity when a large number of departed workcrs return 
home for the New Year's Day and the Spring Festival. [Leadership groups should] fully 
focus on the different items of family planning work during this year's Winter and next 
year's Spring and should aftex analysis and with determination, cany out major cleaning 
work in term of conducting citywide "double check-up" and "four surgeries" during the 
New Year's Day and Spring Festival. [Leadership groups should] block any overbirth 
loopholes at the checkpoints and to compact the foundation of family planning work in 
order to ensure the family planning targets for year 2009 can be actualized. The related 
notice is as follows: 

I m m e n t r )  for the Wo& 

I. All towns and villages (streets) must solidify powers to conduct a thorough 
investigation of the situation regarding the floating population. The key is to obtain 
accurate information about the marital and procreation status of all departed workers who 
are returning home. Work concerning registration, publication of brochures, and 
educational propaganda must be done well. 

2. During the process of entering a village or a residence for investigation, the 
propaganda work about the execution of "double check-up and double remedy" and "four 
surgeries" must be done well. The mass should be mobilized to cooperate and support 
family planning work so that the success rate for the fmt round of "double check-up" 
will be increased, and the materialization of the "four surgeries" and the collection of 
social compensation fees will be promoted. 

3. For those targets who, during year 2008, failed to meet the "double check-up" 
requirement or delayed the implementation of the "four surgeries," all town. village 
(street) offices should distribute the mission to the work groups stationed in villages or 
district cadres so that they can grab the opportunity during the "two holidays" period and 
use all practical measures to ensure that the target is met. [Leadership groups] should 
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implement strict, detail. and operational system of work review for reward and 
punishment. This is to ensure the cleiuring measures are actually carried out and to obtain 
an obvious result. 

-- 3. At the same time as focusing on the major cleaning, [leadership groups] should 
seriously conduct the fmt round of "double check-up" work. Town village (street) work 
groups stationed in the villages should deeply penetrate the village (residence) to 
supervise, direct, and assist the cadres of the two committees of the village (residence) to 
enter into people's residence to mobilize the "double check-up" targets to participate in 
"double check-up" and to increase the "double check-up" compliance rate. 

5 .  During the New Year's Day and Spring Festival, the city family pianning 
department should consolidate power to supervise and direct all towns and villages 
(streets) in the work of the major clean-up. Each town and village (street) should i~spect 
at least 1 to 3 vilIagcs (residences) to ensure the statistics of the clean-up work arc true 
and reliable and to ensure that the clean-up measures have been implemented and 
complied with. With regard to the clean-up work progress and the fmt mund of "double 
check-up" compliance rate for all villages and towns (streets), statistics should be taken 
everyday, a bulletin should be published every week and comments and ratings should 
be conducted every fifteen days. Focused supervision should be conducted for the towns 
and villages (streets) that do not pay attention to or have shown slow progress for the 
clean-up work. In such situation, a supervision status bulletin should be distributed 
across the city or an on-site clean-up work meeting should be convened in the town or 
village ( s a t ) .  This is done to intensely promote [the clean-up program]. 

IT. Task and Missioq 

The timeframe for the major clean-up is from December 20,2008 to February 10, 
7,009. The primary mission: One is to focus on mopping up the remaining work for the 
third round of double check-up. Before the end of December, the double check-up 
compliance rate should be over 98%. For the target group of those who failed to comply 
for more than two rounds of double check-up, the compliance rate should be over 90%. 
The compliance rate for the fmt round of double check-up for 2009 should be over 90%. 
Two is to increase the force of implementing birth control measures so that the 
implementation rate for birth control measures should be over 80% of the target assigned 
for the fmt half of the year. The number of sterilization completed for persons with two 
daughters must be over 80% of the target assigned for the fmt half of the year, Abortion 
implementation rate must be over 80% of the target assigned for the frrst half of the year. 
Induced labor abortion implementation rate must be over 75% of the target assigned for 
the first half of the year. Three is to increase the force in collecting social compensation 
fee so that over 80% of the target assigned for the fust half of the year. Four is to 
conduct intra-city clean-up activities aiming at people who are living (renting) or hiding 
within the towns and villages. All towns, townships (streets) and villages (residences) 
must organize a specialized force to investigate, register, and inventory by going through 
each village (residence) and each home. [They] must mobilize the targets to comply with 
double check-up, or to implement birth control measures, or to collect social 
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compensation fees. The towns, townships (streets), and villages (communities) in which 
targets enter and leave must actively cooperate in order to implement double check-up, 
implement birth control measures, collect social compensation fees nnd similar works. 
This is to ensure that the major clean-up activities will attain obvious results. 

[Leadership groups) should focus on the work of executing "double check-up and 
double remedy" and "four surgeries" in a uuthful and pragmatic spirit. Fraud is strictly 
prohibited Whenever it is discovered that there has been false reporting, omission, or 
concealment, the relevaut unit or relevant staff will be strictly held responsible. 

1. During the major clean-up period, if the fmt round of double check-up 
compliance rate is below 90% four surgeria materialization rate is below 75%. 
sterilization completion rate for people with two daughters is below 75%, or social 
compensation fee collection is below 7996 of the target amount and there is no large 
mount of collection of a breakthrough name, then [the leadership groups] should 
circulate a citywide bulletin criticizing the town or township (street). If the fust round of 
double check-up compliance rate is below 85%, four surgeries materialization rate is 
below 70%. sterilization completion rate for people with two daughters is below 70%, or 
social compensation fee collection is below 70% of tht target amount and there is no 
large amount of collection of a breakthrough name, then [the leadership groups] should 
issue a yellow card against the town or township (street) as a warning. 

2. Fraud is strictly prohibited, In the process of implementing "double check-up," 
"four surgeries," when it is discovered that there are less than three instances (including 
three instances) of fraud [the leadenhip groups] will issue a citywide bulletin to criticize 
the town or township (street). If it is discovered that them are four or more instances of 
fraud, [the leadership groups] will issue a yellow card against the town or township 
(street) as a warning. When a town or township (street) receives a yellow card warning 
during the major clean-up work, the respective primary leader must give a [self-] 
criticism speech at the citywide family planning convention. [The primary leader'] also 
will be criticized io the citywide bulletin by the family planning secretary and family 
planning office director. The person directly responsible for the fraud will be dealt with 
under h e  party's disciplinary rules. 

3. The f a d y  planning board must organize a specialized investigation group to 
enter into villages and residences to confirm the actual execution of "double check-up" 
and "four surgeries." Staff of the investigation group must be serious and responsible, 
and must review discipline strictly. Loosening the rules or fraud are strictly prohibited. 
Whoever is in violation of the disciplinary niles of review. when confirmed, [she1 will be 
issued a performance warning. If the matter is serious, [she] will be deemed as 
incompetent for the performance review for the current year or will be treated according 
to other organizational rules. 
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IV. G r o u ~  Leadershig 

All towns and townships (streets) must deeply understand that focusing on the 
execution of the fust round of "double check-up," "four surgeries" and the collection of 
social compensation fees is an important item for accornplishiog the family planning 
work during the New Year's Day and Spring Festival period. This is the foundation of 
ensuring that the targets for the whole year will be met. This item of work should be 
prioritized in the agenda [The leadership groups] should conduct studies, and should 
plan and promote as a special topic. The work groups s t a t i d  in the villages and the 
staff members of family planning offices and service stations in all the towas and 
townships (streets) must enter the villages and residences to assist and supervise the 
villages (residences) to focus on executing [the work]. [The leadership groups] must 
mobilize the cadres of the two committees of the villages (residences), the family 
planning administration staff, and center household chiefs (group leader) to investigate 
the real situation and to urge targets of "double check-up" and "four surgeries" to comply. 
[The Ieadership groups] should focus on the work during the "two holidays" period and 
to lay a f m  foundation for reaching the family planning targets for the whole year. 

Changle City Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 
December 24,2008 

CC: Group leader and deputy group leader of the city family planning leadership group, 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Andy Won& am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the translation of the 
above NMea Regadng  ths C O n d n d q  of Major Citywkb Fa- Phmhg ClerrmUp Work is true 
and accurate to the best of my abititim. 

A 

Data 
r 

Andy Wong 
50 1 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York. New York 10013 
Tel: (2 121925- 1208 
Fax: (212)624-0232 
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Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhan Towdship Committee 

Chnng Le Shou Zhan Party [20081#62 

Shuu Zhan Township Announermmt on E€'Ficiently Implementing ~ n l d i l ~  Planning Work 

During the New Year and Spring Festival of 200Y 

Various party (general) brunch offices, village committees: 

111 order to ensure that the 2009 goals for our township's population and family planning work 

are achieved comprehensively, it's critical to smooth out the family plannine: work during the 

New Year and Spring Festival periods. During the New Year and Spring Festival. a lot of people 

among the floating population return back to their hometown i~ huge volume. This is a good 

moment to implement the family planning work. Therefore, this is to announce the following 

plans as to how to efficiently execute the family planning work during these 'two holidays' 

periods. 

1. Intensify the study and raise thc awareness. Start a new heat wave to popularize the 

spirits from the party's Seventeenth Nationai Congress of the Communist Party of China, 

and the Third Session of the Seventeenth Central Committee of the Party, as well as the 

"The Decisions by State Council Of the Chinese Communist Party Central Committee To 

Comprehensively Coordinate Population and Family Planning Work and To Solve the 

Population Problems ('the Decisions' thereafter). Use the spirits from the Chinese 

Communist Party Central Committee to raise our awareness and unify our thoughts and 

knowledge. Fully utilize various kinds of propaganda means and locations to massively 
I 

populate the party's spirits from the Seventeenth National Congress of the Communist 

Party of China and significant meanings, nucleus contents and important policies from 

'the Decisions'. Make them known to every household. Further raise the mass' awareness 

of the severity of population problems, formulate public opinion envirorkent that will be 

favorable to comprehensively enhance the population and family planning work and to 
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i ~ n i l y  the solution to solve the population problems. While studying atd implementing 

[he spirits from the central committee, rnrhusiastically coordinate the township leaders, 

party members, family planning center Leaders (~ssocintion group leaders) and 

association key members to study, populate and implement the spirits from the 

provincial, and Fuzhou municipal population and family planning conferences. Delegate 

the tasks in order to reach the goals for 2009 population and family plaming work. 

Intensify leadership in order to fulfill the tasks, Enhance the leadership for family 

planning work during the "two holidays" periods. Improve the efficiencies for family 

planing work Coordinate with the work teams stationed in villages to organize and 

monitor the village leaders to go into the households in order to publicize 'the Decisions' 

from the central committee, the spirits from the provincial and municipal family planning 

working conferences, as well as the current family planning policies. Motivate child 

rearing age women to voluntarily participate the double check-ups, mobilize those who 

delay the four surgeries to materialize the birth control measures. Urge those targets with 

unauthorized extra binhs to voluntarily pay the social child support fees. The township 

leaders should visit, door to door, those people who return to their hometown from out of 

town in an attempt to publicize the policies, and at the same time find out detailed 

information and materialize the measures. The following are the focuses of our work: I )  

Clean up the third round of double check-ups. reaching the double check-up rate of 98% 

by the end of December, reaching the rate of 90% for those targets who didn't materialize 

the check-ups two times in n row. Get prepared for the fmt round of double check-ups 

for 2C09. By the elid of kfarch of 2009, the double check-up rate should get to 98% and 

above; 2) Conduct family planning comprehensive clean-ups. By the end of December, 

rhe materialization rate should reach 50% and above (including the unfinished number 

since Oct. l) ,  65% and above by the end of J'utuary of 2009 and 85% and above by the 

end of February, finish all the ruks given by Fuzhou City by the end of March: 3) Focus 

on abortionslinductions and sterilizations on those targets with two daughters. B y  the end 

of January, reach the materialization rate of 60% and above, perform the tasks of 26 

abortions and 10 sterilizations on those with two daughters by the end of March; 4) 

Intensify the collections on social child support fees. By the end of March, collect 

400.000 Yuan RklB and above from those who delayed the payment since 2006 
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according ro the book; 5 )  Conduct comprehensive clctln-ups on those who live or rent 

across townships in order to avoid family planning quota. Organize special force to 

cv~lduct clean-ups. registrations mci tilings from door to door. bfobilize chose targets to 

materialize the double check-ups, birth control measures. or social child support fees 

collections. All these are to ensure obvious results from the massive clean-up activities. 

3. Intensify collections and breakthrough on cases with big amount collections. Further 

i~itensify die collections on social child support fees rutd maximize the educational effects 

via legal punishment. During the "two holidays" periods when large volume of people 

from the floating population return back to their hometowns, make good use of this 

opportunity to go into the homes for collections of social child support fees. Increase the 

collections of socid child support fees from those targets with 'one extra boy'. Strictly 

follow the ceiling amounts for collections. Prosecute those who refuse to pay their social 

child support fees via the court and collect the fees from them by force. Ensure the social 

child support fees collection rate of (10% and above from those with unauthorized extra 

births within the current year while 70% and above from those in the previous year. Our 

township needs to breakthrough in collecting 100,000 Yuan RMB from one case. 

4. Enhance services and show sympathy to those families with hardship. During the "two 

holidays" periods, both the township and the villages will conduct family planning 

activities by visiting homes and sending greetings to those families with sterilizations 

after having two girls, one-child families, those families with family planning hardship 

over the years, those targets getting SUppOh9 via awards, those targets with contribution 

3wxds md the family pluming workers on the grass root as well. Host all kinds of 

hmily planning spring festival tea parties. seminars, socializing parties and condolatory 

event$ in an attempt to publicize 'the Decisions' from the central committee and the 

current family planning policies. Coordinate with township and village lenders to go door 

to door for visits and greetings. Launch the "family planning solicitude actions" 

enthusiastically. Massively publicize various family planning awards and bonus policies 

proposed by the municipal committee and the municipal government. Combine the tirst 

round of double check-ups with free check-ups for childbearing women on their genital 

tract infections. Carefully implement various reward policies for family planning. 
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i. Enhance rna~lagement and materialize scrviccs to the tloating population. During the 

"two holidays" periods, all villages should enhance their family planning management for 

the t'loating population a~ id  provide propaganda services to them. Update [he fluidity of  

ttie tloating population in a timely manner. Launch the tour check-up services to the 

tloating population. Focus on the following three key elements: I )  The family planning 

offices work closely with the public security stations, mutually share information, 

make sure the information is accurate, registration is complete and errors are minimized: 

3) Update the fluidity of the floating population in a timely manner. especially during the 

3,009 New Year and Spring Festival periods. The returning time and the number of 

people to return will keep changing. All villages must have the information on hand and 

update the records timely; 3 )  Maximize tht: New Year and Spring Festival periods when 

people return to their hometowns by hosting various kinds of seminars. tea parties and 

organizing the leaders to visit homes in order to publicize the family planning laws and 

regulations. Get information on the family planning conditions from people who work 

out of town. Motivate such people to participate in the double check-ups. materilialize 

birth control measures and collect social child support fees. 

6. Delegate resp~~ib i l i t i es  and strictly implement accountability. Strictly follow the spirits 

tiom "Several Decisions on Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Chang Le City 

Population and Family Planning Work in 2009" and "Several Decisions On 

Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Shou Zhan Township Population and Family 

Planning Work in 2009". Implement the responsibility accountability system. The 

township will announce the work progress from various villages on a weekly basis and 

rank the progress publicly on a monthly basis. By the end of March of 2009, those 

villages will be publicly criticized township-wide if the t int round of double check-up 

rate is lower than the rate regulated by the township, if the four surgeries fulfillment rate 

in the first half of the year is lower than 9095, if the socid child support fee collection in 

the fmt half of the year is lower than 90% and at the same time have not broken through 

the high amount collection record. Those villages will be issued the family planning 

warning with yellow sign if the first round of double check-up rate is lower than the rate 

recplated by the township, if the four surgeries fulfillment rate in the first half of the year 

is lower than 85%. if the social child support fee collection in the first half ot' the year is 
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lower chan 85% and at the same time have not broken through the high amount coilecrion 

record. Various villages should realistically set up effective action plans and regulations 

to assess the work. to reward and punish accordiugly. Strictly ensure that all family 

planning tasks are completed smoothly and timely. Intensify the responsibility 

accountability mechanism and strictly inhibit frauds in double check-ups and four 

surgeries. Once such frauds are discovered. the family planning "one ticket veto" method 

will be used to pursue the persons who are directly responsible according to the spirits 

From "Several Decisions on Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Chang Le City 

Population And Family Planning Work in 2009" and "Sevcral Decisions on 

Responsibility Assessment and Awards on Shou Ban Township Population and Family 

Plallning Work in 2009". Organize the monitoring groups to get into various villages to 

yive guidance, offer supports and monitor the family planning work during the New Year 

31ld Spring Festival periods. Ensure the completion of various work tasks. 

Chinese Communist Party Shou Zhan Committee 

Shou Zhan TWWhip People's Government 

CC: township leadership members and filing. 
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CERTIFICI4TE OF TRANSLATION 

t. Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

language of the original document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: 

Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection 

New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 
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Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collections 

According to article #39 from "Fujian Province Population and Family Planning Stipulations", 

the implicated persons who violate these stipulations and give illegal births, will be collected the 

social child support fees based on the prior year's county (city, district) urban residents' amual 

average take-home income or farmers' average pure income and based on the following 

specifics: 

1. For having births before the allowed schedules, collect at the floor limit of the city's 

collection standards. 

7. For multiple b i d s ,  collect at the ceiling limit of the city's collection standards in the year 

in which the implicated persons' violation behaviors are discovered (mainly by the time 

when the four surgeries are materialized). 

e.g. Cennin implicated person had one extra birth in 2001, but was not discovered and 

sterilized until 2006. The social child support fee will be collected according to the city's 

ceiling limit of '2006. 

3. For those unauthorized births in 2009. if the implicated person materializes the four 

surgeries and proactively pays for the collection in the same year, the collection will be 

based on the floor limit of the city's collection standards of 2009. 

4. For those unauthorized births in 2009, if the implicated person materializes the four 

surgeries in the same year, but pays for the collection in 2010, the collection will be 

based on the ceiling limit of the city's collection standards of 2009. 

e.g. Certain implicated person has one extra binh in 2009, and is sterilized in 2009. but 

pays for the collection in 2010, the collection will be based on the ceiling limit of the 

city's collection standards of 2009. 

3. For those unauthorized births in 2009. but the implicated person refuses to admit the 

violations and refuses to materialize the four surgeries, the collection amount will be 
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based on the ceiling limit of the collection standards in tile year in which s/he admits (i.r. 

the year ill which the four surgeries are rnateriali~ed). 

e.g. Czltaill implicated person has one extra birth in 2009, the four surgeries are 

materialized in 2010. Tile collection is baed on the ceiling limit of the collection 

standards in 2010. 

Shou Zhan Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 
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CERTLFICATE OF TRANSLATlON 

I, Hong Z W G ,  hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

language of the original document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: - Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee: Collection 

New Types of bfarriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that 1 am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 
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New Types of Marriage, Childbearing and Policies 

I. Late marriage and late childbearing: have fewer bitt quality children; superior education; 

equality between men and women; equally good when having a boy or a girl; girls can also 

pass on the family generations; husbmds also bear the responsibility for family planning. 

3,. Legal ages for marriage: 27, for males and 20 for females. Late mamage refers to getting 

married at the ages three years later than the legal age, i.e. 25 for males and 23 for females, 

3. h rural areas, after having a girl as their first child, the couple can have a second child after 

four years, with the condition that the female is 25 years old and above. After having two 

children, one party of the couple is to be sterilized whether the second child is a boy or a girl. 

4. Bear child only after getting the marriage certificate and also must apply for the birth service 

permit from the township neighborhood family planning office. 

5. In rural mas a couple over the age of 60 with only one daughter or two daughters are 

eligible to receive award assistance in the amount of 600 Yuan RMB and above per person 

per year. (Chang Lr: City offers 1,200 Yuan RMB per person per year starting from this 

yew. 

6. Social child support fees will be collected for unauthorized extra births according to the laws. 

7. People from the floating population working out of town should bring dong with them the 

"marriage and childbearing certificate for floating population", must keep contact with local 

family planning ot'fices in the town where they are currently residing, and receive 

management and services from the local family planning offices. 

8. The wedding vacations for those personnel from government oftices and enterprises can be 

extended to 15 days if both parties of the couple are of late marriage and the maternity leave 

for the mother can be between 135 to 180 days. Paternity leave is from 7 KO 10 days. During 

such leaves. they still get paid and such leaves won't affect their promotion and raises. 

9. It's prohibited to reduce the collection amounts of social child support fees from those 

families with hardship. However, these families that have difficulty paying the social child 

support fees in one lump sum may ask in writing for multiple installments from the family 

planning offices of the county people's government within the first 30 days after the decision 

notice is received. They also need to submit related materials to prove. 
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LO. With one extra birth. the implicated person wiil be collected the social child support Pees two 

to tluee times of the prior year's coi~tlty Ccity) urban residents' average take-home income or 

farmers' average income when the violation is discovered. The penalty for births ahead of the 

allowed schedule will be collected in the amount of 60% or one time of the average income. 

1 1. Those who have additional one child or illegally adopted a child after they have become the 

une-child families, or they have been sterilized will no longer be eligible for preferential 

treatments. They not only need to return all the preferential treatments they originally got, but 

also need to pay the social child support fees for the extra child. 

12. Rewards those who bear children legally: get free services on family planning basic technical 

items and free treatment for any sequela after the surgeries. Those who install CUDS after 

having one child will be issued the one-child parent's honor certificates; those who are 

sterilized after having two girls ate given the award of 500 Yuan RMB and above; those who 

are allowed to have children according to the policies and stipulations. but choose not to will 

be awarded 1,000 Yuan RMB and above: the family planning assistance system will be 

implemented to partially aid the families in rural areas and etc. 

13. Married and childbearing women should voluntarily go to 1-4 times of IUD and pregnancy 

check-ups and visits anniialty according to the local regulations. 

14. Legally prohibited behaviors: illegal adoptions, illegal gender diagnosis of the fetus and 

illegal termination of pregnancies. 

Shou ZhanTownship Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

[TRANS LATION] 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English 

. - - language of the origin4 document listed below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: 

Chinese Communist Party Chang Le City Shou Zhang Township Committee 

Shou Zhan Township Standards for Social Child Support Fee Collection - New Types of Mamage, Childbearing and Policies 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

.. . 
Hong Zhang 
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Flora Sapio 

CASCC 
Via Bogino 9 
I01 23 Turin 
ltaly 

Corso Regina Margherita 209 
(c/o Gallone) 
10144 Turin 
ltaly 

E-Ah& sar~a. fe b\r~@c-a~rc. eLr 
Phone: 349-4645470 

Personal data 

Date and place of birth: 24 August 1975, Naples 
Citizenship: Italian 

Acadenic Ekpe rience 

October 2009- February 2010 Guest Lecturer in Contemporary Chinese Studies 
Bayerische Julius-Maxinilians-Universitat 
Wurzburg, Germany 

Jub 2008 - current Researcher 
Centre of Advanced Studies on Contemporary China (CASCC) 
Turin, ltaly 

October 2007 -July 2008 Guest Lecturer in Contemporary Chinese Studies (with a W1 rank of 
Juniorpofess urbt) 
Bayerische Julius-Maximibans-Universitat 
Wurzburg, Germany 

January - October 2007 Researcher 
Swedish Research Council - Vetenskapsradet 
Stockholm 

September 2004 - September 2006 Postdoctoral research fellow 
Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies 
Lund University, Sweden 

November 2005 Usiting fellow 
Institute for Criminal Law, CASS, Beijing 

March 2003 -August 2004 Research assistant to Professor Paola Paderni, Italian Embassy in 
Beijing. 

March -July 2004 Research assistant to Professor Paola Paderni, UniversitA degli Studi 
"L'Orientale", Naples 
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January 2003 - August 2004 

May 2002 

January 2002 - Mardl 2003 

May 2001 

Academic year 2009-10 

Academic year 200809 

Academic year 2007-08 

Academic year 2006-07 

Academic year 2005-06 

Research assistant within a project on the implementation of marriage 
law in China, funded by the Ministry of Education, University and 
Research (MIUR), Rome 

Visiting PhD candidate 
French Centre for Research on Contemporary China 
Hong Kong 

Research assistant for Prof. Paola Paderni. Tutoring of undergraduate 
students 
Universith degli Studi "LIOrientale", Naples 

Visiting PhD candidate 
Law School, Renmin Daxue, Beijing 

Teaching 

Criminal Justice in Contemporary China (B.A.) 
Human Rights in Contemporary China (B.A.) 
Power in transformation. The Chinese Communist Party (B.A.) 
Power, Punishment and the Law in China (M.A.) 
Bayerische Juiius-Maxirnilians Universitat, Wijrzburg 

How to find the law. 
China-Europe Law School and Centre of Advanced Studies on 
Contemporary China 

The reception of international legal standards in Chinese Criminal Law 
Faculty of Law, University of Turin 

LLM Guest Lectures on Chinese Criminal Law 
United Nations Inter-regional Crime and Justice Research Institute 

Introduction to Chinese Law (B.A.) 
Seminars on Chinese Law (B.A.) 
Chinese Law Between Myths and Transformation (M.A.) 
Introduction to the political history of China (B.A.) 
Seminars on the political history of China (B.A.) 
Bayerische Julius-Maxirnilians Universitat, Wurrburg 

Summer School "Introduction to Chinese Law" 
University of Bologna, Italy 

History and Politics of China 
Beijing Waju X~~ey~ran, Beijing, PRC 

Contemporary Chinese Social History (M.A.) 
Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies 
Lund University, Sweden 
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Academic year 2004-05 Contemporary Chinese Social History (MA) 
Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies 
Lund University, Sweden 

Academic year 2003-04 Teaching assistant 
Undergraduate courses in Chinese Language and Grammar. 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", Naples 

Academic year 202-03 Teaching assistant 
Undergraduate course in History, Legal and Social lnst ns of the 
Far East. 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", Naples 

Academic year 2001-02 Teaching assistant 
Undergraduate course in History, Legal and Social Institutions of the 
Far East. 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", Naples 

In January 2009 1 have co-ordinated a project proposal under the EU Seventh Framework 
Programme together with Professor Gianmaria Ajani (Faculty of Law, University of Turin). I 
have taken responsibility for finding Chinese and European partners, as well as drafting the 
entire proposal. The consortium was composed by a total of seventeen Chinese, European and 
Italian Universities. 
Project title: Legal empowerment in a culturally diverse world. China and non-European 
contexts. 
Funding scheme and work programme addressed: Collaborative project. SSH-2009 4.2.2 
Perspectives from outside the EU on human rights, democracy and peace 
I was responsible for coordinating the following partners: CASCC (coordinator), Fondation 
Nationales des Sciences Politiques, France; Qinghua University, PRC; Northwest University of 
Politics and Law, PRC; Leiden University, Netherlands; University of Hertfordshire, United 
Kingdom; Lund University, Sweden; Aarhus University, Denmark; Autonomous University of 
Barcelona, Spain; Bejing University of Agriculture, PRC. 

In April 2009 1 have coordinated, ideated and written a proposal for seed money submitted to 
the Compagnia di San Paolo, Volkswagen Stiftung and the Riksbankens Jubileumsfond 
together with professor Stefania Stafutti (University of Turin). 
Funding scheme: Europe and Global Challenges. 
Project title: The EU-China-Iran triangle: energy and security 
Partners: CASCC, European University Institute, Florence; Institute of International Relations of 
China Foreign Affairs University ( Z ~ o n g g ~ u ,  W a ~ i ~ ) X ~ i e ~ z r a n  Q 9b%%E) 
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In May 2009, 1 have co-ordinated, ideated and written a proposal submitted to the China-Europe 
Law School, together with Dr. Stephanie Balme of the Fondation Nationales des Sciences 
Politiques. 
Funding scheme: internal funding scheme of the China-Europe Law School. 
Project title: Sino-European perspectives on the efficiency and quality of judicial services 
Partners: CASCC, Fondation Nationales des Sciences Politiques, Qinghua University, 
Northwest University of Politics and Law. 

lnfonration ~eques is, cons ultancies , mmbers hip m pmfess ional associatiom 

Mwrm Rights Watch - h g  kbng B m h  (Monan Rights 62 China) 
Associated Press - Shanghai b m h  
A m  dei Carabinieri (military corps with police duties), Guarrlia di F q a  (financial police). 
Civilian interrogator, civilian intelligence officer (illegal immigration, corruption) 

Embmsy ofthe Republic of Frunce 62 Be~@g. 

Empean China Law Studies Associcrtk Founding member 
Etuvpean Association of Chinese studies. Member 
&akmAssociation ofChhese studies. Member 

ihjioni W e n d y ,  the Oriental htihrte - June 2006 
HiananRights Watch-December2006 
Cork Cihiversity - July 2007 
Leiden Lhiversity - May 2008 

October 2000 - Feb~ary2004 Doctoral Programme in History and Civilization of the Far East 
Universita degli Studi "La Sapienza", Rome. 
Dissertation title: "Corruption and Economic Crimes in Contemporary China" 
Supervisors: Professor Paola Paderni, Professor Marina Miranda 

July 2000 

July 1995 

"Laurea" (M. A.) in Political Science with a specialization in China 
Studies 
Universita degli Studi "L'Orientalen, Naples. 
Dissertation title: "Chinese Military Thought and Guunxkie Manuals" 
Supervisors: Professor Paola Paderni, Professor Maria Laura Cigliano 
Final Grade: 10811 10 

Diploma in Commercio lnternazionale (Certificate in International 
Trade) 
lstituto per i Servizi Commerciali e Turistici "Enrico Mattei", Caserta. 
Final Grade: 60160 
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language Studies 

Chinese language (four years) Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", 
Naples. 
Classical Chinese (one year) at the Universita degli Studi "L'Orientale", 
Naples. 

August - December 1997 Intensive language course at the Beijing Film Academy (Beijing 
w i n g  X~ieyuan) 

August 1998- July 1999 Graduate studies in Political Economy, History of China and Military 
Studies at the Capital Institute for Business and Economics (Slwdu 
JingjiIl.k?qviLhm), Beijing. I attended the course in Military Studies as 
an auditor. 

Publications 

"Power, punishment and the law" (provisional title). Book d e r  conmrct to B d ,  prepared at the 
editor's request. 

"Anti-corruption law in Beijing", Forthcoming in Marina Svensson and Mattias Burell (eds.). M m g  Law 
Wonk, Chinese Laws in Contes. lthaca: Cornell University Press, 2009-2010. 

"Jia Chunwang", "Luo Ruiqing", "Tao Siju", "Wu Guanzheng", "Xu Yongyue", in Song Yuwu (ed.) 
Biogmphical Lkrionruy of the Peopkk Republic of China. Jefferson, NC: McFariand & Company, 
2009. 

"Rent-seeking, corruption and clientelism", in Tak-Wing Ngo (ed.), Rent-seeking m CIzina London: 
Routledge, 2009, pp. 22 - 42. 

Book review (invited contribution): "Sarah Biddulph. Legal reform and Administrative Detention 
Powers in China" China Bzfomation, vol. 22, n. 4, 2008, pp. 481 - 483. 

"The power to punish" (invited contribution), Recht ~ m d  Ge~chtigkeir m China - Festsch@Jir 
libnrad Wegrnann. Miinchen: SDI Verlag, 2007, pp. 164 - 184 

"Shuanggui and Extralegal Detention in China", China b g f o W n ,  vol. 22, n. 1, 2008, pp. 7 - 37 

"Corruption networks: the case of Xiarnen", h i m  and Afncm St~rdies, n. 1-2, 2007 (April), pp. 151 - 
171. 

"Implementing anticorruption in the PRC. Patterns of selectivity", Centre for E r ~ r  md So~lth-East 
Asian Shldies Working Papen Series, Working Paper n. 10, 2005. 
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h Chinese 

"Zhongguode fanfubai: xuanzexing moshi jiqi genyuan", Mkkesizhuyiyu Shiwian, n. 2, 2006, pp. 189 
- 190. 

C i m  ried~u:azione m e d h e  il lavom. Cenni storici p d l i  nonnativi dibattid. Torino: Centro di Alti 
Studi sulla Cina Contemporanea, 2008. (pp. 84) 

Recensioni: Franqois Jullien. Pensm l'e$'kacia in Cbta e m Occidente. Roma Latena, 2008. Sarah 
Biddulph, Legal Reform and Administrative fitention Powers in China Cambridge, Cambrkige 
Univelsiry P ~ s s ,  2007. 

"Tales of Corruption Control: the Chen Xitong Saga and its Shadows" (L'altra faccia della lotta alla 
corruzione: luci ed ombre del caso Chen Xitong), in Annamaria Palerrno (ed.) La Cina e lXlm. 
Napoli: II Torcoliere, 2007, pp. 631 - 650. 

"Literati (mjia), cadres and judges: legal reform in the PRC" (Letterati, quadri e giudici: la riforrna 
giuridica in Cina"), Lkpensa di C u h  Cinese. Milano: CUEM, 2007. 

"Corruption in China: campaigns and corruption as a network, (La corruzione in Cina: campagne e 
"retizzazione del fenomeno), Mndo Cinese, n. 124, 2005, pp. 5 - 15. 

"On the functionality of corruption in China" (Sulla funzionale della corruzione in Cina), 
Maurizio Scarpari e Tiziana Lippiello (eds.), Cher M*. . .Scritti in onore di LiomlIo h i o m '  per 
lbttanfesimo compleanno. Venezia: Libreria Editrice Cafoscarina, 2005, pp. 1043 - 1054. 

"Corruption cases in contemporary China" (La corruzione in Cina oggi: alcuni casi), Mndo Cinese, 
n. 114, 2003, pp. 11 - 18. 

"Fortyfive million small helmsmen. Netizens and internet Cafes in Beijing" (Quarantacinque milioni di 
piccoli timnieri - Gli intemauti cinesi e gli internet cafe a Pechino), M n h  C h s e ,  n. 112, 2002, pp. 
35-41. 

"Mastering the fire, and the art of cutting: "Food in China - Everyday Life and Artistic Expression. 
Rome, 1 - 2 december 2001", (L'arte del coltello ed il dominio del fuoco: "I1 Cibo Cina tra 
Quotidianita e Arte - Roma, 1 - 2 dicembre 2001"), M,ndo Cimse, n. 109, 2001, pp. 51 - 55. 

Invited lectures and confelence mpotg 

China-Europe Law Studies Associations. Chair at the Third Annual Conference of the China-Europe 
Law Studies Association. Panel on Human Rights Ill. 

Universita Ca Foscari, Venezia. Invited seminar on "Diritto penale, detenzione amministrativa e 
politica della coercizione in China" 25 May. 

University of Cork - Ireland, Invited speaker at the EU-China workshop. 30-31 March. 
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University of Bologna, University of Turin - "The system of forced drug treatment camps", Second 
Annual Gnference ofthe E~~rvpean Chrita Law Shrdies Assocbnbn. 1 - 4 October 2008 

University of Cambridge, Faculty of History - "Torture and deterrence in modern China". Workshop 
on "Coerive Netu~rks'.~ Violence, P~mkhrnent and the Colonial Condini,~~. 9 May 2008 

University of Turin, Faculty of Law - "Recent trends in Chinese criminal law", lnvited speaker. 
Course m Chime Law 11 March 2008 

University of Turin, Faculty of Law - "An overview on legal reform in China", lnvited speaker. Course 
in Covnpruatie Law, 11 March 2008 

Sprach und Dolmetscher Institut, Munchen - "Extra-legal detention by Commissions for Discipline 
Inspection". lnvited speaker. S y m p h m  Recht ImdGerechtigkeit m China, 8 December 2007. 

University of Bologna, Faculty of Languages and Literature - "Methods in qualitative research", 
lnvited speaker. Course in Chinese Sociology, 13 October 2007. 

Max-Planck Institut, Hamburg - "Shuanggui: extra-legal detention in China", F i l s t h d  Gn$erence 
of the E m p a n  China LavShcrlies Assmiation. 31 August - 2 September 2007. 

University of Leiden - "Rent-seeking and corruption in China: is it all the same?", Workshop on znt- 
seeking politics in China, 22-23 June 2007. 

"Anticorruption in Beijing". lnvited speaker Beijing Final Conference of a cooperhe project on law 
implemelttatiavl m Gina, sponsozd by S m .  Beijing. 1-4 December 2006. 

University of Ljubljana - 
Panel organizer "Chinese law: political, social and cultural dimensions" (together with 
Professor Agnes Schick-Chen, University of Wien) 
"Network - based forms of crime: the case of Xiamen " XVlth EACS Confeznce. 31 August 
- 3 September 2006. 

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences - "Lb ru rles: corruption in Italy and China". lnvited speaker. 
CASS - SSAAPS Conference on Economic Lkvelopment nnd Social Policy, Beijing, 27 - 29 
October 2005. 
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Lund University, Faculty of Economics - "God's bankers and people's bankers. Banking corruption in 
Italy and China", Invited speaker. liatd-fi~dan Ecommic Fonm 'China Cues Global: Pmpects and 
Challenges", 14 - 16 September 2005, Lund. 

Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, Shanghai - "Dark networks versus bright networks. 
Anticorruption in Beijing municipality", Fowth Ihternutbnul Convenhn of A s h  Scholars Shan ai, 
20 - 24 August, 2005. Also panel chair. 

Stockholm University - "Can the powerful be vulnerable too? SIDA Confe~nce on Structu~s of 
Vubterrrbi&, Mbilization and Resistance, 12 - 14 January 2005. 

Centre for East and South-East Asian Studies, Lund - "Anticorruption law in China: why is it 
selective?, 25-26 November 2004. 

Reseaxh grants, awards and Scholars hips 

November 2006 Research grant, The Swedish Research Council. 

November 2004 Travel grant. The Swedish Foundation for International Cooperation in 
Research and Higher Education . 

October 2000 - February 2004 3-years full-time scholarship for the Ph.D. in History and Civilization of 
the Far East 
Universita degli Studi "La Sapienza", Rome. 

~ u g u s t  1998 - June 1999 Scholarship from the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for year 
language study in China. 

October 1995 -July 2000 Five yearly scholarships from the "Advanced Education ghts 
Commission" (Ente per il Diritto allo Studio Universitario), Naples. 

Skills 

Languages Italian: native speaker 
English: fluent 
Chinese (prrtonghua): fluent 
German: basic knowledge 
French, Spanish: reading knowledge 

Programming Languages HTML, Java and CSS (basic knowledge) 

Software Ucinet VI, Pajek, NetMiner, Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, 
Access, LaTeX, Corel 
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;=nmily Planninq P~~blicity Materials 

ihe Current Family Planning Policy 

I. Promote late marriage. 

A marriage between a male who is over twenty-flve full years of age and a female 
who is older twenty-three yean of age is considered a late marriage. A late 
marriage has three benefits: improves an individual's psychological and physical 
health, conduces to study and wrk ,  and facllitates the family ptannlng program. 

2. Advccate late marriage and 'One child per couple," advocate optimum methods of 
childbearing and' childrearing. 

A female who is over twenty-four years of age or a woman who gives birth to a child 
after her late marriage Is considered to be a late marriage. A couple who is a 
government agent, an employee (include colleciive, '3 CapltalM enterprises, 
townahlpAillage-operate 0nlefprlse8, private enterprt898, indMdua1 industrial and 
commercial workers), or a town resldent Is permitted to give birth to only one child; 
an individual who meets the requirement of the sffpulatfon of Artlde 7 of <The 
Famity Planning Regulation' of Fujian Province> and requests to give birth to a 
second child, will be granted with a planned schedule for birth after review and 
approval. 

3. Provide a certifkate for madage, a ~wtifkate for pregnancy, and a cartffkate for 
reprodudon: A rnarrlage between a male and a female is permitted only if both 
individuals have reached the legaliy manyin9 age, have registered the marrfage, 
and have received the marriage certmcate. An application for a family planning 
certMcata Is required after the marriage; only upon receiving the famity planning 
certificate, shall a pregnancy and birth be permitted. An IndMdual who is pregnant 
but does not have a tamity planning certmcatfr wilt be considered to have an 
unplanned pregnmj,  and randlal measures are necasz12r;. A G - ~  Gliih wimout a 
car'tlmid wiii be an unplanned birth and will be levied with an unplanned blrth fine. 

4. Prohibition 

I .  A rnarrfage between two individuals that have not had reached me legally 
marrying age is prohibited, in other words, a marriage between a male who is 
under twenty-two full years of age and a female who is under twenty full years 
of age is prohibited. 

2. A marriage or birtf~ between close blood relatives or individuals who carried 
genetic diseases is prohibited. 

A: A marriage between close blood relatives is defined as: dlrectty related family 
members and indirectly related relatives within 3 generations. 8: An individual who 
carries genetfc dlseases is defined as: 1. an individual with a severe mental 
retardation; 2. an individual with a saxually transmitted disease or a leprosy but has 
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,;at been cured: 3. a patient who is amid a morbid period of schizophrenia, hot 
i.?mpered melancholia, and other sever psycl~ological disorders; 4. a patient with a 
r:ontagious disease and is currently under isolation. 

:I. An unplanned birth Is prohibited. In other words, an individual who has not 
roached the legally marrying age or the late marriage age is prohibited to 
clslver the first birth; an unplanned second birth or multiple births is prohibited. 

4. Any Illegal adoption and dellverj and nourishment of chlklren is prohibited. 
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;'ollcy of Birth Control Technoloqy 

I. ,lccordinq to <'The Family Plannlng flqjulatl~fl of Fuiian Province>, a fertile couple shall 
fomply with the family planning stlpulatl~fl to carry out an effective birth control measure, 
Implementation in countryside: a woman with one child shall place an IUD: for a couple who 
ilave two children, at least one of the couple is required to have sterilization. 

2. Intrauterine Device: a contraceptlve birth control devke placed in the uterus, also 
known as an IUD or a coil. Once placed, is capable of a long-term contraception; after a 
removal, it enable8 a quick recovery of fertility and has metits such as being safe, effective, 
economical, d o e s  not affect one's S ~ X U ~ I  life, and Is innocuous to a female's physical condition, 

3. Placement Time: usually 3 to 7 days after a clean menstruation; 42. days after a biNr, 
and a half year after an abdominal surgery. 

4. Placement Age Urnit: a metal IUD can be placed for 20 years, a copper IUD can last 
for 15 years; and a plastic IUD lasts 6 years. A removal of the IUD Is necessary one year after 
menopause. 

5. Hypodermic Medicine: a klnd of contracepttve medicine that la placed aside in the arm, 
once placed, will be effectlve.for 5 yeant a removal during the effective perlod will quickly 
restore fertlllty. The medlcine Is adaptable for a female who has an earty manlage but has not 
given a birth or is unsuitable for an IUD placement. 

Legal Llablllty 

According to the stipulation d Artlclff 36 of <The Family Planning Aegulatlon of Fulian 
Provlncez: an unplanned blFttr flne will be levied on a couple with an unplanned him. 

1. For 8 coupid w b  violates family ~!3!?n!ng ~fij~ilii'itrfi? by giving birth to a child ahead of 
the schedule or by violating the birth pending. p e w  as stipulated, a fee of zero point six 
to one time of the aggregate Income of the couple in the prior year shall be Imposed. 

2. For a couple who violates famity planning stlpulation by giving birth to the first addltlonal 
child, a fee of two to three times of the aggregate Income of the couple in the prior year 
shall be imposed; a much heavier fee shall be imposed on the couple if giving blrth to 
the third or more additional child. 

3. For a couple who violates family planning stipulatbn by giving birth to the second 
additional child, a fee of two to three time8 of the aggregate income of the couple in the 
prior year shall be imposed: a much heavier fee shall be imposed on the couple if giving 
birth to the third or more additional child. 

,An illegal child-adoption is subject to the same treatment as an unplanned birth. 
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.'.n unplanned birth fine can be a one-time levy. 

The Family Planning Committee of Ylng Qlan Tom 

The Offlce.of Famify Planning of Ylng Qlan Town 

The Service Station of Famlly Ptanning of Ylng QIan Town 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Xun Lin, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1) The Current Family Planning Policy; 
2) Q&A on the Basic Knowledge of Population and Family Planning of Ying 

Qian Town 

are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

/: ~··· •' . -··; ~#/·;<·:~: 
/ ... ··t--v// · 

.-·· "' (=-=--""'!0/' 
-xun Lin 
82~17 Grand Avenue 
Elmhurst, New York 11373 
(646)250~2651 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-51 H8 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is The Current 
Family Planning Policy and Policy of Birth Control Technology, The Family Planning 
Committee of Ying Qian Town. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

~m~$-~~*~~M~~mm~#~-~ttoWW~~~Mo~~~ff 
~~-~-~m-~~m~. *~~~ft•*o 

Respectfully, 

/L--
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
;tttorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephone: ( 212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212)925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is The Current 
Family Planning Policy and Policy of Birth Control Technology, The Family Planning 
Committee of Ying Qian Town. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Respectfully, 
{ 

/f 
I i.._--

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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:=:lmily Planning Publicity Materials ( 1) 

' 1 
/ 

~l&A on the Saslc Knowledge ot Population and .=amlly ~Ianning ot 
Ylnq Qlan Town 

i . What is the minimum marriage age for a male and a female as stipulated by the State 
..::Marriage laW>? 

A: A male must not be younger than twenty-two full years at age, and a female must nat be 
younger than twenty years of age. 

2. What Is an early marriage and early childbearing? Is it Illegal? Is it subject to any penalty? 
:\: A marriage between a male who Is younger than twenty-two full years of age and a female 
who is younger than twenty years at· age Is considered an early marriage; a childbearing after 
an early marriage with which· the Individual has not reached· twenty full years and nine months of 
~ge Is considered an early childbearing. Earty marriage and childbearing Is illegal and is subject 
to penalty. 

3. What Is a late marriage and childbearing? 
A: A marriage between a male who Is over twenty-five full years of age and a female who Is 
aver twenty-three full years of age is considered a lata marriage. A married woman who Is over 
twenty-four full years of age or is giving a birth attar a late marriage (after twenty-three full years 
and nine months of age) Is considered a late childbearing. 

4. What are formalities tor a marriage? Why? 
A; A marriage requires a registered marriage procedure, only through this procedure can the 
marriage be considered legal and be protected by the law. 

5. Are randomly taking drugs, drtnklng, and smoking allowed during a pregnancy period? Why? 
A: No, because these behaviors can cause an abnonnality to an embryo and mental retardation. 

6. What Is the best nutrition for a baby? 
A: Breast feeding (breast mi!k). 

7. Can cousins get married? Why? 
A: No, because a marriage between close blood relatives can possibly give birth to an abnormal 
child. 

a. What is a contraceptive measure after having first child? What is a contracep-tive measure 
after having two children? 

A; An IUD placement after one child; sterilization attar two children. 

9. How many children are allowed to be bam for a rural couple according to the stipulation ot 
provision of the local province? 

A: One, in an extraordinary circumstance along with a review and an approval will a second 
child be allowed. 

10. What shall be dona in the incidence of an unwanted pregnancy? 
A: I mmedlately practiced remedial measures 
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: i . 'Nho deterr1inas the fetal qender, a male or a female? 
.l..: A male. 

12. How many t~mes in a year does a county (village) requests you to have double examinations? 
:\: Three times a year. 

i 3: When Is the t)est tlme tor an IUD placement? 
/\: 3· 7 days attar ;l clean menstruation. 

Ying Qlan Town 

The Family Planning Committee 

The Office of Family Planning 

The Service Station of Family Planning 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I; Xun Lin, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1) The Current Family Planning Policy; 
2) Q&A on the Basic Knowledge of Population and Family Planning of Ying 

Qian Town 

are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212)925-1208 
Facsimile: <212)925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Q&A on the 
Basic Knowledge of Population and Family Planning ofYing Qian Town, Family 
Planning Committee of Ying Qian Town. The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

~w~~-~~*~~~~~mm~#~•~tt. ~w~~~~.~~~ff 
w~•~~~*-w~m~. ~~~~~~*· 

Respectfully,, 

/ ~ 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA F ACS IMILE:020-8121-900 1 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: ( 212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Q&A on the 
Basic Knowledge of Population and Family Planning of Ying Qian Town, Family 
Planning Committee of Ying Qian Town. The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287 .6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 
r 

I J ~-

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
thcodorecox@ gmail.com 
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.At. · -1 1 p c:.g 1. 0;1
1Qf;/'"..a 1!9408 2035 Case: 1 0-3089 ~ument: 2 1- 1 age: ,J, - ,'Jill' 

, ; ~A.NSLAT!GNI 

taternai Circulation 

Jin Feng Information 

Jin Feng Township Party and Government Administration Office 4/17/2009 

Report on Jin Feng Township Family Planning Reform Work 

The family planning work in Jin Feng Township has often been weak and at a low level. It's 

ranked the bottom few among the backward townships in the city listing. It was ranked the 

bottom two in family planning comprehensive reviews in the second quarter of 2009. It was 

issued a yellow card warning by the city population and family planning leadership group. 

According to. the meeting arrangements, this is to issue the report on the family planning work 

done in the previous period and also the plan for reform and improvement in the near future: 

r. The Accomplishments on the goals set for the first half of the year 

l. Birth situation: 379 new births in current year, birth rate 5.27%(), 355 births 

allowed by the policies, policy qualification rate 93.66% (increased 1.65% as 

compared to last year's 92.01% in the same period), gender ratio 106, 89 births 

from last year reported this year, among them 74 births allowed by the policies. 

2. Four surgeries completion situation: ( 1) 686 four surgeries completed, 60.28% of 

the annual1138 cases (among them 98 sterilizations, 470 IUD installations. 50 

abortions, (among them 36 cases done at City's No.2 Hospital), 68 inductions); 

(2) 30 sterilizations for families with 2 girls, 47.6% of this year's goals of 63 

cases; (3) 68 inductions, 61.8% of this year's 110 cases. 

3. Double check-ups: the first round of double check-ups, 5367 people are expected. 

5235 people actually showed up, hitting the rate of97.5%: 20 people didn't show 

up in the double check-ups two times in a row. 

4. Social child support fee collections: 1950,000Yuan RMB were collected from 

October of 2007 to March of 2008. According to the records, social child support 
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• 2 " "' p 18' c:o 1(l;,105/2. 119408 2035 ('·c"P' 10-3089 c ment: 1- 1 a~1 . u , · , 
"-"cl;:) .. -r. 

,·:~3 iwJ been collected r'rom i 9 :1eopre om or 2+ with unauU1orizeu births, i1itting 

ihe rate ol il.)efo. 739.000 Yuan .K.MB shoutd be coiJected, however. 470,000 Yuan 

·.vas actually collected, hitting the rate of 63.59%. 

II. Existing problems 

l. Qualification rate for family planning is tow, underground marriages and births 

out of wed logs are pretty common; 

2. The delayed four surgeries are high in number. but the completion rate for 

abortions and inductions is pretty low. The materialization rate for sterilization in 

families with two girls is low. 

3. The management level on the floating population is not high. There is a lack of 

valid and efficient measures and methods. The materialization rate for double 

check-ups is low; 

4. The family planning management at the village level is low and the village self

governing capability is not strong. either. 

III. Improvement for the next period 

1. Intensify leadership; strictly implement the reward and punishment stipulations on 

family planning responsibilities. The last three villages at the bottom of the 

monthly assessment will be publicly criticized and their village major leaders will 

have to conduct self-criticism during the family planning meetings. Those villages 

that have been the bottom three two times in a row will be issued yellow sign 

warning, the township major leaders will talk to the work team leaders stationed 

in the districts and villages and the village major leaders to offer them 

encouragement and warn them of their potential punishment. Give them deadline 

for refonn and improvement. Those villages that have been listed at the bottom 

three for three times in a row will be managed individually and their major village 

leaders will be suspended and they will be deposed if they are not able to improve 

the backward situation. The related leaders and work teams stationed across the 

township will also take the related responsibilities. 

2. Intensify the double check-ups. All villages (communities) are required to pay 

visits to those people individually who fail to show up in the double check-ups 

and the results of their visits should be recorded. Publish the names of those 
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• 
i 0/05/2. 119408 2035 Case: '1 0-3089 .. . ment: 21-1 Page: 61 

--; "• ·..:cts that failed ro .'>1IOW u:1 mLhe ueuoie <.:neck-ups two runes m a row · .n cth! 

,:uiJlic village arfairs boards in the villages. encourage the mass to mutuaHy 

report failure case.11, send· out hidden investigators to the fields and designate two 

leaders from the two committees to follow up on the cases, and materialize the 

~heck-ups within certain time frame. 

3. Reinforce .. sterilization on families with two female children''. Prohibit extra 

births. All party and administrative leaders and work teams stationed in villages 

(communities) across the township should put all their efforts to materialize 

sterilizations on families with two female children, breakthrough the zero record 

by the end of April if certain village holds zero record in such sterilizations. By 

the end of April, the materialization rate for such sterilizations should reach 70% 

and above. 

4. Solidly reinforce the remedial measures for illegal pregnancies not allowed by the 

policies. Strictly control such pregnancies or pregnancies out of wed logs or 

underground marriages. This is to raise the quality of family planning policies and 

to raise the rate of qualified births. 

5. Strictly control extra births after having one boy, have clear data on those families 

with one boy already. Designate tasks according to geographical areas and 

delegate tasks down to specific persons and diligently follow up and manage such 

cases. 

6. Improve the management on floating population. with a focus on getting hold of 

the marriage and birth data of those who float out of town. Delegate tasks to 

specific individuals. Take effective measures to conduct massive survey on those 

unmarried youth at the age of 18 and above. Have a good set of data of their 

whereabouts and their marriage and childbearing status. Try hard to dig out 

underground marriages. Reduce the cases of under-management on those 

childbearing women. Prevent unauthorized births not allowed by the policies. 

7. Improve the comprehensive management capability on family planning. On the 

one hand, offer patient and detailed education and brainstorming to those focused 

targets. On the other hand. work together with the business and commerce sectors, 

taxation departments and public security for execution and take the measure of 
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• 
1, 0/()F;"J. 119408 2035 

1 () ')G89 ment· ? 1 1 P;lqe: G2 · ~ .... 1.:.:ase: -,)J • , · ~ ~~ -

Lit-off.'\ on water anll ;.:kcrricrtv '>Lif'nlics ; 'Y lon:t! 1:1 onicr to .natermuze , n~ 

Gxecution of family pLanning policies on those ·tough cases''. 

8. Strictly process residency registrations, political examination on passport 

applications, pregnant women immigration and emigration and other procedures. 

Stop processing the applications and related procedures for those family planning 

targets who already violated family planning policies, double check-ups, and birth 

control measures not materialized. Any violators will be sought after for their 

responsibilities. 

9. Increase the power of social child support fee collection and intensify the effect of 

rewards and penalties. The task force will be put together in order to collect the 

social child support fees at their residence from those who are the violators of 

unauthorized births. Enhance the ways to collect evidence and submit such 

evidence to the court system. Law enforcement is executed by force in order to 

achieve the effect of massive education via the collection from one family. 

10. Designate April and May as the family planning breakthrough months, with 20 

days in each segment and three segments in total. In each segment, one reporting 

meeting will be held and comprehensive assessments will be conducted on the 

following aspects: clean up on delayed four surgeries, social child support fee 

collections, double check-ups, remedial measures for pregnancies not allowed by 

the policies. The last bottom three villages will be publicly criticized. The last one 

at the bottom will be criticized on the spot during the on-site village family 

planning conference in an attempt to further promote the family planning work 

and to ensure that the results of the improvement are evident. 

Family planning work is a long-term and difficult task. Based on the related spirits from the 

higher authorities, our township party committee and the township government will turn the 

pressure into motivation. infer the whole from a single instance, summarize the lessons learned. 

focus and breakthrough the difficulties, be realistic and change the family planning backward 

-;ituation in our township at all costs and raise our township's family planning level. 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
, \ttorney-at-1-ilW 

.JOJ Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-59l) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350()()3 
China 
Tcl:(86-59l) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Te-lL-phone: ( 212) '125 120X 
l';tc:,llniil:: ( 212) '125-51 XX 

March 25, 20 II 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Report on lin 
Feng Township Family Planning Work, lin Feng Information, Jin Feng Township Party 
and Government Administrative Office 4/17/2009. The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter q{S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

I -

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
rheoJorecox till !!mail. com 
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TIIEODORE 1V. COX, ESQ. 
, \ttorney-at-Law 

-10/ Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 100/3 

VIA FACSIM£LE:020-812l-900l 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. I Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: (.212) 'J25~120X 
Facsimile: i212)'J2551XX 

March 25, 20 ll 

r respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Report on lin 
Feng Towns/zip Family Planning Work, Jin Feng Information, Jin Feng Township Party 
and Government Administrative Office 4/17/2009. The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter o.lS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your 
cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further information 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
thcodorccox (<!l 2:mai !.com 
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; in .Feng .fownsn)p t'opuiation ana F:umly Ylanning Leaaersnip ~ .. ·oup 

Jin Ji Sheng Ling {20091 #'i 

Temporary Reward and Punishment Stipulations on Further Improvement of Family 

Planning Work Responsibilities 

Various Villages (Communities), Work Teams Stationed at Villages. City and Township Related 

Units: 

ln order to implement "Chang Le City Population and Family Planning Work Assessment 

Reward and Punishment Methods" and "Supplemental Stipulations to Chang Le City Population 

and Family Planning Work Assessment Reward and Punishment", in order to further enhance the 

responsibility assessment on family planning work. to ensure the comprehensive fulfillment on 

the goals set for this year's population and family planning work and to combine with the 

realistic situations, the following reward and punishment stipulations are set up to assess Jin 

Feng township's population and family planning work responsibilities. 

I. Assessment Purpose: 

l. Such assessments are to clarify the family planning work responsibilities for 

each township village (community) carders, improve the work responsibilities, 

encourage and motivate the township, village (community) carders. 

2. Such assessments are also to totaJly change the backward situation of our 

township's family planning work and to raise the comprehensive level of our 

township's family planning work. 

II. Assessment Criteria: 

l. Qualification rate of birth policies. 2. Materialization rate of double check-ups. 3. 

Materialization situation of birth control measures. 4. Social child support fee 

~oHections. 5. Statistics accuracy. 6. Sterilizations on those families with two girls, 

inductions, and abortion. 7. Propaganda work by the family planning associations. 8. 

Management on tloating population. 9. Awareness rate of family planning 

knowledge. 10. Efficiency of family planning work by the work teams stationed in 
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I 

v :riuus vilia~cs. vuta~e ma10r curders. carders re-;ponsiotc ror ttlelf own pomon 111 

L!letr viila~es, specialized family planning carders. 

III. Assessment Methods: 

L Weekly publication and monthly summary on various family planning 

cou,_prehensive quota, quarterly comprehensive ranking on the progress of 

major family planning quota; 

2. Periodic progress assessment on various villages' (communities') family 

planning single quota; 

3. Time frame for family planning quota materialization 

(l) Birth registration: registrations to the family planning office done more 

than 2 months after the babies are born are considered to be the missing 

1 
registrations. 20 points will be deducted from the comprehensive 

assessment; 

(2) IUD installation time frame: the mothers are supposed to have the IUDs 

installed within 42-90 days after the babies are born. Otherwise they are 

, considered delayed four surgeries. 

(J) Sterilization time frame: the mothers are supposed be sterilized within 

1 

60 days after the babies are born. Otherwise they are considered delayed 

four surgeries 

(4) Social child support fee collection time frame: the first two months are 

considered to be the time frame for social child support collection. If 

such fees have not been collected beyond the time frame and the cases 

have not been submitted to the court for collections via law enforcement, 

such collections are considered to be collections not materialized; 

(5) Double check-up time frame: each check-up happens in every four 

months. Any delayed check-ups will fall into the next round of check

ups. 

IV. Reward and Punishment Methods: 

l. Progress reports on various family planning quotas from various villages 

(communities) will be published monthly. The top three villages in four 

surgeries, inductions, abortions, sterilizations on families with two girls, double 
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·vhiJe the bottom three Wlli be pui:>licly criticized; 

Comprehensive assessment will be conducted quarterly. The top three villages 

vvill be rewarded 500 Yuan, 1,000 Yuan and 1.500 Yuan RMB respectively: 

work teams, major village leaders, specialized family planning leaders will be 

rewarded 200 Yuan. 300 Yuan and 400 Yuan RMB respectively. The bottom 

two villages will be fmed 500 Yuan RMB, and the work team (village work 

team includes village party and administrative leaders, the same thereafter), 

village major leaders and specialized family planning leaders will be fmed 200 

Yuan RMB respectively. 

3. During the annual assessment. village major leaders, specialized family 

planning leaders, leaders responsible for their own portions and the work teams 

from the top three villages will be rewarded 800 Yuan, 500 Yuan and 300 Yuan 

RMB each respectively; the top three villages will be rewarded 5,000 Yuan. 

3,000 Yuan and 2,000 Yuan respectively; the village major leaders, specialized 

family planning leaders, leaders responsible for their own portions and the 

work team from the bottom three villages will be fmed 500 Yuan, 300 Yuan 

and 200 Yuan RMB each respectively; if the township is ranked one of the 

bottom three in Chang Le City's annual comprehensive assessment. the 

township party secretary, the township director, family planning party 

secretary, family planning directors will be fmed 500 Yuan, 300 Yuan and 200 

Yuan RMB each respectively. 

4. Villages without authorized births in 2009 and at the same time its double 

check-up rate reaches 98% and higher will be rewarded 10,000 Yuan RMB, its 

family planning administrators, village major leaders and work team members 

will be rewarded 1,000 Yuan RMB each respectively. 

5. Those village (community) leaders with responsible portions whose villages 

have unauthorized births not allowed by the policies and the babies are born in 

the hospitals within the Chang Le city areas will be fmed 500 Yuan RMB per 

case, 200 Yuan fmes per case for village (community) major leaders. 200 Yuan 

fines for specialized family planning leaders; for the cases with the babies born 
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Yuan 1<MB will be fined on those vtllage (commumty' leaders with responsible 

portions, tOO Yuan fines per case for village (community) major leaders. 100 

Yuan fines for specialized family planning leaders; for the cases with babies 

born in the hospitals beyond the Fu Zhou regions, 100 Yuan RMB will be fmed 

on those village (community) leaders with responsible portions, 30 Yuan fines 

per case for village (community) major leaders, 30 Yuan fmes for specialized 

family planning leaders. 

6. To miss one case of birth registration, 300 Yuan RMB will be fmed on those 

village (community) leaders with responsible portions, 100 Yuan fines per case 

for village (community) major leaders, 200 Yuan fmes for specialized family 

planning leaders. 

7. To miss one case of initial marriage registration, 100 Yuan RMB will be fmed 

on those village (community) leaders with responsible portions, 50Yuan fmes 

for specialized family planning leaders. 

8. 3,000 Yuan RMB will be rewarded to one successful case of sterilization on 

those families with two girls. 4,000 Yuan will be rewarded for one additional 

case. l ,000 Yuan will be fined on each missing case (based on the confmnation 

from the city family planning bureau. rewards are for work teams, village major 

leaders and specialized family planning leaders), 500 Yuan reward per 

completed sterilization case. 500 Yuan fme per delayed case; 200 Yuan reward 

per one completed IUD installation, 200 Yuan fine per one delayed case. 

9. 1,000 Yuan will be rewarded to one completed induction case. 300 Yuan per 

abortion and 1,500 Yuan per additional induction case. 

10. If the current year social child support fee collection reaches the rate of 70% 

and above, and the collection areas are covered 100%, these villages will be 

given the working fund from the collection amounts according to the ratio of 

2:4:4 (city, township and village). The fund amount will be reduced according 

to the percentage that is missed. 3,000 Yuan will be deducted per each 

unauthorized birth, 1,500 Yuan per birth ahead of scheduled (deducted from the 

actual collected amount, half is reduced for cases before 11112000), the flne is 
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:mauthorized birth. lOO Yuan reward per cotlection for birth ahead of schedule 

(starting from January of 2001 ). All expenses for four surgeries are covered by 

the township. 

V. Accountabilities: 

1. During the inspections by the provincial government. Fu Zhou City and Chang 

Le City, if our township is issued a yellow sign pre-warning, a yellow sign 

warning, under focused management, one month of village stipend will be 

deducted from the township party committee secretary, the township director, 

the deputy patty secretary for family planning, and the director of the family 

planning office. After modifications and improvements. if they still fail the 

inspections, the village stipends will be deducted for that quarter per person. 

150 Yuan will be deducted for applicable village major leaders, specialized 

family planning leaders for yellow sign pre-warning. a yellow sign warning and 

focused management. One month of village stipends will be deducted from the 

township leaders with responsible portions and the work team. members. These 

people will also need to give explanations and present the plan for 

improvement within certain time frame to the township party committee and 

the township government. If they still fail the inspection after modification and 

improvement, the stipends for that quarter will be deducted from the township 

leaders with responsible portions and the work team members. The village 

specialized family planning leaders and the village party branch secretary will 

be suspended or deposed. The village (community) director will also be 

suspended or deposed according to the applicable legal procedures. 

2. Real actions are taken without faking out. Frauds are strictly prohibited. If 

frauds are found during the assessment on family planning quotas, deductions 

will be doubled and violators will suffer from their own consequences. The 

applicable persons will be sought after for their legal responsibilities. 

3. The village stipends for that quarter will be deducted from those family 

planning workers stationed at villages if they fail to give guidance to the 

villages that they station at, fail to follow standard procedure to change records 
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;;~ accouming cllll1 roOKKeentn!!. ~."reate lti'!icat errors uuring mspecnons at 

various levels and are publicly criticized. issued yellow sign pre-warning, 

yellow sign warning and under focused mamigement. For more severe cases 

with apparent breach of duties, they will be issued administrative warnings. 

4. The village (community) major leaders will be suspended if for two quarters in 

a row, they are ranked the bottom two during the family planning 

comprehensive assessments, and they are required to move up in the ranking 

within one month. Those village (community) party (general) brunch 

secretaries will be deposed and the village (community) committee directors 

will be frred according to the applicable legal procedures if they fail to show 

positive results of improvement. 

5. The village (community) leaders with responsible portions will be fired if the 

unauthorized births are out of control: 2 extra unauthorized births in a place 

with 500+ residents, 3 extra unauthorized births in a place with 500 • 800 

residents. 

VI. These stipulations are put into effects starting from 4/1/2009. The township family 

planning office assumes the right for explanations 

Jin Feng Township Population and 

Family Planning Leadership Group 

3/31/2009 

Jin Feng 
Township 

Population and 
Family Planning 

Leadership 
Group 

Send the report to: City Family Planning Work Leadership Group, City Family Planning Bureau 

CC to: Township Family Planning Office. Township Party and Administrative Leadership 
members 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: (212)925-120R 
f'acsimile: < 212) 925-5188 

March 25,2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Temporary 
Reward and Punishment Stipulations on Further Improvement o.f'Family Planning Work 
Responsibilities, lin Feng Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 
(March 31, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a 
matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S
Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any 
questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

ft~~~-~~*~~M~mmm~#~•~tt. mw~~~M.~~~ff 
~~-~~~*-~~ffl~. ~~~~ft-~. 

Respectfully, 

;{~-
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-a{-Law · 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: ( 212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Temporary 
Reward and Punishment Stipulations on Further Improvement of Family Planning Work 
Responsibilities, Jin Feng Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 
(March 31, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a 
matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287 .6~ Matter of S
Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any 
questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

I 

/(_.//
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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• • 0408 2035 Case: 10-3089 L ment 21-1 Page: 77 0/05/'/:... 11 ,; 

I TR.ANSLAflONl 

Jin Feng Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

Jin Ji Sheng Ling [20091 #8 

A Few Stipulations on Further Enhancing the Standards for "Double Check-ups" Work 

Various villages (communities): 

In order to stabilize the low birth level and to realize the continued growth on population and 

social economy coordination. we should execute the double check-ups early, realistically and 

efficiently in order to completely stop unauthorized pregnancies and births. In order to ensure to 

reach the population and family planning goals set forth by the city committee, the city 

government, and according to applicable stipulations from "Fujian Province Population and 

Family Planning Stipulations", and the spirits from the family planning conference by the city 

committee and the city government, and to base on the reality of our township's family planning 

work, the following regulations are set to execute the "double check-ups": 

I. Reinforce leadership 

Various villages (communities) should put the task force to conduct massive "double 

check-up" survey: categorization, registration, data publication, prevention of missing 

check-ups and missing management. Pay great attention to the propaganda on the 

materialization and motivation of the "double check-ups". Combine "double check-up" 

with natal health maintenance for the childbearing women. Improve the service quality. 

Raise the materialization rate of each "double check-up". Reinforce the follow-up work 

after each round of the "double check-up". Prevent "massive survey, but miss the 

important cases". Strictly prevent unauthorized births. 

II. Management by categorization 

( l) Management on normal targets 
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Case: 10-3089 .ment: 21-1 Page: 78 10/05/2.. 119408 2035 

! . , \lllocal childbearing women under the age of 40 (no exceptions} must 

participate in the three rounds of the pregnancy and birth control check-ups 

per year. 

2. Emigrated childbearing women for double check-ups: ( 1) Those who 

emigrated within the administrative areas of Fu Zhou City (including 6 

districts, 6 counties and 2 cities) must come back to Jin Feng Township and 

participate in each round of the birth control check-ups. (2) Those who 

emigrated beyond the administrative areas of Fu Zhou City: the "double 

check-ups" can not be executed out of town. If such out-of-town check-ups 

are done, they must submit the paperwork issued by applicable family 

planning department of the local township and above. The "double check-up" 

paperwork should include the childbearing woman's picture, her ID nwnber 

and the signature of the check-up personnel, the check-up agency medallion 

seal and the "double check-up" proof serial number, "double check-up" 

agency's telephone number, postal zip code, post mark and the envelop itself. 

(2) Management on special targets: The actual data should be based on the fmdings 

from the physical home visits, that is: the leaders of the work team stationed at the 

village will lead the village major leaders and family planning administrative staff 

to walk into the homes. If no pregnancies are found, jt' s considered the 

materialization of the "double check-up". This is followed up by bookkeeping and 

reporting the results to the township family planning office with signatures. The 

service technicians for each responsible group from the township family planning 

office will base on the submitted reports from various villages (communities) and 

combine all women check-up data into books. 

1. Special targets include women of 40 years old and above (including 40) or 

those contined to bed with serious illnesses or those with mental problems 

or those with dementia (must have proof paperwork from medical 

Jepartments )~ 

2. Special targets also include those double check-up targets whose husbands 

are pennanent residents in tbreign countries (such husbands must have 

valid proof of foreign permanent residencies). Such targets must 
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Case: ·J 0-3089 .ment: 21- i Paqe: 79 : 0/05/2. 119408 2035 

;Jarticipate at least tmce in lhe birth control examinations. The other two 

.:heck-ups will be required on a need basis. After their husbands return 
I • 

back to China. the double check-ups should be directed to normal routine 

check-ups for such couples. 

(3) Management on overseas double check-up targets of childbearing women (must 

have valid permanent residency proof from a foreign country) will be book-kept 

and reported with signatures to the township family planning office by the 

township work team leaders, village major leaders, leaders stationed in a 

particular village and the family planning administrative staff. After such 

childbearing women return back to China, their check-ups will be re-directed to 

routine nonnal check-up management. 

(4) Fraudulent report targets will be book-kept and reported with signatures to the 

township family planning office by the village major leaders, and family planning 

special agents. The township service technicians for each responsible group from 

the township family planning office will base on the submitted reports from 

various villages (communities) and combine all women check-up data into books. 

Ill. Accountability: 

Various villages must handle each round of the "double check-ups" truly and 

pragmatically. Strictly prohibit frauds. Once the missing and/or fraudulent reports are 

discovered, the applicable persons and agents will be seriously sought after. 

1. Fraudulent cases: the directly responsible persons in a fraudulent case will 

be publicly criticized. Those with more severe cases will be disciplined. 

Per each fraudulent case along with the result of unauthorized births, the 

village major leaders and the family planning specialized agents will be 

disciplined based on its severity. 

2. The qualification to be elected as a model village will be canceled for that 

year for those villages with confirmed fraudulent cases. The township 

work team leaders, the village party secretaries, the village committee 

directors will all be publicly criticized, their qualifications to be elected as 

the model individuals will be canceled and the reward bonuses for that 
I 
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• t 2 -1 1 '"" go· 0 0 1CJ',fl05/2. 119408 2035 Case: 10-3089 L.. men : ,_ ra. "· o .. 

year tor those leaders stationed in appiicuble viltages and the family 

planning administrative staff from applicable villages wdl be deducted. 

Jin Feng Township Population and 

Family Planning Leadership Group 

5/18/2009 

JinFeng 
Township 

Population and 
Family Planning 

Leadership 
Group 

Report to: city family planning work leadership group, city family planning bureau. 

CC to: township family planning office, township party and administrative leading members. 

[TRANSLATION] 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
A.ttorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: ( 212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: <212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is A Few 
Stipulations on Further Enhancing the Standards for "Double Check-ups" Work, Jin 
Feng Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group (May 18, 2009). The 
present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board 
of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

am~$~~m*~~m~~mm~#~-~tlo ~w~~~mo~~~ff 
W~B~~~m-~~m~. m~~~ft-~o 

Respectfully, 
I 

' / 

/L----
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
;\ttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

T.:lcphone: (212)925-1208 
Facsimile: (212)925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is A Few 
Stipulations on Further Enhancing the Standards for "Double Check-ups" Work, Jin 
Feng Township Population and Family Planning Leadership Group (May 18, 2009). The 
present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board 
of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully! 
I 

/L--/~ 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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Case: 10-3089 .ment: 21-1 Page: 83 10/05/2. 119408 ~035 

'' uious fownship (Community) Pro~ress .t{e-port on Focused FamiJy 
.?Ianning Work 

6/2212009- 6/26/2009 

Township Visit Double Check-up 1 Long Term Birth Remedial 
/Neighbor- Control Measure 
hood for 

unauthoriz 
ed 
Pregnancy 

Partie Fami- Pregna IUD 2+ IUD Sterili Steri Abo Ind 
ipants lies ncy Check Tim zation lizati rtio ucti 

Visited Check es on n on 
after 
two 
girls 

Total 4264 7600 203 596 33 136 68 18 10 61 
WuHang 126 115 1 29 2 7 2 
Hang Cheng 217 58 6 17 0 11 1 
YingQian 267 131 13 8 8 1 1 
ShouZhan 117 355 3 11 1 2 1 1 2 
Yu Tian 139 216 19 29 8 10 5 1 2 
Luo Lian 105 217 7 11 1 2 1 1 2 
Jiang Tian 140 436 l3 46 1 10 13 2 3 
Song Xia 128 916 2 21 1 3 2 2 4 
GuHuai 65 98 7 44 13 5 2 5 
Wen WuSha 126 138 4 20 7 2 2 3 
He Shan_g 1651 617 45 l02 2 2 5 1 5 
Zhang Gang 112 49 42 122 6 13 9 3 12 
HuNan 238 282 11 27 7 4 3 2 1 
Jin Feng 173 148 6 23 11 7 1 5 
Wen Ling 283 2791 12 33 1 12 5 2 3 
MeiHua 135 238 3 15 5 1 l l 
ZhangTou 227 788 22 Jl 2 13 5 l 1 13 
HouYu 15 7 2 

[TRANSLATION] 
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Case: 1 0-3089 G.ment: 21-1 Page: £35 1 0/05/2L. 119408 2035 

:!)09 !.\'tay and June ProS!ress Reoort on Four ~U11!eries and Sociai Child 
3upport Fee Collections 

6/26/2009 

Township Sterilization Induction Social Child Support Fee Memo 
/Neighbor- Collection 
hood Task Comp- Ratio Task Com- Ratio Task Comp- Ratio 

leted pleted leted 
Total 605 339 56.03 245 284 115.92 1682.17 738.76 43.92 C)lt:l:l 
WuHang 4 5 125 7 8 114.29 53.63 60.3 112.45 ~~ Hang Chen~t 23 14 60.87 7 9 128.57 24.77 31.10 125.58 

'< 0 
YingQian 28 22 78.57 9 10 111.11 69.22 17.2 24.85 ~~ ShouZhan 16 9 56.25 10 12 120 68.1 14.27 20.95 .... ~ 
Yu Tian 50 28 56 13 13 100 138.45 32.19 23.25 § -· 
LuoLian 6 7 116.67 2 3 150 15.77 16.74 106.13 ~r Jiang Tian 52 39 75 24 24 100 93.08 20.84 22.39 
SongXia 49 23 46.94 10 13 130 224.02 72.65 32.43 

~0' 
~..., 

Gu Huai 49 42 85.71 22 29 131.82 97.68 98.76 101.11 ~ s: 
.... jl) 

WenWuSha 19 12 63.16 11 12 109.09 53.46 31.15 58.27 E.'< 
'< ..... 

He Shang 55 21 38.18 24 29 120.83 148.89 51.72 ·34.74 
. 0 .... 

Zhang Gang_ 31 20 64.52 22 29 131.82 193.95 76.78 39.59 
!: 
..:t 

HuNan 47 22 46.81 11 13 118.18 86.85 36.61 42.15 0 ...... 
Jin Feng 88 31 35.23 32 32 100 256.81 64.62 25.16 tv 

8 
Wen Ling 36 18 50 13 18 138.46 61.31 59.04 "96.29 '-0 

MeiHua 7 3 42.86 3 4 133.33 16.05 3.85 23.99 t;;' 

ZhangTou 45 23 51.11 24 26 108.33 80.13 49.72 62.05 
....... 
Vl 

HouYu 0 0 1.22 #div/0! ~ 
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Case: 10-3089 .ment: 21-1 Page: 87 10/05/2. 119408 2035 

1988- :009 Yeariy CoHection Standards tor Rural and Urban 
l~esidents with Family Planning Policy Violations 

l/29/2009 

Rural Residents Urban Residents 

Year Average Birth One extra Two extra Average Birth One extra 
pure ahead of birth births take- ahead of birth 
income schedule home schedule 
last year income 

last year 
1987 - - - - - - -
1988 672 806-1131 2688- 5376- - - -

4032 8064 
1989 779 935-1558 3166- 6232- - - -

4674 9348 
1990 874 1049-1748 3496- 6992- - - -

5244 10488 
1991 961 1153-1922 3844- 7688- 1351 1621- 5404-

5766 11532 2702 8106 
1992 1046 1255-2092 4184- 8368- 1592 1910- 6368-

6276 12552 3184 9552 
1993 1251 1501-2502 5004- 10008- 1809 2171- 7236-

7506 15012 3618 10854 
1994 1538 1846-3076 6152- 12304- 2157 2588- 8628-

9228 18456 4314 12942 
1995 2118 2542-4236 4872- 16944- 3505 4206- 14020-

12708 25416 7010 21030 
1996 2811 3373-5622 11244- 22488- 4121 4945- 16484-

16866 33732 8242 24726 
1997 3519 4223-7038 14076- 28152- 5150 6180- 20600-

21114 42228 10300 30900 
1998 4012 4814-8024 16048- 32096- 6382 7658- 25528-

24072 48144 12764 38292 
1999 4272 5126-8544 17088- 34176- 7585 9102- 30340-

25632 51264 15170 45515 
1000 4447 5336-8894 17788- 35576- 7851 9421- 31404-

26682 53364 15702 47106 
2001 4650 5580-9300 18600- 37200- 8904 10688- 35616-

27900 55800 17808 53424 
2002 4850 5820-9700 19400- 38800- 9623 11548- 38492-

29100 58200 L0246 57738 
2003 5090 6108- 20360- 40720- 10488 12586- 41952-

10180 20540 61080 20926 62928 
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' 
12005 

!2006 
2007 

2008 

2009 

Case: 10-3089 ament: 21-1 Page: 88 10/05/2. 119408 2035 

:5350 
I 

5901 

6251 

6628 

7416 

8301 

'1420-
1(}700 

7081-
11802 
7502-
12502 
7954-
13256 
8900-
14832 
9972-
16620 

-.:1-J.OO- · ~l:\(;0- • l0865 
'') 1('0 4?00 ) - ' 

q·_ 

20360- 47208- 11795 
35406 70812 
25004- 50008- 13020 
37506 75012 
26512- 53024- 14060 
39768 79536 
29664- 59328- 16872 
44496 88992 
3324().. 66480- 18948 
49860 99720 

- !303 8- ; -B460-
) 1730 5190 'o -
l4154- 47180-7-
23590 77-
15624- 52080-
26040 78120 
16872- 56240-
28120 84360 
20247- 67488-
33744 101232 
22738- 75792-
37896 113688 
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1987 - - .... - - - -. 
1988 672 806-1311 2688-4032 5376-8064. • ·- - -
1989 779 935~1558 3116-4674 . 6232-9348 . - - I -
1990 874 1049-1748 349~5244 6992-10488 - - I -
1991 961 1153-1922 3844-5766. 7688-11532 1351 1621-2702 . 5404-8106 

1992 1046 1255-2092 4184-6276 8368-12552 1592 1910-3184 6368-9552 

1993 1251 1501~2502 5004-1506 10008-15012 t . 1809 2171-3618 723~10854 

1994 1538 1~3076 6152-9228 12304-18456 2157 .25834314 8628-12942 
' 

1995 2118 2542-4236 8472-12708 16944-25416 3505 4206-7010 14020.21030 

1996 2811 3373-5622 11244-16866 22488-33732 4121 4945-8242 16484-24726 
I 

1997 35.19 4223-7038 14076-21114 28152-42228 5150 6180-10300 20600.30900 

1998 4012 4814-8024 1604S..24072 32096-48144 6382 7658-12764 25528-38292 

1999 4272 5126-8544 17088-25632 34l7~51264 7585 9102-15170 30340-45516 

2000 4447 5336-8894 17788-26682 3557~53364 7851 9421-15702 31404-47106 

2001 4650 5580-9300 18600-27900 37200-55800 8904 10685-17808 35616-53424 

2002 4850 5820-9700 19400-29100 38800-58200 9623 11548-19246 38492-57738 

2003 5090 6108-10180 20360-30540 40720-61080 10488 12586-20926 41952-62928 

2004 5350 6420-10700 21400-32100 4~00-64200 10865 13038-21730 43460-65 190 

2005 5901 7081-11802 23604-3 5406 47208-70812 11795 14154-23590 47180-70770 

2006 . 6251 7502-12502 25004-37506 50008-75012 13020 15624-26040 52080-78120 

2007 6628 7954-13256 26512-39768 53024-79536 140'60 16872-28120 ' 56240-84360 
I 

2008 7416 8900-14832 29664-44496 59328-88992 16&72 20247-33744 6"7488-101232 485



c:a::;e : 10-3089 ment: 21 -1 Paqe: 90 1 0!05 119408 

6f&Tlf'ICX i'E {)F ·~ ·!(ANSLAflON 
. • ' 

1,. i'long ZHAN(;, uereby certify tltat tbe attached translation into the ~nglish 

1anguage o{the followinR original document below composed in the Chinese language, is 

true and complete: 

1. Letter from Xiao Hong Liu who is an office clerk of Jinfeng Town 

Government. 

:Z. Chinese ID of Xiao Hong Liu. 

J. Graduation Certificate of Xiao Hong Llu. 

4. Family Planning Office's Response to Yon Chai Liu's Inquiry on Family 

Planning PoUcies. 

S. Report on Jin Feng Township Family Planning Reform work published on 

Internal Circulation. 

6. Temporary Reward and Punishment Stipulations on Further Improvement of 

Family Planning Work. 2009 #S. 

7. A Few Stipulations on Further Enhancing the Standards for "Double Check· 

ups" Work. Jin Ji Sheng Ling [2009]#8. 

8. Various Township (Community) Progress Report and Focused Family 

Planning Work. 6122/2009-6/26/2009. 

9. 2009 May and June Progress Report on Foor Surgeries and Social Child 

Support Fee CoUections. 

10.1988-2009 Yearly Collection Standards for Rural and Urban Residents with 

Family Planning PoUcy Violations. U29/2009. 

I certify tbat I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-59l) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: <212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Progress Report 
Charts for Changle in 2009. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

a~~$•~~*~~~~~mm~#~X~tt.ww~~~~.~~wff 
M~B~~~*-~~~~. *~~~ft~~. 

Respectfully, 

/ 
//(_---

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1\ttorney-at-l.Aw 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212)925-1208 
Facsimile: (212)925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Progress Report 
Charts for Changle in 2009. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Respectfully, / 
', 
I 
f 

~~-
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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1 
17.05 

3.41 
T

ian M
in Z

heng, Jin M
ing Z

hou 
m

ain 
village 
cadre 

Jingm
en 

4 
2 

3 
1 

2 
1 

1 
1 

20.37 
4.07 

1.0 
Ju

n
 B

iaq Z
hang 

m
ain 

village 

' 
cadre 

S
hang dian 

2 
2 

2 
1 

1 
1 

1 
11.47 

2.29 
2.5 

F
ang JiL

in
, G

uang C
h

en
 

m
ain 

~ 
village 

0 
cadre 

~
 

Q
iantang 

1 
6.04 

1.21 
S

hen L
in 

m
ain 

.S 
village 

~
 

cadre 
T

otal 
55 

84 
76 

44 
27 

11 
23 

5 
373.56 

74.7 
31.99 

------
~
 

(X
) 
~
 

[O
fficial S

eal] 
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~
 

co 
w

 

U
ndertaker 

Y
an F

ei C
hen 

Q
ing C

hen 

L
i Z

hong H
uang 

V
illage 

Z
hongjie 

K
unshi 

H
uayuan 

Q
iaoxin 

G
ao lou 

F
ufang 

Q
ingshan 

H
unan 

Y
antang 

L
ongtian 

B
eiliu 

Y
angxia 

Y
ubei 

Y
unan 

G
uhuai T

ow
n D

etailed R
ecord o

f F
our O

perations A
rrears till N

ovem
ber 30 

N
ovem

ber 22, 2009 

T
otal 

IU
D

 Insertion N
ot 

S
terilization N

ot Perform
ed: 

P
erform

ed 
4 

Jian Y
ong S

hi, T
ian Y

ou 
R

ui Shi (tw
o daughters), Y

i,F
u S

hi 
S

hi 
8 

T
ian C

hai C
hen, H

ui L
in, 

B
in L

in, Z
hao L

iang C
hen, Z

hao W
ei C

hen, K
ai D

i L
in 

H
ang L

in, Y
i Z

hong L
in 

2 
B

ao M
ing L

iu, G
uo S

ong U
u

 
6 

G
ong L

in (not suitable), 
Jian S

han Z
hang, S

hui T
ong L

in, Jin H
ua Y

ou (tw
o daughters), Jian 

X
iao M

ing F
eng 

Y
u

Y
o

u
 

(caesarean section) 

2 
W

ei Z
heng (caesarean 

M
eng A

i C
hen (tw

o daughters) 
section) 

4 
R

ui Ju H
uang 

K
ai K

e H
uang, K

ai T
an H

u<V
lg. X

i Jing H
uang 

5 
Jian Z

hong L
i 

F
a Jin L

i, G
uo H

uang L
i (tW

o daughters), W
en H

uang L
i, G

uo M
ei 

L
i (tw

o daughters) 
5 

B
ang L

in (tw
o daughters), X

ue Y
ong L

in (tw
o daughters), C

hun L
in, 

X
ue W

ei L
in, M

in D
ong L

in 
2 

Y
ong Q

ing Z
heng (tw

o daughters), Jian Z
hong C

hen 
1 

Q
ing S

heng Z
heng 

13 
L

i S
ong Z

hang, Y
u L

in, 
H

ui Z
hang, Q

ing Jian Z
hang, C

hun K
ui Z

hang (tw
o daughters), M

ing 
D

e F
eng L

in, W
ei Z

hang, 
G

uang Z
hang, Y

un L
i Z

hang (tw
o daughters), Y

un L
ian Z

hang, T
ian 

X
ue Q

ing Z
hang 

Long_ L
in, D

ing J ie Z
hang 

1 
W

en D
ian Jiang (not 

suitable) 
5 

X
ue H

ong Jiang (tw
o daughters), C

hang H
ui Jiang (tw

o daughters), 
Y

i Y
i Jiang (tw

o daughters),. C
hang F

ajian
g

 (tw
o daughters), Jin 

Z
hong Jiang (tw

o daughters) 

494



Y
uzhong 

9 
X

iang C
hun Jiang 

B
in Jie Jiang, G

uo Q
in Jiang, Z

hi H
ui Jiang, T

ian S
hun Jiang, C

hun 
(caesarean section), Y

un 
M

ing Jiang 
H

ui Jiang (caesarean 
section), G

uo W
u L

in, Jin 
Q

uan G
ao 

Y
angbu 

1 
Y

ou F
an G

ao (tw
o daughte~s) 

H
ub an 

2 
W

ei Jiang (holds birth 
F

a B
ing Jiang 

perm
it) 

M
in Z

heng 
G

anen 
18 

Y
an L

in, Q
uan L

in, Y
u 

Ji L
iang Z

eng (tw
o daughters), Y

uan W
ei C

hen, G
uo G

uang L
in (tw

o 
Y

 e L
in (caesarean 

daughters), L
iang Z

heng, Y
jn X

iang Z
heng, F

eng P
eng C

hen, P
eng 

section), Y
in Q

ian Z
heng 

L
in (tw

o daughters), K
ai Y

ong Z
heng, G

uo C
heng Z

eng, S
hu M

ing 
L

in, G
uo Q

in L
in, Y

i Q
in Z

heng, Y
uan T

ao C
hen, P

ei Z
hou Z

heng 
Z

hutian 
8 

W
en S

hui L
in (tw

o daughters), Q
uan L

in, W
u Y

i L
in, Jin Q

uan L
in, 

W
en C

hai L
in, H

ong G
u

an
,Jin

 G
an L

in, W
u L

in 
X

iacun 
8 

M
ing C

hen, G
uo Q

uan 
X

in Q
u C

hen (tw
o daughters), K

un Q
i C

hen, Jin H
uai C

hen, Jian Y
in 

C
hen (caesarean section) 

C
hen, H

ua C
hen (tw

o daugftters), C
hang Y

ong C
hen 

Jingm
en 

4 
Z

hong X
iang C

hen, Y
 ao 

Y
an X

iang C
hen (tw

o daughters) 
C

hen, C
hang S

hao C
hen 

S
hang dian 

3 
Y

i N
en L

in 
Jian L

in, G
uo L

i L
in 

Q
iantang 

T
otal 

Ill 
32 

79 
-

/'ofOv!o..t' 
I 

\ i 
[O

fficial S
eal] 

~
 

~
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N
ovem

ber 2009 F
am

ily P
lanning's 5 T

arget T
asks A

llocation T
able 

V
illage 

Q
ingshan 

B
eiliu 

F
ufang 

H
unan 

Y
unan 

Y
ubei 

Y
uzhong 

H
ub an 

Y
angbu 

Y
antang 

L
ongtian 

Z
hongjie 

G
ao lou 

Y
angxia 

-K
inqiao 

lalu
ay

u
an

 

# o
f S

terilization 
S

urgery 

(
/)

 

8 0 

~ ~ 
4 2 

6 14 

9 5 4 4 14 
8 5 

1 1 "3 
..c (

/)
 

·a u:: =It: 

2 

(/) 
1-< 

~
 
~
 

0 
~ ...... a 

E-< 
~
 

v 
....... 

v 
;>

 
0 

.::: 
0 

=
~
t
:
O
Z
 

2 4 3 1 2 1 1 
4 3 2 

S
terilization after 

birth o
f 2nd 

daughter 

(/) 

:s 
(/) 

1-< 

~..s 
c<:l 

~
 

E-< 
v 

1-< 
....... 

;>
 

c<:l 
0 

...... 
v 

=It: 
~
 

;>-. 

2 1 
2 3 3 3 1 
3 3 2 4 
2 2 

"0
 

(/) 
,.g 

~
 
~ 

V'J 
~
 

._
. 

...... 
E-< 

~
 

.s 
....... 

0 
(.I.. 

0 
.::: 

~
 
~
 
~
 

1 1 1 

N
ovem

ber 5, 2009 

F
our O

perations 
C

ollection o
f S

ocial 
I T

hird R
ound o

f D
ouble 

M
aintenance F

ee for 
E

xam
inations 

U
nplanned B

irth 

...... 
0 

~
 

~
 

::I 

~
 s 

.§ 
<

 
,-.,_ 

~
 

(/') 

0
\ 

u 
1-< 

0 
0 

c<:l 
·
-

0 
0 

0 
\
0

-
~
 

'""'u
 

52.60 I 12.19 
65.38 I 4.92 
82.59 I 3.17 
89.41 I 2.88 
74.79 I 7.50 
1oo.o 

1 o.oo 
0 69.98 I 4.47 

0.00 
79.17 I 3.63 
92.41 I 0.71 
66.86 I 14.98 
1oo.o 1 o.oo 
0 86.63 I 2.19 
81.89 I 16.26 
86.42 I 4.84 
80.29 I 6.93 

"
0

"
0

 
0 

0 
"0

 
...., 

~ 
~ 

~:::::: 
...., 

0 
§

u
 

0 
0 

~
~
 

3.05 
1.23 
0.79 
0.72 
1.88 
0.00 

1.12 
0.00 
0.91 
0.18 
3.75 
0.00 

0.55 
4.07 
1.21 
1.73 

0 
o

..O
 

-
o

-
o

 
0......, 

0 
0 

"0
 
~
 

0 
0 

...... 
C

l..-o
S

 
....... 

0 
c<:l 

0 
0 

>< 
~
z
r
.
u
 

158 
112 
87 
191 
218 
203 

225 
91 
64 
107 
245 
308 

215 
505 
189 
142 

E
 c<:l 

~
 

....... 
~
 

0 
0 

"0
 

1-< 
·o 

~
 

o 
0 

0 
..0

 
i5.. 

0 
8 

S ..c 
0 

...., 
;>

 
0

-
0 

u::sz 
94.0 
92.0 
94.0 
94.0 
92.0 
94.0 

94.0 
94.0 
94.0 
94.0 
94.0 
94.0 

94.0 
92.0 
92.0 
92.0 

0 

.s 
-~ 

~:::::: 
.s 

0 
·
-

H
 

V
J 

·
-

...... 
0 

~
 

1-< 
Q)~--< 

..0
 

(/)..8 
-

0 
8 

c<:l 
0.. ..0

 
....... 

E-< 
~
 

S S 
0 

v 
v 

"0
 

;>
 

....... 
;>

 
8 

0 
::I 

~
 

0 
0 

...... 
v 

U
Z

 
v

Z
 

=~t:~ 
>-. 

149 
27 

103 
23 

82 
18 

180 
32 

201 
43 

191 
26 

212 
I 39 

86 
112 

60 
18 

101 
I 13 

230 
I 36 

290 
I 52 

202 
I 42 

465 
I 84 

174 
I 35 

131 
I 26 

"0
 

0 
..c (/) 

·a u:: ~ 

2 1 1 2 1 2 7 

(/) 

~
 
~ 

c<:l 
·
-

E-< 
~
 

....... 
v 

0 
.::: 

=~t:O 

3 2 2 3 6 4 8 2 3 3 6 2 12 
7 5 
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G
anen 

K
unshi 

X
iacun 

Z
hutian 

Jingm
en 

S
hangdian 

Q
iantang 

T
otal 

.... 0
0

 
-....! 

19 
8 6 15 
5 4 1 138 

1 
6 

1 
3 2 

2 
4 2 1 

1 
1 

9 
48 

6 
1 

57.82 
41.04 

1 
1 

18.39 
15.13 

2 
44.55 

12.16 
4 

1 
76.61 

11.44 
2 

56.97 
5.48 

1 
65.12 

11.52 
1 

1 
0.00 

51 
4 

9 
71.68 

181.44 

10.26 
587 

92.0 
540 

96 
7 

12 
3.78 

131 
92.0 

i 
121 

17 
1 

8 
3.04 

132 
92.0 

121 
32 

1 
5 

2.86 
460 

92.0 
. 

423 
77 

7 
11 

1.37 
179 

92.0 
165 

25 
8 

2.88 
105 

94.0 
99 

15 
3 

0.00 
103 

92.0 
95 

14 
1 

1 
45.36 

4757 
4416 

792 
36 

117 
...._.... 

_.;::-..., 

~ 
) 
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C
ategory 

c 0 O
J) 

1
) 

...... 
~
 

u ...... 
V

J 
.... 

...... 
IJ... 

~
 

CX> 
<

0
 

.
.
 

V
illage 

T
otal 

Q
ingshan 

5 
F

ufang 
3 

H
unan 

7 

Y
ubei 

6 

Y
uzhong 

14 

H
ub an 

4 

Y
angbu 

1 
Y

antang 
7 

L
ongtian 

6 

Z
hongjie 

8 

G
ao lou 

3 

S
hang dian 

6 

G
uhuai T

ow
n F

our O
perations A

rrears L
ist till N

ovem
ber 3

0
 

N
ovem

ber 3, 2009 

IU
D

 Insertion N
ot P

erform
ed 

S
terilization N

ot P
erform

ed 
R

u
iJu

 H
uang 

K
ai K

e H
uang, K

ai T
an H

uang, Jian B
in H

uang, X
i JingH

uang 
Y

u L
in Z

heng, W
ei Z

heng 
M

eng A
i C

hen (tw
o daughters) 

J ian Z
hong L

i 
X

ue Jue L
i, F

a Jin L
i, G

uo H
uaillg L

i (tw
o daughters), F

a Y
in L

i (tw
o 

daughters), W
en H

uang L
i, G

uo ;M
ei L

i (tw
o daughters) 

S
heng Z

hu Jiang, Z
hong W

ei 
Ji H

ong C
ha 

Jiang, W
en H

uang Jiang, 
H

ang L
in, C

un W
u Z

heng 
X

iang C
hun Jiang, Y

un H
ui 

G
uo H

ai Jiang (tw
o daughters), Z

hong Y
ong Jiang (tw

o daughters), Y
un 

Jiang, G
uo W

u L
in, Y

un D
i 

D
eng G

ao, H
ua R

en Jiang, B
in H

e Jiang, G
uo Q

in Jiang, Z
hi H

ui Jiang, T
ian 

Jiang, Jin Q
uan G

ao 
S

hun Jiang, G
uo S

ong Jiang, C
hun M

ing Jiang 
G

uo Y
an Jiang, M

ei Y
u G

ao, 
Fa B

ing Jiang 
W

ei Jiang 
Y

ou F
an G

ao (tw
o daughters) 

Q
ing H

ua L
in, X

ing L
in 

B
ang L

in (tw
o daughters), X

ue 'io
n

g
 L

in (tw
o daughters), C

hun L
in, X

ue 
W

ei L
in, M

in D
ong L

in 
K

uan Z
eng Z

heng, J ian X
ing 

Q
un Z

heng, Y
ong Q

ing Z
heng (tw

o daughters), Y
un B

in C
hen (tw

o 
C

hen 
daughters), Jian Z

hong C
hen 

I 

Jian Y
 ong S

hi, L
i Y

 ong S
hi, 

Y
i R

ui S
hi (tw

o daughters), G
uang H

ui Jiang, R
ui S

hi (tw
o daughters), Y

i F
u 

T
ian Y

ou S
hi, Q

ing_ W
ei S

hi 
S

hi 
C

hun G
an W

u, Z
hong B

in 
C

huan Y
 ong C

hen 
I 

S
hi 

Y
i N

en L
in, G

uo Y
 an L

in 
Jia W

en L
in, Q

i F
eng L

in, Jian L
in, G

uo L
i L

in 
I 498



~
-
~
 

B
eiliu 

3 
R

en Z
hong Z

heng 
F

a M
ei Z

heng, Q
ing S

heng Zhei!lg 

Y
unan 

14 
Jin Q

u Jiang, Y
ue B

ao Jiang (tw
o daughters), Y

ong Z
heng Jiang (tw

o 
daughters), X

ue H
ong Jiang (tw

o daughters), Z
hang H

ui Jiang (tw
o 

daughters), Y
i Y

i Jiang (tw
o daughters), L

in Jian Jiang, Jin Q
iu Jiang, Y

i Ju 
Jiang (tw

o daughters), X
ue Y

ou Jiang (tw
o daughters), C

hun Y
ou Jiang, 

C
hang F

a Jiang (tw
o daughters),Jin Z

hong Jiang (tw
o daughters), Z

hi P
ing 

Jiang (tw
o daughters) 

Y
angxia 

22 
L

i S
ong Z

hang, Y
u L

in, D
e 

B
i C

hu Z
hang, B

u F
eng Z

hang, Y
i L

ang L
in (tw

o daughters), C
hang C

hun 
F

eng L
in, M

in K
ai Z

hang, 
Z

hang, H
ui L

in Z
hang (tw

o daughters), H
ui Z

hang, Q
ing Jian Z

hang, Jian S
hi 

W
ei Z

hang, X
ue Q

ing 
Z

hang, C
hun K

ui Z
hang (tw

o daughters), M
ing G

uang Z
hang, Y

un L
i Z

hang 
Z

hang, Y
un D

uan Z
hang, 

(tw
o daughters), Y

un L
ian Z

hang, T
ian L

ong L
in, D

ing Jie Z
hang 

S
hao K

ang_ Z
hang 

X
inqiao 

12 
Z

hou L
in, G

ong L
in, X

iao 
Q

uan Y
un Y

ou, Jian K
ang L

in, Y
un S

han L
in (tw

o daughters), Jian S
han 

M
ing F

eng, Jing M
ing L

iu 
Z

hang, S
hui T

ong L
in, Jin H

ua )fou (tw
o daughters), Jian Y

u Y
ou, Jian G

an 
Y

ou 

;:>-, 
H

uayuan 
8 

Y
ong M

ing L
iu, G

uo Y
un 

Jin F
eng Z

heng, Z
hu W

en L
iu, Jtin W

ei L
iu, B

ao M
ing L

iu, G
uo S

ong L
iu 

..... 
Z

heng, M
in H

ang L
iu 

0 O
J.) 

G
anen 

25 
Y

 an L
in, Q

uan L
in, Z

hi 
Y

un T
ao Z

heng, M
ing H

ai Z
heng, Ji L

iang Z
eng (tw

o daughters), X
in G

uang 
11) 

ca 
u 

X
iong C

hen, Y
u Y

e L
in, G

ui 
C

hen, Y
uan W

ei C
hen, G

uo G
u
~
g
 L

in (tw
o daughters), L

iang Z
heng, Y

in 
"t:) 

Jin L
in, Y

in Q
ian Z

heng 
X

iang Z
heng, H

ang Z
eng (tw

o daughters), F
eng P

eng C
hen, Jin S

hui C
hen, 

c 0 
P

eng L
in (tw

o daughters), K
ai Y

ong Z
heng, G

uo C
heng Z

eng, S
hu M

ing L
in, 

<
) 

11) 
C

li _
.. 

G
uo Q

in L
in, Y

i Q
in Z

heng, Y
uap T

ao C
hen, P

ei Z
hou Z

heng 
,,... 
0 
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K
unshi 

14 
Jing L

in, T
ian C

hai C
hen, 

W
en

 B
in L

in, B
in L

in, Jin D
ong: L

in, T
ian Z

hi C
hen, T

ian X
ia C

hen, Z
hao 

H
ui L

in, H
ang L

in, C
huan 

L
iang C

hen, Z
hao W

ei C
hen, K

ai D
i L

in 
L

in, Y
i Z

hong L
in 

X
iacun 

9 
B

iao C
hen, M

ing C
hen, G

uo 
X

in Q
u C

hen (tw
o daughters), W

un Q
i C

hen, Jin H
uai C

hen, Jian Y
in C

hen, 
Q

uan C
hen 

H
ua C

hen (tw
o daughters), C

hang Y
ong C

hen 
Z

hutian 
21 

1 in H
ua L

in, L
i L

in, C
an L

in, 
X

iang K
e L

in, W
en S

hui L
in (tw

o daughters), Q
uan L

in, Z
hong M

ing G
uan, 

H
ai D

i L
in, Q

ing Jian L
in, 

B
ao L

ong L
in (tw

o daughters), W
uyi L

in, S
hi A

n
 L

in, F
u Z

hong L
in (tw

o 
Z

hong L
in 

daughters), Jin Q
uan L

in, W
u L

in, M
u C

hai L
in, H

ong G
uan, Jin Y

u L
in, Jin 

G
an L

in, W
u

 L
in 

Jingm
en 

12 
M

ing K
ui Z

heng, C
hun G

an 
Jin X

in C
hen, Y

un R
en C

hen, W
en Q

i C
hen, Y

an X
iang C

hen (tw
o 

C
hen, Z

hong X
iang C

hen, 
daughters), M

ing C
hen 

F
eng C

hen, Y
 ao C

hen, X
iao 

L
in C

hen, C
hang S

hao C
hen 

Q
iantang 

1 
Q

iu G
ui C

hen 
I 

T
otal 

211 
73 

138 
I 

-
·
 

·
-
-
-

[O
fficial S

eal] 

....lo. 

<
0

 
....lo. 
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1 
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1 
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1 
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5
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Fang Qin He, hereby certify that I am competent in Chinese and English and that the translation of 

the following documents: 

1. Household Registration Booklet of Xiang Xing Lin 

2. November 2009 Family Planning's 5 Target Tasks Allocation Table 

3. Guhuai Town Four Operations Arrears List till November 30 

4. Guhuai Town Detailed Record of Four Operations Arrears till November 30 
5. Guhuai Town Four Operations, Social :l\1aintenance Fee Allocation Table 

6. Audit Receipt of Household's Family Planning Application for Qian Hua Su 

7. Audit Receipt of Household's Family Planning Application for Hui Zhen Chen 

8. Resident ID Card of Qian Hua Su 

9. Resident ID Card ofHui Zhen Chen 

10. Affidavit Letter from Qian Hua Su 

11. Affidavit Letter from Hui Zhen Chen 

12. Envelope from Xiang Xing Lin 

13. Envelope from Xiang Xing Lin 

14. Envelope from Xiang Xing Lin 

15. Envelope from Lian Jin Lin 

from Chinese to English are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

Date: 2/27/201 0 ~~ 
Fang Qin He 

Law Office of Theodore N. Cox 

401 Broadway Suite 701 

New York, NY 10013 

212-925-1208 

212-925-5188 
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THEODORE N. ;r' X, ESQ. 
Attorney-al-i~ w 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-120H 
Facsimile: (212)'125-SIHH 

April 26, 20 ll 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's titles are: Guhuai 
Town Four Operations Arrears List Until November 30; Guhuai Town Detailed Record 
of Four operations Arrears until November 30. Guhuai Town Four Operations, Social 
Maintenance fee Allocation Table. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior 
to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 
1287.6. See Matter of S-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247, 251 (BIA 2007). I thank you in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 
I 

f 

: JA.. 
(! ---

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEOD(' :'EN. COX, ESQ. 
Aiwrney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Te1:(86-59l) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) '125-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

April 26, 20 11 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's titles are: Guhuai 
Town Four Operations Arrears List Until November 30; Guhuai Town Detailed Record 
ql Four operations Arrears until November 30, Guhuai Town Four Operations, Social 
Maintenance fee Allocation Table. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior 
to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 
1287.6. See MatterofS-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247,251 (BIA 2007). I thank you in advance 
for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

-~~--~•*•~~~M~m~~~-~ftoWW•~~~o~•*H 

~~~-~~--~~~-.-~~~--~0 

Respectfully, 
.~ 

/ 
I 1~-/ ._/ . 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town 

Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town [2009] No. 33 

Notice of Strengthening of Family Planning Work of Tantou Town 

Each village party branch including Lingnan Village and villagers' committee: 

In order to ensure the full mission completion of our town's family planning work, 
especially smooth progress of works in both IUD insertion and sterilization, and according to the 
spirit of <<Population and Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province>> and request of 
"Those who have give birth to one child must undergo an IUD insertion; and those who have 
give births to two children must undergo a sterilization operation." Each village party branch 
and villagers' committee must conscientiously implement the work. 

1) Status of Each Village 
1. At present, there are still many subjects that did not undergo IUD insertion and 

sterilization operation in each village. Each village head is requested to carefully 
verify those subjects, timely notify them to report to Family Planning Office of 
Tantou Town and to undergo IUD insertion or sterilization operation. 

2. In each village, there are many Chinese women whom have given birth to two 
children in a foreign country. Regardless of whether their children have foreign 
nationality, those Chinese women are required to return to China and undergo 
sterilization operation. Unless they change their nationalities, then they may be 
exempt from sterilization. 

2) Implementation methods 
1. Notify subjects of who are required to undergo IUD insertion or sterilization 

operation in each village, let them to timely report to Family Planning Office of 
Tantou Town, and wait for the arrangements of IUD insertion or sterilization 
operation. These operations will be enforced if lateness occurs, plus a fme will be 
charged. 

2. For Chinese women whom have given birth to two children in a foreign country, 
each village has to inform their families so that they would have to undergo 
sterilization operations if they return to China. Violators will be subject to 
enforcement. 

3. Whoever violates the family planning policy, a social maintenance fee should be 
levied. 

People's Government of 
Tantou Town, Changle 

Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou own 
City 

ber 2, 2009 [official seal] 
Family Planning Office 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

[,Fang Qin He, hereby certify that I am competent in Chinese and English and that the 
translation of the following documents: 

l. Work Progress Report to Tantou Town's Implementation of "Fighting Month" for 
Family Planning 

2. Completion Number of Tantou Town's Family Planning Tasks by New Year of 2010 
Deadline 

J. Notice of Strengthening of Family Planning Work of Tantou Town 

from Chinese to English are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

Date: l/20/2010 

Fang Qin He 
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Tl/EODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
i\ttorney-at-Lttw 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tcl:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

'rdephone: ( 212) 925-120)1 
Facsimile: (212) '125-51 XX 

April 22, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice of" 
Strengthening of Family Planning Work of"Tantou Town, Family Planning Leading 
Group of Tantou Town (December 9, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matten~lS-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247, 251 (BIA 2007). I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

ft-~--~-~-~M~~~m~#~•~tto~~-~~~0~-~G 
~~~-~~--~~~-~-~~~ft-*o 

Respectfully,, 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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TIIEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
,lftorney-at-l1lw 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. I Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephonc: !212) '!25-1208 
Fac:>imile: (212)'!25-SIXX 

April 22, 201 L 

[respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice of 
Strengthening qf" Family Planning Work of Tantou Town, Family Planning Leading 
Group ofTantou Town (December 9, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite 
requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals 
pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matter qf"S-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247, 251 (BIA 2007). I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

I 
I 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
1 heodorecox 0> gmail.com 
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Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town 

Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town [2009] No. 37 

Work Progress Report to 

Tantou Town's Implementation of "Fighting Month" for Family Planning 

Villagers' Committee of each village including Houdong Village and each village party 

branch: 

In order to ensure the full mission completion of our town's implementation of 
"Fighting Month" for Family Planning, not holding back family planning work of the 

whole city, and according to requirements of local town's family planning leading group 

and spirit of Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town [2009] Document No. 34 -
<<Emergency Notice in regards to Strong Implementation of "Fighting Month" for 

Family Planning, including Strengthening of Responsibilities and Reward/Punishment 

Incentives>>, which states that: "Insist on implementing a weekly reporting system of 

family planning work, and implementing criticism at those villagers' committees whom 
has fallen behind work schedule." Now, work status of whole town's family planning of 

2010 is reported as follows: 

1) Status of whole town 

Till December 18: The whole town has completed 27 sterilization operations, 
which accounted for 51% of number of total tasks required by the end of this 

month (the required number of tasks is 53); the whole town has collected 

social maintenance fee in an amount of 250 thousand yuan, which accounted 
for 59.5% of total amount required by the end of this month (the required 

amount is 420 thousand yuan); the number of cases where people undergo the 

sterilization operation after giving birth to their second child was 9, which 

accounted for 69% of number of total tasks required by the end of this month 
(the required number of tasks is 13); the number of cases where people 

undergo induced labor abortion is 17, which accounted for 94.5% of number 
of total tasks required by the end of this month (the required number of tasks 
is 18). 

2) Status of villages that fall behind work schedule 

1. Work schedule of sterilization operations: Caozhu, Bianlan, Kefeng, 

Houdong, Erliu, Tantou, Lingnam, Fuxing, DaHong, etc. where a great 

arrears presented. 

2. Work schedule of collection of social maintenance fee: Lingnan, Tantou, 

Caozhu, Houdong, Xiajiang, Wenshi, has yet to collect social maintenance 
fee. 
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3. Villages that fall behind work schedule of which people undergo the 
sterilization operation after giving birth to their second child: Lingnan, 
Erliu, Biling, Bianlan, Shadi Houdong, Kefeng. 

3) Status of General Comment 
General Comment of villages: Tantou (large Village) Bianlan (middle Village) 

Wenshi, Yuandai 

From last week's report, FuXing has 2 sterilization operations( and 
included the number of cases where people undergo the sterilization 
operation after giving birth to their second child was 1), ZheLi has 2 cases 
where people undergo the sterilization operation after giving birth to their 
second child, Kefeng has 1 sterilization operation, Lingnan has 1 
sterilization operation, Dailing has collected social maintenance fee in an 
amount of 10 thousand yuan. Now the town's implementation of "Fighting 
Month" only have 2 weeks left, due to the time limit and the difficulty task, 
each village should face the problem, seize the time, concentrate efforts 
and take effective measures to solve problems, exert ourselves to change 
situation of falling behind work schedule, we should never hold back 
family planning work of the whole town. Fall behind village's main 
cadres, main Family Planning cadres, work group will be punish and 
reward at the end of this month according to the Tantou town's Family 
Planning [2009] Document No. 34 - <<Emergency Notice in regards to 
Strong Implementation of "Fighting Month" for Family Planning, 
including Strengthening of Responsibilities and Reward/Punishment 
Incentives>> Strictly implement reward and punish procedure. 
Enclosure: A progress chart of Number of Tantou Town's Family 
Planning Tasks of year 2010 

Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town 

December 18, 2009 

Government of People of 
Tan Tou Town, Changle 
City 

Family Planning Office 
[official seal] 
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A progress chart of Number of Tanton Town's Family Planning Tasks of Year 2010 

12/18/2009 

Village Sterilization Social Sterilization Induced IUD 
(20 points) Maintenance Fee after birth of labor insertion 

(25 points) 2nd abortion (10 
daughter (20 points) 
(15 points) points) 

I:: I:: I:: I:: I:: v v v v v 
> > > > > ·- a ·- ·- a 0 0 0 
(/J '"C (/J '"C (/J '"C (/J '"C (/J '"C 
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Total 76 27 167 25 47 9 57 28 135 58 
(17 

Houdong 10 3 6 6 1 7(7 2(2 15 10 
Kefeng 11 4 21.3 6.33 6 1 7(7 (3 16 8 
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Note: 1. Based on comparable fair principle, According to Village's population scale divide to 3 

category to evaluate, each category evaluate 1-2 fall behind villages. 
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2. 100% meet Policy standard get 5 points, 95% meet policy standard does not get any point, 

less than 95% according to the scale deduct point. 

3. No task columns gets town's average point 

4. Induced abortion 15 points 

51. Induced labor abortion 5 points 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

r, Fang Qin He, hereby certify that I am competent in Chinese and English and that the 
translation of the following documents: 

l. Work Progress Report to Tantou Town's Implementation of "Fighting Month" for 
family Planning 

2. Completion Number of Tantou Town's Family Planning Tasks by New Year of 2010 
Deadline 

J. Notice of Strengthening of Family Planning Work of Tantou Town 

from Chinese to English are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

Date: 1120/2010 

FangQinHe 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
, lttorney-at-Law 

..J01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) <!25-1208 
Fac,imilc: (212)'125-51~8 

April 22, 20 ll 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Work Progress 
Report to Tantou Town's Implementation of" Fighting Month" for Family Planning, 
Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town (December 18, 2009). The present 
request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of 
Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matter ofS-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 
247, 251 (BIA 2007). I thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

ft•~--~~*•~M~M~m~~~•~ttoWW•~~Mo~•*ff 

~~m•~~m-~~~•~•~~~--~0 

Respectfqlly, 
/ 

I 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
rheoclorecox@ gmail.com 
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TEIEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1 \ttorney-at-Law 

-/.OJ Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

1\:kphonc: ( 212) 'J:25-120X 
l'acsimilc: ( 212) '!25-51 XX 

April 22, 20 ll 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Work Progress 
Report to Tantou Town's Implementation of'" Fighting Month" for Family Planning, 
Family Planning Leading Group ofTantou Town (December 18, 2009). The present 
request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of 
Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matter ofS-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 
247, 251 (BIA 2007). I thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Respectfully, 
f 

l/ 
I 

' I 
I I 

' f /~ 
,. : ;· "· 

f i 

TheodMe N. Cox, Esq., 
lheoJorecox@ gmail.com 
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Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town 

Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town [2009] No. 35 

Work Progress Report to 

Tantou Town's Implementation of "Fighting Month" for Family Planning 

Villagers' Committee of each village including Houdong Village and each village party branch: 

In order to ensure the full mission completion of our town's implementation of "Fighting 
Month" for Family Planning, not holding back family planning work of the whole city, and 
according to requirements of local town's family planning leading group and spirit of Family 
Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town [2009] Document No. 34 - <<Emergency Notice in 
regards to Strong Implementation of "Fighting Month" for Family Planning, including 
Strengthening of Responsibilities and Reward/Punishment Incentives>>, which states that: 
"Insist on implementing a weekly reporting system of family planning work, and implementing 
criticism at those villagers' committees whom has fallen behind work schedule." Now, work 
status of whole town's family planning of 2010 is reported as follows: 

1) Status of whole town 
Till December 4: The whole town has completedl9 sterilization operations, which 
accounted for 36% of number of total tasks required by the end of this month (the 
required number of tasks is 53)~ the whole town has collected social maintenance fee 
in an amount of 170 thousand yuan, which accounted for 40% of total amount 
required by the end of this month (the required amount is 260 thousand yuan)~ the 
number of cases where people undergo the sterilization operation after giving birth to 
their second child was 5, which accounted for 38.5% of number of total tasks required 
by the end of this month (the required number of tasks is 13); the number of cases 
where people undergo induced labor abortion is 6, which accounted for 33% of 
number of total tasks required by the end of this month (the required number of tasks 
is 18); and there were 2 cases cleared by exception of that year, which should instead 
be collected for social maintenance fee. Shima village haven't implement the 
collection of social maintenance yet, and Kefeng Village haven't fmished the task of 
collection. 

2) Status of villages that fall behind work schedule 
1. Villages that fall behind work schedule of sterilization operations: Houdong, 

Kefeng, Caozhu, B ianlan, etc. where a great arrears presented. 
2. Villages that fall behind work schedule of collection of social maintenance fee: 

Houdong, Tantou, Lingnan, Erliu, Caozhu, Biling, Xiajiang, Shima, Yuandai, 
Wenshi, Zeli, etc., these 11 villages has yet to collect social maintenance fee. 
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3. Villages that fall behind work schedule of which people undergo the sterilization 
operation after giving birth to their second child: Houdong, Lingnan, Erliu, Biling, 
Bianlan, Shadi. 

Our town's family planning work before New Year of 2010 is arduous, each 
village should face the problem, seize the time, concentrate efforts and take 
effective measures to solve problems, exert ourselves to change situation of 
falling behind work schedule, make every effort to ensure the completion of every 
single family planning task before New Year, we should never hold back family 
planning work of the whole town. 

Enclosure: Completion Number of Tantou Town's Family Planning Tasks by 
New Year of 2010 Deadline 

Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town 

December 4, 2009 
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Village 

Total 
Houdong 
Kef eng 
Tantou 
Lingnan 
Fuxing 
Erliu 
Caozhu 
Bilin_g_ 
Bianlan 
Wenshang 
Shadi 
Daixi 
Xiajiang 
Wenxi 
Xixin 
Dailing 
Shima 
Yuandai 
Wenshi 
Jiangtang 
Zeli 
Dahong 
Jutan 

Completion Number of Tantou Town's Family Planning Tasks 

Sterilization 
(20 points) 

= Q) 
;> 

6 
r/J '"0 
~ Q) 

r/J ...c:: C\l r/J 
E--< :s Q) .... 4-< 0 0 u.. (J 
:j:j: :j:j: C/) 

53 19 
7 2 
8 3 
3 1 
3 1 
4 1 
4 2 
6 1 
2 2 
5 1 
2 2 
2 2 
1 

1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 

1 

by New Year of 2010 Deadline 

12/04/2009 

Social Sterilization Induced 
Maintenance after birth of labor 
Fee 2nd daughter abortion 
(25 points) (15 points) (20 

points) 

~ = ~ 
Q) Q) Q) 
;> ;> ;> 

6 ·- 6 Cj 
r/J '"0 r/J '"0 r/J '"0 
~ Q) ~ Q) ~ Q) 

r/J ...c:: r/J ...c:: r/J ...c:: C\l r/J C\l r/J C\l r/J 
E--< ·- Q) E--< ·a E--< ·-4-< .s .... 4-< 4-< .s 0 ·-0 u.. (J 0 u.. 0 u.. 
:j:j: :j:j: C/) :j:j: :j:j: :j:j: :j:j: 

42 17.1 13 5 4(18 (6 
1.7 2 1(2 
6.33 5 2 1 1(2 (3 
2.7 1 1 (1 
3.7 1 (1 
5.33 4.33 1 1 (1 
1.1 1 1(1 
2.4 1 1 (1 (1 
1.6 1 (1 
2.3 1 1 (1 

1 1 1(1 
3 3 1 (1 (1 
1.3 0.8 
1 

(1 (1 
3 2 
3.33 (1 
0.6 
1 

(1 
0.5 (1 

(1 
1.5 1 

IUD 
insertion 
(10 
points) 

~ 
Q) 
;> ·-Cj 
r/J '"0 
~ Q) 

r/J ...c:: C\l r/J 
E--< ·a 
4-< [; 0 
:j:j: :j:j: 

118 33 
10 10 
13 8 
7 
12 2 
6 2 
6 2 
5 2 
9 1 
2 
10 
7 3 
8 2 

4 
1 

3 
3 

5 
5 1 
1 

Note: 1. Each exam of Double Examinations has to increase by 10% by the end of this month. 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Fang Qin He, hereby certify that I am competent in Chinese and English and that the 
translation of the following documents: 

1. Work Progress Report to Tantou Town's Implementation of "Fighting Month" for 
Family Planning 

2. Completion Number of Tantou Town's Family Planning Tasks by New Year of 2010 
Deadline 

3. Notice of Strengthening of Family Planning Work of Tantou Town 

from Chinese to English are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

Date: 1120/2010 

Fang Qin He 
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THEODORE 1V. COX, ESQ. 
, \ttorney-at-Law 

..JOL Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road. Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tcl:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: ( 212) 925-120R 
l'ac.,imile: ( 212) '!25-51 XS 

April 22, 2011 

[respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached document 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Work Progress 
Report to Tantou Town's Implementation ()f' "Fighting Month" for Family Planning, 
Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town (December 4, 2009). The present 
request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of 
Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matter of S-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 
24 7, 251 ( B lA 2007). I thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

ft~~--~-*~~~~~~m~~~-~tto**~~~~o~~~G 

~~~-~~m-~~~•.•~~~-·~0 

Respectfully, 
I 

/I 
/ i /~ I . ../ 

Theodore N. Cox. Esq., 
1 heodorecox@ gmail.com 
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TlfEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
, \ttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. I Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 5l0 133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tck·phone: (212) 'i25-120H 
l'ac,imile: ( 212) '125-51 XX 

April 22, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached document 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Work Progress 
Report to Tantou Town's Implementation of'" Fighting Month" .f(Jr Family Planning, 
Family Planning Leading Group of Tantou Town (December 4, 2009). The present 
request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of 
Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matter (~f'S-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 
247,251 (BIA 2007). I thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Respectfully, 

( 

.l/ 
/ .~--

' 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
r heodorecox@ 2:mail.com 
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The Basic Knowledge of Population and the Family Planning 

1. What arc the minimum marriage ages for malt and female under the Marriage 
Law of our country? 

Answer: Male must not younger than 22 years old and Female must not younger 
than 20 years old. 

3. Urhat is the Early Marriage and Early Birth-giving? Are the Early Maniagc and 
Early Birth-giving illegai? Will they be punished? 

Answer: A male who is married before reaching 22 years old and a female who is 
married before reach to 20 years old are considered the Early Marriage. If there is 
an Early Marriage and then having baby is considered Early Birth-giving, The 
Early Marriage and Early Birth-giving are illegal and will be punished. 

3.  What an the Late Marriage and Late Birth-giving? 

Answer: Any male who are 25 years old or above and any female who are 23 
years old or above are considered having a Late Marriage. Woman getting 
pregnant and giving birth after a late marriage (23 years and 9 months old or 
above) or women giving birth who are 24 yews old or above is consider having a 
Late Birth-giving. 

4. What procedure is needed to get married? Why7 

Answer: The couple needs to register their marriagc to make it legal and can be 
protected b y  thc law. 

5 .  Can women carelessly take medicine, drink alcobol or smoke cigarette while 
during the pregnancy? 

Answer: No. Because it will make the baby deformed and with low IQ. 

6 .  What is the 'best food for an infant? 

Answer: Breast milk (blother's milk) 

7. Can cousins marry? Why? 

Answer: No. Because marriagc between close relatives might produce deformed 
children. 

8. When are the best time and what documents needed to register the infant? 
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Answer: After the babies were born and within one month, you have ro bring the 
Family Planning Certificate and Birth Certificate to Local Police's Station in order 
to get registered. 

9,  Under the reflation of our province, what contraceptive measure needs to be 
taken after giving birth to one child and what measwe needs to be taken after 
giving birth to two children? 

Answer: After  one child, on has to get IUD insertion and after two  children, 
one h a  to  be sterilized. 

10. Under the regulation of our province, how many children is a rural couple allowed 
to have? 
Answer: Can not have any more children if fi'rst baby is a boy. If first baby is a 
girl, then have to wait four years, woman must reach 25 years old or above in 
order to get a permit for a rural couple to have one more child. 

Family Planning Office 
Langqi Town , Public Education (Announcement or Declaration) 
Family Planning Association 
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Certificate of Accuracy 

STATE OF NEW Y O N  ) 
SS. 

COUM"Y OF NEW YORK ) 

I, Cui Ping Lin, Being Sworn, depose under the penalty of perjury: 

1 am competent in English and Chinese languages. t have made the following translation 
from the annexed documents from Chinese to English and hereby certify hat the same is 
true and complete translation to the best of my knowledge, ability and belief. 

I translated the following documents: 

The Basic Knowledge of Population and the Family Planning 

3&; 
,/ ui Plng Lin Subscribed and sworn to before me 

On 19' Day of J a n u w  2007 

o tary Public 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
A.ttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tekphone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212)925-51ll8 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Basic 
Knowledge of Population and the Family Planning, Family Planning Office, Langqi 
Town, Public Education (Announcement or Declaration) Family Planning Association. 
The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the 
Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

~~~$·~~*~~m~~~m~#~•~tt.ww~~~m.~~~ff 
w~B~m~m-w~m~, ~~~~ftu~. 

Respectfully, 

{/~- --!(/ 
·...-

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
A.ttorney-at-Law 

.JOJ Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: ( 212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: ( 212) 925-5188 

March 25,2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Basic 
Knowledge of Population and the Family Planning, Family Planning Office, Langqi 
Town, Public Education (Announcement or Declaration) Family Planning Association. 
The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the 
Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectful~, 

TheoL. o;;.-Esq., 
theodorccox@ gmail.com 
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• 
Family Planning News 

Family Planning Otnce of langql Town 

Telephone: 83601435 83603200 

lntemal Publication 

#30 

August 17, 2009 

Report on the Condition of Recent Progress of Population and 

Family Planning Program Of Langqi Town 

In order to implement and carry out the spirit of family planning working 
conference of municipalities and districts, urge the completion of various family planning 
targets and tasks of the second "100-Day Battle," and to fmnly grasp the family planning 
work of our Town, the report on the condition of progress of the family planning program 
of the Town, dated August 14, is as follows: 

1. The Situation of attaining the goals of"Double Examination" (Excluding 
Male Sterilization and Divorce) 

As of August 14, 47 out of 5893 people of the entire Town who are subject to 
"Double Examination" have not yet been brought into compliance (including 21 people 
who have missed more than two tenns)(for the period of August lO- August 14, 3 
people were brought into compliance: one from Le Village, Hongqi Management District, 
and the other two are from Qianjin Branch and Shengli Branch of Wuzhuang Village, 
respectively) The compliance rate is 99.21%. 

100% "Double Examination"compliance rate has been attained by 19 villages and 
branches, including Zhengfeng Village, Laofeng Village, and Laoguang Village of 
Hongqi Management District; Dongsheng Branch ofWuzhuang Village; Kangle Branch 
of Haiyu Village; Laotuan Village and Jianguang Village of Jinsha Management District; 
Longtai Village; Laorong Branch of Fengwo Village; Dongan Village, Nandou Village, 
and Yuanqian Village of Sanping Management District; Hongxing Village of Qianfeng 
Management District; Light Village, Nongqi Village, and Qingeng Village of Shangqi 
Management District; Minjiang Village; Tingjin and Dongqi Brnahc of Yunlong Village. 

The main [villages and branches] lacking compliance with .. Double 
Examination" includes 12 people in Haiyu (including 3 who have missed more than two 
terms), 10 people in Yunlong (including 5 who have missed more than two terms), and 8 
people in Jinsha (including 3 who have missed more than two terms). "Double 
Examination" is designed to prevent unplanned births; various management districts 
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• 
(villages) and working teams of villages shall form a united and a cooperative structure, 
strengthen the effort in investigation, push forward comprehensive management, and 
achieve the mission, especially for targets who have missed two consecutive terms for 
compliance. Headcount responsibility must be assigned, and an individual report system 
shall be established to ensure ongoing progress and to stabilize a low birth rate for the 
Town. 

2. The Situation of IUD Placement and Sterilization 

Currently the Town still has 154 instances of lack of IUD insertion and 148 
instances of lack of sterilization (including 42 instances of lack of sterilization after 
having two daughters). For the period of August 10- 14, Town-wide there were 3 IUD 
insertions (one each for Minjiang Village, Guanghui Village of Shangqi Management 
District, and Nongqi Village) and no sterilization. 

IUD insertion is lacking as follows: 45 in Yunlong, 23 in Haiyu, 18 in Jinsha, 18 in 
Qianfeng, 17 in Fengwo, and 11 in Shangqi. Sterilization is lacking as follows: 50 in 
Haiyu, 26 in Jinsha. and 23 in Yunlong. Targets who have not carried out long-term 
contraceptive measures risk of unplanned births. Villages and residences, respectively, 
shall further strengthen consciousness of the mission, increase esprits de corps, charge 
through the front lines, actively take all available measures, and fully facilitate the 
implementation of long-term contraceptive measures. 

3. The Situation of Completion of Critical Remedial Measures 

As of August 14. the Town has accomplished 29 cases of critical remedial 
measures including 9 abortions and 20 induced birth abortions. Critical remedial 
measures are the essence of reducing unplanned births for this year and for future 
enhancements to meet family planning target rates. Various management districts 
(villages) shall consider and facilitate implementation of remedial measures for 
unplanned births as a top priority to effectively prevent any rebound of unplanned births 
the Town. 

4. The Situation of Collection of Social Maintenance Fee 

As of August 14, the collection amount of social maintenance fee of the year is 
2,608,100 yuan (including more than 14,000,000 yuan for unplanned births as reported 
by police), collected from 29 people, and the collected amount is 873,200 yuan. The 
collection rate is 33.48%. 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, XUN LIN, am competent to translate from Chinese into English. and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1. Relative letter from Jiang. Xiu YWJ's sister Jiang. Xiu Xia 

2. Family planning news 

are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

XunLin 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
;lttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 · 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: (212) '>25-1208 
Facsimile: <212)'>25-518!! 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Report on the 
Condition <~/'Recent Progress of Population and Family Planning Program of Langqi 
Town, Family Planning Office ofLangqi Town (August 17, 2009). The present request is 
a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6~ Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

ft~~~-~~*m~~~~m~~#~-~tto ~~m~~~o~m~ff 
~~~~-~*-W~ffi~. ~M~~~~*o 

Respectfully, 

/~~~-
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
A.ttorney-at· Law 

.J01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephone: ( 212) '>25-1208 
f-acsimile: <212)925-5188 

March 25,2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Report on the 
Condition ofRecent Progress of Population and Family Planning Program of Langqi 
Town, Family Planning Office of Langqi Town (August 17, 2009). The present request is 
a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

f 

j/ 
Thetdor;~. ~o~~-Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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• • 
[Translation] 

Family Plaruring Office of Langqi Town, Langqi Economic District, Fuzhou City 

Notification on Further Reinforcement of Family Planning Work 

Communist Party Committees of Villages (Neighborhoods), Village Committees: 

To promote the deepening of our township population and family planning work, 
to eliminate to the maximum extent the blind comers of family planning work, to tum 
around the passive aspect of our town's family planning work, according to the 
requirements of District Committee and District Government and combine our town's · 
practical situation, now take notice as follows: 

1. Our town has traditionally been a hometown of overseas Chinese. Following 
China's refonn and opening, more and more people migrated abroad. After 
the 21st Century, along with our national and local economic power growing, 
the "backflow" of many overseas emigrants began. Many of them in the 
backflow are of child-bearing age. How to manage this population at bearing 
age brings new problems and challenges to our town's family planning work. 

2. After research in a joint conference of Town Communist Party Committee and 
People's Government, it is decided that those overseas Chinese "backflow" 
from abroad who have not obtained foreign nationalities, still must obey the 
national and Fujian Province family planning laws and regulations and follow 
the requirements of family planning work guiding documents issued over the 
years by Districts and Towns, and carefully do family planning work, and put 
an end to out-of-plan births. 

3. For overseas Chinese "backflow" from abroad who have ever given birth 
inside or outside of the country, regardless whether or not their children have 
obtained foreign nationalities, all parents without exception are subject to our 
town's family planning goals, and will be managed by current family planning 
management measures. Couples who give birth outside the plan shall pay the 
fme according to the current standard. Women of child-bearing age who meet 
the criteria for IUD insertion, must resolutely insert an IUD. Women who are 
pregnant outside the plan, shall undergo [dilation and curettage) abortion or 
induced-labor abortion, and if the nature of violation is bad[~~]. "one party 
of the couple" shall resolutely undergo sterilization. 
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• • 
Family Planning Office of LangQi Town. Fuzhou City 

August 30. 2009 

Peopte•s . 
Government of 
Langqi Town. 
Langqi 
Economic 
Region 
Special Seal for 
Family Planning 
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• • 
CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I. Vera C. S14 certify that I am competent to translate Chinese into English. and 
that the translation of the document below: 

Notification on Further Reinforcement of Family Planning Work from Family 
Planning Office of Langqi Town. FU7hou City 

is complete and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

Date: December 23, 2009 
!d 
veiac. su 
Law Office of Theodore N. Cox 
401 Broadway Suite 701 
New York. NY 10013 
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TIIEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
, \ltomey~at-1-llW 

..JO I Broadway, Suite 70 L 
New York, NY 100/3 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-59l) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
1)7 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:( 86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

1\-kphone: <212) '1~)-L'OX 
J'ac,i111tle: I 2 I 2) '125-5 I XX 

fVIarch 25, 20 I l 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notification on 
Further Reinf'orcement of' Family Planning Work, Family Planning Office of Langqi 
Town, Langqi Economic District, Fuzhou City (Aug. 30, 2009). The present request is a 
prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6: Matten~f'S-Y-G-. supra. I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 
; 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorccox 0 1 ~mail. com 
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TIJEODORE 1V. COX, ESQ. 
, \1/omey-at-l~tw 

-10 L Broadway, Suite 70 I 
New York, NY J00/3 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

l'c·kphone: t 21.') '\25 -120X 
l·acsinuk: ( 212) '!25 51 XX 

March 25. 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Not~fzcation on 
Further Reinf'orcement (Jf' Family Planning Work, Family Planning Office of Langqi 
Town. Langqi Economic District, Fuzhou City (Aug. 30, 2009). The present request is a 
prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6: Matter ofS-Y-G-. supra. I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
lhcodorccox 1.!!1 2:mail.com 
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Current Location: Cangshan, Fuzhou > government public information > government agency 
public information catalogue > population and family planning bureau 
[Return to previous page] 

Additional Regulations Concerning 'Three Types of Legal Rewards" Task of the Population and 
Family Planning Bureau, Cangshan District 

[Publishing Institution: Population and Family Planning Bureau of Cangshan District; Time: 
April 30,2008 15:46:27; Number of Views: 1671 

Changshan Family Planning [20081 Article 8 

Additional Redations Concerninp 'Three T v ~ e s  of Legal Rewards" Task of the 
Po~ulation and Farnilv Plannin~ Bureau, Cangshan District 

In order to thoroughly implement "The Population and Family Planning Regulations of Fujian 
Province", it's stipulated the implementation of ''Three Types of Legal" rewards to the couples 
who follow family planning policy. Now, according to the requirements of family planning 
offices of the province and city level, and in conjunction with our district's actual situation, it's 
especially stipulated the following additional regulations on concerned items: 

First, reward for parents with a single child. 

1. Having one boy in rural area and having one child in urban area. A month after the baby's 
birth, the parents shall receive "Only-Child Parents Honorable Certificate". Family planning 
workers from various administrative villages (community). together with the head of central 
household (team) should visit these parents promptly and send them their congratulations, and 
deliver them proclamation circular of the "Only-Child Parents Honorable Certificate". For 
those parents who had been repeatedly mobilized on receiving the "Only-Child Parents 
Honorable Certikicate" but do nor wish to receive such certificate. they must sign and waive their 
right to receive tile ieltik~cate temporarily. This shall be recorded with explanation. 

2. For those who apply and receive the only-child parents rewards, they must have a household 
registration in the rural area. If in the city, they must be unemployed. 

3. Documents submitted to apply and receive only-child parents rewards: ( I )  the original and 
photocopy of the "Only-Child Parents Honorable Certitkate"; ( 2 )  Single-child birth certificate or 
both the original and photocopy of the household registration; (3) the original and photocopy of 
both parents' household registration; (4) the original and photocopy of marriage certificate. 
,4pplicants must apply at the family planning office that has jurisdiction on where they reside. 

4. If an applicant has a work lutit. then the reward should be given by the work unit. If the work 
unit does not give such reward, the family planning office should [nail a reminder to the work 
unit with a "notice concerning single-child parents cash reward". [f indeed the work unit does 
not provide such reward, the family planning office must enclose related documents ro the 
District's family planning bureau. 
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5. For those applicants whose household registrations indicate a work unit but do not verify if 
they are unemployed, and if they have received the "Only-Child Parents Honorable Certiiicate" 
from our district, they must report the cash reward amount to their work unit. 

Second, two daughters sterilization reward. 

1. Ln rural area, couples who have two daughters must undergo sterilization surgery within three 
months after the birth of their second child. Family planning workers From the villages together 
with the head of central household (team) must visit them promptly to collect related documents 
for reward application purpose. 

2 .  Documents needed for 'Two Daughters Sterilization Reward" application: ( I )  the original and 
photocopy of the 'Two Daughters Sterilization Surgery"; (2) the original and photocopy of the 
hospital discharge summary; (3) the original and photocopy of hospital impatient receipt; and (4) 
the original and photocopy of "Repeated Biah Service Certificate" or the repeated birth 
verification form. 

3. After township's (neighborhood) family planning workers receive such documents, and if they 
have doubt on the authenticity of such documents, they must verify with the hospital. If 
confirmed those document are indeed fraudulent, they must inform statisticians to update the 
data in the computer system with the number of deduction of 'Two Daughters Sterilization" 
cases reflected. 

Third, waiver to receive repeated birth reward. 

I .  For child-bearing populace under Cangshan's District's jurisdiction, if both husband and wife 
are single-child themselves from urban area and they have only one child, they can apply 
"Single-Child Parents Honorable Certificate" after the birth of their child. They must sign an 
agreement with the township's (neighborhood) family planning office to "waive their right to 
bear childrcn again". They then can apply arid rcccive cash reward for waiving their right: to 
bear children again. These rules also apply to couples from rural area who only have a 
daughter, and either of the couple is single-child and they only have one child, and grandparents 
who have two daughters and their son(s)-in-law move in with them and have only one grandchild 
per daughter respectively. 

'2. Documents needed to waive their rights to bear children again: (1) the original and photocopy 
of Single-Child Parents Honorable Certificate; (2) the original and photocopy of mmiage 
certitlcate; (3)  the original and photocopy of both parents and child's household registration 
booklet; (4) the original and photocopy of the "double check-ups double make-ups" that occur 
rhee times a year: (5) the original of the agreement to waive right to bear children again, and ( 6 )  
[UD insertion certificate. 

3. Women of child-bearing age who waive their rights to bear children again must takz long-term 
cfictive binh control precaution. If their health condition is found unsuitable for IUD 
insertion, they must be checked and verified that they ore unsuitable for JXD inszrtion at the 
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family planning service station. 

4. For those who waived their right to bear children again and even if they never signed "the 
agreement to waive rights to bear children again", but if found pregnant and applying to give 
birth again, they must return two times of the cash reward. 

Fourth. strict supervision. Violation of regulations must be penalized. 

The family planning reward policy has a strong and broad effect. Its impact is huge. The 
three levels of family planning workers from the district, town (street) and the village 
(community) must take their jobs diligently and responsibly. Examination and approval must 
be done strictly. They must also facilitate the populace and serve them warm-heartedly. The 
Population and Family Planning Bureau of' the District must spot-check the implementation 
situation timely and report them accordingly. Violation must be investigated seriously. If 
cash reward is found being diverted, concerned personnel and leaders must take responsibility. 
Cash reward must be disuibuted to reward recipients within 10 business days after it has come 
into the township's (neighborhood) fiscal off~ce from the District. 
The above regulations will be effective on February I, 2008. 

The Population and Family Planning Bureau of Cangshan District 
January 17,2008 

Contact Us - Map Locator - User Guide - About Us - Set As Home Page - Website Archive - 
Backstage Logon 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

1, MAI, Litao, am competent to translate from dhinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1) Additional Regrilations Concerning "Three Types o j  Legal Rewards" Task of the Popularion 
clnd Fanlily PIcu~ning Bureau. Cnngshcln District 

is true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

MAJ. Litso 
Thc Law Ofice of ' hcdm N. Cox. Esq. 
401 Broadway Suite 701 
New Y a k ,  NY 10013 
(3 12) 925-1208 
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Fuqing Municipal People's Government information Network 

Long Committee [2008] #33 

Chinese Communist Pany Long Tian Committee, Long Tian Township People's Government 

Implementation Decisions on Executin~ Document #5 bv the Chinese Communist Party 
Fusing Munici~al Committee, Proactivelv Fulfill the Second Round of Population and 

Family Plannin~ Work in 2008 

Various villages (communities), various units under the direct leadership of the township: 

In order to comprehensively implement the "State Department of the Chinese Communist Party 
Central Committee's Decisions on Comprehensively Reinforcing Population and Family 
Planning Work and Entirely Resolving the Population Problems", and to implement the spirits 
from the municipal meeting on population and family planning work re-planning and re- 
strategizing in the whole township, we are going to unify our thoughts, re-energize ourselves, 
take a series of effective measures, work hard in one hundred days, fight the best battles, and 
comprehensively complete the second round population and family planning tasks in 2008 set 
forth by the municipal committee and the municipal government for our township. We are going 
to present our solid results to face the inspections from Fujian Province and Fuzhou City. We 
will contribute what Long Tian Township is obligated to and become the city's role model of 
"Striving at the best twos". Afier the research from the township party committee, our 
implementation decisions are as follows. 

I. Intensify leadership and specify responsibilities 

Various villages (communities) and units should boost the leadership on population and 
family planning work and realize the long-term nature, difficulty level and complexity of the 
population and family planning work. We should overcome the stuporous and loose 

sentiment, adhere to the joint efforts by the party and the administration, take the overall 
responsibilities, and organize leaders from both committees to push forward the family 
planning work. The lenders in charge of certain villages should go into the villages and visit 
the homes, catch the prototypes and find out the difficulties, assist the villages (communities) 
in resolving realistic issues and solving problems. All villages (communities) should host a 
meeting with a special family planning topic every ten days in order to research on the 
solutions to resolve the difficulties and problems in the family planning work. 

We need to practice mechanism of family planning work responsibility as such: township 
leaders cake charge of sections, township carders take charge of villages, village leaders take 
charge of ,oroups and focused targets. Various villages (communities) should delegate each 
"two check-ups" target onto the individual responsible leader and strictly follow up on those 
tarsets that missed the lust mandatory "two check-ups". 

[I. Increase the propaganda effects and create better work environment 
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We need to continue the campaign of "new marriage and birth trends into thousands of 
families". Various villages (communities) need to maximize a great variety of population and 
family planning resources such as broadcasting stations. wallpapers, propaganda slogans, 
Family planning propaganda columns, movies, performances and etc. We need to organize 
township and village leaders to'visit the focused targets' Farnilies h r  family planning, to 
popularize policies and regulations such as "the state stabilizes the current family planning 
policies, promotes one couple one child, seriously punishes those violators with illegal births, 
rewards and assists those families with only one child and those families sterilized after 
having two girls". This attempts to change the marriage and birth mentality of the 
childbearing age mass. 

Various villages (communities) should incorporate family planning propaganda into their 
cultural and sports activities. 

Middle school curriculum should include population course to mainly study the population 
situation, population and family planning laws, stip~ilations and regulations. 

111. Pick out focuses and improve family planning management and services 

Firstly, the party members, leaders, employees and their children should take the lead, The 
whole township will massively clean up and process the leaders, employees, members of the 
two committees in various villages (communities) (including contracted leaders), party 
members of various branches (including village party committee and general branches) on a 
township-wide scale. Various villages (communities) and units should submit their self- 
assessment forms and the survey forms to the township family planning office before 
7/30/2008. Secondly, put more efforts on the management of the focused villages by listing 
those villages with low rates on "two check-ups", large number of delayed birth control 
measures, and those with serious problems will be listed as the focused targets. Responsible 
leaders, area group leaders and village responsible leaders need to walk into the villages and 
villagers' home in order to find oat problems and tackle issues. Viliage leaders need to be 
equipped with more powerful problem solving capability, formulate strategies for changes 
and make adjustments in an effort to change the backward situation. Thirdly, set priority on 
those targets who failed to come to the "two check-ups", especially those childbearing age 
women who were missed out for management and those who didn't show up at the "two 
check-ups" two times in a row. Such targets will be assigned to a specific responsible person. 
The area responsible person and the village (community) leaders need to visit their homes 
respectively, find out the reasons. If such targets are at home, use the escort service to 
materialize the "two check-ups"; if the targets are out-of-town, we need to find out their 
whereabouts, follow up on them at all costs until the tasks are completed. Fourthly, we need 
to nlassively review all the unmarried young people, follow up with them and prevent missed 
cases among the childbearing age women. Fifthly, put more efforts on materializing key 
remedial measures and long-term birth control methods, continue to use escort service 
method to help materialize the remedial measures and long-term birth control methods such 
as "IUD installation for couples with only one child, sterilization for couples with two 
children". Focus more on preventing extra births from thz families with one boy nnd 
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following up on those families with one girl, also on managing and providing services to 
such families, This is to raise the rate of births that meet the population policies. Various 
areas and villages (communities) can help materialize birth control measures to those who 
are not from their responsible precinct. Those cases with completed birth control measures 
will count toward the completed cases in their responsible precinct, but are not included into 
the precincts where they originally belonged. For remedial cases of those population in our 
township associated with residents from other counties or districts, every two cases will be 
counted as one toward the local township permanent residents' completed cases. However, 
the abortion and induction completed cases have to reached 80% and above among the 
childbearing age women who are permanent residents in various villages in Fuqing City. 
Sixthly, strengthen the collections of social child support fees according to the laws. Various 
areas, villages (communities) need to conduct a comprehensive review on the collection 
situation over the years and should send collection personnel to execute the collections from 
those who should be pay, but failed to pay. Administer the collections according to the laws, 
and conduct thorough and comprehensive reviews. Pick out targets that violate the family 
planning laws, especially those targets that have already registered their residency, notify 
these targets on collections of social child support fees, and at a higher rate. For those who 
refuse to pay, we need to collect related evidence and apply for the court's law enforcement 
on such mandatory collections. Various work areas need to single out some typical cases and 
auction their properties if they refuse to comply with the court's judgment on their family 
planning violations. They will also be sought after for their criminal liabilities. We need to 
have new breakthroughs at those collections against the family planning violations by the 
social elites and the rich people. All these efforts are to create the social effects of collecting 
from one, but to warn the rest of the mass and to give the full play of social child support fee 
collection, to shake up the mass and to create the favorable social environment to facilitate 
the population and family planning work. 

IV. ReinCorce joine efforts and comprehensively administer the work 

More efforts should be geared toward the relatively higher newborn gender ratio and toward 
rigorously prohibiting from illegal gender identification on fetuses, illesal selective 
termination of pregnancies as a result of gender preferences, and illegal family planning 
surgeries. Formulate reward and punishment mechanism, and encourage the mass to report 
"two illegal" activities and illegal family planning surgeries. The city will reward the 
informant 10,000 Yuan RMB per case on reporting the "two illegal" cases, additionally the 
township will add another 5.000 Yuan RMB per case to the city reward; the city will reward 
5,000 Yuan RMB per case to successful reporting and investigation on any illegal family 
planning surgeries and the township will add another 3,000 Yuan RMB per case to this city 
reward amount. 

We need to enhance the information sharing among various departments. The related 
departments should report the population information to the population and family planning 
departments on a nlonthiy basis according to the stipillations from "Population and Family 
Planning Laws" and "Fijian Province Population and Family Planning Regulations". The 
public security departments should report births, deaths and transfers information (they 
should report births on a daily basis); [he health department should report births and family 
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planning surgeries information; the civil administrative departments should report marriage 
registrations information. 

V. Further improve the profit-oriented mechanism and accelerate the "five major 
projects" for the family planning work 

Various villages (communities) and units need to further innovate the thinking and 
methodology in family planning work, promote and emphasize profit-oriented family 
planning work and policies, ensure to implement rewards and reward assistance in 
accordance with the laws, encourage the only-child families and families with two girls to 
participate in the rural new type of joint medical care and also participate in the five major 
projects of "get rich, get settled. become educated, assured, and affectionate". The rural 
families with two girls i~sually have difficulties in getting decent housing. We have projected 
on solving the housing issues by providing newly constructed homes to 13 families in 2008, 
Besides the financial assistance from the city and the township will offer an additional 
amount of 10,000 Yuan RMB to each family on new constructions, and 3,000 - 5,000 Yuan 
RMB to each family far repairs and remodeling based on the specifics of each case. If 
financially allowed, villages can also subsidize appropriately on the housing project. In order 
to consolidate the achievements in managing the one-boy families, and to effectively prevent 
extra births from such families, our township has decided to set aside special funding to 
provide reward assistance to those rural families with only-one child who is fourteen years 
and older and such parents are under the age of 60. Township leaders need to delegate each 
family with only-one child and each family sterilized after having two girls to a speciiic 
responsible family planning worker in order to make sure assistance are materialized in 
helping these Families in their children's employment and schooling. We need to try every 
possible way to help them find out the ways to get rich, and help them solve the production 
and daily living issues. 

VI. Intensify both management and services for the floating population's family planning 
work . 

According to the plans from the municipal family planning leadership group, our township 
will establish a leadership group for population and family plaming massive review. The 
group leader is: Xingzhong Pan, assistant leader is Xiong tin.  The group members are: 
family planning office, family planning service department and related family planning 
administrators in various villages (communities). Various villages (co~mnunities) need to 
organize a few diligent massive reviews based on the current situation with the focuses on 
places such as property rentals, employers, free trade markets, construction sites and 
enclosed communities. Firstly, we will review all "marriage and birth certificates" from the 
childbearing age women. verify their marriage, birth and birth control status, and submit the 
related information. Encourage rhose who still do not have the .'marriage and birth 
certihicates" to apply for them within a certain time frame. During the time of their 
application, their current residency authorities can issue them the temporary family planning 
management cards for such floating population. Secondly, we need to work with the 
residency registration agencies to manage the family planning policy violators, collect social 
child support fees from them in order to safeguard the authoritativeness and integrity of the 
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family planning laws and regulations. Thirdly, sign family planning responsibility 
agreements and contracts with employers, property renters, property management companies 
and villages (communities) on family planning management of the floating population. 
Fourthly, strictly implement the "two check-ups" and "foiour surgeries" among the already 
married and childbearing age women who migrated into the township. 

The township and village leaders need to have a clear account on those targets that migrated 
out of the city, record their data m d  report them. Assist those who haven't got their 
"marriage and birth certificates" to apply for them. investigate the whereabouts of those 
targets who don't go to the mandatory "two check-ups" and "four surgeries". The follow-ups 
on these targets will be delegated to specific family planning workers. 

VII. Reinforce the work at the grass root and try to improve the family planning service 
quality 

We will conduct an assessment on all family planning administrators in various villages 
(communities) in our township and will adjust those who do nor qualify for their positions. 
We will assign sufficient family planning administrators with higher educational levels, 
stronger responsibility mindset and more passion about the family planning work to those 
villages (communities) with very dense population, but insufficient family planning 
administrators. We will also provide more training on village (community) family planning 
administrators in an attempt to raise their political and professional levels, as well as their 
managerial and service levels. 

Various villages (communities) need to transform their villages' (communities') farnily 
planning service rooms to an overall better place, make rooms for ultra sound and 
gynecological check-ups, purchase ultra sound examination beds, gynecological check-up 
beds, medicine and tool cabinets, install ultra velvet sterilization lights and other necessary 
equipment and maintain a clean environment. In those villages (communities) that fail to 
transform their.facilities, they need to move their residents' check-ups to the township family 
planning scrvice station for "two cllzck-ups" and IUD installation. Wz will provide monetary 
assistance to those villages (communities) that have transformed their facilities according to 
the set standards. This is to ensure that the childbearing age women receive safe, efficient 
and free Family planning check-ups. 

VIII. Prepare well to welcome the family planning inspections 

Various villages (communities) need to follow the 2008 assessment plan from the province 
and the 2008 assessment plan from our township, review every single itzrn, pay more 
attention to the following categories and diligently verify these categories: initial marriage, 
new births, "two check-ups", birth control measures, social child support fee collections. 
t'loat population family planning management and services, execution on family planning 
awards and discount policies, family planning association work and administration open co 
the public and etc. Report the following in a tabulated Format: family planning computer 
system, village level information cards, information report sheets, residency registrations and 
ecc. .At the same time, keep "four record books" to reflect the work process, provide reliable 
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software and hardware. All these are to ensure that the township can smoothly p a s  the 
provincial annual assessment. 

IX. Intensify monitoring and materialize reward and punishment mechanism 

We will depose those village party secretaries whose villages haven't broken the zero records 
from 2006 to 2008 and suspend those village directors and depose and fire those who are 
responsible village leaders assigned with contracted tasks, but with the most delayed work. 

We will depose the village party secretar whose village is listed bottom number 1 in the Y whole township with a delayed rate of 2 too on sterilization of those childbearing age women 
under the age of 35 and with a boy and a girl, suspend the village director and depose and tire 
those who are responsible village leaders assigned with contracted tasks, but with the most 
delayed work. 

Those women who suffer from illnesses and can not install lUDs will need to present the 
diagnosis paperwork issued by Fuqing Municipal Family Planning Service Station. The 
corresponding targeted cases can be deducted accordingly. 

Every village (community) will be assigned the task to clean up underground marriage 
targets at a rate of loloo. Every cleaned-up case will be rewllrded 500 Yuan RMB if the target 
goes through "four surgeries" and the social child support fees are collected. Additional 
cleaned-up cases will be rewarded 1,000 Yuan RMB per case while every missing case from 
certain village (community) will be penalized L,000 Yuan RMB, and penalized 500 Yuan 
RMB on those responsible leaders who harbor or miss the cases, but are reported by the mass 
and are verified. The village party secretaries will be deposed, the village directors will be 
suspended and the village leaders with the most missed cases will be deposed and fired if 2 
our of their 2,000- childbearing age women are missed out, 3 out of'2.001-5,000 childbearing 
age women are missed out, and 4 out of 5,00 1' childbearing age women are missed out. The 
villages (communities or branches) will be penalized 3,000 Yuan RMB per case on faked 
verifications on "two check-ups" an3 the village responsible relaced leaders will be penalized 
500 Yuan RMB per case while the 1,000 Yuan RMB per case will be rewarded to those 
departments that discover the missed cases. 

X. Administrative measures 

During the assessment by the Fuqing City and higher authorities. if warned by yellow sign, 
warned and under a special list due to breach of duties, the village [community) party 
secretaries will be deposed, village (community) directors will be suspended and the related 
responsible persons will be deposed and fired. The township leaders will be penalized 
according to the stipulations from the "Implementation Decisions on Executing Fujian 
Province and Fuzhou City Population and Family Planning Work Conference Spirits and Do 
Our Best ro Fulfill the Family Planning Work in 2008" issued by the Chinese Communist 
Party Fuqing bfunicipal Committee and from document #j by the Rong committee [1008]. 
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During the "two check-ups", if illegal pregnancies not allowed by the policies are discovered 
and if various leaders fail to push the targets to take remedial measures for these pregnancies, 
the responsible township leaders, work area group leaders, responsible village (community 
and branch) leaders and related township responsible persons will be warned once by 
reporting their names to the city. If the family planning targets are at home and the township 
and village leaders fail to get into their homes to conduct face-to-face propaganda education 
and fail to take necessary steps to persuade them to show up at the "two check-ups" and take 
birth control measures, the township responsible leaders, work area group leaders and 
township leaders responsible for these villages (communities and branches) will be issued 
efficiency warning once. For severe cases, the family planning leaders will be disciplined by 
the administrative and party regulations. 

Organize some events for those violators after January of 2008 with illegal pregnancies and 
births not allowed by the policies to take a second look at the reality. If the township and 
village Leaders are discovered that they fail to exercise their responsibilities and fail to walk 
into the targets' homes for face-to-face education, and as a result end up with one or more 
persons with illegal pregnancies and births not allowed by the policies within one village 
(community and branch), the township responsible leaders, work area group leaders and 
township leaders responsible for these villages (communities and branches) will be issued 
warning once, with 3 cases of illegal pregnancies and births not allowed by the policies or to 
harbor, shield and conduct other violations, these leaders will be disciplined by the party 
regulations. 

Strictly prohibit dishonesty in "two check-ups", "four surgeries" and paperwork approval for 
additional births. All workers conducting "two check-ups" and "four surgeries" technical 
services will be fired if dishonesty is discovered and other related responsible personnel will 
be disciplined with party and administrative regulations. All village family planning 
administrators will be fired and the village directors will be deposed and related responsible 
personnel will be issued efficiency warning once if village family planning administrators 
and village directors approve the disqualified applications for additional births and submit 
them to higher authorities for furttlz~ approvals. For severe cases, these leaders will be 
disciplined with the party and administrative regulations. 

Those villages (communities and branches) that keep staying behind in family planning work 
for a long period of time with backward or even out-of-control situations need to make 
adjustments to their leadership and need to move forward with improvements. ff they remain 
i~nchanged, the township directly responsible leaders for these villages (communities and 
branches) will be not assessed as qualified (passed). 

Fijian Province is implementing the "Village Committee 0rganizat.ion Laws of the People's 
Republic of China". As stipulated in Article #11: village committee members should abide 
by the laws, regulations and the State's policies. execute their responsibilities in accordance 
with the laws. During their active service period, if one of the follo~vings occurs, their 
positions will be automatically terminated: 1. being pursued of criminal liabilities: 2. 
violating family planning laws and regulations by having illegal extra births or binhs uuc of 
wed log; 3, failing or not being able to perform their duties. 
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The "two check-ups", "four surgeries" and collections of social child support fees will be 
assessed routinely and compared among all villages (communities and branches). For every 
assessment, if the assessment score of certain village is under 67 points and at the same time 
this village is listed the bottom No. 1 in the whole township, its village (community and 
branch) party secretary (including village party secretary and branch secretary) will be 
demoted. If the assessment scores of certain village are under 67 points two assessments in a 
row and at the same time this village is listed the bottom No.1 in the whole township, its 
village (community and branch) party secretary (including village party secretary and branch 
secretary) will be deposed and the village (community) director will be dismissed, If any 
party members themselves or their direct relatives violate the family planning policies by 
have illegal births will be punished, and disciplined according to the party regulations, social 
child support fees will be collected and birth control measures will be taken. 

Chinese Communist Party Long Tim Committee 
Long Tim Township People's Government 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English language of 

the above document titled as "~rn~lernentation Decisions on Executing Document #5 by the 

Chinese Communist Party Fuqing Municipal Committee, Proactively Fulfill the Second 

Round of Population and Family Planning Work in 2008", composed in the Chinese 

language is true and complete. 

I certify that 1 am competent to translate this document, and that the translation is true 

and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

--. 
Hang Zhang 
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Lian Jiang County Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

Document 

Lian Ji Sheng Ling [2010] #24 

Announcement on Launching Countywide Massive Family Planning Clean-up Work 

Various township (neighborhood) family planning leadership groups: 

In order to diligently implement the spirits from the provincial and Fuzhou City's 

population and family planning work conference, and to maximize the great opportunity of the 

New Year and the Spring Festival holiday seasons when big volume of out-of-towners return to 

their hometown for the holidays, and in order to effectively execute all kinds of family planning 

work for this winter and the coming spring seasons, after doing some research, it is decided to 

launch the countywide 2011 New Year and Spring Festival massive cleanup campaign on 

"double check-ups", "four surgeries" and social child support fee collections. This is to stop the 

extra births beyond the quota, to build a solid foundation for family planning work, and to ensure 

that goals set for 2011 population and family planning work will be reached. This is to notify you 

the following related matters: 

I. Work Requirements 

1. Various townships (neighborhoods) should put task force together to launch a 

comprehensive campaign on birth clean-up among the floating population. 

The key is to accurately get the first hand information on marriage and birth 

statuses of those who work out of town but return back home for the holidays. 

Do well in recording, bookkeeping, propaganda and education. 

2. When entering into the homes to conduct survey, ensure to promote "double 

check-ups, double remedies", and "four surgeries", motivate the mass to 

proactively cooperate and support the family planning work. Put emphasis on 

the materialization rate of the first round of "double check-ups", "four 

surgeries" and the collection of the social child support fees. 
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to specific work leaders stationed in the villages and the village (community) 

responsible carders to handle the failed cases of "double check-ups" and the 

delayed cases of "four surgeries" in 2010. Maximize the great opportunities of 

the two-holiday seasons. Take every measure possible to raise the 

materialization rate. Implement strict, detailed and do-able reward and 

assessment on work responsibilities. This is to ensure that the clean-up is 

effective and the results are apparent. 

4. While executing the massive clean-up, diligently conduct the first round of 

"double check-ups". The work teams stationed in various township 

(neighborhoods) should get into the villages (neighborhoods) in order to 

supervise, give guidance and coordinate the local carders from two village 

(neighborhood) committees and thus facilitate these carders in motivating the 

"double check-up" targets to participate in the "double check-ups" and raise 

the "double check-up" rates. 

5. The county family planning bureau should organize task forces to supervise 

and give guidance to various townships (neighborhoods) in their massive 

family planning clean-up work during the New Year and Spring Festival 

periods. Every township (neighborhood) should conduct survey in at least 1-3 

villages (neighborhoods). Make sure that data collected from the clean-up 

work is authentic and reliable and the measures taken are materialized. 

Progress reports and the "double check-up" rates from various townships 

(neighborhoods) should be submitted daily aild announced weekly and 

commented on and ranked every 15 days. Those townships (neighborhoods) 

that do not pay enough attention to the clean-up work or that whose clean-up 

work has made very slow progress should be seriously supervised and 

assessed. Such supervision and assessment results will be publicized 

countywide or the on-site conference for the clean-up work will be held in 

these townships (neighborhoods) in order to push their clean-up work forward 

efficient! y. 

II. Work Tasks 
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The massi'I~ dean up is scheduled !rom l2/2!J/2U I() to 2110/2011. The m~1jor 

tasks are: Fnst, diligently finish up the third round of the double check-ups for the 

year 2010. By the end of December, the double check-up rate should reach 98% 

and above, and the materialization rate of those targets who missed the double 

check-ups should reach 90% and above; Second, greatly increase the 

materialization power on birth control measures and the materialization rate on 

such birth control measures should reach 80% of the tasks for the first half of the 

year, and 80% of the tasks for the first half of the year on sterilization for the 

families with two girls, 80% of the tasks for the first half of the year on abortion, 

75% of the tasks for the first half of the year on induction; Third is to increase the 

collection power on the social child support fees, fulfilling 80% and above of the 

first half year's collection tasks. Four is to massively clean up those targets who 

avoid implementing the family planning policies by renting out across townships 

within the same county. Various townships (neighborhoods) and villages 

(communities) should put together special task force to conduct clean-ups, 

register and keep bookkeeping from village to village and at the same time 

motivate the targets to materialize double check-ups, or birth control measures, or 

social child support fee collections. Those targets who immigrate into and migrate 

out of certain townships (neighborhoods) and villages (communities) should 

proactively cooperate and jointly materialize double check-ups, birth control 

measures, social child support fee collections and other work. All these are to 

ensure apparent efficiency in the massive clean-up activities. 

III. Responsibilities 

We should implement the materialization of "double check-ups, double remedies" 

and "four surgeries" in the spirit of truth pursuit and pragmatics. Frauds are 

strictly prohibited. Those individuals and entities that falsely report, miss out the 

reports and hide the reports will be seriously pursued for responsibilities. 

1. During the massive clean-up period, the following townships 

(neighborhoods) will be issued the yellow sign pre-warnings: first round of 

double check-up materialization rate below 80%, four surgeries 

materialization rate below 75%, sterilization rate on families with two girls 
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bclC)\\c' 7YYu. social child support l'"'c ~..·ollcction rate helow 7Y;i,.: and at the 

same time without breaking through in big-amount collections; the 

following townships (neighborhoods) will be issued the yellow sign 

warnings: first round of double check-up materialization rate below 85%, 

four surgeries materialization rate below 70%, sterilization rate on families 

with two girls below 70%, social child support fee collection rate below 

70% and at the same time without breaking through in big-amount 

collections; 

2. Strictly prohibit frauds. During the process of "double check-ups" and "four 

surgeries", the townships (neighborhoods) that commit three or fewer fraud 

cases will be publicly criticized countywide; those with four and more fraud 

cases will be issued yellow sign warnings. The major leaders of those 

townships (neighborhoods) that have been issued yellow sign warnings 

during the massive clean-up period are required to make a self-criticizing 

speech during the countywide family planning work conference, and their 

family planning deputy secretaries and the family planning office directors 

will be publicly criticized countywide. Those individuals who are directly 

responsible for fraud cases will be punished by the party and administrative 

disciplines. 

3. The family planning bureau should organize special monitoring groups to 

get into the villages and visit individual households to verify the 

materialization of "double check-ups" and "four surgeries". The members of 

the monitoring groups should diligently take the responsibilities, strictly 

follow the disciplines and prohibit relaxing conditions or allow frauds to 

happen. Those who violate the inspection disciplines, after being verified, 

will be issued efficiency warning. Those with great severities will be 

assessed as not qualified for the jobs for that year and they will also be 

disciplined in other ways. 

IV. Organizing the Leaders 

Various townships (neighborhoods) should realize that the materialization of the 

first round "double check-ups", "four surgeries" and social child support fee 
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cullcctions arc vcrv critical to the t~unilv plannill!c'- work during the New Year and 

Spring Festival holiday seasons. This is the foundation to surely reach various 

family planning goals for the whole year. This has to be placed on our daily 

important agenda with specialized research, planning and implementation. The 

work teams stationed in various townships (neighborhoods), the personnel of the 

family planning offices and service stations should walk into the households in 

the villages, and provide supports and supervision to the villages (neighborhoods) 

for the executions. Broadly motivate those village (neighborhood) carders in both 

committees, family planning administrators, and center (group) directors to 

actively participate in both the survey and the materialization of "double check

ups" and "four surgeries" among the related targets. Diligently implement the 

family planning work during the "two-holiday" seasons in order to lay a solid 

foundation to fulfill the family planning goals set forth for the whole year. 

Lian Jiang County Population and Family Planning Leadership Group 

12/24/2010 

Lian Jiang County 
Population and 

Family Planning 
Office 

CC: Director and Deputy Director of the County Family Planning Leadership Group, and also 
for filing. 

[TRANSLATION] 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translations into the English 

language of the following original documents composed in the Chinese language are true 

and complete: 

'LIN Shu Ying VC letter.pdf' (VC letter) 

I certify that I am competent to translate this document, and that the translation 

is true and accurate, to the best of my abilities. 

Hong Zhang 
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Official Document of the People's Government of Guantou Town, 

Lianjiang County 

Government of Cuantou [20091 #I02 

NotiBcation with r e g m i  to the Issuea on Stepping Up the Work of the 
Bnndred-Day Battle on Population and Family Phminq 

Every Village (ResiBenfial) 

In orda to step up the work of the Huudrui-Day Battle on ppdatiop mi family 
planning, completa the missions of rrquirad abctrdon, induced labor abortion, s t d i m i o n ,  and 
coUcuion of sacid msintcnaram fees, and ensurs completion on aaaual objective of pphtim 
and family planning, the notice is given as follows: 

I .  Strengthen lademhip effectively. Evay village (residecafal)'~ cadns mmt effectively 
s t m q t h m  the leadenhips on promoting the Pmqram of tha Hunderd Days Battle on popllatioa 
and family plsnnin9r, to the level of takiug charge persanally, and in fuil rupomsibility, to ensum 
complaion of every single mission. 

2. Launch liability inveatigaticm. I. Every village (residential) must fully complete the 
r n i s a h  of required abortion, birth induction, stailizstioa arrd coUecdo11. of social 
feu. 2. T i y  completion of each and avgy miaaicm will bs award#l in the villaqs funda in the 
amount of 2000 Yuan, in addition to formal ncoguition. For em.& aad wary miaaicm tbat h nor 
f i  on the,  in addition to public criticism, a decirPam in the village funda in ths amount of 
2 0 0 0 Y u a n w i l l b s ~ ~ w i l l b u s # i f a t - a w r m l i n g ~ ~ ( r e s i ~ ~ ~  --- - . . _ - _-- -- 

- - - c o m p l t h a m l r . m n - - W i i = w h i c $  will mt be able to finish 
assigning misaiotlll of nequired s t d h t k m  coWm of social mdutamm fees and 
~ O a m ~ ~ o n o n t i m q h a n h ~ p w i U b a g i v e n t o t h e p ~ ~ ~ a n d  
the dbctm of popllation and family planning CO- of the village (nsida~U), and a town- 
w i d  - of s ~ &  events, - a fine ammnt of 500 Yuan will be dabctcd 
from their ammal bcmw pay, and cancellation of their y e a r 4  pufcsmmce *, timely 
completion of missions, the party braarh secntary and ths director of popllatioa cml family 
planning committee of the village (residentisl) will be awarded POOO Yusn individuaily. 

3. Step up the implementation of biah amml m#r%urea. Impltment a wedrly status 
report, every Mcmday morning, the completion s t a b s  on missions of requircld ahtian, birth 
induction, sterilization, and collection of social maintrnance feu  muat be reported to family 
planning office of Guantou town in an accurats and timely marma. Every village (nsiAmtiai) 
must focus time, efforts and l e a k h i p  on promoring the program of the Hundred Days Battle 
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on popuhuion and family planning to ensure fullWncnt of missitma of rquh i  abortion, 
i n d d  labor abortion, sterilization, collcctio. of social mlintm.m fees and othen. 

Enclosure: I. Work b m k h u n  s t m u w e  for rrquirrd abortion, induced labor abortion, 
stenlhion, and collection of social fees 

The People's Gov of 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

1. Birth Control Memutes Implcmcntation Notice ham Guantuu town, Lianjiang county. 
Fujian province for Lin, Xiu iaen 

2. Notification with regard to Tightening of thin year's Implementatin of Birth Control 
Mearmns hm Guantou town, Lianjiang ammy for Lia, Xiu Z h m  

3 NotiAcatim with regard to ihc Luus. on Stepping Up the Wort of ths Hunmal Days 
Battle on Poplluim and Family Planning f h n  Guautou town, Lianjiang county fa 
tin,XiuPlcn 

4. NotiAcatim with regard to the Isauea on Slcppina Up the Impleuxmtatim of the 
Population and Family Plauning Policy fmm Ouantou town, Lianjiang munry fur Lin. 
uu zha4 

3. Family Planning Publicity Materialr from thmtou town f o r k  X u  Zhen 
6. Family Planning Pmmti011 Booklet from Lianjiang cmnty for lis Xiu Zhea 

l T ~ ~ ~ a r r i f y ~ I a m ~ ~ ( l i m c a . & ~ n g l i s h & t ~ I b . v e  
-y tfamhed the above cbcumam fmm Chinue to EngIhh to the beat of my abilities. 

He Fang Qin 

823 Lonephors Ave 

Philadelphia, PA 1911 1 

(644)-5 15-1253 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notification 
with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Work of the Hundred-Day Battle on 
Population and Family Planning Work, The People's Government of Guantou Town 
(June 11, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a 
matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S
Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any 
questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

~m~$·~~*~~m~~mm~#~•~tt. ww~~~m.~~Wff 
W~B~~~*-~~m~. ~~~~ft~~. 

Respectfully, 

1.;1 ~ 
"'-------

/ c/ 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

..JOJ Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: <212) 925-51H8 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notification 
with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Work of the Hundred-Day Battle on 
Population and Family Planning Work, The People's Government of Guantou Town 
(June 11, 2009). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a 
matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S
Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any 
questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

/ 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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Official Document of the People's Government of Guantou Town, 

Lianjiang County 

Government of Guantou (20081##1~ 

------------------------------------------------------------ ' Notiflcadon with regard to Tighteninl of this year's Implementation of Birth 
Control Measures 

Every Village (Residential) 

In order to ensure the achievement of compliance with the local village's population and 
family planning regulations in 2008, and fu.rth« implementation of the order of improving 
popuiation and family planning given by the political bureau of the centta1 committee of the CPC, 
J.CCOI'ding to the requests from family planning committee~ at every level of governments (local. 
municipal and provincial), step up your efforts on population aDd family planning, especially 
step up this year's implementation of birth control measures and its long-term effects, womeD 

with two or more childrea are required to perform the sterilization; women with oue cbild are 
required to petfonn an IUD insertion; aDd abortion/birth induction. or other remedial measures 
for unauthorized pregnanci~ effectively control the child-bearing behavior brrN:hing family 
planning policy, maintain a low fertility rate. and promote the sustainable and healthy 
developmeut of population and family planning. 

Hereby notified 

March 16, 2008 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

t. Birth Control Measures Implementation Notice from Guantou to~ Lianjiang county, 
Fujian province for Lin. Xiu Zhen 

2. Notification with regard to Tightening of this year's Implementation of Bitth Control 
Measures from Guantou town. Uanjiang county for Lin. Xiu Zhen 

3. Notification with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Work of the Hundred Days 
Battle on Population and Family Planning from Ouamou town. Lianjiang county for 
Lin. Xiu Zhen 

4-. Notification with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Implementation of the 
Population and Family Planning Policy from Ouantou town. Uanjiang county for Lin. 
XiuZben 

5. Family Planning Publicity Materials from Ouantou town for Lin. Xiu Zben 
6. Family Planning Promotion Booklet from Uanjiang COUDty for LiD. Xiu Zhen 

I. Fans om He. hereby certify that I am COI:IlpefeDt in Chinese and English aud that I have 
lCCW'8tely translated the above doc:uments from Chinese to English to the best of my abilities. 

Date: 12/29agg9;: · 
-------~~----- -

HeFangQin 

323 Longshore Ave 

Philadelphia, PA 19111 

(646)-515-12.55 
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Til EOJJORE N. COX, ESQ. 
, \ltorney-at-1-llW 

101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New l"ork, NY 10013 

V lA Fi\CSIMILE:(X6-591) 783 ~Q67 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 llua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tcl:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

l'ckplwnc: I' 12) "'5 1.20X 
l':tc,inule: i212l<I'5-51XX 

March 25, 20 I I 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Not~fication 
with regard to Tightening qj' this year's Implementation ol Birth Control Measures, The 
People's Government of Guantou Town (March l6, 2008). The present request is a 
prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter q{S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

IJ<: FM Jlt :D~ I~ lli! ijj )~ ffE t!J-lJJJ ~ i1!J J~ lift Y:. n lf.J t' '); tl: o ~~t tnt 1(!}, (J'J r:JJ· WJ a f,zu ff!J, fi 1f 
JIIJ !ul RN~xiRi~ill- &·8<]{1§. }~~" i~M:i!H ~ l\t~* * o 

Respectfully ,1 

; 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theoJorecox@ £maiL com 
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TI-l EODORE N. COX, ESQ • 
. lftorney-at-l.aw 

~Of Broadway, ,')'uite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA f ACS IMILE:020-X 121-900 I 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. I Shamian Street South. 
Guangzhou 5l0 133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

f'ckphone: 1212) '125 120X 
LIL'\llllile: L~ 12) '~25 :\I XX 

March 25. 20 II 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Not(f'ication 
with regard to Tightening ol this year's Implementation ol Birth Control Measures, The 
People's Government of Guantou Town (March 16. 2008). The present request is a 
prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter ()/S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for 
your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any further 
information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Theod~re N. Cox, Esq., 
t hcodorccox «1' 2:mai !.com 
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Official Document of the People's Government of Guantou Tow~ 

Lianjiang County 

Government of Ouantou (20071 #119 

Notlftcadon with regard to the Issues on Steppbll Up the Implementatloa of 

the Population and Famlly Planntn1 PoUcy 

Every Village (Residential) 

rn order to step up the ~lementation of the population and family planning policy, 
complete the missions of required birth induction, sterilization. and collection of social 
maintenance fees, and ensure completion on anm18l objective of population and family planning. 
the notice is given as follows: 

l. Strengthen leadership effectively. Every village (residential)'s cadre must effectively 
$trengthen the leaden.bipl on promot:ins the population and family planning policy, to the level 
of taking charge penonally, and in full responsibility, to eusme completion of every single 

mission. 

2. Launch liability investigation. 1. Every village (residential) must fully complete the 

missions of induced labor abortion, sterili.zation. and collection of social maintenance fees. 2. 
Timely completion of each and every mission will be awarded in the village fuDds in the amount 

of 2000 Yuan. in addition to formal recognition. For each and every minion that will not fiDish 
on time. in addition to public criticlam. a deduction in the village fuDda in the amount of 2000- · 
Yuan will bo imposed. whidl will be used (or_ awmiing tboae 'liUapl (taideuttal) WhiCh 

..-----~ -~------
~-·~---comptefitfi8tiussion on time. This village fund amount will be deducted directly from the 

collectioa of social maintenance fees mum. 3. If the target of induced labor abonion, 
sterilization, and collection of social maintenance fees is undel' control by other village, then the 
target's local village will have to implement the missions of ind1x:ed labor abortion, sterilization. 
and collection of social maintenance fees within 12 hours. 4. Fraudulent report is strictly 
prohibited. Any fraud informatiou. false report or othen in exchange for awards will be strictly 
3ubjected to ptmish~ if found. S. Those villages (residential) which will not be able to finish 
assigning missi0111 of required sterilization, collection of social maintenance fees and 
abortion/induced labor abortion on time. harsh wamings will be given to the party branch 
secretary and the director of populatioo. and family planning committee of the village 
(residential). and a town-wide 8Dil01JDCeiDeJl of such events. furthermore. a fine amount of 500 
Yuan will be deducted from their annual bonuses pay, and cancellation of their year-end 
perf0l"1ll811Ce reviews; timely completion of missions, the party braDdl secretary and the director 
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of population and family planning committee of the village (residential) will be awarded 1000 
Yuan individually. 

3. Step up the implementation of birth control measures. Implement a weekly status 
report. every Wednesday l110t!lin& the completion status on missions of required abortion. 
induced labor abortion. sterilization. and collection of social maintenance fees must be reported 

to family planning office of Ouantou town in an accurate and timl:ly manner. Every village 
(residemial) JllUit focus time. efforts and leaderships on promoting the population and family 
planning policy, to ensure fulfillment of missions of required abortion. birth induction. 
~teri.lization. collection of social maintenance fees and others. 

Enclosure: 1. Work breakdown structure for required birth induction, sterilization. 
and collection of social maintenance fees 

2. The rate for collection of social maintenance fees iJ as follows: ( 1) 
Those who marry early before the legal marriage age and have early childbirth would be 
3ubjected to a fine amount of 60'fJ of violator's annual disposable income; those who give birth 
without appropriate birth spacing would be subjected to a fine amouDt of 10&*1 of violator's 
annnaJ disposable income. (2) The fine for an additional child born above rhe birth quota will be 
2 to 3 times of viot.atc:rs annual disposable income. (3) Every out-of-wedlock birth would be 
subjected to a fine amount of 4 to 6 times of violator's annual disposable income. 

Hereby notified 

----------

July 26. 2001 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

l. Birth Control Measures Implementation Notice from Guantou town. Uanjiang county, 

Fujian province for Lin. Xiu Zhen 
2. Notification with regard to Tightening of this year's Implementation of Birth Control 

Measures from Guantou town. Uanjians county for Lin. Xiu Zhen 
3. Notification with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Work of the Hundred Days 

Battle on Population and Family Planning from Guantou town. Lianjiang county for 
Lin. Xiu Zhen 

~. Notification with reprd to the Issues on Stepping Up the Implementation of the 
Population and Family Planning Policy from Guantou town. Lianjiang county for Lin. 
XiuZhen 

5. Family Planning Publicity Materials from Guantou town for Lin. Xiu Zben 
6. Family Planning Promotion Booklet from Uanjiang coumy for Lin. Xiu Zhen 

I. Fan• Oin Ho. hereby certify that I am competent in Chinese and Fngliah and that I have 
accurately translated the above documents from Chinese to English to the best of my abilities. 

HeFangQin 

323 Longshore Ave 

Philadelphia. PA 19111 

(646)-Sl~-1255 

--------·~ ~ 

'. r.,...""""- -
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1lttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephone: (212) 925-1208 
f<acsimile: ( 212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notification 
with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Implementation of the Population and 
Family Planning Policy, The People's Government of Guantou Town (July 26, 2007). 
The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the 
Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

~W~~~~~*~~~~~Mffl~#~a~tt.WW~~~~.~~~ff 
w~a~a~m-w~m~. ~M~~ae¥. 

Respectfully l 
; 

//_ ___ _ 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1\ttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is N ot~fication 
with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Implementation of the Population and 
Family Planning Policy, The People's Government of Guantou Town (July 26, 2007). 
The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the 
Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I 
thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require 
any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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The Campaign of "Bringing the New Custom of Marriage and Chlld·bearinfl 
into Thousands of Households" In Guantou Town 

Family P1anntn1 PubUdty Materials 

The concept of newly, scientifically, more civilized. better man:iage and child-bearing is as 
follows: late marriage and late child-bearing. fewer and healthier births. healthier birth and birth 
to optimal conditi~ man and woman should be equal. boy and girl are equally good. daughter is 
:U.so a part of the family; it is everyone's duty to practice the family planning policy. 

l. Child-bearing policy and basic information on family planning: 
( l) <<Population and Family Planning Policy>> of The People's Republic of China 

got passed at the 2.5ca meeting of the Standing Committee of 9m National People's 
Congress, the law went into effect on September 1. 2008. <<Measures for 
Administration of Collection of Social Maintenance Fees>> is State Council 
Decree W3.57, which went into effect on September 1. 2008. 

(2) 1.'be legal ages of marriage for man and woman are u follows: 22 for man. and 20 
for woman. 

(3) After the maaiage registration. the couples should go to the local town's family 
planning office to obtain the child-bearing certificate in ordel' to give birth. the 
couples should report to tbe family pJanning office pmmptly and register the birth 
after giving the birth to a child. 

( 4) In rural villages, if the couples' first child is a girl., and the couples comply with 
the relevam: provisions of <<Population and Family PlamUng Regulations:>>, then 
after the birth spadng of 4 yean and with official approval. the cauples may 
allow to give birth to their secood chilcL-- -~---~--~----

----~------ (,S}Ilt.galadeptioa; iilegal fetal sex aetel'llilii8don 8Dd illegal abortion are strictly 
prohibited. 

( 6) For floating populatioD. before leaving the town in which hWher births were 
registered. he/she must process the application of <<Floating Population Marriage 
and Child-bearing Certification>> at the town's family planning office. and then 
accept administration and services from the family planning office of the town in 
which he/she currently resides. 

(7) "The Three physical Examinations" (which check women for use of contraceptive 
rings, pregnancy, and illness) of family planning policy, stipulated by 
governments at all levels, should be implemented 3 times a year. 

( 8) The activity of "Double Hits" of Family Planning Association ref en to 

establishment of Family Planning Association of Qualified Village (resident) and 
establishment of Family Planning Association of Excellent Village (resident). 

2. Legalliabilities: 

.. r.-"'--- . 
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( 1) <<Population and Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province>> stipulates 
that. social maintenance fees should be collected from those who many early 
before the legal age and have early childbirth or those who give birth without 
1ppropriate birth spacing. those who gave birth to additional child above the birth 
quota, or those who gave birth out-of-wedlock. 

(2) <<Population and Family Planning Regulations>> of'lbe People's Republic of 
China stipulates that. those who didn't submit Social Maintenance Fees on time is 
mbjected to extra ~ in accordance with the relevaut provisions of regulations; 
if overdue again. the adm;nistrative depamneot for family plannins of which hu 
the collection decisions. under the terms of the policy. may file for enforcement of 
payment approved by the People's Court. 

(3) <<Population and Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province>> stipulates 
that, those who do not cany out the effective birth control measures or other 
remedial measures, and those who do not practice the .. Two Examinations", those 
·.vho violate the Population and Family Planning Regulations, stealing of and 

forged family plauning certificate. or biding and miarepresentati of child
bearing statui will be subjected to discipline or warning, or even to the extent of 
being penalized. 

3. Basic information on "Healtbiec Birth and Birth to Optimal Condition": 
( 1) The optimal child-bearing age for women is between the ages of 24 and 29. 
(2) Breast-breeding period for babies must be at least 6 months. breast milk contains 

rich nutrients. and which are the most suitable for the baby's digestion and 
nourisbment. 

(3) The marriage between cousins and close-relativea is prohibited. Close-relatives' 
oif-sprinp can easily have congenital aboormalitiel.-

( 4) The ~msnency stut:ing pmGd is a-half year after mamage; 81i0i1iebest -~-----
~------ -- ----------tiiDO-~f the year would be the ead of St11DJJ14!1' and beginnins of fall. which is 

between the months of June and August. 
( 5) Smoking and drinking of the pregnam woman affects the baby's health and 

development. The pregnant woman should have a pregnmcy examination within 
the first 3 months of pregnancy, once per month thereafter. once per every two 
weeks aftet' the first 8 or 9 months, and once per week for the last momh. The 
pregnant woman should seek for doctor" s advice before taking prescriptions 
during the breast-breeding period. 

4. Birth control measures and policies: 
( 1) The moat common types of contraceptives for woman are as followa: IUD 

insertion. sterilizadon. contraceptive implant, condom, contraceptive medication. 
contraceptive ftlm. and contracepdve injection etc. 

(2) Women with one child are required to perform an IUD insertion: women with two 
or more children are required to perform the sterilization. 

,.,..--
·-~ 
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(3) Remedial measures should be taken for unauthorized pregnancies (such as 
abortion or induced labor abortion). 

( 4) After the abortion. one should maintain good personal hygiene and get rest; avoid 
having sex and shower for a month: severe bleeding or bleeding over 10 days 
after surgery should go to the hospital to have it examinM 

(5) After the sterilization. one should take 2-3 rest days before any activity; avoid 
heavy physical activity; the incision should be kept clean. avoid sexual activity 
fora month 

(6) Those who comply with local village's family planning policy will be provided 
with free contraceptives and birth-control measures' services 

5. Reproductive health 
( 1) Conduct women's general physical examination~ for disease on a regular basis; 

perform the monthly breast self-examinati.oa; eliminate sourc:es of infection. avoid 
sharing towel. bath towel. and bathtub etc. avoid mix.ing and washing clothes with 
the infected; maintain p~oper genital hygiene. 

(2} Maimain proper personal hygielle during menstruation cycle. A void sexual 
activity, showering. and swimming d.uriDg menstruation cycle. Wash vulva with 
warm water on a daily buis; avoid extreme physical activity; maintain a good 
moo¢ stay Wlll'D1. avoid catching a cold. 

6. National program of the '1'bree Boouaea" and subsidies 
Women with one child and had the IUD inserted. and upon receiving of One-child 
certificate. will be awarded with 500 Yuan bonus; women with two or mare childreo 
and bad heal sterilized will also be awarded with SOO Yuan bonus. Those who d1ose 
not to have an additional c:hild even though they are legally allowed, and upon 
receiving of OIJe.child c:ertificate. will be awarded with 1000 Yuan bonus;
furthermore. eadtof tbcrcoupta will roeeiw a UlOiltbty bonus of 30 Yuan till each of 

----~-------the couples reach the age of 60. thel1 they will be granted the family planning subsidy 

and be enjoyed; for families with only one child or two daughters, after each of the 
couples reaching tbe age of 60, each of them may be granted a subsidy bonus of no 
less than 600 Yuan a year, given out by the government. 

The People's Government of Ouantou town 
(official seal) 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

l. Birth Control Measures Implementation Notice from Guantou town. Lianjiang county, 
Fujian province for Lin. Xiu 2'lleo. 

2. Notification with regard to Tightening of this year's Implementarlon of Birth Control 
Measures from Guantou town. Lianjiang county for Un. Xiu Zheo. 

3. Notification with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Wort of the Hundred Days 
Battle on Population and Family Planning from Guantou town. Lianjiang county for 
Lin. Xiu Zhen 

4. Notification with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Implementation of the 
Population and Family Planning Policy from Guantou town. Lianjiang county for Lin. 
XiuZheo. 

5. Family PJamililg Publicity Materials from Guantou town for Lin. Xiu Zhen 
6. Family Planning Promotion Booklet from Lianjiang county for Lin., Xiu Zhen 

I. Fan1 Oin He. hereby ca:tify that I am competent in Chinese aDd English 8Dd that I have 
accurately translated the above docnments from Chinese to English to the best of my abilities. 

HeFangQin 

323 Longshore Ave 

?hiladelphia. PA 19111 

(646)-Sl5-t25.5 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
;lttorney-at-Law 

-101' Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is The Campaign 
of "Bringing the New Custom of Marriage and Child-bearing into Thousands of 
Households" in Guantou Town, Family Planning Publicity Materials, The People's 
Government of Guantou Town. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

ft~~$-~~*~~~~~~ffl~#~-~tt.WW~~~~.~~~ff 
W~B~~~~-W~ffi~, ~~M~ft-~. 

Respectfully, 
./1 ;/ ___ _ 

Theodore k'cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
;lttorney-at-Law 

.JO 1 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: ( 212) 925-51 g!! 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is The Campaign 
of "Bringing the New Custom ofMarriage and Child-bearing into Thousands of 
Households" in Guantou Town, Family Planning Publicity Materials, The People's 
Government of Guantou Town. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Respectfully, 
/! 

1/ 
/&--

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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FamDy PI81Uliag Promodoa Booklet 

~ 
\~ 

Family .Piaantag Coundl of LlaD.Jiaa1 

FamUy .Pianntq Allodatloe of LlaDJiaa1 

LiaaJiaq FamOy Plannlnc B8ldc Knowledge 

QucsdODJ collected from massive home visits 

1. Q: What is the legal marriage age for young men and women as stared in the 
.. Marriage Law" at China1 
A: The legal marriage age ia over 22 years old for man and 20 years old for 
WomeiL 

2. Q: What is early marriage or early childbearing? 
A: Oetting married before 22 years old for men. 20 years old for women is 
considered early marriage. Having child right after early marriage ia 
considered early childbearing. 

3. Q: What ia late marriage or late childbearing? 
A: Oettins married three years after tba legal marriage age, 25 years q_lclf!..,or....__ _ 

__ mm and 23· yeua oW fer "Womell is consideted tate DwTiap. The following 
-- conditionl applying to any couples having their first child are considered late 

childbearing: 
1) Having child after getting married late 
2) Women having child after 24 yean old 
J) Men having child after 30 years old 

4. Q: What kinds of procedures you need to go through before marriage? Why? 
A: You need to get the marriage registration done in order to legalize your 
marriage and to be protected by the law. 

5. Q: What regu1atiooa are enforced on the couples at their reproductive age in 
rural area under .. PuJian Provincial Family Planning Regulatiooa'• 
A: A couple in the rural area can only give birth to one child; they are not 
allowed to have any children after having a boy, they will be allowed to have 
another child if a girl waa born. however. it has to be four years after the fint 
child and the mother has to be at least .2j years old. 
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6. Q: Is it illegal to get manied or have child early? Are there any penalties for 
that? 
A: Yes, it is illegal. Early childbearing couples will need to pay the Social 
Care Fee. 

1. Q: What is unplanned birth? How to collect the Social Care Fee? 
A: Having child without approval of certain family planning authorizes is 
considered unplanned birth. It will be collected by the township people's 
:;ovemment. street offices or family planning administrative depattwenta 
accord.iniJ to the total income a year before the year of investigation from both 
parties with the unplanned fertility behavior: 

i} Early childbearing, will be~ from 60'*' to l()(YJ, 
2) Having more than one child. will be charged from twice to triple the 

total income 
3) Having child without nw:riage. will be charged from four to six times 

the total income 

8. Q: From what depanmenta should you get the approval for childbearing? 
What kind& of procedures you need to go through? 
A: For those who meet. the policy requirement~ for the first child birth. before 
getting pregnancy. they need to get the fust-childbeariq certitlcate from the 
family planning department at the street office. You need to provide the birth 
certificates for both parties; the J:ll8lriap ~ aud a one inch. 
bareheaded photo of the womaD at the time of receivinl the certificate. To 
1pply for the second child birth certificate. you need to get the approval form 
for the second child birth from the family planning depaltmeu1 before 
pregnancy, aud obtain the certificate after geUiq the approval from the family 
planning administrative depairn aenta at the county levet At~ the~time Q_( ptting 

--~--~ ~---~ the certificate: betides all dJe ducu.metiti ~.ror tUSt-cbildbeariq 
certificate. you also need to submit (the valid documentl for first-childbearing, 
ill documents required by .. application proccssina aDd review provision of the 
relevant matten for second childbearing of Pujian Province". proofing 
docwnentl of noopregnancy). 

9. Q: After giving birth to the baby, when and what kinds of documents are 
needed to declare for the household registration? 
A: After giving birth to the baby, you need to use the birth certificate to 
Jeciare for the household registration at the local police department within a 
month. 

10. Q: What are the qualifications for remarriage childbearing? 
A: If one party of the remarried couple never bad children. the other party had 
already had a child before getting remarried; or one of the parties is widowed 
remarried. if both parties are qualified to have two children before remarriage, 
then they are qualified to have another child upon approvaL 
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1 1. Q: Is the determination of sex for non-medical netds or tmwhimd 
termination of pregnancy appropriate? 
:k No, it is not It needs to be qorkd to the family planning dcpartmant of 
township fat approval and 12#ds to be necardcd. 

12. Q: What family plsmring pnxedures the adult migrants nad to go through 
before mignition? 
k Before ?hey migrate thsy nead to apply for "- and childbmrixq 
p o f  for migtants" at the towaship people's govermnrmzt street offices or 
family plampiag aclmhhwve depamnrats above the coumty level, 

13. Q: When the adult migrants amva the new home, what family plarming 
procehm should be handed? 
k After they arrive thenew home, theyneedtoapplyforumarriaepsarrrd 
childbearing proof for migrants" at the townhip people's gov- s a e l  
oMces or family planning ~ ~ v c )  departmafa above the a m t y  level. 

14. Q: If the migcaura want to haw children at ths new horns, what proccdurw 
should be dons and where? 
& f f theyrequest tohaveEhi lrba~dtogotothdcr~eofthe  
family planaing administrative deprurment to apply for birth plan. 

15. Q: How many tima a year &odd the "dual physical exam (IUD 
+Pngmmcy)" scrv im ba prondad by coumyl 
kThnerimtslayear. 

17. Q: What is the fvst choice of ammqticm for those women who have givm 
birth to one child already? 
k LU.D. Inscrtiun. 

L 8. Q: What is the first choice of ammqtio11 for newlyweds? 
A: Candom at short-term catiac@oa 

19. Q: Why the pregnant women s W d  be careful with using medication? 
k Any kin& of medication have side effects, pregnant women should use 
m i n i m a l o l e d i c a t i o n , o r ~ ) ~ ~ a t a l l .  

20. Q: How to handle u a p l d  prcgmq? 
A: Take remedial aaioas inmcdbly.  
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21. Q: What do you need to pay attention to after abortion? 
A: 1) Take good rest and sanitary 

2) No sexual intercourse within one month. no bathing within two weeb 
J) If there is pose-operative fever. abdominal pain. persistent vaginal 

bleeding for two weeks. then you need to go to the hospital for examination 

22. Q: Do the lactating women need to have contraception? What are the best 
cltoices'l 
.\: Yes. the best choices are condom or virginal ring. 

23. Q: What is the best time to do the LU.D.Insertion opetation'l 
.<\.: 42 days to 3 months after giving birth. 3 to 7 days after menstrual clean. 

24. Q: Will contraception or sterilization affect health? 
A: No. 

25. Q: Until what age should the women insist on contraception? 
A: They should adhere to contraceptioD until menopause. 

26. Q: What sbould be noted after ligation? 
A: 1) Normal activity after six-hour bed rest 

2) Good rest with no heavy activities within 3 weeks 
3) Incision should be kept clean 
4) No sexual intercourse within a month 

27. Q: How can we achieve eugenics? 
A: 1) Choose a good spouse. avoid next of kin IJJ.8D'iqe 

2) Do a serious pre-marital check. eugenic counseling and testing 
3) Choose the beat child-bearing age.-. -----___ f} Cboose the bela: ame te gee pregu&IICy 
5) Have good pregl1ll1CY care 
6) Have good delivery care 
7) Have good prenatal educadoD and scieotific education 
8) Take "Shi U An" three months before pregnmcy 

28. Q: From the eugenic perspective. what is the best reproductive age for women? 
A: The best reproduc:tive age is between 24 and 29 yean old. 

29. Q: Is it appropriate to get pregDSDCy during honeymoon? 
A: No. Because the arrangement for wedding C01lSUIDel a lot of physical 
strength and energy; a lot of alcohols also harm the reproductive cells; 
frequent sexual intercourse during early nwriage period causes declining 
quality of sperm; also. during honeymoou. irregular daily diet. makes it harder 
to keep clean. It is not conducive to eugenic to get pregnancy under all these 
conditions. 

------
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30. Q: What are the disadvantage of early marriage and early childbearing? 
A; Early marriage and early childbearing will not only affect the health. it will 
also increases the risk of getting pregnancy-induced hypertension syndrome 
1fter pregnancy and increases the chance of getting fetal malformations, low 
birth weight children. miscarriage. premature delivery and the incidence of 
dystocia. k will also increase the rate of illness for pregnant women and 
newborn child and the incidence of infant mortality. 

J 1. Q: Are there any health effects by taking contraceptive pills? 
. \.: No. k will not affect the health. 

32. Q: Is it appropriate to take pills, drink. or smote during pregnancy? Why? 
.\: No, because it will cause fetal deformities and metal retardation to the baby. 

33. Q: Is it better to breast-feed or milk-feed the baby? Wby'l 
A: Breast-feeding is better. Because there is more nutrient~ in breast milk than 
the regular milk. and it is easier to get absorbed by the baby. 

J4. Q: Doell the sex of fetus depend on tbe woman? 
A; No. Because the sex of the fetus depeads on the fact whether the man's 
gperm carry the X or Y chromosome. it hal nothing to do with the egg. (The 
zygote formed from the fertilization of the ega with the sperm carrying the Y 
chromosome will develop into a bor, the zygote formed from the fenilization 
of the ega with the sperm carrying the X chromosome will develop into a girl). 

JS. Q: Can cousins get married? Why? 
A: No. Because consanguiDeoua Ill8lriagel might produce abnormal children. 

36. Q: Can the women take shower. wasll their haD'; brush their hair or~---------- 1 

<turing rhe mnotb of reoorJ«"Y aftel giving btl'ttl1 
A: Yes. 

37. Q: How to prevent the women diseases? 
~\! 1) Take survey for women disease on regular basil (once tNt:rf two yean 
for married women UDder 40 years old. once a year for married women over 
40 years old) 

2) Check your breasts once a month 
3) Eliminate source of infection. do not: use other people's towel, bath 

towel. and basin. etc. Do not mix with the clothes of those people carrying the 
infectious diseaseS·· 

4) Have good health habits, pay attention to genital hygiene 

38. Q: What should you pay attention to during menstrual period? 
A: 1) Pay attention to menstrual hygiene. no sexual intercourse during 
mensttuation. no showering. no swimming. use warm water to clean your 
vulva daily 
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l) A void doing strong physical exercises 
3) Remember to maintain good mental state 
~) Remember to keep you body warm, avoid cold 

Promotional Survey Receipt( 1) 
Household Number ________ _ 

R~pmdm~~------------------Department ______ Villap~----
Gender Age~----
Occupation Marital. ___ _ 

Respondina person signatUre: 
(Note: This survey will be kept in flle for recording purposes or inspection) 

Promotional Survey Reccipt(2) 
Household Number ________ _ 

Responding penon-----------
0~~---------
G~---------------Ooru~ML--------~~wu _____ __ 
Responding penon signature: 
(Note: This survey will be kept in file for recording purposes or inspecdon) 

•ln"-"'n. ,. 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

1. Birth Conttol Measures Implementation Notice from Guantou town. Lianjiang county, 
Fujian province for Lin. Xlu Zhen 

2. Notification with regard to Tightening of this year's Implementation of Birth Control 
Measures from Guantoo town. UanjianiJ county for Un. Xiu 2hea 

3. Notification with regard to the Issues on Stepping Up the Work of the Hundred Days 
Battle on Population and Family Plamrlng from Gwmtou town. Uanjiang county for 
Lin. Xiu 2hen 

-4-. Notification with regard to the Issues on Steppin1 Up the Implementation of the 
Population and Family Planning Polley from Guantou town. Lianjiang county for Lin. 
XiuZhen 

5. Family Planning Publicity Materials from Guantou town for Lin. Xiu Zhen 
6. Family Planning Promotion Booklet from Uanjians county for Lin. Xiu Zhen 

I. Fanl Oin Ho. hereby certify that I am competem in Chinese aDd English and that I have 
accurately trausJated the above documalts from Chinese to English to the best of my abilities. 

Date: 12/l9/200t 

HeFangQin 

823 Longshore Ave 

Philadelphia. PA 19111 

(646}~1~-1255 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1lttorney-at-Law 

· -101 Broadway, Suite 701 · 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Family 
Planning Promotion Booklet, Family Planning Council of Lianjiang, Family Planning 
Association of Lianjiang. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

a~~~-~~*~~m~mmm~#~•~tt. ~w~~~m.~~~~ 
M~-~m~ill-W~m~. *M~~ft·*· 

Respectfull~ 

/~/~ 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
1tttorney-at-Law 

.JOI Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212)925-51H8 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Family 
Planning Promotion Booklet, Family Planning Council of Lianjiang, Family Planning 
Association of Lianjiang. The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Respectfully, 

/~~-
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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Committee Document of Guan Tou Town of the Chinese Communist Party 
Committee of Guan [2007] #44 

Notification of Several Conference Issues regarding the Solid Tackle of the Settlement of 
"Four Techniques" of Family Planning for Months of May, June, and July and of "Critical 

Remedial Measures'' 

Various village (occupied) party branches and committees: 

In order to solidly tackle the settlement of "four techniques" of family planning and 
affirmation of "critical remedial measures" and to make assurance of completion of the annual 
population and family planning responsibility objectives, as discussed and decided by the Party 
Committee of the town, notification of time arrangement and rewards and punishments 
scheduled for this conference is stated as followed: 

1. Time Arrangement 
The date of conference begins on May 1, 2007 and ends at July 31, divides into two 

stages. The first stage is the battling period, which begins on May 1 and ends at June 30; the 
second stage is the supplementary and concluding period, which begins on July 1 and ends on 
July 31. 

2. A. Those villages (occupied) which failed to complete at least one half of the task of 
the critical remedial measures prior to June 15, a productivity warning will be delivered to 
branch secretaries and committee directors of these villages in addition to a public notification 
to the entire town; those villages (occupied) which failed to comprehensively complete the task 
of critical remedial measures prior to June 30, a serious warning will be delivered to branch 
secretaries and committee directors of these villages in addition to a public notification to the 
entire town and a reduction of 500 yuan in the annual bonus; if failed to comprehensively 
complete the task of critical remedial measures prior to July 31, a discretion of the organization 
will be delivered to branch secretaries and committee directors in addition to a reduction of 
1000 yuan in the annual bonus. 

B. A 1000 yuan reward will be given to the bi-committee cadres of the village for 
completion of each critical remedial measure; payment of the rewarding expense comes from a 
portion of the social maintenance fee that is returned to the village, and any insufficient 
amount is to be paid out ofthe village finance. 

C. An individual who is a target of "critical remedial measures" if discovered by an 
outside town, the local village is not only responsible to carry out the operation, but it is also 
subject to a 3000 yuan fine for each violation (includes 500 yuan each for branch secretary and 
committee director of the village, 200 yuan each for manager of the village family planning and 
village cadre). 
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D. Deception is prohibited. Making false or deceptive reports or any other 
techniques in attempt to replace critical remedial measures, once discovered, is to be handled 
seriously. 

E. Practice of placement of an IUD or sterilization needs to be affirmed. According to 
the requirement of "target is the mission," each village (occupied) shall have comprehensively 
completed the task prior to July 31. A 50 yuan reward is given to each completion made within 
the stipulated time, and a 100 yuan fine is imposed for each missing completion; a 10 yuan 
reward is given to each IUD placement, and a 20 yuan fine is imposed for each missing 
placement. Payment of the rewarding expense comes from the family planning budget of the 

town. 

3. Be successful at affirmation of the measure. Implements a system of one report for 
every 7 days and one compiled summary for every 10 days, one shall report the working 
progress on every Thursday and shall report the statutory condition of the working progress 
every 9 days. The agency cadres and the village (occupied) cadres of the entire town shall 
concentrate on time, strength, and leadership to persist for 100 days and to make certain of the 
settlement of "four techniques" of family planning and the completion of the objective of 
"critical remedial measures." 

Committee of Guan Tau Town of Chinese Communist Party 

May 10,2007 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ • 
. ;lttorney-at-Law 

-101 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-59l) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdcphone: ( 21 :!) 925-1208 
Facsimile: ( 212) 925-51 X8 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notification of 
Several Conference Issues Regarding the Solid Tackle of the Settlement of "Four 
Techniques" of Family Planning for Months ofMay, June, and July and of "Critical 
Remedial Measures," Guantou Township Committee Document (May 10, 2007). The 
present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board 
of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter ofS-Y-G-. supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

~~~$·~~*~~M~~mm~#~•~tt.ww~~~M.~~~ff 
~~m~~~m-w~m~. ~~~~~~~. 

Respectfully, 

!? 
/1~ 

I 1/ ---Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
, lttorney-at-Law 

..JO 1 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8121-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tdephone: ( 212) 925-120K 
Fa.:simile: (212) 925-SIKK 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notification of 
Several Conference Issues Regarding the Solid Tackle of the Settlement of "Four 
Techniques'' of Family Planning for Months ofMay, June, and July and of "Critical 
Remedial Measures, " Guantou Township Committee Document (May 10, 2007). The 
present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board 
of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287 .6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 
1 

//----' --
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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Chint~~e Communist Party Guantou Township c.,mmittee Document 

Guan Wei [20071 No.45 

Notice of Establishing Special Operation Command for Family Planning One
Hundred Day Campaign to Oear Up Backlogs of "Four Suf"ierles" and to 

Implement "Critical Remedial Musures'' 

Every Village Party Branch and Village Committee, 

To ensure the success of one hundred-day campaign during May, June and July. and to 
perfectly accomplish the task that were assigned to our town to clear up the "four 
surgeries'' backlog and to implement "critical remedial measure" , according to the 
decision of Township Party Commiuee. we will establish a special commanding office. 
The members of the office are as following. 

General Director 
Vice general Director 

Lin Xian Qing (Secretary ofPany Committee) 
Zheng Jing Xin (Mayor of the township) 
Chen Gong Jin (Present of Township People's Congress) 

Executive Vice General Director: Lin Qiang (Vice Present of Township Family 
Planning Office ) 

Members: 
Lin Tong Bin (Township Vice president of general management depamnent) 
Sun Lin Shun (Vice president of Township Party Committee Political Event 

Department) 
U Song (Vice President of Township Party committee) 
Sun Ren Guo (vice president of Township) 
Dong Yang Jin (Member of Township Party Committee, Vice president of 

Township) 
Dong Yi ( Vice Presid..-m of Township r~pousibie for Science and 

Technology) 

Township) 

pres idem) 

leader) 

Zeng Xiang De(member of Township Party Committee. Vice president of 

Yang Xiao Song (member of publi3hing department of Party Committee) 
Zhang Xing Zhi (member of organization department of Party Committee) 
Zhao Zhang (Party Committee member and People's Army department 

Yu Gao Feng (Vice President of Township family planning project) 
Lin Zu De( president of Township energy department .family planning team 

Zheng Hou fen( President of Guan Tou Security Department l 
Wei Xiong (president ofGuan Tou Boundary protection department) 
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Xin Xiao Tong (president of East boundary protection department) 

Five working group under direction department 

1 Emergency Aid Group 

Group Leader: Lin Tong Bin; vice president: Zhang Xing Zhi 
Member: Lin Zu Rong,Chen Xiao Ding.Lin Jian., Lin Ying Ge 

Major responsibility: responsible for taking women who are pregnant without permission 
to~ Township hospital: providing aid immediately in emergency situation., work. with 
Village leaders and cadres to take the rule breaker to the township government, and after 
confirmation by the [nve.stigation Group of the Family Planning Office, to take the rule 
breaker to the County hospital. They are equipped 370 vans during the special operation. 

Investigation group: 
Group leader: Sun Ren Guo Vice Group Leader: Chen Shao Rui,Chen Zheng Hong 
Member: Huang Liang Ping,Wu Zhi Biao.Yin Xiao Juan, Zheng Hai Ying,Huang Sai 
Fang 

Major responsibility; responsible for the investigation, getting proof and witness . Women 
confmncd pregnancy within the family planning shall be released. If women conftrm.ed 
pregnant outside the family planning, she shall be detained taken to the emergency aid 
group to take her to the County Hospital. 

Executive Group 

Group Leader: Lin Qiang Vice president: Lin Gao Feng 
Member. Lin Xin Zhcn.Hu Min Hua.Liu Chun Xia, Li Zhao Liang,Pan Jia Zhen,l.ei Gao 
Quang .Xu Qiang 
Major responsibility: Stay in the County hospital and control the pregnant without permit 
women sent by the emergency aid group. and to er.force critical remedial measures. 

4 Publishing and reporting group 

Group people: Yang Xiao Song Vice Group Leader: Chen Xiao Rui 
Members:Cben Zeng Yi. Huang Li Hui 
Major responsibility: create the atmosphere during the one-hundred day campain; news 
and infonnation reporting. 

5 Search and Arresting group 

Group leader : village leaders 
Member: villige leaders, Village Two Committ~ leaders, manage officer of Family 
Planning Committee, boundary Polices from Security Department 
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Major responsibility: search and arrest the rule breaker. If women is confinned to be 
pregnant without permit, send them to the County Hospital. lmplement critical remedial 
measure. 

8 sub-groups set under the Search and Arresting group: 

lst sub-group:Shan Dou,Yang Qi,Zhu Qi,Tang Tou.Dong Sheng 
Leader of the group: Chen Gong Jin, Vice Group Leader. Uu Wen 
Member : Hu Sheng Liang ,Qiu Ru Jie.Lin Hong Tan .Huang Rong ,president of village 
Party branch.president of village committee, manage officer of family plan committee. 2 
people from Guan Tou Security Department 

2nd sub-group: Gong Yu..Qtn Chuan. Xia Tang ,Guan Fu. Chuan Shi 
Group Leader: Sun Lin Shun. Vice Group Leader,2heng Kai Yin 
Member: Sun Hai Yin, Huang Xue Fei Chen Guo Wei. Yang Qi En.Zheng Wen Bin. 
president of Village Party Committee, Village Committee Derection, Director of village 
committee, manage officer of family planning project, 2 people from Guan Tou Security 
Department 

3ro sub-group 
Group Leadcr.Li Song Vice Group Leader: Fang Xiong 
Member;Lin Nian Jin:, Li Li Ping,Lin Xu.Wu Yong !ian. Director of village committee, 
manage officer of family planning project, 2 people from Guan Tou Security Department 

4111 sub-group: Men Bian. Chang Men. Hou Yi. Peng Qi · 
Group Leader:2hao Zhang, Vice President: Lin Yan Sheng. 
Member: Chen De Chao,Chen Jin. Ye Jin,Zheng Zhuo Guan, Direaor of village 
committee, manage officer of family planning project, 2 people from Guan Tou Security 
Department 

s~tt sub-Group: Zhai Yang .Xia Qi. Ding An,Guan Qi 
Group Leader : Dong Yi. Vice Group Leader. Huang Yi Xin~. 
Member. Chen Wen Qia..•g ,Li Zhao .iGu.. Guang Cwt Ji.n.Qiu Zhao Qiang, Director of 
village committee, manage officer of family planning project. 2 people from Gu.an Tou 
Security Department 

6lb sub-group:Dong An.Hou Er 
Group Leader. Zeng Xiang De, Vice Group U:ader. LiMing Hua 
Member. Sun Chun Guang,Teng Rong, Lin Xing. Director of village committee, manage 
officer of family planning project. 2 people from Dong An Security Department 

7lll sub-group: Ding Qi, Tang Xia. Long Sha 
Group Uader: Yang Xiao Song; Vice Group Leader: Chen Hua 
Member:Qiu Qiao,Chen Guang liang, Chen Xiang Ding. Director of village committee. 
manage officer of family planning project, 2 people from Dong An Security Department 
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gm sub-GroupL Hu Jiang 
Group Leader: Dong Yong Jin. Vice President: Lin You De 
Member: Lin QiDong. Weng cmng Xing, Xie Zu Rong. Director of viiJage conunittee. 
manage officer of family planning project. 2 people from Huan Tou Bondary Security 
Depanmenr. 

Chinese Communalism township committee of Guang Tou 

May 1 Oda 2007 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

.J01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-591) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: <212) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice of 
Establishing Special Operation Commandfor Family Planning One-Hundred Day 
Campaign to Clear Up Backlogs of "Four Surgeries" and to Implement "Critical 
Remedial Measures," Guantou Township Committee Document (May 10, 2007). The 
present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board 
of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6~ Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

ft~~$·~~*~~M~~mmk#~•~tt. ww~~~M.~~~ff 
w~•~m~m-w~m~. ~~~~ft~¥. 

Respectfully, 

/' 

// /~ 
Theodore~ Cox, Esq., 
theoclorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-8l21-9001 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. 1 Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Telephone: (212)925-1208 
Facsimile: <212)925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Notice of 
Establishing Special Operation Command for Family Planning One-Hundred Day 
Campaign to Clear Up Backlogs of" Four Surgeries" and to Implement "Critical 
Remedial Measures," Guantou Township Committee Document (May 10, 2007). The 
present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board 
of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; Matter of S-Y-G-, supra. I thank in 
advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any questions or require any 
further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 
( 

' I 
II 

~~--
TheoJore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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.·1< 
The Communist Puty of Cbia1 

Liauji.a ne County Guantou Town:shi p Committee 

Offidal Directive 

Township Comniitt~ {2005J, No. 128 

A.IUlOIUlCCment or the Furthu lmpnvcmeot of the F'ullity Plscn!.nc Work 

To: Village/Community Party Bn.ncn Officct, Village Committee. alld all rrutitute aDd 

Uniu 

fn order to t\lrtbcr im.pro,.e our tOWlUhip'1 filllily planning work, to totally cleanup the 

dead cndl o!the l"amily planning work, to change t.he p33Sivc situation in Olll towruhip's 

f~ily plmoing war't. According to the requirements of the county Commwilit ?arty 

Comminec and~ county government. along with our town's acruaJ.sHu.ation, r1u: 

following are the relevant irutnJctions: 

I. Traditionally, our town is che hometown of many oversea Chinese. Sina: rhc 

reform and opening up, more and more people migrated abroad. After the 21" 

cenrury, many over<><:a Chinese began to .. now back". Many of t.ht:rn arc in the 

re{lroductive age. How 1o m:uugc these people ha.s become 1 new problem 

an<1 ch:!!lc:-:g:: lo ou( (uwu's family planning work; 

11. Afta: the discuuion by the town Communist Party Committe.e and the: town 

People's Government. it w ~n decided aJI tbc retum.ing ov~a. Chinese, 

who do not have citiu:oships of otha" ccuntri.:s. shall follow lhe laws and 

regula.tiaCl$ reganji.n.g !amity planning of the: stare: and fujia.n ?rovin.cc. They 
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.. ). e .) 
( ' ·. 

shAll 4lso ma:t the requirm1cnt.s on the guidt:li.oc:s is.suc:d over tbc p:ut years 

by the dry, county and rown. 

UI. To whose ~g overs.c::a Chi~. if they have child (childrt:n) born in 

Cbint. or abroad, tho c.hild (children), whether thcry b.ave obtained c:itizenshi~ 

of foreign counaie:s or not, withoUt excqltion, should be in.cluded in ou.r 

town'.s family plalU:Iing goal and should be managed cc:cordi.og to Cl.UTent 

(amily pllMing management methods. For those couples who gan birth out 

of plan, .sh.a!t be (tned according co curr~c standards. The women with 

reproductive age, who meet·thc "IUD l~rtion" sUnduds, shall be inserted 

with the: IUD. For those who pfegNnl out o( the plat1, shall be abOrted. One 

party nft.he ~uple .shall be sterilized i{che nature afthc violation i.s very 

~ria us. 

The above: regul:ztion will be in effect aft.e:r January I, 2006. Please fallow thls 

directive if the old dirn:tive.J are in cannict with this one. 

We hop4 that~ above directive will be strictly followed aod imp!emc~t.cd. 

~Communist Party of Chin~ UanjiiUlg Guatttou Committee (SUmp) 

Peop)c'.s GovernmctJt ofGt1a11tou Townsbip (Stamp) 

Dcccmbc:r n 1 2005 

CC: Townsbip Party Committee, NPC, Vice Mayor of the ToWl'\ship, Fa.mily 

Planning Offi~ for records. 
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• ), 
CTRTIFlCA1'E OF'TRANSLATTON 

1, J~an Hu, certifY that 1 am competent ta translate the. above documenrs 

from Chine!9e to EngH~ and that the trnnslation is true and llt.cur~te, to the 

b<:st ofmy abilities. 

Jean Hu 

.. --·-··-- .. -·--····· ... 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
A.ttorney-at-Law 

.J01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:(86-59l) 783 8267 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Tl'lcphonc: (212)925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

March 25, 2011 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Announcement 
of the Further Improvement of the Family Planning Work, Lianjiang County Guantou 
Township (December 27, 2005). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6~ 
Matter ofS-Y-G-, supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

R~~~-~~*~~M~~m~~#~a~tt.WW~~~M.~~~ff 
~~m~~~m-w~m~. ~M~~ft~*· 

Respectfully, 
J 

li ;v---
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox@ gmail.com 
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THEODORE 1Y. COX, ESQ. 
, \ttorney-at-uzw 

-/.01 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

VIA FACSIMILE:020-812l-900 l 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Depattment of Homeland Security 
c/o American Consulate General 
No. l Shamian Street South, 
Guangzhou 510133 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

TL'iephone: ( 212 l 'I 25 ~ 120X 
Fac,imilc: 1212 l '125~51 XX 

March 25, 20 ll 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached documents 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Announcement 
ol the Further Improvement of the Family Planning Work. Lianjiang County Guantou 
Township (December 27, 2005). The present request is a prerequisite requirement prior to 
reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6; 
Matter o/S-Y-G-. supra. I thank in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you 
have any questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Respectfully, 
' 

Theodt>reN. Cox, Esq., 
!hcodorccox@~mail.com 
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FUZHOU CITY MAWEI DISTRICT TING JIANG TOWN 
PEOPLE'S GOVERNMENT DOCUMENT 

Tingjiang Town Year 2009 Family Planning Work Report 

Zn 2009, population and family planning work in our town, under the leadership 
of District Committee and District Government and guidance of family planning 
department of upper authorities, with harmonious family planning as the center, with 
satisfying the increasing needs for service by populous people at fertile age as the 
standard, with consolidating quality family planning service as the main rhythm, in 
accordance of the requirements of legal administration, villager's autonomous 
management, excellent quality service and comprehensive management, constantly 
increase serving consciousness and promote our town's family planning work onto a new 
level. The following is the report on our town's 2009 family planning work 

I: Family planning team 

1. Town government family planning staff 15 employees, among them are 7 
employees in family planning office (1 for director, 2 deputy directors, 3 for 
mobile population management, 1 statistics); 1 for family planning association 
and 6 for family planning service center 

2. There are now 32 village (community) family planning administrators, 19 
association directors and 12 1 central household leaders 

11: Accomplishment of various targets 

1. According to statistics, there are 19619 permanent residents in our town, 3 184 
married women. 97 new births ( 51 male and 46 female), birth rate 4.86%; 
there are 96 policy allowed births, with a complying ratio of 98.96%; sex ratio 
of population births is 110: 100. 

2. 150 cases of "4 procedures" were performed, including male sterilization 4 
cases, female sterilization 24 cases, IUD insertion 91 cases, hypodermical 3 
cases, induced abortion 7 cases, abortion 4 cases, IUD removal 17 cases. 

3. There were 3913 flown in people ( including 2812 fertile-aged women), 44 
births (28 males and 16 females), 30 people received free " 4 procedures) 
including 2 induced abortion, 3 abortions, 21 IUD insertions, 4 sterilizations 
and 21 people for free use of contraceptive medicine or medicine and 
medicine and tools. 796 family planning management contracts were signed. 
There were 2812 flown-in fertile-aged women who are listed as managed, the 
management ration is 100%; among them 1628 are certificate holders, 
certificate holding rate is 58.9%, certificate check-up 1628 people, check up 
ration is 100%. 2812 migrant population information should be submitted and 
2812 have been submitted, there should be 12 feedbacks and 12 feedbcks 
were done. The submission ratio and feedback ratio both reached 100%. 
Permanent residents flew out 18 people and 18 certificates were issued, a 
100% ratio. 

4. From January to September, town financial bureau invested family planning 
fee of RMB600,000 and RMB30 family planning expenses were invested per 
capita 
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5. 2009 one-child bonus should be paid RMB22,500, and RMB22,500 was paid, 
reward ratio is 100%; the two girls sterilization family bonus should be 
RMB10,500 and RMB10,500 was paid, reward ratio is 100%. There are 64 
mral families that are target for family planning bonus and assistance. They 
have been located according to procedures and RMBlOOlperson was paid as 
bonus and assistance allowances. In accordance with the District's social 
assistance policy for family planning families, in 2009, we have applied 
"happiness project" loan of RMB9,OOO for 3 families that have blood- 
producing capability, and family planning minimum insurance for 35 family 
planning hardship families, and rural medical insurance assistance allowance 
for 1076 one-child families and two girls sterilization families and during the 
Spring Festival period, we have united the three levels: district, town and 
village (community) and delivered allowance for 47 family planning hardship 
families. 

6. 2009 annual social foster fee should be collected from 12 people, amount to 
be coilected is RMB407,500, RMB290,lOO have been collected, collection 
ratio is 7 1 %. 

7. Family planning administrators in the whole town, farnily planning 
association director, central household leaders have been 100% actualized 
with their treatment and we have realized to offer family planning 
administrators the same treatment as the major village carders and full amount 
is paid on schedule. 

111: Major work accomplishments 

U d o r m  thought and good leadership. Comprehensive realize family planning 
target responsibility system, forming a situation where the first leader of the 
party and the government operate in person and generally responsible, and 
family planning specialized deputy secretary is specifically responsible, and 
family planning team and village (community) cardres perform with all their 
strength, and departmental units cooperate. Major leaders of the party and 
government personally coordinate the key points and hard points of family 
planning work and actualize responsibility in place and measures in place and 
investment in place. According to the spirit of Work plan o f  total reinforce 
pouulation and familv planning work, overall solution to the ~opulation issue 
stipulated by district committee and district government, our town promoted 
greatly the treatment for village level family planning administrators. Apart 
from actualizing the policy that village (community) family planning 
administrators enjoy the same treatment as the major leaders in the village 
(community), we also actively cooperate with district family planning bureau 
and applied retirement allowances for specialized family planning 
administrators who have worked on family planning position for over 20 
years, and have consequently greatly increased initiative and activities of the 
village (community) family planning administrators. 

At the same time, in comparison with population and family planning duty 
report delivered at the beginning of the year, family planning provincial 
inspection plan and family planning national excellence standard, we 
conducted serious study and in-depth discussion and increase work input and 
organize town and village (community) family planning staff to reform and 
standardize town and village (community) family planning record book, 
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which reinforced and promoted regular work of family planning and achieved 
obvious effects. 

2. Powerful publicizing and strengthening atmosphere. Develop new marriage 
and birth trend into tens of thousand families and care for girls action, 
promote the social effect of family planning publicizing work. We center on 
town family planning service center and supported by village (community) 
population school, make a lot of efforts in promoting awareness ratio on 
family planning knowledge by family planning carders and fertile-age people. 
We produced some publicizing products liked by the people and publicize in 
villages and families. We deliver family planning publicizing products into 
households, distributing small paper fans, aprons, bath-caps, shopping bags. 
We hold favorable policy seminar for all village (community) one-child 
families and two girls sterilization families in the town. We organize marriage 
fertile-aged women to take basic family planning knowledge test and produce 
family planning publicizing boards and on big festivals we accompany the 
city and district family planning bureau and hold rural family planning award 
policy and birth health consultant activities and promote the people's new 
style marriage and birth concepts. 

3. Excellent service to satisfy needs. Develop excellent family planning service 
and correct guidance for contraceptive measures, going into villages and 
families to guide on contraception and birth control and quality birth, quality 
education and quality nurture. Pro-procedure visits and free general 
gynecological disease check-ups are conducted, improve town family 
planning service center and village service office hardware and software and 
make standard and scientific service system and improve cardre-people 
relation and promote people activity to voluntarily comply with family 
planning. Creat excellent family planning service windows. Satisfy and make 
convenience to people's needs to family planning service according to the 
requirements of four goods and one satisfaction (good environment, good 
technique, good service, good management and people's satisfaction) and five 
ones (one smiling face, one greeting, one chair, one cup of water, one second 
waiting time upon arrival). 

4. Medical medicine and tool management to increase efficiency. Increase 
family planning medical medicine and medicine and tools management and 
service work. Under the guiding principle of " mainly contraception, 
comprehensive measures, differentiate for different people, and voluntary 
options", establish people-oriented excellent service, through training village 
(community) medical medicine and medicine and tools management staff, 
strictly deliver management of medical medicine and medicine and tools and 
free delivery and reinforce people's contraceptive knowledge and satisfy the 
need for contraceptive medicine and medicine and tools by permanent and 
mobile population and increase use and effect fully of contraceptive medicine 
and medicine and tools. 

5. Work appraisal, open and transparent. Develop democratic work appraisal, 
distribute survey forms on work appraisal and democratic work appraisal 
recommendation forms and hold seminars and investigate publicly and 
privately and collect comments, self-investigate and self-correction and 
reforms to make people understand the needs for family planning work so as 
to be more favorable for family planning work. Especially follow evaluation 
and match standards of Fuzhou city basic level family planning civilization 
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window, standardize window construction, system construction, team quality 
and service attitude. 

6. Management by law, civilized enforcement. Administrate by law and enforce 
correctly to make enforcement standard, civilized and, the process are legal, 
document and files are complete and try hard to increase collection ratio on 
social foster fee and at the same time, submit those to the court for forced 
enforcement who have money but refuse to pay. There are consecutive years 
of non-violation to administration actions. 

7. Interest oriented and effective safeguard. To let family planning families feel 
politically glorious, financially beneficial and live happily, our town follow 
the "8 systems and 5 key projects" requirements by the district population and 
family planning, continuously upgrade and perfect interest oriented 
mechanism and make one-child families, two girls sterilization families, 
abandon-birth families enjoy benefit by family planning benefit policy and 
form the family planning interest oriented and social safeguard mechanism 
with government support, department participation and joint management. 

8. Team construction and upgrade qualification. Reinforce family planning team 
construction and constantly upgrade town and village (community) family 
planning staff's work standard and business qualification and improve family 
planning month regular meeting and increase family planning carders' 
training on family planning law, statutory rule study and training. Regularly or 
irregularly choose family planning office and service center staff to receive 
training in the city and district and continuously upgrade their business level. 
Guided by the principle of "county management, town employment and 
village use" for family planning administrators, conduct pre-position training, 
sign family planning administrator contract and issue employment certificate 
and reform well village (community) family planning administrator 
management system reform. 

9. Comprehensive management and upgrade quality. To suit mobile population 
family planning work, this year our town developed one-stop mobile 
population service management work, which involve various departments like 
town family planning, comprehensive administration, public security, and 
labor. Organized mobile population for family planning knowledge training; 
through multiple channels go into companies and deliver service to door and 
send contraceptive, excellent birth and nurture and birth health knowledge to 
service targets; organize and coordinate town police station, village 
(community) staff to conduct regular or irregular blanket inspection from the 
1sih to 2 0 ~  of each month on mobile population and further standardize our 
town's mobile population family planning management work, upgrade overall 
management and service level. 

10. Progress with the times and create and initiate. To be more suitable for new- 
era population and family planning work, promote service level for mobile 
population. To continuously create and develop and promote overall level of 
family planning work. Firstly, develop town, village (community), enterprise 
family planning associations to work with "three united creations" as media, 
and put service into changing people's birth concepts and effectively promote 
people's activity to "give less births to make fortune fast". Secondly, develop 
"birth care actions", center on people's birth, life and labor activities and 
promote family planning excellent service to meet needs of fertile-aged 
people. Thirdly, develop "new rural new family" work, and sign with 487 
targets in 17 villages of the town Familv P1nnnin.s New Rural and New 
Family Plan Book . Accomplish solving fertile-aged people's hot point and 
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hard point issues and at the same time, promote self influential and 
encouraging strength. 

IV: Existing problems 

Over the year, although our town's population and family planning work has 
made prominent progress, there are still some problems and difficulties, mainly in 
following respects: publicizing and education work is not deep enough; double 
check-ups and four procedures are not 100% in place; social foster fee collection 
still have some difference from goal, mobile population management and service 
is not in full position. These difficulties and issues are yet to overcome and 
resolve in our future work. 

V: 2010 working thoughts 

1. Unify thoughts and promote recognition. With national family planning 
excellence service area as the platform, enhance stress and responsibility of 
population and family planning work, with excellence service as main rhythm, 
policy complying ratio as the focus, reinforce basic management and stabilize 
and promote our town's total level of population and family planning work. 

2. Enhance leadership and actualize responsibility. the first leader of the party 
and the government in town, villages and communities take general charge 
and operate in person, and family planning specialized leaders are specifically 
responsible, actualize target responsibility system level be level, do the real 
and actual work, focus on key points and create and initiate to promote our 
town's population and family planning work for new breakthrough and 
development. 

3. Reinforce publicizing and enhance atmosphere. Use the activity "marriage and 
birth new trend into tens of thousand families" as carrier, form publicizing 
structure. Continue to use big festivals and enter village and households to 
publicize family planning law and rules and basic knowledge and materially 
change people's concepts on marriage and births and promote overall 
awareness on family planning by cardres and the people and bring family 
planning into people's heart and enhance government's Influence and bring 
the national policy into thousands of families and homes and civilized 
marriage and birth concepts into people's hearts. 

4. Make foundation firm and emphasize national excellence. Develop work and 
promote family planning excellence service work with "three majors" 
principles of family planning. Reinforce double check-ups, four procedures 
basic work using multiple channels and means and enhance pregnancy 
tracking and management work and eliminate happening of out-of-policy 
births. 

5. Human-oriented and excellence service. Conscientiously comparing national 
excellence standard, develop excellence work with technical service as 
emphasis and serve the majority fertile-aged people better and meet the ever- 
growing family planning needs of fertile-aged people and realize "star level" 
management on family planning service centers. 

Since 2009, although we made achievements, we still have a way to go. For 
existing problems, we need to enhance leadership, itemize tasks, reinforce 
responsibility, increase investment, enforce award and punishment, 
comprehensively promote our town's population and family planning work 
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level and create a good population environment for the continuous 
development of the whole town's economic society. 

Tingjiang Town Government 
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CERTIFICATE OF ACCURACY 

I, Tom Zhang, being duly sworn, depose and say that I am competent with the 
Chinese language and the English language. 

I certify that I am competent to translate from the following attached documents 
in the Chinese language into the English language and the translations are true and 
accurate to the best of my ability: 

Tom Zhang 
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. THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
A ttorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

Telephone: (2 12) 925-1208 
Facsimile: (212) 925-5188 

October 10,201 1 

Fujian Provincial Foreign Affairs Office 
Consular Division 
97 Hua Lin Road, Fuzhou City, Fujian Province 350003 
China 
Tel:(86-591) 785 2939 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached document 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Tingjiang Town 
Year 2009 Family Planning Work Report, Fuzhou City Mawei District Tingjiang Town 
People's Government Document (December 1,2009). The present request is a 
prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matter of S-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247,251 (BIA 
2007). I thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any 
questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Theodore N. Cox, Esq., 
theodorecox~mai1.com 
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THEODORE N. COX, ESQ. 
Attorney-at-Law 

401 Broadway, Suite 701 
New York, NY 10013 

Telephone: (2 12) 925- 1208 
Facsimile: (2 12) 925-5 188 

October 10,201 1 

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
C/O American Consulate General 
No. 1 Sharnian Street South, 
Guangzhou 5 1 0 1 33 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I respectfully request your assistance in authenticating the attached document 
provided by our clients. The English translation of the document's title is Tingjiang Town 
Year 2009 Family Planning Work Report, Fuzhou City Mawei District Tingjiang Town 
People's Government Document (December 1,2009). The present request is a 
prerequisite requirement prior to reopening a matter before the Board of Immigration 
Appeals pursuant to 8 C.F.R 1287.6. See Matter of S-Y-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 247,251 (BIA 
2007). I thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter. If you have any 
questions or require any further information please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectful 1 
Theodore N. Cox, Esq., \ 

theodorecox~grnail.com 
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Late Marriage Late Birth 

Late Marriage Late Birth 

The Implementation of family planning is a basic national policy of our country. 
Advocate late marriage. Promote late birth. 

A marriage between a man who is over 25 years of age and a woman who is over 23 is 
considered late marriage. A married woman who is over 24 or after a late marriage 
expecting and giving birth to her first child is considered late birth. 

[People] of late marriage and late birth will enjoy the following benefits: (1 )  if both 
husband and wife's employers are institutions or enterprises and if they enter into a late 
marriage, their wedding vacation period is extended to 15 days; (2) the husband is given 
7 days paternity leave for a late birth; (3) the bearing-age woman who has a late birth and 
has obtained a single-child certificate. is entitled to a maternity leave extension from 135 
to 180 days. This is stipulated by her work unit based on actual situation; (4) wedding 
vacation time, paternity leave and maternity leave are all paid leaves and treated as if they 
were present at work. These leaves have no affzct on the calculation of length of 
service, promotion and wage adjustment. 

If both future husband and wife ask to be married but they have not reached the legal 
marriage age, they should be persuaded to consider delay the marriage. They need to be 
married but also must obey our country's farnily planning arrangement and implement 
late marriage. Getting married and having children prior to the legal marriage age are 
strictly forbidden. Giving birth out of the Plan, illegal adoption and giving away 
children against the law are prohibited. 

Apply for the first child's birth. 

I .  Obtain the "Application for First Child's Birth Permit Examination and Approval 
Form" at your local resident's (village) committee; 

2. Tn~rhfully fill out two copies of "Examination and Approval Form" with ink pen in 
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person; 

3. Take the "Examination and Approval Form" to both spouses' work units, [local 
resident's (village) committee where household is registered if no work unit], to obtain 
the official seal: 

3. If residing across the neighborhood, township, county or district, they must obtain a 
"Family Planning Certificate". Take the "Examination and Approval Form" to the 
family planning office of the district (township, neighborhood) where household is 
registered to obtain the official seal; 

5. Take the "Examination and Approval Form" to the local resident's (village) committee 
where household is registered to obtain the official seal; 

6. Take the "Examination and Approval Form", marriage certificate, both spouses' 
household registration booklets, national identification cards, two one-inch photos of the 
wife who is of child-bearing age, and "Pre-marriage Education Card" to the local family 
planning office of the permanent residence or the neighborhood (township) to obtain 
"Family Planning Certificate". 

Apply for second child's birth pennit. 

Conditions on applying for a second child. 

1. In the case of couples from the rural area who are engaged in the agricultural 
production face actual difficulty and if they meet the following requirements and request 
to have another child, they can be arranged to have one more child within the Plan. (1) 
both husband and wife are single-child; (2) they only have one child who has 
non-hereditary disability and cannot become the normal labor force after the treatment; 
(3) the couple were diagnosed sterile but become p r e s a n t  aftcr adopting a child 
legitimately; (4) either the husband or the wife is a martyr's only child and they have only 
one child; ( 5 )  either the husband or wife becomes disabled while on official duties and 
s~tch disability is evaluated as a. second-degree and A-graded level or above: both 
husband and wife are expatriates from Taiwan, Hong Kong and bfacau who have 
returned to Mainland to set~le down and it has been less than 6 years since they had 
returned; (7) either husband and wife's past two generations are of only-child; (8) they 
have only one child and the husband's brothers either do not have any children or they 
cannot have children; (9) the wife does not have any brothers, and the husband moves in 
the wife's parents' home and rakes care of the wife's parents. This can only apply to 
one sister among all the wife's sisters; (10) husband and wife both reside in a village that 
has a population density less than 50 people per square kilometer and provides over 2 
Chinese acres of farm land or over 30 Chinese acres of wood land per person; (1 1) miners 
work in shaft mines and Fishermen engaged in open sea fishing as well farmers live in 
counties that have effcctive family planning control and they have only one daughter with 
actual diffic~~lty and request for a second child, such request can be granted according to 
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the provincial people's government's requirements. 

No consideration should be given to the following situation: (1) woman of child-bearing 
age who becomes a temporary resident in the county, urban area or a city and makes her 
own grain ration arrangement; ( 2 )  woman of child-bearing age leaves her registered 
permanent address for over half a year while on business or seeking employment; (3) 
based on local actual determination, the county's (city, district) local government cannot 
make arrangement for a second child. 

2. Urban residents: if both husband and wife's employers are institutions or enterprises 
(including collective unit, "three investments", private enterprise, township or 
village-owned enterprise, independent contractors engaged in commerce and temporary 
contracted teachers), urban residents can have only one child. Under special 
circumstances, these regulations apply to Item No. 1 to No. 6 on conditions for rural 
resident's having a second child as well as Item No. 11 for miners who work in shaft 
mines. If applying in person to request for a birth permit for a second child, 
arrangement can be made within the Plan. 

3. National Minorities: minority (except Zhuang Minority) couples, if both husband and 
wife are peasants or are employed by business and enterprise owned by minority ethnic 
township or village or if they are urban residents, two children can be allowed within the 
Plan. For those who meet the following requirements, and if they request to have an 
additional child, they can be allowed to have an additional child: ( 1) both husband and 
wife are single-child; (2) one of their two children has a non-hereditary disability and 
cannot become the normal labor force after treatment; and (3) it is the second marriage 
t'or either or both spouses. and the total number of children from prior mamage(s) is less 
than two. The minority family planning regulations apply to those mixed marriages that 
are of Han-minority ethnic (except ZICCIANG) and settle in minority townships and 
villages. The Han party moves in with his or her spouse's minority townships and 
villages and their children are considered minorities. 

4. Returned overseas Chinese: Except for the above stated conditions for two children 
allowed in rural area as well as the urban area, if they meeting the following conditions 
and if they request to give birth again, they may be allowed to have another child. 
( 1)The wife is expecting when entering the country and returning to homeland to settle 
down; (2) they have only one child and have returned to the country for less than 6 years; 
(3) their children live abroad and there is no children living in the homeland. 
Procedures on applying for a second child. Couples who request to have a second or 
third child must wait four years between births and apply in person at the local village 
(resident) committee. The application must be verified by the township's Family 
planning office (or both spouses' work units if they are cadres or workers) and is reported 
to the county's (district) family plannir~g supervisory department. Only with the 
country's approval, a '.birth permit" can be issued to arrange such birth. 
Single child and preferred treatments. 
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Single child certificate can be obtained before the wife turns 39. Couples who have 
only one child can apply t'or single child certificate in person before their child turns 14. 
First, the wife shall fill out a "single child certificate application form" (three copies) 
through her work unit. After a preliminary investigation by both spouses' respective 
work units, it's forwarded to the wife's registered neighborhood committee for 
verification. The country (district) family planning supervisory department will issue a 
"single child certificate". 

Single child preferred treatments. For those who hold "single child certificate", they 
will be entitled to the following benefits: 

( I )  The institutional and business staff workers will be entitled to an incentive fee of 4 to 
5 Yuan every month until their child turns 14; or they can receive a lump sum payment of 
no more than 400 Yuan. split and paid by both spouses' work units. If one spouse is a 
rural or township resident, the entire amount shall be given by the employed spouse's 
work unit. If economically possible and with concerned supervisory department's 
approval. the work unit can provide the single child's mother a leave of absence 
(including maternity leave) of no more than a year. During the prolonged leave of 
absence, the perspective work unit can provide proportionally appropriate wage based on 
their own actual situation; (2) if both spouses are unemployed urban residents, the 
incentive fee should be given by the People's Government of the country (district), 
township or neighborhood; (3) the single child incentive fees of workers who ere 
independent contractors or of "three investments" enterprise and joint ventures shall be 
listed as an content item in the employment contract. Special fund shall be reserved and 
provided responsibly; (4) if both spouses are peasants, appropriate incentive fees shall be 
given so to help support development production. These people shall be first arranged 
to be employed by enterprises owned by the district, township and village. They shall 
be first given the opportunity when there is opening for jobs and cadre positions. They 
shall be also given preferred treatment to homestead issues and lower production target. 
They shall be appropriately exempt from t'aking up volur?ta~j works and in places tvherc 
they irnplernznr a retirement pension system, they should be given an increased pension. 
Details shall be specified by the local district (township) People's Government. ( 5 )  
being all things equal, the only child shall be first considered t'or enrollment in a nursery 
school, preschool, regular school, employment, medical treatment, housing arrangement 
and so on. 

Concerned family planning regulations. 

I .  All child-bearing couples must take effective birth control measurements according to 
the family planning regulations. In niral area, we promote IUD insertion after first child 
and sterilization surgery after second child. [f found indeed not fit for sterilization 
surgery or IUD insertion, the couple must take comprehensive birth control measures. 
The institutional and enterprise staff workers and urban residents shall take [he 
comprehensive birth control measures. If the comprehensive birth control measures are 
found ineffective, IUD insertion or srzrilizacion surgery must be implemented. Except 
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for those who have met the requirements for having two children, minority ethnic groups 
also have to undergo sterilization surgery after having two children. 

2. For pregnancy against the Plan, remedial actions must be taken by the couple's work 
units, or the people's government of the local township (farm), the neighborhood 
committee, and village (resident) committee. If after being educated and the couple still 
do not terminate the pregnancy, and if they are cadres or workers, they should be 
suspended from their jobs and will not receive wages until the pregnancy is terminated. 
For those who are other than cadres and workers, the district, township, neighborhood 
committee and farm must take necessary administrative and economical measures. 
Those who are hiding due to their pregnancy outside the Plan will be punished according 
to the family planning regulations if they do not return within a specified time frame. 
Birth control surgeries. 

1. After the evaluation from a county-level or above hospital confirming the patient's 
complication is caused by the vasoligation, the patient shall be given free medical 
treatments. The cadre staff members' medical fees shall be reimbursed by their work 
units and shall continue to receive wages during treatment. Peasants and urban 
residents, including those who are self-employed, shall be reimbursed by the local family 
planning department. For those who can not engage in the normal labor force after the 
treatment, local government shall arrange employment within their ability with township 
and village enterprise or provide economic relief according to relevant stipulation. 2 .  
Vasoligation leave of absence deadline: (1) 14 days for induced abortion; (2) 17 days for 
induced abortion and simultaneous IUD insertion; (3) 36 days for induced abortion and 
simultaneous tuba1 ligation; (4) 30 days for intermediate term abortion; (5) 5 1 days for 
intermediate term abortion and simultaneous turbal ligation; ( 6 )  21 days for turbal 
ligation; (7) 7 days for vasectomy; (8) 3 days for IUD insertion; (9) 7 days for a caretaker 
to care for his or her spouse who has undergone a sterilization surgery required by family 
planning. Under special circumstances, the leave of absence can be prolonged with 
veritication from a hospital. Wages are given during the leave of absenc!: and this has 
no affzct on job assessment and promotion. 

Punishment for Family planning violation. 

Collect family planning violation fee. 

Family planning violation fee shall be collected for family planning violations according 
co the following regulations: 

1. Giving birth prior to legal marriage age shall be dealt with as "early birth" 

3. Those who violate the family planning policy by  havins an "early birth" or giving birth 
without waiting for a specified period shall be fined 60-100% of both spouses' combined 
income from prior year. Those who have orte additional child out of the Plan shall be 
fined two to three times of [heir combined income from prior yzar. Those who have cwo 
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additional children out of the Plan shall be fined four to six times of their combined 
income from prior year. Those who have three additional children out of the Plan or in 
extreme adverse situation shall be tined double. The collection of over 20,000 Yuan of 
family planning violation fee must be approved by the people's government of the county 
(district). 

3. Illegal adoption shall be fined according to relevant regulations for family planning 
violation based on the total number of biological and adopted children. 

4. Parents who abandon their infants shall be fined according to relevant regulations for 
family planning violation based on the total number of children they have. Investigation 
and legal action shall be taken against these parents under serious circumstances. 

5. Collection deadline: a lump sum collection of the family planning violation fee. For 
it~dividuals who have economic difficulty, an installment can be arranged with the 
approval from the collection agency. 

If the family planning violation fee is too much for the farmer to bear, the collection shall 
be executed in a charging scope and standard stipulated by the country and province. 
Punishment and limitation to couples who violate the family planning policy. 

1. For institutional and enterprise workers, if one spouse has not reached the late marriage 
age, they should not be given the late marriage leave of absence. Giving birth ahead of 
marriage or without waiting for the specified time period, the relevant punishments last 3 
years. Giving additional birth outside the Plan, the relevant punishments last 7 years. 
No synthesis prize, transfer, promotion, upgrade, salary raise, advance ranking or the 
chance to be appraised for advanced worker are permitted. For those who have 
additional children outside the Plan, both spouses must be demoted one level from the 
month of the beginning of the pregnancy. They cannot receive labor insurance 
treatment and must take care of their own childbirth expense. They must be given the 
adniniatrative cliscipiinay punishment untii they are dismissed from public service. 2. 
[C the villagers violate the family planning policy, they will not be recruited for 
employment for 7 years from the date of punishment. They will not be arranged for 
employment with district (township) or village-owned enterprises. They cannot change 
their household registration from agriculture to non-agriculture and will not be issued 
commercial license or driver's license. If the independent contractors, temporary 
workers and workers from the village and town-owned enterprises, leased workers and 
workers from the Three Investments enterprises violate the farnily planning policy, they 
must all be fired if they have additional children outside the Plan. For thosz who have 
one additional child outside the Plan, they must return their own allotted plot of farm Land 
(hill, beach, fruit orchard etc.) 

3. After institutional and enterprise staff workers become pregnant outside the Plan and 
leave their posts arbitrarily and do not return by a set time, they will be dealt with as 
voluntary resignation accordingly. It' nxal residents and self-employed urban residents 
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become pregant  outside the Plan and are on the run, all expenses occurred on the search 
of them by family planning personnel must be responsible by the those people gone 
hiding. 

Provision of contraceptive pills; 

Implementation of "two-track system" provision of contraceptive pills: 

1. Complimentary supply: work unit will supply the pills for women of child-bearing age 
if they are employed. Unemployed women of child-bearing age can register at their 
local resident's committee and obtain the pills at the neighborhood family planning 
ofice.  

2. Retail store supply: non-permanent residents can purchase the pills at the retail stores. 
Transient population can purchase the pills at the manufacturing price at the county (city, 
district) family planning service station after registering at their respective industrial and 
commercial, construction work or self-employment associations. 

Home Pagelsite Mapprivacy Protection/Waiver/Contact UsManagement Log On 
Copyright 2008 Putian Municipal Government All Rights Reserved. 
The People's Government of Putian: All rights reserved. 
Technical support: Putian Branch, China Telecommunications. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I. MAI, Litao, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1 i Late .Marriage Late S irth 

is true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

L- d 
MAI. L h o  
Tlat Law Officr of Thedore N. Cox, Enq. 
401 Broadwry Suitt  701 
New York. NY 10013 
(2 1 2 )  925- 1208 
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Exploring, Promoting, Implementing and Steadily Pushing Forward the Population and 
Family Planning Work for Our Township 

Jl3Ol2008, 11:30:28 Font Size: Large. Medium. Small 

Exploring, Promoting. Implementing and Steadilv push in^ Forward the 
Population and Family Planning Work for Our Townshipl 

Jinzan Liang 
(31 1 1/2008) 

I. Major Achievements and Strategies of Population and Family Planning Work in 2007 

Over the past year, under the great leadership of the district committee, and the district 
government, with the guidance from the upper level family plaming departments, and the joint 
efforts of the two committees from various communities, various departments and many family 
planning workers. the population and family planning work of our township was focused on 
implementing the " 'Decisions on Enhancing Population and Family Planning Work on a Full 
Scale and Entirely Resolving the Population Issues' by the State Department of the Chinese 
Communist Party Central Committee" and also aiming at reaching the annual goals via solid 
work. All these efforts ensured the healthy and steady development on our township's 
population and family planning work. By the end of 2007, the whole township has a total 
population of 83,358, with 1178 new births among the permanent residents, 1130 births met the 
policy requirements at the rate of 95.93%. 0.93% higher than the goal rate; accuracy rate on birth 
statistics reached 95% and above; birth gender ratio was 11 1: 110; we comprehensively reached 
the previously ser thrgets set by the district committee and the district government. The 
achievernenrs iccluded thz t'ollawi~g: 

I )  trnplementation of award and punishment mechanism, materialization on standard 
management 

The township party committee and government put serious efforts into population and family 
planning work and included such work into the general planning of economic and social 
development. Firstly on the perspective of the serious leadership, at the beginning of the 
year, the Family planning meeting was held with the participation of all township leaders, 
community party committee secretaries, directors, and family planning deputy secretaries. 
During the meeting, we came to the consensus and clarified responsibilities; the township 
party committee and government also hosted multiple family planning seminars, conducting 
research, analysis and laying out strategies: the township top leaders hosted multiple family 
planninz personnel meetings to tackle the problems and issues from the family planning 
tvork, analyzed and found out solutions to each reported problem. Secondly on the 
perspective of reward and punishmen[ mechanism. we put [o,aether '.the reward and 
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punishment methods for community leaders and township office personnel engaging in 
population and family planning work" which defined clear responsibilities to improve the 
population and family planning work, helped materialize reward and punishment, efficiently 
motivated many leaders to improve the population and family p l a ~ i n g  work. Thirdly on the 
monetary investment, our township invested n lot more money on the basis of 2006. Such 
investment was used to promptly award people who abided family planning policies, assisted 
those who needed aids and paid for those targets who went through the 'four surgeries"; we 
also invested more into propaganda locations and service equipment. thus improved the 
service quality; such investment was also used to promptly pay stipends to the community 
family planning workers. All these ensured the materialization of the reward and punishment 
mechanism. Fourthly on the perspective of quantification, we continued the joint efforts from 
all township and community leaders, family planning administrators and association group 
Leaders. They walked into the villagers' homes to conduct detailed brainwash with great 
patience, improved the rates of "four surgeries", "two check-ups" and social child support fee 
collection. According to the statistics, between October of 2006 and September of 2007, the 
whole township completed 1246 cases of "four surgeries", among them 221 cases were 
sterilization (78 c s e s  of sterilization on families with two girls, five more cases than the 
previous year). 1 I I cases of abortion, 11 cases of induction, 850 IIX) installations and 113 
IUD re-installations. 

2) Solid foundation laid at the grass root 

Since last year, we continued to emphasize the grass root family planning work as an 
important part in pushing forward the population and family planning work. Firstly, we 
provided enough manpower to the grass root leadership network by establishing the healthy 
"community committee - family planning administrator - association group leaders' pyramid, 
community management and service network; used the mechanism of "managed by the 
district, hired by the township and used by the vilIage" to improve community family 
planning administrator team; we hired 87 family planning administrators according to the 
ratio of one administrator per thousand people, hired 263 group leaders according to the ratio 
of one Sroup leader per 300 people. Szcondly, we cnt~anced the grass root information 
network. We established and improved the township-wide information network in all 
communities. We ensured that the computer network administrators (34 information 
administrators in the whole township), hardware and related software were all provided. 
Right now, the application of the township permanent resident information network has 
passed the inspection. and the floating population information system is being operated 
comprehensiveiy, the conversion between the provincial and municipal information 
databases has completed with seamless connection. Thirdly, we improved the family 
planning associations' "three joint efforts", We launched the "double efforts" activity to 
establish first-class community family plaming associations, resulted in 88.23% of the 
qualified comrnur~ities among all the communities in the whole township; among them. 13 
communities in the whole township became the first-class communities in 2007, with the rate 
of 38.24% in the whole township, such cornunities passed the inspections b y  the district 
family planning association. We also put a lot of efforts in establishing the family planning 
associations in enterprises; on rop of the 4 existing enterprise family plamirlg associations. 
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two new associations were founded in 2007 which effectively improved the management 
level on the floating population, 

3) With focus and enhancement on comprehensive management 

During the comprehensive management process, leaders at various levels and from related 
departments seriously executed their tasks, improved coordination and orchestration, 
gadually established leadership headed by the party and administration, orchestrated with 
various departments, and formulated the new patterns of joint efforts and management. 
Firstly, we rigorously reviewed and verified family planning cases. The party organizations 
and disciplinary departments strictly reviewed the family planning requirements when 
selecting nominees for the two community committees, cultivating new party members. 
electing role models and etc. The land and construction departments set more limits to those 
who violated the family planning policies; the public security department set the inspection 
of marriage and birth certificates and new residency family planning certificates among the 
tloating population as the needed requirements before issuing temporary resident cards for 
the floating population, residency immigrations and as well as new born residency 
registrations; the social affairs department verified related certifications issued by the family 
planning departments while processing adoption paperwork: the township women's 
association and propaganda departments actively coordinated with the family planning 
departments by offering propaganda activities such as family planning laws and stipulations 
seminars in order to create a favorable situation for joint efforts. Thanks to the concerted 
efforts by various departments and comprehensive management, the family planning work 
went pretty smoothly. Secondly, we intensified the administrative law enforcement. We 
actively worked with the population and family planning bureau to administer the family 
planning work in accordance with the laws. In 2007, we applied for 13 cases of joint Law 
enforcement with the court, collected a total of 67,753, Yuan RMB from 6 cases; at the same 
time, we collected 500 Yuan RiMB from each of 43 violators who refused to take effective 
birth control measures without proper reasons and after multiple times of patient education. 
Due to the effective administration in accordance with the laws, we efficiently raised the 
cclllection rate of social child support fce collection, oC "two check-ups" arid of "four 
surgeries". During the whole year. the whole township has collected the social child support 
fees at the total amount of 25,342,970,000 Yuan RMB. 

3)  Better and more personalized services 

Firstly, we modified the propaganda and education by changing the mass's mentality and 
ideology. To meet the needs of the mass's quest for knowledge, we Launched the activities 
such as "new marriage and birth trends into thousands of families", "caring for girls" and 
"aids", etc. During these activities, we distributed propaganda materials on best births and 
childrearing, laws and regulations. By doing these, we actually sent the population and 
family planning policies and basic knowledge that the mass wanted to know into their 
families. 

Secondly. we set up the profit-oriented mechanism, intensified self-management and self- 
cervices. ( 1 )  Following the assistance model of "small amount assistance. money put directly 
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To face the challenges and difficulties we encounter during the conversion on family planning 
work, we need to intensify the training of those family planning worker reams on techmcal 
knowledge, laws and regulations, especially more training on the family planning information 
system administrators in an attempt to raise the management level on computerized family 
planning information system. All communities must specify the responsibilities and tasks for 
family planning administrators and association group leaders. We need to adjust and equip those 
irresponsible workers with rotations, refine the responsibility mechanism for community leaders, 
clarify that it's the responsibilities of the members from the two committees to fulfill the family 
planning work. The family planning administrators are stationed into the communities to assist 
the two committees on implementing the family planning work. Do not tend to put all the 
responsibilities onto these administrators. In particular, the focused targets of illegal pregnancies. 
mandatory sterilization on families with two girls and those who fail to appear at "two check- 
ups" will be clearly delegated to the individual community party secretaries and directors as their 
general responsibilities, while the community group leaders are responsible for implementing the 
details. Do not weaken because of the administrators. Instead, formulate "three-in-one" 
management system with the two community committees, family planning administrators and 
family planning association group leaders. Strictly follow the requirements of "having fours, 
good at six's and materialization threes". Proactively promote association's "three level 
strivings" to ensure that the five-year plans and targets set forth by the district committee and the 
district government are comprehensively reached and Fulfilled, 

Sixthly, push forward the policies and implement the reward policies in full swing. 

Right now, the family planning policies are still not relaxed and the work requirements are not 
loose. However, the difficulty levels are raised. Therefore, this requires that all cities, districts 
and townships must actualize the already set forth reward, discount and assistance policies. We 
need to try out best to publicize the reward policies for those families that exercise family 
planning with only one child, or sterilization after having two gicls. Families with one boy and 
with IUD installation within three months after the birth and families that also have applied and 
obtained the only child certificates will be awarded 1,000 Yuan RMB each, and families with 
two girls acd stzrilizcd within two months after the birth will be awarded 1,000 Yuan R b t R ;  
Rural families with one child or two girls and the couples are over 60 years old will be awarded 
80 Yuan RMB per person per month. Proactively promote those families that partially contribute 
to family planning work and also implement the assistance policies, that is, to reward those 
couples with only one female child, but have given up having more children, also taken the long- 
term birth control measure and applied and received the only child certificates will be rewarded 
JO Yuan RMB per person per month. All communities should encourage those qualified families 
to do their related paperwork at the township family planning office and receive their deserving 
monetary reward. 

Seventhly, we need to refine quality services, try to meet the needs of the mass for Family 
planning, best births and childbearing practices, maternity health and ecc. 

We need to lawfully give guidance to those childbearing age women on selecting long-term birth 
control measures in order to safely, effectively and appropriately prevent pregnancies, to provide 
services on "three check-ups and one concrol", in an attempt to raise che accuracy and 
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to the individuals, providing support program and shake off poverty by working", we have 
distributed 142,000 Yuan RMB assistance fund in 2007 to 142 families with sterilization 
with two girls and families with only one child in an attempt to assist these families in 
production growth; (2) We awarded, in a timely manner, the families with only one child, 
families sterilized due to two girls and families with one girl but willing to give up more 
births. Within a year, 4 4 1  families were awarded wirh the total amount of 427,750,000 Yuan 
RMB, (among them 364 families with only one child, total amount of 338,730,000; 65 
families sterilized due to two giris, total amount of 650,000; 12 families with one girl but 
willing to give up having more children, total amount of 24,000 Yuan RMB); (3) We applied, 
in a timely manner, 80 Yuan RMB of monthly assistance for 6 targets that qualified for rural 
family planning award and assistance; (4) We awarded 50 Yuan RhLB monthly to each of the 
97 people of the childbearing age ( i.e. in the rural couples who gave up having more 
children and adopted one of the long-term birth control methods and also applied for the 
certificates for the only child); (5) We visited and offered 300 Yuan RMB to each of the 23 
mothers who were targets of family planning penury, visited and offered 200 Yuan RMB to 
each of the 27 targets of family planning penury during the Chinese New Year, (6) Six 
children from the rural families sterilized after having two girls were enrolled into colleges. 
We helped them apply for financial assistance from the municipal charity organizations and 
they each successfully received 1,200 Yum RhlB of financial aids. 

Thirdly, we promoted best practices in birth and childbearing to the mass. We invited 
specialists from the municipal and district women's hospitals and doctors from the district 
family planning guidance stations to our township's service stations and provided free on-site 
treatments and consultations. They offered free examinations and distributed free medicine to 
970 childbearing age women; at the same time, we successfully applied for free pap smear 
screening for 1,200 childbearing age women (initial screenings were done for 200 women 
already). 

Comrades. in the past year, our towrlship had achieved a lot in the population and family 
planning work and the achievements were hard earned. These were the results from the high 
motivation, good coordination among all the conlr~:unities and departments in the whole 
township, were the results from all the farnily planning workers' diligent efforts and also 
were the results of the supports from various social circles and the mass's active 
participation. On behalf of the township committee and government, I'd like to express my 
sincere gratitude and warm greetings to all the units and individuals supporting the 
population and family planning work! 

11. Analysis on the current major issues 

While applauding on our achievements, we also need to see very clearly that our township's 
population and family planning work is still Facing severe challenges and we are not optimistic 
about chem. The following are rhe major issues: 

Firstly, leaders in some communities s ta r t  to weaken their vision and priorities in population and 
family planning work; the work at the grass root is pretty weak and the szlf-management in 
villages is not materialized. Since 7007, there are 48 people wirh illegal births not allowed by  the 
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policies in the whole township. They are distributed over 21 communities. Among them, three 
communities have more than 4 people with illegal births not allowed by the policies. This year 
From January to May, there are LO people with illegal births not allowed by the policies, Some 
individual communities already have 3 such people (excluding those not reported yet and those 
missed cases). The self-management level in the community villages is pretty low. It's very 
common to see 'hot at the top and cold at the bottom' phenomena, the one-person show and the 
substitutions. Passive work situation still exists; some top leaders from certain individual 
communities don't even care about the family p l a ~ i n g  work, some family planning leaders 
don't know much about what they do and what is going on. Every time when the higher 
authorities come down to inspect the work and ask them questions, they answer mostly 'no's. 
We should pay a lot of attention to these leaders. 

Secondly, illegal births not allowed by the policies have not been under control. Extra births after 
having two girls and after having one boy are on the rise. 

Last year, among the 48 illegal births not allowed by the policies, 11 of them were extra births 
after having one boy, at the extra birth rate of 22.90%. 10 of them were births after having two 
girls at the extra birth rate of 20.83%. 

Thirdly, it is very hard to materialize the sterilization on those families with two girls. 

Currently, it is hard to carry out the sterilization on those families with two girls with great 
resistance. The mass doesn't take the initiatives to get sterilized. The targets for voluntary 
sterilization are very rare. Most of them will not take actions until serious measures are imposed. 
It's very difficult to implement while the work volume is huge and the sterilization rate for the 
families with two girls are not high. 

Right now, the whole township has 32 sterilization targets for families with two girls (among 
them 3 are not due yet), here are their distributions: 4 people not sterilized in Nei Guan; 3 in 
Zhao Xi, Zheng Ban and Wu Xing; 2 people not sterilized in Qiong Tou, An Bian. Tong Xin, 
Zhu Ksng; L people nilt sterilized in Chen Xin, Cai Pu. Shan Ting, Ting liang, Nci h, Xi 1.1.1, 
Tong Mei, Hou Xu, Li An, Shi Tou and Fang Yang. 

Fourthly, social child support fees are not nil collected. 

Last year, the whole township had 63 illegal births not allowed by the policies (including those 
reported from the previous year). The moun t  of 14,889,210,000 Yuan RMB should be collected. 
Currently, collections were made from 47 people, with the total amount of 9,527,2 10,000 Yuan 
RNIB. 16 people with the total amount of 5,362,000,000 Yuan RMB remain uncollected. 

Fifthly, we need to improve the management and services to handle the family planning work of 
rhe floating population. 

According ro the statistics: the tloating population is now included into the statistics of the 
permanent population. The failure to management [he tloating population becomes a major 
factor of illegal births [lot allowed by the policies: with the developmznt of the new districts, 
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more and more people migrate into these areas in geat  volumes and with great fluidity 
Therefore, the task to management such floating population becomes more and more 
challenging. 

To summarize the above, we have steadily improved the family planning work in the past few 
years. However, what we are Facing is pretty tough and it is easy to have the tendency to slip 
down. The leaders at various levels have to pay enough attention to this situation and have a 
clear mindset. We must realize the importance, the long battle and the difficulties of the 
population and family planning work and must enhance the leadership, create new mechanism in 
order to stop the rushing births and illegal extra births. Otherwise, our township wiil not be able 
to finish the tasks and reach the targets that were set forth by the district committee and the 
government. 

111. Tasks and requirements for the population and family planning work in 2008 

In 2008, our township's family planning work will be guided by the spirits from the 17' Chinese 
Communist Party National Congress, follow the scientific outlook on development, carry out the 
"Decisions" by the central committee, the documenled and meeting spirits regarding population 
and family planning work from the higher authorities. Our family planning work will also be 
focused on stabilizing the low birth rates and comprehensively resolving population issues. Via 
deepened and multi-dimensional reforms, the new mechanism, innovative thoughts and 
methodology for family planning work will be established. We also need to enhance the basic 
work at the grass root level, build up long-term, robust mechanism, bring the law-governed 
management and services to a new level, continue to bring the benefit-oriented mechanism to 
perfection, effectively prevent the high birth gender ratio. All these will help create a good 
environment for a new momentum in our township's new development and the harmonious 
development of both the population and the economy. The following are the specific goals: 
95.1% rate of qualified births allowed by the policies, new birth gender ratio within the normal 
range (103-107: 100) or close to the normal range as compared to that of last year, 95% statistic 
accuracy, 90%' mws satisfaction rate, 9070 family planning basic knowledge rate (90%' for 
le2der-s, 85~6'for the mass). In order to accomplish the goals set by the districr committee and 
government for our township's population and family planning work, the following are our 
focuses: 

Firstly, we need to enhance the leadership by incorporating leaders with responsibilities and 
resi~lts. 

Right now, the family planning work is not balanced among various communities in our 
township. The illegal extra births not allowed by the policies are not under control in some 
communities. After diligent analysis, we found out two major factors. From the objective point 
of view, in the past few years, the whole township has been under massive new development and 
constructions. Most of the township leaders and community committees have been busy with 
land pclrchases and therefore diverted their attention away from the family plaming work; 
Additionally, during [he land purchase and compensation process. some residents thought that 
giving extra bii-ths and extra binhs at certain period of time would be profitable to [hem. Under 
cuch profitability drive, some people generated such a notion of "more children, more money", 
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which resulted in uncontrollable illegal births not allowed by the policies. In some communities, 
such a tendency is on the rise. From the subjective point of view, some township and community 
leaders just don't realize the importance of population and family planning, and the effect of 
propaganda is not strong enough. Leaders in some communities even completely ignore the 
family planning work. As a result, the illegal births not allowed by the policies are not under 
controlled. This year, we will focus on self-governing in community family planning work, 
establish related work procedures and policies in an attempt to raise the management level, We 
also need to raise the awareness of the community branch party secretaries and directors on 
population and family planning responsibility, ensure the materialization of the 'three major 
tasks': First is to strategize the work and incorporate population and family planning work into 
the general plan for community economic and social development, scrategize and research on 
them together, let economic consrruction and family planning work go hand in hand; Second is 
to tind out solutions to resolve the problems and ease the difficulties. We will hold regular and 
irregular special meetings in order to solve the major problems in local communities' population 
and Family planning work, provide effective measures to tackle the problems. We will make sure 
that all responsibilities, measures and investment are on the target. Third is to prod and 
implement the work. We need to establish quarterly accountability reporting system among 
various community party secretaries and directors. We will delegate certain number of family 
planning focused targets to both committees, specify responsibilities to every individual, 
frequently follow up and do not give up. All these are to consolidate the good environment to 
implement the organization, the measures and the joint efforts. 

Secondly, we need to focus on materializing the family planning work routines. 

The township party committee and the government strictly followed the stipulations as outlined 
in the "Reward and Punishment Methods in Implementing Fujian Province Population and 
Family Planning Work Responsibilities" by the provincial party committee and the provincial 
government. We accordingly issued Ma Gang Committee's files (20081 #8 and ##9 documenting 
"Reward and Punishment Methods in Lmplementing Population and Family Planning Work 
among Ma Gang Township Government Officials and Various Community Leaders in 2008". 
We will continue ro i ~ p r o v e  the responsibility mechanism fdr the tvwr~ship ofiicials with 
"responsible areas" and "responsible communities" and for community leaders with "responsible 
groups". We will also continue to delegate the tasks as follows: the party and administrative 
leaders will take charge of the overall responsibilities, township leaders will take charge of the 
focuses and difficult issiles in family planning work, township family planning office will take 
charge of technical guidance to family planning workers in the responsible communities, 
community leaders will take charge of the targets. The following are the six major focuses: one 
is to focus on birth control ~~~~~~~es, try to raise the timely rate, the effective rate and the 
materialization rate of adopting the birth control measures in order to provide assistance to those 
childbearing age women in choosing various effective and safe birth control methods. Second is 
co focus on IUD and Pregnancy inspections, try to lower the missing inspections and to raise the 
pre-pregnancy rnanagement level. Third is to focus on the prenuptial education to those 
unmarried young people in order to cultiv~te legal marriage mindszt and prevent childbearing 
behaviors ahead of time. Fourth is to focus on presnancy follow-ups and timely newborn 
registrations in order to prevent the missing registrarions and to prohibit illegal offering and 
adoption of children. Fifth is to focus on chz success rate on social child support fez collection. 
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We must diligently collect data on those illegal births not allowed by the policies, sort out such 
data before submitting it in a timely manner, make immediate decisions on collecting the social 
child support fees, more effectively apply for court law enforcement on social chiId support fee 
collection. Sixth is to focus on perfecting the family planning assessment mechanism. We must 
establish a rnonchly assessment mechanism. This year, we will incorporate the assessment plan 
issued by the district population and family planning bureau, and include the community family 
planning routine records into the yearly assessment scores. We also need to enhance the 
monitoring and assessment on the grass root family planning work. Therefore every cornmilnity 
must break down the details on each target and delegate each target to the responsible individual 
worker to ensure that the tnsks are completed and the goals are reached. 

Thirdly, we need to enhance the monitoring and prevent illegal gender identification of the fetus. 

On the one hand, we need to increase the propaganda efficiency on family planning laws and 
regulations, so that all these laws and regulations really get into each household, and everyone 
knows about them. On the other hand. we need to prevent illegal abortions and inductions as a 
result of gender pursuits. We need to comprehensively administer and prosecute the "two illegal" 
behaviors according to the laws, to formulate a normal working order for population and family 
planning work, and to promote harmonious birth gender ratio. 

Fourthly, we need to enhance administration on floating population's family planning 
management and services. 

This year, the district government put a lot of efforts on managing and providing services to the 
floating population and has incorporated the one-stop service for the floating population into the 
civic matter items, implement the integrated service model of comprehensive administration, 
family planning, public security, health, labor assurance, civil administration, legislation and etc. 
To maximize this great opportunity, on the one hand, we must improve and refine the township's 
tloating population management stations, make good use of the State's floating population 
information exchange platform to promote the information exchange on the floating population 
between the "two places" 2nd also the "bi-directional" managcnlent scrviccs; via the. 
depmmental interactivities, we will achieve the comprehensive administration on floating 
population's Family planning work. We will increase the inspection on tloating population's 
"martiage and birth certificates". We will clean up the dead spots of family planning work and 
stop the holes of illegal births not allowed by the policies via the massive inspection and review 
on floating population. We will try to formula~e orderly population flow and at the same time to 
prevent rush births and additional births during the floating process. On the other hand, all 
communities should provide propaganda, management and services to both the floating 
population and the permanent residents so as to raise the awareness of importance on floating 
population's Family planning management. This is to have a true mindset on the family planning 
work. 

Fifthly, we must refine the self-governing at the village level, launch the 'three combinations" 
activities and proactively promote and become the qualified family planrlirlg communities and 
associations. 
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materialization rates of "two check-ups", lower the abortion rate, reduce the occurrences of 
common gynecological iilnesses, raise the childbearing age women's maternity health level. We 
also need to proactively popularize the benefits of best practices on birth and childbearing, 
prenuptial check-ups and best birth monitoring in order to reduce deformity of the newborns. We 
will encourage the mass to participate in the prenatal monitoring and provide free required 
txaminations on early interference of birth deformity. 

Comrades, the tasks and targets of the population and family planning work in our township for 
2008 have been set. The key is to actualize them. I hope, via today's meeting, people will unify 
their mindset, raise their awareness, adjust their methodology and improve their efficiency. After 
today's meeting adjourns, all communities must hold a special meeting on family planning work, 
find out the targets not sterilized after having two girls, illegal pregnancies not allowed by the 
policies and with run-away attempts, those who fail to show up two times consecutively at the 
"two check-ups" and those delayed "four surgeries". We must analyze and research on them in 
great details, delegate such focused targets to specific individual community committee 
members, family planning administrators, full-time association deputy directors, and association 
group leaders, use 'one-to-one' follow-up and make sure that each target matches with a 
responsible person. All these are to ensure that all the tasks and targets for 2008 population and 
family planning work set forth by the district committee and the district government are reached 
and completed. 

[Print this page] [Close windowl 

Sponsor: Xiang An District People's Government Office, Designed by: Xiang An District 
Administrative Information Center 

Copyright O 2007 Xiang An District People's Government 

[TRANSLATION) 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, Hong ZHANG, hereby certify that the attached translation into the English language of 
the original document "Exploring, Promoting, Implementing and Steadily Pushing Forward 
the Population and Family Planning Work for Our Township" composed in the Chinese 
language is true and complete. 
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[Header] Luanfeng Township Uses Strengthened Measures to Vigorously Implement 
Family Planning Policy-2502-Job Trend-Conference Information-Rural 

http: www.guangze.gov.cn/lEn/lEReadNews.asp'?News~D=34O 
The People's Government of Guangze County Fujian Province 

Website Home Page - Job Trend - Rural - 2502 Job Trend - Conference Information 

Luanfeng Township Uses StrenPthened Measures to Vi~orously lm~lement  Family 
Plannina Policy 

Published Date: September 13,2007 9:09:43 Number of Views: 306 
Publishing Unit: Luanfeng Town; Font Size: Big Medium Small 

First measure is to make scenes and hit the momentum. Post slogzms, enter 
villages and break into residences to vigorously promote family planning situation and 
policy so to raise the atmosphere and awareness of the general public. Second measure 
is to emphasize key points. Implement information management to married women of 
child-bearing age. Check and clean up people on  target list for surgery, especially those 
who have two children and are targeted for Tubal Ligation. Vigorously implement 
"Four-Type Surgeries". In the mean time, adopt tough measure to levy social foster fee. 
Third measure is to form a united force. Major cadres should initiate and lead the 
search and capture of people targeted. Village leaders, work team members as well as 
the county leaders, should all work together to capture people on target list and put them 
under control. Leaders of the village, town, county, all three levels, must form a united 
force. They must work whole-heartedly in combat teamwork and must not withdraw 
troops before achieving their goals. From September 4* to the lo', there are 47 cases 
of "Four-Type Surgeries" in this town, of which 27 are of sterilization, 19 lIJD insertion 
and1 induced abortion. Thirty-six thousand Yuan has been collected as social foster fee. 

I. MAI. Litao, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1) Lrtanfeng Township Uses Strengthene~i Measures ru Vigorurlsly Implenlerzr Fl~rnily 
Planning Policy 

is true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

MAI, Litao 
Thc Law Office of W m  N. Cox, Eoq. 
.10 1 Broadway Suite 701 
New Yo&. NY 10013 
(21 2) 923- 1208 
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Notice Concerning The Further Implementation of Population and Family Planning's 
Task Target and Responsibility System 

littp://www.sxntx.~ov.cnlzcfelshawi~rticle.;~~p~?a~ticIeID=74 
[Emblem] The People's Government of Nanyang Town, Sha County 
Lvww.sxnvx.oov.cn 

Sha Nan Committee [2007] '4.rticle 15 

Notice concern in^ The Further Implementation of Pooulation and Family 
Plannina's Task Tarpet and Res~onsibilitv Svstem 

Respective Village Pany Branch, Village Committee, Township Administrative Unit, 
County Unit that is based at Nanyang Town: 

In order to stabilize a low birth rate and improve the quality of the population, and 
ro ensure the realization of population and family planning's task target, and to sustain a 
balanced growth among population, economy, society, resources and the environment, 
and to create a better population environment for a complete construction of a society 
consists of "small comfort" families, and in accordance with the concerned document 
spirit from the upper-level authorities, it is hereby stipulated a notice for concerned items 
regarding further strengthening our township's population and family planning task target 
and responsibility verification as follows: 

First, implement target management and effectively solve difficult and key issues. 

(1) Vigorously implement long-term effective birth control measurements such as 
sterilization surgery for people who have two daughters as the main targets. Put 
implementation of long-term effective birth control, especially seeking after people who 
have two daughters and have gone hiding elsewhere, as an important daily work agenda. 
Establish a contractual responsibility system with family members of those who have two 
daughters and gone hiding elsewhere, (including those directly-related family members 
of the spouse), give them a limited time Frame to take the responsi'oiliiy to present the 
person sought after. If the person is not found and presented, the family member's 
responsibility will not be waived. Two targets, from the previou5 year, of people have 
two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere must be met in each village each calendar year 
(family planning statistical year). Must increase the management scale for chasing after 
people who are expecting their second child. Must strive to prevent people who have 
two daughters from hiding in the current year. Ensure sterilization surgery rate will be 
increased by 2 percentage points compared that of prior year for people have two 
daughters and long-term effective birth control rate is increased by 1 percentage point. 

(2) Vigoroilsly control and improve the gender ratio imbalance among the birch 
population. Organize workers from the Family planning office, public security bureau 
and the disciplinary inspection department to investigate individual cases on mid-cerm 
or above mid-rerm abortion of non-medical need basis. Suspicion must be reported and 
be invesrigated. After verification, violation must be dealt wirh quickly. 111 the mean 
time, continue co implement the reporting reward system. Any rtport on illegal fetus 
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gender identification and abortion will be double rewarded. Ensure the gender ratio 
among birth population is under normal control in this town. 

(3) Vigorously promote jobs on collecting social foster fee. Consider the job of 
collecting social foster fee as a very important task in 2007. Further organize work 
force and maximize the collection dynamics. For those who are capable of paying but 
refuse to pay, and those use force or threat toward the collection workers, a request to the 
People's Court for legal action must be done within a legal period of time. The 
enforcement process can be carried on collectively so to raise awareness and broaden its 
impact. This can be used as an alert to firmly maintain the solemnity of the population 
and family planning Laws and regulations. Ensure social foster fee collection area in our 
town has been reached 100% this year and collection rate achieves over 75%. 

Second, to better hold responsibility. Strictly cast one family planning "no" vote 
to the villages, departments and directly related family members (including the spouse's 
directly related farnily members) and those cadres and workers who do not accomplish 
their family planning contractual duties. Strictly enforce and cast one "no" vote on the 
responsibility hold up system. 

(One) Village level responsibility. 

1. Duty on chasing after those who have two daughters and gone hiding. 

( I )  For the villages that did not achieve their targets in the previous year on 
chasing after people who have two daughters and gone hiding, RMB 600 and RMB 300 
must be deducted from the village chief cadres and village management clerks' current 
year-end bonus respectively. 

(2) For villages that have new cases of people who have two daughters and gone 
hiding elsewhere in the current year, implement "one no vote" and deduct the annual 
bonus from the vi!lage c3dres from the current year. RhlB 600 is dtductcd froril tilt: 
viliage manager clerks. Regardless whether the village is under the administration of 
the county, such village will not be assessed for the superior or advanced quality awards. 

(3) ff there is no breakthrough in achieving the target of catching people who have 
two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere, and there are new additional cases of people 
who have two daughters and gone hiding, all insurance benefits for the main village 
cadres will be suspended. 

2. Other long-term effective birth control tasks. 

(1) If sterilization is nut implemented timely (not including those who have two 
daughters and contra-indication cases), each such case will cost the main village cadres 
RMB 300 and village management clerks RPlB LOO. 

(3) tt' IUD insertion inot including contra-indication cases) is not implemented 
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timely, each such case will cost the main village cadres RMB 100 and village 
management clerks RhiIB SO. 

3. IUD and pregnancy verification task. 

If double verification task (except for those who have two daughters and gone 
hiding elsewhere) is not achieved 100%. each such case will decrease by I percentage 
point and will cost the main village cadres RMB 10 and village management clerks RMB 
5. 

(Two) Cadres' responsibility 1. Task of seeking after those who have two 
daughters and gone hiding elsewhere. 

(1) Establish a responsibility contractual system between the village cadres and 
worker's directly-related family members (including spouse's directly-related family 
members) for those who have two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere. Those cadres 
and workers who have directly-related family members in hiding must be mobilized and 
work with their respective work unit to set up targets to take birth control measurement in 
the first month. If the target is not achieved after a month, half of the salary will be 
deducted from the second month. The third month's salary will be suspended 
completely if target is still not achieved then. There will be no year-end assessment for 
the superior or advanced quality awards. Set up points accumulation system on 
assessing and promoting technical professionals. When assessing and promoting these 
workers, 10 percentage points will be deducted from the total accumulated points if 
targets are not achieved. 

(2) Establish a responsibility contractuaI system for township cadres to seek after 
those who have two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere. Concerning current year's 
targets on those who have two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere (except those 
contractual cadres who have directly-related family members who are thrgeted), several 
cadres must work in cal!aboration to catch oce target. If tzrgets are nct irchizvecl. each 
cadre will be deducted RMB 200 from his bonus. 

( 3 )  If there are additional new cases of people who have two daughters and gone 
hiding elsewhere due to the cadres' negligence, all cadres from the target's village will be 
deducted RNIB 400 from their year-end bonus. 

2. KJD and pregnancy verification task. If double verification task (except for 
those who have two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere) is not achieved LOO%, 1 
percentage point will be decreased and RMB 5 will be deducted from each cadre's bonus. 

3.  Other long-tern effective birth control tasks. 

(1)  If sterilization is not implemented timely (not inclc~dillg those who have two 
daughters and contra-indication cases). each such case will cost all village cadres RNIB 
200 bonus. 
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(2) If IUD insertion (not including contra-indication cases) is not implemented 
timely, each such case will decrease the village timely implementation rate by 1 
percentage point from the average rate of the township and will cost all village cadres 
RMB 10 from their year-end bonus. 

(Three) Cast one "no" vote to all departments that have loose enforcement on 
illegal adoptions. untimely reporting on births, loose control on housing rentals, whose 
cadres and workers do not perform their duties successfully and thus resulted births out of 
the Plan and cases of people who have two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere. An 
executive warning and deduction of their annual responsibility bonus from the people in 
charge and people with direct responsibility must be enforced. 

(Four) Other responsibility. For those targets who have two daughters and gone 
hiding elsewhere, and who had illegal abortion based on non-medical need, if the person 
is a party member, he or she must be given party disciplinary punishment. If the target 
at-large is a directly-related family member of a party member, the party member must 
take fully responsibility on mobilizing his or her relative to implement birth control 
measurements. If efforts turn out to be fruitless. the party member will be dealt with 
according to relevant regulations. 

Third, establish a reward system and strive to break through the task bottleneck. 

(One) Establish a reward system for reporting violations. A reward of RMB 
2,000 and 5,000 respectively will be given to people who report on those who have two 
daughters and gone hiding elsewhere, and those who have performed illegal fetus gender 
identification, such cases are confirmed to be real after investigation. All reporting 
information remains to be confidential. 

(Two) Give responsibility reward on completion of duties. RMB 2,000 will be 
awarded to villages thzt had bredctkrcugh achievement in t2e pr~vious year 011 cdicikillg 
peopie who have two daughters and gone hiding elsewhere and have no new additional 
such cases in the current year. The year-end bonus for the village's main cadre and all 
cadres who have a contractual responsibility will go up 20%. Village management 
clerks will be rewarded with a RMB 400 bonus. 

Nanyan Township Committee of Sha County, the Chinese Communist Party 
The People's Government of Nanyang Town, Sha County 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, MAI, Litao, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1) Notice Concerning The Further Implementation of Population and Family Planning's 
Task Target and Responsibility System 

is true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

MAJ. Lila0 
The LAW Offrcc of T t m c b  N. Cox, &q. 
JOL Broadway Suite 701 
New Y e ,  NY 10013 
(212) 923-1208 
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Notice Concerning Issuing Relevant Regulations on Cadre Training Management, etc. 
\1ttp://~ti.xhnna~~1.~ov.cn/show.as~x'!id=482&cid= I56 

Notice Concerning Issuing Relevant Regulations on Cadre Training Management, 
etc. 

[date: March 18.20081 Source: Author: [Font: big medium small1 

Notice Concerning Issuing Relevant Regulations on Cadre Training Management, etc. 
Various village and town's national territory resources, squadron, and various co~mty 
bureau-level institutional units: 
The "Zhangpu County National Territory Resources Bureau Cadre Education Training 
Management Reguiations" and "Zhangpu County National Territory Resources Bureau's 
Certain Regulations on Family Planning Enforcement Task" are now issued and 
distributed to you. You must carry out [these regulations] earnestly. 

The National Territory Resources Bureau of Zhangpu County 
June 18.2007 

Zhangpu Countv National Territorv Resources Bureau Cadre Education Training 
Management Rwulations 

In order to strengthen the national territory resources cadre education training 
work. to promote the standardization and systematic cadre education training work, and 
to further improve the national territory resources cadre troop's quality, and according to 
"The Constitution of The Chinese Communist Party" and "The Civil Service Laws of The 
People's Republic of China" and relevant laws and regulations, and in conjunction with 

' 

our bureau's actual situation, it's hereby stipulated these regulations. 

1. In order to register for the entrance exam to each kind of adult secondary 
school ar?d study h111-time, pm-time or p~rticipate in thc extra-curiicular ~tildy wilile 
in-service, those who are cadre staff members within our system must meet the following 
conditions: they must have the political performance, possess fine personal character, 
observe law and discipline and work positively. The majors they enroll in should 
generally be suited to the special training required by their jobs. 

2. If an in-service staff worker is enrolled in obtaining a degree from an institution 
of higher learning, e.g., the party school and the scientific research institution, and a 
specialized degree from the graduate student curriculum class and the graduate student 
curriculum advanced study class and a specialized certificate from a technical college, he 
or she must submit a written application by completing the unified "Cadre In-service 
Enrollment in Education Diploma and Graduate Student Curriculum Further Education 
Registration Fornl". After it's approved by the office, it's forwarded to the county 
bureau for examination and approval. Participation in all kinds of training and 
qualification tests must also be approved b y  the councy bureau. Enrollment in school 
without approval or if the work unit rejects to provide study time for the participant, all 
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education expenses will be not reimbursed. 

3. Participating in the degree-earning education and each curriculum advanced 
study class and certificate-earning class while in-service at the same time, the population 
(of enrolled students) should be controlled within 20% of the total number of people 
employed by the work unit, in which its office leaders can not simultaneousiy enroll 
themselves in school. The school enrolled should be based nearby. Trans-regional, 
crossed-province schooling should not be approv.ed in principle, The enrolled cadres 
must appropriately handle the relation between work and study. When there is conflict 
between study and work, one must take work seriously, 

4. All university and technical institute school graduates must wait until after 
being put on regular work status and ranking (their job seniority must conform to the 
requirements of relevant adult university's student recruitment) before they can register 
for the relevant adult university to study full-time or part-time. Those who have high 
school or below education are advocated to reach their goal instantly. They can directly 
register at (or enroll in) the technical college. After the in-service staff worker starts 
working and is sent to study and has obtained a diploma, he must work for two more 
years before he can be reenrolled for advanced study full-time or part-time. Those who 
have been enrolled in school twice part-time or full-time while in-service should not be 
considered for advanced study. Special personnel who needs further training must be 
determined by the county bureau. 

5. Positively organize in-service staff workers to participate in qualification tests 
and on-the-job training for land appraisal qualifications, law enforcement qualifications. 
land registration certificate, construction tield management. In-service personnel 
receive preferred training. 

6. Those who qualify to enroll in economics, accounting, and engineering 
professional designations must obtain approval from our bureau leaders before they can 
resister for thsse courses. Those who have already obiaineci ths entry and ii~ie~~tiediure 
level professional designations are not advocated to register for other series of titles. 

7. If those who have obtained the junior college or the undergraduate degrees 
participate in the study for similar degree or in other majors, they will not be entitled for 
paid leave or their educational costs will be not be reimbursed. If indeed required by 
job, and unless the study subject is the same as the job training, ic must be approved by 
the county bureau. 

8. For director-level cadres who are below 45 year old and cadres of lower level 
who are below 40 year old and cadres of common level who are below 35 year old, if 
they do not have a technical college level degree, they must be arranged to participate in 
f~lll-time or part-time work study in a plamed manner. The county bureau cadres 
should first artange the selection study so to achieve the goal of implementing the civil 
service regulation requirement. Veteran servicemen who have not much of schooling 
should be enforced to improve thzir education. 
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9. The advanced workers who have received award from the county (department 
level) and cadres of director level or above and cadres who focus on remote national 
territory resources and the team cadres should first be considered to participate in various 
forms of study with all things equal. 

LO. Prospective targets for participation in further education training with the 
party school according to the plan must obey the organization's training. 

1 1. Encourage cadres to participate in extra-curricular study such as adult 
self-study exam, evening school, and correspondence university and so on that do not 
take time away from their regular jobs. 

12. If the authorized participant whose study major corresponds to that of his 
job duty, he shall be responsible for all book costs, travel and lodging expense. Other 
expenses shall b e  paid by him temporarily. After graduation, the student shall take the 
admission application form, the degree certificate or graduation diploma and the 
administrative charge bill that is unified by the provincial department of finance to his 
work unit for reimbursement. The reimbursement cannot surpass 50% of the bill. 

13. Authorized participants taking various tests (e.g., official clerk, professional 
designation, foreign language, qualification test and so on), in principle, can only have 
one exam fee reimbursed for each level of test taken. 

14. The in-service staff worker participates in extra-curricular studies in 
i~niversities and technical institutes such as satellite university, correspondence university 
and adult part-time school and so on can ask for leave for pre-test tutoring and studying 
for the test. The test time must be in accord with the test notice request. Separate 
approval shall be given according to the actual number of days spent traveling back and 
forth in order to take the exam. 

15. Every student who enjoys the above-mentioned vacation shall submit written 
request in person. After the approval from both his office director and the bureau 
leader, he shall continue to receive his wages and bonus during absence (except the 
attendance award). However, if the leave was taken for the excuse of taking the exam 
but in fact no exam was taken, this should be regarded as absence from work. 

16. Those in-service staff workers whose study major corresponds to that of their 
job duty and are authorized to participate in self-study exam and enroll in university or 
technical college such as satellite university, correspondence university and adult 
part-time school can enjoy all bonus and benefits and be treated the same as other 
in-service workers. 

17. With their work unit's approval. in-service workers can participate in 
short-term training class and advanced study class organized by the superior Izvel. 
Travel expense during their stildy period can be taken care of according to the relevant 
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articles. 

18. Out-of-production personnel who studies in another city for over a year 
(including one year) will only receive wages but not bonus or other beneiits. 

19. Personnel participated in various training shall receive wages during training 
according to his school performance and study score. Reward must be distinguished 
from penalty. Those who perfonn poorly; do not study hard and do not abide school's 
rules and regulations; is absent without good reasons and has a failing score; his bonus 
must be deducted or be suspended accordingly. 

20. Personnel participates in the non-out of production study must appropriately 
handle the conflict between work and study. Persist in the extra-curricular study but not 
to take up any work time. Cannot interfere with work. Otherwise, according to 
relevant regulations, bonus and benefits will be suspended. 

21. These regulations will be effective from the date of issuance. 
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Zhanpipu Countv National Territory Resources Bureau's Certain Regulations on 
Family Planning Enforcement Task 

To diligently implement the "Population And Family Planning Law of The 
People's Republic of China", "The Decision About Comprehensive Enhancement of 
Population And Family Planning Work And Its Overall Planned Solution To Population 
Issues By The Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party's State Council", 
"The Population And Family Planning Regulations of Fujian Province", the "Notice 
About Further Strengthening Family Planning Work and Comprehensive Program of 
Public Order on Population Issues" of the county party committee and the county 
government as well as the "Population And Family Planning Work's Responsibility 
Reward and Punishment Methods of Zhangpu County", to promote a comprehensive 
program of public order on population issues, to speed up the establishment of a new 
mechanism of population and family planning, according to our bureau's actual situation, 
the following regulations are stipulated. 

1. The staff workers (including temporary personnel. similarly hereinafter) must 
strictly follow family planning related policy and regulation and all births out of the Plan 
must be ceased. 

2. The staff workers must reach the legal marriage age before they get married 
and must obtain a marriage certificate. 

3. The staff workers must have a marriage certificate and a birth permit before 
giving birth. 

4. The staff workers must obtain single-child certificate within 40 days after 
giving birth to the first child. Subsidy bonus will be suspended, if violated, until the 
certificate is obtained. 

5.  Organize two gynecolcgicai e:carns per year. The WGllitUl cjl'ciliid-beuriug age 
should undergo exams at the hygienic organization at the scheduled time, with the 
gynecological exam card. Violator will be suspended her bonus until she completes the 
exam. 

6. The woman of child-bearing age must implement the birth control measures 
completely after giving birth to her first child. The ligation surgery must be completed 
within 40 days after giving birth to the second child within the Plan. Violator will be 
suspended her bonus ~ ~ n t i l  she completes the exam. 

7. Thz staff workers give birth outside rhe Plan must be dismissed. 

8. The cadre staff workers obtained the only-child certificate shall be given a 
lump sum reward according to the regulation. The related expense shall be reimbursed. 

9. Implement a layer-upon-layer family planning responsibility system in which 
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bureau leaders supervising the work unit's leaders. If a staff worker violates the above 
regulation, the work unit's leaders' subsidy bonus will be suspended. If a binh outside 
the Plan occurs, the entire year's subsidy bonus will be suspended. Qualification 
preference will be cancelled for the administrative office (work unit) and the person in 
charge. 

Number of Views: 16 
Recorded by: chenqy 
[Commentl [Suggestion] [Print] 

Previous: Notice concerning the pcinting and distributing the 2007 performance review 
and critique work plan by the national territory resources bureau of Zhangpu County 
Next: Notice concerning the printing and distributing system on document printing and 
management 

Sponsored by The National Territory Resources Bureau of Zhangpu County 
Managed by Zhangzhou Gold Net Network Science and Technology Limited Company 

Copyright@ 2002-2005 www.FJZPrnlr.com All Rights Reserved 
DvNews 4.0 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, MAI, Litao, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1) Ztlnngprr Coirnry Nationul Territory Reso~trces Buren~r Cadre Education Training 
Management Regttlatiorts 

2 )  Zlznn,qpu Coilrig iV~rrionaf Terrirory Resoirrce.~ Nrimcus's i'et-?r!ir! Rcgrt!r!rlons ox 
Family Planning Elforcement Task 

is true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

L- d 
MAJ. U a o  
The LAW Off~ca of of N. Cox, Erq. 
4 0 1  Broadw~y Suite 701 
New York. NY 10013 
(2  12) 925- 1208 
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Window of The Association 
llttp://isi.zhanrrnu.~ov.cnlnewllook news.nsp'!id= 147 

Zhangpu County's Population and Family Planning Website 

Studv the "Population and Family Planning Law" Together with 
Association Members 

Among domestic, national and world affairs, the implementation of the family 
planning policy is an important matter. The "Population and Family Planning Law of The 
People's Republic of China" that began on September 1" of this year is a basic law for 
the Population and Family Planning work. Everyone is very concerned and paying a lot 
of attention to this matter. Now let us Association members get together and study it. 

On December 29th of last year, the ninth Standing Committee Meeting of the 
National People's Congress passed a law called the "Population and Family Planning 
Law of the People's Republic of China". On the same day, President JIANG, Zhe Min 
signed the 63rd Order to have this law published. It was required to be implemented on 
September 1,2002. On August 2nd of this year, the State Council Premier ZHU, Rong 
Ji signed the 357th State Council Order, and published "Social Foster Care Payment and 
Collection Management Policy". This is an administrative policy that goes hand in hand 
with the "Population and Family Planning Law". Based on the requirements of 
"Population and Family Planning Law", the ninth of Standing Committee Meeting of the 
People's Congress of Fujian Province integrated the requirements with the actual 
situation of Fujian Province, and corrected the previous edition of the "Family P l a ~ i n g  
Regulations of Fujian Province". On July 26th of this year, the ninth Standing 
Committee Meeting of the People's Congress of Fujian Province passed the "Population 
and Fnmily Planning Regulation cf Fujian Province" and implemellied i t  on Seprember 
1st. These laws and regulations had been publicized on newspapers, televisions, radios 
and books. We already had many meetings talking about that in our city offices, and we 
also held a lot of propaganda to implement the regulations. But from the observation 
of our current situation, we found some of the people understand and obey these laws and 
regulations, which is nice. But some of them only know part of it while others do not 
know anything at all. As words could be lost in translation, they took it as the family 
planning policy is becoming looser and less tough because they misunderstood that the 
"Law" was meant to emphasize humanity, lawful enforcement and the protection of the 
legal interest of the general public. [n order to clarify this misconception and let our 
people better understand and obey the law, 1 have made a conclusioii through my s~udy  
on the laws and regulations mentioned before by asking the following six questions. 

First, should I study the "Population and Family Planning Law"'? 

As we often say, each family has its own family rules, the party tlas the party 
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discipline and the country has its national laws. Family Planning matters to every 
household and individual. It is not good without legislation. All three generations of 
our Party's leaders emphasized very much on the concept of Family Planning. In 1979, 
after Deng Xiao Ping proposed the "population growth must be controlled and 
legislated". The related departments quickly conducted researches on drawing a Family 
Planning law. It had been passed through a four-stage draft revision. Because the 
condition was not sound. it was decided not to be set up temporarily. The main reason 
was that there was a big gap between the people's wishes to have children and the 
requirement [for birth concroi] of the Family Planning Law. In addition, our country has 
n big population and each local situation is different from one another. Because of the 
missing legislation of [this matter], the direction of our work in the past two to t hee  
decades mostly followed the general policies of the Party and our country as well as the 
local administrative rules and regulations. Due to the lack of propagandas, a lot of 
people didn't really understand the policies and regulations of the Family Planning. The 
phenomenon of early marriage and early birth, the excess birth and random birth, births 
from hiding from and avoiding the family planning officials existed universally. It is 
hard to deal with this type of people who disobeyed the Family Planning Regulations. If 
you tined them, they argued that giving birch to her child was her own business and there 
was no such reason to be fined. You suggested them to use birth control such as IUD 
insertion or ligation, but they chose to run away. All these people had hard time From 
hiding here or there all the time. They also complained a lot. As leaders from all 
levels. especially those from local town and village, we were put in a hot spot. Since 
there is no legislation [for the Family Planning Regulation], [we] don't have standard 
measurement for our work. It is hard to manage. Complaining on the Family Planning 
Regulation work is considered "no law or manner". Once the higher authority assigned 
the task to us, and under the duty pressure, we considered only on finishing the duty and 
did not care about methods that we were using. So we ended up adopting many strong 
administrative methods. For examples, if they run away, we would chase them, catch 
them and lock them up. This led to many negative public reactions. They claimed that 
we worked like "a monk with an opened umbrella -run wild, lawless". The work of the 
Family Planning 2egulation became ths most cliffic~~lt task UL the whoie worid. 

The Pmy's 1 jth Standing Committee Meeting of the National People's Corlgress 
established the essential plan to rule our nation legally. The Constitution had stipulated 
explicitly to "manage our nation legally and construct a socialist legal system country". 
To manage our nation legally is to operate legally. In the most recent years, the 
Standing Committee of the National People's Congress finally made the legislation and 
published this law ("Population and Family Planning Law") after their thorough 
investigations and repeated study. Now, the family planning enforcement is based on a 
national law. So every one of us should obey the followings: t-ust, follow the law. The 
law is the benchmark. Every citizen must obey the "Law" unconditionally, follow rules 
and draw fine line between right and wrong. No violation is allowed. You should 
study the law, understand i t  then you can apply it and obey it. Obeying the law is every 
citizen's basic moral. If you don't learn about the law. you would become le~al ly 
illiterate and will not follow the law. Thus, we should intensively study hard. Second. 
[we shouldl enforce the law strictly. As leaders, every one of us should be a role model 
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to obey the law. Also, [we should] apply the law through our administration work. 
[We should] enforce the law publicly, fairly. [We should] treat every one the same as if 
holding a bowl of water steadily. [We] should be fair and cannot favor one over the 
other when we are enforcing the law. Third, whoever disobeys the law should be 
punished. Citizen who disobeys the Family Planning Law should be punished 
according to the regulations. So, all of our comrades should study [the law] intensively, 
and obey it. Let us work together to achieve the family planning goal of a low birth 
rate. 

Second, what are the characteristics of "Family Planning Law"? Is the 
implementation of Family Planning loosening'? 

Our country has been working on Family Planning for thirty years. [We] have 
obtained the universally acknowledged result in the decrease of three billion births. But 
we must realize clearly that our country has a huge population. It's estimated that in the 
next few decades. We will have a net one hundred million people increase annually. It 
is hard to change the low quality of the population in a near term. The pressure of 
employment and labor work will increase. The aging problem also will become more 
prominent. The codlict between population, economic, social resources and environment 
will still be incisive. Therefore, the overpopulation was still the most basic and 
important national problem. It is the key aspect in restricting the sustainable 
development [of our country]. Population and Family Planning is still the major 
concern of our country. Thus, [we] could not relax yet; [we] should still keep up our pace 
carefully and firmly. The establishment of this "Population and Family Planning Law" 
provides us a chance to work harder and better on the family planning work. 

The implementation of "Population and Family Planning Law" is the important 
milestone in managing population and family planning in our country's history. It is the 
€irst time that [the concept oq  family planning was set in a legal form as a basic national 
policy. It derived from a national policy into a law. It promised the work of 
population and family p l ~ m i n g  legally. hforccvcr, 2:: basic policies. tcguiations from 
recent years have been passed into law. There is no change for the ten big basic 
principles that are from the past. (There is no change to the political status of Family 
Planning. and to the current Family Planning Policy. The goal of population control is the 
same. The requirements for our Party political members to handle this matter personally 
and take the Rlll responsibility are unchanged; the duty for our citizens in Family 
Planning hasn't been changed; the measure of "Three Primary" Policy and the 
"Three-Ln-One Combination" are the same: the department in charge chat assists the 
control system remains the same; there is no change for the only-child reward preferential 
policy; the stipulation of "one ticket overrules " is also unchanged.) The whole system 
of family planning operation can depend on and being protected by the law now. It 
promises to a steady low birch rate. 

There are seven chapters and Forty-seven clauses in "Population and Farnily 
Pla~lning Law". The main seven characteristics are: 1.it manifests the rhought of 
coordinated development and the sustainable development. 2 .  It manifests the 
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comprehensive management of [our country's] population problem. The management 
duty and responsibilities were assigned to all levels of governments, various departments, 
various associations, and various units by law. Whoever does not administrate by 
following the direction of the management duty, will be ordered to make correction and 
will be reprimand publicly. The administrative sanction will be imposed directly to the 
superiors. This is much stricter than the past. 3. [The Law] emphasizes on stabilizing 
the current Family Planning policy. 4. [The Law] manifests the combination of citizens' 
right and duty from the Family Planning. "Law" requires citizens of six duties. such as 
duty of giving birth legally, duty of husbands and wives sharing responsibility of family 
planning, duty of implementing birth control voluntarily, duty of paying social foster care 
payment when you have an illegal birth, and so on. There are five requirements that 
citizens should observe. For instance, [couples] should undergo physical checkup 
before marriage; only legally married couple can give birth; [couples] need to legally 
apply for permission when planning for the second child, and it must be legitimate. You 
must follow all these points. For example, it is not allowed to do embryo gender 
identification and selective induced abortion for non-medical needs. It is illegal to do 
so. Otherwise, there must be an investigation for the legal liability. The "Law" also 
has eight family planning rights for our citizens. It promises citizen's legal benefits in 
five aspects as well. At the same time, the "Regulations" give out eight favored 
treatments with rewards to couples who implemented the family planning policy. These 
stipulations are the benefit guidance. [It] makes sure that the family planning 
households, specially the two-daughter households and households with only-daughter 
certificate have higher level political status, economic benefits, promising life and better 
education. This will help easing the worry that parents have when raising children to 
provide help when they getting older. People can bring up comments if these are not 
materialized. For instance, the "Regulation" provides six free medical services for 
family planning work. It includes examination for the IUD and pregnancy, inserting 
and removing the IUD, emergency pregnancy solution, tuba1 ligation, treatment for 
complicated surgery. and authorized anastomosis surgery of spermatic duct and oviduct. 
Lf you got charged by that, you can bring up the issue until it is resolved. What [we] say 
is what [we] will do, therz is na false alz~m. This is t i i l  iatzgcaiion of rights and duties. 
Ln the past, we were insufficient in this aspect. We focused on finishing our task and 
forgot about [people's] right. We emphasized on management instead of service. 
Now, we need to improve our work (family planning regulation work). 5. [It] 
emphasizes on administrating legally. Leaders must administrate legally and 
professionally. Leaders from [all levelsj who do not fulfill their responsibility or 
infringe upon people's legal rights and interests, will have to be investigated for legal 
liability. But the lawful enforcement of public duties is protected by law. For those 
who refuse or try to obstruct the family planning work, we will educate them to stop 
behaving in such a way. To those actions that violated the public security 
adrninistrarion. [we] will enforce the public security management punishment. If the 
actions became n crime, [we] will investigate and take legal action. 6. [We] will adhere 
to classification and instnlccion. 7. [We1 learn and benetit from the international 
society. Many spirits concerning the international treaties and the World Population 
Development Conference are shown in the "Law", such as the sustainable developrnznt, 
the reproduction health; Yocln: Working U'omen Group; Family Planning Associat~on. 
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and the non-government group that assists in the family planning program. 

Third, is the family planning policy stricter or more lenient? 

The "Population and Family Planning Law" requires the stabilization of the 
current family planning policy. ' It legalizes and systematizes the family planning 
implementation from all these years. It is neither stricter nor more lenient. It 
establishes the essential standard of management, service and restriction measurement for 
the family planning work. This is necessary for the stabilization of low birth level. In 
addition, it includes the consideration of the current actual situation in rural area. The 
stability and continuity of our country's family planning policy are guaranteed. They 
help expanding the family planning work positively. 

The man contents of our Province's Family Planning regulations: 

(One) [Our] country encourages citizen having late marriage and planning to have 
children late. What is late marriage? It means the age of the man or woman is more 
than three years older than the legal marriage age in their first marriage. (That is, man 
should be 25 years old and woman should be 23 years old). 

What is planning to have children late: there are three situations: ( I )  giving birth 
in late marriage; (2) woman giving birth after her 2dLh birthday; (3) man starts to have 
family planning for child after his 30' birthday. 

(Two) [Our country1 promotes one couple have one child. That means citizens 
should have children after they get married. 

(Three) The recommendation of one couple having one child does not mean that 
one couple definitely can only have one child. If a couple is allowed to [have a second 
child] according to the law, and have obtained permission, they can have the second 
child. There are s o ~ z  specific stii;ulz:icris tkain No.9 ts No. 13 iu &he "itlws". For dle 
rural population, the policy of one and a half child is not changed; that is if both husband 
and wife ate from rural population (including both husband and wife are fishermen), if 
they only have one daughter, they can apply for a permission for the second child. Also, 
[if the only-child] is handicapped; can not become a normal labor worker after medical 
treatment; this couple are still capable to having children; they can apply for permission 
to have a second child. But [the handicapped child] must be appraised by pediatricians 
for the sick and disabled in Quanzhou City or the higher level authority. After [a 
woman was diagnosed that she] is unable to be pregnant and allowed adopting a child 
legally, and if she finds herself pregnant later; [she] may also be allowed to give birth to 
this child after obtaining a permission. But [she] must be proved by the city level 
medical organization. tf the situations of both husband and wife are from rural 
population. one of them is the single child of the Family; both husband and wife are from 
city population. both of them are the single child of their parents; they may request to 
have a second child. Still more.. . Tarsets arranged for a second child must wait for four 
years after the birth of their tirst child. Also, the wife must be 25 years or oldzr. The 
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minority couples (except Zhuang Zhu) can have two children. 

(Four) Giving birth before marriage and giving birth from an illegal marriage are 
not allowed. Three types of situations are forbidden: I. Prepancy before marriage 
(including the pregnancy that without reaching the legal marriage age); 2. Pregnancy that 
does not follow the birth gap policy; 3. Pregnancy that qualifies for a second child, but 
have not yet obtained permission. The illegal adoption, giving away as well as 
abandoning the children are regarding as violations of the family planning policy. If [you] 
abandon your child, you are not allowed to give birth my more. We must use these laws 
to regulate the family planning behavior. [Things] that the country encourages, advocates, 
and requires, and the law that our country set, we must obey. If the law does not allow 
us to do certain things. we must not do. If every one of us obeys the laws and follow the 
rules, we will do a better job in our family planning work. 

Fourth. how to collect social foster care fee? 

The collection of social foster care fee, also known as out-plan-birth fine in the 
past, must be carried out firmly and continuously. Why? Your illegal birth has had the 
negative influence on the social economic development, the environmental protection and 
resource. This has increased the burden on the society and the general public. The 
collection of the social foster care payment is a form of compensation to the society and 
its general public. It is a legal liability for which [the violator] must undertake 
economically. This is the essential economical limit measure, through which, the 
economical method, the standard birth behavior can be achieved. In the mean time, it is 
a form of protection for the citizens who implement the family planning policy. The 
collection is targeted at birth behaviors that violate the "Population And Family Planning 
Law" and the "Population And Family Planning Rules of Fujian Province". There are 
six kinds of violations: the first is the multi-births; the second is the illegitimate birth; the 
third is the illegal adoption ( even includes the legal adoption that does not conform to the 
Family planning regulation after such adoption); the fourth is the birth from a second 
marriage that does no: C G ~ G ~  to the family ijlllmiilg rzguliltiou; tilt; fifth is tire violation 
of required birth gap (meet second birth requirement but not waiting long enough) and 
the sixth are other violations. 

How is the collection standard determined? The provincial's "Rules" originally 
stipulated the collection is the multiple of the gross income of the violators, both husband 
and wife, from the prior year. But this stipulation had loopholes. The new "Rules" 
stipulate the collection is based on the actual violations and the average disposal income 
per person for our county (city, district) residents or the average net income per person 
for farmers. (For instance, let's say the average net income per person for farmers is 
6000 Yuan in the prior year, then for both husband and wife, it will be 12,000 Yuan). 
This is set as the primary standard. According to the illegal birth situation, the 
collection is calculated wirh the following multiples. 

(1) Giving birth prior to marriage will be fined 60-loo%, which is 7200- 13000 
Yuan; 
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(2) One additional birth will be fined two to three times, which is 23000-36000 
Yuan; the second additional birth will be fined four to six times, which is 48000 to 72000 
Yuan; the third additional birth will be fined severely. 

(3) Having a child outside the marriage will be frned four to six times, which is 
45000 to 72000 Yuan; having a second child outside the marriage will be fined szverely. 

The primary collection standard must be based on the violator's actual income. 
If the individual's actual income is higher than the local per capita income, the 
individual's actual income should be used as the cardinal number. For instance, here is 
a rich person. He and his wife fated very well in their business last year with a yearly 
actual income of 200,000 Yuan. If they have one additional child, they will be fined 
two to three times, which is 400,000 - 600,000 Yuan. 

The collection of social foster care payment should be determined by the city's 
Family p l a ~ i n g  bureau or the bureau can delegate it to the town's people's government. 
Notice must be send and education and warming must be given. The violator should 
submit installment written request as well as related documents to the concerned 
department within 30 days upon receipt of collection notice, if he indeed faces actual 
economic difficulty. He should also submit an installment payment plan. If approved. 
he can start the installment payment stream. Otherwise. there are two stipulations on 
the regulations of delayed and uncollected payment. First, a fine will be imposed in 
addition to uncollected payment. Starting from the date of the collection notice, 0.2% 
will be added to the uncollected amount every month. Thus, the longer the payment is 
delayed, the more fine is imposed. Second, if the violator does not pay the fine for 
delayed social foster care payment as well as the accumulated additional fine, the 
collection unit can request the people's court to enforce it legally. 

The collection of social foster care payment must be very strict as the illegal birth 
must be pendized. Sut this does not nieizi the illegal bilzh beili lvi~r CUII be iegaiizea. 
Those who believe that they can have more children by paying the fine are wrong. This 
is a violation of the spirit of laws and regulations and it is absolutely prohibited. 

Fifth, can anyone choose the contraceptive birth control measure freely'? 

As soon as some people find out that the "Laws" have a choice formulation. they 
would think that the family planning policy has been changed and they can choose the 
contraceptive birth control measure freely. This is wrong. 

Several points must be made clear here. First. article 20 and 34 of the "Laws" 
emphasized the contraceptive measure needs to be conformed to the family planning 
technical service personnel's instruction. You cannot reject the guidance and do 
whatever you wish. Secondly, married coilpie who have already children must be 
encouraged to choose long-term etfccrive contraception measure (including sterilization 
technique, LUD insertion. hypodermic in-plant and so on). Couple who have one child 
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should consider IUD insertion and hypodermic in-plant tirst. Both methods may not 
only achieve the goal of long-term contraceptive or permanent birth control, but also 
avoid the trouble or the side effect from taking medicine or using the contraception tools. 
They are effective, economic and simple with little side effects. Couple who have 
decided having no more children or who have two children (including two-daughter) and 
are not allowed to have any more, must be advocated to choose sterilization surgery 
which is a relatively safe and effective contraception measure. By dong this, you will 
be exempt from IUD and pregnancy exams that take place several times a year. Isn't 
this more effective, suitabie and convenient? If there is a need to have children again in 
the future, with authorization, a operation to reconnect the deferent ducts or the oviducts 
can be performed. Certainly, if the individual's physical condition is not suitable for the 
sterilization operation, the individual can undergo IUD insertion or take other measures 
temporarily. But generally speaking, couple who already have children will be better off 
by doing IUD insertion after the first child and sterilization surgery after having two 
children. This is the best choice. 

Sixth, what about the association members? 

Our family planning association is a grassroots organization that assists the party 
and the government to implement the family planning tasks to the best of our ability. 
Our objective is to serve our people wholeheartedly. Our duty is to take the lead, use 
propaganda, service, supervise and exchange. The "Population and Family Planning 
Law" and other laws and regulations have been announced and everybody is very happy 
about it. However, our country has so many people and the situation is complicated. 
People's education quality is not very high and they do not have a strong concept of law 
enforcement. The influence from the old traditional ideas is also very deep. It's not 
that easy to implement and carry out the above legal laws and regulations. Our 
association should assist the party and the government positively to promote, implement 
and carry out these laws and regulations. We first must take the lead to learn the law, 
understand the-law, obey the law, follow the law and implement the family planning 
policy ~ ~ o l u n t ~ i l y .  Second, wz must propngnndizc w i t h  various rnechods to each iamiiy 
member and the people with whom we have contact and those around us. Third, we  
must serve. Couple who implement the family planning policy according to the laws 
and regulations should take care of their family life and be on top of their jobs after 
giving birth. Fourth, we must supervise and participate in the family planning tasks 
democratically. If we receive complaints from our people, we must relate che message 
to our leaders promptly. We must dare to voice our opinion on those cadres who do not 
enforce the laws appropriately and in a civilized way. This will help to correct the 
cadres' mistakes. Fifth, we must exchange ideas from one another, from one group and 
to the ocher, from one village to the other. We must learn from each other and mobilize 
the entire society to pay attention to, support and be on top of the family planning tasks 
altogether. 

The "Population And Family Planning Law" and the "Population And Family 
Planning Rule of Fujian Province" are rich in their contents and broad in the coverage. 
As m y  education level is not high and I don't have a deep comprehension, in addition ro 
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the limited time. and overall, I may very well illustrate this poorly. Please feel free to 
give critiques and corrections. 

May 14,2003 
[close window) 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION 

I, MAI, Litao, am competent to translate from Chinese into English, and certify that the 
translation of the following: 

1) Study the "Population and Family Planning Law" together with Association Members 

are true and accurate to the best of my abilities. 

d 
MhL- 
Thc L.w Office of Thcod~n  N. Cox. Esq. 
401 Broadway Suite 701 
New York. NY 10033 
(2 12) 925- A 208 
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